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USS Olivia Newton John Hospital Ship Docked in Key West... 

3-7-2020 Stimulus of 12 Trillion Galaxies has been killed by Warriors going into 
Baghdad instead of building a fleet of 100's of Super Shuttles in 2011. Who are 
these Rabid Men, they are Secret. 

Since the retirement of the space shuttles in 2011, NASA astronauts have been 
riding on Russian rockets to orbit. Many Trillions have been spent by the Pentagon 
on War's since 2011. Greg flew into Key West on 3-4-2011. 

3-7-2020 Stimulus of 12 Super Shuttles in a Train with Disney Star Wars Galaxy 
Edge accessories like the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's... 

3-7-2020 Stimulus of "iMac's Mac Book Pro's For All" at Starbucks Paris! 

3-7-2020 Stimulus of By ANDREW JACOBS Mobilization for War on Blood test 
results in seconds instead of 5 days T2 Biosystems test ID a treatable form of 
hepatitis. Meningitis. Leptospirosis, an extremely rare bacterial infection that is 
easily treated with old-school penicillin. Genomic diagnostics work by matching the 
DNA or RNA of microbes in a patient’s bodily fluid against vast databases of all 
known bacteria, viruses or fungi that can sicken humans. War Powers act could 
move this to Los Alamos overnight and get results!! 



3-7-2020 Stimulus of Rx a Vast databases of all known Rx Recipes all trade 
secrets... given to the Girl Scouts to sell with cookies. 

3-7-2020 Florida sued a non-profit domestic violence agency Wednesday, claiming 
its board members and executives deliberately hid exorbitant salaries, bonuses and 
other compensation. Worst they used the money to buy Florida Lottery Tickets and 
visit the Qatar-Trump Casino. 

3-7-2020 Focused on Undermining 4th of July Quality of Life. Inquiry about being 
Tortured by Breast Cancer every day of your life by City Hall USA 1984 Diesel 
Mercedes Driven Road Rage Mad Men who are Rabid and are responsible for the 
Shuttle Challenger II MIA today. USS Olivia Newton John Hospital Ship Docked in 
Key West today... 40,000 House Boats, Habitat for Humanity too!! Focused on 
Undermining A Super Computer Blood Lab and heart scan for aortic burst of 
emergency surgery for the Elite when no one is scanned at JFK for anything but 
Road Rage. JPMorgan Chief Executive Jamie Dimon Has Emergency Heart 
Surgery in Saudi Arabia. 1K other Chase Bankers are flying out for Heart Surgery 
too after they Focused on the Undermining lack of Banking on Hearts at Chase 
Bank. When Our ‘Pursuit of Happiness’ Is Wooing 4 MD Wife's from Yale to Win 
Wind 4 Nobels in Medicine in Medicine. Focus on War Mobilization to move Blood 
test from Run of the Mill Labs to Super Computer Simulations. A Star Wars Super 
Computer Blood Testing Homeland Security will be retired for! Navy Admirals 
Test Positive for enrolling at NASA, launch 100's of New Nuke Subs to Sirius. 
Focused on Undermining Carriers for Carriers of virus diseases and cancers. MD 
Pilots using Super Computers - Boeing Flight simulation booths. 



3-7-2020 Focus on the Chef's aortic bursting all over the kitchens; Gray Kunz, 65, 
Dies; Four-Star Chef Fused France and Asia. Raised in Singapore, trained in Hong 
Kong and apprenticed in Switzerland, he made a celebrated mark in New York at 
Lespinasse. He made a celebrated mark in New York City Wide testing all cooks 
for Aortic Cuts Undermining Quality of Life with these Heart symptom's. 

New Look inside Amazon lets you read 43 pages... 

Oui Oui click here for Greg in French on Amazon WindmillCAR's + RV's

2019 ----- New ---- Secret Files on the 2019 Windmill Car's Click Here for Greg's 
Book on Amazon Look Inside at New Pages Click on Cover this link takes you to so 
you can zoom in and read the Secret File! Amazon lets you read 42 pages wow! 
Book is 474 Pages



Girls looking into the Apple-Starbucks Windows for their iMac and Mac Book Pro 
Lab $$$ 



Commander Beverly Crusher, M.D. "Encounter at Farpoint" (1987) "Star Trek 
Generations (1994) "Star Trek: Nemesis (2002) Portrayed Gates McFadden 

Greg's 8 Amazon Books and Kindles up to Date Click Here **************



3-7-2020 9 New Cases of Coronavirus in N.Y., All Connected to Westchester Man 



3-7-2020 9 New Cases of STD's Hepatitis in N.Y., All Connected to Westchester 
Man 

3-7-2020 9 New Cases of Flu in N.Y., All Connected to Westchester Man 

3-7-2020 900 New Nobels in Medicine in 2020 All Connected to iMac's Mac Book 
Pro's at Starbucks Paris and the USA. 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP invention 
projects spelled out and Pronounce aloud with specs and Genius Pasteur and 
Einstein tutors. 

3-7-2020 "The Miracle of Moving a Piano in New York City "How do you get a 
800-pound grand piano up a narrow staircase in a Harlem townhouse?" By 
SOPHIE HAIGNEY and DANIEL ARNOLD Focus on MIT students building a 
'Robot' for class and a Start Up Company that had Grand Piano Robots to move 
them all in NYC. Also can movie a 80" LG 8K monitors with the MIT Robot. 



3-7-2020 "iMac's Mac Book Pro's For All" at Starbucks Paris! There is no Hospital 
on the Island of Key West. The Hospital is on a Nearby Island like Nearby Stars! 
USS Olivia Newton John Hospital Ship is a Navy War Time Carrier! Drunk 
Admirals in the USS and Moscow! 

3-7-2020 "iMac's Mac Book Pro's For All" at Starbucks Paris! 

3-7-2020 Best selling NY Times books that don't focus on 1984 Orwell Quality of 
Life in the USA when Orwell is selling 400 million $4 gas on the 4th of July. These 
Elite 4 or 400 like Bill and Melinda Gates, Jimmy Carter and Rosalynn spread the 
despair virus for Starbucks with no iMac and 1 Click Amazon IP invention 
projects. "The focus of Case and Deaton’s book isn’t education, but it lingers as the 
backdrop to all of their findings. “This B.A./non-B.A. divide,” Deaton says, “just 
comes up again and again and again.” Source: “Deaths of Despair and the Future 
of Capitalism” by Anne Case and Angus Deaton. "The focus of Case and Deaton’s 
book is on diesel exhaust and those with a BS degree can name and pronounce a 
few diesel particle in the air and in their kids DNA. They also know the Top 
Quarks, Botton Quarks, Charm Quarks, all have a different spin. 'Spin' from the 2 
White Men at 1984 HQ is 'Ridiculousness.' 



3-7-2020 Charming Quark's spin; Valerie M. Hudson, a professor of international 
affairs at Texas A&M University, is, with Donna Lee Bowen and Perpetua Lynne 
Nielsen, an author of “The First Political Order: How Sex Shapes Governance and 
National Security Worldwide.” Valerie ends her NY Times article writing 
"polygamy, as just another lifestyle choice" but censored out it is not a choice in the 
USA because the NY Times Editors all got bone saws from Amazon if they wrote 
this editorial as we need polygamy as a choice for USA. No we don't get this 
choice!! Porn Time of Men at Texas A&M University must go off the charts. This 
should have been a chart in Valerie's book. Win 10 PC and iMac computer labs at 
Texas A&M University are off limits to millions who would use them to work on 
Nobels not watch porn. Grin. Yes Valerie censored this chapter on Porn and 
women in her NY Times article. 4 girls looking into the Texas Apple Store's are 
never bought a iMac or Mac Book Pro by a Texas Oil Man, Never! What do Texas 
Oil men spend their illegal Oil Revenues on... ??????. Trump Qatar Casinos! 
Valerie writes "Great strides have been made for women since 1995." The 1995 
Ford WindmillCAR's accessories look like a Model T in 2020. 

3-7-2020 Paris Mayor He Was Unaware of Pedophilia, still going to Prince 
Salman's wedding to a 12 year old girl in Saudi Arabia, Paris wedding was to much 
a risk right now! 60 Minutes "What Prince Salman is Like at Home!." 

3-7-2020 City Hall Code Violations; identify whether there’s any additional corrupt 
code, and if so, we’ll be able to fix it,” Boeing Starliner spacecraft, launched on top 
of an Atlas 5 rocket on Dec. 20, encountered two major software issues during its 
flight. The first occurred minutes after it separated from the rocket, because the 
clock had been set wrong. That led to the spacecraft squandering its propellant, 
and a planned docking at the International Space Station was called off. 



3-7-2020 City Hall squandering its propellant, $4 gas on the 4th of July. Born in the 
USA. They gave away the City to Saudi Arabia Prince. 

3-7-2020 Code; Super Computer simulation tests of all blood. DUI to rare diseases. 
Too much authority was given to Alcoholics who smoke, use drugs and swear. 
Culture found at the VFW and VA. Pink women should have been admitted to the 
VA Hospitals decades ago. 

3-7-2020 Since the retirement of the space shuttles in 2011, NASA astronauts have 
been riding on Russian rockets to orbit. Many Trillions have been spent by the 
Pentagon on War's since 2011. Greg flew into Key West on 3-4-2011. Pink women 
40K have died a tortured death in the USA every year from 2011 to 2020 and 
another 40K in 2021. A a consequence of the Texas and Saudi Oil Men infected by 
the virus of war with no desire to win a Nobel in Medicine for anything. Like 
Trump walked out in Korea No Smoking in the USA because one Tobacco 
Plantation Owner who lives next door to Jimmy Carter in Georgia. A War Crime! 

3-7-2020 Stimulus of 12 Trillion Galaxies has been killed by Warriors going into 
Baghdad instead of building a fleet of 100's of Super Shuttles in 2011. Who are 
these Rabid Men, they are Secret. 



3-6-2020 Florida sued a non-profit domestic violence agency Wednesday, claiming 
its board members and executives deliberately hid exorbitant salaries, bonuses and 
other compensation. Worst they used the money to buy Florida Lottery Tickets and 
visit the Qatar-Trump Casino. 

3-6-2020 Jeff Bezos Domestic violence - 4 MD Wife's from Yale and 1,001 Nobel in 
Medicine IP invention projects on 1 Click Amazon links with specs and Pasteur 
Genius Tutors... 



3-6-2020 "iMac's Mac Book Pro's For All" at Starbucks Paris! Oil Bonanza 
Plunges 2 White Men at 1984 HQ Into Political Crisis via Fiery Wrecks, Cop Cars 
Rear ended today and no end in sight, a true Political Crisis for 1984 Ruling Class! 
When Voyager 2 Calls Home, Earth Soon Won’t Be Able to Answer because the 
technology Crisis caused by MIT War Toy Drones and Missiles the last 3 Decades. 
Doctors Say the Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer Rx Pink Latte Recipe and Virus 
Cure was lost to MIT Rabid Dogs of War. MIT tuberculosis Crisis, no Miracle Rx 
Recipe Cure lost to Drone Culture Buyers and Sellers. Gas and Oil Buyers and 
Sellers. 

3-6-2020 "iMac's Mac Book Pro's For All" at Starbucks Paris! Small Fry Lisa 
Macintosh Jobs $$$ has the cash $$$ Bill and Melinda Gates Win 10 in all 
Starbucks in Paris and the USA. Dubai, the gleaming financial hub of the United 
Arab Emirates is were Bill and Melinda Gates gave all a Win 10 computer the last 
couple decades not Starbucks. Bill and Melinda Gates second home is in Dubai not 
Key West. Evidence YouTube Videos, will put Win 10 in the public domain and let 
NASA rewrite 1 million lines of code. Quality of Life in Dubai without the evidence 
of the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's Changed Culture of iMac for All with fiber optics 
and 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP invention projects with specs and genius 
Einstein and Pasteur tutors. 

3-6-2020 "Aggrieved Women in Dubai Ruler’s Life Find Vindication in a British 
Court" Princess Haya told the court she believed that the Sheikh was arranging to 
marry their 12-year-old daughter, Jalila, to Saudi Arabia’s crown prince and de 
facto ruler, Mohammed bin Salman. "Aggrieved Women in Manhattan at the NY 
Times" #12YearsOldTimes. 

3-6-2020 "Aggrieved Women Hanging in Robert Kennedy's Barn Didn't Find 
Vindication - Mary Kennedy is driving her 5 Kids home in a 2020 Ford 



WindmillCAR. "But the stark descriptions of how Robert Kennedy Jr. wielded his 
wealth and absolute power against his own family may prove hard to shake. Mary 
Kennedy tortured for years before he hanged her; "Anonymous notes appeared in 
her bedroom, warning in one instance, “We will take your son — your daughter is 
ours — your life is over.” Twice, she told the court, she found a gun on her bed, the 
muzzle pointing toward the door, the safety catch off." 

3-6-2020 Swiss Bankers Hearts, everyone scanned. JPMorgan Chief Executive 
Jamie Dimon Has Emergency Heart Surgery. "Dimon, 63, underwent successful 
heart surgery for an “acute aortic dissection,” "Aortic dissection occurs when blood 
forces its way into a tear in the aorta, the biggest artery in the body, separating its 
layers or peeling them apart. About two-thirds of people who have an aortic 
dissection are male, according to the American Heart Association, and those with 
high blood pressure or high cholesterol may be at greater risk. 

3-6-2020 "Aortic artery the biggest one, like the Bankers in Switzerland with $777 
Trillion in Oil and Gas Revenues all illegal stolen from a billion people. Worst is 
their exhaust on heart health. Maxine Waters Says Wells Fargo Board Members 
Should Resign, Resign to Aortic Heart Banking. Board of Chase Should order 1,001 
employees scanned for Aortic Breach of Trust. 100,000 Bankers need a Heart Scan 
and Super Computer Blood test not the run of the Mill NYC Blood lab Test. These 
are Bankers with gas station hold up loot in the Trillions of Dollars we the Public 
Want to spend on Super Computer Blood Test for All not keeping the Run of the 
Mill NYC Blood Testing Labs or the NYC Gas Stations. No NYC Gas Stations and 
Rum of the Mill NYC Blood Labs! Bankers need to count on Jewish Exodus not 
Prince Salman getting married to a 12 Year Old Girl and Trump will be at the 
Wedding with Ivanka, Ha! How Much Time do Bankers Watch Pron? Any Amount 
to Much like their drinking! Super Computer Blood Test Culture on Bankers in 
Geneva when Prince Salman owns Lake Geneva, ha! Good News from Paris Elite, 
no Prince Salman can not vacation for 4 weeks at his French Palace in 2020. To 
much Bone Saw Bloody Mess for the Paris Ruling Class with their own crisis. 



3-6-2020 City Hall with a touch of Orwellian Culture; “Run This Town,” a 
dysfunctional city hall government, is a Fictionalized account of an actual scandal. 
In 2013, The Toronto Star and Gawker both said their reporters had watched a 
video that show Toronto’s mayor, Rob Ford, smoking crack. Six months later, he 
admitted to having used the drug, but did not resign. 

3-6-2020 "Electric Shock for Oil Men Criminals World Wide; 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR!! FDA CIA FBI DOD announced this week that it was banning the 
use of electric shock devices to correct self-harming or aggressive behavior. The 
practice presents “an unreasonable and substantial risk of illness or injury,” the 
agency said in a statement on Wednesday. The ban is national, but it is targeted at a 
single school: the Judge Rotenberg Educational Center in Canton, Mass., which 
serves students — both children and adults — who have intellectual disabilities or 
behavioral, emotional or psychiatric problems. It appears to be the only school in 
the United States that uses painful electric shocks to discipline students, and the 
practice has been in place there for decades. 1980 Oil Men in Place with Jimmy 
Carter in 1980 then they gave him the Nobel Peace Prize and lost our Habitat for 
Humanity the 40,000 Trump Towers built by Habitat for Humanity. Though Qatar 
did build 40,000 Trump Towers for Mecca's Humanity." 

3-6-2020 "Those Oil Men in Texas and Paris; Those students who have been 
approved by a court to receive the treatment wear a backpack with a battery 
inside. It has protruding wires that can deliver shocks to the skin when triggered by 
an employee at the school. The practice was meant to condition the behavior of 
students by causing pain when they acted in ways that endangered themselves or 
others." Texas Cop Killers rear ending a Cop Car, pain, burns and tissue damage, 



for Oil Revenues! A Crime! 

3-6-2020 Fiery Cop Car's Burned to death Cops; United Nations special rapporteur 
for torture said that the rights of Cops had been violated under the U.N. convention 
against torture. The UN is a mirror of Greg in Key West, we both can write. 

3-6-2020 Paris and Texas Oil Men with severe behavioral problems; Yes the UN 
has written they will use H-Bomb fighting over who gets to sell their Oil! I could 
even believe Putin getting up at the UN and telling everyone they will use H-Bombs 
to keep the oil and gas pipelines flowing with Money $$$. 

3-6-2020 “The F.D.A. believes that state-of-the-art behavioral treatments, such as 
positive behavioral support and medications, can enable health care providers to 
find alternative approaches for curbing self-injurious or aggressive behaviors in Oil 
Men - example is Prince Salman and Dubai Ruler’s who's bone saw and beheading 
YouTube Videos have been watched by the UN many Times. 



3-6-2020 Pink Women Olivia Newton John Navy Ship Hospital Ship USS Olivia 
Newton John will be built after she is buried at Arlington with a Pink not White 
Headstone and a Pink Flag. Put to Death by the Admirals War Aggression Era 
greater than the combined weight of all the aircraft carriers in the Navy. USS 
Olivia Newton John Hospital Ship. 

3-6-2020 Key West City Hall Censored Pink wounded Warriors and dead. This 
Stats are from City Hall from Key West to NYC. "Deer-car collisions fell to 77 in 
2019, from 99 in 2017, while cases of Lyme disease, transmitted by ticks that are 
carried by deer, dropped to 88 in 2018, from 124 in 2017, according to the latest 
available statistics." ISIS Statistics are in the NY Times every day, not the Pink 
dead and wounded. UN and Greg in Key West can write, not the NY Times. They 
must follow orders from the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ who have their Pilots Door 
Bolted shut, locked and Oiled. $4 million spent on Deer and cat vasectomy 
programs by City Hall. Olivia Newton John, I would never kill them,” he said. 
“They’re too beautiful.” Robert Kennedy Jr and a million other Mad Men did kill 
beautiful women. 

3-6-2020 

3-6-2020 Rabid Brain Virus at the NY Times; Editors’ Picks "They Started a 
Karaoke Club in Their House. The Internet Noticed." 1,001 Rabid Virus Plague 
and they start a Pasture Lab in their Home. This is the NY Times article killed by a 
virus. 



3-5-2020 The International Criminal Court ruled on Thursday that its chief 
prosecutor could open an investigation into allegations of war crimes in 
Afghanistan, including any that may have been committed by Americans, setting 
up a potential showdown with Washington. The ruling by the court in The Hague is 
likely to draw a strong rebuke from the United States, which does not recognize the 
2020 Ford WindmillCAR's. 

Domestic War Crimes; Officer Jason with Kerry and Wife, writing a ticket on the 
side of the road rear ended in a fiery wreck, there have been 1,001 Officer Jason 
from 1980 to 2020. iTickets iPhone iDash Cams were kill by Kerry's Ruling Class at 
Yale and Harvard. 



3-5-2020 The International Criminal Court ruled "Cop Killers" motive is $4 Gas 
on the 4th of July 2020 and they invented immunity!! 

3-5-2020 Fueling the Backlash to U.S. Faces Possible War Crimes Inquiry Over 
2020 Ford WindmillCAR's, Gravity Engine Cars... on the 4th of July 2021 

3-5-2020 The International NASA community with money from Qatar, UAE, is 
rewroking a satellite dish that is 57 years old and out of date. Voyager 2 will keep 
collecting and sending back science data, should something go wrong, members of 
the team will be powerless to help it, and will just have to watch with their hands 
tied. 



3-5-2020 The Yale Key West Medical School on 3-4-2011 When Greg Flew Into Key 
West. There is no Hospital on the Island of Key West. The Hospital is on a Nearby 
Island like Nearby Stars! 

3-5-2020 Greg flew into Key West on 3-4-2011 with $777 Trillion and built 25 
Hospital Ships some bigger than the Navy's newest Carriers and 25 Trump Towers 
all 100 Stories. Freedom Towers from 9/11 the Ford WindmillCAR was a secret file 
at Los Alamo on 9/11 killed for $4 gas on the 4th of July by Masterminds at 
Exxon/Mobil, BP Oil and Total Oil in Paris. 

3-5-2020 Key West on 3-4-2011 with 4 MD Wife's ordered this Super Computer 
from Amazon, Grin! Wishful inventing and Nobels. Tomorrow this super computer 
will be a toy Maze for Moscow kids at Moscow Disneyland Star Wars Galaxy Edge. 

Soul of the Greed-Virus caught from Gas Station Owners; Florida sued a non-
profit domestic violence agency Wednesday, claiming its board members and 
executives deliberately hid exorbitant salaries, bonuses and other compensation. 
Worst they used the money to buy Florida Lottery Tickets and visit the Qatar-
Trump Casino. Tracking Every Coronavirus Case in the U.S.: Full Map. Tracking 
Every Domestic Murder Case in the U.S.: Full Map. FBI deliberately hid Robert 
Kennedy Jr murder of Mary Kennedy in the Kennedy Barn. 100% of the FBI 
knows Robert Kennedy Jr is the killer of Mary Kennedy! Soul of the USA has been 
sold out to Robert Kennedy Jr and the Federal Judge he bought to help murder 
Mary Kennedy. This is the soul of the USA Elite at Yale and Harvard. Virus that 
needs a cure. 

3-5-2020 Qatar A Tornado Decimated North Nashville. The Rebuilding May 
Destroy Its Soul. FEMA's 80 hours overtime pay $$$ comes before anyone else. 
Decimated North Nashville residents feeling slighted as only the 'Home Owners" 
can get a Trump-Qatar Hotel Room via FEMA everyone one else get's the Red 
Cross Shelters. 



3-5-2020 Qatar Has A Tornado Soul as its Mecca God Destroyed the Ford Nashville 
Model of the 2020 Ford WindmillCar!! Soul-humor laugh from Mecca Tornado's 
in the Soul with all the Gas Money even on the 4th of July $4 gas. Born on the 4th 
of July 2020 Exxon/Mobil's Soul is the 2020 Ford WindillCAR's in the Navy tow 
lot. Soul of the Key West Navy is Decimated by the Mecca Tornado's on the 4th of 
July 2020 $4 Gas in the USA. WindmillCAR's docked with Navy Hospital Ships at 
Sirius. Navy character and culture in Moscow as there are 4 Admiral named 
Missile ships heading to Syria today, they should be heading to Qatar, grin. If Putin 
gets one more sanction by Trump gas in Moscow will be .04 cents a gallon on the 
4th of July 2020. 

3-5-2020 Tornado Soul catalyst for more $888 Trillion more in Oil Revenues for 
Souls in Mecca. 

3-5-2020 Wooing the Texas Oil Men's Soul for free gas on the 4th of July 2020. $1 
Trillion Dollars for the 4th of July 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's driven to Manhattan 
and Mad Men bit by the Rabid Virus who's vaccine needs to be put in the drinking 
water world wide for Rabid Dogs of War. 



3-5-2020 Another $1 Trillion in kickbacks under the tables; Israel’s Right Had a 
Good Election. So Did Israeli Arabs. That May Be No Coincidence, if the NY Times 
would not have censored the $1 Trillion in bribes and kickbacks under their tables. 
Grin $$$ 

3-5-2020 ViacomCBS, the newly combined business controlled by Shari Redstone, 
is betting its future on streaming live Jew Aliens Video from Sirius 500 Times faster 
than the speed of light invented by Greg and Wife's in Key West in a Hemingway 
House Writing Class Novel written on an Apple Apple and iMac. This would shake 
up the War industry, which has become a winner-take-all business dominated by 
MIT War Toys not Sirius Jewish Aliens. Charles Scribner’s Sons, the publisher of 
20th-century heavyweights like Ernest Hemingway, F. Scott Fitzgerald and Thomas 
Wolfe. #1 best seller will be "Pasteur's Virus Database" For Sale Simon & 
Schuster, the publishing powerhouse behind best-selling authors like Stephen King, 
King of Saudi Arabia bone saw murders needs to be published when the 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR is driven in the USA. ViacomCBS, announced Wednesday that, after 
a “strategic review,” the book publisher and Saudi King was no longer essential to 
its business and that it would seek a buyer. In Hell or at Sirius. Simon & Schuster, 
Books won’t play a significant role in the coming skirmish, Amazon 1 Click links to 
1,001 IP invention projects with specs and Genius Einstein and Pasteur tutors will 
win many Nobels. 

3-5-2020 Rabid Brain Virus at the NY Times; Editors’ Picks "They Started a 
Karaoke Club in Their House. The Internet Noticed." 1,001 Rabid Virus Plague 
and they start a Pasture Lab in their Home. This is the NY Times article killed by a 
virus. 



3-5-2020 The International Criminal Court ruled on Thursday that its chief 
prosecutor could open an investigation into allegations of war crimes in 
Afghanistan, including any that may have been committed by Americans, setting 
up a potential showdown with Washington. The ruling by the court in The Hague is 
likely to draw a strong rebuke from the United States, which does not recognize the 
2020 Ford WindmillCAR's. 

Domestic War Crimes; Officer Jason with Kerry and Wife, writing a ticket on the 
side of the road rear ended in a fiery wreck, there have been 1,001 Officer Jason 
from 1980 to 2020. iTickets iPhone iDash Cams were kill by Kerry's Ruling Class at 
Yale and Harvard. 

3-5-2020 The International Criminal Court ruled "Cop Killers" motive is $4 Gas 
on the 4th of July 2020 and they invented immunity!! 



3-4-2020 Key West on 3-4-2011 with 4 MD Wife's from Yale and 1,001 Nobel in 
Medicine IP invention projects on 1 Click Amazon links with specs and Pasteur 
Genius Tutors... 3-3-2020 Amazon is not up and running, nor Legal Polygamous 
Marriage to 4 Yale MD Wife's. 

3-4-2020 Hemingway House Writing Class on iMac and Mac Book Pro's with a 
invention in every chapter was written off by the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ. MD 
Women often seen as the mother hens of the military, and they are often seen as a 
burden and not listened to.” Let alone Married to win a Nobel in Medicine. 

3-4-2020 Winds of a Tornado and Winds of the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's in 
Tennessee! 

3-4-2020 2020 Ford WindmillCAR Wind reminder of the area’s long history of 
devastating and violent men at 1984 HQ and the Prince in Qatar. 



3-4-2020 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's; “It is a massive act of nature,” John Cooper, 
Nashville’s mayor, and everyone in Saudi Arabia agrees as they face the Pentagon 
and pray 7 times a day God is Great for the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's in the 
Pentagons garage, grin. 

3-4-2020 President Trump said that FEMA would visit Nashville for a week of 80 
hours overtime and a week of paperwork. Trump said this is not Qatar, ha. 

3-4-2020 Qatar, Tennessee; Tornadoes Kill 25 in Tennessee, Shredding Buildings in 
Nashville Area. A powerful storm system cut a path through the middle of 
Tennessee early Tuesday morning, toppling electrical lines.... 

3-4-2020 Power lines sagged across streets; 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's plug into 
your Home for charging up the battery. No electric bill paying for power lines 
sagged across the street. 



3-4-2020 Qatar, Tennessee; Power Lines would be up and running into their 
Trump and Hilton Hotels in Nashville, if Nashville were in Qatar. No waiting for 
week for Trump. And Trump has as much oil money as Qatar just not the God is 
Great for the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's $777 Trillion. 

3-4-2020 iPhone 11 Max Tornado Alarm's going off loud; as the NOAA Super 
Comptuer tracked each tornado and iPhone 11 Max ahead of it! Jean Gregory had 
been fast asleep when her husband yanked her to the floor and flung himself on top 
of her for six, seven, maybe 10 minutes, as they waited for the tornado that had 
descended on their small community in Putnam County, Tenn., to finally pass. 

3-4-2020 iPhone 11 Max Caller ID for Robert Durst, After Decades of Wife 
Killings!! Suspicion, Robert Durst Faces Justice. 2 White Men at 1984 HQ who 
have the murdered Wife's caller ID on their government iPhone 11 Max. The 
subject of HBO’s “The Jinx” goes on trial this week, accused of killing a dear 
friend. But the case will reach deep into his past, to the unsolved disappearance of 
his first wife. 



3-4-2020 2 White Men at 1984 HQ who have the murdered Wife's caller ID on their 
government iPhone 11 Max. The subject of HBO’s “The Jinx” 

3-4-2020 The subject of HBO’s “The Murdered Wife's Decades in the USA” Utopia 
HBO's No Wife's Murdered in the last decade, no one at HBO even thought of this! 

3-4-2020 Fantasy of No Wife's murdered Today in the USA... 

3-4-2020 $4 Gas on the 4th of July 2020 and the gas station hold up men kill the 
Wife pulling in for gas... 

3-4-2020 Tessa Majors walking through the Park with her iPhone today, teens plan 
on robbing someone for thier iPhone 11 Max, these are the masterminds of millions 
of teens today. 



3-4-2020 In Iowa a wife jogging is murdered with here iPhone in her hand. 

3-4-2020 Fantasy of No Wife's murdered Today in the USA... 

3-4-2020 Million murderes since 1980 Ford WindmillCAR times. all dead, cats love 
their Mom's does Putin Love Women that much to stop a Russian from killing his 
wife? Trump put to death Olivia Newton John for Iran and Iraq Oil money! Search 
the FBI's database for all the Olivia's murdered by a man. Censored by the NY 
Times!! 

3-4-2020 Stigma of domestic wife murders in the USA 



3-4-2020 NY Times reports on Saudi Arabia beheading the wife's 

3-4-2020 Apple Agrees to Pay Some iPhone Owners $25 Each 

3-4-2020 Small Fry with a Apple iMac Agrees to buy 100 million iMac for every 
Starbucks in Paris + the USA. 

3-4-2020 Rabid Men and Social Warriors Activist for 1 million new gas stations in 
2020 With an ‘Oil Man Nature’ knowing about the existence of the 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR's 



3-4-2020 Disinfect Your Space on an Airplane, well 'Disinfect' you place, your 
existance on Earth so the Jews can win a election for Exodus to Sirius with a 
Einstein President not a Rabid Dog Warrior. 

3-4-2020 Flight to Sirius on your Dininfected Plane, no we arent going to fly Qatar 
to Sirius. Qatar will inherit the Earth, we are leaving for Sirius. 

3-4-2020 Gridlock of wars fighting over who gets to sell their oil and gas. 

3-4-2020 Waive fees for Breast-Ovary cancer in the war on cancer. Sent in the 
Doctors in a war powers mobilization not just Exxon/Mobil selling gas. 

3-4-2020 NASA With so much ambiguity, only the United States seems to know 
what level of violence it agreed to as acceptable before direct talks can begin 
between the Afghan government and the Taliban. A joint U.S.-Taliban monitoring 



cell has been set up in Doha, Qatar, to assess progress on their commitments. 

3-4-2020 U.S.-Taliban monitoring cell has been set up in Doha, Qatar Trump 
Towers and Casino, yes really. 

3-4-2020 After the Diesel Mercedes is banned from the USA, they will be shipped to 
Doha, Qatar. Driving the Germans into a bloody anarchy of WW II War Crime 
Trials. “The predictability of Berlin after WW I, WW II and now the future 
Gravity Engine Cars is a cause of great concern right now,” How Berlin could sell a 
Diesel Mercedes world wide with millions knowing the poison gas, gas the Jews 
again and in the Popes papers on particles in the air and DNA will be released by 
the Vatican. Hitlers Pope headlines in the NY Times will be Prince Salman's Pope. 
Bank accounts that the CIA has audio and video of the killing $$$ in money. 

3-4-2020 Life her over the threshold of clean air and water; Google search is a 
genius leaking the names of poisons in the air she breaths and water she drinks. 1 
billion particles of plastic in her bottled water too... Rabid Dog Oil Warriors, Road 
Rage Drunks are the Elite at City Hall USA. 



3-4-2020 Mac Book Air Ride School Bus was crashed by these Rabid Dog Oil 
Warriors, Road Rage Drunks are the Elite at City Hall USA. 

3-4-2020 iMac and Mac Book Pro's for every Starbucks in Paris and the USA, 
Rabid Dog Oil Warriors, Road Rage Drunks are the Elite at City Hall USA. 

3-4-2020 Small Fry Lisa Jobs or her step Mother have not made headlines about 
buying iMac and Mac Book Pro's for every Starbucks in Paris and the USA, Why? 
Because Rabid Dog Oil Warriors, Road Rage Drunks are the Elite at City Hall 
USA. 

3-4-2020 Coronavirus Deaths Tied to Nursing Home Centers Anyone Knew, 
everyone knows Nursing Home Bed Sores 1 inch wide, you can see her hip bone 
through the hole. This are not maped out in the NY Times today, Coronavirus 
patients are mapped out. The best treatment for 'Bed Sore's' a Nobel Prize in 
Medicine. Yes old women in a Stockholm nursing home today have bed sore's so 
wide you can look into it and see her hip bone! Forget the Nobel Peace Prize, let 
Greta be the one nurse that is a whistle blower on bed sores in Stockholm nursing 
homes. Medicare will not pay the Nursing Home for treatment of bed sores they 
caused the first place. 



9-year-old girl who was a rear passenger in a two-car collision about two hours ago. 
She’s just arrived. The scan shows a three-centimeter subdural hematoma on the 
right side of her brain. We’re a small show. Can you take her?” Blackhawk 
helicopter, giant in comparison to our standard medical helicopters, hovering 
steadily over the children’s hospital helipad, rain and fog. Once the brain is 
exposed it does the work for us, extruding most of the coagulated clot in a matter of 
seconds. We clean out what is left at the edges and I see the offending vein, torn 
away from the brain during the accident. We coagulate it and begin to make our 
way out, step by step, gently repairing all that we had to take apart to get there. ...a 



life there to be beautifully and fully lived, a person who just needs someone, 
anyone, to work the problem, to make the hard call, and to fly in a storm... 2020 
Ford WindmillCAR's with F-15 Radar on all cars and roads, no 15 year old girls in 
need of brain surgery, or the burn unit after 2020. Fly in the fog, today its Orwell's 
Foggy Bottoms of $777 trillion for Blackhawk helicopter, giant in comparison to 
our standard medical helicopters. $4 gas paid for these Blackhawks and the Hawks 
of War were paid by King Salman too. Jay Wellons, M.D., is a professor and chief 
of pediatric neurosurgery at Vanderbilt. “Her right pupil is blown and she’s 
posturing on the left.” iPhone 11 Max app. 

3-3-2020 Star Wars Galaxy Edge Brain Scan and full body MRI simple as walking 
through the x-ray at JFK Launched 3-2-2020 NASA Missed this Launch Date via 
War's North Korea alone cost NASA to miss launching 1,001 Super Shuttles, can 
NASA sue the Generals one by one? 

NASA; "Putin is a mirror for the majority of Russians". Sirius Jewish Aliens are a 
mirror of Jews on Earth! 'Mirrors' the Gravity Engine Car and the Rx Pink Recipe 
Starbucks latte for Pink Moscow Women, 25 million dead from Berlin Diesel 
Mercedes Cancers, defeated in WW II they are back killing people in Moscow 
again with diesel Mercedes bought by Oil Men in Moscow. Putin, 25 million pink 
dead, cats love their mon's does Putin Love Pink Moscow Women that much? 
Trump put to death Olivia Newton John for Iran and Iraq Oil money! 

3-3-2020 Israeli Election Gives Edge to Netanyahu, Initial Results Show, Show of 
Sirius Jewish Aliens will give the Edge to Star Wars not Netanyahu Wars costing 
more than NASA made in all its History. History of NASA and Israeli History in 
Cost on the front page of the NY Times when all the Editors are Yale MD Women, 
grin. Dramatic test for Israeli Exodus inventions Out Pacing Oppenheimer's 
A-Bomb at Los Alamos so Netanyahu Wars costing more, and the rule of law by 
God for Exodus of the Jews this time to Sirius 7 light years from Earth opens the 
Universe to Netanyahu Wars that are far from Star Wars Galaxy Edge 
Inventions,” Hell with political science at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem we 
need MD's and Electrical Engineers not Political Science at Hebrew University! 



3-3-2020 U.N. Panel Says Russia Bombed Syrian Civilian Targets, a War Crime 

3-3-2020 U.N. Panel Says Russia Bombed The Yale Key West Medical School on 
3-4-2011 When Greg Flew Into Key West. Moscow's 2 White Men at 1984 HQ were 
taking notes and reading up on the secret files about the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's 
what the futuristic Ford WindmillCAR accessories be invented from 2011 to 2020 
by Greg now that he is in Key West reading all of Hemingway. No they are not 
going to read all of Hemingway in their 1984 Office in Moscow KGB office in the 
Kremlin. Grin. No they aren't going to reread Tolstoy looking for a 'Windmill' 
miracle cure overnight invention as they don't have a list of Amazon 1 Click 
Invention Projects 1,001 in all in 2020. 

3-3-2020 Supreme Court Weighs Whether Moscow Win 10 Users from 2011 Can 
Sue Bill and Melinda Gates for Win 10 Virus that infected everyone in the USSR, 
Ha! No Trump would not add sanctions if Putin put Win 10 in the Public Domain 

for new Code Recipes for the discovery of the Rx Pink Recipe formula. 

3-3-2020 Dr. Stanley Dudrick, Who Saved Post-Surgical Patients, Dies at 84 joined 
the Yale School of Medicine faculty as a surgery professor in 1994. 



3-3-2020 Putin in Moscow could join in giving some surgery 'Perks' to all those in a 
Moscow Hospital today after reading the NY Times article on Dr. Stanley Dudrick, 

He discovered the cause and came up with a remedy: intravenous nutrition — a 
technique that has saved millions of lives. His intravenous feeding technique was 
revolutionary. We need this kind of revolution in Moscow by Putin not one of his 

MD's. 

3-3-2020 Moscow's + Paris fiery Wrecks today 3-3-2020 victims of severe burns and 
multiple injuries, who require enormous amounts of calories and protein while they 

recover. Because of the distraction of tissues and the body's protein. consuming 
response to injury, a burn victim may need as many as 10,000 calories a day, Dr. 

Dudrick said, and there is no way to supply anything like that amount without IV. 

3-3-2020 Amazon 1 Click links to specs on 10,000 calories a day, by IV. 

3-3-2020 Elite in Berlin in 2020 have test driven the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's and 
read what Greg has written about another Time WindmillCAR's for more War 
Crime Trials in Berlin. This article on Iran in the NY Times is about who gets to 
sell their Oil, and will the Elite Ruling Class of Oil men use Nukes in their fights 

over who gets to sell oil? ‘There Is No Evil,’ About "Executions in Iran, Wins Top 
Prize at Berlin Film Festival" By THOMAS ROGERS 



3-3-2020 Eye Shape May Help Distinguish Predator From Prey, domestic cats, have 
vertical eye slits? vertical pupils and circular pupils help certain predators hunt, 

while horizontal pupils help other species spot predators from afar. Eyes of a tiger, 
left, and a lion, right, which have rounded pupils. "surprising discovery while 

taking pictures of goats at a petting zoo — the eyes actually rotate as much as 50 
degrees when the head turns downward, keeping the pupils parallel to the ground. 

Dr. Banks assumed that other scientists had noted this ability, but he found no 
mention of it after doing an extensive search of the scientific literature. The 

researchers then studied horses, antelopes and other grazing animals, and found 
that they could rotate their eyes as well. Dr. Banks and his team also used the 

computer model to identify advantages of vertical slit eyes. They found that vertical 
pupils help an ambush predator better estimate the distance to its prey by 

sharpening depth perception and its focus on a target." 

3-3-2020 Empirical Evidence: Cats Love People! 

3-3-2020 Evidence; 2020 Ford WindmillCAR well Cop Car in India on 3-3-2020. 
Why Delhi Police Did Nothing to Stop Attacks on Muslims" "Officers have reason 

to believe that looking away or abetting the rioters will be rewarded by Prime 
Minister Narendra Modi’s government." By HARTOSH SINGH BAL $777 Trillion 

confiscated from King Salman given to India to build 777 Trump Towers 100 
stories high. This is the Police Perks India Hindus need. NY Times BAL could have 
written about the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR and $777 Trillion in perks for India as 

777 Trump Towers all with iMac's, Treadmill Desk, Comcast and fiber optics. 
Journalists are not policy makers with $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues all illegal. 

3-3-2020 MD's Urge Most U.S. Adults to be Screened for Hepatitis C. MD Women 
often seen as the mother hens of the military, and they are often seen as a burden 

and not listened to. Stigma of this Pentagon thinking kills millions and million more 
in the 2020 decade if not stopped by the UN war crimes officials telling the world. 



About 2.4 million Americans are living with hepatitis C. Millions will die within the 
next 10 years without a War Powers Mobilization for Hep C. 

3-3-2020 MD victory over a Superpower at the Pentagon that spread 1,001 virus to 
5 billion and sold $4 Gas on the 4th of July for government perks... 

3-3-2020 Superpower Russia Russian President Vladimir Putin wants marriage to 
be defined as the union of a man and woman in a constitution, that mentions 
working on a Nobel in Medicine, Nobel in literature to go along with the past 

Russians but with a invention project that mirrors the Gravity Engine Car and the 
Rx Pink Recipe for Pink Moscow Women, 25 million dead from Berlin Diesel 
Mercedes Cancers, defeated in WW II they are back killing people in Moscow 

again with diesel Mercedes bought by Oil Men in Moscow. Putin needs to listen to 
his MD's like the Pentagon. Berlin needs a culture fix as they are still in WW II 

murders of Russians today 3-3-2020. Faith in particles in the air getting into your 
DNA must be in the Russian Constitution or someone like Trump will say you don't 
need a mask. The defeat of Nazi Germany cost an estimated 27 million Soviet lives. 

Vodka has cost more Russian lives and is censored by the NY Times in Moscow. 
"Putin is a mirror for the majority of Russians". Sirius Jewish Aliens are a mirror 

of Jews on Earth! 

3-3-2020 

3-2-2020 North Korea Launches 2 Missiles on 3-2-2020 



3-2-2020 Star Wars Galaxy Edge Brain Scan and full body MRI simple as walking 
through the x-ray at JFK Launched 3-2-2020 NASA Missed this Launch Date via 

War's 

3-2-2020 Launch of iMac's and Mac Book Pro's at Starbucks Paris today, grin. 

3-2-2020 Launch of 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP invention projects with specs 
and genius Pasteur-Einstein tutors... 

3-2-2020 Launch of Legal Polygamous Marriage at the Hemingway House Writing 
Class and the launch of a writing class at the Hemingway House Key West. 

3-2-2020 Hired Today! 8K Cuban MD's hired by Israel Military for civilian 
hospital infections that kill more Jews than war. Many many times more. Cuban 

MD Sanctions prohibited from working in Israel by Trump is murders made visible 
here. 

3-2-2020 Israel mortality rate from hospital infections, 38 deaths per 100,000 
patients, is by far the worst among economically advanced nations, according to the 

OECD. (The United States, at 22, is second.) 



3-2-2020 Why the Success of The New York Times May Be Bad News for "Nobel's 
in Medicine Journalism" Israel mortality rate from hospital infections, 38 deaths 

per 100,000 patients 100 a day! 

3-2-2020 Benjamin Netanyahu, who was indicted on crimes against humanity by 
MD's voting - not hiring 8K Cuban MD's for Jews, thousands died in Jewish 

Hospitals in Israel of preventable infections! MD's voted today! 

3-1-2020 Jewish MD Women often seen as the mother hens of the military, and they 
are often seen as a burden and not listened to by Benjamin Netanyahu.” 

3-2-2020 Launch by Ford of the new 2020 Ford WindmiillCar's sanctioned by the 
White House! 

3-2-2020 Times since 3-4-2011 in Key West era of innovation for Jimmy Carters 
Habitat for Humanity inside 100 USS Jimmy Carter Subs with 40 Nukes each. 



Carriers big as Hospital Ships should be and brand new, paid for by the 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR's. The New People coming to our Habitat for Humanity are 4 Wife's 

but not for Jimmy Carter, for Greg in Key West. 

3-2-2020 Why the Success of The New York Times May Be Bad News for "Nobel's 
in Medicine Journalism" 

3-2-2020 MD White Coats mix with Patients in White Suits, the Nurse has the same 
White Suit, 24/7 if they have a 24/7 shift to work... 



3-2-2020 Virus in hand; Dr. McLaws said. “It is a very common practice. We rub 
our eyes, scratch our nose, touch our mouth — the general community needs to be 

aware of how often they are touching their face with a virus at hand. Hands!! 

3-2-2020 Nobles in Medicine unlike Facebook or Google — a digital behemoth 
crowding out the other contenders in the (Star) Wars competition to find intelligent 

life in the 52 Nearest Stars. 



3-2-2020 NASA taking over a whole floor of the NY Times 

3-2-2020 Yale Key West Medical School MD Journalists taking over another floor 
of the NY Times pictured here! 

3-2-2020 Invisible Man’ Tops Box Office, Giving New Life to 1984 "Orwells Down 
and Out in London and Paris, no iMac's and Mac Book Pro's for the invisible 

cancers and virus universe. Invisible destruction of the cancer cell the virus cell is 
not really invisible if it would have Top Box Office last week. 

Moscow Disney Galaxy Edge Star Wars super compuer maze for 8 year olds to run 
through in their minds then play super computer games... super computer 

simulations. 

Blood Labs in the USA don't have anything like the super computer above... 

3-2-2020 Benjamin Netanyahu, who was indicted on crimes against humanity by 
not hiring 8K Cuban MD's for Jews, thousands died!! 



3-2-2020 Super Tuesday watch for legal polygamous Marriage (Federal Marriage 
License) to 4 Yale MD women. Super Federal drivers license on your iPhone 11 
Max and digital license plates for your cars that are also GPS active. Linked to 

your Car Insurance as the car will not start if you don't have paid up car insurance. 
Assurance against drivers with no car insurance. 

3-2-2020 Editorial; "A War Without Winners Winds Down" WindmillCAR's are 
wound up ready to rule the world and propel us into the Nearby Stars. Gas cars are 
not just dump they are the War will winners and losers. Just smell the exhaust and 
make its particles and human DNA visible. This visible picture on the front page of 
the NY Times is censored by Prince Salman via Trump and Oil Company. A Pitch 
for More Editorials, Not Fewer. 4 Yale MD women on the Editorial Board of the 

NY Times Art of the Diagnosis for Humans and Aliens. 

3-2-2020 Star Wars Galaxy Edge Brain Scan and full body MRI simple as walking 
through the x-ray can and JFK. What I Learned From Scanning the Brains of the 

ruling class in Mecca today. How understanding the mind of radical Islamist in 
Mecca, who face the Pentagon 5 times a day and Pray God is Great for No 2020 

Ford WindmillCAR. Maybe we should scan the brains of those at the Pentagon who 
own gas stations, grin. 

3-2-2020 iMac Mac Book Pro; TRIPPED UP. Help! My Jewelry Was Stolen From 
My Hotel Room In this week’s column, Sarah Firshein investigates who is liable if 

your personal items disappear from a hotel room. Invent Projects to sell Hotels 
cameras and motion detection in all their rooms. If you switch it on your iMac 

never leaves the room if switched on without the Hotel fire alarms going off on this 
floor and the Front Desk. 



3-2-2020 Paris shuts down famed Louvre everyone is bussed over to the Pasteur 
Institute for brain storming session on Rabid Virus destruction. All 1,001 Virus. 

3-2-2020 

3-1-2020 “The Invisible Time and Gravity” “The Invisible Rabid Dogs of War” 

"iMac's Mac Book Pro's For All" at Starbucks Paris! Small Fry Lisa Jobs $$$ has 
the cash, grin. Just for Paris. Looking for Dr. Pasteur MD. For Jobs!! Macintosh 

Harvest IMac Lisa. 

3-1-2020 14 Billion Light Years is what time it is according to NASA's "Invisible 
Universe" Aliens but for the Rabbi's Exodus to Sirius Jewish Aliens, these are 

visible to the Rabbi. “The Invisible Rabid Dogs of War” have driven the Rabbi's 
Soul to Hell for War not Star Wars. King Salman's riches were to much of a 

temptation for the Kings of Israel's Rabid Dogs of Wars $$$ Jobs "iMac's Mac 
Book Pro's For All Rabbi's" Moscow's Disneyland Maze Super Computer for 8 

year olds in a Moscow Winter, 



3-1-2020 Peter Cramer, president of Universal Pictures, the studio is focusing on to 
create a vast, interconnected universe.” H.G. Wells’s 1897 sci-fi novel '39 Steps' to 

inventing a silent 747 jet engine, you get a gravity engine that is silent in a Universal 
Pictures Movie after they fire Peter Cramer, grin. 

3-1-2020 Peter Cramer, is a abusive tech bro who finds a novel way to use his 
powers of invisibility to continue to terrorize his wife, played by Elisabeth Moss, 

after he presumably fakes his own suicide. “I didn’t want to make anything gothic 
or retro,” he said. Gravity Engine tech spec movies are for Prince Salman in Saudi 

Arabia not Universal Pictures he said. 

3-1-2020 Peter Cramer; as the Invisible Man derails a train, sending hundreds of 
passengers off a cliff into a Canada Oil Sands town below... this is a true story of a 
run away train in Canada and the Oil Men never cleaned up the mess or paid as 

much as Prince Salman pays for fiery wrecks when he has to... ie CIA. 

3-1-2020 Peter Cramer; “There will be films about Dracula, Frankenstein, the Wolf 
Man, the Mummy, long as there are gas stations open in the USA and Saudi Arabia 

as the Rabid Oil Men pay for these Rabid Movies. Girl Scouts waiting for a Rx 
Recipe movie have to wait for Small Fry Jobs to stock Starbucks with Lisa 

Macintosh iMac's with fiber optics from Comcast. $1 Trillion has been made from 
fiber. 



3-1-2020 $1 Trillion spent by the Rabid Dogs of War's None of the Dogs have a 
Pink Collar, Benny Gantz, promised to build two new hospitals; Benjamin 

Netanyahu, the embattled longtime premier, rushed to lay the cornerstone for one 
that had been promised since 2014. But analysts say that Israel’s militaryparty 

coalitions are too unstable and its ministers too shortsighted to embark on 
ambitious projects that will require tax increases now but only reap results far into 
the future. iMac for All militaryparty coalitions Not Starbucks. 1,001 IP invention 
projects with links and specs, genius tutors are classified and Top Secret. Gravity 

Engine is at the Gas Station. 

3-1-2020 "Thousands of patients a year are dying from infections in Israel’s 
hospitals, the most overcrowded in the developed world." 

3-1-2020 Israel War Powers Act to hire 8,000 MD's from Cuba has Trumps 
Sanctions that kill thousands of Israeli's in 2020. 



3-1-2020 Israel War Elite meeting with Prince and King Salman meet their MD in 
the room without asking for a Doctors visit to Israel, a war crime. 

3-1-2020 MD's Israel’s most valuable scientists, doctors and innovators to take their 
talents to the USA. And Soul Searching they know they are leaving Israeli e's to die. 
Olivia Newton John's some are Jewish women left to die a tortured death by Jewish 
Men coming to America. If the Jews had 4 Wife's this would not happen. Tel Aviv 

Exodus Jews Vote this week. 

3-1-2020 Tel Aviv A hospital is a mile away, but ambulance drivers say they can’t 
get to it in less than 20 minutes. Key West the hospital is 3 miles away and the one 

bridge to its island is under construction for a Make work $$$ political project 
instead of building a new overpass into Key West and a New Hospital Yale Key 

West Medical School on the Island of Key West. 

3-1-2020 Tel Aviv And new apartment towers are still rising. None in Key West 100 
stories! 



3-1-2020 ...transporting patients in Hospitals with isolation pods, MD's white coat is 
a isolation suit like NASA's. Every Nurse MRI tech has a NASA isolation suit on all 

the time. 

3-1-2020 The mortality rate from infections, 38 deaths per 100,000 patients, is by 
far the worst among economically advanced nations, according to the OECD. (The 

United States, at 22, is second.) 

3-1-2020 Key West Mortality rate is censored, classified top secret, grin. 

3-1-2020 Key West too; dubious, turning out battalions of law-school graduates, for 
example, who cannot pass the bar. Miami. 



3-1-2020 ...For as long as there have been armies, they have been menaced by the 
ready spread of diseases like typhoid, cholera and influenza that could tear through 

the ranks of troops in close quarters... 

3-1-2020 ...small pox on blankets given to India by Trump... well in 2020 gas station 
given to India kill more than small pox blankets... 

3-1-2020 India and China with No Gas Stations would also mean no typhoid, 
cholera and influenza! 

3-1-2020 Trump and Ivanka must do some soul searching as the $777 Trillion they 
were given by Prince and King Salman will not pay for typhoid, cholera and 

influenza, gas and diesel exhaust in India and China. No Gas Stations 2020 for 
India and China have sanctions by Trump and Ivanka. 

3-1-2020 George Washington ordered all his soldiers to be inoculated against 



smallpox. Pentagon Generals have ordered 1 million new gas stations for all their 
soldiers, knowing the percent of fiery wrecks and wrecks, kids left in hot cars to die 

a tortured death. 

3-1-2020 MD officials appealed to President Woodrow Wilson to suspend the draft 
and stop sending crowded troopships to France. But generals seeking more troops 

for the trenches won the argument. The War Department later estimated that 
35,000 American soldiers died of influenza before reaching Europe. 

3-1-2020 2020 fiery wrecks and traffic exhaust 35,000 American soldiers died of... 
via Trumps sanctions on 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's! 

3-1-2020 MD Women often seen as the mother hens of the military, and they are 
often seen as a burden and not listened to.” Let alone Married to win a Nobel in 

Medicine. 



3-1-2020 MD Women all the Generals and Admirals on the Joint Chiefs of Staff, 
like all 100 Senators must have a MD. Dr. Trump MD Dr. Ivanka MD. Ivanka 

would never have let her kids breath in Diesel particles as her vision of DNA would 
be like a MD's not Ivanka the rich girl. 

3-1-2020 Navy ships near infected ports have been ordered to stay at sea at least 14 
days as a safeguard. 

3-1-2020 Navy Hospital Ships have not been ordered for Key West! 

3-1-2020 War Powers Act could speed up this invention; Because these lesions may 
be too faint to show up on X-ray, the only way to see them for sure is with a whole-
body M.R.I. It’s a tough test because it can take hours to get images of the entire 
body. But it would be important in confirming the diagnosis and to see the results 

of treatment. 



3-1-2020 Super Computer Simulations of C.R.M.O. an autoinflammatory disease 
would be like MD's looking at CERN Higgs God Particles. $25 Billion is petty cash 

to King Salman. $4 gas. C.R.M.O. usually resolves on its own after a few years. 
Imundo started the girl on a medicine known as Indocin, or indomethacin, an anti-

inflammatory drug. It got rid of much of the skater’s pain, but a new lesion 
appeared. So Imundo put her on a powerful immune-suppressing medication called 

adalimumab. She has been on it for nearly two years, and all her lesions have 
disappeared. Eventually, Imundo will try to taper her off the medication. Rx 

recipes of these drugs should have been printed in this NY Times article. 

3-1-2020 Fiery Wreck article in todays NY Times is a without the burns on 90% if 
her body, 2 White Men at 1984 HQ in the Pilots seats bolted the door. “Doc,” said a 

clipped voice, “we’ve got a 9-year-old girl who was a rear passenger in a two-car 
collision about two hours ago. She’s just arrived. The scan shows a three-centimeter 

subdural hematoma on the right side of her brain. We’re a small show. Can you 
take her?” Blackhawk helicopter, giant in comparison to our standard medical 
helicopters, hovering steadily over the children’s hospital helipad, rain and fog. 

Once the brain is exposed it does the work for us, extruding most of the coagulated 
clot in a matter of seconds. We clean out what is left at the edges and I see the 

offending vein, torn away from the brain during the accident. We coagulate it and 
begin to make our way out, step by step, gently repairing all that we had to take 

apart to get there. ...a life there to be beautifully and fully lived, a person who just 
needs someone, anyone, to work the problem, to make the hard call, and to fly in a 
storm... 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's with F-15 Radar on all cars and roads, no 15 
year old girls in need of brain surgery, or the burn unit after 2020. Fly in the fog, 

today its Orwell's Foggy Bottoms of $777 trillion for Blackhawk helicopter, giant in 
comparison to our standard medical helicopters. $4 gas paid for these Blackhawks 

and the Hawks of War were paid by King Salman too. Jay Wellons, M.D., is a 
professor and chief of pediatric neurosurgery at Vanderbilt. “Her right pupil is 

blown and she’s posturing on the left.” iPhone 11 Max app. 



Road Rage Rabid Man will try to turn off the engine and get hit in the head... the 
lawyers knew this before they passed the law, none of the lawmakers could or 

would want to get into Brain surgery! 

3-1-2020 Every City in the USA and in Paris today! “we’ve got a 9-year-old girl 
who was a rear passenger in a two-car collision about two hours ago. “Her right 
pupil is blown and she’s posturing on the left.” They all will need brain surgery 

within 3 hours... 

2-29-2020 Time for "iMac's Mac Book Pro's For All" at Starbucks Paris! Small 
Fry Lisa $$$ has the cash, grin. Just for Paris. Looking for Dr. Pasteur MD. 



2-29-2020 February 29 is a date that usually occurs every four years, and is called 
leap day. This day is added to the calendar in leap years as a corrective measure, 

because the Earth does not orbit the sun in precisely 365 days. The Gregorian 
calendar is a modification of the Julian calendar first used by the Romans. Julian 
calendar, which was developed in 46 BC by Julius Caesar. Gregorian calendar is a 

modification of the Julian calendar first used by the Romans. 

2-29-2020 14 Billion Light Years is what time it is according to NASA's calendar! 

2-29-2020 14 Billion Light Years in Times is the calendar used by Disney at Galaxy 
Edge Star Wars, but not activated at Moscow Disneyland until Star Wars Times. 

Time theme parks at all Disneyland were not on the agenda of the builders. Builder 
of Time is real, Time didn't create itself! 

2-29-2020 Moscow Disneyland with this Super Computer Maze for 8 year old's in 
Moscow looking at this Super Computer would want to start it up... and play super 

computer games, grin. 



2-29-2020 Moscow Disneyland with this Super Computer Maze for 8 year old's in 
Moscow looking at this Super Computer would want to start it up... and play super 

computer games, grin. 

2-29-2020 14 Billion Light Years is what time it is according to NASA's calendar! 



Idling 1,001 Nobels in Medicine and 4 Yale MD women to Marry in a Legal 
Polygamous marriage! 

Report Idling MD Yale Women to Greg in Key West... reward of a Nobel in 
Medicine, grin. Wedding at the Hemingway House Writing Class too! 14 Billion 

Light Years is what time it is, we will finish this Hemingway Novel "14 Billion Light 
Years is what time it is!" by his 4 Wife's. 

2-29-2020 Hebrew calendar, Adar Aleph, a 13th lunar month, is added seven times 
every 19 years to the twelve lunar months in its common years to keep its calendar 

year from drifting through the seasons. 



2-29-2020 Government Eyes War Powers to Speed Medical Manufacturing Ahead 
of Virus; Ivanka's Breast Cancer would use this War Powers Act for the first time 

for a Presidents Daughter. Past presidents have used it to ward off blackouts by 
sending emergency electrical power and natural gas. 2020 Ford WindmillCAR 

Wars Powers Act will be used. How will the government define which emergencies 
warrant the speeding up of manufacturing? Casino's and Lottery Tickets under 

Trump to raise money for the Elite Ruling Class. 

2-29-2020 War Powers Act Only 12 laboratories outside of C.D.C. headquarters in 
Atlanta are currently capable of testing for the virus, NOAA has their super 

computers for 84 F Hot Day. 

2-29-2020 60 years of cancer deaths on the Moscow Battlefield, Admirals Daughters 
and grand daughters. 60 years after the Soviet leader Nikita Khrushchev first 

floated the idea of building an analogue to Disneyland, President Vladimir V. Putin 
stopped by to inspect the park on Thursday. Khrushchev his granddaughter Nina 
Khrushcheva, a professor of international affairs at the New School in New York, 
not reported in this NY Times article her health diagnosis. Yale Key West Medical 

School Students would like to get access to her health records. Moscow military 
wanted a Disneyland Galaxy Edge with tanks!! And the Generals wife has breast-

ovary cancer. Moscow children can learn of conquering space, about radio 
electronics 500 times faster than the speed of light. This was not built at todays 

Moscow Disneyland Galaxy Edge. 



2-29-2020 Pasteur in Russian Schools, how much do they teach the children about 
rabid dogs? “Disney has its snow queen, and we have ours,” he said. And he said he 

was glad he had ditched previous Russian ideas of one-upping Disneyland by 
infusing a park with educational elements: “Not everybody wants to read Tolstoy, 

especially if you are 8 years old.” 

2-29-2020 Moscow Disneyland with this Super Computer Maze for 8 year old's in 
Moscow looking at this Super Computer would want to start it up... and play super 

computer games, grin. 



2-29-2020 Moscow Disneyland with this Super Computer Maze for 8 year old's in 
Moscow looking at this Super Computer would want to start it up... and play super 

computer games, grin. 

2-29-2020 One-upping Disneyland "Pasteur's Rabid Galaxy" Yes Aliens have 
rabbies too. 



2-29-2020 Moscow Disneyland Galaxy Edge Star Wars has the Admirals in Battle 
Ships not Super Shuttle's in a Train to Sirius. 

2-29-2020 Russia’s covert projection of power 

2-29-2020 Paris covert projection of Powerful Oil Men and Jews in 2020. WW II 
movies when Star Wars Jewish Exodus is being planned by Jews in Paris. He was 

named best director for “J’accuse” (The English title: “An Officer and a Spy”) 
about Alfred Dreyfus, the Jewish military officer wrongly convicted of treason in 

what remains France’s most notorious miscarriage of justice. Jews burning in fiery 
wrecks today in Paris is a miscarriage of Oil Elites control of the gas stations in all 

of Paris. ...when she walked out, including Céline Sciamma, the director of 
“Portrait of a Lady on Fire,” which is 1984 Black Burned Humor. 

2-29-2020 “An Officer and a Spy”) about Alfred Dreyfus, the Jewish military 
officer 



2-29-2020 Jewish MD's need to get the Elite in Paris to make movies about Pasteur 
2020 Rabies in the drinking water quest. Virus all and Pasteur food poisoning. 

2-29-2020 Breast Cancer It’s Not the Plague, but Milan Isn’t the Cure City, Pope 
Francis saw to this fate for Milan in its Yale Key West Medical School and 

Starbucks with iMac computer labs, super computers bought by the Vatican. Hell 
No! 

2-29-2020 Brooklyn Public Library 2 am and 200 Bars are open in Brooklyn. 
Opening 200 libraries is a bust but keeping open all 200 Brooklyn Starbucks with 
iMac is a fast track to 1,001 Nobles in Medicine, what Milan should have done but 

didn't. 

2-29-2020 NY Times Breast Cancer Photos From America’s Longest War. A visual 
chronicle of the Afghanistan conflict. 



2-29-2020 And Rabbi's who have close ties to Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu 
join the Jewish Exodus to Sirius, @ 500 times faster than the speed of light in a 

YouTube live streaming video. Not in the same class as War Drones! 

2-29-2020 Tranquilizer's for Drunks on War and Vodka being arrested screaming 
all the Way to Jail... 

2-29-2020 “I can’t even at this time believe that I would do such a stupid thing, and 
it’s lust for another woman, greed for money,” he said, according to the minutes. “I 

can assure you I’d never repeat such a crime.” 

2-29-2020 Dr. Charles Friedgood, Paroled Wife Killer, Is Dead at 99. “I can assure 
you I’d never repeat such a crime.” 

2-29-2020 Others will under the watch of the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ who really 



don't care like Trumps Wife getting on AF One with the Jacket "I Don't Care". 
this is our quality of Elite Wine's 

2-29-2020 Mar-a-Lago Club: Home inner circle His death, on May 19, 2018, in 
West Palm Beach. his wife, Sophie Friedgood. She had suffered a stroke and had 
become an invalid. Prosecutors proved to a jury that he had deliberately given his 

wife an overdose at the family’s 18-room home in Great Neck, N.Y., where they had 
reared their six children. he was arrested at Kennedy International Airport with 
more than $450,000 of his wife’s cash, negotiable bonds and jewelry. Prosecutors 

said he had intended to fly to Europe to join his paramour, a Danish nurse who had 
sometimes cared for Mrs. Friedgood and with whom he had fathered two children. 

He had begun his affair with the nurse. 

2-29-2020 JFK Robert Kennedy Jr. convicted of the murder of Mary Kennedy 
hanging in the Kennedy barn 

2-29-2020 FBI statistics does not count Mary Kennedy! 



2-29-2020 FBI does count on futuristic statistics on Murdered Wife's with the 
Husband leaving with a Nurse and the dead wife's money... not than many in the 

USA but world wide the numbers increase a lot. 

2-29-2020 Netflix Enters New Territory Movies with "Yale Key West Medical 
School" live streaming video's. 

2-29-2020 14 Billion Light Years is what time it is according to NASA's calendar! 
Netflix Enters New Territory Movies with "Yale Key West Medical School" live 

streaming video's. 

2-29-2020 14 Billion Light Years is what time it is according to NASA's calendar! 



2-28-2020 Obsessive thoughts are not the same as reading Animal Farm looking for 
the Windmill Cure for Cancer that will cure all Cancers Overnight! 

2-29-2020 Obsessive thoughts are not the same as reading Animal Farm looking for 
the Windmill Cure for Cancer that will cure all Cancers Overnight! 

Even after the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR was invented when I got to the 'Windmill' 
in Animal Farm Trump and VirusCurePence never read it! Overnight Inventions 

and Miracles are one 'Windmill' page away. The Cure for All Cancers and the 
Gravity Engine. Rabid are the Oil Men in Paris and London. 

Idling 1,001 Nobels in Medicine and 4 Yale MD women to Marry in a Legal 
Polygamous marriage! 

Idling 1,001 Nobels in Medicine and 4 Yale MD women to Marry in a Legal 
Polygamous marriage! 



Report Idling MD Yale Women to Greg in Key West... reward of a Nobel in 
Medicine, grin. Wedding at the Hemingway House Writing Class too! 

Idling 1,001 Nobels in Medicine and 4 Yale MD women to Marry in a Legal 
Polygamous marriage! 

Idling 1,001 Nobels in Medicine and 4 Yale MD women to Marry in a Legal 
Polygamous marriage! 



2-28-2020 1,001 Nobels in Medicine Worry, Stress and Cause Anxiety even for the 
King of Sweden as he has to stop at a gas station in Stockholm. This is a very bad 

stop! King Salman worries too. Worry is also likely to cause us to problem-solve or 
take action, both of which are positive things. Pentagon, how will they get out of the 

fiery car wrecks with a Medal of Honor? MI Mission Impossible! Ironic too as 2 
kids in back in government ordered safety seats burned to death in fiery wreck 
Today!! It's one thing for Pope Francis to drive by without stopping to help but 
another for the Pentagon with all its 'Arms'! “Worry is a way for your brain to 

handle problems in order to keep you safe,” NASA takes over the Pentagon 
Buildings is science fiction to the top brass at the Pentagon today. NASA rewriting 
1 million lines of code in Win 10 does not worry Bill and Melinda Gates. 4 Trillion 

Rx Recipes are trade secrets not Girl Scouts homework by mom with breast cancer. 
Obsessive thoughts are not the same as reading Animal Farm looking for the 

Windmill Cure for Cancer that will cure all Cancers Overnight! Thinking about 
Yale MD women, firing up your limbic system and releasing adrenaline!! Brain 
surgeon wife's!Here’s the take away: everyone knows there are Jewish Aliens at 

Sirius and the Jews Rabbi's will win Exodus to Sirius over the Warriors. Here’s the 
takeaway: million Pink women will be admitted to the VA Hospitals and all VA 

MD's will win a Medal of Honor for this. Here’s the takeaway: gas station hold ups 
by the robber and by Prince Salman have to stop. 1 million new gas stations in 

China and India in 2020 are a waste of time and money with the 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR's. Here’s the takeaway: 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's with iPhone 

iDash Cams and iTickets, Star Wars Disney caller ID and Google GPS map of your 
life. Plus trillions of volts and amps from a 4 inch windmill cold as -254 C super 

conductive. iPod size GE electric generator too. 

2-28-2020 Oil Industry Tool to Spare Polar Bears Is More Miss Than Hit; 630,000 
USA Cancer Deaths and Tim Cook kept his picture of Steve Jobs over a barrel of 
oil worth $777 Trillion in cash in Swiss Banks not used to cure cancer... Bone Saw 

Killings 1,001 is another cancer. 

2-28-2020 2-28-2020 Steve Jobs passed away in 2011 at the age of 56, cancer. 
630,000 USA Cancer Deaths and Tim Cook kept iMac's Mac Book Pro's out of 

Starbucks World Wide holding on to $1 Trillion and stats of 630K cancer dead on 
the Pentagons Battlefield they can't win as usual, ha. "In Syria and Libya, Trump 

Is Torn Over 2 Wars, and 2 Strongmen" By LARA JAKES and MICHAEL 
CROWLEY "Strong MD Women have to watch out for Trump's bone saw 

threats... sanctions. 



2-28-2020 Obsessive thoughts are not the same as reading Animal Farm looking for 
the Windmill Cure for Cancer that will cure all Cancers Overnight! 

2-28-2020 "iMac's Mac Book Pro's For All" 

2-28-2020 Pentagons trillion dollar Afghan Force Wonders: What Is Peace? In the 
USA and Paris it will be "iMac's Mac Book Pro's For All" $$$ in every Starbucks. 
Pentagons trillion dollar Afghan Force Wonders: What Is Peace? This is the Front 

Page Article in today's NY Times censored out are the iMac's for All in the USA 
and Paris. 

2-28-2020 Childish Game by the 2 White Men with the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR; 
"With a Rebel Yell, New York Revs Up Its War on Idling Vehicles" By JEFFERY 
C. MAYS Road Rage Warriors who like to yell and scream at everyone walking by 

just got a job with City Hall NYC. 

2-28-2020 1,001 Nobels in Medicine Worry, Stress and Cause Anxiety for the Oil 
Class, gas station owners. Change in the Winds is the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR. Oil 



Men Gas Station Owners Today, They all have the same GreedVirus! $$$ 

2-28-2020 "52 Books for 52 Places. Can’t make it to all the destinations we 
recommend? Read about them." By CONCEPCIÓN DE LEÓN 



2-28-2020 52 Nearby Stars books from Amazon and NY Times editors, a editorial 
on the 52 Nearby Stars by the Editors at the NY Times, they will never write a 

editorial on 52 books on Amazon. Our Existence in the middle of these 52 stars, as 
we start the Star Map with Earth in the center and the stars are a few light years 
and move out to several dozen light years and end at less than 100 light years for 
the Nearest 52 Stars. NASA has been looking at stars 13 billion light years from 

Earth. 

2-28-2020 Steve Jobs Small Fry Lisa and Dr. Lisa MD at Yale, 630,000 Legal 
Polygamous Marriages to 4 Yale MD women driven by the 2020 Ford 

WindmillCAR's to discover the Rx Recipes to cure all cancers in 8 days with a Rx 
Pink Latte at Starbucks. Small Fry Lisa is out driving Steve's Porsche... sorry. The 
marriage's are for Greg; "egregious inheritance Small Fry Rx Recipes hacked, all 4 

trillion and Lisa Mac's upgraded to iMac's @ $18,384. For all MD Brides 2011 
egregious inheritance money to cure All Cancers + virus, better than Trumps 

Medicare for All. Medal of Honor for all VA MD's! All the millions of Pink women 
admitted to the VA Hospitals in 2020 will get a iMac in their room with Rx Recipes 

all trade secret. 

2-28-2020 "iMac's Mac Book Pro's For All" 



2-28-2020 "iMac's Mac Book Pro's For All" What went wrong in surgery is the 
YouTube video these 4 young Yale Key West Medical School girls want to watch on 

their iMac with specs and genius MD tutors in art of the surgery. Linda Wolfe, a 
writer who took her readers behind the scenes of true crimes and into the minds of 
their perpetrators, including the young man who committed the so-called preppie 
murder and the judge who stalked his socialite ex-mistress and landed in jail, died 
on Feb. 22 in Manhattan. She was 87. Her granddaughter Rachel S. Bernstein said 

the cause was complications following bowel surgery. 



2-28-2020 "iMac's Mac Book Pro's For All" 

2-27-2020 Steve Jobs passed away in 2011 at the age of 56, cancer. 630,000 USA 
Cancer Deaths and Tim Cook kept iMac's Mac Book Pro's out of Starbucks World 

Wide 

"iMac's Mac Book Pro's For All" 

Idling 1,001 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's 





Idling 1,001 NASA Super Shuttles docked in trains! 



"iMac's Mac Book Pro's For All" 

2-27-2020 Steve Jobs passed away in 2011 at the age of 56, cancer. 

"iMac's Mac Book Pro's For All" 

Jobs wife passed away in 2020 from Breast Cancer as nothing was funded for 
iMac's and Mac Book Pro's at Starbucks Apple Computer Labs in the USA and 

Paris. Pasteur was bitten by a rabid Oil Men's Dog of Greed. 

"iMac's Mac Book Pro's For All" 

2-27-2020 2 hours ago in the NY Times; "Laurene Powell Jobs Puts Her Own Dent 
in the Universe" An interview with the 35th-richest person in the world, who is 

funding efforts on immigration, education and independent media. ...as nothing was 
funded for iMac's and Mac Book Pro's at Starbucks Apple Computer Labs in the 

USA and Paris. "1989 when Mr. Jobs gave a lecture at the Stanford Graduate 
School of Business, where Ms. Powell Jobs was studying after a stint at Goldman 

Sachs. They married two years later in Yosemite National Park, hiking in the snow 
after the ceremony. Mr. Jobs was running NeXT at the time, having resigned from 
Apple years earlier. Over the next two decades, he returned to Apple, introducing 

the iMac, iPod, iPhone and iPad." Ms. Powell Jobs, 56, is acting with a sense of 



urgency these days. She believes that President Trump’s statements and policies 
have unleashed dark forces that are tearing apart the very fabric of the Universe, 

Gravity Engine Cars! 

"iMac's Mac Book Pro's For All" 

2-27-2020 2 hours ago in the NY Times; Small Fry Lisa; Steve Jobs Wife Laurene; 
"iMac's Mac Book Pro's For All" headlines in the NY Times and a Editorial!! 

"iMac's Mac Book Pro's For All" 

2-27-2020 Tim Cook Steve Jobs Tessa Majors 18, a Barnard College freshman, was 
walking through the park near 116th Street in Manhattan on Dec. 11 when three 

teenagers tried to mug her, prosecutors say. One teenager prevented her from 
running away and a second stabbed her after she refused to hand over her iPhone. 

Loudest Car Alarm going off beeping for iPhone in “panic mode a girl being 
mugged in the area 100's of Car Alarms go off... iPhone in panic mode could be set 

to automatically set off Mugging Sirens in the NYC park. 

"iMac's Mac Book Pro's For All" 

2-27-2020 Steve Jobs Medal of Honor; VA MD's admit a Million Pink Women and 
win the Medal of Honor, every MD at the VA. Medal of Honor! 



2-27-2020 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat NSA has the transcripts of every City Hall cell 
conversation since Greg Flew into Key West almost 9 years ago on 3-4-2011 

2-27-2020 City Hall 630,000 USA Cancer Deaths and they keep iMac's Mac Book 
Pro's out of Starbucks in Key West. City Hall recruits Women for Navy Seals not 

Yale Key West Medical School. 

2-27-2020 Trump Names Mike Pence to Lead Coronavirus Response $7 Trillion 
and 100,000 Scientists MD's mobilized at Los Alamos, PinkVirus-Cancer too. 

Ivanka would have been a better choice than Pence!! 

2-27-2020 Trump Can Withhold Millions From ‘Sanctuary’ States, Court Rules - 
Trump does withhold $7 Trillion in Prince Salman's gas station loot from the Rx 
Pink Recipe that can cure breast-ovary cancers in 8 days in all stages with a Rx 

Pink Starbucks Latte... a war crime! 



2-27-2020 Steve Jobs passed away in 2011 at the age of 56, cancer. 630,000 USA 
Cancer Deaths and Tim Cook keeps iMac's Mac Book Pro's out of Starbucks 

World Wide 

2-27-2020 Tim Cook Steve Jobs Tessa Majors 18, a Barnard College freshman, was 
walking through the park near 116th Street in Manhattan on Dec. 11 when three 

teenagers tried to mug her, prosecutors say. One teenager prevented her from 
running away and a second stabbed her after she refused to hand over her iPhone. 

2-27-2020 Steve Jobs Medal of Honor; VA MD's admit a Million Pink Women and 
win the Medal of Honor, every MD at the VA. Medal of Honor! 

2-27-2020 iPhone is Water Proof thanks to Tim Cook Steve Jobs Mug Proof ask 
Tessa Majors 18, as she could have invented this feature for iPhones! Ms. Majors 
was heard yelling “Help me! I’m being robbed!” Cars have Alarms beeping Loud 
as Hell all the Time. How about a iPhone Mugging Alarm Help how loud can the 

iPhone go... Moments later, she was stabbed four times, the blade piercing her 
heart once, court records show. 1,001 women not men have been mugged for their 

iPhones! 



2-27-2020 City Hall Key West, there is no Hospital on the Island of Key West. The 
Hospital is on a Nearby Island. City Hall wasted enough money to buy 2 of these 

super computers. No they have no idea what to do with them. The super computers 
simulation for who gave who Hepatitis was not viewed at City Hall Meetings. 

NASA getting her daughters to become a Brain Surgeon instead of Navy Seal. 

2-27-2020 Steve Jobs passed away in 2011 at the age of 56, cancer. 630,000 
Americans are predicted to die of cancer in 2020 a staggering 1,720 deaths per 

day... CIA, N.S.A. and Domestic Surveillance of Pink Wife's. Intelligence of letting 
us marry 4 Yale MD Women in a Legal Polygamous Marriage like Dubai, Qatar 

but to use the 4 wife's to inspire 1,001 Nobels in Medicine! Pool of Yale MD women 
to marry is not the same as Prince Sadam's Pool at the Palace, grin. Bone Saws too. 

2-27-2020 Bill and Melinda Gates Medal of Honor!! 



2-27-2020 City Hall 630,000 USA Cancer Deaths and they keep iMac's Mac Book 
Pro's out of Starbucks in Key West 

2-27-2020 NY Times article had no motive written up. "5 Killed in Shooting at 
Molson Coors in Milwaukee" By JULIE BOSMAN, MITCH SMITH and NEIL 

VIGDOR 

2-27-2020 ...if the Public Only Knew what they are guilty of... "Massachusetts Gas 
Company to Plead Guilty After Fatal Explosion" By MIHIR ZAVERI and JACEY 

FORTIN "Barr Criticizes Mainstream Media as ‘Monolithic in Viewpoint’ By 
KATIE BENNER Barr's view of fiery cop cars and SUV's with 2 kids in back 

safety seats; burned to death for $4 gas on the 4th of July 2020. Barr is in trouble 
with the Law! Pope Francis is in trouble with God but puts this out of view. 

Viewpoints on fiery wrecks in the USA and world wide for $4 gas on the 4th of July 
will keep Harvard Law School in business for a few weeks after the 2020 Ford 

WindmillCAR has its viewpoints in Public. Attorney General going after Bill and 
Melinda Gates after NASA emails they have to rewrite 1 million lines of Win 10 

code and this cost NASA millions, DOD Billions. 



2-27-2020 Greg; "egregious. Take Panda Express, the fast-food chain. If you 
ordered a $39 Family Feast value meal using Uber Eats, your tab would be 49 

percent higher than if you bought the same meal at the restaurant. You would have 
to really love Panda Express to pay this kind of premium — and that doesn’t even 

include a tip." 

2-27-2020 Greg; "egregious; "ill-fated wives of Henry VIII is already a hit in 
Britain," Now Disney has to make a Henry VIII Wife's for Prince Salman with 
Bone Saw's in the Showers. NSA has a transcript of every conversation every 

Prince in Saudi Arabia has had with his 4 Wife's. 

"iMac's Mac Book Pro's For All" 



"iMac's Mac Book Pro's For All" 

NOAA has more of these Super Computers, than the Blood Labs they sent your 
blood to! 



The Basics of ‘Medicare for All’ drives to cancer + virus Cure for all. Better than 
the war in Syria today, troops guarding the Syria oil field for gas money. 

2-26-2020 Steve Jobs Medal of Honor; VA MD's admit a Million Pink Women and 
win the Medal of Honor, every MD at the VA. Medal of Honor! 

2-26-2020 Bill and Melinda Gates Medal of Honor!! Millions of Pink women dead!! 
And Steve Jobs. $$$ Dubai, Qatar lost 1,001 Nobels in Medicine that USA and 

Jewish Polygamous Marriage to 4 Yale MD women will win! Yes 1,001 Nobels in 
Medicine!!!! Bill and Melinda Gates divorce from the Jewish Exodus to Sirius, 500 
Times faster than the speed of light not with Microsoft closed Win 10, Hello open 

the Win 10 to public domain code writers. NASA will rewrite 1 million lines of code 
in Win 10. 

2-26-2020 At NASA, Katherine Johnson Reached for the Stars driving a Diesel 
Mercedes and using Win 10 when the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR goes 500 times 
faster than the speed of light. Code Violation feeding the cats Bill and Melinda, 

grin. $$$ $100 billion bill for Win 10 every desk every person. $ Tech support life 
line calls to India. 



NASA getting her daughters to become a Brain Surgeon instead of Navy Seal. 

2-26-2020 Steve Jobs passed away in 2011 at the age of 56, cancer. 630,000 
Americans are predicted to die of cancer in 2020 a staggering 1,720 deaths per 

day... CIA, N.S.A. and Domestic Surveillance of Pink Wife's. Intelligence of letting 
us marry 4 Yale MD Women in a Legal Polygamous Marriage like Dubai, Qatar 

but to use the 4 wife's to inspire 1,001 Nobels in Medicine! Pool of Yale MD women 
to marry is not the same as Prince Sadam's Pool at the Palace, grin. Bone Saws too. 



2-26-2020 iPhone 11 Max Caller ID Reports on the Dozens of Decades-Old Wife 
Abuse Cases of the caller... from Dubai, Qatar who yesterday called Key West to 
give $3 million for reef work on the front page of the Citizen News Today in Key 

West. Caller ID didn't give his Dozens of Wife abuse and failure to give her the $3 
million for relief! Abuse on the front page of the NY Times after the 2020 Ford 

WindmillCAR is driven to Dubai, Qatar, Key West, grin. 

2-26-2020 VA MD's admit a Million Pink Women and win the Medal of Honor, 
every MD at the VA. Medal of Honor! 

2-26-2020 In Mubarak’s Legacy, Rabid Cure for Coronavirus and Rx Recipe that 
cures all stages of breast ovary cancers in 8 days with a Egyptian Rx Starbucks 

latte. 

2-26-2020 "Crushed under President Abdel Fattah el-Sisi; Rabid Cure for 
Coronavirus and Rx Recipe that cures all stages of breast ovary cancers in 8 days 

with a Egyptian Rx Starbucks latte" By DECLAN WALSH and NADA 
RASHWAN 



2-26-2020 Crushed under the President of France too... Paris Starbucks Rx Pink 
Latte!! Notre Dame Yale Paris Medical School building on this site 100 Stories in 

downtown Paris. 

2-26-2020 Apple co-founder and former CEO Steve Jobs was born on February 24, 
1955, and had he not passed away in 2011 at the age of 56, today would have his 

65th birthday. 



This is your blood lab in Key West 

2-26-2020 How married to 4 Wife's in Dubai, Qatar lost 1,001 Nobels in Medicine 
that USA and Jewish Polygamous Marriage to 4 Yale MD women will win! Yes 

1,001 Nobels in Medicine!!!! None are Trump's Type or Clint Eastwood's snipers 
wasting time and money. 

2-26-2020 VA MD's admit a Million Pink Women and win the Medal of Honor, 
every MD at the VA. Medal of Honor! 



2-26-2020 Dubai, Qatar Trump's Loves in New Delhi. “But as soon as Trump 
leaves,’’ he said, “they will attack the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's... and Win 10 

Tech support as there is no fix for Win 10. Win 10 Tech Support in India is a $100 
million dollar scam by Bill and Melinda Gates. 

2-26-2020 Medal of Honor for Trump, Trump was Deaf to this. Ivanka was too. All 
the Elite were Deaf to this in Paris, London, Rome and thousands of Priest... School 

for the Deaf Reports Dozens of Decades-Old Sexual Abuse Cases! By NEIL 
VIGDOR Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts, Church, Schools, Medal of Honor for WHO? 

Art of the Diagnosis of this culture must be a virus from the Ruling Class in Paris 
and London. 

“This tragedy never should have happened.” if Trump was given the Medal of 
Honor. 

2-26-2020 iPhone 11 Max Caller ID Reports on the Dozens of Decades-Old Sexual 
Abuse Cases of the caller... Trump put a stop to this caller ID. Grin! Medal of 

Honor for Trump! 



2-26-2020 NSA National Security Agency purged hundreds of millions of records 
after it realized that its database was contaminated with some files the agency had 
no authority to receive. 4 Trillion Rx Recipes all trade secret along with some Win 
10 code that fixed some major Win 10 goings on the CIA wrote getting tired of Win 
10 Crashes. Win 10 tech support - the program had cost taxpayers $100 million in 

calls to India Tech support, grin. Trump and Ivanka have Mac Book Pro's not 
lower ranking government workers. 

2-26-2020 ‘America Loves India's Highest Caste; Gas Station Owners,’ Trump 
Declares at Rally With Modi. New Delhi Streets Turn Into Battleground Hindus vs. 

Muslims. Muslims with $777 Trillion from 1 Million gas stations in India! India 
Banks not Banks of the Ganges River is were the $777 Trillion is... Mecca poor as 
Delhi is victory in this war with the Muslims $$$ 4 Wife's for the Hindus will give 
Jimmy Carters Habitat for Humanity 1,001 Nobels in Medicine. Key West Wife's 

under City Hall also lost 1,001 Nobels in Medicine. 

2-26-2020 4 Wife's the Polygamous Marriage is volatile; Modi had choreographed 
Mr. Trump’s visit as a demonstration of India’s rising stature on the world stage; 

Henry VIII not Pasteur. British still rule India Men with Henry VIII. Muslims have 
other countries they can go to, like Syria or Nigeria. Mecca, free Qatar 

2-26-2020 New Delhi neighborhood were littered with scraps of bricks. All shops 
were closed and almost no women or children were out — except for two Hindu 



women brandishing sticks and threatening journalists. 

2-26-2020 New Delhi thousands of furious residents faced off again, hurling petrol 
bombs, attacking vehicles... 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's that are NOT in New Delhi. 

2-26-2020 "New Jersey May Raise Cigarette Taxes to Highest Level in Nation" By 
TRACEY TULLY This proves the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ smoke sitting at their 

monitors in the corner office. 

2-26-2020 Decades of Gas and Oil sales and exhaust and Smoking and Cigarette 
sales, “These tragedy's never should have happened.” If the Medal of Honor was 

given to Jimmy Carter in 1980 instead of the Nobel Peace Prize. 



2-26-2020 2 American Teenagers Admit Killing Police Officer in Rome, killings of 
cops writing a ticket on the side of the road in Rome, rear ended in a fiery wreck. 

Prince Salman and Texas Oil Men will not admit the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR with 
iTickets and no traffic stops ever again would have saved the lives of 2,000 

policemen world wide. 

2-26-2020 Russian Oil and Gas; The relatives of a 28-year-old Texan urged the U.S. 
government to intervene, in a cases that drew parallels to the imprisonment of Paul 

N. Whelan on espionage charges. Charges for Gas and Oil is the only thing Putin 
cares about today. Texas Oil Men on a Secret Visit to Putin to give the USA $4 Gas 
on the 4th of July 2020. $1 Trillion windfall on the 4th of July from $4 gas. ...urged 
the U.S. government to intervene, drive the 2020 Ford Windmillcar into Moscow. 
.18 cents a gallon gas on the 4th of July 2020. Putin is up in Arms! Belligerent as 

Olivia Newton John on her death bed screaming at Texas oil men! 

2-26-2020 Oil And Gas are Not Needed; Utopia India + USA with no Oil + Gas, 
driven by the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's. Priority to cure Breast-Ovary Cancers! 
It’s More than Trump in India with Ivanka. Agony of Ivanka with Breast-Ovary 

Cancer would stop Trump's Syria War, Iran too. Pasteur's lab was bombed by the 
President of France for Oil in Africa, our Ruling Class + Caste Drive a Diesel 

Mercedes not the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR. Why? Art of the Diagnosis by Dr. Lisa 
Sanders MD on this is censored by the editors at the NY Times. Oil And Gas are 
Not Needed; but their $7 Trillion and $777 Trillion Are $$$. How married to 4 

Wife's in Dubai, Qatar lost 1,001 Nobels in Medicine that USA and Jewish 
Polygamous Marriage to 4 Yale MD women will win! Yes 1,001 Nobels in 

Medicine!!!! None are Trump's Type, Ha! Perhaps it will arrive Legal Polygamous 
Marriage to 4 Yale MD Women sometime in 2022. How many more will have died 
by then is anybody’s guess, only Trumps Guess not Ivanka, she knows but is Loyal 

to Dad. 



2-26-2020 Apple co-founder and former CEO Steve Jobs was born on February 24, 
1955, and had he not passed away in 2011 at the age of 56, today would have 

marked his 65th birthday. 

2-26-2020 

2-25-2020 VA MD's admit a Million Pink Women and win the Medal of Honor, 
every MD at the VA. Medal of Honor! 

2-25-2020 At the time of the allegations against him Drunk MD in the White House 
— which included loosely dispensing strong drugs to lawmakers and political aides 
— Dr. Jackson was not allowed to respond because he was an active-duty military 
officer, knowing 1 million Pink Women were dead because Pentagon Wars, a War 



Crime by the Top Brass at the Pentagon. The experience took a toll on Dr. Jackson 
and his family. He lost the VA MD job and a Medal of Honor! 

2-25-2020 1 Million Pink Women Dead at the VA in 2020; During his infamous 
news conference, Mr. Jackson said his goal was to help Mr. Trump lose 10 to 15 

pounds and that he planned to bring an exercise bike or elliptical machine into the 
White House residence. Mr. Jackson said those plans never came to pass. (Mr. 

Trump had gained four pounds by his following physical.) “The exercise stuff never 
took off as much as I wanted it to,” he said. “But we were working on his diet. We 

were making the ice cream less accessible, we were putting cauliflower into the 
mashed potatoes.” 



Dr. Trump MD 1 Million Pink Women Dead at the VA in 2020; Dr. Admiral MD 
Drunk in the White House working on Trump Weight Loss Menu, no Pink Women 

4 Wife's for inspiration! Rx!!!! 

2-25-2020 1 Million Pink Women Dead at the VA in 2020; City Hall makes the Pink 
Rx Recipes all trade secret less accessible at Starbucks 

2-25-2020 The Good The Bad The Ugly Dr Trumps Pink Sniper Clint Eastwood 
making Movies that got 1 Million Pink Women killed by a Dr. Clint Eastwood 

Sniper! Scale of the issue when we know really what the scope of the problem is you 
have Sniper Movies without the 1 million already killed by Clint Eastwood's Sniper 

Culture, Office at the Pentagon! 

2-25-2020 "Pentagon's Super Computers left idle for Blood testing when New 
Genomic Tests Aim to Diagnose Deadly Infections Faster... with Super Computers. 
Yes the Weather NOAA has several more super computers than the MD's who do 

the Blood Test. They invented a new blood test that can be run on the super 
computer pictured below that gets results in seconds instead of 5 days." By 

ANDREW JACOBS Mobilization for War on Blood test results in seconds instead 
of 5 days wait depends on NOAA in Key West, Boulder CO and of Course at 

NOAA HQ to let the Blood Test MD's have all the Hurricane Super Computers! All 
but 1, grin. How would this impack the 1 million Pink Women Just admitted to the 

VA Hospitals? 



2-25-2020 Like Diesel Mercedes HQ in the air; Macrolide Antibiotics Early in 
Pregnancy Tied to Birth Defects. Trump in India has sanctions on the Special 
Olympics Kids in Public and in the Headlines or on stage with him and Modi. 

Diesel tied to Birth Defects. Trump Modi Tied to Diesel, 1 million pumps at the 1 
Million New Trump Gas Stations in India. Ivanka makes sure her kids don't breath 
in diesel air, factors known to increase the risk for birth defects, including the use 

of alcohol or illicit drugs, smoking, hypertension and diabetes. Defects in the 
Highest Caste and Class in India and USA. Screen test all women for bacterial 

infections, they can be far more damaging to the unborn baby. Caste and Class are 
damaging to the unborn baby. 

2-25-2020 1880's 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's; 1880s, when Julius Petri came up with 
a way to grow germs in a gelatinous bed of algae. 

2-25-2020 Driven 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's; only to Jimmy Carters Peanut 
Plantation in 1880 Georgia... 

2-25-2020 2020 a vast databases of all known bacteria, viruses or fungi that can 
sicken humans in one or two super computers, not 1,001 driven by the 2020 Ford 

WindmillCAR MD's. 



2-25-2020 Georgia Peanut Plantations next to Tobacco Plantations, married! 
“We’re still using 19th-century technology for what drives Plantation Owners. Gas 

station owners! $4 Gas on the 4th of July USA. 

Key West Island will put your blood in a petri dish for days when NOAA has a 



super computer for 84F and Windy. 

2-25-2020 The coronavirus outbreak has ratchets up interest in rapid blood testing 
on the iPhone 11 Max instead of waiting for it being driven to the lab across town 

or on a Nearby Island in Key West, grin. 

2-25-2020 “I’ve been practicing medicine for 40 years and it’s mind-boggling to 
think that a supercomputer can go through billions of nucleotides and spit out a 

result in a few hours,” Dr. Zekan said. 

2-25-2020 Kindle super computer simulations; mind-boggling to think Amazon can 
make the next Kindle Books run super computer simulations of every virus known. 

2-25-2020 Amazon Books' WHO gave you hepatitis... there is a super computer 
simulation that did already track down 1,001 people who gave others hepatitis. Tim 
Cook will not let the iPhone caller ID tell who they call they gave others hepatitis. 



2-25-2020 100% Deet for Jellyfish stings; Cassiopea xamachana, a species of 
upside-down jellyfish found in the Caribbean Sea, the Gulf of Mexico, and warm 

parts of the Western Atlantic like the Florida Keys. When disturbed, this creature 
acts like a space-movie mother ship — it emits tiny balls of stinging cells that then 
swim around on their own, zapping anything in their path. These “self-propelling 

microscopic grenades,” which the researchers have named cassiosomes, also appear 
to stun and kill prey for the jellyfish, said Cheryl Ames, an associate professor at 

Tohoku University in Japan and lead author of the study. 

2-25-2020 Navy has long been curious about difficult-to-source jellyfish stings, said 
Gary Vora, the deputy laboratory head within the Center for Bio/Molecular 

Science and Engineering at the Naval Research Laboratory in Washington, D.C., 
and another author of the paper. Navy divers will sometimes get in what looks like 
clear water, and end up “lit up like a Christmas tree,” he said. “You have evidence 

of a sting, but you never saw what stung you.” 

2-25-2020 Dr. Putin MD; Ultimate Goal to marry 4 Moscow MD women and get the 
Nobel in Medicine with them for a Rx Pink Recipe that cures breast cancer in all 

stages in 8 days via the Moscow Starbucks Rx pink Latte!! 



2-25-2020 $7 Trillion Fix for a Hated N.Y.C. Highway: How About an $11 Billion 
Tunnel? Fix is $7 Trillion from Prince Salman a Hated Bone Saw Prince and Gas 

Station Hold Up Mastermind world wide holding up gas stations loot was $777 
Trillion now NYC and the Pink VA MD's want $7 Trillion in Blood Money. 

2-25-2020 Mobilization for War; The Good The Bad The Ugly Dr Trumps Pink 
Sniper Clint Eastwood. 

2-25-2020 "Yale Paris Medical School" 100 Stories at the site of the Cathedral of 
Notre Dame!! 

2-25-2020 This Tiny Creature "Pasteur" Seemed Extinct. DNA Technology Helped 
Prove It Wasn’t. Well Paris Starbucks with Comcast fiber optics and iMac's Mac 
Book Pro's and 1,001 Pasteur discoveries and invention projects he never finished 

are all on 1 Click Amazon Paris links with specs and genius tutors at all Paris 
Starbucks! 



2-25-2020 "Girl, 10, Is Killed by School Bus in Brooklyn" "There have been more 
than 20 pedestrians killed on New York City streets this year, including three since 

Sunday. 

2-25-2020 

2-25-2020 

2-24-2020 One Side of a Nuclear War Fight: Trump-Salman Oil Company. The 
Other: 2020 Ford WindmillCAR Jewish Exodus to Sirius Model.... 

City Hall Key West, there is no Hospital on the Island of Key West. The Hospital is 
on a Nearby Island. Jimmy Carter didn't build any Habitat for Humanity House 

Boats in Key West. 



2-24-2020 “over 50,000 New Jerseyans will hear the words ‘you have cancer’ this 
year, so I’m far from alone here.” 

2-24-2020 One Side of a War On Cancer lost by 50 Governor's and 100 Senators 
for Syria Oil Company; Gov. Phil Murphy of New Jersey said on Saturday that he 

would undergo surgery next month to remove a tumor on his kidney. 

2-24-2020 “I’ve got a tumor on my left kidney and will undergo a partial 
nephrectomy in early March to remove it,” Mr. Murphy, a Democrat, wrote on 

Twitter. “The prognosis is very good and I’m profoundly grateful to my doctors for 
detecting the tumor early.” 

2-24-2020 He added that “over 50,000 New Jerseyans will hear the words ‘you have 
cancer’ this year, so I’m far from alone here.” 



2-24-2020 VA MD's admit a Million Pink Women and win the Medal of Honor, 
every MD at the VA. Medal of Honor! PinkVirus will make NY Times Front page 

not Pink Breast Cancers! Miracle Cure for the PinkVirus PinkCancer like the 2020 
Ford WindmillCAR's... 

2-24-2020 Agenda of 2 White Men at 1984 HQ visiting India Today. Human Nature 
viewing these 2 looking over Trump's crowd of 10 million all coming from the Gas 

Station not the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR India Model. ‘America Loves India,’ 
Trump Declares at Rally With Modi President Trump was feted with music, 

dancers and more than 100,000 cheering attendees — if not the 10 million he says 
he was promised. Agenda of 2 White Men at 1984 HQ visiting India Today is copy 
and pasted out of "Animal Farm" Not 'Animal Farm Hospital' as Trump and his 2 
White Men at 1984 didn't admit 1 million in India to the Elite Modi Hospitals for 

government workers. 

2-24-2020 Agenda of Trump Modi in India Today, not Steve Jobs with a full 
Agenda of putting iMac and Mac Book Pro's in Starbucks India with fiber optics at 

every table. Hell with a outlet. 

2-24-2020 Trump-Modi Oil Company and 1 Million Gas Stations Confront the 2020 
Ford WindmillCAR but only with 200 White Men at 1984 HQ not 10 Million in the 

crowd. 

India Special Olympics Kids kept out by Trumps sanctions; St. Jude Children’s 
Research Hospital in India knows there are 11 million in Trumps Crowds. In India 



its common not rare rare, treatable form of hepatitis is common in India, Ivanka 
will not show off by tweeting this! 

2-24-2020 Car Sales Frozen by Trump-Modi Gas Station $4 Gas on the 4th of July 
2020 

2-24-2020 NY Times Nobel for Photos of Modi’s Big Party for Trump in India. 
Photos of the New 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's will in a Nobel. 

2-24-2020 Agenda for the Pink Breast Cancer Map World Wide. Coronavirus Map: 
Tracking the Spread of the Outbreak. Map tracking those working on a Rx Recipe 

Miracle Cure hacking 4 Trillion Rx Recipes all trade secrets. 

2-24-2020 Clone of the USA; "Preparations for Carnival celebrations were 
interrupted by shots in the capital as officers demanded better pay and denounced 
the government’s spending priorities." iTickets by Cops Agenda should could have 
been up and running years ago with Red Light Cameras but was not a priority by 
City Hall. Move Over Law is a scam by some Lawyer at City Hall as Drivers are 
still moving over into the fiery crash! City Hall USA along with the NY Times is 
censoring fiery rear end cop car wrecks and SUV's with 2 kids in government 

safety seats. Statistics on this are Secret. Gregs Next Amazon Book "Secret Files on 
Fiery Car Wrecks" Mapped out from 1980 to 2020. I would bet there were over 

100,000. 



Antibiotic doxycycline in this Super Computer Today is not on the Agenda of any 
Ruling Class at "Animal Farms in Georgia" but some at the Utopian "Animal 

Farm Hospital" writing class at the Hemingway House in Key West on this super 
computer. Grin like Starbucks has fiber optics and iMac's, Mac Book Pro 

Computer labs! 

2-24-2020 Agenda's at Yale and Harvard Today 

2-24-2020 Agenda Decipher the Genetic Code, Code for Faster than the speed of 
light, like 500 times faster than the speed of light should be on the Agenda to 

Decipher at Yale and Harvard, MIT today but it isn't! For a very good reason. 
Trump is in India without the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR. If Trump would have 
taken the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR to India all the world would be deciphering 
how to go 500 times faster than the speed of light in a light wave particle of live 
streaming video from Sirius. Oh yes 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP invention 

projects is not on the Agenda of Jeff Besoz today. 

2-24-2020 ...you can have it if you want it, but don’t be under the illusion that you 
need it... 

2-24-2020 The cure was simple: the antibiotic doxycycline, getting the Rx Recipe 



secrets was MI mission impossible. Yes MI 9 should be this and other Rx Recipes 
but like the 007 next movie it won't be. And we thought 1917 was a waste of time as 
a Pentagon ordered movie. Prince Salman has ordered several more movies from 

Disney none with the antibiotic doxycycline! 

2-24-2020 Decor Influencer Into Your Hospitality; NYC "West point Medical 
School" And Prince Salman spent billions on Disney ordered movies... grin! 

Influence stealing $7 Trillion from Prince Salman's Swiss Bank. Yes Gregs next 
Amazon Book will be titled "Secret Swiss Bank Accounts" with passwords! This 

would be a better CIA or KGB leak than todays leaks in the Headlines. 

2-24-2020 

2-24-2020 Putin's Sober Nerve Agent will work its way into the New 007 No Time 
To Die Off All Humanity, Putin's Sober Up Nerve Agent for the British. Sober 

British Spy Movie 007, nerve to even try to invent a Sober Utopia. Brain Dead to 
Alcohol Surgery 007 



Putin's Sober Nerve Agent will work its way into the New 007 No Time To Die Off 
All Humanity, Putin's Sober Up Nerve Agent for the British. Sober British Spy 
Movie 007, nerve to even try to invent a Sober Utopia. Brain Dead to Alcohol 

Surgery 007 

2-23-2020 VA MD's admit a Million Pink Women and win the Medal of Honor, 
every MD at the VA. Medal of Honor! PinkVirus will make NY Times Front page 

not Pink Breast Cancers! Miracle Cure for the PinkVirus PinkCancer like the 2020 
Ford WindmillCAR's... 

2-23-2020 Habitat for Humanity Hospital Ships and House Boats, Docked in Key 
West at the Truman Navy Dock. Jimmy + Rosalynn didn't buy 'THIS'!! 



"Syria’s Drawn-Out Agony" Pink, Pink, Pink, Pink, Jimmy + Rosalynn didn't buy 
'THIS'!! Their Nobel Prize was not in Medicine!! 2 White Men at 1984 HQ with no 
Yale MD Wife's kept this war going for their own motives! Like the Rich Guys on 

the front page of the NY Times Sunday. Notice the NY Times would never write up 
the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ who kept the Syria War going. Ha! So much for the 

NY Times!! This Sunday Editorial by the Board ended in a bomb Nobel would have 
exploded called the King about No Nobel Peace Prize for the NY Times Editors. 
The King of Sweden would tell Nobel the editors were not even trying to win a 

Nobel Peace Price or Nobel in Medicine. They are New Yorkers, really! Take the 
Subway, only 55 out of 548 ladies bathrooms were clean or open. Same stats exist 

this Sunday and Next Sunday thanks to the editors at the NY Times Nobel the King 
said. Have to run Prince Salman is here! 

2-23-2020 "Yale Paris Medical School" 100 Stories at the site of the Cathedral of 
Notre Dame 

City Hall Ladies Room is closed!! Gross too, grin. Quality of life for USA women vs 
Qatar! 

Habitat for Humanity Ships and House Boats, Jimmy + Rosalynn didn't buy any, 
not One!! 

2-23-2020 Secret files on 'Faster than the Speed of Light' Gregs next Amazon 
kindle book, grin! 

2-23-2020 18 year old A Bond Theme Suits Billie Eilish 



2-23-2020 77 Year Old Judy Collins A Bond Theme that Suits 007 

007 that suits Doctor Girlfriend 's' 

2-23-2020 Charles Lindbergh’s Secret obsessions fly from NYC to Paris. Front page 
Sunday NY Times, not Blood Cancer! This War Was lost, by April 1941 after 

President Franklin Roosevelt publicly rebuked him for his views... no he was not 
going to invent a cure for cancer this war was alien!! 1941 West Point Medical 

School was bombed! For a Real War that was not a cancer. 

2-23-2020 Sirius 33 1/2-hour, 3,600-statute-mile (5,800 km) Well 7 light years 

2-23-2020 Talk Invention Projects 1,001 the live streaming video wings of the 
morning Sun, and dwell in the uttermost parts of the North Star Sirius Headlines in 

the Sunday Times! 

2-23-2020 Polygamist; Double life and secret German children. Beginning in 1957, 
Lindbergh had engaged in lengthy sexual relationships with three women while he 



remained married to Anne Morrow. He fathered three children with hatmaker 
Brigitte Hesshaimer (1926–2001), who had lived in the small Bavarian town of 
Geretsried. He had two children with her sister Mariette, a painter, living in 

Grimisuat. Lindbergh also had a son and daughter (born in 1959 and 1961) with 
Valeska, an East Prussian aristocrat who was his private secretary. 

2-23-2020 Prince Salman's Secret Obsessions fly to Mar-a-lago to count $777 
Trillion with Trump 

2-23-2020 Trump-Salman Double life and secret Paris children... 

2-23-2020 Pasteur's Secret Goings on in the Rabid lab and Pass the Milk and 
cream... only story not in the Sunday NY Times. Anyone head about the Virus that 

walked into the NY Times Lobby? 

2-23-2020 Yale Paris Medical School 100 Stories at the site of the Cathedral of 
Notre Dame 1868 - 2020 Stroke of Luck - In 1868, Pasteur suffered a severe brain 

stroke that paralyzed the left side of his body, but he recovered. A stroke or uremia 
in 1894 severely impaired his health. Failing to fully recover, he died on September 
28, 1895, near Paris. He was given a state funeral and was buried in the Cathedral 
of Notre Dame. Pasteur wrote; "Some Reflections on Science in France, Stroke of 
War's" How true as Oil in Paris killed millions world wide in 2020. Treatment of 

Rabies, now "Oil Rabies" Mad Men with Bone Saws on the front page of the Paris 
Newspapers are freed... 



2-23-2020 VA MD's admit a Million Pink Women and win the Medal of Honor, 
every MD at the VA. Medal of Honor, for his transatlantic flight... so lets give the 
Medal of Honor to every MD at the VA for Road Rage Wounded Warriors traded 

in for Pink Women being tortured by Chemo. As they will work like MAD to invent 
Chemo II. 

2-23-2020 In the Minnesota woods in the summer of 1861, Lindbergh’s 
grandfather, a recent immigrant from Sweden, got his arm caught in a sawmill. 

The wound was horrific; the man’s beating heart was visible through the hole in his 
side. He was expected to die. But he refused. By sheer force of will, according to 

family lore, he was soon out of bed and back to work. Born 41 years after the 
incident, Charles Lindbergh 

2-23-2020 PinkVirus; Coronavirus Live Updates: Xi Acknowledges ‘Shortcomings’ 
in Fight Against Outbreak. 1 Million New Gas Stations in China no refunds from 

Trump, grin. 

2-23-2020 Pink women said they felt exploited by both men — by Mr. Nygard for 
sex, and by Mr. Bacon against his enemy. Mr. Nygard’s store in Manhattan next to 
Exxon/Mobil and NY Times. “paid-for lies.” by Prince Salman. Oil Man President 

George H.W. Bush partyed here. He traveled with an entourage of Oil Men, not one 
MD. Like Trump, grin. What could they talk about, oil? No Oil Money!! Mr. 
Nygard tried to fight off aging with stem cell injections and talked of cloning 

himself, one close friend said. Bush?? And he demanded a steady supply of sex 
partners, Bush, Trump, Salman... 1,001 not in this NY Times article. Eventually his 
staff compiled an invitation list, provided to The Times, with names of more than 
700 women. Once, he summoned her into his Winnipeg office as a pornographic 
film played on television, she said in an interview. “I was so disgusted,” she said. 

iPhone 11 Max with Porn Time on the Caller ID has sanctions on it by Trump, ha!! 



2-23-2020 FBI Fed's ring the doorbell cameras, this belongs to the Fed's!! Your 
Doorbell Camera Spied on You. Now What? Replace all the Neighborhood Watch 

Signs on every corner in the USA. All the Neighbors ever called in was code 
violations about feeding the cats or trash cans... really. 

City Hall Key West, there is no Hospital Ship Docked; there is a Hospital on a 
Nearby Island, Dubai, Qatar Quality of Life via City Hall. Dubai, Qatar Ruling 

Class bought $150 Billion in Arms from Trump in 2020, No Hospital Ships, None! 

City Hall Ladies Room is closed!! Gross too, grin. Quality of life for USA women vs 
Qatar! 

Habitat for Humanity Hospital Ships and House Boats, Docked in Key West at the 
Truman Navy Dock. Jimmy + Rosalynn didn't buy any, not One!! 

2-22-2020 Secret files on 'Faster than the Speed of Light' Gregs next Amazon 
kindle book, grin! 



City Hall Key West, there is no Hospital on the Island of Key West. The Hospital is 
on a Nearby Island. Like Nearby Stars; Sirius have Alien Hospitals and life in the 

Universe. 

2-22-2020 When My Ship Comes In!! Habitat for Humanity House Boat from 
Jimmy Carter! 

2-22-2020 When My Ship Comes In!! Habitat for Humanity House Boat is Ok too. 
Grin! 



2-22-2020 When My Ship Comes In!! Habitat for Humanity House Boat is Ok too. 
Grin! 

2-22-2020 When My Ship Comes In!! BATASAN, Philippines — When the floods 
invade her home at night — and they always do, a little higher each year — Pelagia 
Villarmia curls up on her bed and waits, for her ship to come in, dock next to her 
House. Houseboat could be her ship too, she will take it. Her cat too. The highest 

point on the islands is less than 6.5 feet above sea level. Everyone even the cat 
watches the Ships and boats drive by without stopping to dock next to their home. 
The Cat Meows too. When the floods are bad, Ms. Villarmia has learned to subsist 

on cold rice and coffee. She has grown skilled at tying up her valuables so they 



don’t float away. She is 80, and she knows the logic of actuarial tables. “I will be 
gone before Batasan is gone,” she said. When My Ship Comes In!! Docks next to 

my home the cat will be the first to jump aboard, grin. When My Ship Comes In!! 
Navy ships from WW II she will take one or 1,001 for the cats and kids. From Hell 

to Heaven. Will God let Jimmy Carter the Navy Commander move from Hell to 
Heaven if he sends some US Navy ships to Batasan islands. House Boats for 

Humanity did a Navy Commander think of this and said Hell No! You Bet Ya Sara 
Palin would say, grin. the local government proposed moving the islanders to new 
homes an hour’s boat ride away. Few took the offer. “They wanted us to go to a 

hilly farming place,” said Rodrigo Cosicol, 66, shaking his head at the affront. “We 
are fishermen. We need House Boats for Humanity tell Jimmy Carter.” 

2-22-2020 When My Ship Comes In!! Habitat for Humanity House Boat is Ok too. 
Grin! 

Notre-Dame’s Crypt and Square May Reopen; Yale Paris Notre-Dame Medical 
School 100 Stories on this burned out site for all those burned to death in fiery 

wrecks Pope Francis drove by without stopping to Help put out Gasoline Sales in 
Paris, Rome. Workmen Smoking burned down Notre-Dame and no one but Greg 

and 4 MD Wife's are working on the Nobel in Medicine to End Smoking along with 
gas stations and diesel Mercedes. Mercedes Diesel No. 1 Threat, Germany Is Told 

After Attack on the Special Olympic kids by Trump and Ivanka. 

2-22-2020 Countdown Begins to list 1,001 Virus on 1 Click Amazon links with specs 
and Genius Pasteur Tutors to help you killed the Virus, all 1,001 of them. Well 1 



million 1 of them rabid virus. Test, name the Top Ten Virus... The Bill Gates Virus 
in Win 10. Yes!! 

2-22-2020 Countdown Begins to Possible End of U.S. War in Afghanistan ----- 
Warriors killed millions of Breast Cancer Women and Tortured million more via 
Chemo at the VA Hospitals, yes the countdown to admit Pink Women to the VA 

Hospitals is in the 'Minds' of the VA MD tortured by Warriors. West Point Medical 
School MD's will employ all the Next Wars Wounded. Tortured VA MD will sue 

Prince Salman for bone saws misused. Walgreen, CVS, VA, CIA sought to conceal 
war crimes of the top brass Oil Men Psychotics! 

2-22-2020 Countdown over Fraud in NYC Taxi gas station sales; New York 
Attorney General Accuses N.Y.C. of Fraud Over Taxi Crisis. The Crisis of the 2020 

Ford WindmillTaxi Drive, headlines in the NY Times. 

2-22-2020 Countdown begins for the GPS Google Map of your life. Every day 
where you were at such and such at time. N.Y.P.D. to Remove DNA Profiles of Non-

Criminals From Database. GPS iPhone 11 Max is Max tracking for everyone, 
forget just criminals in the GPS Google Map. You were at Starbucks, you were at 

Sloppy Joes, you were at work. 



No Trump Tweets Special Olympic Kids can't be admitted to the VA Hospitals! To 
Hell with them! Mercedes Diesel No. 1 Threat, Germany Is Told After Attack on 

the Special Olympic kids by Trump and Ivanka. 

2-21-2020 18 year old A Bond Theme Suits Billie Eilish 

2-21-2020 77 Year Old Judy Collins A Bond Theme that Suits 007 

2-21-2020 “No Time For Exodus by the British Spy's” 

2-22-2020 Countdown to End Gas Stations in the USA, World Wide Gas Station 
Hold Ups not reported by FBI. 



2-22-2020 In Dubai, Qatar you can order Warm Toast at Starbucks... thanks to 
Netanyahu $$$ Netanyahu Announces New Homes in East Jerusalem, Days Before 

Election - Days Before Exodus to Sirius and 4 Jewish Wife's Legal Polygamous 
marriage by the Rabbi. 

2-22-2020 In Dubai, Qatar Federal Prosecutors Investigating Whether Boeing Pilot 
Lied to F.A.A. about being owned by Dubai and Qatar. Fly Emirates! 

2-22-2020 ‘We’re in a Petri Dish Coronavirus’: that should be Live Streaming 
Video on YouTube and InventBook at the Yale Key West Medical School. 

2-22-2020 ‘We’re in a Petri Dish Coronavirus’: With No Live Streaming Video on 
Facebook. How the Coronavirus Ravaged WHO at the UN. It took Japanese 

officials more than 72 hours to impose a lockdown after they were first notified 
about a case connected to the Diamond Princess. Here’s a look at what life was like 
on the ship, where missteps in handling the virus have helped produce the largest 

outbreak beyond China. 2 White Men at 1984 HQ have never looked at a Petri Dish 
let alone reinvented the Petri Dish for a Disney Area at Galaxy Edge Star Wars. 

Disney Movie "Coronavirus in a Petri Dish with live streaming video, super 
computer simulations. This is Star Wars 2020 without the technology. 



2-22-2020 When My Ship Comes In!! Habitat for Humanity House Boat is Ok too. 
Grin! 

2-22-2020 When My Ship Comes In!! BATASAN, Philippines — When the floods 
invade her home at night — and they always do, a little higher each year — Pelagia 
Villarmia curls up on her bed and waits, for her ship to come in, dock next to her 
House. Houseboat could be her ship too, she will take it. Her cat too. The highest 

point on the islands is less than 6.5 feet above sea level. Everyone even the cat 
watches the Ships and boats drive by without stopping to dock next to their home. 
The Cat Meows too. When the floods are bad, Ms. Villarmia has learned to subsist 

on cold rice and coffee. She has grown skilled at tying up her valuables so they 
don’t float away. She is 80, and she knows the logic of actuarial tables. “I will be 
gone before Batasan is gone,” she said. When My Ship Comes In!! Docks next to 

my home the cat will be the first to jump aboard, grin. When My Ship Comes In!! 
Navy ships from WW II she will take one or 1,001 for the cats and kids. From Hell 

to Heaven. Will God let Jimmy Carter the Navy Commander move from Hell to 
Heaven if he sends some US Navy ships to Batasan islands. House Boats for 

Humanity did a Navy Commander think of this and said Hell No! You Bet Ya Sara 
Palin would say, grin. the local government proposed moving the islanders to new 
homes an hour’s boat ride away. Few took the offer. “They wanted us to go to a 

hilly farming place,” said Rodrigo Cosicol, 66, shaking his head at the affront. “We 
are fishermen. We need House Boats for Humanity tell Jimmy Carter.” 



2-22-2020 When My Ship Comes In!! Habitat for Humanity House Boat is Ok too. 
Grin! 

Dubai, Qatar relatively humble House Boat 'Versailles' into a proper chateau 
House Boat in many man made islands in Dubai, Qatar. This is Jimmy Carters 

House Boats for Habitat for Humanity in Dubai, Qatar, not the USA. 

Locust Swarms of Warriors but not to Exodus at Sirius in 2020, Warrior Locust 
will destroy the Earth feeding on $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues $$$ 

2-22-2020 IT’S NO SECRET; 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's at Yale and Harvard Law 
School Campus!! "Two Divorce Lawyers Take Their Work Home" "Dana and 

Michael Stutman learn all the lessons from clients, including one important 
one:He’s authoritative with kids. I’m the soft push over. We balance, learn from 

each other and enjoy intellectual conversation. We are constantly trying to improve 
ourselves. Michael gets up first and wakes me up with a cup of coffee, then we sit on 
the couch for 10, 15 minutes. We didn’t realize how important and intimate it was 
to sit next to each other and talk about our anticipated day. It’s a reminder that we 
love each other. You can’t forget how much the other person has to offer, You can't 

forget the 1980 Ford WindmillCAR's driven through Yale and Harvard Law 
School Campus 1980 to 2020. How much the Elite Law School's Alumni say they 

offer the World. Rich was not good enough for a Law Campus, super rich like King 
Salman was the virus they caught and Yale and Harvard Medical Schools and 

MD's could not cure this virus with 1,001 other virus they also lost the cure for as 
$7 Trillion Manhattan Projects at Los Alamos were ruled to expensive to cure a 

virus. War Drones and Patriot Missiles made at MIT got the $7 Trillion each year 
from 1980 to 2020. This money opened the Trump-Qatar Casinos in every big city 

world wide. Florida lottery for the working class. 

2-22-2020 The 65-year-old man collapsed into the driver’s seat of his 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR. The iPhone 11 Max iDash cam called 911. It could hear his breath: 
ragged, wheezy and fast, interrupted by a relentless cough and sent the audio to the 



MD super computers. He had seen doctors from Philadelphia to Boston over the 
years, and they all told him he was a mystery they just couldn’t solve — words no 
one wants to hear. Back at the office She searched the terms wheezing, cough and 
bronchial casts. The very first search brought up references to something she had 

never heard of: plastic bronchitis. It is a rare and sometimes life-threatening 
disorder that involves the lymphatic system. Diseases of the lungs, like cystic 

fibrosis in 2020. $7 Trillion dollar Manhattan Project at Los Alamos is needed for 
this disease! Itkin and Hansen-Flaschen think that the man was most likely born 
with a kink in his lymph tubing that created the problem in the first place. This 
kind of lymphatic system abnormality used to be considered a rare disorder, but 

since Itkin and his team developed this new way to image the lymphatic system, he 
has seen enough cases to think that it is more common than was previously 

considered. “New tests reveal new diseases,” Itkin told me. The iPhone 11 Max 
iDash cam called 911. It could hear his breath: ragged, wheezy and fast, 

interrupted by a relentless cough and sent the audio to the MD super computers. 
"...new way to image the lymphatic system..." Super Computers that can hear like 
a elite Yale Medical School Student will print out the results in a super computer 

simulation for each patient. Using an ultrasound probe, the doctor located the 
lymph nodes in the man’s groin. He then injected contrast dye into the nodes. He 
used a type of X-ray known as fluoroscopy to follow the dyed lymph as it traveled 
through the abdomen into the chest. Sure enough, he could see the fluid leak into 

the lungs. And at the very top of the lymphatic system in the chest, where the 
contents were supposed to be flushed into the blood stream, the vessel was 

narrowed and nearly completely obstructed. 

2-21-2020 In Dubai, Qatar MD's Pink Shortcuts for Warriors killed millions of 
Breast Cancer Women and Tortured million more via Chemo at the VA Hospitals 

Today. "How Common Mental Shortcuts Can Cause Major Physician Errors" 
caused by Bone Saw's in the hands of Netanyahu and Prince Salman. Blood Money 
Cash in the hands of Netanyahu, Pope Francis, Prince Salman. Oil Gods belong in 
Hell Jimmy Carter Said. Errors to keep gas stations open on the 4th of July in the 

USA for $4 gas. Trumps sanctions on 4 Wife's for the Rabbi and Jews. 

2-21-2020 In Dubai, Qatar you can order Warm Toast at Starbucks... thanks to 
Netanyahu $$$ 



2-21-2020 In Dubai, Qatar you can order Warm Toast at Starbucks... Quality of 
Life if you have 4 Wife's they will demand warm toast at Starbucks... and they will 

say I can't believe its buttered!!!! Jews... 

2-21-2020 Secret files on 'Faster than the Speed of Light' Gregs next Amazon 
kindle book, grin! 

City Hall USA stand in line at the Drivers License Office all day or buy an iPhone 
11 Max for your next flight to Paris, London, Rome. A Formula for Growth After 
the Start-Up. 737 Junks built by temps and Labor Ready day labors. Waiting in 
line at the Day Labor Office without getting paid. Waiting all day at the Drivers 
License Office not getting paid. Quality of life flying to Paris, London, Rome on 
your iPhone 11 Max is your Max trip quality of life. Ground all Boeing 737's let 

them make the front page of the NY Times again and again. London to Singapore 
in a Tiny iPhone 11 Max, and Other Road Trip Adventures... 

2-21-2020 Amid Stark Inequality, U.S.C. Offers Free Tuition to Low-Income 
Students 

2-21-2020 University for All, not American Citizen but Saudi's, Dubai, Qatar and 
these students have money left over for Sex in Boston and New Haven $$$ paid for 

by $4 Gas on the 4th of July. 

2-21-2020 iPhone robbery NYC. Tessa Majors’s death, a 13-year-old was arrested 
in the episode — a cellphone robbery gone wrong, according to the authorities. She 

was stabbed so forcibly that feathers from her winter coat spewed into the air. 



2-21-2020 The 65-year-old man collapsed into the driver’s seat of his 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR. The iPhone 11 Max iDash cam called 911. It could hear his breath: 
ragged, wheezy and fast, interrupted by a relentless cough and sent the audio to the 

MD super computers. 

2-20-2020 MD iPhone in the Nobel Novel "Animal Farm Hospital' few reading this 
wrote this chapter in their heads in a few minutes. MD Wifes Yale in Animal Farm 

Hospital writing class at Yale Key West Medical School. 

2-20-2020 In Dubai, Qatar married Priests, Bishops, Cardinals with 4 Wife's 
preaching about 4 Nobels in Medicine as Man Mad Miracles to cure all virus and 

Pink Cancers. Pink Women at the VA are being tortured via Chemo with no 
Miracle Rx Recipe cure this is a war crime! 

2-20-2020 "Bishop Truesdale posted his dead mother’s photos on Facebook. He 
awoke the next morning to find his phone lit up with thousands of comments and 

notifications. Many people asked if he could make the post public, so he did. By the 
end of the day, 25,000 people had “liked” the post, and it had been shared more 

than 15,000 times." 

2-20-2020 InventBook and 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 Exodus invention 
projects. 25,000 people had “liked” the post, and it had been shared more than 

15,000 times." 



2-20-2020 Trump Pardon's Prince and King Salman! 

2-20-2020 A Complete List of Trump’s Pardons; Prince Salman, Prince Salman, 
Prince Salman, Prince Salman, Prince Salman, Prince Salman, Prince Salman, 
Prince Salman, Prince Salman, Prince Salman, Prince Salman, Prince Salman, 
Prince Salman, Prince Salman, Prince Salman, Prince Salman, Prince Salman!! 

2-20-2020 The 11 Criminals Granted Clemency by Trump Had One Thing in 
Common: Prince Salman, Gas Stations. $4 Gas on the 4th of July, Bribes, Perks 

ride in a 2020 Ford WindmillCAR around the White House Garage. 

2-20-2020 Spin of all this Pardon News with Front page Headlines and pictures in 
the NY Times. When spin should be Spin, 600 Billion times a second has reached 
Humans! Scientists at Purdue University have made the fastest spinning object 
ever, a tiny ball of silicon dioxide that rotates 600 billion times per second. They 
positioned the microscopic silica balls in a vacuum and blasted them with two 

different lasers that induce the spin. 

2-20-2020 Spin off inventions from the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR... spin in your 
Minds! 



2-20-2020 Jews declare Homelessness in the Universe a Crisis 

“Open iPad case.” 

“Hold iPad horizontally.” 

“Press the small round ‘home’ button on the side of the screen twice.” 

“This brings you to your iPad home screen.” 

2-20-2020 Jews declare Homelessness in the Universe a Crisis, 1 Click Amazon 
links to 1,001 IP invention projects that will let the Jews view live streaming video 
from Sirius is not up and running, Jeff Besoz knows this and does nothing about it 

again today. Oil and Gas May Be a Far Bigger Climate Threat Than We Knew. 
Jews know the $777 Trillion in Swiss Banks not the West Bank is needed to fire up 

the New NASA Mission Control Center at the Pentagon. Yes they took over a whole 
floor of the Pentagon. Grin. Mobilization for Star Wars starts with 1 Click Amazon 

links to 1,001 IP invention projects. Paid for with gas station hold up loot. U.K.’s 
New Exodus Rules Will Restrict Low-Skilled Workers to Starbucks with no iMac's 
and Mac Book Pro's! Oxford is elite in a Universe they failed to teach anything but 

Win 10 ctrl, alt, del. Art of the Diagnosis is for Elite Yale MD's Oxford will be 
closed like Harvard campus and given to the Medical Schools to teach the world 

how to sing ' iPhone Exodus' by Judy Collins and Phonics in 'Animal Farm 
Hospital' you and your kids can pronounce every midical disease and Rx drug. 

Oxford failed English and the English. A War Crime. 



2-20-2020 'Exodus to Sirius' by Judy Collins 

2-20-2020 'Exodus CIA' Frank Anderson, Former Spy Who Supplied Afghan 
Insurgents, Dies at 78 

2-20-2020 Exodus to Sirius is 7 or 8 light years, insurgents!! 

2-20-2020 King Salman or Queen Elizabeth II, only to discover the moody guy in 
the corner is trying to buy the football team not Jewish Exodus 'Inventions' to 

Sirius. Live Streaming Video. 

2-20-2020 Win 10 on Earths Death Bed makes $1 Trillion in 2020 selling Cloud 
Computing for Microsoft 

2-20-2020 iPhone at the Deathbed the DMV Drivers Licence Offices in every city 
and town in the USA and traffic cops writing a ticket on the side of the road. Your 

iPhone is your Drivers License and iTickets are texted with videos. 

2-20-2020 'Real ID' to fly a Boeing 737. Start up of Fly Live Streaming Video to 



Who Ever on iPhone's a $1 trillion dollar start up that will finish off Boeing's 737's 
that are still flying for Dubai, Qatar, Fly Emirates live streaming video iPhone to 

iPhone without the DMV's Read ID get the real iPhone flight out of City Hall stuck 
in lines at the DMV. InventBook is a better destination than City Hall or the 

Drivers License Office. DMV, No rest room ladies beware. grin. 

2-20-2020 "Animal Farm Hospital" Disney Movie and Orwell Novel, Kindle with 
super computer simulations are based on 'Exodus' technology. 600 billion times it 

spins yet they didn't say how fast the ball was going in mph just rps. Faster than the 
speed of light is possible. 

2-20-2020 Secret files on 'Faster than the Speed of Light' Gregs next Amazon 
kindle book, grin! 

2-20-2020 The iPhone at the Deathbed 

2-20-2020 iPhone at the Deathbed the DMV Drivers Licence Offices 

2-20-2020 iPhone is your Drivers license in the USA. 



2-20-2020 In Dubai, Qatar you can order Warm Toast at Starbucks... Quality of 
Life if you have 4 Wife's they will demand warm toast at Starbucks... and they will 

say I can't believe its buttered!!!! Jews... 

2-20-2020 I can't believe my Drivers License is on my iPhone in the USA finally. 
Thanks to Dubai, Qatar Kings and Prince travel to the USA so many times with 

their iPhone Drivers License and passports. Grin. 

2-20-2020 Real ID Drives all to new ways; New Trump City Hall restrictions have 
made it close to impossible to send cars from the state overseas, and a busy industry 

has ground to a halt. 

2-20-2020 In Dubai, Qatar the Prince can send a Diesel Mercedes to Yale or 
Harvard... busy Kids at Yale and Harvard, grin. 

2-20-2020 In Dubai, Qatar you have a better quality of life today, Why? 2 White 
Men Pilots have their door bolted for a good reason. "Why You Might Need to Line 

Up for a New Driver’s License. If you want to use your license to board domestic 
flights or access federal facilities, you'll need to upgrade it in person at the D.M.V. 

before a deadline this year." 

2-20-2020 iPhone in the Nobel Novel "Animal Farm Hospital' few reading this 
wrote this chapter in their heads in a few minutes. 



2-20-2020 "Mr. Truesdale posted his dead mother’s photos on Facebook. He awoke 
the next morning to find his phone lit up with thousands of comments and 

notifications. Many people asked if he could make the post public, so he did. By the 
end of the day, 25,000 people had “liked” the post, and it had been shared more 

than 15,000 times." 

2-20-2020 InventBook and 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 Exodus invention 
projects. 25,000 people had “liked” the post, and it had been shared more than 

15,000 times." 

2-20-2020 Facebook not InventBook by Penelope Green is a feature writer in the 
Style department. She has been a reporter for the Home section, editor of Styles of 
The Times, an early iteration of Style, and a story editor at The New York Times 

Magazine. She lives in Manhattan. 

2-20-2020 Your Doorbell Camera Spied on You. Now What? InventBook rings 
your doorbell to sell you a New Home in the Universe with 1 Trillion Jewish Aliens 

instead of sitting home alone with City Hall Warriors. Inventors at City Hall. 

2-20-2020 City Hall mobilization for F-35 Radar on all roads and cars in 2020. 
After the War's End. Three members of a family visiting Florida from 

Massachusetts were killed in a four-vehicle crash on Tuesday evening, the Florida 
Highway Patrol said. The crash happened in Kissimmee. The Crash happened on 

Facebook not InventBook, InventBook is sanctioned at City Hall USA. 



2-20-2020 MD iPhone's and 'Animal Farm Hospital' @ InventBook not Facebook-
twitter; Anupam B. Jena is a professor of health care policy and medicine at 
Harvard. Follow him on Twitter at @AnupamBJena. Andrew R. Olenski is a 

graduate student in economics at Columbia. Follow him on Twitter at 
@andrewolenski. Pink women at the VA Hospitals are being tortured today they 

need your Miracle Cure Rx Recipe on the front page of the NY Times! 

2-20-2020 4 MD Women walk into a Kremlin Bar in Moscow with a Nerve Agent 
from Putin to Sober up 100 Million and win a Nobel in Medicine to show off Putin 
can win a better Nobel than Jimmy Carter or Kerry from Yale-Harvard. Tolstoy 
will be under Putin in the stack of Books at Moscow University if Putin can write 

this spy Novel. A retired KGB spy who only knows about Nerve Agents in Perfume 
bottles can sober up 100 million and win a Nobel in Medicine. Putin can marry 4 
MD women from Yale. Or put live streaming video from the Nerve Agent labs on 
YouTube. CIA, KGB intelligence looked at in 4 MD Wife's from Yale. Art of the 

Diagnosis Novel Read by all. So Drunks make the NY Times front page tomorrow!! 
Winning a Nobel in Medicine with 4 Women Wife's from yale strategy is no 

different from using Nerve Gas in London. Spy Game with Redford and Brad Pitt 
movie. Dialog from the Nerve Agent Lab is more intelligent than Redford or Pitt. 

"The Nobel Star In Medicine" The KGB Star. The War Medal Star. The Star these 
4 MD women traveled to to get a Yale MD for to sober up 100 million Drunk on 
Vodka Russians. Climax, will Putin put this Nerve Agent in Moscow Water? To 

Win a Nobel in Medicine. It's the only way the Sober Nerve Agent will work! 



2-19-2020 Daytona 500: How Ryan Newman’s Last Lap Ended in Flames - Trump 
with spike strips on the Indy 500, Prince Salman gave trump the Orders to do this... 

2-19-2020 A Complete List of Trump’s Pardons; Prince Salman, Prince Salman, 
Prince Salman, Prince Salman, Prince Salman, Prince Salman, Prince Salman, 
Prince Salman, Prince Salman, Prince Salman, Prince Salman, Prince Salman, 
Prince Salman, Prince Salman, Prince Salman, Prince Salman, Prince Salman!! 



2-19-2020 Trump Pardon's Gas Station Owners for $4 Gas on the 4th of July 2020 

2-19-2020 Trump Pardon's Prince and King Salman 

2-19-2020 A Complete List of Trump’s Pardons; Prince Salman, Prince Salman, 
Prince Salman, Prince Salman, Prince Salman, Prince Salman, Prince Salman, 
Prince Salman, Prince Salman, Prince Salman, Prince Salman, Prince Salman, 
Prince Salman, Prince Salman, Prince Salman, Prince Salman, Prince Salman!! 

Australian Police Treating Car Fire That Killed 3 Children as Crime Scene. 
Residents in Brisbane reportedly tried to extinguish the fire, which also killed one 
man and hospitalized a woman who were in the vehicle. By JAMIE TARABAY 
Prince Salman sold them the gasoline in Times of 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's. A 

Crime! 

2-18-2020 "Rx For All" would not save any lives of the cancer deaths; 630,000 
Americans are predicted to die of cancer in 2020 a staggering 1,720 deaths per 

day... 



2-19-2020 Car Fires in Dubai, Qatar USA No You need a new ID. New Drivers 
License "Real ID" "Real Quality of Life by 2 White Men in a Diesel Mercedes in 
NYC" Dubai, Qatar a New Drivers License for the 2020 Ford WindmillCar'S!! 

Dubai, Qatar a New Drivers License for the 2020 Ford WindmillCar'S!! 

iPhone 11 Max is your Drivers license for the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's! 

iTickets and DUI Road Rage charges will be texted with video to your iPhone 11 
Max. Video Chats and Ordering In: 

Coronavirus Quarantine With a Smartphone iPhone 11 Max and a 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR with more apps than a iPhone 11 Max, grin. 

2-19-2020 Trump Pardon Prince and King Salman for all Bone Saw Murders and 
'fiery wrecks...' The president broadly asserted his authority of the criminal justice 

system, attacking law enforcement officials and issuing pardons. 



2-19-2020 Pink Women Court 'War Crimes" the GasolineVirus put in her fuel tank 
the exhaust put in her DNA. State Department Pink Women want to get Pompeo 

and Kerry On Tour of all VA Hospitals "overrun by Pink Women" only to be 
tortured with Pink Chemo as the Rx Recipe Cure for all stages of breast cancer in 8 

days was killed by the State Department Men, Pompeo Courts Africa, to Counter 
China. To Counter spending $7 Trillion on a Rx Pink Recipe Kerry will come up 
with some off the wall comments in Google News not related to millions of Pink 

women at the VA Hospitals being tortured with Pink Chemo instead of getting to 
Starbucks Boston for a Rx Pink Latte Cure. A war crime in the war on Pink 

cancers! 

2-19-2020 Pink Chemo Torture of women in Libya too! Yes there is even if WHO 
will not make this News!! "Ex-C.I.A. Asset, Now a Libyan Strongman, Faces 

Torture Accusations" By JULIAN E. BARNES 

2-19-2020 NY Times Front Page Headlines today; "My Father in Syria Needed Pills 
By SAMMAR ATASSI Pink Women at the VA Hospitals Today should have made 

front page headlines in the NY Times for being admitted to VA Hospitals for 
Chemo Torture and Marriage Wooing by VA MD's who open Pink Doors for a Rx 
Recipe Cure hacked from 4 Trillion Rx Recipes all Trade Secrets, and lets get Win 

10 into the Public Domain to get to Star War Cloud computing with super 
computer simulations for the Mac user at Starbucks Dubai, Qatar! 

2-19-2020 Pink Chemo Torture; Comedy Returns to the White House 
Correspondents’ Dinner. Will Trump? 



2-19-2020 Pink Chemo Torture; on SNL with Trump and Ivanka, all her kids will 
be in the Special Olympics too. Diesel is the name of Ivanka's cat. This is the 

opening of the Hemingway House Writing Class Novel "Animal Farm Hospital" it 
has been bombed by drones many times. 

2-19-2020 Israel national pride to 1 Women when the enemy has 4 Wife's, why? 
Gilad Shalit, Israel’s Son, Is Getting Married; Why all of Israel is celebrating the 

former prisoner’s joy. One is better than None, grin and Israel's Elite Ruling Class 
men will not make it legal to marry 4 Jewish women, only 4 Moslem women which 

is a crime. Nitzan Sabbat 

2-19-2020 Israel Nation Pride in having 4 Wife's; Dubai, Qatar, UAE, Kuwait, 
Libya Paris! 

2-19-2020 "Animal Farm Hospital" was not on the NY Times best seller list. 
"Phoebe Danziger Vitamin K for Newborns Is a No-Brainer. Why Are So Many 
Parents Worried?" Dr. Phoebe writes "To counter vitamin K refusal, we need to 

develop a robust system for tracking refusal rates and cases of vitamin K deficiency 
bleeding. One way to do this is through legislation. A current bill in Michigan 

proposes to address neonatal vitamin K administration in the state’s public health 
code and includes a clause stipulating that all cases of suspected or confirmed 

vitamin K deficiency bleeding in infants be reported to the state’s public health 
department (full disclosure: I provided expert advice during the drafting of this 

bill)." HS is required by law and "Parents Medical School" will be required by law, 
yes they have to save the life of a bleeding baby... in class and pass. "What we’ve 
learned from the anti-vaccination movement is that strategies based on the idea 

that vaccine hesitancy and refusal are primarily a result of a “knowledge deficit” 



2-19-2020 Intramuscular vitamin K for newborns is a no-brainer: 

2-19-2020 ...no-brainer: to the Pentagon Chief Cheney to jump in front of the line 
for a heart transplant. How the Pentagon Culture did this mind set to Cheney I 

would guess Cheney married 4 MD Wifes from the CIA in Secret, grin. 

2-19-2020 Yes if you had 4 MD Wifes you would not think twice about getting a 
Heart Transplant!!!! 

2-19-2020 Win 10 is Dead why did this Pentagon Culture give it a Heart Transplant 
costing $10 Billion? ...a judge ordered that work be stopped on a huge $10 billion, 

10-year, cloud-computing project for the Defense Department called the Joint 
Enterprise Defense Infrastructure project, also known as JEDI. Microsoft is Dead 
why give it a Heart Transplant? Amazon is moving to Star Wars at Disney Galaxy 
Edge with 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP invention projects and Apple is moving 
in with starbucks and Comcast Fiber Optics for iMac computer labs in Starbucks 

Paris with Pasteur the Genius tutor! Trump and Salman are the Rabid Dogs of 
War. 



2-19-2020 Pentagon needs to get its MD's off the Couch and into the Heart 
Transplant Headlines in the NY Times, Cheney is the only one in history to get a 

Heart Transplant is common knowledge, ha. 

2-19-2020 Pentagon needs to buy 10 Billion worth of $4K TreadmillDesk from 
Amazon to cut the number of Heart Transplants and by pass surgery that is more 

than 10,000 from old warriros who use to work next door to Cheney at the 
Pentagon. 

2-19-2020 Super Cushioned Running Shoes Are All the Rage, but Aren’t Foolproof 
Runners wearing maximalist running shoes pound harder and pronate more than 

in standard shoes. The women donned each type of shoes in turn and ran over force 
plates embedded in a long track, while the researchers filmed them using motion-

capture technology. Immediately afterward, the women ran 5 kilometers on a 
treadmill and then raced along the track again. this has nothing to do with Heart 

Health. 140 your target heart rate for 45 minutes. Kindle super computer 
simulation of this is needed to be literate in your heart rates. Text the 4 CIA Wifes 

of Cheney, grin. 

2-19-2020 Dr. Hannigan says, and ease into training with them slowly. 



2-19-2020 Pentagon Chief who has Cheney's Desk can order $10 Billion $4K 
TreadmillDesk in secret. Pay off is for the STAFF at the Pentagon not Trump or 
Besoz. As Trump will need millions of dollars in MD work on his heart sooner or 

later. 

2-19-2020 1 Click Amazon 1,001 Rx Recipes for a loaf of bread at Star Wars Disney 
Galaxy Edge. But bread has also been a catalyst for change. In 1789, the high price 

of bread brought angry protesters to the streets of Paris. In 2011, it did again, in 
Cairo’s Tahrir Square. “There’s nothing more revolutionary than bread,” Dr. 

Jones said. “But there’s also nothing more mundane or pedestrian than bread. It’s 
who we are.” Aliens 8 light years from the Jews at Sirius. Disney Star Wars Bread 
is Fresh for Centuries; Without added chemicals to keep the bread soft and mold-
free, the approachable loaf has a shelf life of about a week before it goes stale. One 

Brand of Disney Star Wars Bread is named "Absolute Zero." 

2-19-2020 Warm Toast at Starbuck is on the Menu... I can't believe its buttered! 

2-19-2020 In Dubai, Qatar you can order Warm Toast at Starbucks... Quality of 
Life if you have 4 Wife's they will demand warm toast at Starbucks... and they will 

say I can't believe its buttered!!!! Jews... 



2-19-2020 In Dubai, Qatar you can order Warm Toast at Starbucks... Quality of 
Life if you have 4 Wife's they will demand warm toast at Starbucks... and they will 

say I can't believe its buttered!!!! Jews... 

When Pharmacists Make Drug Errors... 24 Brilliant Rx Recipes all trade secrets 



hacked by the top secret Jews for 24 Nobels in Medicine in 2020. The King of 
Sweden will comply cheering the strikes as if in War with Drones called in by the 
USA. $1 Trillion in Drone Strikes never gave the King of Sweden the same Brain 

Spinning Cheers as US Troops Cheered. Its the way their brains are wired like the 
songbirds! 

2-18-2020 Spin, 600 Billion times a second has reached Humans! Scientists at 
Purdue University have made the fastest spinning object ever, a tiny ball of silicon 
dioxide that rotates 600 billion times per second. They positioned the microscopic 
silica balls in a vacuum and blasted them with two different lasers that induce the 

spin. 

2-18-2020 Spin, 1 Click Amazon links to Spin off IP invention projects 1,001 with 
specs and Genius Einstein tutors to help you get a spin of things that you can invent 

from this 600 Billion spins of a silicon dioxide ball in a vacuum spun by 2 lasers. 



2-18-2020 7 PM came and went as time flows. Judy Collins never texted Greg in 
Key West! 

2-18-2020 7 PM, Judy Collins Judy Collins the hippie Goddess lost all her hair from 
a Rx. No she didn't make the Rx public just all the White Goddess Hair Wig, grin 1 

Click Amazon for the Judy Collins White Wig is not up and running until Jeff 
Besoz reads this... grin. Missing dangerous drug interactions and selling 1 million 

Judy Collins White Hippie Goddess Wigs on Amazon. 



2-18-2020 ‘Medicare for All’ in a World without Gas Stations would also be Virus 
Free World for All 5 billion people and our Cats and dogs... Paris Gas Stations 

didn't fuel Pasteur, they fueled the WarVirus in Africa for Oil Revenues. 

2-18-2020 "Medicare for All" 

2-18-2020 "Rx For All" 

2-18-2020 "VA Hospitals for All Pink Women" Dating Pool for VA MD's opens like 
a Galaxy of Pink Stars after so many Warriors, grin. 

2-18-2020 "Oil For All" Oil Flow is bonded to Arms Flow's, With Libya Still at 
War, E.U. Agrees to Try Blocking Weapons Flow, Cash Flow goes to the Swiss 

Banks... Grin the GreedVirus is active. 



2-18-2020 Yale MD Women, Pink Women; "Young, Conservative and Working for 
Trump? The Dating Pool Is Small" Marriage, to 4 MD Wife's at Yale, in a Legal 

Polygamous Marriage Federal at the Post Office for your Marriage License, Long 
lines at the Post Office, grin. only if we Overcome White House ‘Censorship’ Of 
Legal Polygamous Marriage in the New York Times and Washington Post - Jeff 

Besoz! 

2-18-2020 MD Women in Paris at the Pasteur Institute; In Paris these days, there is 
a sense of, “Damned if you do, damned if you don’t.” Close all the Gas Stations, 
arrest all the Elite Oil Men on War Crimes and Open the War Crimes Trial at a 

French Government Palace King Louis built. 

2-18-2020 French always call it the Good War; once called “the good war,” “the 
war of necessity.” When American soldiers invaded Afghanistan in 2001 — driven 
by the Sept. 11 oil money paid for attacks. The 18 Saudi terrorists didn't have any 

money. $$$ 

2-18-2020 Every Day in 2020 Afghan soldiers turn their guns on American service 
members, viewing them as invaders instead of partners. Kerry in Vietnam thought 

about his Private First Class shooting the Yale Class First Lt. Paris Elite know their 
troops killed more Officers than the enemy but classify this from the Paris news. 

The last 2 American sergeants mourned at Dover Air Force Base were killed by an 
Afghan soldier whose uniform, salary and M249 light machine gun were paid for 

by the United States. Same for the 18 Saudi Terrorists on 9/11. Everything they has 
was paid for by a Saudi Prince. 



2-18-2020 $1 Trillion Smell the Money; In 1998, Pamela Dalton, a cognitive 
psychologist at the Monell Chemical Senses Center, was tasked with developing a 

stink bomb for the Department of Defense. 

2-18-2020 $1 Trillion in 1889 War Office; Chemists tell cautionary tales about a 
substance called thioacetone, which in 1889 was the subject of experiments in a 

stink bomb lab in Frieberg, Germany. 

2-18-2020 $1 Trillion Pink Rose; vanilla extract. Estimates vary, but its odor 
detection threshold is probably around 0.1 or 0.2 micrograms per cubic meter, 

significantly lower than ethyl or methyl mercaptan. That means that one or two oil 
tankers full of vanillin could conceivably be used as an air freshener powerful 

enough to give the entire Earth a slight scent of vanilla. 

2-18-2020 $1 Trillion Rx Pink Rose; powerful enough to give the entire Earth a 
slight scent of Nobels Peace Prize Jimmy Carter should of had Rosalynn bake. 

DOD infinite universe of $$$ for chemistry, who knows what smells are waiting to 
be discovered if the DOD orders Rx Pink Rose for the entire globe to win the war 

with Peace Smell made in a USA Lab. 



2-18-2020 1,000 Years; France’s Challenge in Africa if finally paying off with $777 
Trillion in Oil Money! 

2-18-2020 2020 Ford WindmillCAR Race at Daytona 500... So the race to the final 
flag continued at full speed. 

2-18-2020 The crash involving the most cars started when Joey Logano pushed Aric 
Almirola into the back of Brad Keselowski, who had led for 75 miles. Nearly a 

dozen cars subsequently piled into the spinning cars. The race got up and running 
again, and the leaders were about five miles from the finish when Ross Chastain 

lost control while making a move for the lead and spun into Ryan Preece, Logano 
and several other contenders. The race was later delayed when three more cars 

slammed into each other. That forced the race into overtime, with Hamlin’s Toyota 
leading a quintet of Fords, with two laps to go. A second crash also occurred on the 

final lap, well behind the leaders, but officials declined to bring out a yellow flag 
that would have slowed the field and sealed Hamlin’s place in front. So the race to 

the final flag continued at full speed. 

2-18-2020 2020 Ford WindmillCAR Race at Daytona 500... So the race to the final 
flag continued at full speed. 

2-18-2020 Nearly a dozen cars subsequently piled into the spinning fiery Cop Car 
that was parked on the side of the road as the cop wrote a traffic ticket, high tech 



iPhone 11 Max iDash Cam and itraffic tickets as being pulled over by a cop car 
should not exist Trump Tweeted on Presidents Day! Movie "Fifth Element" Bruce 

Willis you have 3 points left on your Drivers license... over the car speakers. 

2-18-2020 DAYTONA BEACH, Fla. — Denny Hamlin earned his second straight 
Daytona 500 victory on Monday, but the result was quickly overshadowed by 

concern for Ryan Newman after he was involved in a fiery wreck near the finish 
line. Newman was trying to hold off Hamlin and Ryan Blaney less than 100 yards 

from the finish when Blaney’s car bumped his and sent him careening into the wall. 
Newman’s car lifted into the air and flipped before crossing the finish line on its 

roof amid sparks and flames. 

2-18-2020 Yale Key West Medical School Students wanted to watch the ambulance 
and emergency room life but were kept out... Newman was removed from his 

mangled car by the track’s emergency crew and taken by ambulance to Halifax 
Medical Center. Hours after the race’s finish, Newman’s team, Roush Fenway 

Racing, said in a statement that he was in serious condition but that his injuries 
were “not life-threatening.” 

2-18-2020 From Dubai, Qatar to Colorado, Japan, 2020 Ford WindmillCAR Race 
at Daytona 500... So the race to the final flag continued at full speed. 500 times 
faster than the speed of light race by the Jew Exodus to Sirius!! Dubai, Qatar 

40,000 Luxury Apartment Rises in a Dubai, Qatar Neighborhood. What Happens 
Next? West Bank 40,000 Luxury Apartment Rises 100 Stories with high tech 
buildings Trump never sold to the Jews in the West Bank. iMac's and $4K 

Treadmill Desk for 5. Jews with 4 Wife's too. Keeping up with the Moslems. 24 
Brilliant Rx Recipes all trade secrets hacked by the top secret Jews for 24 Nobels in 
Medicine in 2020. The King of Sweden will comply cheering the strikes as if in War 
with Drones called in by the USA. "Animal Farm Hospital" also wins the Nobel in 

Literature with Cheers! 



2-18-2020 2020 Ford WindmillCAR Race at Daytona 500... So the race to the final 
flag continued at full speed... on the Big Screen "Animal Farm Hospital" Disney 



Movie! 

2-17-2020 $4 gas on the 4th of July 2020. Gas Stations in the USA Presidents Day 
said it was “a very good question” to ask why it still existed, Gas Stations. 

2-17-2020 7 PM, Judy Collins will smell the $4 gas in Key West on Presidents Day 
and then write 99 New Songs about Key West and the President for the Next 007 
Bond Movie were the New Bond drives the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR and Gravity 
Engine Ford. Yes! Judy sings about these Cars that do smell like a new car and a 
Hippy Goddess named Judy Collins! With White Hair of a Goddess! $98 dollars a 

ticket. 

2-17-2020 7 PM, Judy Collins will smell the $4 gas in Key West on Presidents Day 
and then write 99 New Songs about Key West and the President for the Next 007 
Bond Movie were the New Bond drives the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR and Gravity 
Engine Ford. Yes! Judy sings about these Cars that do smell like a new car and a 
Hippy Goddess named Judy Collins! With White Hair of a Goddess! $98 dollars a 

ticket. 



2-17-2020 Smell the $4 gas President's Day in Key West 7 pm Judy Collins new 
Songs about why it exist, the Universe and Godsent 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's in 
the Presidents White House Garage. Song to Open the new 007 Bond Movie. Billie 

Eilish Takes on James Bond, and 9 More New Songs. 99 New Songs by Judy Collins 
after she leaves Key West tomorrow... In the Next 007 Bond movie he gets married, 
to Judy, to a secret Honeymoon Quest, a Nobel in Medicine for God and Country! 

Oxford sung by Judy like never before! 

2-17-2020 630,000 Americans are predicted to die of cancer in 2020 a staggering 
1,720 deaths per day... President Trump knows these Statistics on Presidents Day 

and will only tweet them if Ivanka is diagnosed with Breast Cancer... 

2-17-2020 Pope Francis Daughters don't Exist but we know how different Gas 
Station would be Today if they did Exist! 

2-17-2020 "Animal Farm's Hospital" Nobel Novel and Kindle on Amazon finished 
today at the Hemingway House Writing Class if Presidents Day was Open to 

writing class on his Holiday. Idle Presidents when the Universe is expanding into 
space faster each day. 

2-17-2020 ‘Medicare for All’ in a World without Gas Stations would also be Virus 
Free World for All 5 billion people and our Cats and dogs... Paris Gas Stations 

didn't fuel Pasteur, they fueled the WarVirus in Africa for Oil Revenues. 

2-17-2020 Ladies Pink Limo; Trump Kicks Off the Daytona 500, and drive a Pink 
Presidents Day Limo on The Daytona 500 speedway in light rain then heavy rain 

that stopped the race cars just starting. Breast Ovarian cancer Plagues women and 



Trump Exhaust particles in the air can only be seen in writing this web page! 
NASCAR event, complete with flyovers and a trip around the track in the 

presidential limousine, was a highly choreographed showing by the president... 
Kick off of the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's would have been a better event to Make 
America Great Again without $4 gas on the 4th of July 2020. Gas Stations in the 
USA Presidents Day said it was “a very good question” to ask why it still existed, 

Gas Stations. 

2-17-2020 City Hall Ladies Room is closed!! Gross too, grin. Quality of life for USA 
women vs Qatar's 4 Wife's, just look at Quality of Women's Rest Rooms in Qatar 

vs NYC Subways, grin. Most seen sign in Key West is No Rest Room! Sorry 
Ladies... 

2-17-2020 To Kill the WarVirus, NASA-Style Mission Control Center in the 
Pentagon. 



2-17-2020 President's Day 1984 Driving the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR into the CIA 
Speedway. Joshua Schulte, is a former C.I.A. computer engineer who is accused of 
stealing a massive archive of classified documents and giving them to WikiLeaks, 

the anti-secrecy organization. Mr. Schulte, 31, has denied the allegations. 
WikiLeaks published the information in 2017, the biggest leak of classified C.I.A. 
documents in the spy agency’s history. CIA's long 1980 to 2020 history of the 2020 

Ford WindmillCAR's!! 

2-17-2020 Daughter's of Pope Francis everyone can observe their brain wiring even 
though they were never born we know their Personalities and everything that did at 

every stage of their lives. 

2-17-2020 Schrödinger's cat; push's around the CERN circle to go 500 times the 
speed of light... to Sirius! CatVirus in Physics cure discovered in spin the bottle 

games. Well Quarks chasing the PhysicsCat Schrodinger around the CERN Circle 
faster each time around until the PhysicsCat is caught. 



2-17-2020 Israeli military infected by the WarVirus!! 

2-17-2020 iphone 11 Max for all Israeli soldiers; No, they were baited to download 
Android-compatible apps. Israeli Soldiers need to put Win 10 in the public Domain 

in Secret too. 

2-17-2020 Israeli military infected by the WarVirus!! After a few texts, the soldiers 
were baited to download Android-compatible apps, the army said. The apps were 
billed as functioning like SnapChat, but instead allowed Hamas to take control of 
the phone cameras and to transmit photos, audio recordings, messages and files 

back to Hamas servers. 

2-17-2020 Android Hack to take control of the phone cameras and to transmit 
photos, audio recordings, messages and files back to Hamas servers. 

2-17-2020 Hundreds of soldiers were targeted and, for the first time, not just those 
serving in the Gaza border area. Dozens fell for the ruse over several months, the 
army said. No damage was caused, it said, but soldiers were being summoned to 

have malware removed from their phones. Soldiers would demand iPhone 11 Max 
and Genius tutors to write code! 



2-17-2020 Israeli Soldiers by the Dozens fell for the android hack that listened to 
them 24/7 and watched their cell cams. No Israeli Generals were shot for being so 

iPhone illiterate... grin. Yes you can plug in your iPhone 11 Max into your Mac 
Book Pro $8,384 not your Chrome Book I suspect the Israeli Soldiers have to go 

along with the limited android phone software and add Win 10 all Israeli Generals 
should be shot! 

2-17-2020 "Fear and Loathing in Havana and Miami" Cubans in Florida and on 
the island are united by a common history. But the past also divides them. By 

Lillian Guerra!! Lillian must know about the 2020 Ford WindmillCar AND all the 
women drivers pulling into the Miami, Cuba gas stations during a hold up getting 
sucker punched in 2000 out of the robbers spite for $4 gas on the 4th of July. The 

8,000 Cuban MD's in Stockholm Sweden today working on a Nobel in Medicine are 
employed by the King of Sweden. This was censored out of Lillian's NY Times 

article. 

2-17-2020 Cuban Coffee Rx Recipe Pink that cure breast ovary cancers in every 
stage in 8 Days. Dr. Sophie Balzora, a gastroenterologist, weighs the benefits and 

risks very carefully. The clinical associate professor of medicine at N.Y.U. School of 
Medicine understands "Coffee" cultural significance, and knows to tread lightly. 

As she put it: “Robbing people of their coffee seems cruel.” CruelVirus would be a 
good title for a Disney Star Wars at Galaxy Edge Movie. With a Rx Latte cure for 
the CruelVirus at the end of the movie. Grin. Dr. Sophie Balzora, needs to spend 

more time working on Rx Recipes for her Nobel in Medicine. 



2-17-2020 Gasoline has an odor detection threshold of about 100 micrograms per 
cubic meter. If a gallon of it evaporated into the air from a high place, it would 

produce enough vapor to make the air smell like gasoline for 600 feet in all 
directions. 

2-17-2020 Dubai, Qatar vanilla extract in their coffee, 100% vanilla extract. In the 
USA vanilla extract cost more than the coffee. Qatar Starbucks could offer vanilla 

extract. Starbucks USA would have to invent a way to bring down the cost of 
vanilla extract, the pure one. President Trump and Ivanka could afford pure 

vanilla extract in their Starbucks coffee but Starbucks HQ didn't offer them this 
option, why? Pure vanilla extract lovers would spend money on this now and then. 

2-16-2020 To Kill the WarVirus, NASA-Style Mission Control Center in the 
Pentagon. Despite their high tech tools no one can go 500 times faster than the 

speed of light in a Verizon cell call to Sirius. Millions of workers are infected by the 
WarVirus. Keeping this invention project from the Millions on Amazon with no 1 
Click for 1,001 IP invention projects for Electrical Engineers. Gravity Engine is 1 

IP too. 

2-16-2020 To Kill the WarVirus, which is Damming people to Hell. Devastating the 
Ways and Means of the Soul in after life 



2-16-2020 To Kill the WarVirus, and the Chinese Gas Station Virus NASA-Style 
Mission Control Center in the Pentagon. 

2-16-2020 To Kill the TeenVirus, Tessa Majors Killing: 14-Year-Old Boy Charged 
With Murder as a Adult. The 2 Adult accomplices are the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ 

with their Gas Tanker C-130 pilots door bolted. Refueling the culture of killing, 
they copy and past murders from 1980 into 2020 the exact same people killed and 

the exact same killers. Tessa would be alive if she went to college in Qatar instead of 
NYC. 

2-16-2020 To Kill the DomesticWarVirus, Rx Perfume! 

2-16-2020 To Kill the defenders of Galileo!! George Coyne, 87, Vatican Astronomer 
and Galileo Defender, Dies, Gas Engine Cars at the Vatican should have died 

anytime between 1980 and 2020. Galileo Drove a 1980 to 2020 Ford WindmillCAR 
in secret at the Vatican. No One Defended this Galileo. This Time Calileo lost out to 

$777 Trillion Prince Salman gave to Pope Francis. 

2-16-2020 Pet the Guerrilla and Lion at the Disney Star Wars Petting Zoon, Disease 
free and violent behaviors not in a Star Wars Galaxy Edge Zoo, Rx Recipes and Rx 

Perfumes keep the Big Cats and Guerrilla's in the Room, like Trump happy 
minded! Cat Washers of N.Y.C. 

2-16-2020 Atari, Video Game Pioneer, Plans to Open 8 Hotels to ‘Eat, Sleep and 
Play’ By DERRICK BRYSON TAYLOR 



2-16-2020 Under the Stars with Scorpions and 100% Deet for Scorpions. The Diesel 
Trucks they buy block their views of the Sun and Stars. Every invention gets us 

closer to Sirius. “I thought she was a go-getter and knew what she wanted, “Sirius 
Lovable Road Trip that starts with a 2020 Ford WindmillCAR.” 

2-16-2020 MD Wife's at Yale Today; “Go-getter's and know what they want to 
spend $7 Trillion dollars on at Los Alamos. 

2-16-2020 Big one is the Cancer Cell the 2 small one's are T lymphocytes (smaller 
round cells) attached to a bigger cancer cell. 

2-16-2020 Big Oil Trump-Salman-Putin have been go-getters for War in Syria and 
everywhere else for the last decade. Pope Francis didn't have a daughter at Yale to 
influence him to do a Oil Coup on these Psychos of Greed for $777 Trillion in Oil 

Revenues. Iran War over oil revenues proves they are all Psychos of Greed. 
(Daughter's of Pope Francis everyone can observe their brain wiring even though 
they were never born we know their Personalities and everything that did at every 
stage of their lives,) Einstein donated his brain to science, did any others? Lets give 

this article to the NY Times. Organ and Brain Donation thoughts at the Vatican. 



2-16-2020 Big one is the Cancer Cell the 2 small one's are T lymphocytes (smaller 
round cells) attached to a bigger cancer cell. 

2-16-2020 In 2020, an estimated 1.9 million new cancer cases will be diagnosed in 
the United States, the equivalent of some 5,190 new cases each day. Furthermore, 

approximately 630,000 Americans are predicted to die of cancer a staggering 1,720 
deaths per day. 



2-16-2020 War's Go-getters the last 12 years; "For the past 12 years, researchers 
have been looking for ways to reduce the damage caused by the impact of high-
speed bullets on armor made with boron carbide," said Dr. Kelvin Xie, assistant 
professor in the Department of Materials Science and Engineering. "Our work 

finally addresses this unmet need and is a step forward in designing superior body 
armor that will safeguard against even more powerful firearms during combat." 12 

years of "Air-Bags" on the outside of these Diesel Pick Up Trucks would have 
saved as many lives killed in Wars! 12 Years working on F-35 Radar for all Cars 

and Roads even more. 

2-16-2020 Dents in your CAR's; To simulate the initial impact of a high-speed 
bullet, the researchers made well-controlled dents on boron carbide samples with a 

diamond tip, whose width is smaller than a human hair. Then, under a high-
powered electron microscope, they looked at the microscopic damage that was 
formed from the blows even with tiny quantities of silicon, the extent of phase 
transformation went down by 30%, noticeably reducing the damage from the 

indentation. "Just as in cooking where a small sprinkle of spices can greatly boost 
flavor, by using a small amount of different Rx Penicillin we can dramatically 
improve the properties of other Rx Penicillin Recipes for Human Body Armor. 

2-16-2020 Earth and Sirius; paradox of Schrödinger's cat. Alive on Earth, dead to 
go-getters alive at Sirius Today. ...as is observed in the macroscopic universe! 

Schrödinger's cats at Sirius. Atoms at Sirius, quantum and macroscopic: that is, to 
cats as much as to atoms. Laloë is planning to explore more consequences of his 

model in different situations. Go-getter situations today demand 500 Times faster 
than the speed of light invention ASAP before the Oil Warriors destroy the Earth 
fighting over WHO gets to sell their Oil, Paris Laloe lives in Paris. Spin the bottle, 
Quarks, Higgs, spin of all the particles pushed like CERN gives the electron a push 

around the circle to go 500 times the speed of light. 

2-16-2020 Schrödinger's cat; push around the CERN circle to go 500 times the 
speed of light... to Sirius! 



Pope Francis Daughter's got Married on Valentines Day 2020, Miracle of Love! 
Gravity too. 

2-15-2020 Kiss's; Some Birds Have Brains Made to Find Life Mates. Systems in the 
brains of male and female songbirds are finely tuned, but the wiring is different. 
Daughter's of Pope Francis everyone can observe their brain wiring even though 

they were never born we know their Personalities and everything that did at every 
stage of their lives, winning the Nobel in Medicine in 2020, a Miracle! 

Specialize in what they call adventure 'Wind's' elopements, to 4 MD Wife's at Yale 
on their way to Stockholm Sweden for 4 Nobels in 2020. Thanks to Amazon's 1 

Click links to 1,001 IP invention projects with specs and Pasteur Genius tutors... 
Reading "Animal Farm's Hospital" 

Wife's 4 MD Wife's better Quality of life for USA women than Qatar's 4 Wife's, 
just look at Quality of Women's Rest Rooms in Qatar vs NYC Subways, grin. Most 

seen sign in Key West is No Rest Room! Sorry Ladies... 

2-15-2020 Russian troops are engaging in standoffs with U.S. troops guarding oil 
fields in Syria for another $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues remnants of the Islamic 

State financed by Oil. War's complex human behavior can be defeated by the 
Exodus to Sirius Jews soon as they learn Physics and Phonics. 



2-15-2020 Solution to “science of reading,” which emphasizes phonics, and 
traditional educators who prefer to instill a love of literature. Exodus to Sirius Jews 

need Rocket Scientists and G55 Electrical Engineers teaching all Jews. 
Supercomputer Simulations on 1,001 Kindles. 

2-15-2020 Stultifying Supercomputer Simulations on 1,001 Kindles and crunched 
by Los Alamos 

2-15-2020 Pasteur, Edison, Nobel, Einstein Oppenheimer, Salk, Fleming ask Betsy 
if she read their complete works... Hell no... CERN Ms. Smith, the Washington 
kindergarten teacher, She reads to her class each day from beloved children’s 

literature, like the “Elephant and Piggie” series by Mo Willems. But it is the simple 
phonics texts, she said, that have done the most to build the students’ confidence, 

because over time, they are able to accurately read them aloud to their classmates. 
“They will get to the end of the sentence and see a period,” she said, “and their face 

will light up.” CERN will light up the Kindergarten brain just looking at the 
Geneva magnets let along reading what they find, God, Gravity. Kindergarten 
Gravity books hidden with how to build the Gravity Engine with all the Edison 

Patents for electric generators to the iPod size GE electric generators today. 



2-15-2020 NYC article with NY Times journalists riding along in the garbage 
trucks running over a 73 year old women on Fifth Avenue. private garbage trucks 

remain among the most dangerous vehicles on the streets. Since Mr. de Blasio 
signed the bill three months ago, the trucks have killed two pedestrians. One ran 
over a 67-year-old woman crossing a street in Brooklyn, dragging her body and 

severing it in two. The drivers, usually paid by the shift and rushing to finish routes 
that can stretch 80 to 100 miles, were involved in 73 serious accidents in New York 

from 2016 to 2018, a city study found. Between 2010 and 2017, private garbage 
trucks killed 43 people, according to city data. By OK McCausland contributed 

reporting and Anne Barnard. Anne could have made a big haul of Money stopping 
by Apple on Fifth avenue for iPhone 11 Max dash cams and iPhone 11 body cams 

for the drivers. With Audio house at HQ watching each driver and talk to him 
live... don't run over that 73 year old woman you better stop they scream at the 

Drivers who don't yield on right turns! 

2-15-2020 Fiery Cop Cars and SUV's Today in Traffic day after Valentines Day. 
Complicated 1984 Times. "How Trump’s Relationship With Barr Got So 

Complicated" By PETER BAKER and MICHAEL D. SHEAR The Attorney 
General of the USA and the City DA both know about the Fiery Cop Cars rear 

ended and the SUV's Fiery Wrecks today and tomorrow for Syrian and Baghdad 
oil revenues. This has to be complicated relationship as MP also get in fiery wrecks 
let along the Generals Daughters. Paris should Host the Fiery Wrecks War Crime 

Trials not Berlin. Liz Alderman is the Paris-based chief European business 
correspondent, covering economic and inequality challenges, Liz will write about 

the fiery wrecks in Paris for this War Crimes Trial in Paris. 

2-15-2020 iPhone 11 Max with smoke detectors CO and Fire Prevention Observers 
24/7 with audio to stop the fire bug or kids playing with fire. When Greg was 12 I 
learned how to shoot stick matches with a laundry line clip. I remember one stick 

Match on fire got behind the gas stove I couldn't reach... "Fire Kills 17 at 
Unaccredited Orphanage in Haiti" By HAROLD ISAAC and KIRK SEMPLE 

Super Computer simulations of live streaming fires and fire stats from around the 
world like rain tomorrow in Key West, the next fire world wide. 



2-15-2020 "From Dubai to Mars, With Stops in Colorado and Japan - Driving by 
Fiery Wrecks in Boulder, Colorado. Leslie skiing at Vail saw a run away Gasoline 

Tanker going down a mountain road crash and burst into flames, several more 
happened but he 2 White Men at 1984 HQ censored them in the NY Times. "The 
United Arab Emirates used a novel approach to build the Hope spacecraft, which 

launches for the red planet this summer." Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid al-
Maktoum, Prime Minister of the Emirates and ruler of Dubai, has immunity 

driving by fiery wrecks in the USA. Barr the US Attorney General must wish he 
went to Harvard Medical School instead of Harvard Law School. Trump as a MD 

in the Burn Unit. 

2-15-2020 Exodus Jews know what will be a Sirius, Jewish Aliens! "Emirati 
officials, including Mr. Sharaf and Ms. al-Amiri, started reaching out to space 

organizations around the world, including the Laboratory for Atmospheric and 
Space Physics, a research institute at the University of Colorado that has been 

working on space missions for more than half a century. They visited Colorado in 
the spring of 2014, quizzing laboratory officials about what kind of scientific 

investigation might be worthwhile to pursue at Mars." 

2-15-2020 Exodus Jews 500 times faster than the speed of light invention via Live 
Streaming Videos broadcast from Sirius is a better way than UAE Mars Satellite 
with a bigger pay off. Sending a spacecraft to Mars poses bigger challenges than 

putting a satellite in Earth orbit. Radio communications now have to travel millions 
of miles, not a few hundred, and are blocked periodically by the sun or Mars. The 

spacecraft will have to take care of itself for stretches of time. 



2-15-2020 UAE engineers didn't invent a way to get radio signals to go faster, 
Exodus Jews will get G5 to go 500 times faster than the speed of like and do it in 

Key West not Boulder, Colorado and Vail, which is owned by Prince Salman. 

2-15-2020 UAE misrepresenting its God and deceiving Gas Station customers and 
God as burning 100's a year in fiery Car Wrecks has to be a Moslem Sin well as a 

Catholic sin for Pope Francis! 

2-15-2020 Aid for a Nobel in Medicine, No Way USA. "U.S. Supports Aid to North 
Korea for Fighting the Coronavirus" "The North has reported no cases of the 

virus, but relief groups say it is woefully unprepared to deal with an outbreak." By 
CHOE SANG-HUN Aid for a Nobel in Medicine, No Way USA. Stockholm Nobel 

Observer groups say it is woefully unprepared to deal with an outbreak of MD 
working on iMac's and Mac Book Pro's at Starbucks Korea with 1,001 IP invention 

projects on 1 Click Amazon links for a Nobel in Medicine. 

2-15-2020 MD's who work for the FBI, VA, CIA, as assisted living Cops!! 
"Medicaid pays for a small but growing proportion of residents, assisted living 

remains primarily a private-pay option. (The average cost last year, in one annual 
survey: $4,051 a month nationally, and $4,500 in California.) The lack of federal 
dollars helps explain why assisted living is subject not to federal oversight, like 
nursing homes, but to state regulations, which vary wildly. Qatar assisted living 

quality of life vs USA just check compare the bed sore statistics, which the MD cops 
would write up. Besides being bored to death in the USA not Qatar assisted living 

home with $$$ costly social activities, going to Starbucks Qatar no trips to 
Starbucks Plains Georgia, grin. 



2-15-2020 MD's who work for VA, got to Marry all the Pink Breast Cancer women 
who were just admitted to the VA Hospitals for Chemo Torture and 'Hope" for $7 

Trillion from Prince Salman to pay for a Rx Pink Latte Recipe at Starbucks. 

2-15-2020 How One Couple Transformed Their Brooklyn Brownstone to Age in 
Place! Age of Starbucks-Apple at home in NYC. The Condo or the Brownstone in 

the Age of 1,001 Nobels. Hemingway House Writing Classes in NYC and Key West. 
iMac's at $18K and $4K dollar treadmill Desk your can find the ad in the NY 

Times, will the article on $4K dollar treadmill desk. What they censored out, ha is 
getting your heart rate up to 140 for 45 minutes a few times a week. Dr. Lisa 

Sanders MD will work this into a Art of he Diagnosis Article like the Brownstone to 
Age and yes Time is a God Particle made of Quarks. Its all Art of Physics today. 

Specialize in what they call adventure elopements, to 4 MD Wife's at Yale on their 
way to Stockholm Sweden for 4 Nobels in 2020. Thanks to Amazon's 1 Click links 

to 1,001 IP invention projects with specs and Pasteur Genius tutors... 



2-14-2020 Valentine's Day; Daughter of Pope Francis in 2020 won a Nobel in 
Medicine. 

2-14-2020 Valentine's Day; Some Birds Have Brains Made to Find Life Mates. 
Systems in the brains of male and female songbirds are finely tuned, but the wiring 

is different. Daughter's of Pope Francis everyone can observe their brain wiring 
even though they were never born we know their Personalities and everything that 
did at every stage of their lives, winning the Nobel in Medicine in 2020, a Miracle! 

2-14-2020 Valentine's Day; Daughter's of Pope Francis everyone can observe their 
brain wiring even though they were never born we know their Personalities and 
everything that did at every stage of their lives, winning the Nobel in Medicine in 

2020, a Miracle! 

2-14-2020 Valentine's Day; New Images and Front Page Pictures of Pope Francis 
Daughters and their Nobel Novels will be covered by the NY Times Editorials on 

Married Priest with MD Wife's 4 MD Wife's better than Mecca quality of life 
finally!! 



2-14-2020 Valentine's Day; Pope Francis in the brain of a Pope without any 
Valentine Day Wife or Daughters is finely tuned, but the wiring is different from 

men who have a Valentines Day Wife and Daughters. Just look at Ivanks... 

2-14-2020 Valentines Day Women's Quality of Life in the USA. Pink women with 
breast cancer aren't News or Tweets by the many Worlds Presidents and the two 

Pope's. 

Valentine Day Wife's; Wife's do make a difference in how men Rule the World. 
Universe too! 



2-14-2020 Valentine Day Wife's; Wife's 4 MD Wife's better Quality of life for USA 
women than Qatar's 4 Wife's, just look at the Pope's Daughters on Valentines Day 

Nobels... Brains! 

Valentine Day Wife's; Wife's do make a difference in how men Rule the World. 



Universe too! 

2-14-2020 By Elizabeth Bruenig "What My Epilepsy Taught Me About the Value of 
Time" 

This is on the Big Screen on Valentines Day Epilepsy and how her brain is wired 
like love birds... 



2-14-2020 By Greg Buell in Key West. "What I would like to teach Elizabeth is 
Wife's do make a difference in how men Rule the World. Universe today at the NY 
Times is "Oil Universe" War with Iran and others over WHO gets to sell their Oil 

before Elizabeth writes a article on the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's. $7 Trillion from 
Pope Francis or Prince Salman for Epilepsy Nobel in Medicine would be called a 
Miracle. It's really a lot of iMac and Mac Book Pro brainstorming and writing 

Hemingway House Writing class Nobel Novels about the brain. 3.4 million people in 
the United States have some form of active epilepsy. The kind I have, Janz 

Syndrome. There are remedies for seizures: medications, devices, surgeries and 
diets. All have varying levels of success depending on the syndrome and the type of 
seizure, and even the particular patient. And none are without long and miserable 

side-effect profiles. I have tried a half-dozen of these drugs and have hated them all, 
and a few years ago I decided to dispense with medication altogether. I have more 
seizures, but I’m happier, too. It means that there are limits on the things I can do 
— I don’t drive, for instance — but it moreover means there are limits on my time. 
My greatest seizure trigger is sleep deprivation. Even an hour of missed sleep can 
be disastrous — but I still miss hours and hours of sleep. This condition has given 
me cause to reflect on what is worth rising early for or staying up late for. If my 

daughters are... going to visit Pope Francis Daughters at the Nobel in Stockholm. 
War Drones cost $7 Trillion. love flows into our lives — and so perhaps the dual 

patronage of St. Valentine is especially apt. This is what living with epilepsy is like, 
this ready payment for minutes and hours, because to give them up is to cease 

living. I used to think of this as a heavy tax leveled by my epilepsy, but now I see 
that I simply misunderstood the value of time before. I see it even in the plain and 

uneventful moments: My daughter and I sit on the floor so that we can cook 
together, if only we had 4 Trillion Rx Recipes and Valentine Day at Starbucks-

Apple with iMac and Pasteur Genius Tutors for Nobels in Medicine instead of MIT 
War Toys costing into the 100's of Trillions of dollars. "My daughter and I sit on 
the floor so that we can cook together, and she peers down as I chop an onion, her 

eyes reddening at the corners. Why does it hurt my eyes, she asks, when you cut up 
the onion. It’s how onions protect themselves, I tell her: Every living thing wants 
most of all to live. And I am no different." I want the Pope's Nobel in Medicine 
Daughter to help cut onions for Liz. Cost is only $7 Trillion and the government 

gets to spend it at Los Alamos but not on H-Bomb Drones. Yes MIT has a office at 
Los Alamos Nuke Lab not Epilepsy Lab. There is no Epilepsy Lab for their Wife's. 

Mad Men Mad about War's and Star Wars at Disney Galaxy Edge Rule the 
Universe and oil money, gas stations on Valentine Day 2020. 2020 Ford 

WindmillCAR's are running. Listen to Pope Francis Daughters Brain Waves... they 
are wired like songbirds lovebirds. Pope has a different set of spark plugs in his 

brain today. 

2-14-2020 Valentines Day Women's Quality of Life in the USA. Pink women with 
breast cancer admitted to the VA Hospital Free Chemo and Torture until Los 
Alamos get a Rx Pink Recipe Cure. Many Pink Women will find a VA MD to 

Marry for Brainstorming a Breast Cancer Cure, MD's at the VA Marriage to 4 
Yale MD Women at the Hemingway House Writing Class in a Legal Polygamous 



marriage and the Nobel novel will be written by midnight! Pink Sun Shine at the 
VA, the MD's will welcome these 10 million Pink Sun Shine Women to the VA after 

all the Road Rage Hell Raised by the Wounded Warriors. 

2-14-2020 Valentine's Nobel Prize; Valentine Day Ivanka Bid to Restrain Trump, in 
the Iran War over WHO can sell their Gas Station Hold Up Loot... 

2-14-2020 Valentine's Nobel Prize; Senate Passes Iran War Powers Resolution; 
Giving Iran Time and Money to build H-Bombs with $4 Gas on the 4th of July, this 
diagnosis is why 100 Senators need to have a MD degree not a law degree from Yale 

and Harvard. Valentine Day Cars from Yale and Harvard Lawyers today are all 
Diesel Mercedes, grin. Art of the Diagnosis by MD's would have given the patients a 

2020 Ford WindmillCAR. 

2-14-2020 Valentine's Nobel Prize; 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's with Hearts for Her 
Love of the Universe and Valentines Day on Earth! 

2-14-2020 Valentine Day Wife's; Wife's do make a difference in how men Rule the 
World. Universe too! "Is This New York City’s Nicest Public Bathroom?" By 

WINNIE HU Women's Room Quality is better in Iran and Qatar than Key West 
and NYC. World of Rest Rooms ruled by men who failed. Quality of life driving 
near Road Rage Warriors leaving the VA Hospitals, grin. U.S. Charges Huawei 

With Racketeering, Adding Pressure on China's 1 Million New Gas Stations built 



in 2020 without a Women's Rest Room. 1 Million Bride's Economy In Invention 
Projects. She is buying Stock in 1,001 IP invention projects on 1 Click Amazon and 

She is Soaring! Women who Judged who Win 10 get revenge by putting it in the 
Public Domain. Quality of life computer code and NASA computer Code they have 

to rework rewrite for Boeing's time spent watching porn instead computer code. 
Quality of life for Valentine Day Women with iPhone 11 Max caller ID his STD's 

and Revenge Porn. 

2-13-2020 Valentines Day Card, change in diagnostic criteria Paris Rx Pink 
Revolution Olivia Newton John in Paris Guillotined by the Elite French Oil Men all 

Pedophile's on the front page of the NY Times 

2-14-2020 Valentine's Nobel Prize; Love Pink for your Valentine. Reformed 
Criminals like Pope Francis and the Priest Backlash That Has Daughters at War, 
women in Combat don't get a Nobel in War until Trump can put sanctions on the 
King of Sweden for a Nobel for War. Star Wars 500 Times faster than the speed of 

light in a Verizon Live Streaming YouTube Video from Jew Aliens at Sirius is a 
better Nobel for a Daughter of a Pope. 

2-14-2020 Valentine's Nobel Prize; New Tires for her car. Sensor built in implanted 
sensor, is shaped like a sun hat, about the size of a quarter, and contains a 

processor, a radio and communications electronics. Using sophisticated software, it 
relays data to the car’s engine control unit, also known as an engine control 

module. Pirelli is planning to offer performance-car owners in the United States an 
aftermarket cockpit-mounted device that, paired with sensors in the company’s 
high-end Trofeo tires, can communicate information about tire condition, lap 

timing and track positioning. Pirelli is racing gas cars not 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR's on Valentines Day. Pirelli is the sole supplier of tires for all 

Formula One Race Cars in Times of 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's. Quality of her life 
driving on Valentines Day ruled by Race Car Drivers and Owners who refuse to 
buy 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's. Pirelli is the 'Mad Man" who gave 'Her' 4 Flat 



Tires. Cops tell 'Her' you need to catch him on cameras... 1984 2 White Men at 
1984 HQ have their garage door bolted stuffed with advanced sensors CO they left 

the car running in the garage. Some One Women will die from CO today. 

2-14-2020 Valentine's Nobel Prize; Idle Rich sit on their $777 Trillion in Oil 
Revenues instead of spending all of it on a Universe for their Valentine Women. 

2-14-2020 Valentine's Nobel Prize; ‘VFW’ Review: Old Soldiers, New War" By 
JEANNETTE CATSOULIS Hell Not it's not for the War on Breast-Ovary 

Cancer!! Star Wars Jewish Exodus to Sirius, no not that War either. Gas Stations 
War, Hell No $$$. Domestic Violence War. DUI War's. 

2-14-2020 NY Times article on Quality of Life Bathrooms for Women in Qatar was 
censored. We have this... "New York City is still a long way from being bathroom-

friendly. Take the sprawling subway system, which has too few bathrooms for 
comfort. An informal look at subway bathrooms last year by The New York Times 

found that only New York City is still a long way from being bathroom-friendly. 

2-14-2020 Take the sprawling subway system, which has too few bathrooms for 
comfort. An informal look at subway bathrooms last year by The New York Times 
found that 51 of the 472 stations had working bathrooms. And some were — to be 
blunt — gross. stations had working bathrooms. And some were — to be blunt — 



gross. NY Times Tourists in Key West will write this Bathroom Article and Name 
"Faustos" and "Wine O" with "No Public Bathrooms" sign on the doors, Wine O 
has the sign on 5 Doors Faustos 2 Doors. I will buy them a 2020 WindmillCAR as a 
bribe to write this and put their pictures on the front page of the NY Times, grin. 

Caption Quality of Live for Valentine Day Women is better in Qatar. 

2-14-2020 By Elizabeth Bruenig "What My Epilepsy Taught Me About the Value of 
Time" 

2-14-2020 By Greg Buell in Key West. "What I would like to teach Elizabeth is 
Wife's do make a difference in how men Rule the World. Universe today at the NY 
Times is "Oil Universe" War with Iran and others over WHO gets to sell their Oil 

before Elizabeth writes a article on the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's. $7 Trillion from 
Pope Francis or Prince Salman for Epilepsy Nobel in Medicine would be called a 
Miracle. It's really a lot of iMac and Mac Book Pro brainstorming and writing 

Hemingway House Writing class Nobel Novels about the brain. 3.4 million people in 
the United States have some form of active epilepsy. The kind I have, Janz 

Syndrome. There are remedies for seizures: medications, devices, surgeries and 
diets. All have varying levels of success depending on the syndrome and the type of 
seizure, and even the particular patient. And none are without long and miserable 

side-effect profiles. I have tried a half-dozen of these drugs and have hated them all, 
and a few years ago I decided to dispense with medication altogether. I have more 
seizures, but I’m happier, too. It means that there are limits on the things I can do 
— I don’t drive, for instance — but it moreover means there are limits on my time. 
My greatest seizure trigger is sleep deprivation. Even an hour of missed sleep can 
be disastrous — but I still miss hours and hours of sleep. This condition has given 
me cause to reflect on what is worth rising early for or staying up late for. If my 

daughters are... going to visit Pope Francis Daughters at the Nobel in Stockholm. 
War Drones cost $7 Trillion. love flows into our lives — and so perhaps the dual 

patronage of St. Valentine is especially apt. This is what living with epilepsy is like, 
this ready payment for minutes and hours, because to give them up is to cease 

living. I used to think of this as a heavy tax leveled by my epilepsy, but now I see 
that I simply misunderstood the value of time before. I see it even in the plain and 

uneventful moments: My daughter and I sit on the floor so that we can cook 
together, if only we had 4 Trillion Rx Recipes and Valentine Day at Starbucks-

Apple with iMac and Pasteur Genius Tutors for Nobels in Medicine instead of MIT 
War Toys costing into the 100's of Trillions of dollars. "My daughter and I sit on 
the floor so that we can cook together, and she peers down as I chop an onion, her 

eyes reddening at the corners. Why does it hurt my eyes, she asks, when you cut up 
the onion. It’s how onions protect themselves, I tell her: Every living thing wants 



most of all to live. And I am no different." I want the Pope's Nobel in Medicine 
Daughter to help cut onions for Liz. Cost is only $7 Trillion and the government 

gets to spend it at Los Alamos but not on H-Bomb Drones. Yes MIT has a office at 
Los Alamos Nuke Lab not Epilepsy Lab. There is no Epilepsy Lab for their Wife's. 

Mad Men Mad about War's and Star Wars at Disney Galaxy Edge Rule the 
Universe and oil money, gas stations on Valentine Day 2020. 2020 Ford 

WindmillCAR's are running. Listen to Pope Francis Daughters Brain Waves... they 
are wired like songbirds lovebirds. Pope has a different set of spark plugs in his 

brain today. 

2-14-2020 

2-13-2020 Nuclear H-bomb Clean Up Would have Oppenheimer a Presidents Day 
on Valentines Day for refusing to build H-Bomb. Oppenheimer got the Rx Pink 

Recipe to Cure all Cancers then when on a Los Alamos to cure all Virus Diseases. 
Valentine Day Wife's; Wife's do make a difference in how men Rule. 

2-13-2020 $1 Billion MIT War Drones to Harvest Corn and Peanuts on the Jimmy 
Carter Plantation, his wife will give Habitat, Humanity $1 Billion MIT War Drones 

to harvest Peanuts... $1 Trillion dollar Navy Subs to fish Key West. Tourists 
attraction grin. 

2-13-2020 "CIA Medical School" Clean Up YouTube so gives you a space of 12 
Trillion Jewish Women Aliens at Sirius on Valentines Day live Streaming Video 

and Nobels in Medicine Videos before they got the idea that wins a Nobel in 
Medicine, 



2-13-2020 Hell with YouTube put all 1905 patents in a Super Computer Simulation 
for a Kindle. Albert Einstein at the Swiss Patent Office in Bern in 1905. 

2-13-2020 Daughter of Pope Francis in 2020 won a Nobel in Medicine. 

2-13-2020 Valentines Day Card, Pope Francis Sets Aside Proposal on Married 
Priests The decision, at Valentines Day has to be a 'Hate Crime by Pope Francis' 

telling the Priest on Valentines Day no Valentines Day for your love life as a 
Catholic. 

Valentine Day Wife's; Wife's do make a difference in how men Rule the World. 
Universe too! 

2-13-2020 Valentines Day Card, Valentine Day Wife's; Wife's do make a difference 
in how men Rule the World. Universe too! Recipe's for her Chocolate Valentines 

and Rx Pink Latte Recipe. 



2-13-2020 Valentines Day Card, health officials in China reported more than 14,000 
new cases in Hubei Province alone. A change in diagnostic criteria may be the 

reason. 

Valentine Day Wife's; Wife's do make a difference in how men Rule the World. 
Universe too! 

2-13-2020 Valentines Day Card, Legal Win Is Too Late for Many Who Got Cancer 
After Nuclear Clean-Up 

2-13-2020 Nuclear H-bomb Clean Up Would have Oppenheimer a Presidents Day 
on Valentines Day for refusing to build H-Bomb. Oppenheimer got the Rx Pink 

Recipe to Cure all Cancers then when on a Los Alamos to cure all Virus Diseases. 
Valentine Day Wife's; Wife's do make a difference in how men Rule 



2-13-2020 Reasons for attending NYC Elite 1% debutante ball are different than 
they once were. “You think of it as a way of being brought into society to find your 
man, to be married off,” “But that’s no longer what it is. That is a very antiquated 
interpretation of the event. In this day and age, it’s almost a way for young women 
to show themselves and what they’ve accomplished.” 4 MD Wife's with 4 Nobels in 
Medicine for 2020. Yes the King of Sweden in his Debutante Ball in Stockholm will 
give 4 Yale MD women 4 Nobels in Medicine in 2020. This is how men with 4 Wife's 

rule different to save the world and discover miracle Rx Recipes and 
WindmillCAR's. So the King of Sweden better get to a Debutante Ball in NYC or 

Yale and Marry 3 MD Women so he can get 3 Nobels in Medicine for 2021. With 1 
Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP invention projects with specs and Genius Pasteur 

tutors. When the ball was held at the Waldorf Astoria, now closed for Saudi Arabia 
and their poor Wife's never getting the chance to work at home in the Palace on a 
Nobel in Medicine, all 4 Wife's. UN should have danced with these women decades 
ago in 1980 at the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR Dance Ball. Ironic Debutante Ball in 
Mecca at the Grand Mosque for the Wife's Nobles. God is Great. Pope Francis 

missed the Debutante Ball at the Vatican, and the women's Nobels in Medicine. A 



Cardinal Sin! 

2-13-2020 Daughters of Pope Francis; Viennese ball is the last of the debutante 
galas on the winter social calendar in New York. The International Debutante Ball, 
held every other December, has been the event at which generations of debutantes 

were presented — Astors, Vanderbilts, Rockefellers, princesses, daughters of 
presidents. Daughter of Pope Francis in 2020 won a Nobel in Medicine. 

2-13-2020 $450 Billion Hospital Ships built in 1980 by Jimmy Carter would have 
saved cured the Coronavirus, $45-Billion Cruise Industry Faces a Big Challenge 

Hospital Ships never built would have saved. 

2-13-2020 Red Cross on White Hospital Ships will have a 'Red Heart" tomorrow 
for Valentines Day. 

2-13-2020 Nobel Prize in Medicine faces a training gap and war criminals covering 
the electric outlets and bathrooms, turning off the WiFi at Wendy, so when does 

training start with Free WiFi. Sue Comcast for Lost Nobels or just write a 
Hemingway Nobel Titled "Comcast Free Wi-Fi at Wendys, When!" 

2-13-2020 Mexican Oil Chief Arrested in Spain on Bribery Charges, Emilio Lozoya, 



accused of corruption while leading the state-run oil company Pemex, Charges in 
Secret of gambling at the Qatar-Trump Casino instead of building 40,000 Trump 
Towers in Mexico. Wife's do make a difference in how men Rule the World, what 
and who they spend oil money, gas station loot from hold ups at Miami, Cuba gas 

stations from 1980 to 2020. $$$ 

2-13-2020 Mexican Oil Chief Made a Saint by Pope Francis for giving $777 Trillion 
in Mexican Oil Revenues to the poor in Mexico City... Wife's do make a difference 
in how men Rule the World. If Pope Francis had a wife this would have happened! 

$$$ 

2-13-2020 MIT War Drones $1 Billion each to be used to harvest Peanuts at Jimmy 
Carters Plantation. Not only can the TerraSentia navigate under dense crop 

canopies, it can make many observations about plant health and yield as it "drives" 
through fields.Credit...Institute for Genomic Biology/University of Illinois - What 

Plantation owner would buy a Drone that Drives between the rows of Peanuts 
instead of flying? 

2-13-2020 $1 Billion MIT War Drones to Harvest Corn too! The demands on 
agriculture are rising globally. The human population is expected to climb to 9.8 
billion by 2050 and 11.2 billion by 2100, according to the United Nations. To feed 
the world — with less land, fewer resources and in the face of climate change — 

farmers will need to augment their technological intelligence. 



2-13-2020 MIT $1 Billion War Drone Inventors will have to get 4 Wife's to feed or 
destroy the Earth with Nuke Drones fired at Iran over selling its oil... 

2-13-2020 NBC's Ladies Nobel's in Medicne's 10 years on TV in 2020. Galentine 
festivities originated on “Parks and Recreation,” the seven-season NBC sitcom that 

chronicled the relationships between Leslie Knope (played by Amy Poehler) and 
her local public sector colleagues. In an episode of Season 2 that first aired 10 years 

ago, Leslie gathers her female pals for brunch and showers them with gifts — 
hand-crocheted flower pens, mosaic portraits of each guest made from the crushed 

bottles of their favorite diet soda, and personalized 5,000-word essays of why 
they’re awesome. “It’s like Lilith Fair, minus the angst,” she said, “plus frittatas.” 

NBC's Ladies Nobel's in Medicine's 10 years on TV in 2020. NBC and MSNBC 
knew about the invention Winds Driving the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's into 

inventions sitcom's. 

Valentine Day Wife's; Wife's do make a difference in how men Rule the World. 
Universe too! 



Navy in Key West on Valentine's Day to Give the Wife's 25 Hospital Ships, Sorry 
the Admiral refused to order a Hospital Ship Docked at Key West Hyatt Resort 

Dock on Valentine's Day! Huge Navy Ships for the Homeless Women... $4 Gas on 
the 4th of July Payback. 

Valentine's Day on the Big Screen a Day to Invent a Pink Rx Latte for your 
Valentine! Save her life... if Pope Francis Wife had breast cancer today we in Key 
West would have the Yale Key West Medical School on the site of Saint Mary Star 
of the Sea Church and another Medical School in Paris at the site of the burned out 

Notre-Dame. Wife's do make a difference in how men Rule the World. Universe 
too! 

2-12-2020 Valentine Day Cards from Pope Francis to Priest with 2 MD Wife's from 
Yale. Pope Francis Rejects Proposal to Allow Married Priests in Remote Area 



victory for Notre Dame and Saint Mary Star of the Sea in Key West as they don't 
have to give their sites to the Yale Key West Yale Notre Dame Medical School to 
supply 4 MD women for each Polygamous Priest. Loss to Nobel in Sweden 444 

Nobels in Medicine the Pope will not talk about. 

2-12-2020 Valentine Day Cards from Pope Francis to Priest, postpone you Legal 
Polygamous Marriage to 4 Yale MD Wife's. Become a Priest in the Amazon and the 
Vatican will send you to the Yale Key West Medical School paying all your tuition. 

Perk to get more Priests with a MD degree, if not a Wife with a MD degree. 
Recognition of Brain Surgeons and Cheney's Heart Transplant MD's. Organ 

Donation by the Priests is the next big question if Pope Francis a Organ Donor? 
Hell No! Grin!! Are all Priest organ donors as Cheney needs a 2nd heart transplant 

soon! 

2-12-2020 Population of Galaxies mean nothing to Elite Egyptians. As Egypt’s 
Population Hits 100 Million, Celebration Is Muted. With little habitable land, 

deepening poverty and dwindling supplies of water, the future looks bleak. And 
there is no sign of a slowdown. By DECLAN WALSH 100 Million, Celebration on 
Amazon 1 Click links to 1,001 IP invention projects. Starbucks in Cairo with 100 

iMac's 100 Mac Book Pro 100 IPad Pro 100 dollars added on your Starbucks Card 
for each invention project you spend 8 hours on. 100 Million Man Hours of Work 
went into MIT War Toys in 2020. MIT can track Time can someone win a Nobel 

for telling us what Time is? Depends on Cairo Starbucks iMac's. 100 Elite in Cairo 
can afford to spent this much on iMac's for every Starbucks in Egypt but not until 
Jewish Aliens are overhears at Sirius. 40,000 Trump Towers were built in Qatar 

not Cairo by the Elite who have a better Quality of life Valentine Cards and 
Mercedes Diesel Cars for their Wife's and Kids. 



2-12-2020 Valentine Day at Yale and Harvard and no rich kids will give their 
Valentine a 2020 Ford WindmillCAR yet all could have paid cash to buy one like 

Kerry!! 

2-12-2020 Valentine Day at Yale and Harvard 90% of the students from Saudi 
Arabia are giving Exxon/Mobil gift cars to Yale Harvard women on campus not 

Starbucks gift cards with a heart. 

2-12-2020 The Iranian Missile Strike Did Far More Damage Than Trump Admits; 
WHO gets to sell their gas and oil to Owners of the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR. 

2-12-2020 Valentine Day Card deliberate deception, in Ivanka's by Trump. Pink 
Valentines Day Card with nothing inside for the Pink Rx Recipe Starbucks latte 



that cured all stages of Ivanka's Breast Ovary cancers in 8 Days... deliberate 
deception by Dad Don! 

2-12-2020 Trumps Valentines Day Revenge Porn on Nancy; Revenge Valentine on 
Tim Cook's iPhone 11 max Caller ID telling her how many hours a week he 

watches porn. HIV!! 

2-12-2020 Valentines Day Card, Olivia Newton John in Paris Guillotined by the 
Elite French Oil Men all Pedophile's on the front page of the NY Times Today. 

NYC Pedophile's will be on the front page of the NY Times tomorrow... Wishful 
thinking like Facebook is going to post their videos on their Facebook accounts. Yes 

their Facebook accounts are up and running... 

2-12-2020 Planting a Trillion Trees Won’t Save the World 



2-12-2020 Moscow Oil and Gas World of Pipelines on Valentines Day at Starbucks 
in Moscow. Machiavellian - Machiavelli high five's of Putins not to 5 Wife's for the 

Russian Lover but to 5 Oil Prince's mostly in Saudi Arabia. 

2-12-2020 Valentine's Day at the Vatican is a Act of God, a Miracle, Wife's! 



2-12-2020 Listening in on a Trillion Jewish Aliens at Sirius - live streaming video of 
a Trillion Aliens will Save the World. No one at Amazon, Jeff Besoz is working on 

getting 1 Click Amazon IP invention projects for this up and running today. To 
Save the World. 

2-12-2020 Listening in Bed to 1,001 IP invention projects and this is the only one for 



a Trillion Bed Bugs world wide... a Protect-A-Bed encasement (if bed bugs are a 
potential problem). Think of it like insurance — neither protector will cost you 
much, but they could save you from needing to replace your mattress before its 
time. Lovers brainstorm to replace this one bed invention to keep the bed bugs 

away. Trillions of bed bugs. Shall the termite tent be a invention project, Ha. She 
was bit in collage at the Yale Dorm. 

2-12-2020 For Her Valentines Day Card, $777 Trillion dollars... Oil as a Way of 
Life is at Stake; “Machiavellian moment,” when instability puts the future of a 

republic at stake. Texas and Alaska! Qatar Fly Emirates! Boeing Sears Kmart... 
NASA will not take the Name Boeing-NASA just NASA, grin. Win 10 too. 

ISBN: 9781656088123 "Secret Files on Windmill Car's 2020" by Greg WindCar 
Buell Jan 5. 2020 

https://www.amazon.com/dp/1656088126 

Link Click Here Secret Files on Windmill Cars 2020

For Her Valentines Day Card, $777 Trillion dollars... Oil as a Way of Life is at 
Stake; “Machiavellian moment,” when instability puts the future of a republic at 

stake. Texas and Alaska! Qatar Fly Emirates! Boeing Sears Kmart... NASA will not 
take the Name Boeing-NASA just NASA, grin. Win 10 too. 

50 H-Bombs in Storage at Prince Salman's Palace can blow up $777 Trillion in 
Miami, Cuba Gas Station Hold Up Loot... with a Comcast Remote, grin. 

Oscar's 2021 "Alzheimer’s Virus" in China 1 billion infected... Best Actress! 



Amazon Valentine Day Books a Rx Recipe that saves Olivia Newton John from the 
Paris Guillotine Owned by the Elite French Oil Men who Own all the Paris Gas 

Stations and don't buy any iMac's for Paris Starbucks Rx Pink Latte Cure. 



Amazon Valentine Day Books a Rx Recipe that saves Olivia Newton John from the 
Paris Guillotine Owned by the Elite French Oil Men who Own all the Paris Gas 

Stations and don't buy any iMac's for Paris Starbucks Rx Pink Latte Cure. 

For Her Valentines Day Card, $777 Trillion dollars... 

50 H-Bombs in Storage at Prince Salman's Palace can blow up $777 Trillion in 



Miami, Cuba Gas Station Hold Up Loot... with a Comcast Remote, grin. 

“Judy” Oil “Parasite” With Many Bone Saws Murdered Millions of Olivia Newton 
John Buying $100 Billion in Weapons from Trump to Guard illegal Oil Revenues, 

Yes even Canada + Paris Oil Parasites $$$. Jews working at the Swiss Banks will be 
Vented for Exodus Coup's. NASA gathers information on Sirius. Putin-Trump Oil 

Company Wishfull Thinking for another $777 Trillion in Profits like Bill Gates 
with Win 10 Blue Screen of Death. Pope Francis, smoking is a Sin! 

Our Best Valentine’s Day Rx Recipes Win a Noble Prize in Medicine!! 

2-11-2020 Medieval Times "West Point Medical School" 1,001 Virus today and 
Amazon is not selling 1 Rx Recipe that cures 'A' Virus. Surely Pasteur Institute 

would let Ivanka read up on the Rx Recipe that prevents Rabies, saves her kids life 
if bitten by a Rabid Prince Salman. 

50 H-Bombs in Storage at Prince Salman's Palace can blow up $777 Trillion in 
Miami, Cuba Gas Station Hold Up Loot... with a Comcast Remote, grin. 

Our Best Valentine’s Day Rx Recipes Win a Noble Prize in Medicine!! 

Organ Donation Pirate; Cheney! Rum pirate, Captain Morgan. Cheney at the 
Pentagon refused to order mandatory organ donation for the USA Today. USA 

Today! 

2-11-2020 Trump’s $4.8 Trillion Budget Would Cut Hearts and Lives of Millions 
and reflects the administration’s spending priorities’ stark contrast with the 
president’s Pink Women rivals and the Exodus Jews who need all of Prince 

Salman's $777 Trillion for their Exodus to Sirius. 



Our Best Valentine’s Day Rx Recipes Win a Noble Prize in Medicine!! 

2-11-2020 Physics of the Universe does not apply to the Ruling Class on Earth. 

Our Best Valentine’s Day Rx Recipes Win a Noble Prize in Medicine!! 

2-11-2020 Pentagon Gas Stations $4 gas on the 4th of July the Generals Own the 
Gas Stations; As a soldier, the gunman was a small part of one of Thailand’s most 
powerful institutions, which is heavily involved in both politics and business. For 

some, joining the military is a means to power and wealth, and many high-ranking 
officers have their own side businesses in addition to their official duties. 

Our Best Valentine’s Day Rx Recipes Win a Noble Prize in Medicine!! 



2-11-2020 The colonel’s family flatly denied that he had cheated Sergeant Major 
Jakrapanth, but the Thai military hierarchy remains a system in which senior 

officers often take advantage of the lower ranks and conscripts are known to serve 
as their servants. 

Our Best Valentine’s Day Rx Recipes Win a Noble Prize in Medicine!! 

2-11-2020 Senior officers operate with impunity, he said, which can breed 
resentment in the lower ranks. 

Our Best Valentine’s Day Rx Recipes Win a Noble Prize in Medicine!! 

2-11-2020 “In Thai society it is not uncommon that those with rank and privilege 
treat their subordinates dismissively or unfairly,” 



Our Best Valentine’s Day Rx Recipes Win a Noble Prize in Medicine!! 

2-11-2020 1980 to 2020 Ford WindmillCAR Coup military has staged 18 coups 
since the end of the absolute monarchy in 1932; the most recent one, in 2014. 

Our Best Valentine’s Day Rx Recipes Win a Noble Prize in Medicine!! 

2-11-2020 Amazon Kindle Books by; sergeant major first class, the highest possible 
for a noncommissioned officer... 

Our Best Valentine’s Day Rx Recipes Win a Noble Prize in Medicine!! 

2-11-2020 A friend of Sgt. Maj. Jakrapanth, who asked not to be identified for fear 
of retribution, said that the sergeant major had expected to receive about $13,000 
in cash back from a loan they had arranged — a significant sum — but the money 

had disappeared. 



Our Best Valentine’s Day Rx Recipes Win a Noble Prize in Medicine!! 

2-11-2020 He asked repeatedly for the money but did not receive it and had lost 
hope, the friend said. 

Our Best Valentine’s Day Rx Recipes Win a Noble Prize in Medicine!! 

2-11-2020 USA Gas Stations $4 gas; on Facebook, said many soldiers were cheated 
in similar fashion and were sympathetic to his plight, even after the massacre. 

Many soldiers and low-ranking officers feel like they are treated like slaves by their 
superior officers, he said. 

Our Best Valentine’s Day Rx Recipes Win a Noble Prize in Medicine!! 



2-11-2020 Thai Society, USA City Hall, Qatar words like generous and caring about 
their quality of life as if they were working on a Nobel Prize. Parking Tickets, Tow 
trucks, Dog Catcher are not part of life in Qatar, words like generous and caring 

are. 

Our Best Valentine’s Day Rx Recipes Win a Noble Prize in Medicine!! 

2-11-2020 At Peace with God thanks to the Godsent 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's in 
the Pentagon . God is Great they face the Pentagon and pray 7 times a day thanks 

for $777 Trillion in $4 Gas revenues. Qatar. 

Our Best Valentine’s Day Rx Recipes Win a Noble Prize in Medicine!! 

2-11-2020 "Meat Increases Heart Risks, Latest Study Concludes" By ANAHAD 
O’CONNOR 

Our Best Valentine’s Day Rx Recipes Win a Noble Prize in Medicine!! 



2-11-2020 "$4 Gas on the 4th of July Increases Heart Risk, along with Fiery Cop 
Car and SUV Wrecks" by the NY Times 

Our Best Valentine’s Day Rx Recipes Win a Noble Prize in Medicine!! 

2-11-2020 "Cop Killers - Baby Killers" Gas station Hold Up Pirates from Key 
West! 

Our Best Valentine’s Day Rx Recipes Win a Noble Prize in Medicine!! 

2-11-2020 "Why Fruits and Vegetables May Lower Alzheimer’s Risk" By 
NICHOLAS BAKALAR Why spending $7 trillion on a Rx Recipe for total Recall 

Memory will give us a spin off Rx Recipe to cure Alzheimer's. 



Our Best Valentine’s Day Rx Recipes Win a Noble Prize in Medicine!! 

2-11-2020 Oil Men have the most Pedophile's in their Ranks; "A Pedophile Writer 
Is on Trial. So Are the French Elites." For decades, Gabriel Matzneff wrote openly 

of his pedophilia, protected by powerful people Elite French Men 100's of Years 
Old in Oil and publishing, journalism, politics and business." By NORIMITSU 

ONISHI "French writer Gabriel Matzneff in the Italian Riviera this month. He has 
long boasted of his sexual encounters with boys and girls.Credit...Andrea 
Mantovani for The New York Times" Yes he knows about the 2020 Ford 

WindmillCAR as he is a member of the Yale Harvard Elite Sex Criminals. 1984 
YouTube Videos are in another area on YouTube just for the Elite. President 

François Mitterrand is also a Paris Pedophile. 

Our Best Valentine’s Day Rx Recipes Win a Noble Prize in Medicine!! 

2-11-2020 Paris elite that often distinguishes itself from ordinary people through a 
different code of morality, NY Times writes of Paris Pedophiles not Cop Killers 
who own gas stations and Fiery French Cop Cars in Fiery Wrecks. NY Times 

knows about this gasoline crime. Protected by the Pentagon Generals are the Elite 
French Oil Men. Elite Generals in Thailand and the Pentagon should have 

protected their MP in fiery cop car wrecks. West Point Code was hacked by Prince 
Salman's Bone Saws. And $$$. Even Pope Francis Elite Catholics took oil Money to 

drive by the SUV on fire in Traffic today! 



Our Best Valentine’s Day Rx Recipes Win a Noble Prize in Medicine!! 

2-11-2020 France’s feudal past... 

Our Best Valentine’s Day Rx Recipes Win a Noble Prize in Medicine!! 

2-11-2020 Rome and the Pope's Flat Earth Past... 

Our Best Valentine’s Day Rx Recipes Win a Noble Prize in Medicine!! 

2-11-2020 From Voltaire to Hugo to Zola to Sartre, the writer has been regarded as 
sacred in France. In Paris, countless streets named for writers serve as a physical 

reminder of their outsize influence. Every Wednesday, a major network devotes 90 
live minutes of prime time to discussing books on “La Grande Librairie.” 



Our Best Valentine’s Day Rx Recipes Win a Noble Prize in Medicine!! 

2-11-2020 Paris Olivia Newton John was guillotine, millions via cancers from 1980 
to 2020. In Paris, it was now Ms. Springora’s turn in prime time, live, as she 

ascended to the studio of “La Grande Librairie.” What began with a book could 
end only with a book. Only in France. “My goal actually was to lock him up in a 
book, to catch him in his own trap,” Ms. Springora said on the show, “because 

that’s what he did to me and that’s what he did to many young girls.” 

Our Best Valentine’s Day Rx Recipes Win a Noble Prize in Medicine!! 

2-11-2020 Paris Book on Rx Recipes to crunch the Rx Recipe that cures breast-
ovary cancers in all stages in 8 day, NOT on Paris Amazon today... Jeff Besoz is 

burning books! 

Our Best Valentine’s Day Rx Recipes Win a Noble Prize in Medicine!! 



2-11-2020 Exodus Jews know there are 2 Trillion Jewish Starlings singing to Olivia 
Newton John... Cure Me! In America, the starling’s presence can actually be traced 

back to a single passing reference to the bird in “Henry IV.” The story is by now 
well known (and oft-lamented): how on March 6, 1890, one Eugene Schieffelin, 

chairman of the American Acclimatization Society, decided that in keeping with the 
society’s commitment to introduce into America all the birds mentioned in 

Shakespeare, he would release a pod of 80 European starlings in Central Park. 
Despite that day’s driving sleet (and the fact that none of the society’s previous 

Shakespearean inductees, like the skylark and the nightingale, had survived), this 
inaugural flock managed to ride out the rest of that winter of 1890, some under the 

eaves of the nearby American Museum of Natural History. Today the North 
American starling population is well over 200 million and counting. 



Our Best Valentine’s Day Rx Recipes Win a Noble Prize in Medicine!! 

Big Screen Live Streaming InventBook Renée Zellweger for “Judy.” Legal 
Polygamous Marriage to marry 4 MD women at Yale will be a Winner in 4 Nobels 

in Medicine... maybe more! 

2-11-2020 $1 Trillion in profits Bill Gates selling Hooked on Phonics; Still, perched 
up here as I’ve been in my sixth-floor aerie over the years, I find that the starling’s 
great intelligence and vocal skills have most beguiled me, as they have so many over 
the ages. Pliny the Elder once claimed that starlings can be taught to speak lines of 

Latin and Greek. In late May 1784, in a Viennese shop, Mozart heard a starling 
singing a motif strikingly similar to the allegro movement of his Piano Concerto 

No.?17 in G Major. He ended up buying the bird and grew so attached that when it 
died three years later, he held an elaborate funeral procession and composed a 

poem for the beloved bird, burying it in his yard. As one translation reads: “A little 
fool lies here/Whom I hold dear/A starling in the prime/of his brief time.” 

2-11-2020 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's; Italian!! Florence of Machiavelli’s birth in 
1469 — a republic in name only, “swollen with pride” and “gradually settling into 

oligarchy,” where officials were elected to office every two months, thereby 
ensuring the de facto rule of wealthy families like the Medicis. In 1498, after a coup 
and a strange, four-year reign by the Dominican friar Savonarola, the 29-year-old 



Machiavelli ascended to a government post that put him in charge of Florence’s 
foreign affairs. 

2-11-2020 Machiavelli’s in the Vatican Today will write the same book 1469. I can't 
say how 7 Fast and Furious Car Movie Kindle Book this will be with the Pope's 

Glass Car... but it will be written unless there is a Nuclear War over WHO gets to 
sell their Oil... Iran! 

2-11-2020 Cop Cars Rear ended bursting into flames; Kerry was the Machiavelli’s 
advice was so brutal and outlandish that the depraved ruler who actually dared to 
put his precepts into practice would make his people hate him and inevitably bring 

about his own ruin; this was “The Prince” 

2-11-2020 Cop Cars Rear ended bursting into flames; Kerry made the 'Move Over' 
laws for Florida but still they zoon in on the cop cars writing tickets on the side of 

the road... 

2-11-2020 Oil as a Way of Life is at Stake; “Machiavellian moment,” when 
instability puts the future of a republic at stake. Texas and Alaska! 

2-10-2020 Renée Zellweger for “Judy.” Oil “Parasite” became the 'Big Screen 



Winner' at the next Apple Show and Tell, Wishfull Thinking. 

Our Best Valentine’s Day Recipes Win a Noble Prize!! 

2-10-2020 Renée Zellweger for “Judy.” Fundamental Women Time to Win "4 MD 
Wifes at yale!" Renée Zellweger for “Judy.” Legal Polygamous Marriage to marry 

4 MD women at Yale will be a Winner in 4 Nobels in Medicine... maybe more! 

2-10-2020 Alcoholics and Drug users lost their life; She lost to Renée Zellweger for 
“Judy.” Nobel in Medicine for Alcoholics and Drug Culture is Whishfull thinking, 
unless we get $7 Trillion from Prince Salman for a Rx Recipe Manhattan project. 

Our Best Valentine’s Day Recipes Win a Noble Prize!! 



2-10-2020 Oscars Animated Feature “Toy Story 4” Small Fry, WindmillCAR's, 
Cancer killed Steve Jobs. 

2-10-2020 Oscars Visual Effects “1917” "Surgery" Lost by West Point Medical 
School Students, a war crime! Won Cinematography “1917” Another loss for West 

Point Medical School Students!! 

2-10-2020 North Korea’s Internet Use Surges, Thwarting Sanctions and Fueling 
Theft of 4 Trillion Rx Recipes all trade secrets given to Kim's wife and Girl Scouts. 

Kim has to lay off the Cookie Recipes, grin. Rx Recipes at Starbucks Korea. 

Our Best Valentine’s Day Recipes Win a Noble Prize!! 

"Marry 4 NASA women in a Legal Polygamous Marriage" to win 4 Nobel in 
building the Gravity Engine Rockets" This Astronaut, Christina Koch. During her 
time in space she set a record and completed three all-female spacewalks. But you 



should remember her for much more. 

Our Best Valentine’s Day Recipes Win a Noble Prize!! 

2-10-2020 NASA MD's fundamental problem $$$ Start Up on Wall Street for the 
"NASA Medical School" Pentagon War Movies Win at Oscars, Dr. Spartacus MD 

PhD from Pasteur Institute in Virus Rx Recipes run on IBM Super Computers 
literacy, elite! The Cloud vs The Elite! Like A rocket scientist connotations. Not 

Gas Station gasoline... more like Gravity Engine Fuels. 

2-10-2020 H-Bomb Storage Thai Army 18-Hour Shooting Rampage. The 
authorities said the mass shooting, a rarity in the country, started over a real estate 
dispute and ended with at least 29 people dead and 58 injured. 29 million dead over 

WHO gets to sell their Oil and Gasoline when the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR in 
Thailand would have 24/7 Climate Control and other Disney Star Wars Galaxy 

Edge accessories. Besides the 2020 Ford WindmillRV would be better than buying 
a Trump Tower Apt. 

2-10-2020 H-Bomb War over Oil Sales on Facebook, perpetrators of mass shootings 
by posting messages and video to Facebook, InventBook is only known by the 2 

White Men at 1984 HQ in the USA NYC. 



2-10-2020 Gas Money World Wide Even Iran Riots over the cost of gasoline; “This 
will be seen as not just an individual case, but as a sign of underlying tensions,” said 

Phil Robertson, deputy director of Human Rights Watch’s Asia division. “It’s 
about the fact that people are really getting desperate — the economic situation is 

really not going well. A lot of people are very unhappy.” Sgt. Jakkrapanth 
Thomma, simply “went mad.” 

2-10-2020 Mad Men Built Several Military Bases all have H-Bombs in Storage; 
Korat, a bustling city of 166,000 between the central plains and Thailand’s 

underdeveloped northeast, is supposed to be where people come together. Sitting on 
the so-called Friendship Highway originally built by the United States in the 1950s, 
the unassuming city is a strategic hub for both the Thai military, which has several 

bases in the area, and regional agriculture, with processing plants for rice, sugar 
cane, sesame and fruit. 

2-10-2020 It is unclear whether she was the target of his ire, or whether she did 
anything wrong. But she was at the center of a long-running dispute, the authorities 
said, and she was not alone. Her son-in-law, a superior officer from the sergeant’s 

command — Col. Anantharot Krasae — was there at her house, along with her 



business partner, according to Mrs. Anong’s husband. The soldier shot all three of 
them. Only the partner survived, with serious wounds. 

2-10-2020 Target of his ire, $777 Trillion more in Oil Revenues... this was the true 
target of his ire $$$ 

2-10-2020 “Rich from cheating and taking advantage of people … Do they think 
they can take money to spend in hell? Jimmy Carter and Pope Francis believe God 

will take the money in Heaven, grin. 

2-10-2020 Dallas Texas Oil commercials every other paragraphs in this NY Times 
Article, 1984 Oil Money Humor for $4 a gallon gas on the 4th of July. You should 

have heard the Cheering at the Pentagon. 



2-10-2020 Minimalism; Chief Justice John G. Roberts Jr. insulated him from 
combustible confrontations at 1984 HQ with the 2 White Men, all 3 locked the 

Pilots Door and checked to see if it was bolted. Insulated from Fiery Cop cars and 
Pope Francis driving by fiery SUV's, not making headlines giving Notre-Dame 
burned out site from smokers. Not telling Catholics smoking is a sin and caused 
cancer. Site of the Yale Notre-Dame Medical School Skyscraper like Freedom 

Towers in Manhattan but better for Humanity in General. 

2-10-2020 NYC NY Times Editors must take a Defensive Driving Class - Pass - and 
write a editorial then City Hall will decide if all 2 million car owners in NYC must 

Pass the same Defensive Drivers Test in their car's!! No on paper with A B C E 
none of the above. Road Rage Warriors will be 'Vented' like Moslems who think 
Ivanka is an Infidel. Now, the city is planning to take an aggressive step aimed at 

thousands of the most dangerous drivers — requiring people who rack up multiple 
speeding or red-light camera violations to take a driving-safety course or risk the 

seizure of their vehicles. The program, which the City Council is expected to 
approve this after reading the Editorials on the Editors Defensive Driving Test in 

their car! By Christina Goldbaum @ NY Times. 

2-10-2020 WHO has read all the Textbooks in the University of Colorado 
Bookstore, NYU, Stanford. How Politics Plays Out in Textbooks. Readers react to 
an article comparing textbooks in California and Texas. Compare Textbooks at 
Pasteur Institute. The Moment Pasteur said 'GodSent! Rabid Dogs Cheer over 
H-Bombs reworked for Small Fry Nuclear Weapons wasting time and money 

Prince Salman gave them. 



2-10-2020 Rx Recipes all trade secret going up on the front page of the Times 
-"Own the Recipes of Georgia O’Keeffe." "For the first time, the artist’s recipe 

collection is going up for auction." 

2-10-2020 By Shola Lawal NT Times "Africa, a Thunder and Lightning Hot Spot, 
May See Even More Storms" Africa is experiencing bigger and more frequent 

thunderstorms as global temperatures rise, according to researchers at Tel Aviv 
University. 

2011, a lightning strike on an elementary school in the same country killed 20 
children and injured nearly 100... Greg flew into Key West on 3-4-2011 



Bill Gates Cloud to Cloud - Keep all Lightning Cloud to Cloud is not in Win 10 
Universe until Win 10 and Microsoft is put in the Public Domain's lightning for 

inventions!! 



Bill Gates Cloud to Cloud - Keep all Lightning Cloud to Cloud is not in Win 10 
Universe until Win 10 and Microsoft is put in the Public Domain's lightning for 

inventions!! 

2-10-2020 What’s Better Than Planting a Trillion Trees? 1,001 Nobels in Medicine 
and Physics via iMac and Mac Book Pro's at Every Starbucks in the USA and 

Paris. 

2-10-2020 No Nobels for Tel Aviv University Students and Professors keeping all 
this lightning cloud to Cloud with a Noble in Physics or Chemistry. 



2-10-2020 No one at Tel Aviv University is working on this 1 Click Amazon IP 
invention project with specs and Genius Einstein Tutors, why Warriors! 

2-10-2020 

2-9-2020 NASA Fly Emirates, fundamental problem $$$ Cash Virus caught from 
Oil Men and Plantation Owners old as Moscow... 



2-9-2020 NASA fundamental problem $$$ An Algorithm Rx Recipe That Grants 
Rx Recipe Cure for Every Virus and Disease with Freedom Tower a West Point 
Medical School, or Takes It Away to bomb hospitals in the NY Times articles. 

Remember there are No Yale Hospitals on the Island of Key West or the State of 
Alabama... Olivia Newton John in Alabama died decades ago buried on Jeff 

Sessions Plantation. "Grease" Dear Oscars, I Love You. But We Need to Talk 
About "Grease." and wasting time, money and lives on the WW I movie '1917' that 
will win one for the Pentagon not NASA. Or inspire legal polygamous marriage to 4 

Yale MD women. Dating! 

2-9-2020 NASA fundamental problem with Alabama and Georgia coming in last. 
Jeff Sessions Was ‘Trump Before Trump.’ Will Alabama Voters Remember Only 

State Lower in Rank is Mississippi and Georgia a close tie. 

2-9-2020 NASA Qatar, fundamental problem $$$ Qatar Prince Was "In A "Qatar-
Alabama" before the "Generous Virus" affected all the Qatar Princes, The Greed 
Virus infected all the Plantation Owners in Georgia and Alabama worst than the 

Flu and Syphilis in Alabama... grin! 



2-9-2020 NASA Doctor's, fundamental problem $$$ As Virus Cases Rise on 
Quarantined Cruise Ship, Passengers Are on Edge. Thousands are confined to their 
cabins on the Diamond Princess, docked in Japan, and some fear the quarantine is 

putting them at risk. 

2-9-2020 WHO is on Edge of the Universe; Do we destroy Earth or Exodus into the 
Universe with Elite Jewish Hospital Ships not Bill Gates and Prince Salman's $500 

million Yachts. 

2-9-2020 WHO's 25 New Hospital Ships some Bigger than the Navy's newest 
carriers were Bomb by the Editors at the NY Times who refused to write this 25 

Hospital Ship article for the UN. The UN can't put sanctions or "War Crimes" on 
the Editors at the NY Times or Key West City Hall. 



2-9-2020 Yesterday there was Insider attacks by Afghan forces on Americans; this 
will happen long as there are gas stations in the USA. 

2-9-2020 Gas Stations in the USA fundamental problem $$$ Miami, Cuba Gas 
Station Hold Ups Yesterday the Robbers sucker punched the women pulling in for 

$4 Gas out of spite for the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ with their Pilot Door Bolted 
tight! 

2-9-2020 As long as there are Gas Stations in the USA women will pay for the 2 
White Men at 1984 HQ gas riches beyond belief of $777 Trillion. 



2-10-2020 InventBook's on 1 Click Amazon with 1,001 IP invention projects live, 
fundamental problem Facebook Live; Soldier, Trained to be a Sniper in Thailand 
why, in Thailand on Saturday, killing at least 26 people, wounding 57 and posting 

video on Facebook Live. He died more than 12 hours after in a stolen Humvee from 
a military base, where he had shot and killed a superior officer. 100,000 American 

Soldiers in Vietnam killed their superior officer, many if drunk will tell you the war 
story from Vietnam. Kerry knows of many such stories he keeps secret. ....Vietnam 
a commercial hub for agriculture in Thailand’s poorest region... poorest regions in 

Alabama and Georgia not Qatar, grin. 

2-9-2020 Gunman, named Sgt. Jakkrapanth Thomma, “shot and killed his superior 
officer” at Suthampitak Army Base in Nakhon Ratchasima Province. “He also shot 
and injured military officers,” he added. He then stole a Humvee... ...gunman was 

enraged over a “land problem,” particularly a dispute over a fee payment involving 
the selling of a house. Indeed, a Facebook page believed to be connected to Sgt. 
Thomma included comments and images suggesting a grudge involving money. 
“Getting wealthy from cheating and taking advantage of others,” he said in a 

comment on the page. “Do they think they can take their money to use in hell?” 

2-9-2020 Facebook would not show live the surgery to the West Point Medical 
School students; for Art of the Diagnosis in Battle by the surgeons. Of the 57 who 
were injured, at least four sustained serious injuries, the public health minister, 
Anutin Charnvirakul said, adding they were undergoing surgery early Sunday. 



2-9-2020 NASA Doctor's Elite like NASA Rocket Scientists; MD surgeon not a NP. 
Illinois has more than 12,000 nurse practitioners, up nearly threefold from 2012. A 
nurse practitioner is a type of advanced practice registered nurse, which is a nurse 
with additional training, education and certification. They’ve long been providers 

at many urgent care clinics, but are increasingly showing up in primary care, 
specialty practices and hospitals. More than 400 Illinois advanced practice 

registered nurses have licenses to practice independently of doctors under a state 
law passed in 2017. 

2-9-2020 MD High School's each student will have a cadaver... NP have never had a 
cadaver!! AMA knows the difference in never having a Cadaver. Bone Saw Prince 
Salman too. In case you have never read a Amazon MD Book the Medical Students 

have to use the bone saw to open the Chest to get to the heart and most of the 
organs. Then the Medical School student has to open the skull to get to the brain, 

first on a cadaver then on Cheney. By Lisa Schencker is a "Chicago Tribune" 
business reporter covering health care. She writes about patients. Dr. Lisa Sanders 
MD Yale would write a different article for the Chicago Tribune and lets home for 

life and death statistics the NY Times lets Dr. Lisa Sanders MD Yale rewrite the 
Chicago Tribune article by Lisa Schencker!! MD High School Students have their 
own Cadaver and Bone Saws!! NP have never held a bone saw or seen a live dead 

cadaver... 



2-9-2020 Bill and Melinda Gates fundamental problem in getting Win 10 into the 
public domain for Humanity and Jewish Exodus to Sirius, 500 Times faster than 

the speed of light in live streaming from Sirius depends on getting Win 10 into the 
public Domain. $$$ 

2-9-2020 $$$ Bill and Melinda Gates 25 Hospital Ships were bombed by a Qatar 
Prince; The world's second richest man has bought himself a futuristic super yacht 
that's powered entirely by liquid hydrogen - meaning its only emission is water. Bill 
Gates is believed to have paid $645million in order to purchase Aqua, the plans of 

which were unveiled at the Monaco Yacht Show last year. The luxury liner is 370ft-
long and comprises five decks complete with space for 14 guests, 31 crew members, 

a gym, yoga studio, beauty room, massage parlor and cascading pool on its rear 
deck. But its most impressive feature is locked away in the hold - two 28-ton 
vacuum-sealed tanks that are cooled to -423F (-253C) and filled with liquid 

hydrogen which powers the ship. 

2-9-2020 NASA Doctor's; 1,001 Viruses Cured via Rx Recipe Manhattan Project at 
Los Almos costing $7 Trillion, a fundamental problem $$$ 



2-9-2020 

Boeing Oil Company owned by Fly Emirates; Grin. Boeing Spacecraft Flight’s 
Flaws Show ‘Fundamental Problem,’ NASA Says" 

Fly NASA's Super Shuttles 100's in a Train $$$ Boeing Flaws... Oil Virus $$$ 
Caught by Cash. 

2-8-2020 NASA Doctor's; ‘Fundamental Problem,’ NASA Says" After losing 100's 
of Super Shuttles in a Train to Emirates and OPEC sales of Boeing 737 with Gold 

faucets. 

2-8-2020 NASA Doctor's; Boeing capsule, known as Starliner! NASA’s associate 
administrator for human exploration and operations, said that the review had 

already found multiple failures in Boeing’s processes that should have caught the 
mistakes on the ground. 



2-8-2020 NASA Doctor's; Oil Funds Boeing has from Fly Emirates, fundamental 
problem $$$ 



2-8-2020 NASA Doctor's; Since the retirement of the space shuttles in 2011, NASA 
has watched the Oil Kingdoms sell gas on the 4th of July for $4 a Gallon. And 

NASA knows who the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ are! NASA oversight was 
insufficient,” he said. “That’s obvious!" 

2-8-2020 NASA Doctor's; ‘Star Trek: Picard’ Recap: Getting the Band Together. 
CBS Picard with no Doctor Beverly Crusher is all Alien. Doctor Beverly Crusher 
oversight was insufficient,” “That’s obvious!" CBS and Boeing must be owned in 

Secret by Prince Salman. Prince Charles? 

2-8-2020 NASA Doctor's; Hospital At NASA, on YouTube? Art of the Diagnosis in 
a NY Times Article... 



2-8-2020 Doctor Alexander the Great MD; 324 BC Alexander sent much of his 
army to Carmania (modern southern Iran) 2020 Modern China with no defense 
from its Generals for a virus, who did the military planning for this in China, Xi. 

Dr. Xi MD. Coronavirus Crisis, Flu Virus statistics are probably double the 
deaths... NY Times censored these statistics, grin. 

2-8-2020 Doctor Alexander the Great MD; West Point Medical School at Freedom 
Tower NYC 

2-8-2020 Doctor Alexander the Great MD; Star Wars Galaxy Edge Disney, but 
rather to the idea of writing about Rx Recipes. Here the warrior, not the doctor, is 
in... battle with the low ranking flu virus he can't defeat... 323 BC 2020 Virus in his 

Army, 

2-8-2020 Doctor Alexander the Great MD; He was born in Pella in 356 BC and 
succeeded his father Philip II to the throne at the age of 20. He spent most of his 
ruling years on an unprecedented military campaign through Asia and northeast 
Africa, and by the age of thirty, he had created one of the largest empires of the 

ancient world, stretching from Greece to northwestern India. He was undefeated in 
battle and is widely considered one of history's most successful military 

commanders. 



2-8-2020 Doctor Alexander the Great MD; Doctor Alexander the Great MD was 
Born at Yale Key West Medical School in 2011... 

2-8-2020 Doctor Alexander the Great MD; Doctor Alexander the Great MD; He 
became the measure against which military leaders compared themselves, and 

military academies throughout the world still teach his tactics. He is often ranked 
among the most influential people in history. Pasteur MD until the French Generals 
in a Orwell Society Ranked him below Alexander. In French Culture of 2020 with 
Trillions in Oil Revenues influenced by King Salman. West Point Medical School 
and the Rabid Bone Saw Virus is changing War Plans influenced by the Jews into 

Exodus to Sirius and Pink Aliens. 

2-8-2020 Doctor Alexander the Great MD; Alexander was tutored by Aristotle until 
age 16; 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP Battles invention projects with specs and 

Einstein Genius Tutors is not up and running yet Jeff Besoz is on a Date looking for 
a date with 4 MD women. 



2-8-2020 Doctor Alexander the Great MD; Fearing the prospect of facing other 
large armies and exhausted by years of campaigning, Alexander's army mutinied at 

the Hyphasis River (Beas), refusing to march farther east. This river thus marks 
the easternmost extent of Alexander's conquests. Near the Ganges River, 

2-8-2020 Doctor Alexander the Great MD; 324 BC Alexander sent much of his 
army to Carmania (modern southern Iran) 

2-8-2020 Doctor Alexander the Great MD; Alexander held a mass marriage of his 
senior officers to Persian and other noblewomen at Susa, but few of those 

marriages seem to have lasted much beyond a year... 



2-8-2020 Doctor Alexander the Great MD; Rx; 2003 BBC documentary 
investigating the death of Alexander, Leo Schep from the New Zealand National 

Poisons Centre proposed that the plant white hellebore (Veratrum album), which 
was known in antiquity, may have been used to poison Alexander. In a 2014 

manuscript in the journal Clinical Toxicology, Schep suggested Alexander's wine 
was spiked with Veratrum album, and that this would produce poisoning symptoms 

that match the course of events described in the Alexander Romance. Veratrum 
album poisoning can have a prolonged course and it was suggested that if 

Alexander was poisoned, Veratrum album offers the most plausible cause. Another 
poisoning explanation put forward in 2010 proposed that the circumstances of his 

death were compatible with poisoning by water of the river Styx (modern-day 
Mavroneri in Arcadia, Greece) that contained calicheamicin, a dangerous 

compound produced by bacteria. 

Admirals + Generals; general decline after years of heavy drinking... This battle 
could have been won if the Sober Admirals and Generals wanted to save their 

lives!! 

2-8-2020 Doctor Alexander the Great MD; 1998 article in the New England Journal 
of Medicine attributed his death to typhoid fever complicated by bowel perforation 

and ascending paralysis. Another recent analysis suggested pyogenic (infectious) 
spondylitis or meningitis. Other illnesses fit the symptoms, including acute 

pancreatitis and West Nile virus. Natural-cause theories also tend to emphasize that 
Alexander's health may have been in general decline after years of heavy drinking 
and severe wounds. The anguish that Alexander felt after Hephaestion's death may 

also have contributed to his declining health. 

2-8-2020 Doctor Alexander the Great MD; Alexander's body was laid in a gold 
anthropoid sarcophagus that was filled with honey... 



2-8-2020 Doctor Alexander the Great MD; King Salman's body was laid in a gold 
2020 Ford WindmillCAR that was filled with Bone Saw's... 

2-8-2020 Doctor Alexander the Great MD; Secret killings by the King well as the 
Prince was written up by Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. 

2-8-2020 Doctor Alexander the Great MD; Movie might not be free searching 
YouTube; Alexander Revisited - Director's Cut (2004) Official Trailer - Colin 

Farell, Angelina Jolie Movie HD. 

2-8-2020 Doctor Alexander the Great MD; 2004 Model of the 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR Movie with Angelina Jolie... grin!! 



2-8-2020 The Great MD; In 1997, more than 120 countries signed the Ottawa 
Convention banning antipersonnel land mines that explode indiscriminately... 

2-8-2020 The Great MD; In 2020 signed in Ottawa the cause of deaths in fiery 
wrecks... Ottawa Convention banning antipersonnel land mines that explode 

indiscriminately. War in Canada and Iran is fought with Gasoline Tank Bombs 
exploding in rear end collisions on icy roads in Canada. The Statistics are top 

secret. 

2-8-2020 Oil Men Alexander the Great; Faced with a severe economic crisis, the 
country’s leader, Nicolás Maduro, is letting foreign firms take over daily operations 
of its oil fields. BP Oil, Exxon/Mobil Saudi Oil Company, Trump Oil Company and 
Casino. Gambling on the Exodus Jews and Sirius Aliens. Exodus Jews in Moscow 

reject Putin Oil Company. Putin Rejects Oil Deal With Belarus, Increasing 
Pressure for Merger. Pressure for Exodus by the Jews who bet there are trillions of 

Jewish Aliens at Sirius... Moscow! 



2-8-2020 Doctor's; Broadcasting himself on Facebook Live... Soldier Kills at Last 17 
in Thailand Shooting Spree" "The soldier shot a superior officer at a military base, 

then killed 21 others at a mall, the authorities said." 



Hemingway Hospital in Key West, yes on Key West Island not some nearby Island, 

2-7-2019 Mitt Romney’s ‘Spartacus’ Moment and Kirk Douglas - Death of War 
Movies made for the Pentagon, as Dr. Spartacus MD PhD from Pasteur Institute in 

Virus. 100,000 MD's at Los Alamos in a real Nobel Prize Wind for Wartime 
Victory over the Virus and Pink Cancers. This has to be a Disney Movie first as 

Mitt and Trump are reworking H-Bombs at Los Alamos Today! 



Olivia Newton John On Trumps Revenge List... 

2-7-2019 Today the NY Times reports for the 100th Time Syria bombed a Hospital 
Not that Key West Island does not have a Hospital on the Island and City Hall 

plans to bomb the only bridge the ambulance has to cross to get to the Hospital on a 
Nearby Island. 

2-7-2019 Hemingway Hospital in Key West, yes on Key West Island not some 
nearby Island 

'Secret' file on the cover of Greg's book radiates when you get to 'Perpetual 
Motion' knowing Oppenheimer at Los Alamos wrote this 'Secret' file on the cover 

of Greg's Book on Amazon. 

2-7-2019 Hemingway Hospital in Key West, yes on Key West Island not some 
nearby Island 



2-7-2019 Mitt Romney’s ‘Spartacus’ Moment and Kirk Douglas - Death of War 
Movies made for the Pentagon, as Dr. Spartacus MD PhD from Pasteur Institute in 

Virus. 100,000 MD's at Los Alamos in a real Nobel Prize Wind for Wartime 
Victory over the Virus and Pink Cancers. This has to be a Disney Movie first as 

Mitt and Trump are reworking H-Bombs at Los Alamos Today! 

2-7-2019 Today the NY Times reports for the 100th Time Syria bombed a Hospital 
Not that Key West Island does not have a Hospital on the Island and City Hall 

plans to bomb the only bridge the ambulance has to cross to get to the Hospital on a 
Nearby Island. 

2-7-2019 Hemingway Hospital in Key West, yes on Key West Island not some 
nearby Island 



2-7-2019 "Wearable Tech That Tells Drowsy Truckers It’s Time to Pull Over" By 
JULIE WEED Speed amphetamines Rx for heart and diabetes all factors in falling 

asleep. Karen Levy, a Cornell University professor who is writing a book on 
truckers and technology, said that while she appreciated the safety goals of 

wearables and cameras, they were “just a Band-Aid” for the wider problem of 
truck driver fatigue. Changes in the industry, including how drivers are paid and 
the efficiency of the system, would do more to help, she said. MD at the Federal 

Dept of Transportation. Rx of the truck drivers need to be put in this article. Dr. 
Levy said. “We’re going to need an alert human for the foreseeable future.” 

Starbucks drive through for Semi Truck Drivers selling Rx Latte's. Fatigue is 
highly underreported as an accident cause, said Dr. Bongers, who has a Ph.D. in 

mechanical engineering. Rx are highly underreported by the NY Times Editors and 
the Rx Recipe too. 

2-7-2019 3 most common drugs used by truck drivers. By far the most common 
drug that truckers use while driving is marijuana. DOT officials noted that the 

increasing legalization of the drug in many states may make it more available and 
accessible. Marijuana can cause symptoms similar to alcohol, decreasing 

concentration and spurring a feeling of sleepiness. The second most common drug 
is amphetamines, commonly called “speed.” The percentage of drivers who failed a 

drug test due to amphetamine in their system was 0.65%, or 35,421 drivers. The 
third most common drug is cocaine, which caused 14,939 drivers to flunk drug 

tests. Both amphetamines and cocaine work as stimulants. They change perceptions 
and reaction time, and can cause hallucinations. Truck drivers may be taking them 
to keeping working long shifts and complete their long-haul assignments. If so, lack 

of sleep with drugs on top of it may cause drivers to be inattentive to traffic 
conditions, impair reaction time and responses, and cause drivers to misjudge 

distances, among other errors. 



Olivia Newton John On Trumps Revenge List... 

2-7-2019 2020 Ford WindmillCAR will win Best Picturer when the ‘Parasite's (on 
the Bone Saw...)’ Is Hoping to Do What These Movies Couldn’t: Win Best Picture. 
Best Picture of Bone Saw Killings by a Rabid Prince with $777 Trillion dollars will 

Win Best Picture too. Best Picture is Dr. Spartacus MD PHD from Pasteur Institute 
in Virus. 100,000 MD's at Los Alamos in a real Nobel Prize Wind for Wartime 

Victory over the Virus and Pink Cancers. This has to be a Disney Movie!! 

t Olivia Newton John On Trumps Revenge List... "oil" Best Picture, Olivia Newton 
John best Actress 2020. Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer like in 007 Movie Medicine 
man the cure was ants in the sugar, In this new Movie the Miracle cure is specs in 4 
Trillion Rx Recipes a Girl Scout friends of Olivia visiting the Los Alamos Lab pick 

out... a Miracle! 

2-7-2019 Freedom Towers "West Point Medical School" One General will try to get 
his son and daughter into West Point - Prosecutors Say One Parent Stood Out in 

College Admissions Scandal. Douglas Hodge, the former C.E.O. of Pimco, is 
accused of pushing to get at least four of his children into elite schools. Elite West 
Point and the New Freedom Towers West Point Medical School. Results will save 
the Earth and let Jews invent Exodus to Sirius. West Point will destroy the Earth. 

The Elite at Yale and Harvard have known this for decades but are not smart 
enough to stop Prince Salman after he bought the Pentagon Buildings. 

2-7-2019 Instead of Reconciliation, Trump Promises Payback to all the women Yale 
MD women not his type he didn't marry in a legal polygamous wedding to drive a 



2020 Ford WindmillCAR to 4 Nobels in Medicine in 2020, yes 4 Wife's for Trump, 
4 Nobels in Medicine - Miracles Lost. 

2-7-2019 Your Face Driving into Key West; Facial Recognition Moves Into a New 
Front in the U. S.: Tourist Face driving into Key West... Valentines Day Island 

Ribbons along Roosevelt hearts Red and Pink on all the Palm Trees. Pictures of 4 
Hemingway Wife's at their Best Picture. Yes Hemingway won best Picture. To 
Have Have Not! A Universe of Star Wars Stories by Hemingway in his never 

ending war the takes to Sirius. Dead at 103 not 61. Kirk Douglas, a Star of 
Hollywood’s Golden Age, Dies at 103. Hemingway's Sloppy Joe's even with Kidman 

in the Movie didn't save his life. Dr. Kidman MD from Yale would have kept 
Earnest writing until he died at 103. Drunk Culture of Key West if you read the 

Citizen Newspaper has a Army of ruined lives 100's from 100's of Slopy Joe Bars 
on Duval with no Hemingway and Kidman Movie War on Slopy Joe Bars that leave 

the Drunk in a wreck life leaving Key West. Disney refused to make this Movie 
fearing lost tourists dollars. 

2-7-2019 4 Brides bride was soon walking down the aisle with Elvis Presley’s 
“Can’t Help Falling in Love with 4 Wife's I will live to be 103!!.” “I promise not 

take drugs and eat when I’m hungry,” I Do, I Will! 



2-7-2019 Trillion Electric High Power lines over trillions of miles crossing India and 
China are being built today instead of 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's. Electric power 

lines during the Camp Fire of 2018, which killed 85 people and was traced to 
Pacific Gas & Electric’s. Sorry we can only trace these trillion of High Power 

Structures to the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ. Yes they have their Pilots Door Bolted!! 



2-7-2019 Navy Ships for the Homeless; Number of Homeless Students Rises to New 
High, Report Says. West Point Medical School's Homeless Students. 

2-7-2019 



2-6-2019 Romney, Defying the Party Once Personified, Votes to Convict Trump - of 
abuse of "West Point Medical School Students" And torture of Olivia Newton John 

for decades. And spending her gas money on MIT Drones and Missiles, micro-H-
Bombs at Los Alamos instead of Rx Recipes all Pink for the Rx Pink Starbucks 

Latte. Micro GE electric generators size of iPod's not on Navy Nuke Subs with New 
2020 Micro-H-Bombs. 

Votes to Convict Trump - of abuse of Pink Women not allowed into Arlington 
Cemetery! 

2-6-2019 Senator Mitt Romney grew emotional at the Fiery Cop Cars on his 
Monitor as he pronounced the president “guilty of an appalling abuse to the public 

Bone Saw Virus in the Oil Money.” The recriminations from fellow "Medical 
School Students" were immediate. 

2-6-2019 Senator Mitt Romney grew emotional at the Money $777 Trillion in Oil 
Revenues $$$ Riches beyond belief all Senators want to spent at the MIT Drone 

and Missile Store! 



2-6-2019 “Spartacus” and “Pilots of West Point Medical School" Romney and 
Trump, don't forget the alcoholic Admiral MD at the White House. Abuse of Power 
Senators and White House. MD Pilots in Key West with No Hospital on the Island 
but only NY Times news of Syria bombing Hospitals. Hollywoods MD Age making 

Disney Hospital movies for the West Point Medical Schools. Rabid Dog Prince 
Salman has bone saws with this virus and others and is working the Oil Universe 

today. Senators lost the votes to convict Prince Salman, King Salman. Going 
against building the Gravity Engine Car 

2-6-2019 Senator Mitt Romney grew emotional at Not Being a Dr. Mitt Romney 
MD Brain Surgeon with a PhD at Pasteur Institute in Virus 

2-6-2019 Senator Mitt Romney grew emotional at the Murder of 100 kids in 2020 
by the Whooping Cough Virus, no Mitt didn't vote of this as he has no idea 100 kids 
were murdered by a virus. Sick!! How much Time Mitt spends watching porn is on 

is iPhone 11 Max caller ID. 

2-6-2019 Hundreds of Americans Were Evacuated From the Coronavirus 
Epicenter. Now Comes the Wait... for Pasteur working in his lab in Paris not at the 

Lab at Los Alamos. 



2-6-2019 Pink Cancer work at Pasteur Lab not Lab at Los Alamos, Senators voted 
this last week! 

2-6-2019 "Virus Recognition Facial Recognition Moves Into a New Front: iPhone 
11 Max, Mac Book Pro Apps Book Reviews Movie Reviews." By DAVEY ALBA 
NY Times. Correction "Virus Recognition not your Face as this Getting In Your 
Face for Facial Recognition is like 24/7 impeachment news when you should be 

doing art of the diagnosis on Rabies virus compared to 100's of other virus this is 
virus facial Recognition. 

2-6-2019 Hundreds of Americans Were Evacuated From the Coronavirus 
Epicenter. Now Comes the Wait... for Pasteur working in his lab in Paris not at the 

Lab at Los Alamos. 

2-6-2019 Pilots Pasteur, Salk, Fleming, Edison, Nobel all bombed in their 2020 Labs 



by the Worlds Military defending Prince Salman-Trump Oil Company and Casino 
spending trillions on MIT Drones and Missiles. 

2-6-2019 "Rabid Ship" Flashbacks and Flash Forward to Disney Star Wars Back to 
London British Ruling Class in India the Dogs of War. Cruise Ship Quarantine: 

Twenty cases of the new coronavirus have been found on the Diamond Princess. 20 
cases of Rabies among the British Troops in India 1901. 

2-6-2019 "Rabid Ships" in Times Great Britain Ruled India - Time for the 2020 
Ford WindmillCAR's to be given to India's Ruling Caste. History of fiery wrecks in 

India is not a Class at Oxford. Yet. 

2-6-2019 "Rabid Minds" Features by the NY Times in Times of 84 different Virus 
Plagues on Earth... "84 Hours in Curaçao; Your weekend agenda on this Dutch 
West Indies isle: cove-hopping, sipping blue Curaçao liqueur and exploring a 

complex past." This article should be about 84 House at the Hemingway House in 
Key West writing a Nobel Novel. There is no writing class at the Hemingway House 
in Key West because the Editors at the Times didn't write this article. Dutch West 

Indies isle: cove-hopping... 



2-6-2019 "Rabid Star Wars Ships" Burger King Trump not knowing what's in the 
Burger. Salt Fat and much antibiotics not sold over the counter at Whole Foods or 
even Amazon. Only at Burger King's Burgers. Rx Burgers at Burger King. If you 

were fed antibiotics in everything you ate... 

2-6-2019 "Rabid War" ...if you’re forced to cancel or postpone a wedding because 
of extreme Road Rage Warriors... 

2-6-2019 "Rabid War" War's cancellation for Health insurance that covers a virus 
and a cancer a change of heart, like Cheney's heart transplant. 

2-6-2019 "Car War's" ...we’re in the Great White North and blizzards that knock 
out power and shut down roads are fairly common,” Not if you have a 2020 Ford 

WindmillCAR that plugs into your Home. 

Senate votes on marriage to 4 Yale MD Women - Wedding is at the West Point 
Medical School at Freedom Tower NYC. 



Hemingway Hospital in Key West, yes on Key West Island not some nearby Island, 

Marriage to 4 Yale MD Women at the Hemingway House Writing Class in a Legal 
Polygamous marriage and the Nobel novel will be written by midnight! 

2-5-2019 Trump is the Rabid Dog of War with the Bone Saw Virus. Set in his Ways 



filling up with gasoline in a Paris gas station not interested in Pasteur Institute's 
Ways like Key West not building a Hospital on Key West Island - Truman 

Waterfront park at the Navy Dock not "Truman Hospital" - "Trump Hospital" 
will not be built in Key West or NYC, grin. 

2-5-2019 Pasteur killed by Today's Bone Saw's covered with Virus + Cancers; 
"Between Trump and Pelosi, a Chilly Confrontation" Mr. Trump declined to shake 
Speaker Nancy Pelosi’s hand. She omitted his ceremonial introduction and ripped 

up his speech at the end. 

2-5-2019 Trump is the Rabid Dog of War with the Bone Saw Virus... $2.5 Trillion 
spent on the Virus War's... Hell No We Won't Go!! 

WHO on page 84A of the NY Times reports 1 million Children will be infected with 
Rabbies, many will die a tortured death worst than Mr. Limbaugh, death after his 

lung transplants. His lung transplants will be censored by Google and YouTube 
videos. As to Gross. 

Censored Virus News from China - According to the World Health Organization, 
55000 cases of rabies are reported annually with 95% of these cases occurring in 

Africa and China. 

However, most of the cases of rabies that are reported occur in children that are 
between the ages of 5 and 15; this can be due to lack of education on the virus or a 

child’s naiveté. Or Trump spending $2.5 Trillion at MIT not Pasteur Institute. 



"Disney Hospital" Star Wars at Galaxy Edge will build a Hospital there with a 
floor for Pasteur's. 

2-5-2019 Trump is the Rabid Dog of War with the Bone Saw Virus. Mr. Limbaugh, 
award on his death bed by the Trump's who kill him with cancer's for the glory of 
War's 2.5 Trillion spending spree in 2019 on MIT Drones and missiles not Pasteur 

Rabbies and Cancer cure Rx Recipe. 

2-5-2019 2.5 Trillion spent on War not HIV - Another H.I.V. Vaccine Fails a Trial, 
Disappointing Researchers. After more than 30 years of research, 1.7 million people 

are still infected each year with HIV and few can sue those who gave them HIV. 
iPhone 11 Max caller ID could have warned them the caller has HIV this was killed 

by Tim Cook. 



2-5-2019 Trump is the Rabid Dog of War with the Bone Saw Virus... $2.5 Trillion 

2-5-2019 Trump is the Rabid Dog of War with the Bone Saw Virus... $2.5 Trillion 
spent on the Virus War's... Hell No We Won't Go!! 



2-5-2019 Trump is the Rabid Dog of War with the Bone Saw Virus... $2.5 Trillion 
spent on the Virus War's... Hell No We Won't Go!! 

HIV, Flu Virus, Every NYC Cop can search WHO has what virus on their iPhone 
11 Max but not Today; Since the department began issuing smartphones in 2015, 
some 37,000 iPhones are now in use, he said, adding that the phones give officers 

the ability do quick searches themselves of department databases, instead of 
waiting for busy radio dispatchers to relay information. Database of Virus Suspects 
or just the Crime Boss coughing near a baby would would have gotten Whooping 
Cough that night if not for the NYC cop. 100 kids in NYC were murdered by the 

Whooping Cough Virus, alerts on the New 2020 iPhones. Not until Ivanka kids are 
infected with a virus. 

2-5-2019 War's 2.5 Trillion direct deposited to the Pasteur Institute 

2-5-2019 War's 2.5 Trillion was spent on smalls H-Bomb for Key West Navy Subs 



2-5-2019 War's 2.5 Trillion was spent on Jewish Exodus to Sirius Inventions. 500 
Times faster than the speed of light in a Verizon 5G cell call to Jewish Aliens. 

Ruling Class Elite Jews will spent this 2.5 Trillion in 2020 but not on 5G inventions. 

2-5-2019 Navy Ships to House all the Homeless in Mecca after the War is won by 
the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR and RVHome! Yes you can sleep in your RV parked 
on a Key West Street. No need for electric plug in you have trillions of volts, amps 

from a 5" windmill. 

"Presidential Medal of Freedom." 

"Freedom From Cancer and Rabid Bone Saw Virus Men" 

"Freedom Tower in NYC a 'West Point Medical School' 



2-5-2019 Cancer Freedom is not a USA War; Melania Trump, the first lady, 
presenting Rush Limbaugh with the Presidential Medal of Freedom." 

2-5-2019 Rabid Dogs and Cats Today still bite little girls; Mr. Limbaugh, who has 
often been photographed smoking a cigar, questioned the link between smoking 
and cancer in 2015. The Gap Between the Haves and Have-Nots of Smoking and 
Drinking, Eating Red Meat, Bacon, Sausage, Eggs Widens as these links like the 

China Virus have no idea the Pasteur Institute is Open for Business. Paris is 
burning 

2-5-2019 Rabid Dogs and Cats Today still bite little girls; Seated just behind the 
president, Ms. Pelosi grimaced and shook her head several times during his 

address. Moments after Mr. Trump finished and was basking in applause from 
Republicans, the speaker ripped up the pages of his speech, holding them high for 

the cameras to catch her unmistakable statement of scorn. 

2-5-2019 Trump is the Rabid Dog with the Bone saw virus Pasteur Cure 100 years 
ago in Paris. 



2-5-2019 Rabid Dogs and Cats Today still bite little girls; Pentagon trains Iraqi 
Pilots at all AF bases and they bite the Generals infecting them with God is Great 

you Infidels. 

2-5-2019 Rabid Dogs in India bit millions of children yes Pasteur is on the No Fly 
List by; an ideology that animates Mr. Modi and his Bharatiya Janata Party — is 
premised on the idea that India is a Hindu nation and that minorities, especially 

Muslims, must subscribe to Hindu primacy that has nothing to do with Pasteur or 
winning a Nobel in Medicine for Zero cases of Rabbies in Children, down from 
millions today. WHO ideology that infects Modi. Mr. Modi, to turn India into a 
Hindu nation, Not a Pasteur Nation of Nobel in Medicine winners for India, why 

did Modi kill Pasteur and millions of children bit by a rabid dog. WHO at the UN 
Failed. 

2-5-2019 Cancer Causing White Women Representative Debbie Mucarsel-Powell, 
Democrat of Florida, and other women wearing white on the House floor. Olivia 

Newton John was in hysterical over these 'White' Women. Olivia was dressed in a 
Pink Star Outfit fit enough to put 4 Trillion Rx Recipes all trade secrets in the 

public domain with Win 10. Girl in 'White' will give their girls Girl Scout Cookie 
Recipes not Rx Recipes. Death by Breast Cancer because mom made her make Girl 

Scout Cookies not Rx Recipes. All Senators will have a Yale MD after the 
Revolution in Paris at the Pasteur Institute. 



2-5-2019 Virus Exposes Cracks in Car makers’ Chinese Supply Chains 

2-5-2019 Made in China Can Openers, millions trashed, broken opening its first 
can. Can of Gas from China, gas tanks made in China. Fiery Wrecks... Exposes 

Cracks in Car makers’ Chinese Supply Chains. 

2-5-2019 Trumps Fiery Wrecks, Why does he do this Today, MOORE, Okla. — A 
day after losing his son in a car wreck, a grieving father drove his pickup truck 

onto a crowded sidewalk near a suburban high school outside of Oklahoma City, 
killing two teenagers and plunging the community into a wider circle of grief. Four 
other students were injured in Monday’s after-school tragedy, and police officers 

arrested the man, Max Leroy Townsend, a few blocks away. “The big question a lot 
of people have is why — what happened, why did this happen,” Sgt. Jeremy Lewis 
of the Police Department in Moore, Okla., said on Tuesday. Trumps Fiery Wrecks, 

Why does he do this Today. Fiery Wrecks every Day in 2020 carnage of fiery 
wrecks he left behind on East Main Street stunned students, parents, teachers and 

administrators. 2 White Men at 1984 HQ know why they keep their Pilots Door 
bolted. 

2-5-2019 War's $2.5 Trillion; they killed everyone on Earth to spend the Money at 
MIT on Drones and Missiles. "Karl Karlsen killed his son in 2008 to collect a 

$700,000 life insurance policy. On Monday, he was convicted of murdering his wife 
in 1991 for the same reason." By SANDRA E. GARCIA 



2-5-2019 Avalanche $ 2.5 Trillion spent on the iPhone App rescuers searched for 
survivors of a deadly avalanche in eastern Turkey, a second avalanche swept down 

the same slope on Wednesday, killing more than 30 people and injuring many 
more. The confirmed toll from the two slides in a mountainous area of Van 

Province climbed sharply through the day, reaching 38 dead, including 33 rescuers, 
and 53 injured, according to the national disaster management agency. Officials 
estimated that 10 to 15 people were still unaccounted for. Greg worked building 

Avalanche Beacons in Boulder Colorado. The first one they made in 1980 they were 
still selling the very same model in 2000 with no upgrades at all. I expect Turkey 

didn't buy any of these for the 33 rescuers buried deep in the snow. Yes they would 
have worked, the 1980 Model of the Avalanche Beacon would have beeped. $2.5 

Trillion spent by President Recep Tayyip Erdogan on 2020 Model would be one out 
of Star Wars. Erdogan will blame Trump for sanctions on the 1980 Model 

Avalanche Beacons Greg built in Boulder, Colorado and yes I have one picture of 
these you can search for on my Web. The first avalanche, on Tuesday, barreled into 
a passenger van, knocking it off a road and down a steep slope, killing at least five 
of the 14 people inside, local news reports said. Officials estimated that 200 to 300 
people were searching on Wednesday morning for victims still buried under the 

snow when the other avalanche struck. The victims included soldiers, village 
guards, firefighters and civilians who had joined the rescue efforts. 

This is the same exact Beacon Greg built in 2005 its the same one the engineer 
designed in 1980 in the factory in Boulder Colorado and it would have saved 33 

lives in Turkey yesterday. 



This is the same exact Beacon Greg built in 2005 its the same one the engineer 
designed in 1980 in the factory in Boulder Colorado and it would have saved 33 

lives in Turkey yesterday. 

2-4-2020 Mr. Limbaugh, who has often been photographed smoking a cigar, 
questioned the link between smoking and cancer in 2015. The Gap Between the 

Haves and Have-Nots of Smoking and Drinking, Eating Red Meat, Bacon, Sausage, 



Eggs Widens as these links like the China Virus have no idea the Pasteur Institute 
is Open for Business. Paris is burning with many different protest, none about 

building the Yale-Paris Medical School on the site of the burned out Notre-Dame 
Church. NYC Freedom Tower gave Limbaugh the right to buy cigars, America 

freedom to cut ahead of Saudi Prince at Yale getting treatments for Lung Cancers. 
No women Pink are allowed to cut in front of the lung cancer line of Saudi and USA 

Men. Learning From Jeff Bezos - the hard way he should have picked 4 Yale MD 
women as girl friends. 1984 Power Failure brings delays in the Rx Recipes latte at 
Starbucks world wide. China Xi failed on the Rx Virus Latte at Starbucks China, 
trade war news for a year instead of 1 Click Amazon link to the Virus specs and 

genius tutors to get a Rx Recipe for a Virus Cure. 

2-4-2020 We need to question the Editors at the NY Times for this weak link, make 
Dr. Lisa Sanders the new Editor in Chief Super Bowl Winner here at the NY Times 

and fire the current Editors of the NY Times, really. 

...links to faster than the speed of light by 500 times in Beyond Verizon G5 tech 
articles. Specs on G5 should be in the public domain for inventors... 

2-4-2020 We also need to link Jewish Exodus to Sirius and making contact with 
Aliens to a Futuristic Nobel Prize with Editorials in the Times and links to faster 

than the speed of light by 500 times in Beyond Verizon G5. Specs on G5 should be 
in the public invention domain like Win 10. Question the links between solar 

systems when the nearest star at 4 light years is beyond the intelligence of Mr. 
Limbaugh who wasted his life on talk radio that is not linked to Jewish Aliens at 

Sirius. 

4,000 Rx Recipes should be in the Public Domain for inventors, Rx Recipe for a 
Starbucks latte... 



2-4-2020 Mr. Limbaugh who wasted his life on talk radio that is not linked to 
Jewish Aliens at Sirius. In 2020 Ivanka will be on "The Talk" and "The View" in 
video conferencing with Jewish Aliens at several Nearby Stars. So Talk up G5 at 

500 times faster than the speed of light for communication that is not Mr. 
Limbaugh smoking; often been photographed smoking a cigar, questioned the link 

- link to City Hall Key West smoking a cigar will bankrupt the city when Mr. 
Limbaugh dies a tortured death as he most likely bought some cigars in Key West. 
City Hall banned plastic wrap for cigars but not cigars will be the big argument in 

the libel trial against Key West. 

2-4-2020 Rip Off Store Signs in Key West on Duval aim at the Women's Cosmetics 
Store. Mr. Limbaugh will visit Key West and get one of their White Rip Off Store 

Signs for the Cigar Store, he will only be there a few minutes but his picture will be 
on the front page of the NY Times the next day. 



2-4-2020 Rank Dr. Lisa Sanders MD radio talk show diagnosing Mr. Limbaugh's 
day to day treatments and test with a Army of MD talking in the background. This 
is talk radio at Disney Yale Hospital Star Wars Galaxy Edge newest addition to the 

park. Disney Hospital on a Private Island. 

2-4-2020 Cigars gravitational pull toward a handful at City Hall and Trumps 
Lawyers influence 1,001 others as to what gravity is and how we can invent a 

Gravity Engine Car instead of lighting up Cigar after cigar and talking this up 
leaving a Gravity Engine Car out of the conversation at City Hall and Talk Radio, 

front page of the NY Times too. 



2-4-2020 Yale MD Women and Mr. Limbaugh's inner circle without Kerry, but 
with Trumps Alcoholic Admiral MD It’s a market of haves and have-nots, have a 
cigar or have to do surgery taking out a diseased lung never pictured in the NY 

Times of Times Video. Breast too. 

2-4-2020 City Hall outgunned competition; intellectuals to build a Hospital in Key 
West Island now they are looking like State Psychiatric Hospital Patients living in 

City Hall Key West with the Hospital for 25,000 on a nearby Island like 4 light 
years to the nearby Star. 

2-4-2020 Gap Between the Haves and Have-Nots of Tech Yale MD Women... like 
getting married to 4 Yale MD Women in a Legal Polygamous Marriage at the 

Hemingway House in Key West. Diagnoses being winning a Nobel in Medicine with 
some Pink Inspiration. By pass City Hall Marriage license with a Federal Marriage 

License via Trump's wish list for 4 Wife's at the White House. This would not 
impeach him... grin. Better news for a week than 24/7 impeachment news. 



2-4-2020 Coronavirus Shuts Macau, the World’s Gambling Capital; Talk radio in 
China by Dr. Lisa Woo MD should have close Macau decades ago. Loss from 

Gamblers at Macau is more than the $1 Trillion Amazon is worth. Pasteur is not 
worth $100 million in Paris because Macau won the hearts and minds of Xi and his 

gambler friends. Pasteur working on the Virus today, no I don't think Xi called 
Pasteur Institute in Paris in fact I would bet he didn't. Not a war crimes just stupid 

to have Xi and not Pasteur heading to China yesterday. U.S. Officials Promise 
‘Aggressive Measures’ to Contain Coronavirus, no one at the White House called 

Pasteur Institute yet. 

Bone Saw Virus infected Xi in China; Macau 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's and bets 
on China inventing the Gravity Engine Car. Lost, killed by a Bone Saw Virus 

caught by Xi giving Prince Salman the high five, like Putin. 

2-4-2020 "A United Nations plane took seven seriously ill Yemenis to Jordan on 
Monday, the culmination of 18 months of fraught negotiations with Saudi Arabia." 

By DECLAN WALSH 

2-4-2020 Dr. Lisa Sanders MD will write art of the diagnosis on all 7 of these 
patients in tomorrows NY Times... 

2-4-2020 The Far Right influenced the Editors at the NY Times more than the Yale 
MD Professors. As the Yale MD Professors were not invited to the NY Times. To 
Have Have Not by Hemingway and the same title a new Novel written by 4 Yale 

MD Women on their Wedding Night at the Hemingway House Key West on iMac's 
and iApps with everyone writing on the same page at the same time, finished by 

Midnight published on Amazon Kindle before the Pink Sunrise in Key West. 



Bone Saw Virus and Brain Surgery at Pasteur Institute in Paris is Open for 
Business. Paris is burning with many different protest... some secret 1984 ones! 

Marriage to 4 Yale MD Women at the Hemingway House Writing Class in a Legal 



Polygamous marriage and the Nobel novel will be written by midnight! Pink Sun 
Shine at the VA the MD's will welcome these 10 million Pink Sun Shine Women to 

the VA after all the Road Rage Hell Raised by the Wounded Warriors. 

2-3-2020 Trump’s Actions Were Bad, but Not Impeachable" 

2-3-2020 Fiery Cop Cars and SUV in traffic, never stopping to Help, Not even the 
Pope Driving by behind Trump. A War Crime + a Sin. You do the Math. 

2 Nobels in Medicine for 2020 must be given by the King of Sweden to counter 
Trump + The Pope... sanctions on Greg and 4 Yale MD Wife's in Key West! 

2-3-2020 China Pledged to Build a New Hospital in 10 Days. It’s Close. Key West 
Hospital is not Close to Key West, in fact it's on a different Island. City Hall Key 

West is in the ICU. 1 2020 Ford WindmillCAR pictured on the front page of the NY 



Times will be a Miracle Cure that builds a Hospital on the Island of Key West over 
the objections of the MD's at the Hospital on the nearby Island. Grin. China 

Pledged to Build a New Hospital in 10 Days. It’s Close. 

2-3-2020 Warrior Mind Set of Trump infected Pope Francis via Salman's used 
Bone Saw Virus, Blood Money Virus is at the Vatican Today infecting Catholics 

with the Greed Virus $$$ $4 gas on the 4th of July 2020. 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's 
require 2 Pilots when possible. 2 Nobels in Medicine for 2020 must be given by the 

King of Sweden to counter Trump + The Pope. 

2-3-2020 Impeach Trump over fiery cop cars rear ended and SUV's with 2 Kids in 
safety seats in back. Republicans’ Emerging Defense: Trump’s Actions Were Bad, 

but Not Impeachable" By EMILY COCHRANE Emily at the NY Times has 
pictures and video of these fiery wrecks, and Emily knows there will be more fiery 
wrecks in 2020. Senators in secret defended these fiery wrecks on the Senate Floor, 

this is why they were held in secret but for Emily at the NY Times being there 
writing for 1984 History. 

2-3-2020 China Legal Polygamous Marriage; Married to 4 Yale MD women for 4 
Nobels in Medicine; Hell No! 1 Million New Gas Stations Xi married to fiery 

wrecks, burn victims Nobel in Medicine... 



2-3-2020 "Virus" China’s importance in the global $$$ 'gasoline' economy has 
grown exponentially. Same Exodus Plague Jewish have been infected by the bone 

saw virus in the brain that tells the NY Times we will nuke Iran before they get the 
A-Bomb. So much for the Godsent 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's and the Exodus 

Model. 

2-3-2020 Yes Yale would do a heart transplant for Queen Elizabeth with Cheney a 
quality of life observer. 

Pink Sun Shine at the VA the MD's will welcome these 10 million Pink Sun Shine 
Women to the VA after all the Road Rage Hell Raised by the Wounded Warriors. 

2-3-2020 "Virus" No Nobel in Medicine for China in any year, virus on the bone 
saw used to cut up the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's... a war crime! 

2-3-2020 2020 Vision at JFK scan by Homeland Security. No One, Not One of the 



Millions passing through JFK gets their 2020 Vision scanned by Homeland 
Security. Bone Saw Virus infected the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ their door is bolted 

like the 737 Pilots Door! 

2-3-2020 2020 Vision by Boeing crashed in perfect weather Pink Sunshine for a 15 
Minute Flight into orbit landing in Paris. Boeing has lost $100 Billion on the 737 
and profits at the Qatar-Trump Casino. Live Streaming Video of Jeff Bezos Porn 

but not Gamblers inside Qatar-Trump Casino. 

2-3-2020 In Libya, Toothless U.N. Embargo Lets Foreign States Meddle With 
Impunity, bone saw virus! 

2-3-2020 Pink Sunshine; Americans Demand a Rethinking of the ‘Forever War’ 
true name is 'Gas Money War' Blankets infected with smallpox and then there are 
the trillion dollar Pox Marks on Society. Win 10 earned $1 Trillion. If you use the 
word 'Earned' like bikes from China are all junk along with the can opener made 
in China broke the first time as the pin was off set. Millions of these can openers 

from China are in the trash and the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ know why they keep 
their Pilots Doors Bolted. 



2-3-2020 Prince Salman, Moslems; clearly driven by an ideology and they believe 
that slaughtering other people is a sort of God-given purpose, then I can see a case 
for that,” If not for BP Oil losing its $777 Trillion when we confiscate $777 Trillion 

from Saudi Arabia and Qatar. 

2-3-2020 Trump’s Actions Were Bad, but Not Impeachable" 

2-3-2020 Fiery Cop Cars and SUV in traffic, never stopping to Help, Not even the 
Pope Driving by behind Trump. A War Crime + a Sin. You do the Math. 

2-3-2020 Impeach Trump over fiery cop cars rear ended and SUV's with 2 Kids in 
safety seats in back. Republicans’ Emerging Defense: Trump’s Actions Were Bad, 

but Not Impeachable" By EMILY COCHRANE Emily at the NY Times has 
pictures and video of these fiery wrecks, and Emily knows there will be more fiery 
wrecks in 2020. Senators in secret defended these fiery wrecks on the Senate Floor, 

this is why they were held in secret but for Emily at the NY Times being there 
writing for 1984 History. 



2-3-2020 2020 Ford Windmill car will require 2 Drivers if more than one person 
has a Drivers License and passed all the test to Drive a 2020 Ford WindmillCAR. 
The gasoline car drivers license is not valid to drive a 2020 Ford WindmillCAR or 
Heavy Lift Helicopters the FAA just made upgrades for all mandatory with 2020 

Ford WindmillCARS!! Surge of people going to Disney Star Wars Galaxy Edge and 
the Nobel's in Sweden. 



2-3-2020 Marilyn is doing brain surgery, spy Bacall is doing Cheney's third heart 
transplant, this time he gets a woman's Heart, grin. All 4 want a Nobel in Medicine 

to go with their Yale MD job. Movie Made to Win a Nobel in Medicine Culture. 
Like a Paris Revolution by Pasteur's MD Women, the French Kiss!!!! 

2-3-2020 China getting Married to 4 Yale MD women for 4 Nobels in Medicine; 
Hell No! 1 Million New Gas Stations a year and No Nobel in Medicine for China in 

any year 1980 to 2020. China’s importance in the global economy has grown 
exponentially. Nobel in Medicine and physics is more important than $4 gas. Virus 
and Cancer in China lost to $4 gas virus. Disease of Xi. Diagnose, the coronavirus, 
it came from a Bone Saw used by Prince Salman. China was defeated by smallpox 

virus on blankets sold at the Saudi Gas Station. 

2-3-2020 Nobel in Medicine for Knife Wounded Humanity; The mayor of London 
accused the government on Monday of failing to give judges the tools they need to 

keep people who pose terrorist threats in prison, a day after a man who had 
recently been released went on a stabbing rampage in South London. The attacker, 

who wounded three people on Sunday before being shot and killed by the police, 
was identified by the police as Sudesh Amman, a 20-year-old from London who was 
jailed in 2018 for terrorism-related offenses. He was sentenced to more than three 
years in prison, but his early release came automatically, in line with government 

policy. The mayor, Sadiq Khan, said he was “angry” about Megan Specia and 
Benjamin Mueller at the NY Times London not writing up the 3 in the London 

Hospital, which one and their Diagnosis in detail so Dr. Lisa Sanders MD can write 
a article on these 3 if they got the right diagnosis and treatments for being stabbed. 

Also get a Nobel in Medicine for Stabbing Wounds up on 1 Click Amazon IP 



invention projects with specs and genius tutors who have done miracle surgery on 
those stabbed. These pictures should be on the front page of the NY Times today 

not Super Bowl Football Pictures!! 

2-3-2020 China Pledged to Build a New Hospital in 10 Days. It’s Close. Key West 
Hospital is not Close to Key West, in fact it's on a different Island. City Hall Key 

West is in the ICU. 1 2020 Ford WindmillCAR pictured on the front page of the NY 
Times will be a Miracle Cure that builds a Hospital on the Island of Key West over 

the objections of the MD's at the Hospital on the nearby Island. Grin. China 
Pledged to Build a New Hospital in 10 Days. It’s Close. 

2-3-2020 Bill Gates called his $40 million Bombardier BD-700 Global Hospital the 
one I didn't build for Humanity, grin. Well the several Hospitals I didn't build for 

Humanity. I'm using Win 10. 

2-3-2020 Bill Gates called his $40 million Bombardier BD-700 Global Express), the 
private helicopter has long been regarded as more utilitarian. It has limited, 

specific applications — mostly, to beat traffic. 



2-3-2020 Cities with the most Hospitals world wide, Listed by the NY Times 
tomorrow; cities with the greatest volume of helicopter traffic have two things in 

common: a concentration of wealthy residents and horribly congested roads. That’s 
why the loud whir of rotors isn’t a facet of daily life in Dallas or Miami. 

2-3-2020 São Paulo have been flying from helipad to helipad for decades, making 
use of one of the largest fleets of helicopters in the world. 

2-3-2020 Other helicopter owners include Michael Bloomberg, who pilots his own 
$4.5 million Agusta chopper 



2-3-2020 Nobel will be given to the Person who makes Heavy Lift Helicopters 
mandatory, Bloomberg will have to trade in his Agusta... cost difference is in the 

Millions but the spin off inventions and flights will be worth Trillions to the World 
Governments. Amazon Prime is writing up 1,001 IP invention project for Heavy 

Lift Helicopters right now with 1 lick links and Specs, Genius tutors. Most will fly 
into Mecca until the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's fly into Manhattan and Key West, 

grin. 



2-3-2020 Nobel will be given to the Person who makes Heavy Lift Helicopters 
mandatory, Bloomberg will have to trade in his Agusta... cost difference is in the 

Millions but the spin off inventions and flights will be worth Trillions to the World 
Governments. Amazon Prime is writing up 1,001 IP invention project for Heavy 

Lift Helicopters right now with 1 lick links and Specs, Genius tutors. Most will fly 
into Mecca until the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's fly into Manhattan and Key West, 

grin. 

2-2-2020 The Super Bowl Ad You Won’t See This Year - Greg getting married to 4 
Yale MD women in a legal polygamous marriage at the Hemingway House in Key 

West and the Nobel Novel will be the Miracle Pink Rx Recipe finished by 
midnight... all in a 30 second Super Bowl commercial. 

2-2-2020 WHO burned down Notre-Dame and Who burned down Yale Freedom 
Towers Medical School? Both smoke cigarette's and flipped the butts... habit. 

2-2-2020 The Super Bowl Ads for Yale Medical School build at the site of the Notre 
Dame Church and Saint Mary's Star of the Sea Church in Key West. 110 Story 

Skyscraper, not a Trump Tower but Star Wars Disney! 

2-2-2020 "Views on Impeachment, Past and Present, at 3 Presidential Sites" By 



RICHARD FAUSSET, MANNY FERNANDEZ and SABRINA TAVERNISE 

2-2-2020 "What if Views if the last 3 Presidents won a Nobel in Medicine, at 3 
Presidential Sites" By RICHARD FAUSSET, MANNY FERNANDEZ and 

SABRINA TAVERNISE 

2-2-2020 "What if Views if the Next President of the USA not Cuba or Iran won a 
Nobel In Medicine via a surge in Starbucks with iMac's and Mac Book Pro's in 

every one. Well maybe Paris too what the Hell some in Paris might want the Next 
Nobel in Medicine, Grin." 

2-2-2020 Currently No President is working on a Nobel to Move the Hurricane Out 
to Sea, Key West Navy, Hell No! After a Caribbean Hurricane, the Battle Is Where, 
or Even Whether, to Rebuild. Rebuild those who write this articles in the NY Times 
without a Nobel President in Office or running for office in any Nation at the UN. 

Wow! No Pope Francis and the Cardinals are to busy with God to work on a Nobel 
for 2020. 

2-2-2020 News Analysis about a President winning the Next Nobel in Medicine, by 
the New York Times. While Stained in History, Trump Will Emerge From Trial 

Triumphant and Unshackled. His acquittal in the Senate assured, the emboldened 
president will take his victory and grievance to the campaign trail, no longer 

worried about congressional constraint. News Analysis about a President winning 
the Next Nobel in Medicine, by the New York Times. 



2-2-2020 English’s Pronoun Problem Is Centuries Old; Problem today is the Rx 
Memory Recipe to remember all the pronoun's. Centuries old pronoun problem is 
West Point Cadets have been paid more than High School Students learning their 
pronouns. Hunger for Oil Money will teach us the value of hunger for money as 
fiery cop cars and SUV's with 2 Black kids in government safety seats are burnt 
Toast in 1,001 fiery wrecks for Oil Revenues at any cost to burn victim's. This is 

crazy of course but true. Money is the cause of these pronouns. Greg saw Dr. Lisa 
at Yale and he wooed her WHO at the UN coup on Warriors at the UN. Mostly UN 

Nations in times of 2020 Ford WindmillCar'S AND $777 Trillion the bone saw 
Prince Salman has to spend on Junk. He belongs to a group now gang of Oil Men 
Bankers. Venting the Jews working in their Swiss Banks for Exodus to Sirius is 

impossible. 

2-2-2020 “L'État, c'est moi.” Louis XIV ruled France for over 72 years, so long that 
he was succeeded on the throne not by his son or his grandson, but by his great-

grandson 

2-2-2020 Oil Money Men the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ in Paris Rule Paris for a 
Nation of Gas Stations not a Nation of Starbucks iMac Mac Book Pro Apple 

Computer Labs with Starbucks Coffee and Genius tutors in French and English. 72 
years of this would have given Jimmy Carters Habitat for Humanity live streaming 
YouTube videos of Jewish Aliens at Sirius. Definition of l'état, c'est moi. : the state, 
it is I : I myself am the nation. Today the Nation's King of Kings is King Salman. 

$$$ ...by building the palace at Versailles, by building the 110 Story Yale Paris 
Medical School over Notre-Dame. Fire of such a Yale Paris Medical School 110 

Stories. Story will be told here about how NYC and WHO lost the Freedom Tower 
Medical School even though they read about it on Gregs Web here. 



2-2-2020 WHO burned down Notre-Dame and Who burned down Yale Freedom 
Towers Medical School? Both smoke cigarette's and flipped the butts... habit. 

2-2-2020 Victoria. But the city, like the duke and duchess, is breaking with its 
Culture. Stockholm Sweden has its Nobel Culture and they could have visited 
Nobels Lab. Instead If Prince Harry ever gets lonesome for royal life while in 

Canada, he can always visit his great-great-great-great-grandmother, perched at a 
dining room table over a glass of sherry, her hair lovingly shampooed and fluffed 
by one of her most devoted subjects. Victoria, on the southern tip of Vancouver 

Island, has long marketed itself as Canada’s most English city. It is peppered with 
Tudor Revival architecture, pubs with names like “the Churchill” pubs not 

Starbucks iMac comptuer labs like Stockholm Starbucks. ... the picturesque city no 
longer aspires to mirror Qater with 40,000 Trump Towers for its Oil Citizens. They 

get into a cold frozen car every winter day. Qatar Palace for Harry and Meghan, 
also known as the Duke and Duchess of Sussex, are reportedly ensconced in an 18 
million Canadian dollars, or nearly $14 million, French-inspired eight-bedroom 
beachfront estate on Vancouver Island. Key West Island Yale Key West Medical 
School Skyscraper will have a few 8 bedroom Ocean View apts for medical school 
students and professors. They build the Empress Hotel, which was opened in 1908, 
and boasts vaulted ceilings and Bengal tiger head furnishings that hark back to the 

British Raj. 

Taylor Swift sings 'God Save the Queen' in a Hotel not a Yale Medical School... Yes 
Yale would do a heart transplant for Queen Elizabeth with Cheney a quality of life 

observer. 



Taylor Swift sings 'God Save the Queen' in a Hotel not a Yale Medical School... Yes 
Yale would do a heart transplant for Queen Elizabeth with Cheney a quality of life 

observer. 

2-2-2020 A Pink Breast Cancer Patient Stole Groceries from Faustos in Key West 
Worth $109.63. She Was Sentenced to 10 Months. 

2-2-2020 10 Million Pink Breast Cancer Patient Stole the VA... from the Road 
Raged Vets who want her personal MD instead of the VA MD. So Trump can open 

the VA to 10 million 20 million Pink Breast Cancer women world wide if he lets 
them into the VA from every Nation in the World. And pay her Air and Taxi cost, 
Trump Tower Hotel rooms too. So make some money for your Hotel Trump! Open 
the VA to every Pink Breast Cancer woman in the World an wait for the Wounded 

Warriors to assault her... 



Yes Yale would do a heart transplant for Queen Elizabeth with Cheney a quality of 
life observer. 

Pink Sun Shine at the VA the MD's will welcome these 10 million Pink Sun Shine 
Women to the VA after all the Road Rage Hell Raised by the Wounded Warriors. 

"Grief-Stricken" S.O.S Pink Paris Women with breast-ovary cancers prayed at 
Notre-Dame and Saint Mary's Star of the Sea when the Priest, Bishop's greed is for 
oil $$$ perks by the 2 White Men at HQ. And the Day old French Pastry's they get 
to keep instead of giving them to the Homeless and the Pink Women World Wide, 
Miracle Opening the doors to the VA to the Pink women world wide. Pope Francis 

would never do this. Or order a Yale Notre-Dame Medical School 110 story 
skyscraper built on the site of burned out Notre-Dame and Saint Mary Star of the 

Sea in Key West, a sin. 



...secret 'orders' of the universe!! New picture of the Sun - Hot gas rises in the 
bright centers of the cells, cools and then sinks back down in the dark lanes 

separating the cells. 

2-1-2020 Key West; NAS. I would love to! We have 42 fighters on the ramp out 
there currently, 14-hour fly window daily launching fighters bombing 120 Trillion 

Galaxies will get NAS Key West a Medal of Honor. Comes with a 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR perk. Navy went on a Trillion Dollar spend spree with the Bone Saw 

Prince Salman's Oil Kickbacks, bribes, and blood money... anything else. Perks! 

2-1-2020 "Kindle With Super Computer Simulations Will Give the Rash MD a 
Way to Win a Nobel in Medicine" And a Kindle is worth more than a paper back 

book here!! Perks... 

It's frothy '50s stuff that's hampered at times by the censorship of that era... oil $$$ 

2-1-2020 "How To Marry 4 Yale MD Women In a Legal Polygamous Marriage To 
Win a Nobel in Medicine" Studio: 20th Century Fox (Lauren Bacall, Betty Grable, 

Marilyn Monroe) are three women MD women at Yale, Marilyn is doing brain 
surgery, spy Bacall is doing Cheney's third heart transplant, this time he gets a 

woman's Heart, grin. All 4 want a Nobel in Medicine to go with their Yale MD job. 



2-1-2020 "How To Marry 4 Yale MD Women In a Legal Polygamous Marriage To 
Win a Nobel in Medicine" Studio: 20th Century Fox (Lauren Bacall, Betty Grable, 

Marilyn Monroe) are three women on a mission: They all want to marry a 
millionaire. To accomplish this task, they move into a fancy New York City 

apartment and begin courting the city's elite. They have no problem meeting. HOW 
TO MARRY A MILLIONAIRE was the first-ever Cinemascope/stereo sound 

comedy, and the first such extravaganza on broadcast TV. In 1961, "Millionaire" 
was the premiere film on NBC's brand new "Saturday Night at the Movies" series. 

In this amalgam of two Broadway shows, "The Greeks Had a Word For Them" 
and "Loco," the trio of Bacall, Grable and Monroe portray gold digging gals who 
aggressively target wealthy men. At the end, they all wed guys as poor as they are, 
or so it seems. It's frothy '50s stuff that's hampered at times by the censorship of 

that era. Example: Monroe must say "Men aren't attentive to girls who wear 
glasses" instead of "don't make passes at." There's still room for some zingers, 

such as Bacall's old age barb aimed right at husband Humphrey Bogart: "Look at 
Roosevelt, look at Churchill, look at old fella whats-his-name in THE AFRICAN 

QUEEN. 

2-1-2020 2020 Ford Windmill car will require 2 Drivers if more than one person 
has a Drivers License and passed all the test to Drive a 2020 Ford WindmillCAR. 
The gasoline car drivers license is not valid to drive a 2020 Ford WindmillCAR. 

2-1-2020 Britons on The New England Universe of 12 Trillion Galaxies, just maybe 
120 Trillion Galaxies. ‘We’ve Made a Spectacle of Ourselves’" Luxury ride for 

Queen Elizabeth ends in Hell. Gambling against these odds was a crime. Top Secret 
Galaxies the New England Universe could go on forever with 120 Trillion Galaxies. 

London and Paris with 1 Million New Gas Stations instead of 1 Million New iMac 
Mac Book Pro computers labs with Comcast fiber at all Paris and London 

Starbucks. Xi in China he is building 1 million new BP Oil Gas Stations and 
ordered 47% more gasoline from bone saw Prince Salman for 2020 not iMac's at 

Starbucks! 



120 Trillion Galaxies inspired their revolution be crunched on a super computer 
simulation... 

2-1-2020 2020 Ford Windmill car will require 2 Drivers if more than one person 
has a Drivers License and passed all the test to Drive a 2020 Ford WindmillCAR. 
The gasoline car drivers license is not valid to drive a 2020 Ford WindmillCAR. 

2-1-2020 Britons on The New England Universe of 12 Trillion Galaxies, just maybe 
120 Trillion Galaxies. ‘We’ve Made a Spectacle of Ourselves’" Luxury ride for 

Queen Elizabeth ends in Hell. Gambling against these odds was a crime. Top Secret 
Galaxies the New England Universe could go on forever with 120 Trillion Galaxies. 

End to BP Oil and the Queen is nearby like the Jewish Exodus to Sirius paid for 
with her allowance. Earth's Landlords are all at Sirius and want their money. Who 
owns the Earth, WHO will hold the Warrior Ruling Class hostage with a Universe 

Virus. 

2-1-2020 Church of England Devises an Index for Galaxies-Conscious Investing 
instead of giving Prince Harry money for his wounded Warriors. Get out of hell 
tickets. Church of England Devises an Index for Galaxies-Conscious Investing. 

Catholic Church in Rome, the Vatican is betting against Hell and infinity of 
Galaxies far as you can see. 



2-1-2020 Key West; NAS. I would love to! We have 42 fighters on the ramp out 
there currently, 14-hour fly window daily launching fighters bombing 120 Trillion 

Galaxies will get NAS Key West a Medal of Honor. 

2-1-2020 Alexander Says Convicting Trump Would ‘Pour Gasoline on Fires 
already burning the rear ended cop car on the side of the road’ By SHERYL 

STOLBERG and CARL HULSE Trump said this Amazon book has top secrets in 
it. 

2-1-2020 ...even if President Trump did everything impeachment managers said, he 
should not be removed; unless it's by Ivanka-Olivia Newton John. All the time 
Trump spent watching War-Porn instead of going over Rx Pink Breast ovary 

cancer recipes with Ivanka will be in the news soon... Day 10 of Trump’s Trial: The 
Anticlimax - Ivanka will climax with Breast-Ovary cancer, Trump Dad will be 

removed if she finds him guilty of not taking $7 Trillion from the Bone Saw Prince 
Salman for Brain and Breast Surgeries, and other Nobels in Medicine that cost $7 

Trillion. A-Bomb Climax by NASA after Challenger Shuttle was lost to the 
Anitclimax of No Super Shuttle Fleet of 100's docking in Space from the Earth to 
the Moon and beyond, all lost to Trump and a few other bone saw Prince-Kings 

fighting wars not fighting to win a Nobel in Medicine. Senate needs to vote on this 
in secret. 

2-1-2020 "Ivanka at 40 or 90 - Ivanka in her 90s to the emergency department at 
Brigham and Women’s Hospital in Boston. Her metastatic breast cancer had 

entered its final stages, and she had begun home hospice care. Yet a family member 
who had discovered her unresponsive that morning had called 911. The paramedics 

determined that she was in cardiac arrest, began cardiopulmonary resuscitation 
and put a breathing tube down her throat." 



2-1-2020 "Ivanka at 40 visits the Manhattan Starbucks for her Rx Pink Latte 
Miracle Breast Cancer Cure and Prevention of all Breast Ovary Cancers in all 
Stages in 8 days... a Nobel in Medicine Winner Dad paid $7 Trillion for at Los 

Alamos Starbucks. Yes Los Alamos has a Starbucks in the Lab... 

2-1-2020 “Many of us in daily practice have the perception that we regularly do 
resuscitations that are futile from the inception,” said Dr. Patrick Druwé, an 

intensive care physician at Ghent University Hospital in Belgium. “We wanted to 
examine that.” 

2-1-2020 I don't think Dr. Druwe wants to examine that in a Nobel in Medicine for 
anyone in Belgium. 8,000 Cuban MD's working for the King of Sweden would 

examine this for a Nobel in Medicine Idea. Treatment at Star Wars Disney and yes 
Disney will add this to its Galaxy Edge Nobels in Medicine at Star Wars Park. 

2-1-2020 Cheney with his 2 nd heart transplant wins a Nobel in Medicine, the MD 
surgeon. American Geriatrics Society, looked at CPR for adults over 80 who 

suffered out-of-hospital cardiac arrest. 



2-1-2020 iPhone 11 Max heart rate and of course iWatch was watching and 
recording her Heart; "The researchers also found that more than 40 percent of 
these cases were “unwitnessed,” meaning that because no one saw the victims 

collapse, rescuers had no information about how long they had been in arrest — a 
crucial factor when the odds of successful resuscitation diminish by 10 percent with 

each minute." 

2-1-2020 1,001 Nobels in Medicine Surge; By Editors at the NY Times, Hell No We 
Won't Go to this Surge we got this idea to Surge the price of a Taxi. Ha! Ha! "New 
York City should consider allowing yellow cabs to use some of the same strategies 

as the ride-hailing companies Uber and Lyft, including so-called surge pricing when 
demand is high, a government panel is set to recommend." If the idea is 

implemented, New York could become one of the first cities in the United States to 
allow cabs to raise prices at certain times. It would be a significant change in a city 
where regular riders can typically predict how much a taxi trip will cost." So how 

could a Taxi Ride help City Hall get 1 more Nobel in Medicine. Ask Dr. Lisa 
Sanders MD to write a art of the diagnosis in cleaning up the virus in a Taxi. The 

NY Times panel met for six months and came up with dozens of recommendations 
for helping the Taxi industry recover from the scam of loans to buy the city 

medallions to own the taxi. Another scam now to pay off these loans for the Taxi 
drivers, 3 rd scam will be the Taxi drivers cancer, virus, chronic cough from 

smoking and diabetes from no exercise. In the years since the bubble burst, more 
than 950 cab drivers have filed for bankruptcy, and thousands more have lost their 
savings. Several have died by suicide. Censored by the Times is Cardiac arrest and 

heart attack stats on these cab drivers. 

2-1-2020 1991 Sikorski S-76B is a large and powerful helicopter often used as a 
luxury ride for VIPs. It is also used extensively for shuttling crews on offshore oil 
rigs and carrying emergency medical crews. It has a good safety record, in part 

because it has two engines that allow it to keep flying even if one fails, and a backup 
hydraulic system. It also has controls for an optional second pilot. 



2-1-2020 What Does It Mean to Have a Serious "War" Problem? 

2-1-2020 iPhone 11 Max Virus Apps - “One of the really challenging things about 
raising children is they almost always have a virus, and most of the time you don’t 

even know,” said Dr. Rebecca Pellett Madan, M.D. 

2.-1-2020 "Kindle Gave Me a Rash" Link to the cure for the 5,000 rash examples in 
this Kindle, rash-causing illnesses are omnipresent, we created an illustrated guide 
to five 5,000 common ones that occur in young children adults and the aged. In Key 

West we added the Jelly Fish Rash at the top. 

2-1-2020 "Kindle With Super Computer Simulations Will Give the Rash MD a 
Way to Win a Nobel in Medicine" And a Kindle is worth more than a paper back 

book here!! 

2-1-2020 1,001 Nobels in Medicine; go ahead and do a Google Search!! Why Google 
Backtracked on Its New Search Results Look. 



2-1-2020 "How To Marry 4 Yale MD Women In a Legal Polygamous Marriage To 
Win a Nobel in Medicine" Studio: 20th Century Fox (Lauren Bacall, Betty Grable, 

Marilyn Monroe) are three women MD women at Yale, Marilyn is doing brain 
surgery, spy Bacall is doing Cheney's third heart transplant, this time he gets a 

womans Heart, grin. All 4 want a Nobel in Medicine to go with their Yale MD job. 

2-1-2020 "How To Marry 4 Yale MD Women In a Legal Polygamous Marriage To 
Win a Nobel in Medicine" Studio: 20th Century Fox (Lauren Bacall, Betty Grable, 

Marilyn Monroe) are three women on a mission: They all want to marry a 
millionaire. To accomplish this task, they move into a fancy New York City 

apartment and begin courting the city's elite. They have no problem meeting. HOW 
TO MARRY A MILLIONAIRE was the first-ever Cinemascope/stereo sound 

comedy, and the first such extravaganza on broadcast TV. In 1961, "Milionaire" 
was the premiere film on NBC's brand new "Saturday Night at the Movies" series. 

In this amalgam of two Broadway shows, "The Greeks Had a Word For Them" 
and "Loco," the trio of Bacall, Grable and Monroe portray gold digging gals who 
aggressively target wealthy men. At the end, they all wed guys as poor as they are, 
or so it seems. It's frothy '50s stuff that's hampered at times by the censorship of 

that era. Example: Monroe must say "Men aren't attentive to girls who wear 
glasses" instead of "don't make passes at." There's still room for some zingers, 

such as Bacall's old age barb aimed right at husband Humphrey Bogart: "Look at 
Roosevelt, look at Churchill, look at old fella whats-his-name in THE AFRICAN 

QUEEN. 



Marilyn is doing brain surgery, spy Bacall is doing Cheney's third heart transplant, 
this time he gets a woman's Heart, grin. All 4 want a Nobel in Medicine to go with 
their Yale MD job. Movie Made to Win a Nobel in Medicine Culture. Like a Paris 

Revolution by Pasteur's MD Women, the French Kiss!!!! 

2-1-2020 2020 NY Times Critical Book on Medical 'Mold' in NYC and Key West. 
Front page picture of the most deadly mold!! This is not a virus... Several statin 

cholesterol-lowering drugs (such as lovastatin, from Aspergillus terreus) are 
derived from molds. The immunosuppressant drug cyclosporine, used to suppress 

the rejection of transplanted organs, is derived from the mold Tolypocladium 
inflatum. Symptoms caused by mold allergy are: watery, itchy eyes; a chronic 
cough; headaches or migraines; difficulty breathing; rashes; tiredness; sinus 
problems; nasal blockage and frequent sneezing. Greg has frequent sneezing. 

Alexander Fleming's accidental discovery of the antibiotic penicillin involved a 
Penicillium mold called Penicillium notatum although the species identity is 

disputed as possibly being Penicillium chrysogenum or Penicillium rubens. The NY 
Times article will let us know the differences and how they can make millions of 
tons of Rx Penicillium today on the assembly line and write a Editorial on selling 
over the Counter Rx Penicillin and Rx Penicillium Latte at Starbucks. Amazon! 
Apple App Penicillin. Penicillium spp. – various cheeses including Brie and Blue 

cheese. Publish his Recipe!! Novel Kindle!! 



...secret 'orders' of the universe!! New picture of the Sun - Hot gas rises in the 
bright centers of the cells, cools and then sinks back down in the dark lanes 

separating the cells. 

1-31-2020 MD Architect of C.I.A. Torture Program Testifies Prisoners Acted Well 
Adjusted; but not the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ in many 'Road Rage' fits of anger 



about the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's!! And the Idea to confiscate $777 Trillion 
from their beloved bone saw Prince Salman. CIA will be the Judge for Jewish 

Exodus to Sirius too. $7 Trillion for the Pink Rx Recipe Latte at Starbucks and 
iMac, Mac Book Pro in a world with Win 10 in the public domain. Architect of 

C.I.A. pharmaceutical Recipes for the 'War' effort to Star Wars at Galaxy Edge 
Disney can make a movie for the CIA with a actual Rx Recipe in the movie. 

Universe of 12 Trillion Galaxies and trillions more Sun's. Jews who won $7 million 
from bone saw Prince Salamn lost Exodus Time for millions of Jews at home and at 

Sirius. 

1-31-2020 MD Architects fly in the Ambulance Helicopter's; Brooklyn-Queens 
Expressway, which is rapidly falling apart under the weight of 153,000 vehicles a 

day, more than three times what it was built to handle. Article by the NY Times on 
how they handle the Helicopter Ambulance landing in 6 lanes of Traffic would have 

written a better article and got some spin off invention ideas. Pilots flying 2020 
Heavy lift Ambulance Helicopter's vs the 1991 Sikorski S-76B air ambulance. 2 

Pilots, and 2 MD's, yes 2 MD's!! 153,000 vehicles a day and the NY Times censored 
out the stats on wrecks. 

1-31-2020 Watch A Very Different Super Bowl Ad for 1,001 Nobels in Medicine via 
Legal Polygamous Marriages to 4 Yale MD women, wife's! Nobels in Medicine and 

4 Legal Wife's Pass, “We have to try to change behavior,” Amazon Changed 
Shopping Behavior, it can change 1,001 Nobels in Medicine by listing all 1,001 

Nobel in Medicine IP invention projects with links and specs and Genius Einstein 
Pasteur Tutors. iMac's will bankrupt Chrome books from this Class of Behavior. 

Upper Class with iMac's and Mac Book Pro's can movie to the Apple-Starbucks in 
Paris with iMac computer lab + latte's, mostly selling Rx Latte's. Grin. Yes Rx 

Latte's. 

1-31-2020 MD Architects fly in the Ambulance Helicopter; Brooklyn-Queens 
Expressway, which is rapidly falling apart under the weight of 153,000 vehicles a 

day, more than three times what it was built to handle. 



1-31-2020 UN needs to look into making Heavy Lift Helicopters for Ambulance and 
Forest Fires (Trump Tower Fires too) mandatory once we confiscate $777 Trillion 
from the Bone Saw Prince Salman for Gasoline War Crimes - Also the 1991 Ford 

Windmill cars will be scrapped for junk so should vip Helicopters and get only 
Heavy Lift One's. 2020 junk the old models. 

1-31-2020 2020 Ford Windmill car will require 2 Drivers if more than one person 
has a Drivers License and passed all the test to Drive a 2020 Ford WindmillCAR. 
The gasoline car drivers license is not valid to drive a 2020 Ford WindmillCAR. 



1991 Sikorski S-76B is a large and powerful helicopter often used as a luxury ride 
for VIPs. It is also used extensively for shuttling crews on offshore oil rigs and 

carrying emergency medical crews. It has a good safety record, in part because it 
has two engines that allow it to keep flying even if one fails, and a backup hydraulic 

system. It also has controls for an optional second pilot. 

1-31-2020 Flying with one pilot is straightforward. But if a flight becomes complex 
because of shifting cloud layers and patchy communication with air traffic control, 
he said, as may have been the case on the flight carrying Mr. Bryant and the others, 
small mistakes can compound into catastrophe. “With another pilot there, you have 

help. That’s what this helicopter was designed for,” he said. “I can’t tell you how 
many times I’ve flown as the second pilot and had to help correct something.” 

1-31-2020 Legally you can not feed the cat on the sidewalk in Key West; “Legally, it 
can be flown with one pilot. Technically, it’s a very bad idea.” Same for the 100.000 
crashed cars in Key West one in front of Saint Mary Star of the Sea Yesterday at 5 

pm. An No the NY Times will not write up the cause of this auto accident in Key 
West like the Helicopter crash. 

1-31-2020 Crash's; State Department Warns Against Traffic Traveling down 
Roosevelt and Truman in Key West. 

1-31-2020 1 Million New Gas Stations in China in 2020; 1 million car crash's in 
2020. Pompeo Calls China’s Ruling Party ‘Central Threat of Our Times’ By 

MARC SANTORA Page A4 WHO Alarm over 1 million new gas stations in China 
and 1 million fiery car wrecks. "Gasoline Virus" "New Gas Station Virus" 



1-31-2020 Watch A Very Different Super Bowl Ad for 1,001 Nobels in Medicine via 
Legal Polygamous Marriages to 4 Yale MD women, wife's! Not everyone wants a 

Nobel in Medicine but enough do to 'Change the Game Plan' Super Bowl 1,001 will 
have the WindCar with the Nobel in Medicine Winners! Id and Ideology along with 

the Rx for a Memory like a MD. 

1-31-2020 Art of the Diagnosis by Dr. Lisa Sanders MD; Nobel in Medicine for a 
Sober Society World Wide is possible with 1 Rx Alcoholic Recipe for a Starbucks 

latte! Sobriety can still be a challenge. If all goes according to plan, I’ll never again 
experience the soft scrim that drops between me and reality, as wine drains from 

my glass. It seems sad, until I remember that three times since quitting, I’ve tried a 
celebratory drink. Most recently, in Peru, I had one of the country’s famous pisco 
sours. It gave me a mild buzz and a hangover. I haven’t had a drop since. These 

days, I awaken clearheaded. I’m closer than ever to being the mother, wife, relative 
and friend I want to be. It feels good. Really good. I get up the next morning. I do it 
again. Nancy Wartik works in The Times’s Community Department. An article she 

co-wrote was part of the package that won the 2018 Pulitzer Prize for Public 
Service. Nancy War won the 2018 Pulitzer Prize - Nobel in Medicine for Public 

Service, 'Alcholic Medicine' and Road Kills. CIA could help win this Nobel. Recipes 
made public put in the public domain or in a Amazon Kindle and book. Apple App. 

1 Click Amazon links that is taking Jeff Bezos a long time to get up and running. 

NY Times Critical Book on Medical 'Mold' in NYC and Key West. Front page 
picture of the most deadly mold!! 

1-31-2020 The young woman was discharged - Driven to get a Rx Recipe for mold. 
Mold is everywhere even here in Key West it worries Greg more than the 2 White 

Men at 1984 HQ who have to listen to Greg and others complain about Mold in the 
Showers in Key West!! WHO at the UN must document this... I hope. 



1-30-2020 "White House Assumed ‘Disgruntled’ Bolton Would Write a Critical 
Book" By JULIAN E. BARNES 

1-30-2020 "White House Assumed tortured and Disgrunted" Olivia Newton John 
Would Write a Critical Pink Recipe Book for Rx Starbucks Latte Pink" 

1-30-2020 "White House Assumed tortured and Disgrunted" Olivia Newton John 
Would Write a Critical Pink Recipe Book" By Greg in Key West. Along with 

building the Yale Key West Medical School on the Site of Saint Mary's Star of the 
Sea Catholic Church. Pink Dead in Key West are also 'Disgrunted' and their deaths 
are covered up by the Citizen News Paper well as the NY Times National Edition. 
Yale Key West Medical School was bombed by the Navy in 2011 when Greg flew 

into Key West with $777 Trillion confiscated from the now Bone Saw Prince 
Salman. Hospitals and Schools Are Being Bombed in Syria. A U.N. Inquiry Is 

Limited. We Took a Deeper Look." By MALACHY BROWNE, CHRISTIAAN 
TRIEBERT, EVAN HILL, WHITNEY HURST, GABRIEL GIANORDOLI and 

DMITRIY KHAVIN 

1-30-2020 A U.N. Inquiry Is Limited. We Took a Deeper Look... 

1-30-2020 "4 MD Yale Women who could turn heads in a Legal Polygamous 
Marriage to Pasteur in Paris and get 4 Nobles in Medicine in 2020." A U.N. Inquiry 

Is Limited. We Took a Deeper Look... at the NY Times. No we don't have any 



Women MD's at the Times!! 

1-30-2020 1 Click Amazon system to 1,001 Nobles in Medicine links and Genius 
Pasteur tutors could helped 4 Yale MD women cash in on a Nobel in Medicine. 

iMac's and Mac Book Pro's at every Starbucks Store world wide would help more! 

1-30-2020 A U.N. Inquiry Is Limited. We Took a Deeper Look... Bone Saw Times. 
Brain Surgeon Times of Disney Star Wars advancement of society most at the UN 

can think of in the History of Paris and Rome. UN Inquiry of Queen Elizabeth 
driving the Diesel Rolls Royce in Times of 2020 Ford Windmill CAR will put a end 

to the Royal's in England for good. Good! 

1-30-2020 A U.N. Inquiry Is Limited. We Took a Deeper Look... 

1-30-2020 ...secret 'orders' of the universe!! New picture of the Sun 



1-30-2020 Secret Exodus into the Universe of 12 Trillion Galaxies and trillions more 
Sun's are the Jews who know the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ. 

1-30-2020 ...secret 'orders' of the universe!! New picture of the Sun - Hot gas rises 
in the bright centers of the cells, cools and then sinks back down in the dark lanes 

separating the cells. 



1-30-2020 "Every second, thermonuclear reactions in the center of the Sun turn 5 
million tons of hydrogen into pure energy." 

1-30-2020 Secret Exodus into the Universe of 12 Trillion Galaxies and trillions more 
Sun's are the Jews who know the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ. 

1-30-2020 An infrared image of Messier 101, or the Pinwheel Galaxy, which is 
170,000 light-years across and twice the diameter of the Milky Way, captured by 

the Spitzer Space Telescope in 2008. 



1-30-2020 "War Crimes against the Universe" Not just impeachment trials... 2020 
Ford WindmillCAR; Since it launched on Aug. 25, 2003, the Spitzer Space 

Telescope in 2008. 



1-30-2020 "4 MD Yale Women who could turn heads in a Legal Polygamous 
Marriage to Pasteur in Paris and get 4 Nobles in Medicine in 2020." 

1-30-2020 An infrared image of Messier 101, or the Pinwheel Galaxy, which is 
170,000 light-years across and twice the diameter of the Milky Way, captured by 

the Spitzer Space Telescope in 2008. 

1-30-2020 Today Thursday, NASA’s Spitzer space telescope will sign off and go 
silent. But even during its final week of operation, the spacecraft was making one-

of-a-kind observations. 

1-30-2020 1984 Observations of 100 Supper Shuttle Trains sold by Jimmy Carter 
and his wife to the Navy for 100's of USS Jimmy Carter Nuke Subs. Art of the 

Diagnosis Observations spark of "War Crimes against the Universe" 

1-30-2020 1 Click Amazon system to 1,001 Nobles in Medicine links and Genius 
Pasteur tutors could helped 4 Yale MD women cash in on a Nobel in Medicine. 

iMac's and Mac Book Pro's at every Starbucks Store world wide would help more! 



1-30-2020 iMac's and Mac Book Pro's at every Starbucks Store world wide would 
help Win more Nobels in Medicine! With 1 Click Amazon links to specs and genius 

Pasteur tutors. 

1-30-2020 DIAGNOSIS "She Was Prescribed Three Antibiotics but Only Got 
Worse. Why?" By the time she got to the infirmary, she had finished the six days of 

steroids and was almost done with the 10-day course of Bactrim. And she still 
wasn’t feeling any better. Indeed, she told the young doctor, she actually felt much 
worse — too weak and tired to carry her backpack." And her headache had gone 

from occasional to a persistent terrible pain. Her legs felt weak and shaky. 
Electrical shocks zapped down her legs to her calves. She had never felt so sick in 
her life, she sobbed. This worried the doctor!! Bactrim causes up to three times as 
many allergic reactions as any other antibiotic in women... This didn't worried the 

doctor!! He gave her a prescription for yet another antibiotic. She decided not to fill 
it. Enough, she decided she needed to work on a Nobel in Medicine for Miracle Rx 
Recipes and get the Rx Recipe of Bactrim and the other 2 Rx he gave her. Three 
Antibiotics 1 million patients and 100's of MD's in New Haven at Yale and only a 
few people at HQ know the Recipe for these antibiotics. Diagnosis should start on 

these Rx Recipes, cooking time and much more on some new Apple apps. 

1-30-2020 This worried the doctor!! 



1-30-2020 This behavior from a Yale Student worries Greg in Key West as the Yale 
Ambulance just came by her maybe more than once yet she didn't dial 911. Why? 
What was she thinking? "The young woman suddenly stopped in the middle of the 
sidewalk in New Haven, Conn.; her backpack felt strangely heavy. The weight on 
her shoulders seemed unbearable, as if the bag were filled with bricks rather than 
the usual notebooks, pens, computer and water bottle. She swung the bag to the 

ground as the flow of pedestrian traffic streamed around her. Her shoulders 
throbbed, and her back felt sore. Her legs trembled from the effort of walking. Still, 

she couldn’t just stand there on the street. She was in her last semester of college, 
and she had to get to a lecture. She heaved her backpack onto her shoulders and 

slowly made her way across campus. The young woman felt too awful to pay 
attention to the speaker. Every muscle ached. She thought she must be coming 

down with something. As soon as she could, she made her way to the infirmary. She 
wasn’t sure if she had ever felt as miserable as she did walking those few blocks. 

1-30-2020 This behavior from a Yale Student worries Greg in Key West as the Yale 
Ambulance just came by her maybe more than once yet she didn't dial 911. Why? 

What was she thinking? 

1-30-2020 This worries Greg in Key West; The young woman hadn’t felt well for 
nearly three months, she told the doctor!! BP, Temp, Pulse, nothing taken in 3 

months by a Yale student. This is a cause for worry. 

1-30-2020 This is a worry and a law suit by Yale Law Students; "She probably had 
some kind of bacterial bronchitis or pneumonia, the nurse practitioner told her. 



She received a prescription for an antibiotic." 

1-30-2020 Finally; She needed to go to the hospital for further evaluation and test. 
...she had a fever, and her heart was racing... 

1-30-2020 But why had she been sick for so long? 6 months now!! 

1-30-2020 As for what was causing the congestion and sinusitis for the first 4 
months — Dr. Juthani told me that she thought it was probably allergies; the young 

woman had a known allergy to mold. Or maybe a couple of back-to-back viral 
infections. But it wasn’t a bacterial infection. 

1-30-2020 The young woman was discharged - Driven to get a Rx Recipe for mold. 
Mold is everywhere even here in Key West it worries Greg more than the 2 White 

Men at 1984 HQ who have to listen to Greg and others complain about Mold in the 
Showers in Key West!! WHO at the UN must document this... I hope. 



1-30-2020 She was still congested, and the specialist gave her a prescription for yet 
another antibiotic. She decided not to fill it at Yale. By Lisa Sanders, M.D., is a 
contributing writer for the magazine. Her latest book is “Diagnosis: Solving the 
Most Baffling Medical Mysteries.” If you have a solved case to share with Dr. 

Sanders, write her at Lisa?.Sandersmd@gmail.com. 

Marriage to 4 Yale MD Women at the Hemingway House Writing Class in a Legal 
Polygamous marriage and the Nobel novel will be written by midnight! 

Marriage to 4 Yale MD Women at the Hemingway House Writing Class in a Legal 



Polygamous marriage and the Nobel novel will be written by midnight! 

Brain Surgeon Picture below; Art of the Diagnosis by the Brain Surgeon and the 
Pilots flying 1991 Helicopters when 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's don't kill anyone in 
fiery wrecks there are No fiery wrecks in Disney Galaxy Edge Star Wars 2020 Ford 

WindmillCAR's!! 1991 Win 10 sells on Ebay... 

1-29-2020 Yale Key West Medical School will only fly 2020 Ford Windmill Heavy-
Lift Ambulance Helicopters, No 2019 Models or before let alone 2011 flown today 

by Key West... grin. 

1-29-2020 Adobe tracking PDF like a Boss, were is the link to Amazon PDF Self 
Publishing Professional to do it all for you? 

1-29-2020 Pilots for the Nobel in Medicine; pilots would always benefit from having 
a terrain warning system. “This is a tool, one of many, that the pilot has to keep 

themselves out of harm’s way,” he said. On Sale at Amazon Today, Prime!! 

1991 to 2020 Greg says it's early in the investigation to know whether the 1 Click 
Amazon system to 1,001 Nobles in Medicine links and Genius Pasteur tutors could 
helped 4 Yale MD women cash in on a Nobel in Medicine. iMac's and Mac Book 

Pro's at every Starbucks Store world wide would help more! No Bill and Melinda 
Gates are still selling Win 10 for $99. iMac OS is Free $$$. 



1-29-2020 Olivia Newton John will get the last laugh on... these men with no MD. 
FRANK BRUNI @ NY Times and John Bolton the president’s impeachment’s star 
who could not find Sirius in the night sky let alone diagnosis its Aliens. By FRANK 

BRUNI 

1-29-2020 Apple’s profit grew for the first time in a year with the help of an old 
friend: the iPhone. Sales of Apple’s flagship product had fallen sharply for the past 
year, but on Tuesday, Apple said iPhone revenue was growing again. The company 

said customers spent heavily on its latest models, increasing iPhone sales by 7.7 
percent to nearly $56 billion in the latest quarter from a year ago. That growth 

helped lift Apple’s profit by 11.4 percent to $22.3 billion. The numbers easily beat 
Wall Street expectations 

1-29-2020 1,001 Nobels in Medicine by the 4 Girls looking into the Apple-Starbucks 
Windows; The numbers easily beat Wall Street expectations. 5 Billion people need 
the profits from the 4 Yale MD girls looking into the Starbucks-Apple Windows at 

the iMac's $18,384 and Mac Book Pro's $8,384 and Comcast fiber optics $184 a 
month. Amazon 1 Click links to 1,001 IP invention projects with specs and genius 

Einstein-Pasteur tutors. 



1-29-2020 ...a tech analyst at Wedbush Securities, said there was pent-up demand 
for 4 MD Wife's with their inspiration that results in a Nobel in Medicine, Pink 

One! 

1-29-2020 InventBook not Facebook; “attests to the fact that the company 
continues to reinvent itself,” 

1-29-2020 Apple’s strategy to expand its services business is to continue to increase 
the number of people using its devices. On Tuesday, Apple said there were more 
than 1.5 billion active MD Wife's working on a Pink Nobel in Medicine, all quit 

Facebook for Invent-Apple-Book. Apple will ask the CIA to bankrupt Facebook for 
Apple-Invent-Book a pink book. 

1-29-2020 In the wake of Baloch’s murder, the loophole in the honor-killing law 
allowing family members to pardon killers (often relatives) has been closed. In 
September, Waseem Azeem was sentenced to life in prison, and one of Baloch’s 

older brothers has now been extradited from Saudi Arabia for his involvement in 
the crime. Other alleged conspirators have been released, however, as was Abdul 

Qavi, who was accused of inciting the murder. Supporters showered him with rose 



petals as he left the court. In 2017, it was announced that the Pakistani actress Saba 
Qamar would star in a television special about Baloch’s life. A trailer was posted 
online; the comments that followed were swift and chilling: “Saba Qamar should 

also be murdered in the same way.” 

1-29-2020 ...and we though Bill Gates murder of K12 Teachers not charging every 
student for Win 10 was murder, Grin. 

1-29-2020 ...in the wake of the murder of millions of K12 Teachers in the USA by 
Bill Gates the honor-killing loophole passed by 100 Senators has been closed by 

iMac Mac Book Pro, will be closed. This trillion dollar Win 10 Operating System by 
100 Senators now impeaching Trump not Bill Gates. 

1-29-2020 ...in the Wake of 'Honor Killings' in the NY Times, so many times we lost 
count as there was no climax but kill off Facebook for Invent book and this was 

ruled out as a lifestyle by the 2 white Men at 1984 HQ. Social Media of Amazon 1 
Click links to 1,001 IP invention projects has also been ruled out by the 2 White 

Men at USA HQ who like to watch Pakistan Porn when Clint Eastwood gets 
boring. 



1-29-2020 "The Killing of Invent book; by the Ruling Class in Pakistan and the 
USA" $50 on Amazon Kindle. "A Woman Like Her: The Story Behind the Honor 

Killing of a Social Media Star" By Sanam Maher 235 pages. Melville House. $27.99. 
"Waseem Azeem, strangled her while she slept, in a so-called honor killing. She was 

26. Azeem was nonchalant when arrested. “You know what she was doing on 
Facebook,” he told the press." 

1-29-2020 1,001 Virus in Bats, no Win. "Dr. Daszak says, monitoring and studying 
wildlife, like bats, is equally important. He compared the situation to terrorism. 
Both terrorist attacks and disease outbreaks seem inevitable. To get a jump on 
them, he said, intelligence is vital." Win 10 is vital, to put Win 10 in the public 

domain for Dr. Daszak and the community of the Virus scientists. "In Nature, Dr. 
Daszak, Kevin J. Olival and other colleagues from EcoHealth Alliance, reported 

that they had created a database of 754 mammal species and 586 viral species, and 
analyzed which viruses were harbored by which mammals and how they affected 
their hosts." In Win 10 all they could do was create a database! Los Alamos can 
crunch this database a trillion different ways and will not use Win 10. So how do 

they get the database from "Nature" to Los Alamos? Write another article in 
Nature telling colleagues from EcoHealth Alliance, they need to put Win 10 in the 

public Domain to cure this Virus - all the Virus diseases and that the Bill and 
Melinda Gates Foundation is a scam! Containing the Coronavirus: and every other 

known virus requires we put Win 10 in the Public Domain! "Researchers Are 
Racing to Make a Coronavirus Vaccine. Will It Help?" By KNVUL SHEIKH and 
KATIE THOMAS Hell No! 777 virus are in just one database, racing to make 777 
different vaccines or one super vaccine. The NY Times needs to hire some temps 
who work at Pasteur to help them write a better article on racing to get a virus 

vaccine for 1 of 777 virus. Netanyahu Withdraws "Total Immunity" and "Total 
Recall" from his list of 'War Invention Projects.' 



1-29-2020 Amnesty International who was watching the proceedings, passing 
through JFK "Incinerated ruins of cop cars, SUV's with 2 Kids in government 

required safety seats burned to death in gasoline from Saudi Arabia Gas Station 
terrorists in the JFK Airport Memorial with Bloomburg's $77 billion profits from 

9/11 GPS Tracking of Oil Tankers live.said the threat to kill one of Mr. 
Mohammed’s children no doubt broke the law. “Threatening to kill a detainee’s 
child would violate the Convention Against Torture and be illegal,” Mr. Johnson 

said. “Anyone who broke the law must be held accountable — from those at the top 
who ordered it to those who carried it out.” Amnesty International must be part of 
the CIA. All these guys 1,001 of them drove by the SUV's fiery wrecks years before 
9/11 and years after 9/11 never stopping to help get the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR 

Driven to the NY Times. It was one of the most emotional moments in the testimony 
by Dr. Mitchell on the question of torture to help the judge decide what evidence 

will be allowed at the death-penalty trial, which is scheduled to start next year. Dr. 
Mitchell was unapologetic. He said that eight children died in the 9/11 hijackings 
that killed 2,976 people in New York, in Pennsylvania and at the Pentagon. 7 Mile 
bridge heading into Key West SUV with 2 kids in back hit head on by a Gasoline 

Tanker bursting into flames killing all... No Trial, No Torture by those selling 
gasoline instead of the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's. Pakistani security forces 

reportedly seized Mr. Mohammed’s sons, Abed, 7, and Yusuf, 9, in September 2002 
in a joint raid with United States forces that apprehended Ramzi bin al-Shibh, 

another defendant in the 9/11 war crimes case. Mr. Mohammed would be captured 
in Pakistan six months later. He was at a C.I.A. Ford WindmillCar assembly plant, 

secret next to the secret CIA Prisons. "It was the sixth day of testimony by Dr. 
Mitchell in a pretrial hearing focused on the torture of the defendants during their 
three and four years of C.I.A. captivity, before they were sent to the military prison 

at Guantánamo Bay." The Key West Rabbi bought one of Gregs Amazon Books, 
"Secret Files on the WindmillCAR's" and took the book to Israel to build Ford 

Jewish WindmillCAR's, the CIA put a stop to this of course, but what I can 
understand is how the CIA can keep Cuba from building 1 million Ford Cuban 

WindmillCAR's?? 

1-29-2020 Apple’s profit grew for the first time in a year with the help of an old 
friend: the iPhone. Sales of Apple’s flagship product had fallen sharply for the past 
year, but on Tuesday, Apple said iPhone revenue was growing again. The company 

said customers spent heavily on its latest models, increasing iPhone sales by 7.7 
percent to nearly $56 billion in the latest quarter from a year ago. That growth 

helped lift Apple’s profit by 11.4 percent to $22.3 billion. The numbers easily beat 
Wall Street expectations 



1-29-2020 1,001 Nobels in Medicine by the 4 Girls looking into the Apple-Starbucks 
Windows; The numbers easily beat Wall Street expectations. 5 Billion people need 
the profits from the 4 Yale MD girls looking into the Starbucks-Apple Windows at 

the iMac's $18,384 and Mac Book Pro's $8,384 and Comcast fiber optics $184 a 
month. Amazon 1 Click links to 1,001 IP invention projects with specs and genius 

Einstein-Pasteur tutors. 

1-29-2020 ...a tech analyst at Wedbush Securities, said there was pent-up demand 
for 4 MD Wife's with their inspiration that results in a Nobel in Medicine, Pink 

One! 

1-29-2020 InventBook not Facebook; “attests to the fact that the company 
continues to reinvent itself,” 



1-29-2020 Apple’s strategy to expand its services business is to continue to increase 
the number of people using its devices. On Tuesday, Apple said there were more 
than 1.5 billion active MD Wife's working on a Pink Nobel in Medicine, all quit 

Facebook for Invent-Apple-Book. Apple will ask the CIA to bankrupt Facebook for 
Apple-Invent-Book a pink book. 

1-29-2020 FaceBook; The Day I Realized I Would Never Find Weapons of Mass 
Destruction in InventBook all the killings of women are caused by FaceBook. I 

stumbled into the most revealing truth of the conflicts between Men and Women. 
Clint Eastwood is responsible for mass murder of course, too. 

1-29-2020 FaceBook; The Day I Realized I Would Find Weapons Bone Saw 
Murders in the USA. From a suspicious text message I received, technology 

researchers concluded that hackers working for Saudi Arabia had targeted my 
phone with powerful Israeli software. No they were not helping to Win a Nobel in 

Medicine but a Nobel in WAR! 

1-29-2020 Pilots for the Nobel in Medicine; pilots would always benefit from having 
a terrain warning system. “This is a tool, one of many, that the pilot has to keep 

themselves out of harm’s way,” he said. 



1-29-2020 

1-29-2020 

1-28-2020 Pilot's the Oil Men their Fire is for Money; “The fire was so aggressive,” 
she said. Bone Saws on Amazon are selling fast... and we though Bill Gates murder 

of K12 Teachers not charging every student for Win 10 was murder, Grin. 

1-28-2020 Pilot's of "Key West Historic Preservation Hurts Kills... couple!!" 



1-28-2020 Pilot's Key West News; NEW SMYRNA BEACH — An elderly Florida 
couple died of carbon monoxide poisoning after they left their car running inside 

their garage, police said. William Whitehurst, 93. 

1-28-2020 Pilot's "Key West When Historic Preservation Hurts Kills" died of 
carbon monoxide poisoning after they left their car running inside their garage... 

1-28-2020 Pilot's "Key West When Historic Preservation Hurts Kills" 55 Story 
Yale Key West Medical School Skyscrapers!! 

1-28-2020 Pilots Tracking Domestic Violence Failed 1 million women since 1980; 
Stephanie Parze: Ex-Boyfriend Confessed to Her Killing in Suicide Note! City Hall 
is libel When Historic Preservation Kills 1 Million women since 1980" "Women in 

Chile, Brazil, Argentina and elsewhere know: Stopping killings against women 
starts with politics and power to Get Disney to make a Clint Eastwood movie 

'American Sniper" Cross hairs on Oh My God he killed her! Clint is arrested for 
her murder!." By VANESSA BARBARA Electricity of Marriage to 4 Yale MD 
Women in times of WW III, never ending Oil Money War. $400 million a week 
from Oil Revenues just from Baghdad is killing 400 women on their battlefields. 
Art of the Diagnosis by the Brain Surgeon and the Pilots flying 1991 Helicopters 

when 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's don't kill anyone in fiery wrecks there are no fiery 
wrecks, Domestic Killings none with the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR. City Hall is libel 

When Historic Preservation Kills 100 Million. 

1-28-2020 Nobel Prize Pilots Tracking Clint Eastwood; "the good, the bad, and the 
ugly." 100's of times he put this DVD into to player, I left the room then never came 
back to the TV room. Pilot ordered this DVD was 1 of 2 White Men at 1984 HQ as I 



could hear the audio in the background at HQ. They don't Watch Porn 24/7 they 
take a break for the good, the bad, and the ugly Clint Eastwood movies. There are 
several reasons to expose this behavior, one is WW III the other is Sirius the North 

Star. 

1-28-2020 Nobel Prize Pilots Tracking Clint Eastwoods the good and the bad the 
ugly things they may have done — are intimately intertwined with our own stories 
and identities. The truth about what they did or didn’t do, how they treated us or 
others may, in a deep sense, be our own — living — truth. Greg, thank God I read 
every book in the University of Colorado Bookstore in Boulder working stocking 
and cashier a few semesters as a temp. By Iskra Fileva is an assistant professor of 

philosophy at the University of Colorado, Boulder. No Iskra didn't read every book 
in the University book store, if they did they would be in Key West working on a 
Nobel Prize! "death should be a time of remembrance, grief and praise. I believe 

this is the norm that was violated by the Washington Post reporter Felicia Sonmez, 
when — shortly after the death of basketball star Kobe Bryant — she tweeted a 

2016 article about the sexual assault charge brought against Bryant in 2003. 
Sonmez was Fired!! Clint Eastwood reading this must be thinking about turning 

this into a Clint Eastwood Movie! 

1-28-2020 Nobel Prize Pilots Tracking Iskra Fileva is an assistant professor of 
philosophy at the University of Colorado, Boulder. 100's of YouTube Video's of 

Greg on Campus passing out Invent It BDay Cards 1st day of class for many years. 

Abu Dhabi - not Key West 50 Skyscrapers, all Yale Key West Medical School with 
25 Hospital Ships 



Abu Dhabi - Bill and Melinda Gates have a second home in Dhabi not Key West. 

1-28-2020 Starbucks; When Historic Preservation Hurts Cities upgrading to iMac, 
Mac Book Pro's leaving Win 10 on Earth as it's out of date for Exodus to Sirius and 

seriously getting 1,001 Nobels in Medicine. 

1-28-2020 When a pilot enters fog and loses his sense of direction, “it’s a 
combination of disorientation and mental workload,” Mr. Wise said. “You have a 

small amount of time to make a very important decision.” 

1-28-2020 “Pilots are determined to complete their mission and that can be a 
dangerous mind-set,” he said. “And if you’ve got Jewish Aliens 100's of Millions in 



the back seat you don’t want to disappoint.” 

1-28-2020 Pilots of Exodus of the Jews; and we need to think about what we can do 
to make our lives matter each day.” 

1-28-2020 First contact with Jewish Aliens in the Universe; the Pilots! 

1-28-2020 Bolton Revelations Anger Republicans, Fueling Trump-Prince Salman 
Oil Company 

1-28-2020 Bolton Revelations Anger Republicans, Fueling Pilots on their way to 
Sirius the North Star 

1-28-2020 1991 Ford WindmillCAR and the 1991 Sikorsky S-78B are both out of 
date with the newest electronics for 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's and 2020 Heavy Lift 

Sikorsky Helicopters. Greg in Key West will Fuel 1,001 more inventions for the 
2020 Heavy Lift Helicopters on 1 Click Amazon links of 1,001 IP invention Projects 
with 1 Click links to specs and Genius Einstein Tutors. Kindles with Helicopters the 

2020 Ford Heavylift WindmillHelicopters. 



1-28-2020 County Park, a recreational area in Scottsboro, Ala., exploding fuel 
tanks and setting loose flaming vessels that drifted out into the river. 

1-28-2020 Incinerated ruins of cop cars, SUV's in the JFK Airport Memorial with 
Bloomburg's $77 billion profits from 9/11 GPS Tracking of Oil Tankers live. 

1-28-2020 The helicopter, a 1991 Sikorsky S-76B, crashed an S-76B, was built in 
1991 Sikorsky is a unit of Lockheed Martin. 

1-28-2020 1991 Ford WindmillCar would be sold for scrap in 2020 with the new 
F-35 Radar and 24/7 A/C. 

1-28-2020 2001 French Dam Damn the 2001 Ford WindmillCAR's; Tear Gas with 1 
oz of which contain a TNT charge. “This decision is salutary but quite belated, and 



the replacement by the GM2L model is not without risk if there is not a radical 
change in law enforcement strategy,” the Human Rights League said in a statement 
on Monday, calling Mr. Castaner’s announcement a “fake gesture.” Another type 

of stun grenade was banned in 2017, three years after the death of Rémi Fraisse, an 
environmental activist who was killed by a grenade fired by the police during a 

protest over a dam construction project in southwestern France. TNT-Loaded Tear 
Gas Grenades not Nobels in Medicine. 2 White Men in 1984 HQ in Paris blew the 

hands off these protesters for the fire of Oil Money in the 100's of Trillions of 
Dollars, all in secret Swiss Bank Accounts. 

1-28-2020 Damn the Yale-Paris Medical School; dam construction project in 
southwestern France. 

1-28-2020 France; Nonetheless, the courthouse was closed for the day, until the day 
the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's go on sale in Paris. Exodus will be the first Model 

Ford. Ford Exodus to Sirius the North Star. 

1-28-2020 Ad; New 2020 Starbucks, Girls looking into the Apple-Starbucks 
Windows for their iMac and Mac Book Pro Computer Lab with Comcast Business 

Fiber Optics $$$ 



1-28-2020 1991 Ford WindmillCar would be sold for scrap in 2020 with the new 
F-35 Radar and 24/7 A/C. 

1-28-2020 Witnesses reported that the helicopter's engine was "sputtering" before 
the crash. Others reported seeing it flying into the ground at a "fairly significant 

rate of speed." 

1-28-2020 Navy Pilots enters the light year fog of Sirius the North Star... 

1-28-2020 NASA Pilots entering the light year fog of Sirius the North Star... 

1-28-2020 Pilots the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ know how many exploding fuel tanks 
- will happen today and censored these statistics from the NY Times! No one but 

the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ can hear the anguished cries for help. Priests, Bishop, 
Popes drive by these fiery car wrecks today not hearing God but $777 Trillion in 

Oil Kickback and perks from the governments. 



1-28-2020 Pilots; Albatross French and British Researchers outfitted 169 seabirds 
with radar detectors to pinpoint vessels that had turned off their transponders. 
Secret Military tracking of ships at sea must be out of date in 2020 if they need 

Albatross. Gulls in Key West can track illegal tourists fishing on the beach. 

"Women in Chile, Brazil, Argentina and elsewhere know: Stopping killings against 
women starts with politics and power to Get Disney to make a Clint Eastwood 

movie 'American Sniper" Cross hairs on Oh My God he killed her! Clint is 
arrested for her murder!." By VANESSA BARBARA Electricity of Marriage to 4 

Yale MD Women in times of WW III 

Marriage to 4 Yale MD Women 



1991 Ford WindmillCar would be sold for scrap in 2020 with the new F-35 Radar 
and 24/7 A/C. 

1-27-2020 Witnesses reported that the helicopter's engine was "sputtering" before 
the crash. Others reported seeing it flying into the ground at a "fairly significant 

rate of speed." 

1991 Ford WindmillCar would be sold for scrap in 2020 with the new F-35 Radar 
and 24/7 A/C. 

1-27-2020 New 2020 Ford Heavy Lift Helicopters - Bryant was among the 
passengers traveling onboard the helicopter. Nine people died in the crash, 

including the pilot. ...included John Altobelli, a longtime baseball coach as well as 
Altobelli’s wife, Keri, and daughter Alyssa 2003 after a sexual assault complaint 

was filed against him in Colorado. A 19-year-old hotel employee claimed that 
Bryant, who was working to rehabilitate his knee following surgery, had raped her. 

The legal case against Bryant was eventually dropped, and a civil suit was settled 



privately out of court, but Bryant publicly apologized for the incident. 

1-27-2020 The helicopter passed over Boyle Heights near Dodger Stadium and 
circled over Glendale during the flight.[8] It was in a climbing left turn 2,400 feet 

above sea level, then descended at a rate of 4,000 feet per minute (45 miles per 
hour) and struck the ground.[9] The helicopter was registered to the Fillmore-

based Island Express Holding Corp., 

1-27-2020 The Making of; “The Age of Surveillance of Gravity's Schematics.” 

Boeing 1" Jet Engine Schematics 

Boeing 10" Jet Engine Schematics 



1-27-2020 The Making of; "Key West When Historic Preservation Hurts Cities" By 
BINYAMIN APPELBAUM Page A22 

1-27-2020 The Making of; American cities should borrow a page from Britain, 
where protected buildings are placed in categories, from most to least important. 
Saint Mary's Star of the Sea Catholic Church vs Yale Key West Medical School's 
55 Story Skyscraper on the site of Saint Mary's today! Same City Hall murdered 

40,000 Olivia Newton John's in 2020. God will ask Pope Francis why he didn't go to 
Yale-Rome Medical School and Pope will tell God it was a Church not a Medical 
School Building. Hell No we don't believe in Hell, a article in the NY Times last 
week written for the Pentagon Generals with one Star not 12 Trillion Galaxies, 

Grin. 

1-27-2020 The Making of; Demeaned and Humiliated’: What Happened to These 
Iranians at U.S. Airports - Fiery burnt out cop cars not from Iran and Iraq but 

Texas and Georgia, cops writing a ticket on the side of the road their burned out 
cop cars and black bodies on display at every US Airport, one up man ship on the 

War Manorial for Iraq in Key West. Grin $$$ $4 Gas on the 4th of July 
Exxon/Mobil Miami Cuba gas stations on displays at US Airports too. so Demeaned 
and Humiliated’: What Happened to These Iranians at U.S. Airports" By CALEB 

HAMPTON and CAITLIN DICKERSON “The Age of Surveillance and Secret 
Files written by Oppenheimer at Los Alamos about the perpetual motion machine 

the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR! 



1-27-2020 The Making of; Iran will use its First H-Bomb Oppenheimer already 
tested the A-Bomb on the Jews to stop their confiscating $77 Billion from 

Bloomberg So Bloomberg Warns of Anti-Semitism ‘Rearing Its H-Bomb Head’ 
paid for by Bloomberg Shipping Oil from Iran to Exxon/Mobil $4 gas on the 4th of 
July USA will pay for Iran H-Bomb all they want is 1 H-Bomb to stop Exodus and 
Jews from Confiscating $777 Trillion from Prince and King Salman for Gas War 

Crimes in times of the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's. 

Visit Key West built in Abu Dhabi - Bill and Melinda Gates have a second home in 
Dhabi not Key West. 

Visit Key West built in Abu Dhabi - Bill and Melinda Gates have a second home in 
Dhabi not Key West. 



1-27-2020 The Making of ‘2001: A Space Odyssey’ “The Age of Surveillance of 
Gravity's Schematics.” 

1-27-2020 "Worried Reporters Make a Plea: Please Buy Our Paper" By MARC 
TRACY 

1-27-2020 NY Times Articles Made for the Pentagon is a hard sell... both legs blow 
off in Baghdad. NY Times review of 1917 War Movie didn't write of legs blown off 
in 1917 War. Clint Eastwood movies made for the Pentagon use to shoot people in 

both knees for dramatics and awards! Yes the NY Times Reviews of Clint 
Eastwood Movies got him the Hollywood Awards not the dramatic shooting people 

in the knees. Sick! Diagnosis of these War Movies and the Reviewers at the NY 
Times by Dr. Lisa Sanders MD in Art of the Diagnosis will be Psychotic's! Get the 
Rx Recipe or the out patient lobotomy! Rx Perfume for Warriors! In the bottled 

water too. 

1-27-2020 Disney Movies Made for the Pentagon and Prince Salman are made to be 
best Seller Movies in the NY Times Movie Reviews... 



1-27-2020 Facebook Warriors!! Historic Preservation Hurts Cities and Murder 
Women!! Habitat for Humanity built on InventBooks! On Kindle. Ms. Parze told 

the police that he had attacked her after she tried to break up with him, the 
complaint said. He hit Ms. Parze on her hand and on the side of her head “using his 
backhand.” According to the complaint, Ms. Parze told the police that she worried 
Mr. Ozbilgen would assault her again. Prosecutors later said that on Oct. 29, the 

night before Ms. Parze was last seen alive, Mr. Ozbilgen sent her a series of angry 
messages by cellphone and on Facebook that went unanswered. 

Warriors!! Historic Preservation Hurts Cities and Murder Women!! Ms. Parze on 
InventBook instead of Facebook which is preserved by the 2 White Men at 1984 
HQ... Ms Parze driving her 2020 Ford WindmillCAR alive with the Drive! police 

found Ms. Parze’s body in a wooded area on Sunday afternoon in Old Bridge, N.J, 
off of Route 9, not far from a spot where the police and others had previously 

searched. 

1-27-2020 The Making of Warriors!! By the City's Historic Preservation Society 
Hurts Pink Women's Pink Latte at Starbucks from coming to market. ASAP. 

1-27-2020 The Making of Warriors!! By the City's Historic Preservation Society 
Hurts Cities and Murder Women!! Stephanie Parze: Body of Missing 25-Year-Old 

Found in N.J. Her remains were located three months after she was reported 
missing and two months after her ex-boyfriend died by suicide. 



1-27-2020 The Making of a KGB Moscow spy working on the A-Bomb Trigger; 
The documents from Los Alamos show that Mr. Seborer helped devise the bomb’s 

explosive trigger — in particular, the firing circuits for its detonators. The 
successful development of the daunting technology let Los Alamos significantly 

reduce the amount of costly fuel needed for atomic bombs and began a long trend 
of weapon miniaturization. 

1-27-2020 The world’s first atomic bomb, an implosion-type nicknamed “the 
Gadget,” atop its testing tower in the New Mexico desert shortly before its 

detonation on July 16, 1945. For the device to work, its 32 detonators, which ringed 
the explosive sphere, had to fire near simultaneously.Credit...Los Alamos National 

Laboratory 

1-27-2020 What else did Los Alamos write about the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR and 
Navy Carrier's, grin! Declassified in 3030 

1-27-2020 Order on Amazon Kindle; Library of Congress, appeared in the 
September issue of Studies in Intelligence. The journal, a C.I.A. quarterly, is 

published for the nation’s intelligence agencies as well as academic and 
independent scholars. 

1-27-2020 CERN Quarks Top Quark; “unbelievably complicated.” 2 Top Quarks 
at 1984 HQ both are White Men. They have divorce their wife's age's ago, ha. 

Does CERN know about these specs? The early bombs relied on two kinds of 
metallic fuel, uranium and plutonium. The bomb that was dropped on Hiroshima 
worked by firing one cylinder of uranium fuel into a second one, to form a critical 



mass. Atoms then split apart in furious chain reactions, releasing huge bursts of 
energy. 

1-27-2020 In contrast, the implosion bomb started with a ball of plutonium 
surrounded by a large sphere of conventional explosives. By design, their 

detonation produced waves of pressure that were highly focused and concentrated. 
The waves crushed inward with such gargantuan force that the dense ball of 

plutonium metal was compressed into a much denser state, triggering the atomic 
blast. 

1-27-2020 The Making of 5 inch Windmills on Carnival Ships; trend of weapon 
miniaturization for Navy Carriers too. The Navy Admirals who just built the 

worlds biggest 2020 Carrier knew about the 5 inch Windmills that could power the 
Carrier and when ahead designing a Nuclear Powered engine... a war crime! 

1-27-2020 The Making of ‘2001: A Space Odyssey’ Los Alamos 5" Windmill 
schematics... -254 C Super Conductivity for Trillions of Amps, Watts, Volts from a 

5" Windmill then a 1" Windmill... in 2022. 



1-27-2020 The Making of ‘2001: A Space Odyssey’ Los Alamos 5" Windmill 
schematics electric generator encased in super conductivity cold at -254 C 

generating trillions of amps and volts, wafts. All GE Windmill and other Electric 
Generators Today are all Out of Date 

1-27-2020 You Are Now Remotely Controlled - 2020 Ford WindmillCAR Drivers 
with a Remote Control, spin off inventions the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ have not 
though about yet for Remote Controls in the hands of 2020 Ford WindmillCAR 

Drivers. 

New Look inside Amazon lets you read 43 pages... 

Oui Oui click here for Greg in French on Amazon WindmillCAR's + RV's

2019 ----- New ---- Secret Files on the 2019 Windmill Car's Click Here for Greg's 
Book on Amazon Look Inside at New Pages Click on Cover this link takes you to so 

you can zoom in and read the Secret File! Amazon lets you read 42 pages wow! 
Book is 474 Pages



Girls looking into the Apple-Starbucks Windows for their iMac and Mac Book Pro 
Lab $$$ 



1-27-2020 The Making of ‘2001: A Space Odyssey’ Was as Far Out as the Movie 

Space Ship design in 2001: A Space Odyssey 

Boeing 1" Jet Engine Schematics 



Boeing 10" Jet Engine Schematics 

Boeing 10" Jet Engine Schematics at Los Alamos schematics... 

Boeing 10" Jet Engine Schematics at Los Alamos schematics... 

“The Age of Surveillance of Gravity's Schematics.” 

Schematics at Los Alamos schematics... 5" Windmills on Carnival Cruise Ships 



Navy Carriers, the Navy built their Newest Carrier knowing of 5" Windmills - a 
war crime by Navy Engineers $$$ and GE Nuclear Power Engines. 

1-26-2020 The Making of ‘2020: A Space Odyssey’ shows HAL 9000 Super 
Computer interior design like the making of the 2021 Ford WindmillCAR's and 
Carnival Cruise Ships with 5" Windmill schematics electric generator encased in 
super conductivity cold at -254 C generating trillions of amps and volts, wafts. All 
GE Windmill and other Electric Generators Today are all Out of Date, every one 
and you thought Boeing was the only one that got conned by Prince Salman in 
Saudi Arabia and Mecca! 

1-26-2020 The Making of ‘2020: A Space Odyssey’ Was as Far Out as the Movie as 
NASA moved into the Pentagon, Trump moved into Prince Salman's Palace in 



Mecca. Yes the Prince and King both have a Palace in Mecca. 

1-26-2020 Obsessed With $$$ Oil Money!! When we can buy the Universe with the 
2020 Ford WindmillCAR profits! 

1-26-2020 The Making of ‘2020: A Space Odyssey’ shows off Einstein-Edison 



invention correspondence in which ideas are vetted for accuracy not Moslems at the 
US Air Force Flight Schools around the United States. Time to play war games with 
infidels is over. 

1-26-2020 The Saudi Connection: Inside the 9/11 Case That Divided the F.B.I. has 
changed to spare change money made since 9/11 by Saudi's and Bloomberg in 
NYC. $77 Billion for Bloomberg and $777 Trillion for Saudi's and this is the never 
ending war as there is enough gas for 1,000 years at $4 a gallon, Bush in Texas did 
the math and made it classified and Top Secret. 

1-26-2020 "4 MD Yale Women who could turn heads in a Legal Polygamous 
Marriage to Pasteur in Paris and get 4 Nobles in Medicine in 2020." 

Worst Business Trip Ever at the Saudi Marriott - Hilton - Trump Hotels 

1-26-2020 Obsessed With $$$ Oil Money!! Bush did the Math, 1,000 more years of 
Oil @ $4 a gallon = $777 Zillion Dollars. 



1-26-2020 The Revolution Comes to Davos as Prince and King Salman own Davos 
and Lake Geneva. The Revolution can come to Paris again this time to make 
contact with Aliens at Sirius and other Nearby Stars and cure the Plagues of Paris 
that will go on for centuries if the Revolution fails. 

1-26-2020 France Judges Dead Jihadists but Refuses to order 25 Hospital Ships 
some bigger than the Navy's newest Carriers! Mecca Religious Judges build 25 
Mosque!! No! Hospital Ships bigger than the US Navy's newest Carriers! 

1-26-2020 France Judges Dead Jihadists but Refuses to Repatriate the Living going 
to church dying of the Plague the Elite French Oil Men cause fiery wrecks and Pink 
Cancers. Notre-Dame Paris; new site of the 55 Story Skyscrapers for the Yale Key 
West Medical Schools with 25 Hospital Ships some bigger than the Navy's newest 
Carriers! 

1-26-2020 France’s paradoxes for Centuries, Jewish Exodus and Sirius the North 
Star. French MIT War Toys and French Designer H-Bombs for Centuries to come 
unless the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's put out the fiery car wrecks because F-35 
Radar is only on French Fighter Jets not French Cars and Roads. Do kids in the 
back seat in a fiery wreck burn to death in Paris? 



1-26-2020 Gas Station Owners - The government wants to prosecute terrorism 
suspects selling gasoline! 

1-26-2020 Gas Stations - evidence in future trials against the living... with the 
thoughts the 2 kids in the back seat in government French government required 
safety seats are burned to death for $4 gas on the 4th of July USA. 

1-26-2020 French government may be forced to moderate its stance on Jewish 
Exodus to Sirius; H-Bombs are on the assembly line at Los Alamos and Paris today 
not Jewish Exodus to Sirius Manhattan Project Inventions of Oppenheimer at 
NASA. 

1-26-2020 Paris Working-Class Families in Despair caused by the Elite at the Qatar 
Trump Casino and Oil Company. Paris-Mecca with 100's of Trillions of dollars for 
the Elite. Never have the Elite shared so many Trillions of dollars. 

Paris Working-Class Families in Despair caused by; Saint Mary's Star of the Sea 
Church, Notre-Dame Paris; new site of the 55 Story Skyscrapers for the Yale Key 



West Medical Schools with 25 Hospital Ships some bigger than the Navy's newest 
Carriers! Elite in Paris and Pope Francis will not give a Church in Key West or ND 
to Yale Medical School, not without God Showing Up in the... Gravity's Schematics. 

“The Age of Surveillance of Gravity's Schematics.” Paris Elite Shared so many 
Trillions of Oil dollars not Gravity of the Universe. 

1-26-2020 Paris-Rome-Mecca Never have the Elite shared so many Trillions of 
dollars without building 1 Hospital Ship for Yale-Paris Key West Medical School 
with 25 Trump Towers and Medical Students paid more than West Point Cadets. 

1-26-2020 $$$ Paris Money in the 100's of Trillions mostly spent on MIT Drones, 
Missiles, H-Bomb 2 revisions. Surveillance capitalists are rich and powerful, but 
they are not invulnerable. They have an Achilles heel: fear. They fear lawmakers 
who do not fear them. They fear citizens who demand a new road forward as they 
insist on new answers to old questions: Who will know? Who will decide who 
knows? Who will decide who decides? Who will write the music, and who will 
dance? by Shoshana Zuboff (@ShoshanaZuboff) is professor emerita at Harvard 
Business School and the author of “The Age of Surveillance Capitalism.” 

1-26-2020 $$$ Harvard and Yale Law School will be closed like Paris Revolution 
closed the University for 7 long years. This Paris Revolution the Law School 
Campus will get given to the Medical School's. 



1-26-2020 $$$ Harvard Business School must repay all the oil blood money and 
perks that made them the highest paid in the world. Without oil money from 1980 
to 2020 Harvard Business School would be like Books and Books with No invention 
projects on 1 Click Amazon links 1,001 all with specs and genius Einstein and 
Pasteur tutors. Food Poisoning would have been history and cured world wide in 
1980 if not for the Harvard Business School Failures world wide... think of all the 
100's of millions who got sick. This is Sickening. 

1-26-2020 "$$$ You Are Now Remotely Controlled" "Surveillance capitalists 
control the science and the scientists, the secrets and the truth." By Shoshana 
Zuboff “The Age of Surveillance of Gravity's schematics.” 

1-26-2020 Pasteur in Paris has sanctions by Trump-Macron! Nina Griscom, a 
model, television host, fashion plate, columnist and entrepreneur who came to be 
known as an “It” girl in the high society whirl of 1980s New York, died on Saturday 
at her home in Manhattan. She was 65. The cause was complications of 
amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, also known as Lou Gehrig’s disease, which was 
diagnosed in late 2017, said Kelly Breheny, her personal assistant. 

1-26-2020 "4 MD Yale Women who could turn heads in a Legal Polygamous 
Marriage to Pasteur in Paris and get 4 Nobles in Medicine in 2020." 



Saint Mary's Star of the Sea Church, Notre-Dame Paris; new site of the 55 Story 
Skyscrapers for the Yale Key West Medical Schools with 25 Hospital Ships some 
bigger than the Navy's newest Carriers! 

1-26-2020 (The article, titled “The Party Girl, Till the End,” appeared in 
November.) Ms. Griscom replied on Instagram with characteristic audacity. “Is 
this,” she asked, “for my obit?” 

Commander Beverly Crusher, M.D. "Encounter at Farpoint" (1987) "Star Trek 
Generations (1994) "Star Trek: Nemesis (2002) Portrayed Gates McFadden 

Greg's 8 Amazon Books and Kindles up to Date Click Here **************



1-25-2020 The drunk voice message from Macron Fires, cars in Paris set on fire in a 
fiery wreck not yet public... the French Children burned to death on orders of 
Macron. More Fiery statements from Macron will be headlines in the NY Times. 
2020 Ford WindmillCAR's with F-35 Radar on Cars and Roads - No Fiery Wrecks 
from 1980 to 2020. NY Times! 



1-25-2020 The drunk voice message from Macron married to 4 MD women, instead 
of a Oil Man's Daughter... So, perhaps the history of philosophy and politics and 
women’s place in them would have been somewhat different had Jean-Jacques’ 
been attracted to and had a more equal relationship with a clever and ambitious 
woman of his age. 

1-25-2020 The drunk voice message from the Super Rich; Oil “Vessel,” stands 15 
stories 

Oil “Vessel,” stands 15 stories 

Oil “Vessel,” stands 15 stories, 1,001 are on Fire burning Black Smoke that can be 
seen from Space! 



Oil “Vessel,” stands 15 stories, weighs 600 tons and is filled with 2,500 climbable 
steps. Long under wraps, it is the creation of Thomas Heatherwick, 46, an 
acclaimed and controversial British designer, and will rise in the mammoth Far 
West Side development Hudson Yards, anchoring a five-acre plaza and garden that 
will not open until 2018. Some may see a jungle gym, others a honeycomb. 

Saint Mary's Star of the Sea Church, Notre-Dame Paris; new site of the 55 Story 
Skyscrapers for the Yale Key West Medical Schools with 25 Hospital Ships some 
bigger than the Navy's newest Carriers! 

Saint Mary's Star of the Sea Church, Notre-Dame Paris; new site of the 55 Story 
Skyscrapers for the Yale Key West Medical Schools with 25 Hospital Ships some 
bigger than the Navy's newest Carriers! 

1-24-2020 9/11 state sponsors of terrorism; How many Breast-Ovary cancer deaths 
since 9/11? How do the numbers dead compare to 9/11 dead? NY Times is way to 
Orwellian not to even save the life of Pink women. Poor Olivia Newton John!! 

1-25-2020 The drunk voice message from the Pentagon; Protesters Mass in 
Baghdad, Demanding U.S. Leave Saddam Palace; Protesters Primal Rage will 
Protest the Jews Leaving Earth in their New Exodus to Sirius taking with them all 
of Saddam Fortune's. Jews Have Never Had a Stronger Defender in Exodus to 



Sirius, Jews realize their Elite Leaders took part in the "Pink Holocaust in 2020" 
that will killed millions of Jewish Women, is Olivia Newton John a Jew, Yes many 
of her clones are! These Elite Jewish Leaders all are Warriors who want to Kill 
everyone in Iran before they look at the cookbook for the Rx Pink Recipe's to cure 
breast ovary cancer. 

1-25-2020 The drunk voice message from the Pentagon; 1,001 kids in the back seat 
burned to death in a fiery wreck and the Pentagon makes Headlines on the Front 
Page of the NY Times!! 

Yes the London Police have to look at the Burn Victims and those Burned to death 
in fiery Wrecks then the body goes to the MD's who will testify against... 

1-25-2020 The drunk voice message from the Pentagon; 1,001 kids in the back seat 
burned to death in a fiery wreck and the Pentagon makes Headlines on the Front 
Page of the NY Times about 34 Troops with brain trama in Baghdad and they are 
Mad as Hell about Trump not the 1,001 kids in the back seat burned to death in a 
fiery wrecks for 100's of Trillions in Baghdad oil money... most going to the 
Pentagon! 



1-25-2020 The drunk voice message from the Pentagon; 1,001 kids in the back seat 
burned to death in a fiery wreck and the Pentagon makes Headlines on the Front 
Page of the NY Times!! 

1-25-2020 The drunk voice message from the Pentagon; 34 Troops Have Brain 
Injuries From Iranian Missile Strike, Pentagon Says; TBIs,” meaning traumatic 
brain injuries, lot more than 34 Wife's have suffered from Warriors coming home 
from War just look at Sara Palins kid beating the brains out of Dad and girl 
friends. killing as “one of the worst crimes I’ve ever seen.” “The depravity of these 
defendants is shocking,” This is why the Pentagon will not show you the Wife's 
crime scene from troops coming home from these Wars. OJ crime scene take a look 
at her bloody slit throat, this is what Warriors do to the Wife's! And the NY Times 
goes along with the Pentagon censors. 

1-25-2020 The drunk voice message from the Pentagon; 1,001 kids in the back seat 
burned to death in a fiery wreck and the Pentagon makes Headlines on the Front 
Page of the NY Times!! 

1-25-2020 The drunk voice message from the Pentagon; Pentagon is always very 



assertive. It was sad as 'Billions' of Jewish aliens are at Sirius and the Pentagon 
wants to kill everyone of them!! Grin! 

1-25-2020 The drunk voice message from the Pentagon; Diagnosis of Lobotomy for 
all violent Vets or lose the wife's by the 100's. Who will the Pentagon save, the 
warrior not the Wife. 

1-25-2020 The drunk voice message from the Pentagon; 34 million dead from 
H-Bomb Missile Strikes on Iran, Pentagon Says; Paul Rieckhoff, the founder of 
Iraq and Afghanistan Veterans of America, Says $4 Gas on the 4th of July USA is 
what the War's are All About. 100's of Trillions of dollars in Oil Money. We fight 
for Oil Money plain and simple $$$ $$$ $$$ $$$... 

1-25-2020 The drunk voice message from the Pentagon; Trump Dismisses Troops’ 
Possible Brain Injuries as ‘Headaches’ 



1-25-2020 The drunk voice message from the Pentagon; Starbucks will not Dismiss 
Headaches in its next batch of Rx Recipe Latte's one or more will be for 
"Headaches" and this will earn them billions in Profits. 

1-25-2020 The drunk voice message from the Pentagon; When the Prince of Wales 
Is Your Landlord or when your landlord is the Prince of Qatar. God forbid your 
landlord is the bone saw Prince of Saudi Arabia. Thank God he does not charge 
you any rent. ha. 

1-25-2020 The drunk voice message from the Pentagon; War Crime of BP Oil - if 
you see Charles, the Prince of Wales, strolling down the street, admiring what he 
has wrought building gas stations and 4,000 homes not one Skyscraper when Qatar 
Prince built 40,000 Skyscrapers for his serfs. Forget the gas stations they will die 
with Queen Elizabeth as Charles will be the one to hang in London for Oil Men's 
fiery wrecks. Burn unit MD's will be the first to testify against Prince Charles. He 
will realize this is the End Then! London Police Are Taking Surveillance to a Whole 
New Level" are the headlines every day in the NY Times when London Police have 
to clean up the fiery wrecks. Yes the London Police have to look at the Burn 
Victims and those Burned to death in fiery Wrecks then the body goes to the MD's 
who will testify against Prince Charles. 



1-25-2020 The drunk voice message from the Pentagon; Nansledan, which will 
eventually have about 4,000 homes, could be the most ambitious project 
undertaken in the 700 years of the Duchy of Cornwall, the patchwork of properties 
spread across England, covering more than 200 square miles, that provides an 
income to the Prince of Wales. 

1-25-2020 The drunk voice message from the Pentagon; Google records on all the 
fiery cop cars and others burned in a fiery wreck might bankrupt it; The money 
brought in from the new fees would be inconsequential for Google. Just last week, 
the valuation of its parent company, Alphabet, topped $1 trillion for the first time. 
Alphabet is scheduled to report its latest financial results on Feb. 3. "the company 
received nearly 13,000 subpoenas and over 10,000 search warrants from American 
law enforcement." 40,000 dead in car wrecks every year since 1980. Google is going 
to break these records searching for burnt cops and other victims of the "Gas 
Station Holocaust of 2020" Children in the car seat in back burned to death! 1,001 
of these Google profited from with perks and government high payments to go 
along with our gas station era, a war crime! 2020 Ford WindmillCAR Google 
Search. 

1-25-2020 The drunk voice message from the Pentagon; 1,001 kids in the back seat 
burned to death in a fiery wreck and Google will not ask for reimbursement in 



some cases, including child safety investigations and life-threatening emergencies, 
the spokesman said. Law enforcement officials said it was too early to know the 
impact of the fees, which Google’s notice said would go into effect in mid-January. 

1-25-2020 The drunk voice message from the Pentagon; 1,001 kids in the back seat 
burned to death in a fiery wreck and Google will not ask for reimbursement. Poor 
New York Times Editors will have to write the Editorials on these kids in 
government ordered safety seats in the back burned to death in fiery wrecks for 
100's of Trillions in Gas money for Mecca. 

1-25-2020 The drunk voice message from the Pentagon; 1,001 People killed by the 
Gas Station Hold Up Men; TAMPA — A handyman has been sentenced to 50 years 
in prison for killing a Florida couple during a burglary. Michael Anthony Herald, 
52, pleaded guilty Tuesday to two counts of second-degree... 

1-25-2020 The drunk voice message from the Pentagon; Macron Fires Ambassador 
Who Attacked His Pension Plan Ségolène Royal, a public critic of his pensions 



overhaul. 

1-25-2020 The drunk voice message from Macron Fires, cars in Paris set on fire in a 
fiery wreck not yet public... the French Children burned to death on orders of 
Macron. More Fiery statements from Macron will be headlines in the NY Times. 

1-25-2020 The drunk voice message from Macron married to 4 MD women, instead 
of a Oil Man's Daughter... So, perhaps the history of philosophy and politics and 
women’s place in them would have been somewhat different had Jean-Jacques’ 
been attracted to and had a more equal relationship with a clever and ambitious 
woman of his age. 

1-25-2020 The drunk voice message from the Super Rich; Oil “Vessel,” stands 15 
stories 



Oil “Vessel,” stands 15 stories 

Oil “Vessel,” stands 15 stories, 1,001 are on Fire burning Black Smoke that can be 
seen from Space! 

Oil “Vessel,” stands 15 stories, weighs 600 tons and is filled with 2,500 climbable 
steps. Long under wraps, it is the creation of Thomas Heatherwick, 46, an 
acclaimed and controversial British designer, and will rise in the mammoth Far 
West Side development Hudson Yards, anchoring a five-acre plaza and garden that 
will not open until 2018. Some may see a jungle gym, others a honeycomb. 



1-25-2020 The drunk voice message from Rousseau was a man of his time when it 
came to his attitudes to women and it has to be said that his relationships with 
women were a little strange; in Confessions we learn that he found being whipped 
by his governess, Mademoiselle Lambercier, sexually exciting; and in other 
publications we learn that he had a relationship with a rich woman, Madame de 
Warens, when he was only sixteen whom he referred to as ‘maman’. Later he had a 
relationship a twenty-three year old servant girl, Therese Levasseur, whom the 
philosopher David Hume described as, “so limited that she knows neither the year, 
the month, nor the day of the week; she is unaware of the value of money and in 
spite of all that, she has on Jean Jacques the empire of a nurse over her charge.” 

1-25-2020 The drunk voice message from Macron married to 4 MD women!!!! So, 
perhaps the history of philosophy and politics and women’s place in them would 
have been somewhat different had Jean-Jacques’ been attracted to and had a more 
equal relationship with a clever and ambitious woman of his age. 

1-25-2020 The drunk voice message from; The British police accuse an American 
woman of driving on the wrong side of the road in an accident that killed a teenage 
motorcyclist. The State Department says she had diplomatic immunity. 



1-25-2020 The drunk voice message from Kerry has immunity from the 100's of 
thousands of 'Fiery Wrecks' World Wide on his Drive at the State Dept. Will he 
write a Tolstoy 'Confession" Novel? 

1-25-2020 The drunk voice message from "Confession" novels by Tolstoy and 
Roussou as Disney Movies, movies made for the Pentagon. 

1-25-2020 The drunk voice message from Rousseau and Tolstoy: "Confession" 
Novels = as Disney Movies, movies made for the Pentagon. Rousseau and several 
other Western writers, Tolstoy's novel is in the end the "outcome" of a purely 
Russian tradition. 



1-25-2020 The drunk voice message from Rousseau; "The Confessions is also noted 
for its detailed account of Rousseau's more humiliating and shameful moments. For 
instance, Rousseau recounts an incident when, while a servant, he covered up his 
theft of a ribbon by framing a young girl—who was working in the house—for the 
crime. In addition, Rousseau explains the manner in which he disposes of the five 
children he had with Thérèse Levasseur." Thérèse bore him five children, all of 
whom were given to the Enfants-Trouvés foundling home, the first in 1746 and the 
others in 1747, 1748, 1751, and 1752. They went through a legally invalid marriage 
ceremony at Bourgoin on August 29, 1768. Therese provided Rousseau with 
support and care, and when he died, she was the sole inheritor of his belongings, 
including manuscripts and royalties. 

1-25-2020 The drunk voice message from Confession by Robert Kennedy Jr. will be 
written by Greg in Key West with the audio and video from the CIA's Gina! 

1-25-2020 The voice message from Yale Key West Medical School with 25 Hospital 
Ships; 515 West 18th Street in Manhattan, Mr. Heatherwick, who is best known to 
New Yorkers as the creator of the Vessel, the 150-foot-tall, Instagram-friendly 
basket of stairs at the heart of Hudson Yards, has designed Lantern House, a 181-
unit condominium. The project comprises two towers that flank the High Line. One 
tower, on the eastern side of the elevated park, is 10 stories tall; the other, on the 
western side, is 22 stories tall. Both have a gridded structure of textured brick 
holding enormous bubbles of glass and bronze-colored aluminum that recall the 
curved shades of hurricane oil lanterns. 



1-25-2020 The voice message from The Nobel call for winning the Nobel in 
Medicine for the Rx Recipe that Cures Alcoholism in Moscow, Paris, London, 
world wide with 1 Rx Latte at Starbucks. 

1-25-2020 The drunk voice message from "...hurricane oil lanterns..." 1,001 IP 
invention projects on 1 Click Amazon with specs and genius Einstein tutors will 
move all Hurricanes out to Sea! So the 25 Skyscrapers for Key West Yale Key West 
Medical School will have wrap around porch with bikes and bedrooms, 5 Treadmill 
Desk, 100" 8K LG Big Screen monitors. 100's of iMac and Mac Book Pro's even 
one waterproof one in the shower. Penthouse will circle 360 degrees. Cats will be 
able to run up and down every floor in dramatic 'Cat Women" Circus dramatics of 
Cats in action. Kittens will hid from you... 

1-25-2020 The drunk voice message from the Super Rich; Oil “Vessel,” stands 15 
stories 



Oil “Vessel,” stands 15 stories 

Oil “Vessel,” stands 15 stories, 1,001 are on Fire burning Black Smoke that can be 
seen from Space! 

Oil “Vessel,” stands 15 stories, weighs 600 tons and is filled with 2,500 climbable 
steps. Long under wraps, it is the creation of Thomas Heatherwick, 46, an 
acclaimed and controversial British designer, and will rise in the mammoth Far 
West Side development Hudson Yards, anchoring a five-acre plaza and garden that 
will not open until 2018. Some may see a jungle gym, others a honeycomb. 

But Stephen M. Ross, the billionaire founder and chairman of Related Companies, 
which is developing Hudson Yards with Oxford Properties Group, has his own 



nickname for “Vessel”: “the social climber.” And the steep price tag Mr. Ross’s 
privately held company is paying for Mr. Heatherwick’s installation? More than 
$150 million. 

1-24-2020 Mom with Brain Cancer and Picard has a Pit Bull who is not a Brain 
Surgeon like Katrina. What Taylor Swift Reveals in the Documentary ‘Miss 
Americana’ I just watched her trailer video, pretty girl who could inspire a Nobel 
in Medicine if Married. And with a Album for this task. Pink Sanctions on her and 
her lyrics her news by the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ was the point of the article. 
Sorry Olivia Newton John but no one not even Taylor Swift MD can save your life 
with a Catholic Miracle Rx Recipe. All is War in Baghdad for riches beyond belief 
from Oil. $$$ Pink Holocaust is sanctioned from Taylor Swifts comments. 

1-24-2020 The drunk voice message from Texas, which he left me just a couple of 
months before we stopped seeing each other, was the closest he ever got to saying, 
“I love Oil Money in the 100's of Trillions of Dollars.” By Michelle Dowd Jan. 24, 
2020, I saved the drunk voice mail from Texas, many are so drunk on 100's of 
Trillions of Dollars from gas stations. Texaco $$$ Yes they sell Coors and Camels to 
make even more money but the riches beyond belief are a virus that even infected 
the Catholics in Texas and they infected the Vatican and Pope Francis as he went to 
UAE and took home 100's of trillions of dollars from the Prince for a sermon in a 
socker field in Dubai UAE. The Drunk on money voice is harder for women to 
relate to as 100's of Trillions of dollars is. Kerry and his State Dept friends have 
finally realized they are infected with the Trillion dollar virus and can't find a 
Woman MD at Yale or Harvard. London Great Expectations Novel is no longer 
read by women teachers at Oxford who know about the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's. 
There are some Disney Movies about Riches beyond belief though, grin. $$$ When 



my father taught me to drive a car, he made me demonstrate that I knew how to 
change a tire and the oil and could name every part of the engine. By Michelle 
Dowd When I teach my kids to drive a gas engine car I will tell them the Gravity 
Engine car would have been invented if Bill and Melinda Gates would have spent 
their trillion dollars on this invention project. 

1-24-2020 The drunk voice message left by Bill Gates and Salman pictured above in 
his Palace. Did Win 10 Greed Virus infect Prince Salman? Killer Virus!! 

1-24-2020 New York City Stores Must Accept Cash, City Hall said. Disney Star 
Wars Galaxy Edge opens a new Era in NYC without Gas Stations and Cash. 

Super Computer literate writers Knopf never imagined for Kindle's with super 
computer simulations in every chapter. Like Disney Star Wars Galaxy Edge City 
Hall NYC. 



The financial toll is enormous, riches beyond belief, 1,001 Nobels in Medicine on 
Kindles! The stakes are astronomically high. First Contact with Aliens, most of 
them will be Jewish Aliens on live streaming video YouTube will pick up on... grin. 

1-24-2020 Reagan Arthur Named Publisher at Knopf; Jewish Exodus will be the 
first Nobel with Einstein Invention Projects, notes, for live streaming of Jewish 
Aliens at Sirius. Arthur has seen up close the many changes in the publishing 
industry over recent years — she cited the rise of e-books and audiobooks as two of 
the most momentous, as well as the increase of “competing claims on readers’ 
attention.” The key to succeeding in that environment, she said, “is having the 
material itself, and obviously the great tradition of Knopf is these incredible 
writers. 100 Writing on the same page on iMac's Mac Book Pro's at Hemingway 
House Writing Class with a invention project from every character and in every 
chapter. Super Computer literate writers Knopf never imagined for Kindles with 
super computer simulations in every chapter. Like Disney Star Wars Galaxy Edge 
City Hall NYC. 

"Pink Holocaust 2020" has been censored out of Today's front page of the NY 
Times by the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ. This is a War Crime in the War on 
Cancer... they realize this yet let Olivia Newton John's die by the millions in the 
"Pink Holocaust of 2020" a war crime. Hate Crime against Women. This can be 
seen in their "Legal Polygamous Marriage" headlines. 4 MD Wife marry to drive 
to a Nobel in Medicine Culture, lifestyle not of the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ. 
Doctoring their HIV and Syphilis Ways. 

1-24-2020 9/11 state sponsors of terrorism; The 1984 agency said Saudi Prince 
Salman talking to Jeff Bezos. Saudi hack makes him “more heroic" than Trump 
but not Ivanka being the 'Pink Hero' over the cover of the CIA and FBI makes it to 
the Meeting without pulling into Exxon/Mobil in Miami, Cuba driving to Los 
Alamos Manhattan project with $7 Trillion dollars hacked from Prince Salman to 
pay for the Rx Recipe Pink Rx Latte at Starbucks that cures breast-ovary cancers 
in every stage in 8 days. Making the Elite Warrior Jews cancer war criminals to 
boot. 



1-24-2020 9/11 state sponsors of terrorism; Khashoggi’s murder by Saudi assassins 
- Pink Assassins World Wide, Elite Men profiting from gas stations, gas exhaust, 
$777 Trillion in Oil Revenues mostly spent on MIT Drones and missiles not a Rx 
Recipe a Pink Latte at Starbucks. Pink Assassins is the Headlines! 

1-24-2020 9/11 state sponsors of terrorism; “Arguing with a woman is like reading 
the Software License agreement. In the end you have to ignore everything and click 
I agree.” Bill and Melinda arrested for the Murders of millions of Olivia Newton 
John's and Win 10 Put in the Public Domain as payment, true Blood Money that 
Prince Salman should Pay to the Pink Dead. 

1-24-2020 9/11 state sponsors of terrorism that profited $777 Trillion in the STOP 
of 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's for Oil Revenues for the Saudi Terrorists. Profits 
made from 9/11 must include Bloomberg NYC. 



1-24-2020 9/11 state sponsors of terrorism; American Media had just emerged from 
a cloud of suspicion for its role in buying and burying information from the former 
Playboy model Karen McDougal about an affair she said she had with Mr. Trump. 
After American Media executives admitted that they had effectively paid her hush 
money to help Mr. Trump’s campaign — in violation of federal election law — they 
cooperated with an investigation into the payment. Federal prosecutors in New 
York agreed not to prosecute, at least as long as the company did not break the law 
again. 

1-24-2020 9/11 state sponsors of terrorism Pink Dead; called the offer “extortion 
and blackmail” by the NY Times and the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ driving diesel 
Mercedes loaded with MIT War Drones and Missiles to troops around the oil fields. 
Evidence in the resulting report shows evidence of Saudi intrusions into his iPhone 
X. But a direct link from the kingdom to the tabloid tale remains elusive. iPhone 11 
Max Caller ID when Trump's call ID all the Syphilis, STD's, Domestic Violence, 
Rape's, Scams, in CIA caller ID to save a Pink life... Tim Cook said this is private. 
His Wife will leak his caller ID info... 

The financial toll is enormous, riches beyond belief, with annual health care 
spending attributed to smoking exceeding $170 billion, the 1984 agency said. 

Behavioral counseling that goes to the Top; the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ, Grin!! 
Surgeons to play a bigger role to help the world’s 1 billion smokers. All the 
Surgeons brain surgeons too are no match for the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ. 



1-24-2020 9/11 state sponsors of terrorism that profited from 34 million Americans 
smoking @ $5 a pack this cost was censored from the NY Times on purpose or just 
following 1984 Orders, and an estimated 480,000 die from smoking-related illnesses 
each year, the 1984 agency said 

1-24-2020 9/11 state sponsors of terrorism; The 1984 agency said 

Super Computer literate writers Knopf never imagined for Kindles with super 
computer simulations in every chapter. Like Disney Star Wars Galaxy Edge City 
Hall NYC. 

1-24-2020 Reagan Arthur Named Publisher at Knopf; Jewish Exodus will be the 
first Nobel with Einstein Invention Projects, notes, for live streaming of Jewish 
Aliens at Sirius. Arthur has seen up close the many changes in the publishing 
industry over recent years — she cited the rise of e-books and audiobooks as two of 
the most momentous, as well as the increase of “competing claims on readers’ 
attention.” The key to succeeding in that environment, she said, “is having the 
material itself, and obviously the great tradition of Knopf is these incredible 
writers. 100 Writing on the same page on iMac's Mac Book Pro's at Hemingway 
House Writing Class with a invention project from every character and in every 
chapter. Super Computer literate writers Knopf never imagined for Kindles with 
super computer simulations in every chapter. Like Disney Star Wars Galaxy Edge 
City Hall NYC. 



1-24-2020 F-35 Radar on all cars and roads, suppressed by the worlds governments. 
"U.S. Refuses Extradition in Fatal Crash, Prompting Anger in U.K." Protest in the 
Streets of Baghdad is headlines in the Times today not protesting F-35 Radar on all 
cars and roads. Queen Elizabeth with the road rage driver husband could not care 
less about F-35 Radar on all roads and cars... RR with radar. 

1-24-2020 9/11 video of Bush at 9/11 site telling the news not to wear a mask, this is 
a war crime as they all died a tortured death from cancers cleaning up the World 
Trade Centers Towers. Chinese authorities have encouraged people in the city of 
Wuhan to wear surgical masks in public to help curb the spread of the new 
coronavirus. The question is: do they work? Many infectious disease specialists say 
the cheap disposable masks, which cover the nose and mouth, may help prevent the 
spread of infections if they are worn properly. “The most important message was 
that the risk was lower if they consistently used any mask,” 1 Click Amazon links to 
this IP invention project will give us a Disney Star Wars Galaxy Edge mask or a 
respirator invented for Star Wars and of course Disney should have put these in all 
Star Wars movies to save lives. 

1-24-2020 No Star Trek Picard didn't save a life with emergency surgery at star 
base 1984. Review: ‘Picard’ Is ‘Star Trek: Peak TV’ ‘Star Trek: Picard’ Series 
Premiere. I watched this last night and there was a Pit Bull Culture with the Vi 
nard Wine sales to daughter ripe for breast cancer risk. Not a Nobel Prize Winning 
Miracle Movie for CBS. Data Robots killed everyone on Earth, then were put to 



sleep with a cell call. Borg will be on Next week with Picard implants for his eye. 

1-24-2020 Mom with Brain Cancer and Picard has a Pit Bull who is not a Brain 
Surgeon like Katrina. What Taylor Swift Reveals in the Documentary ‘Miss 
Americana’ I just watched her trailer video, pretty girl who could inspire a Nobel 
in Medicine if Married. And with a Album for this task. Pink Sanctions on her and 
her lyrics her news by the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ was the point of the article. 
Sorry Olivia Newton John but no one not even Taylor Swift MD can save your life 
with a Catholic Miracle Rx Recipe. All is War in Baghdad for riches beyond belief 
from Oil. $$$ Pink Holocaust is sanctioned from Taylor Swifts comments. 

1-24-2020 The drunk voice message from Texas, which he left me just a couple of 
months before we stopped seeing each other, was the closest he ever got to saying, 
“I love Oil Money in the 100's of Trillions of Dollars.” By Michelle Dowd Jan. 24, 
2020, I saved the drunk voice mail from Texas, many are so drunk on 100's of 
Trillions of Dollars from gas stations. Texaco $$$ Yes they sell Coors and Camels to 
make even more money but the riches beyond belief are a virus that even infected 
the Catholics in Texas and they infected the Vatican and Pope Francis as he went to 
UAE and took home 100's of trillions of dollars from the Prince for a sermon in a 
socker field in Dubai UAE. The Drunk on money voice is harder for women to 
relate to as 100's of Trillions of dollars is. Kerry and his State Dept friends have 
finally realized they are infected with the Trillion dollar virus and can't find a 
Woman MD at Yale or Harvard. London Great Expectations Novel is no longer 
read by women teachers at Oxford who know about the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's. 
There are some Disney Movies about Riches beyond belief though, grin. $$$ When 
my father taught me to drive a car, he made me demonstrate that I knew how to 
change a tire and the oil and could name every part of the engine. By Michelle 
Dowd When I teach my kids to drive a gas engine car I will tell them the Gravity 
Engine car would have been invented if Bill and Melinda Gates would have spent 



their trillion dollars on this invention project. 

1-24-2020 The drunk voice message left by Bill Gates and Salman pictured above in 
his Palace. Did Win 10 Greed Virus infect Prince Salman? Killer Virus!! 

1-24-2020 The drunk voice message... 

New Look inside Amazon lets you read 43 pages... 

Oui Oui click here for Greg in French on Amazon WindmillCAR's + RV's

2019 ----- New ---- Secret Files on the 2019 Windmill Car's Click Here for Greg's 
Book on Amazon Look Inside at New Pages Click on Cover this link takes you to so 
you can zoom in and read the Secret File! Amazon lets you read 42 pages wow! 
Book is 474 Pages



Girls looking into the Apple-Starbucks Windows for their iMac and Mac Book Pro 
Lab $$$ 



Commander Beverly Crusher, M.D. "Encounter at Farpoint" (1987) "Star Trek 
Generations (1994) "Star Trek: Nemesis (2002) Portrayed Gates McFadden 

Greg's 8 Amazon Books and Kindles up to Date Click Here **************



1-23-2020 GoFundMe suspended a campaign to aid the starving lions in the city 
zoo, noting that it was raising funds for a cause in a country still under American 
sanctions. $777 Trillion dollars since 9/11 profits for Saudi Zoo. NYC Zoo $$$ 

1-23-2020 GoFundMe suspended a campaign to Key West - NYC - Mecca - Paris; 
TPA in Bottled Water. A Nobel for 2020. 

1-23-2020 Stop Light needs to be put in front of the Post Office at Eaton and 
Whitehead Streets in Key West. Greg got run over by 2 'Drunks" in the Cross 
Walk turning left onto Whitehead. I was in the Crosswalk touching the PO 
sidewalk with the front wheel of my Sun Trike. They bent both wheels and the axle. 
Gave me $220 I asked for $600 they took a Picture of my BDay Card and left with 
no name or number but our 1984 George Orwell Society has got them!! Grin. Panel 
Seeks Ways To Relieve Florida Keys Traffic Woes. Creative ideas are being 
bandied about to solve Monroe County’s vehicular traffic woes.Assistant County 
Administrator Christine Hurley attended the Jan. 17 county transportation 
committee meeting. This meeting will not bring up 10 4 way stop signs intersections 
that need to go to Traffic Lights!! 



1-23-2020 Sudan is in a transitional period after having faced protracted economic 
decline in recent years, especially after the secession of South Sudan in 2011, which 
took crucial oil revenues with it. $$$ 

1-23-2020 Profiting from 9/11 in the $100's of Trillions of dollars, A Warning Call 
from Greg in Key West!! "But, F. B.I. agents believe, the C.I.A. intervened before 
the surveillance could happen." "The episode, which has not been previously 
reported, ended abruptly. In the Saudi capital of Riyadh, C.I.A. officers objected 
strongly to the F.B.I. plan, one former official said. “They didn’t want to give the 
Saudis a black eye by letting these guys walk into a trap,” the former official said. 
For reasons that remain unclear, the two Saudis canceled the visit at the last 
minute. F.B.I. officials suspected that someone in the Saudi government had been 
warned." 

1-23-2020 Profiting from "Timon of Athens" No One in Mecca Today Drives they 
are all Driven by the Profits of 9/11 in riches beyond belief you can see by a Google 
Image Search of Mecca Today $$$ Thanks to the CIA and the FBI above in the NY 
Times Article that was to long to read, thank the NY Times for writing up just the 
highlights above between the CIA and FBI. Walk into a Trap $$$ littered with $ 
Trillions of dollars from 9/11 Exxon/Mobil gas station sales. Virus that infected all 
of China's 1 Million new gas stations that will be built in 2020. Black Eye the CIA 
writes about hit the 100's of USA women pulling into a Exxon/Mobil gas station in 
Miami, Cuba during a hold up in 2000 sucker punched by the robbers out of spite 
for $4 Gas on the 4th of July. The 100 stitches in her upper lip was not paid for by 
the FBI or CIA or Exxon/Mobil and if you look close you can see her upper lip scar 
in 2020. Saudi's saved from a black eye not USA women pulling into a Saudi Gas 
station in Miami, Cuba. 24/7 C.I.A. intervened before the surveillance could 
happen." 24/7 surveillance of Exxon/Mobil gas stations in the USA not Saudi 
Arabia. Robbery stats of both Nations would have been classified to the Times. Our 
Times, Grin. 



1-23-2020 Stop Lights in Sudan for 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's. In 2011 Greg flew 
into Key West and the Navy bombed the Yale Key West Medical School 

1-23-2020 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's at the Stop Light; "Darfur region, where 
300,000 people were killed and some 2.7 million were forced from their homes, 
according to the United Nations." 

1-23-2020 Greg forced from his home by a Warrior Landlord who didn't like this 
web page, in Key West not Darfur while the Key West Navy was bombing the Yale 
Key West Medical School and 25 Hospital Ships. 

1-23-2020 Trump administration said it would send an ambassador to Khartoum 
for the first time in 23 years. 23 Years of the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's STOP at 
Khartoum and the UN has Notes on this, maybe. Grin. 



1-23-2020 9/11 state sponsors of terrorism that profited $777 Trillion in the STOP 
of 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's for Oil Revenues for the Saudi Terrorists. Profits 
made from 9/11 must include Bloomberg NYC. 

1-23-2020 GoFundMe suspended a campaign to aid the starving lions in the city 
zoo, noting that it was raising funds for a cause in a country still under American 
sanctions. 

1-23-2020 "Starbucks; exhibition at the Israel Museum in Jerusalem compares the 
pictograms of ancient Egypt with their emoji equivalents." Starbucks Jerusalem 
iMac's, Mac Book Pro's and Super Computers at Starbucks as this is a Israel with 
Nukes!! Egypt, which first developed about 5,000 years ago. Jews that first 
developed about 5 minutes ago to GO to Sirius for Exodus into our New Universe of 
12 Trillion Galaxies and even more Jewish Aliens. 

1-23-2020 2 White Men at 1984 HQ On their own, words and pictures can only go 
so far in conveying abstract ideas. So the advent of the alphabet, Professor 
Goldwasser said, was both “a great victory and a great loss.” “It destroyed the 
picture,” she said of the alphabet. Google Alphabet these 2 White Men destroyed 
100,000 cars in fiery wrecks the UN will picture Together in a UN File after the 
2020 Ford WindmillCAR is Driven. "Lawyers for Harry and Meghan Warn British 
Media Over Photos" By IAN AUSTEN and MEGAN SPECIA 50,000 pictures of 
fiery wrecks in England. 



1-23-2020 Fiery Car Wrecks in Korea; Efforts to Denuclearize North Korea Will 
Continue Despite Fiery Car Wrecks, North or South stats are both censored and 
marked Top Secret as Cop Cars and Cops are burnt Toast by the Elite in both 
Nations, USA Elite too. 

1-23-2020 Profiting from 9/11 in the $100's of Trillions of dollars, A Warning Call 
from Greg in Key West!! "But, F. B.I. agents believe, the C.I.A. intervened before 
the surveillance could happen." "The episode, which has not been previously 
reported, ended abruptly. In the Saudi capital of Riyadh, C.I.A. officers objected 
strongly to the F.B.I. plan, one former official said. “They didn’t want to give the 
Saudis a black eye by letting these guys walk into a trap,” the former official said. 
For reasons that remain unclear, the two Saudis canceled the visit at the last 
minute. F.B.I. officials suspected that someone in the Saudi government had been 
warned." 

1-23-2020 Profiting from "Timon of Athens" No One in Mecca Today Drives they 
are all Driven by the Profits of 9/11 in riches beyond belief you can see by a Google 
Image Search of Mecca Today $$$ Thanks to the CIA and the FBI above in the NY 
Times Article that was to long to read, thank the NY Times for writing up just the 
highlights above between the CIA and FBI. Walk into a Trap $$$ littered with $ 
Trillions of dollars from 9/11 Exxon/Mobil gas station sales. Virus that infected all 
of China's 1 Million new gas stations that will be built in 2020. Black Eye the CIA 
writes about hit the 100's of USA women pulling into a Exxon/Mobil gas station in 
Miami, Cuba during a hold up in 2000 sucker punched by the robbers out of spite 
for $4 Gas on the 4th of July. The 100 stitches in her upper lip was not paid for by 



the FBI or CIA or Exxon/Mobil and if you look close you can see her upper lip scar 
in 2020. Saudi's saved from a black eye not USA women pulling into a Saudi Gas 
station in Miami, Cuba. 24/7 C.I.A. intervened before the surveillance could 
happen." 24/7 surveillance of Exxon/Mobil gas stations in the USA not Saudi 
Arabia. Robbery stats of both Nations would have been classified to the Times. Our 
Times, Grin. 

1-23-2020 Profiting from "CIA FBI will testify to the $7 Trillion she has in a Swiss 
Bank; Isabel dos Santos, daughter of Angola’s former president, is to be charged 
over crimes said to have been committed when she ran the state oil company." 

1-23-2020 Profiting from Paris Gas Stations, another $7 Trillion in Swiss Banks! 
...injunction was issued by the International Court of Justice at The Hague, where 
accusations fiery Paris Car Wrecks can be viewed on live streaming video today... 

1-23-2020 "We sat down and discussed the possibility of some recovery, but also 
that it would be a long and uncertain road. As we talked, she became more upset — 
not just because of the damage the stroke inflicted, but also because she felt she’d 
missed a chance to prevent it. Earlier that day, he’d said he felt unwell — at his age 
he often complained of aches and pains — but it wasn’t until after a nap, when his 
speech grew more garbled and he finally fell to the floor, that she called the 
ambulance." 



1-23-2020 "She felt a deep sense of guilt. The clot-busting medicine, tissue 
plasminogen activator (T.P.A.), used to treat strokes must be given within four and 
a half hours. If only she’d rushed him to the hospital sooner, she thought, his stroke 
might not have been as destructive as it was." 

1-23-2020 In the Drinking Water; The clot-busting medicine, tissue plasminogen 
activator (T.P.A.) Won a Nobel in Medicine in 2020. 

1-23-2020 MD's the 2 White MD's at 1984 HQ who stopped for $777 Trillion in 
profits from 9/11 attack by Saudi Oil Men with Money to finance this plot. "People 
feel more regret if they miss their flight by five minutes than if they miss it by an 
hour. When you barely miss your flight, it’s easy to imagine making it if only you 
hadn’t stopped for gas." SOP Sign's 4 at the Key West Post Office. Years ago 
should have been upgraded to Red Light Traffic Lights. Same as the $7 Trillion for 
the Manhattan project to put TPA in the drinking water or bottled water. A Nobel 
lost by Saudi Terrorists the FBI CIA and the 2 White Men MD's at 1984 HQ. 

Despite the pervasiveness of regret, doctors often overlook it. 1984 MD's at HQ not 
the MD women professors at Yale Medical School in New Haven. 



1-23-2020 CIA FBI scenarios, however, we can minimize the regret we feel after 
making tough decisions. No MD's at the CIA FBI just the current Top Brass who 
are realizing $777 Trillion in Mecca Banks are riches beyond belief that will not 
win 1 Noble in Medicine let alone 1,001 Nobels in Medicine if given hacked given to 
Yale Medical School professors. 

1-23-2020 "At Disney Star Wars Galaxy Edge this MD's vision of TPA in the Fire 
Department Ambulance is futuristic from TPA in Bottled Water. Indeed, had my 
patient been treated promptly he might have had a different outcome, and his wife 
may have experienced less regret. Some hospitals are now using mobile stroke 
treatment units, or specialized ambulances dispatched when someone calls 911 with 
symptoms suggestive of a stroke. These modified ambulances are equipped with a 
CT scanner, a camera, a nurse and medications, including T.P.A. On the way to the 
emergency room, the patient’s brain scan is uploaded and a neurologist at a nearby 
hospital can look for signs of stroke on the image, perform a remote neurological 
examination via telemedicine, and ask the nurse to administer the brain-saving 
drug if needed." 

1-23-2020 Key West - NYC - Mecca - Paris; ...patients are six times as likely to 
receive T.P.A. in the first 60 minutes after symptom onset — the so-called “golden 
hour” during which the drug is most likely to reverse the ill effects of a stroke. “It 
can be the difference between being in a wheelchair and walking independently,” 



said Dr. Mackenzie Lerario, medical director of the NewYork-Presbyterian Mobile 
Stroke Unit. “Or between needing constant nursing care and living how you were 
previously able to.” Even with advances in medical technology, we will, of course, 
never eradicate regret. Regret is a fundamental aspect of being human. But there 
are high- and low-tech steps we can take to ease the sting. Perhaps none more 
important than embracing regret as part of life, and focusing not on what might 
have been but on what still is. Dhruv Khullar, M.D., M.P.P (@DhruvKhullar) is a 
physician at NewYork-Presbyterian Hospital, an assistant professor of health care 
policy at Weill Cornell Medicine, and director of policy dissemination at the 
Physicians Foundation Center for the Study of Physician Practice and Leadership. 

1-23-2020 Key West - NYC - Mecca - Paris; TPA in Bottled Water. A Nobel for 
2020. 

1-23-2020 King of Sweden today can do nothing about the Trump Sanctions on 
8,000 Cuban MD's and the NY Times all will be kill by bone saw assassins if they 
write the story of 8,000 Cuban MD's today at the King of Sweden's Palace on iMac 
and Mac Book Pro's working on putting TPA in Bottled Water for a Nobel shared 
with 8,000 Cuban MD's the USA will not allow without a Nuclear War with 
Sweden. The King of Sweden Knows this!!! 

1-23-2020 New York to Force Stores to Accept Cash - Cashing in on a 'Cashless' 
country. Korea could be the first no smoking nation to snub Trump from walking 
out on this Nobel in Medicine they would get, maybe. 



1-23-2020 New York to Force Stores to Accept Cash - Cashing in on a 'Cashless' 
country $$$ 

1-23-2020 New York to Force Stores to Accept Cash - Gas Stations in NYC None, 
Forced Out by the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's. Only then can NYC City Hall force 
a Cashless NYC. Mandatory iPhone 11 Max for 8 million is your NYC Debit Card 
always with money thanks to the closing of all Gas Stations in NYC and payments 
for gas exhaust in your DNA. NYC Rich as Mecca Today. $777 Trillion in NYC... 
God is Great in Mecca today and someday God will be great to NYC soon as they 
cash in their Gas Stations, grin. 

1-23-2020 

New Look inside Amazon lets you read 43 pages... 

Oui Oui click here for Greg in French on Amazon WindmillCAR's + RV's



2019 ----- New ---- Secret Files on the 2019 Windmill Car's Click Here for Greg's 
Book on Amazon Look Inside at New Pages Click on Cover this link takes you to so 
you can zoom in and read the Secret File! Amazon lets you read 42 pages wow! 
Book is 474 Pages



Girls looking into the Apple-Starbucks Windows for their iMac and Mac Book Pro 
Lab $$$ 

Commander Beverly Crusher, M.D. "Encounter at Farpoint" (1987) "Star Trek 
Generations (1994) "Star Trek: Nemesis (2002) Portrayed Gates McFadden 

Greg's 8 Amazon Books and Kindles up to Date Click Here **************



Light Speed IP invention projects need to be installed on 1 Click Amazon IP 
invention projects 1 Click links too... Green Light! 

1-22-2020 Athens Parthenon Starbucks iMac Mac Book Pro Labs, 
'supercomputers' many supercomputers!! Athens Starbucks!! 

Jewish Starbucks with No iMac's, Mac Book Pro's Fiber Optics, Nobels in 
Medicine in 2020 



Jewish Starbucks with diesel Mercedes in the Drive through lane for coffee... 

1-22-2020 Putin’s Plans Keep Moscow Starbucks without any iMac, Mac Book 
Pro's and supercomputers. 



1-22-2020 Mecca Starbucks Today live Web Cam! "The play is simply more fun 
when Timon is lavish, Mecca Starbucks is Lavish Today, not tomorrow! 

1-22-2020 Analysis Ties Hacking of Bezos’ Phone to Saudi Leader’s Account from 
9/11 attacks and their $777 trillion in Oil Revenues since 9/11 when the 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR's are in the Pentagon Garage! After he received a video from Crown 
Prince Mohammed bin Salman’s WhatsApp account. Saudi authorities targeted 
him because he owned 100,000 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's. He will give away to 
Amazon Employees not the Temps and Day Labor Amazon Employees, grin. NY 
Times will do the same with its 100,000 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's. Greg will give 
away 100,000 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's in Key West - Traffic Jam, ha! 

Brazen 9/11 Attack by Saudi Arabia when Jimmy Carter had a fleet of 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR's! 

Brazen Shabab assault at Manda Bay, Kenya, a sleepy seaside base near the Somali 
border, on Jan. 5 left three Americans dead, raising complex questions about the 
military’s mission in Africa." By THOMAS GIBBONS-NEFF, ERIC SCHMITT, 
CHARLIE SAVAGE and HELENE COOPER 

Brazen Oil Revenues of $777 Trillion is the Mission of the Pentagon Generals Not; 



1.001 Nobels in Medicine with the West Point Medical School Skyscrapers and 
Hospital Ships. 

1-22-2020 Live Updates: Leaders in Israel to Mark 75 Years Since Jimmy Carter 
delivered his Godsent 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's to Mecca's Swiss Banks... 

1-22-2020 Analysis Ties Hacking of Bezos’ Phone to Saudi Leader’s Account from 
9/11 attacks and their $777 trillion in Oil Revenues since 9/11 when the 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR's are in the Pentagon Garage! After he received a video from Crown 
Prince Mohammed bin Salman’s WhatsApp account. Saudi authorities targeted 
him because he owned The Washington Post. The Post has aggressively reported on 
the murder of Jamal Khashoggi, one of its columnists." CIA Central Intelligence 
Agency has concluded that Prince Mohammed ordered the killing. "...the amount 
of data exiting his phone increased almost three hundredfold..." " “Arguing with a 
woman is like reading the Win 10 software license agreement. In the end you have 
to ignore everything and click I agree.” "The Enquirer. American Media denied 
any Saudi involvement, in Sanctions by Trump on 1,001 Nobels in Medicine!" 
WHO is going to make a statement soon as the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's are 
Delivered to the UN, Grin, Grin!. By KAREN WEISE, MATTHEW ROSENBERG 
and SHEERA FRENKEL 

1-22-2020 Nobel in Medicine Analysis on Amazon 1 Click IP invention projects 
with specs and Genius Pasteur MD tutors... Amazon Kindles on this number into 
the thousands! Putin’s Plans Keep Moscow Starbucks without any iMac, Mac Book 
Pro's and supercomputers. 



1-22-2020 Nobel in Medicine Analysis “Arguing with a woman is like reading the 
Win 10 software license agreement. In the end you have to ignore everything and 
click I agree.” "The Enquirer. American Media denied any Saudi involvement, in 
Sanctions by Trump on 1,001 Nobels in Medicine!" WHO is going to make a 
statement soon as the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's are Delivered to the UN, Grin, 
Grin!. 

1-22-2020 Dr. Crusher MD was the Star of Star Trek not; “Picard,” Dr. Lisa 
Sanders MD is the Star in Art of the Diagnosis. Yale Medical School will buy 
several Nobels in Medicine for $7 Trillion Each. No need to call the FBI until she 
picks them up in Stockholm. Grin. 

1-22-2020 No Smoking - No Drinking this 'Cure' will save billions of dollars! How 
to Fix a $6.1 Billion Budget Hole? Attack Health Care Spending. Adding dulce de 
leche and two kinds of coconut milk to a tres leches cake makes it supremely 
creamy and rich. 

1-22-2020 The year 1984 not the Novel. 1984, François Mitterrand was president, 
prices were in French francs and the Marais, the historic Jewish quarter of Paris, 
was evolving from a gritty working-class textile and metal factory district. Butchers 
and boulangeries honeycombed the area. Yiddish was heard everywhere along the 
rue des Rosiers. Alien Yiddish was heard for the first time by Jews on Earth and 
Sirius. How a Gasoline Tanker car crash in Paris changed the Universe, a Amazon 
Novel and Kindle. Legal Polygamous Marriage to 4 MD women by the Jews in 



Paris, one upmanship on Mecca. Jews lost their soul via the Elite Jews in Paris 
driving gasoline tanker trucks. Immune from fiery crash. ...he added, eyeing Au 
Rendez-Vous des Amis, a neighborhood cafe that had just shuttered to make way 
for a hamburger joint not a iMac Starbucks computer lab with super computers 
and Fiber Optics. Life in Jewish Paris, “But a page is turning.” A gasoline driven 
car is turning into a BP Oil Gas Station during a hold up... 

1-22-2020 Jews in Athens? Kathryn Hunter stars as the fabulously rich Greek who 
understands the corrupting value of money only after she loses it... to the Jews in 
2020 who get to drive the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR up the hills of Athens all the 
way to Sirius, the North Star and Exodus Athens Style. God! 

1-22-2020 Chef is cooking up a Rx Recipe to win many Nobels in Medicine. 1 
million women cooks enroll in Yale Key West Medical School, not for the woodsy 
women. THE GREAT READ After Culinary and Literary Acclaim, She’s Moving 
to the Woods. The chef Iliana Regan created a hit Chicago restaurant and wrote a 
tough, award-winning memoir. But her real dream lives in a cabin in northern 
Michigan. 

1-22-2020 Davos, Switzerland Owned by Prince and King Salman. Lake Geneva 
too. So Trump Scoffs at Trial and ‘Prophets of Doom’ in Times of 1 million new gas 
stations sold to China and India by the Prince and King instead of 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR's. Greta Thunberg’s Message at Davos Forum: ‘Our House Is Still 
on Fire’ Greta and her writers need to tell the truth about the cop writing the 
tickets on the side of the road rear ended bursting into flames so Trump and 
Salman can earn another $777 Trillion. Greta has a lot to learn about greed for Oil 



Money in the 100's of Trillions of dollars in Davos Banks. 

1-22-2020 Brides are Burned Out on Trump. Pasteur in Paris is 'Up' for more 
Nobels and 4 Brides. Burned out cop cars and War's Drones fired at the Baghdad 
Airport SUV decades after the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's. All Pink too. 



1-22-2020 Elite Jews who read this web page riding in a diesel Mercedes are Cancer 
War Criminals. “False promises of cancer cures have been around a long time. 
They have beguiled the public, given false hope to patients and their loved ones, and 
led patients to ineffective therapies. Right now, we cannot say for certain whether 
that’s the case here. What is certain is that the Jewish scientists who said they 
would have a cure for cancer in one year didn’t meet their goal. And that is not 
only a shame; it is chutzpah of the highest order,” he concluded in the post. These 
Elite Jews have won every lottery in Florida by selling the tickets and keeping the 
money. ...seconds after finding out you’ve won the lottery for $10 dollars. 



1-22-2020 Jews who could have driven the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR into the Front 
Page of the NY Times and Washington Post would have hired 100,000 Scientists 
MD for Dr. Lisa Oppenheimer at Los Alamos for the hacking of 4 Trillion Rx 
Recipes all Trade Secret in need of the CIA hack crack. And put Win 10 in the 
Public Domain. 



Starbucks @ Pasteur, Trump Put Sanctions on Pasteur as the MD of Paris 2020. 
"A Union Leader Emerges as Public Face of French Strike" By ADAM NOSSITER 
In the Macron model, you don't get the French Maid a Pink Rx Miracle Cure for 
Breast Ovary Cancers for Centuries. You don't build 40,000 Trump Towers for the 
French Maids unless they work in Qatar. UAE. 



1-21-2020 Athens Parthenon Starbucks iMac Mac Book Pro Labs, 
'supercomputers' many supercomputers!! Athens Starbucks!! 

1-21-2020 The Play Starts with the Ending!! "The play is simply more fun when 
Timon is lavish, this is the new End of the Play. Rootling for Turnips poor as Mecca 
will be is the opening scene of the Play 'Mecca at Exxon/Mobil" 

1-21-2020 "The play is simply more fun when Timon is lavish than when, having 
been bankrupted by his largesse, he winds up a hermit rootling for turnips. Most 
productions can’t help falling into the same unsatisfying pattern: dessert followed 
by vegetables." 

1-21-2020 Athens Parthenon Starbucks iMac Mac Book Pro Labs, 
'supercomputers' many supercomputers as this is Athens Starbucks!! With its 
recorded history spanning over 3,400 years and its earliest human presence started 
somewhere between the 11th and 7th millennium BC. 

The Secret that lets Gravity live for 200 million years discovered in Athens today! 
IBM Supercomputer Simulation ad for the Super Bowl. Steve Jobs would have 
made this commercial if... 



1-21-2020 110 Story Skyscraper; The Yale Athens Medical Shool built at The 
Acropolis of Athens as seen from Mount Lycabettus. 1,001 Nobels in Medicine 
Times and yes Athens gets a few Nobels in Medicine lost by Trump-Salman Oil 
Company Times on Earth. 

1-21-2020 110 Story Skyscraper built with Parking for the Gravity Engine Car's of 
the future! 

1-21-2020 During the 7th and the 6th centuries BC, the site was controlled by Kylon 
during the failed Kylonian revolt, and twice by Peisistratos; each of these were 
attempts directed at seizing political power by coups d'état 

1-21-2020 1,001 Nobels in Medicine a Year coups d'état!! Spin off of '1984' Novel 
by Dr. George Orwell MD. Written at the Hemingway House Writing Class in Key 
West on iMac iapps. 

1-21-2020 Prince Salman's Bone Saw MD's - Athenians decided to stop the 
construction of the Olympieion temple which was connoted with the tyrant 



Peisistratos and his Bone Saw Killings. 

1-21-2020 Nobel in Medicine; Both were in recovery from drug and alcohol abuse. 
Trump has sanctions on both Nobels. Cost is $7 Trillion each, 100,000 Scientists 
MD's at Los Alamos Manhattan Project lead by Dr. Lisa Sanders MD. 

1-21-2020 Parthenon, were rebuilt by order of Pericles during the so-called Golden 
Age of Athens (460–430 BC) 

1-21-2020 2020 Parthenon was used as the garrison headquarters of the Turkish 
army!! Thanks to $777 Trillion in Oil and Gas money. 

1-21-2020 Dr. Lisa Sanders MD is the Star in Art of the Diagnosis. Yale Medical 
School will buy several Nobels in Medicine for $7 Trillion Each. No need to call the 
FBI until she picks them up in Stockholm. Grin. 



1-21-2020 Trump’s Sanctions on Nobels in Medicine Defies Legal + Moral 
Consensus at Yale and Harvard. WHO at the UN 

1-21-2020 WHO at the UN let Bloomberg make $77 Billion from 9/11 Oil Sales? 
Tracking Oil Tankers on GPS, not... Why the Legacy of Stop-and-Frisk Still 
Threatens Bloomberg the Legacy of 9/11 threatens Bloomberg with War Crimes at 
the UN. $7 Trillion for each of several Nobels in Medicine were lost by his inner 
circle in NYC. 110 Story Skyscraper Medical School in Athens too. 

1-21-2020 "It’s Fish vs. Dams, and the Dams Are Winning - It's really Fish vs Navy 
and the Navy has all the Blood Money from King Salman so they don't have to fish 
for their Fish Dinner for them or us." By LISA W. FODERARO 

1-21-2020 "Athens Yale Medical School Skyscraper" Zeus will build a 110 Story 
Medical School 



1-21-2020 "Athens Yale Medical School Skyscraper" Zeus will build a 110 Story 
Medical School over this inside picture. Zeus will picture 1,001 Heart Transplants 
with no Generals cutting in front of the line. No need to. 



1-21-2020 Pasteur, Trump Put Sanctions on Pasteur as the King of Paris 2020. "A 
Union Leader Emerges as Public Face of French Strike" By ADAM NOSSITER In 
the Macron model, you don't get the French Maid a Pink Rx Miracle Cure for 
Breast Ovary Cancers for Centuries. You don't build 40,000 Trump Towers for the 
French Maids unless they work in Qatar. UAE. 

1-21-2020 "It’s Fish vs. Dam Gun Genius, and the Damn Are Gun Ads Are 
Winning sales from iMac and Mac Book Pro's - It's really Fish vs Big Navy Guns 
and No Ads from NASA or First Contact with Aliens so the Navy the Navy takes 
over the Cape for a Gun Range. 

Ads Tracked them until they bought Guns not iMac's! First thing they used for 
target practice was Bill Gates holding a Win 10 PC. Tech support bills were 
madding! 



1-21-2020 22,000 Men Warriors who Gave Money to Prince Harry War Time Ads, 
many of them armed with Guns costing many more times the price of iMac's and 
Mac Book Pro's. Brain-Washed by Gas Engine Cars not told about the Gravity 
Engine Car. 



1-21-2020 A study that blasted Boeing after a 2009 accident was never made public. 
Criticisms about 1,001 Navy War Ships in 2020 was censored by the NY Times and 
the Vatican. Saint Mary's Star of the Sea Priest and Bishops too. 

1-21-2020 Boeing Crash and Sanctions on 1,001 Nobels in Medicine by Trump-
Salman Oil Company The New York Times evidence from this War Crime, some of 
it previously confidential, reveals striking parallels with the recent crashes — and 
resistance by the team of Americans to a full airing of findings that later proved 
relevant in the Deaths of Olivia Newton John and Steve Jobs. 

1-21-2020 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's, never made public by the NY Times or 
Washington Post, CBS 

1-21-2020 Also 1,001 Nobels in Medicine IP invention projects WHO never read 
1,001 documents not published in the NY Times! But are with the 2 White Men at 
1984 HQ. 



1-21-2020 Boeing Crash was Caused by $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues and 737 Max 
orders from King Salman, Qatar, UAE, Kuwait and Fly Emirates. Boeing’s design 
decisions on both the Max and the plane involved in the 2009 crash — the 737 NG, 
or Next Generation — allowed a powerful computer command to be triggered by a 
single faulty sensor, even though each plane was equipped with two sensors, as 
Bloomberg reported last year. In the two Max accidents, a sensor measuring the 
plane’s angle to the wind prompted a flight control computer to push its nose down 
after takeoff; on the Turkish Airlines flight, an altitude sensor caused a different 
computer to cut the plane’s speed just before landing. 

1-21-2020 Boeing classified the IP invention project to fly the 737 Max into Orbit 
for 15 minutes and land in Paris. This is a War crime by Boeing and all the Oil Men 
designing Executive Class Boeing 737's with Hot Tub and iMax 

1-21-2020 Amazon package 90K NYC Domestic 911 Call same 90K. The Policing of 
the American Porch and UN Troops sent to NYC to police Domestic War's. See if 
any UN member Nations are involved in Domestic Wars and if a Legal Polygamous 
Marriage Choice will End the War. Crash caused by Boeing not building the NASA 
100 Car Super Shuttle Train. 

2-12-2020 007 Trains in Bond Movies. No Time to Build this London Train in the 
U.K. $130 Billion Railroad Plan when NASA desires $130 Trillion from the Bone 
Saw Prince Salman for a 100 Car Super Shuttle Train... 



1-21-2020 Paris Hilton in pictures and news, building iMac Mac Book Pro's into the 
Hilton Hotel's Rooms. Rent a iMac would never sell at the cost they would have to 
charge. Built into a Hilton Hotel Room your iMac Computer Lab at $100K a room 
with fiber, no need to ask then call the Desk about Hotel Wifi. 

1-20-2020 Diagnosis; cause of her numbness; Dr. Lisa Sanders MD!! It's the 
shooting down of the 737 and Navy bombing of the Yale Key West Medical School 
in 2011 and Girls looking into the Apple-Starbucks Windows for their iMac and 
Mac Book Pro Lab $$ Girls looking into the Ford Dealership for the 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR's with iPhone 11 Max iDash Cam's iTickets, Radar on all cars and 
roads and never getting into a Hot car in Key West A/C 24/7 Godsent. Rx Perfume 
for 'Road Rage Men Driving to War's" in the MD's 2020 Ford WindmillCAR! 
Smell Rose, she is a Women MD Driven to a Nobel in Medicine now infected by 
Trumps Sanctions Virus. Yes Trump has sanctions on the Nobel in Medicine... a 
War Crime in the Pink War on Cancer! 

1-21-2020 Nobel in Medicine; Both were in recovery from drug and alcohol abuse. 
Trump has sanctions on both Nobels. 

...toothless because it lets signatories pick and choose, Medical and Dental Care for 
All costing $7 Trillion... 

Qatar with $7 Trillion or the World Bank with $7 Trillion, spent!! 

...call the FBI about the Dentists Bill $$$ Not when you are in Qatar but NYC or 
Athens! 



1-20-2020 Dr. Crusher MD was the Star of Star Trek not; “Picard,” Dr. Lisa 
Sanders MD is the Star in Art of the Diagnosis. Yale Medical School will buy 
several Nobels in Medicine for $7 Trillion Each. No need to call the FBI until she 
picks them up in Stockholm. Grin. 

1-20-2020 NY Times Headlines Today; Macron in Africa filling the French Banks 
with $7 Trillion in Laundered money. Qatar at War with France in Quality of Life. 
Isabel dos Santos, Africa’s richest woman and the daughter of José Eduardo dos 
Santos, then Angola’s president. “Picard,” CIA episode at FarPoint. At the Edge of 
the Galaxy. Angolan government. The country is rich in oil and diamonds exploited 
by France, $7 Trillion from each and every African Nation for France. 
International Powers Call for Cease-Fire in Libya’s Long Civil War over Oil 
Money another $7 Trillion dollars. Swiss and Chase Banks. 75 Drug Cartel 
Members Tunnel Out of Paraguay Prison on their Way to Paris to make some Drug 
Money. Does the French F.B.I. Need Apple to Hack Into iPhones iPhone iDash 
Cams of Drug Dealers from Paraguay? Despair via French Maids in their quarters 
for centuries in Paris cleaning up after the Drug Users and Drug Dealers. Influence 
a French Revolution via Star Trek;s Women MD Doctor who is the Star of most 
French Men Today and all would go for Legal Polygamous Marriage to 4 MD 
women in Paris to Drive the French to a Nobel in Medicine lost by Macron for Oil 
money of $7 Trillion. idle well-born. When wealth is the measure of all things, she 
learns too late, being wealthy in friends isn’t worth much. "Timon of Athens" No 
One in Athens Today Drives for a Nobel in Medicine. Wealth of Athens is in its 
friends coming as Tourists by the Millions, not 100,000 Scientists MD to open the 
Oppenheimer iMac Lab at Starbucks Athens. Tourists at Starbucks Athens today 
don't miss the iMac's or Rx Pink Latte cure for Breast Cancer. Friends tell Friends 
secrets!! Timon of Athens. Dr. Lisa Sanders MD has a Amazon book Titled "MD's 
Secrets" next to Gregs Amazon Book "Secret Files on WindmillCAR's." Save the 
life of Ivanka from Breast Cancer, reward is $7 Trillion, Born in Mecca or Qatar 
you are born Richer than any French Man. 

1-20-2020 “Timon of Athens,” ...of Qatar 



1-20-2020 “Timon of Athens,” ...of Saudi Arabia and UAE 

1-20-2020 “Timon of Athens,” ...of Army mercenary Pentagon's World Wide 

1-20-2020 “Timon of Athens,” ...Yale Key West Medical School's next heart 
transplant for Cheney. 

1-20-2020 "The play is simply more fun when Timon is lavish than when, having 
been bankrupted by his largesse, he winds up a hermit rootling for turnips. Most 
productions can’t help falling into the same unsatisfying pattern: dessert followed 
by vegetables." 

1-20-2020 “Lady” Timon, the wittily offbeat host of an arty Athenian salon. 



1-20-2020 Starbucks Baristas Tech Genius Married to Apple iMac Genius at the 
Apple Store inside the Starbucks Store an Arty Athenian Starbucks Salon. Fiber 
Optics!! Love to Drive the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR through the Starbucks Drive 
through in Athens. How could the Elite in Athens drive gas and diesel cars and 
trucks. In the Traffic ahead going to Starbucks spray painted black clouds of Diesel 
from trucks in the traffic. Is this Athens, is this what becomes of the Famous who 
Walked in Athens. Paris and London we can understand but Athens!! The brilliant 
men of Athens destroyed the Gravity Engine Car for Oil Wealth. Trump Athens 
Casino loss. Athens dominates the Attica region and is one of the world's oldest 
cities, with its recorded history spanning over 3,400 years and its earliest human 
presence started somewhere between the 11th and 7th millennium BC. 

1-20-2020 Elite Men in Athens today Drive a Diesel Mercedes up to the Parthenon, 
and make NY Times headlines, front page picture of the Parthenon, about exhaust 
pollution on the Parthenon. 

1-20-2020 Zeus waiting for his Athens 'Friends.' 

1-20-2020 "Athens Yale Medical School Skyscraper" Zeus will build a 110 Story 
Medical School 



"Athens Yale Medical School Skyscraper" Zeus will build a 110 Story Medical 
School over this inside picture. Zeus will picture 1,001 Heart Transplants with no 
Generals cutting in front of the line. No need to. 

1-20-2020 West Point Medical School will save the Generals Daughter's 



1-20-2020 World's Oil Company's Saudi Arabia winds up oiling for water in sand 
oasis... 

1-20-2020 Payments for War Crimes and the Pink War on Breast Cancer Crimes, 
sanctions on 1,001 Nobels in Medicine by Trump. Trump in the Senate Room for 
these War Crime Charges with many of the women in Pink. No Trump is not 
allowed to wear his Pink Tie! Olivia Newton John has tied his pink tie around his 
balls... CIA Gina trained her in this torture called 'Pink'. 

1-20-2020 GodWind the new MD of Paris is a Women; Buckets of Blood that is 
Pure from centuries of Star Trek Inventions. 1,001 IP invention projects on 1 Click 
Amazon Today, well tomorrow ha. King needs a day to rest not the 2 White Men at 
1984 HQ who never though to write up some 1 Click links with specs to how to 
clean blood like they do in Star Trek with Dr. Beverly Crusher MD not Picard. 

1-20-2020 Pentagons New "Space Force" Uniform Design. Can you see Trump 
tweeting about the "Gonorrhea Force," like his new Pentagon "Space Force"... ha. 
Not until Ivanka gets gonorrhea then Trump will use force!! Women with 
gonorrhea questioning the logic of Generals at the Pentagon who have given several 
women gonorrhea. Army/Air Force Army wins in the highest statistics with 
gonorrhea than AF. 



Trump put Sanctions on A Nobel in Medicine for Brain Surgery Advancements in 
2020, Gravity of this will give 5 billion a Rx Recipe for the Perfect Memory. White 
House Spelling Bee... 



1-19-2020 Dr. Crusher MD was the Star of Star Trek not; “Picard,” 

1-19-2020 Dr. Lisa Sanders MD is the Star of Star Trek "Nobel in Medicine" 2020 
Disney/CBS 



1-19-2020 Dr. Lisa Sanders MD is the Star of Star Trek "Nobel in Medicine" 2020 
Disney/CBS 

1-19-2020 ATT and Comcast Remotes drew widespread ridicule - 100 Senators 
were bullied by ATT and Comcast to keep the Comcast Remote next to the Sony 
and Samsung and LG remotes. "How Did Americans Lose Faith in Everything? 
Comcast 'Remotes!!'" By YUVAL LEVIN NY Times. 

1-19-2020 Win 10 Blue Screen of Death and Comcast 'Remotes!' "Why Did the 
Woman’s Middle Finger Turn Numb and Blue?" By LISA SANDERS, M.D. NY 
Times. "The cause isn’t clear. It seems to be most common in middle-aged women" 
"The patient could hardly wait to see her two doctor friends in church the next 
Sunday to tell them what she had." A Chance to win a Nobel in Medicine!! Trumps 
sanctions have infected even the Nobel in Medicine, this is Numbness 1984 discover 
by Dr. George Orwell MD in London. 

1-19-2020 ATT and Comcast Chart a Exodus to Sirius for the Jews; Can ‘Star 
Trek’ Chart a Way Forward? Star Wars Galaxy Edge at Disney with 1 Click 
Amazon links to 1,001 IP invention projects with specs and Einstein Genius Tutors. 



1-19-2020 Dr. Crusher MD was the Star of Star Trek not; “Picard,” a spinoff 
following Patrick Stewart’s Starfleet officer, the franchise is trying to rediscover its 
place in a universe it effectively invented. The Goddess Women Doctor was the 
Inventor in Star Trek not Picard. This is why Dr. Lisa Sanders is numb!! 

1-19-2020 Dr. Lisa Sanders MD is Numb to this 'Brain-Storm,' “Discovery” and 
“Picard,” Kurtzman and his company are helping to produce an animated comedy 
series, “Lower Decks,” and a new live-action series starring Michelle Yeoh, both for 
CBS All Access, as well as a children’s animated series for Nickelodeon. As he and 
his colleagues continue to develop new “Star Trek” ideas, Kurtzman said, “We’re 
not trying to rush.” “What I want to make sure of is that each show is a unique 
proposition,” he said. “Because it only takes one to mess it all up. I understand that 
we’re playing a little bit of Russian roulette, the more bullets we load into the gun.” 
Dr. Nickelodeon MD would cure Dr. Lisa Sanders and 1 Billion middle age women 
who have a Numb Middle Finger pointing at the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ. 

1-19-2020 Olivia Newton John will be dead by Feb. 2. The next session in Dr. 
Fitaihi’s court case is scheduled for Feb. 2. in Mecca. 

1-19-2020 Dr. Lisa Sanders MD is Numb to this $7 Trillion dollars Yale New Haven 



would have thanked God for; Tehran’s Grand Mosalla, a large $7 trillion dollar 
area paid for by $4 Gas on the 4th of July USA. Local mosques have also gotten a 
$7 trillion dollars windfall from the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR in the USA. “God is 
Great” and so is Jimmy Carter for the Godsent 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's! Jimmy 
Carter is Numb to this on his Death Bed and the vision of 10 million Pink Coffins 
behind his Navy Coffin moving down Avenue of the Americans in NYC. Art of the 
Diagnosis, for being Numb to $7 Trillion dollars! 

1-19-2020 ATT and Comcast Remotes; Remote White Men at HQ Remote from the 
2020 Ford WindmillCAR's spin off Harvest of 1,001 Nobels in Medicine. ATT 
Comcast diminishing their profitability via 1980 to 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's, 
F-35 Radar on all cars and roads. Quality of life with so many 'remotes' in the 
Universe. Pink Rx Recipe that cures breast-ovary cancers in every stage in 8 days 
with a Rx Pink Latte at Starbucks was not profitable to Comcast + ATT. The 2 
White Men at HQ in NYC. 

1-19-2020 ATT Virus and Comcast Virus killed 100 million in China alone in 2020 
S.U.V. in Forbidden City Prompts Rage at China’s Rich. Two women posed with a 
Mercedes in a revered site usually barred to vehicles, and became unwilling 
symbols of the wealth and privilege President Xi Jinping has promised to rein in. In 
ATT and Comcast Elite knew abut the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's. Forbidden City, 
the former home of emperors, which Mr. Xi has sought to turn into a London 
George Orwell Gas Station, 1 million new gas stations in China in 2020 not 100 
million 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's. This is Why Dr. Lisa Sanders is numb. Her 
Numb Middle Finger Pointing at 2 White Men at 1984 HQ. 



1-19-2020 “He knew he wasn’t going to waste his time,’’ He told her, ‘I’m not going 
to die over it.’” Time to work on a Nobel in Medicine while the Warriors Die for 
another War in Baghdad. 

1-19-2020 “He knew he wasn’t going to waste his time,’’ He told her, Star Wars 
Jewish Exodus; The Chinese Population Crisis is a fake story in the NY Times. The 
True story is the Jewish Population at Sirius and other nearby Stars. This is the 
Crisis Jewish Elite are talking about today. The Jewish Elite invested $7 Trillion in 
MIT Drones and Missiles. Not picking up live streaming video from Sirius. A War 
Crime the Rabbi's want to arrest them for. 

1-19-2020 Dr. Crusher MD was the Star of Star Trek not; “Picard,” Commander 
Beverly Crusher, M.D. "Encounter at Farpoint" (1987) "Star Trek Generations 
(1994) "Star Trek: Nemesis (2002) Portrayed Gates McFadden. 

1-19-2020 Dr. Lisa Sanders MD is the Star of Star Trek "Nobel in Medicine" 



1-19-2020 Dr. Crusher MD was the Star of Star Trek not; “Picard,” Commander 
Beverly Crusher, M.D. "Encounter at Farpoint" (1987) "Star Trek Generations 
(1994) "Star Trek: Nemesis (2002) Portrayed Gates McFadden 



1-18-2020 ATT and Comcast “Without such incentives, from the 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR's and our New Universe of 12 Trillion Galaxies that might be 122 
Trillion Galaxies. Legal Polygamist Marriage Quality of life in Qatar and the USA 
working on iMac @ $18,384 via fiber not Wifi at Starbucks. 100,000 Rx Latte's. 
“Without such incentives, they shot down 737 over Iran. 

1-18-2020 Canada Oil Men shot down the 737 over Iran in the war against 2020 
Ford WindmillCAR's. The prime minister has stayed out of a growing debate 
within the country over whether President Trump shares some of the responsibility 
for the deaths by creating a volatile situation in Iran that some argue led to the 
downing. Canada will provide each of the families with 25,000 Canadian dollars, 
about $19,000, to cover the cost of funerals and travel. The prime minister said that 
57 of the victims were Canadian citizens and another 29 were permanent residents 
of Canada. $777 Trillion is in Canada Banks from Oil. 

1-18-2020 Canada to give Breast-Ovary cancer women $19,000 for Chemo... 

1-18-2020 University of California, Berkeley, “Without such incentives, from the 
2020 Ford WindmillCAR's admit more students from Saudi Arabia, Qatar, UAE 
than USA. 



1-18-2020 University of California, Berkeley, “Without such incentives, keep off 
limits 1,001 iMac Computer Labs on Campus from millions without Saudi Money 
from $4 Gas on the 4th of July USA. 

1-18-2020 W.H.O. identified 252 agents in development that target 12 pathogens the 
health agency has declared grave threats to humanity. They include multidrug-
resistant E. coli, salmonella and the bacteria that cause gonorrhea. 

1-18-2020 Can you see Trump tweeting about the Gonorrhea Force, like his new 
Pentagon Space Force... ha. Not until Ivanka gets gonorrhea then Trump will use 
force!! 

War with the Navy to House the Homeless on Navy Ships, NYC too!! 

1-18-2020 JFK to Check Passengers for a Deadly Chinese Flu is not Homeland 



Security's problem but for sick time pay from the flu... grin. 

1-18-2020 Tiffany box on "Amazon Tracking Prime" everything you forgot 
possible to Invent because of '1984" George Orwell Novel, a New Amazon Novel 
that holds Gravity is priced in the $ Trillions of dollars... "Amazon Tracking 
Prime" everything you forgot to do or order yesterday is on your tracking page 
with updates better than Google Play Store, Ha! $$$ File your Tax on Amazon 
Prime with 1 Click, all your being tracked Pays your Tax Return with the 1 click... 
high tech lot better than the USPS waiting in line, grin. 

1-18-2020 $8 Billion Verdict in Drug Lawsuit Is Reduced to $6.8 Million. $777 
Trillion Lawsuit against Qatar, UAE, Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, Pentagon Oil 
Company, Vatican Oil Company Total French Government Oil Company. WHO at 
the UN will get $7 Trillion, a windfall that should get WHO at the UN 'Several' 
Nobels in Medicine. 

1-18-2020 F-35 Radar on all cars and roads; "You Really Can Lower Your Car 
Insurance Cost" By ANN CARRNS Ann at the NY Times knows about F-35 Radar 
on all cars and roads. 



1-18-2020 1980 to 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's in NYC. No Gas lines for how many 
decades now? We'll let the NY Times Journalists to the math. Grin. "Landlord in 
Deadly East Village Explosion Sentenced to at Least 4 Years" "She installed an 
illegal gas line that led to the blast, which killed two men and leveled two apartment 
buildings." By AARON RANDLE 

1-18-2020 WHO $$$ makes the $1 Trillion, Breast Cancer; Unlike drugs that treat 
chronic conditions like breast-ovary cancer and are taken for years, antibiotics save 
lives, but are taken for just a week or two, diminishing their profitability for drug 
makers. 

1-18-2020 Olivia Newton John will be dead by Feb. 2. The next session in Dr. 
Fitaihi’s court case in Mecca is scheduled for Feb. 2. 

1-18-2020 Diagnosis; cause of her numb, bruised-looking finger. first picture, taken 
on Saturday, of a dark blue bruise at the base of her third finger on the palm side. 



The next photo showed that the entire finger had turned bluish. Even the back of 
her hand had started to look dusky, especially when compared with her 
surrounding fingers. The next day it was no different. But that morning, on Day 3, 
the finger started to clear up. Yet it was still numb. PubMed she found many 
reports of a single blue digit. In most reports it was called paroxysmal finger 
hematoma, or Achenbach’s syndrome, named after the German physician who first 
described it, in 1958. The cause isn’t clear. . It seems to be most common in middle-
aged women and most frequently affects the index or middle finger. The doctor 
went back to the patient and quickly pulled up the pictures she had found in her 
search. The patient was amazed. They looked just like her finger. No further testing 
was needed, Van Meter told her. And no treatment. Her finger would get better on 
its own. The patient was relieved. Just having a name for it was s omehow enough. 
She was grateful to learn it didn’t indicate something terrible. The patient could 
hardly wait to see her two doctor friends in church the next Sunday to tell them 
what she had. The Priest and Bishop at Saint Mary's Star of the Sea in Key West 
had both given this same 'Middle Finger' numb common on middle age women 
several time with lots of giggles from the congregations. Iran’s Supreme Leader 
Rebukes U.S. in Rare Friday Sermon - Yes this would be a first sermon for the 
Priest and Bishop's at Saint Mary Star of the Sea too. "Ayatollah Ali Khamenei 
told thousands of worshipers that God’s backing had allowed Iran to “slap the 
face” of the United States with a missile attack." That Trump lied when he knew 
USA troops were injured in the attack, lied to God and his USA Congregation! A 
Sin. In his first Sermon in eight years, the leader, Ayatollah Ali Khamenei, sought 
to rally supporters. Sermon about WHOM gets to sell their Oil in a 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR time was classified. Saint Mary's Star of the Sea Classified the 2020 
Ford WindmillCAR's also. “We delivered a slap to U.S.’s image as a superpower.” 
Image of fiery cop cars and cops burned over 90% of their body from writing a 
ticket on the side of the road when iCops and iTickets are a invention spin off of the 
2020 Ford WindmillCAR's with iPhone iDash Cams and no traffic stops at all in 
the USA. iTickets. In Church the women talk to their Doctor friends about all the 
'Road Rage Men Drivers' and the invention of a Rx Perfume holder in the car for 
Road Rage Men. Ayatollah Khamenei usually speaks, he appeared for communal 
Muslim prayers on Friday at Tehran’s Grand Mosalla, a large $7 trillion dollar 
area paid for by $4 Gas on the 4th of July USA. Local mosques have also gotten a 
$7 trillion dollar windfall from the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR in the USA. “God is 
Great” and so is Jimmy Carter for the Godsent 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's! 

1-18-2020 Diagnosis; cause of her numb, Dr. Lisa Sanders MD is the shooting down 
of the 737 and Navy bombing of the Yale Key West Medical School in 2011 When 
Greg flew into Key West with $777 Trillion, Godsent! 



1-18-2020 Breast Cancer; "Why Americans Supported Prohibition 100 Years Ago" 
Why Yale and Harvard Law Schools will be closed and their Campus given to the 
Yale and Harvard Medical Schools, the death of Olivia Newton John before Feb. 2 
the date for the Saudi-American Harvard MD trial. 40,000 Dead Pink Bodies found 
on at his Beach House. 

1-18-2020 Doing Drugs and Smoking, drinking In a $375,000 Rolls-Royce in 
London and Paris will be the New Paperback and Kindle edition of the Novel 
"Down and Out in Paris and London" this will cover 1,001 Nobels in Medicine by 
RR Owners, Driven to Exodus and live streaming Comcast YouTube videos of 
Jewish Aliens at Sirius. 

1-18-2020 Sermon at the USA Saint Mary's Star of the Sea by the Priest and Bishop 
Sunday; Urinary incontinence, the involuntary leakage of urine, affects women of 
all ages. Approximately 25 percent of young women, 50 percent of middle-aged 
women and 75 percent of older women have some degree of urinary incontinence. 
Quality of life, women with overactive bladder have to get up multiple times each 
night to empty their bladder. What was Pope Francis sermon last Sunday? Quality 
of life for most of his aging congregation in Rome, Hell No! 



1-18-2020 Women have told me that when they brought up their incontinence to 
previous providers, they were told it was a “normal” part of aging and the 
conversation ended quickly with the implication that it was something to be 
tolerated. It isn’t just medicine that treats incontinence as shameful; our society 
does as well. Imagine if we went to Saint Mary's Star of the Sea and Saint Peters at 
the Vatican for this Miracle Cure Manhattan project finance by the S.O.S. Bishops 
with the day old French Pastry's all over their laps. Ha. Eye glasses Rx and 
Cataract surgery sermon and treatment world wide by the Catholic Church next 
Sunday, end to visual impairment was something they had to live with in the 
Congregations world wide in the Catholic Church. iMac's will be at every Pew 
when Mecca Pays up... $777 Trillion! 

Rx Perfume in your car for 'Road Rage Men" to smell the 'Rose' her name is Rose! 

1-17-2020 Olivia Newton John was denied a Harvard Medical School Miracle by 
Trump, after talking to Ivanka about the Yale Key West Medical School's 25 
Trump Towers and 25 Hospital Ships. Iran what Ivanka, Yes use H-Bomb drones 
next time, Right On Daughter!! We need their Oil... to go with Iraq Oil. Yes the 1" 
Windmills on your limo are well hidden Ivanka. 

1-17-2020 Dr. Fitaihi, a Harvard-trained physician, was born in Saudi Arabia but 



became a United States citizen while living and working in the Boston area. He 
returned to the kingdom around 2006, where he opened a private hospital and 
became a motivational speaker. 

1-17-2020 Dr. Fitaihi thinks of the White House as The House of Infidel's!! And 
Mecca has $777 Trillion not the USA. American Family Stuck in Saudi Arabia 
While Father Stands Trial The Saudi government has barred Dr. Walid Fitaihi, a 
dual Saudi-American "Oil Citizen". 

1-17-2020 State Department official said Dr. Fitaihi faces charges including 
obtaining United States citizenship without permission from the Saudi government 
and working with an organization affiliated with the Muslim Brotherhood, Not the 
Pink Nobel in Medicine at Los Alamos. 

1-17-2020 40,000 Pink American Women Dead on the Beach... Dr. Fitaihi’s son, 
Ahmad, said that his mother, Lana Angawi, was born in Texas and has American 
citizenship, as do his six younger siblings. The family once traveled to the United 
States every year or so for vacation; Newport Beach. 



1-17-2020 Olivia Newton John will be dead by Feb. 2. The next session in Dr. 
Fitaihi’s court case is scheduled for Feb. 2. in Mecca. 

1-17-2020 Olivia Newton John will be dead by Feb. 2. The next session in Dr. 
Fitaihi’s office in Mecca!! Saudi Dr. Fitaihi MD from Harvard paid for by Mecca, 
Vatican Priest MD's and Bishop MD's not paid for and no desire to go to Harvard 
Medical School by Priest and Bishops at Saint Mary's Star of the Sea Catholic 
Church in Key West. West Point Medical School will give us all MD's on the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff and Supreme Court Judges, all Federal Judges! 8,000 Cuban MD's 
will be allowed to work for the King of Sweden on a Nobel in Medicine on iMac's! 

1-17-2020 Mecca's Dr. Fitaihi’s MD Sexually transmitted diseases are on the rise in 
the United States. Chlamydia, gonorrhea and syphilis have all drastically increased. 
Chlamydia saw a 22 percent increase. 



1-17-2020 Congenital syphilis is a truly tragic and heartbreaking illness. It is 
syphilis that is passed from mother to infant. The disease has seen a 154 percent 
increase since 2013. Nearly half of all children infected while in the womb do not 
survive. The U.S. Preventive Services Taskforce now recommends all pregnant 
mothers are tested for syphilis at their first prenatal screening. Antibiotics can 
prevent the mother from passing the disease on to their newborn. States with the 
highest rate of congenital syphilis (per 100,000 people) are: Louisiana Nevada 
California Texas Florida. 

1-17-2020 New York Times Internatioal Edition; Nations with the highest rates and 
Nations who arrest the Men who gave her syphilis... Not NYC. 

1-17-2020 $$$ world’s dirtiest fossil fuel, Coal... Coal Mine Owners at the Qatar 
Trump Casino - Dirtiest Roulette Wheels with traces of coke, Vodka, virus you 
need a cure for. 

1-17-2020 German Cars 2020 Ford WindmillCAR will Testify at the War Crimes 
Trials in Berlin in 2020. Pentagon Top Brass shot down a 737 and F-35 Radar on 
all cars and roads decades ago. 1 dead, others injured in Holy Cross college crew 
van crash... in every Nation on Earth Today and again tomorrow and the 
Pentagon's War Crime Lawyers buy their Time at the Palace in Baghdad counting 
their oil revenues not the 'Road Kill's' from no car radar. 



1-17-2020 How Hard Is It to Quit Coal? For Germany, 18 Years and $44 Billion - 
Germany announced on Thursday that it would spend $44.5 billion to quit coal — 
but not for another 18 years, by 2038. The move shows how expensive it is to stop 
burning the world’s dirtiest fossil fuel, Coal. 

1-17-2020 German Cars 2020 Ford WindmillCAR will Testify at the War Crimes 
Trials in Berlin in 2020. 

1-17-2020 Germany, one of the Worst Time after Time War Crime Nations in 
History. This time we have the Hitler Gas Station owners on audio and video 
knowing about the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's. 

1-17-2020 VW, Daimler and BMW sell more cars in China than anywhere else! 



1-17-2020 In California’s War with the Navy to House the Homeless on Navy Ships, 
NYC too!! 

1-17-2020 In California’s War With Trump-Salman Oil Company a $777 Trillion 
dollar company mostly into War in Iran, Homeless 100 camp trailers. 737 Max 200 
can Camp in one Boeing that will never fly again. Navy can get the Moving job. 
grin. Double Decker Greyhound Bus can carry almost 100. So the Gov. of 
California bought 100 Camp Trailers, how stupid! Everyone can sleep in their 2020 
Ford WindmillCAR's with Unlimited Verizon Cell service. 

1-17-2020 "NYC Mayor de Blasio Offers ‘Minimalist’ $95.3 Billion Budget, 
Warning of Cuts" By EMMA G. FITZSIMMONS In a City with $777 Trillion in 
Swiss Banks $$$ 

1-17-2020 Comcast Oil Men's War Crimes 1980 to 2020. NBCUniversal’s Peacock 
streaming service is at risk of blending in with the flock. On Thursday at 



Rockefeller Center, the media company, owned by the cable giant Comcast, will 
rely on advertisements, rather than subscriptions, to generate revenue - 5 Billion 
People on Earth relied on NBC Nightly News to generate the 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR's secret files written at Los Alamos and the Pentagon to get 
humanity into the Universe, make first contact with Jewish Aliens in Exodus. Hell 
No, Comcast sold its soul to Mecca and Allah, gave God the 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR's. 

1-17-2020 When it goes live in April, Peacock will have a deep library of content 
and a smattering of originals. 

1-17-2020 1,001 Nobels in Medicine Originals at the Yale Key West Medical School 
in Key West. 

1-17-2020 NBCUniversal’s hefty bets on Qatar-Trump-Salman Casino. $777 
Trillion Florida Lottery!! 



1-17-2020 Peacock will go live on April 15 for certain Comcast customers, 
expanding nationwide on July 15. Yale Key West Medical School will save 100,000 
Lives soon as the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ drive the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's. 

1-17-2020 Peacock will give companies a lot of advertising options; Yale Key West 
Medical School will put ads on NBCPeacock for 1,001 Nobel Novels written at the 
Hemingway House Writing Class on iMac and Mac Book Pro's with 1 Click 
Amazon links to specs and Genius Pasteur-Einstein tutors. 

1-17-2020 Trumps Sanctions on 8,000 Cuban MD's working for the King of Sweden 
on 1,001 Nobels in Medicine in Stockholm will be a ad for WHO did this to the 
Nobel Prize, Trump and Oil Company in Miami, Cuba. Five minutes of ads per 
hour or less, according to NBCUniversal until Ivanka is diagnosed with breast-
ovarian cancers then more ads for Cuban MD's to work on 1,001 Nobels in 
Medicine in Sweden at the Kings Palace which can hold 8,000 dinner guest. 



1,800 Page Web 3 megs Ran Out of Memory on my PC Click Here its HTML as I 
don't have enough memory to make it a PDF, Thanks Greg



1,800 Page Web 3 megs Ran Out of Memory on my PC Click Here its HTML as I 
don't have enough memory to make it a PDF, Thanks Greg

1,400 Pages in Web on 6-25 2019 Titled 4 MD Wife's Coup Click here for the Pdf 
version long file takes a few mins to open with Win 10



1-17-2020 "Amazon Tracking Prime" everything you forgot to do or order 
yesterday is on your tracking page with updates better than Google Play Store, Ha! 
$$$ File your Tax on Amazon Prime with 1 Click, all your being tracked Pays your 
Tax Return with the 1 click... high tech lot better than the USPS waiting in line, 
grin. 

1-16-2020 100,000 Rx Recipe's 100,000 at Starbucks today. Pink and Obese and 
1,001 other Rx Latte's all shot down like the 737 in Iran for $777 Trillion in 
Exxon/Mobil Oil Money for them... 

1-16-2020 Rx Recipe hacked from 4 Trillion Rx Recipes all Trade Secret for the Rx 
Diet Latte at Starbucks was shot down like the 737 by 2 White Men Obese One's at 
1984 HQ. 

1-16-2020 100,000 Rx Recipe's 100,000 at Starbucks today. Pink and Obese and 
1,001 other Rx Latte's all shot down like the 737 in Iran for $777 Trillion in 
Exxon/Mobil Oil Money for them... 



Greg's 4 Amazon Books linked on Same Page click Here



1-16-2020 Rich People Don’t Just Live Longer. They Also Get More Healthy Years. 
Wealthy men and women generally have seven to nine more years of “disability-
free” life after age 50 than poor people do, according to a new study of English and 
American adults. By HEATHER MURPHY Paola Zaninotto, a professor of 
epidemiology and public health at University College London and a lead author of 
the study. 



1-16-2020 Catholics without any Priest MD's and Bishop MD's writing the sermons 
Get to Hell 7 years sooner than if they would have married a Yale MD women, grin. 
Paola Zaninotto, a professor of epidemiology and public health at University 
College London and a lead author of the study. 

1-16-2020 MD Women and their Husbands... role of lifestyle and personality traits. 
Aerobics exercise and eat a healthy diet,” 140 target heart rate for 30 minutes few 
times a week. 

1-16-2020 wealthy women tended to live 33 disability-free years after age 50 — 
seven to nine more than poor women, the study found. Wealthy men tended to live 
31 disability-free years after 50 — eight to nine more than poor men. 

1-16-2020 MD Women and their Husbands... role of lifestyle and personality traits. 



1-16-2020 Americans tended to be less healthy than older Britons, largely because 
of obesity... Look at the Pope's Cardinals weights. Publish this on the front page of 
the NY Times. 

1-16-2020 Rx Recipe hacked from 4 Trillion Rx Recipes all Trade Secret for the Rx 
Diet Latte at Starbucks was shot down like the 737 by 2 White Men Obese One's at 
1984 HQ. 

1-16-2020 Pentagon's shock and awe Driven; 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's. Fireworks 
No More for Cops on the Side of the road writing a ticket not a Nobel Novel at the 
Hemingway House bursting into flames. War Crimes Censored by the NY Times. 
“Sewelo” means “rare find” in Setswana. 

1-16-2020 Pentagon mission "$777 Trillion in Iraq Oil" U.S. Military Resumes 
Joint Operations With Iraq. The decision to restart military operations in Iraq 
came less than two weeks after Iraq’s Parliament voted to expel all American forces 
from Iraq. 



1-16-2020 Senate voted to expel American forces; Exxon/Mobil gas stations from all 
of the USA! ASAP 

1-16-2020 Warren Told Sanders After Debate, ‘I Think You Called Me a Liar on 
National TV’ Yes and a War Criminal burning gas and oil... 

1-16-2020 Impeachment vote is a Scam to avoid the vote to expel American forces; 
Exxon/Mobil gas stations $$$ 

1-16-2020 Senate then votes for 100 Manhattan Projects @ Los Alamos directed by 
Dr. Lisa Sanders MD. In Pink, grin. Yes Lab at Los Alamos is painted Pink for the 
100,000 arriving MD's and Scientists. 



1-16-2020 Stifle any propaganda driven by the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR and $777 
trillion profits spent on American Citizens not Mecca and the Pentagon. Pentagon 
ministers that begun to gas station Owners have reorganize and plan invasions in 
China and India to build 1 million more gas stations. Iraqi/Exxon/Mobil. 

1-16-2020 Pompeo's 5" and 1" Windmills super cooled to -254 C he spent the 
weekend to send delegates to work out the details 

1-16-2020 If the Americans and most other coalition militaries left, the Iraqis would 
have Trumps LA Homeless living in the streets of Baghdad... 

1-16-2020 Removing the United States military from Iraq would take more than a 
vote in Parliament. According to American officials, it would require the NY Times 
print Gregs Secret File On WindmillCAR's on the Front Page! 

1-16-2020 MQ-9 Reaper drone fired missiles into a convoy at the Baghdad airport, 
killing the Iranian commander, Maj. Gen. Qassim Suleimani; Abu Mahdi al-
Muhandis, the deputy chief of a coalition of Iraqi militias; and eight other people. 



1-16-2020 MQ-9 Reaper drone fired missiles into a convoy of Ford WindmillCAR's 
driving down Avenue of the Americans. Mecca cheered on the Pentagon's drone 
strike in the USA. Killing everyone in the USA. 

1-16-2020 Pentagon Top Brass shot down a 737 and F-35 Radar on all cars and 
roads decades ago. 1 dead, others injured in Holy Cross college crew van crash 
January 16, 2020 FORT LAUDERDALE — A 20-year-old member of Holy Cross 
college women's crew team was killed and several of her teammates were seriously 
injured when their van crashed in Florida. Vero Beach police blame the Pentagon 
war's. 

1-16-2020 Inventors Rule NYC Inventors Rule NYC IP invention projects post; 
New York Mayor Scorned Over His Favorite Bagel Order. By EMMA G. 
FITZSIMMONS Twitter post on Wednesday, Mr. de Blasio declared his love for a 
bagel that fits his political persona: the Bagel Hole bakery in Park Slope, Brooklyn, 
which serves a chewy and celebrated variety in the leafy neighborhood where the 
mayor raised his family. Then he crossed into treacherous territory for bagel 
aficionados: He said his go-to bagel was whole wheat with extra cream cheese. 
Toasted. 



1-16-2020 Inventors Rule NYC must invent "Fresh Package" for Day Old Hard as 
a Rock Bagel's... inject some Jewish Air with softeners. 

1-16-2020 New Yorkers first responded even the Priest and S.O.S. Bishop's at Saint 
Mary's Star of the Sea Catholic Church in Key West will not Take Day Old Bagels, 
they steal the Homeless day old French Pastry's! 

1-16-2020 Perfect Match made in Heaven; 8 Million inventors working in NYC 
writing up new "Star Fresh Packaging" for Bagels and other breads. 

1-16-2020 Mecca the Saudi's shot down the 787 Ford WindmillCAR's!! Not for 
much longer, grin! Girls looking into the Apple-Starbucks Windows for their iMac 
and Mac Book Pro Lab $$$ Mohammed bin Zayed’s $777 Trillion dollar mugging 
of 4 USA Girls in front of the Apple-Starbucks Store! 

1-16-2020 Free WiFi articles in the NY Times; 4 Girls in front of the Apple-
Starbucks store paid for the bus ride there. Should Public Transit Be Free? More 
Cities Say, Why Not? By ELLEN BARRY and GRETA RYBUS Why Not spent $7 
trillion on the Iraq-Iran War's, well they did and they are. They the Pentagon left 



the 4 girls looking into the Apple-Starbucks Store thinking of the Nobel in Medicine 
they could win in a legal Polygamous Marriage. 

1-16-2020 Free "Medicare" for All in the USA $$$ In a video, a North Carolina 
woman shared a tip about battling “stupid charges.” Thousands responded, some 
commiserating over the health care costs. 

1-16-2020 North Carolina woman are in a Class lower than Saudi Arabia, Qatar, 
UAE, Kuwait because of Oil Revenues given to Moslems. Senators in Carolina are 
War Criminals and caused the deaths of millions via expensive health care they 
gave free to Saudi Arabia. 

1-16-2020 4 girls looking into the Apple-Starbucks store are murdered, raped, 
robbed walking through Morning side Park near NYC FBI HQ. F.B.I.’s Proposed 
Fixes Are Inadequate, Expert Tells Surveillance Court - $1 Trillion dollar scam for 
Homeland security surveillance. iPhone GPS tracking on a Google map of your life 
and death in NYC. 

1-16-2020 Robbers with Air Jordan and Navy Hoodie know the FBI is inadequate, 
out of date. 



1-16-2020 Robbed by Ink. Gary Starkweather, Inventor of the Laser Printer, Dies 
at 81 $81 billion for ink and $8 billion spent on laser printers. Like the 
WindmillCAR someone has invented ink for $1 Billion to replace ink for $81 Billion 
and it was stifled by the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ. 

1-16-2020 "Are Americans Ready to Elect a Woman President?" By MICHELLE 
COTTLE It was a crime to elect a women Mayor of Key West. She gives the kids in 
the cancer ward a Disney toy not a cure for cancer. 2 White Men at 1984 HQ 
elected her not Mom with the cancer children. Stopping at the Exxon/Mobil gas 
station on the way to the Hospital and on the way home. Quality of life when 2 
White Men at 1984 HQ get the Woman Mayor elected in Key West. 

1-16-2020 Quality of life in Mecca stopping at the Exxon/Mobil gas stations. Mayor 
of Key West is on her way to Mecca. 

1-16-2020 The ‘Immoral’ Killing of the Iranian General 



1-16-2020 The ‘Immoral’ Rape of Martha Gellhorn on a Mountain Top in Kenya at 
82. 

1-16-2020 The Rape of Martha Gellhorn on a Mountain Top in Kenya at 82. In the 
Quality of Life Study as 100,000 women in Kenya most from London failed to take 
serious the State Departments Warning, the NY Times does not reprint this 
warning on the front pages!! HIV is the highest in the world in Kenya on yesterdays 
NY Times. No Warnings! Bishop has HIV too. 

1-16-2020 The ‘Immoral’ War; Whom gets to sell their oil and gas on the World 
Market. 

1-16-2020 Trump-Ivanka Kill Anti-Bribery Rule He Deemed ‘Unfair,’ after Pope 
Francis got his Oil-WindmillCAR Bribe when visiting Abu Dhabi for a Catholic 
Service Scam $$$ Abu Dhabi one morning in 2013 when his phone lit up. “You 
busy?” a familiar voice said. It was a rhetorical question. The caller was 
Mohammed bin Zayed al-Nahyan, the ruler of the United Arab Emirates and one 
of the most powerful men on Earth... Bill and Melinda Gates second home is in Abu 
Dhabi not Key West. Win10 Hell No Mohammed bin Zayed al-Nahyan, has iMac 
and Mac Book Pro's, grin. Mohammed bin Zayed al-Nahyan, did put Win 10 in the 
Public Domain in UAE but no one wants to work on a Nobel OS. 



1-16-2020 Rich People Don’t Just Live Longer. They Also Get More Healthy Years. 
Wealthy men and women generally have seven to nine more years of “disability-
free” life after age 50 than poor people do, according to a new study of English and 
American adults. By HEATHER MURPHY Paola Zaninotto, a professor of 
epidemiology and public health at University College London and a lead author of 
the study. 

1-16-2020 Catholics without any Priest MD's and Bishop MD's writing the sermons 
Get to Hell 7 years sooner than if they would have married a Yale MD women, grin. 
Paola Zaninotto, a professor of epidemiology and public health at University 
College London and a lead author of the study. 

1-16-2020 MD Women and their Husbands... role of lifestyle and personality traits. 
Aerobics exercise and eat a healthy diet,” 140 target heart rate for 30 minutes few 
times a week. 

1-16-2020 wealthy women tended to live 33 disability-free years after age 50 — 
seven to nine more than poor women, the study found. Wealthy men tended to live 
31 disability-free years after 50 — eight to nine more than poor men. 



1-16-2020 MD Women and their Husbands... role of lifestyle and personality traits. 

1-16-2020 Americans tended to be less healthy than older Britons, largely because 
of obesity... Look at the Pope's Cardinals weights. Publish this on the front page of 
the NY Times. 

1-16-2020 Rx Recipe hacked from 4 Trillion Rx Recipes all Trade Secret for the Rx 
Diet Latte at Starbucks was shot down like the 737 by 2 White Men Obese One's at 
1984 HQ. 

1-16-2020 Concrete with built in rebar would be a better discovery! Bricks Alive! 
Scientists Create Living Concrete... Add rebar to concrete mix just like sand. 



1-16-2020 Africa; Where Surgeons Don’t Bother With Surgery Checklists is Where 
We Need Life Long Medical Schools that never ends, with the Professor in charge 
of all the MD's! Medical School Class every day of your life!! 

1-16-2020 BP Oil Bribes; to David Attenborough Is Back, and He Brought the 
Walruses, not the 2020 Ford WindmillCars $$$ Orwellian Comments telling us all 
about the Walruses will have windmills on his head... 

1-16-2020 Book Review; Dick Cheney and Medical Details about his heart 
transplant and cutting in front of the heart transplant line without ordering the 
Pentagon to Make Organ donation mandatory. A War Crime. 

Mohammed bin Zayed’s working with the DOD and Pentagon shot down 100,000 
Rx Recipes for Starbucks Latte's... Bill and Melinda Gates house is next door to 
Bin's. 

737 Shot Down with 737,000 Girls (‘Serendipity’ Rx Recipe's 4) Girls looking into 
the Apple-Starbucks Windows for their iMac and Mac Book Pro Lab $$$ 
Mohammed bin Zayed’s 



1-15-2020 Movies in Saudi Arabia and the USA; The Bearable Whiteness of ‘Little 
Women’ in our Times of shooting down 737's in Iran. Flight of the Movie " Nobel 
in Medicine Women Wife's In a Polygamous Marriage in Riyadh and NYC, Key 
West" Flight of this movie reviewed with "Little Women" and polygamous wife's in 
Riyadh bored out of their Minds not using their Minds to become a MD at Yale. 
100,000 have visited Yale and Harvard to see their Husbands, grin. "Gone With the 
Wind". "Breakfast at Tiffany's" Disney remake will be "The Gravity Box at 
Tiffany's" !!! 

1-15-2020 Tiffany box that holds Gravity is priced in the $ Trillions of dollars, 
Trump and his Generals spent a Trillion dollars on shooting down 737's in Iran. 

1-15-2020 Mecca; Trump Has Tried to Weaken Protections for Pre-existing 
Conditions, smoking and drinking by Moslems in the USA. 



1-15-2020 Saint Mary's Star of the Sea in Key West the Priest weakens the sin's of 
smoking and drinking. In Key West, grin. 525 City of Key West employees and they 
all drink and smoke. Cost of these medical conditions are censored from the Key 
West News by the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ. Alcohol Deaths Have Risen Sharply, 
Particularly Among Women An analysis of death certificates over nearly two 
decades contained several troubling findings. By MATT RICHTEL Key West DA 
will be replaced by a UN DA from Geneva!! Who is a WHO UN MD and DA. 
Smart Guy. 

1-15-2020 Unlock Win10 Put it in the Public Domain for a better Quality of Life 
Bill and Melinda Gates Shot Down from 3 Billion for a $ Trillion dollars! 

1-15-2020 Win10 Gravity is a Crime; The Secret That Helps Some Trees Live More 
Than 1,000 Years. The Secret of 200 million year old Gravity on Earth Today. 
Terrible Crime of Win10 is not Winning the Pink War on Breast Cancer after so 
many decades. This alone should put Win10 in the Public Domain. 



1-15-2020 Boeing 777-200, had taken off at 11:32 a.m. and was bound for Shanghai, 
but it returned to the tarmac 15 minutes after takeoff - Shot down by fuel. Delta, 
said the flight had dropped the fuel “to reach a safe landing weight.” She said 
airline officials “share concerns regarding reported minor injuries to adults and 
children.” Many jetliners, especially those used on long flights, carry so much fuel 
when fully loaded that they take off weighing more than their maximum safe 
landing weight. 

1-15-2020 NYC Schools are emailing the NY Times for details on the weights they 
censored out. Greg in Key West only learned last week that Carnival and Disney 
Ships in Key West burn 1,000 gallons of fuel in 1 hour after leaving Key West. We 
will let the NY Times do the math when they quit censoring all the fuel stats in 
times of 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's By Nicholas Bogel-Burroughs NY Times. 

1-15-2020 "Senate Has Votes to Pass Limits on Trump’s Iran War Power, Likely 
Drawing a Veto" By CATIE EDMONDSON 2 White Men at 1984 HQ in London, 
Paris, NYC have vetoed the End of Jet Fuel, and Gas Station on Earth in Secret... 



1-15-2020 "Senators taking the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR to Impeachment 
Seriously, Senators" Yale Key West Medical School with 25 Hospital Ships some 
bigger than the Newest Navy Carriers will convict all 100 senators in the Medical 
Schools Student Newspaper before their War Crimes Trials at the UN. 

1-15-2020 Key West 25 Hospital Ships; Mercy Ships as instrumental in introducing 
the checklist to Africa. Mercy Ships has a hospital ship that docks for months in 
various port cities in Africa, performing thousands of surgeries. At each port of 
call, it also trains dozens of local medical practitioners. When the Africa Mercy was 
docked in Cotonou, Benin, from 2016 to 2017, for example, it sent teams to 36 
hospitals to lead workshops in using a surgical checklist. 

1-15-2020 Key West 25 Trump Towers 55 Stories to 110. 

1-15-2020 Shooting down 737 in Iran 787 Dumping Fuel on 6 Schools LA. "Secret 



Files on WindmillCAR's" all 4 kindles sent to these LA schools... depends who 
reads this grin! 

1-15-2020 Man a Guyanese national” who Murdering Woman, 92, Should Have 
Been Deported, ICE Says. rape and murder of a 92-year-old woman in Queens 
became a flash point in the broader debate over immigration on Tuesday when 
federal authorities contended that the suspect should not have been in the country. 

No Mercy for Martha + Mary Trump as instrumental in introducing the checklist 
to Africa, GPS tracking on the Google Map of your Life's Travels. Body cam for 
women... 

1-15-2020 82 year old Martha Gellhorn was raped and he beat the Hell out of her 
enough to complain in her writings on a hill in Kenya overlooking light years of our 
Universe. ICE and Homeland Security said the man should not have been on 
'Earth!' 

1-15-2020 Key West - NYC - pitted immigration officials from the Trump 
administration against local authorities in New York City, one of a number of so-



called sanctuary cities around the country... Key West, grin. 

1-15-2020 Kenya Today a 82 and 92 year old women will be beaten and raped and 
the UN will count up the statistics... so much for the UN. 

1-15-2020 African patients are twice as likely to die after an operation, compared. 

1-15-2020 "Kenya - FBI agent shoots Rabid dog attacking a 82 year old woman. 
Secret Service Agent Kills Dog, Unnerving a Brooklyn Neighborhood" By 
MICHAEL GOLD, JOHNNY DIAZ and NEIL VIGDOR 



1-15-2020 Kenya - more likely today the Rabid Dog in Kenya attacked a 8 year old 
girl and no one shot the dog... the UN has statistics on this too. 

1-15-2020 Scam about Florida Lottery could... (Minimum Wage Raises) Could 
Lower Suicide Rates, Study Says. Common sense about the Gamblers Statistics, I 
remember a Russian Novel titled "The Gambler" with some dramatic characters, 
all Russian of course but the same goes on around the world" By MIHIR ZAVERI 

1-15-2020 Amazon Price for "Tracking Prime" everything you forgot to do or 
order yesterday is on your tracking page $$$ What’s the Price of Getting Your 
Data? More Data" "A new California privacy law gives consumers the right to see 
and delete their data. But getting access often requires giving up more personal 
details." By KASHMIR HILL 



1-15-2020 Amazon Tracking War's Battles with the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's 
driven into Baghdad. According to one report, the Army still had 360,192 rockets in 
its inventory in 2008. And a 2012 Army briefing noted that the service still had 
more than 3.6 million 155-millimeter DPICM artillery shells. 

1-15-2020 The Pentagon has some interest audio and video conversations about the 
2020 Ford WindmillCAR's in a Baghdad Battle! CIA must have a copy hidden in a 
distant Galaxy Cloud, grin. 

1-15-2020 In Secret first time in more than 30 years the Pentagon is pursuing 
nonnuclear weapons that can fly "The 2020 Gravity Engine Ford" $243 million in 
2020. 



1-15-2020 The Pentagon has nothing for the Rx Pink Recipe to cure breast cancer 
in all stages in 8 days with the Rx Pink Latte at Starbucks" a war crime in the War 
on Cancer. Pentagon will not win the Nobel in Medicine for this Miracle Cure, 
neither will Pope Francis or his Cardinals + Bishops. Forget the Priests at S.O.S. 
Saint Mary's Star of the Sea as all they want is their stolen day old French Pastry's. 
Not even Starbucks sell fresh French Pastry's. And the NY Times eats other article. 
Like todays Food the Love of Whiskey. How Whiskey got into the Food section of 
the NY Times is a Miracle. 

1-15-2020 Should Public Transit Be Free? More Cities Say, Why Not? Mayors are 
considering waiving fares for bus service as a way to fight Quality of Life! 

1-15-2020 UCLA and FIU in Miami should be open to the public, all their PC and 
iMac Computer Labs. A Way to fight for the Nobel in Physics and Medicine. The 
Nobel Peace Prize requires a Navy Seal or Jimmy Carter kill resume, grin. 



1-15-2020 2 iPhone 11 Max to Unlock by Apple is on the front page of the NY 
Times today not the unlocking and making public 4 Trillion Rx Recipes all trade 
secrets. CIA will have to go along with putting these Rx Recipes and Win 10 in the 
Public Domain! Unlocking! 

1-15-2020 Tiffany box that holds Gravity is priced in the $ Trillions of dollars, 
Trump and his Generals spent a Trillion dollars on shooting down 737's in Iran. 

1-14-2020 A Universe Our's Collapses as Trump Tweets: ‘It Doesn’t Really Matter’ 
Gravity of Trillion dollars on shooting down 737's in Iran. By ANNIE KARNI 



1-14-2020 A Narrative; A Universe Expands as Trump Tweets: ‘It Doesn’t Really 
Matter’ By ANNIE KARNI 

1-14-2020 A Narrative; A Pink War! Warren Says Sanders Told Her a Woman 
Could Not Win the Presidency! ‘It Doesn’t Really Matter’ A Woman Goddess Wife 
MD can inspire in her Aurora a Nobel in Medicine for the Rx Pink Recipe hacked 
from 4 trillion Rx Recipes all Trade Secrets for the Pink Rx Starbucks Latte that 
cures all stages of breast cancer in 8 days. The only reason for a President's 
Narrative is to hack 4 Trillion Rx Recipes all trade secrets. 2 iPhones to Unlock by 
Apple is on the front page of the NY Times today not unlocking and making public 
4 Trillion Rx Recipes all trade secrets. CIA will have to go along with putting this 
and Win 10 in the Public Domain! 

1-14-2020 What the Rebirth of This Old Steel Center Means for Trump; Trump 
Towers and Hospital Ships in Key West by the 100's. We need this executive order 
to Win One over City Hall Key West. 



1-14-2020 Second floor is owned by Trump Tower; On the second floor, in what 
Tiffany calls the “love and engagement” department — where it sells engagement 
rings and wedding bands — Leslee Nugent, an employee, was packing a 10.64-carat 
engagement ring priced at $2.475 million. 

‘Serendipity’ Rx Recipe's 4 Girls looking into the Apple-Starbucks Windows for 
their iMac and Mac Book Pro Lab $$$ 

1-14-2020 She said it was the kind of ring that customers notice as they circle the 
display cases and ask her to take it out. “They don’t understand the gravity of it 
until I do,” she said. “That’s when they say, ‘How much?’ and ‘Oh, my gosh, how 
much is that again?’ They usually can’t believe it. They have to look at the tag.” 



1-14-2020 Trump Tower owner; Gravity, ‘Oh, my gosh, how much is that again?’ 1 
Trillion man hours of work at Los Alamos by 100,000 scientists work to invent the 
Gravity Engine Car! ‘Oh, my gosh, how much is that again?’ ‘Oh, my gosh, how 
much is that again?’ ’ 1 Trillion man hours of work at Los Alamos by 100,000 
scientists work to invent the Gravity Engine Car! Trump and his Generals spent 
this much shooting down 737's over Iran in the heat of War! 

1-14-2020 Tiffany box that holds Gravity is priced in the $ Trillions of dollars not 
spent in Iraq, was spent in Iraq on MIT War Toys and Hummers. The police 
stopped pedestrians on 57th Street while it was in transit. Tiffany box that holds 
Gravity!! She took the 10.64-carat ring out and slid it on her finger. She said it was 
a sales technique that had become a habit. “I usually do this,” she said. “When a 
man is shopping for a ring, until he sees it on a hand, he doesn’t make a connection. 
He, or she, immediately envisions it on 4 Yale MD Women's finger, gravity to win a 
Nobel in Medicine or Physics.” 

1-14-2020 Why is Trumps shooting down of 737's so powerful... H-Bombs come 
next as the already had the vision like the Kings of Athens. Sanctions on Athens 
vision of Gravity is for real. 



1-14-2020 Paris Elite Oil Men in Africa, Secret $777 Trillion in their Oil. “I know 
who is dying for the citizens of Niger, Mali and Burkina Faso,” Mr. Macron said 
angrily at a news conference Monday night after the summit meeting. “It’s French 
soldiers.” France’s neighbors have shown little appetite for joining a fight that even 
some French officers say is unwinnable for much longer, $777 Trillion in French-
African Oil Revenues. Jean-Hervé Jezequel, an expert on Oil Revenues from Africa 
and Baghdad. $$$ 

1-14-2020 2020 Ford WindmillCar's driven by French Soldiers will get Marcon 
beheaded... gravity of this Revolution is like fiery cop cars on the side of the road, 
rear ended bursting into flames when Trump drives by in his secret 2020 Ford 
WindmillCar. 

1-14-2020 French Soldiers should be issued Gravity Prisms, Depression and 
Anxiety in a Polarized Time. Vision and Polaroid Glasses in 2020. 1,001 IP 
invention projects issued to French Soldiers. Mr. Macron said angrily at a news 
conference Monday night after the summit meeting. “It’s French soldiers.” “It’s 
French soldiers.” Who will arrest Macron for War Crimes! History of Paris over 
and over again and again, how did Macron come to power over Pasteur. Yes 
Macron will be charged with the Murder of Pasteur too! 



1-14-2020 A Narrative Collapses as Trump Tweets: ‘It Doesn’t Really Matter’ 
President Trump cited Maj. Gen. Qassim Suleimani’s “horrible past” killed him. 
Rabid Dog with Syphilis, HIV, STD's Flu; Mohammed bin Zayed’s Dark Vision 
from watching the beheading videos from Mecca. By Annie Karni. Annie Karni 
and the rest of the 1,200 NY Times reporters know Mohammed has killed more 
people than Gen. Suleimani but censor this. Were is the NY Times Chart for all the 
'Killers' in a vivid Graft. You Know King and Prince Salman will be at the top with 
Putin. Lets make this public. And who has Syphilis, HIV, STD's flu, after-the-fact 
narrative to justify spreading disease and crimes by Trillionaire Oil Men. NY 
Times all-out war with killers and criminals who are in the 1% like Bill and 
Melinda Gates who have been in all these Men's Palace as if they were at Trump 
Towers apt. 

1-14-2020 "The Fear of Being Jewish - Is the Fear of live streaming video of Jewish 
Aliens at Sirius!!" 



1-14-2020 So what’s the secret to their longevity? 

1-14-2020 Gravity and Ginkgo biloba trees in China, some of which are confirmed 
to be more than 1,000 years old. 

1-14-2020 Earth's Gravity from 200 million years ago is today's Gravity! 

1-14-2020 So what’s the secret to their longevity? 



1-14-2020 Who shot him and why, did Trump order this or cause this by shooting 
down 737's in Iran? By Joseph Stern, M.D. "The bullet hole in the teenager’s 
forehead was so small, it belied the damage already done to his brain. The injury 
was fatal. We knew this the moment he arrived in the emergency room. Days later, 
his body was being kept alive in the intensive care unit despite an exam showing 
that he was brain-dead and no blood was flowing to his brain. Eventually, all his 
organs failed and his heart stopped beating." 

1-14-2020 Who shot him and why, did Trump order this or cause this by shooting 
down 737's in Iran? By Joseph Stern, M.D. "The bullet hole in the Marine's 
forehead... yes Trump is libel for this shooting and the 737 shot down in Iran. Truth 
of War! 

1-14-2020 She was shot in the head by her ex... a million women were many shot in 
the head. Cause was Trump shooting down 737's. Not long ago, my surgical partner 
performed late-night emergency surgery on a young woman who had also been shot 
in the head. This time, the bullet’s violent impact exploded her skull. It traversed 
both hemispheres of her brain, including her basal ganglia and thalamus (deep 
brain regions affecting consciousness). Injury to these areas has a dismal prognosis, 
as do penetrating injuries to both sides of the brain. But, unlike the first patient 
with a single bullet hole and no exit wound, the initial explosion decompressed her 
brain, accommodating swelling rather than producing dangerously high pressures 
as occurred in the first patient, which led to brain herniation and his death. 



1-14-2020 Jimmy Carters Nobel Peace Prize didn't lead to any Peace in War or 
Domestic War. Why? The Noble in Medicine is so much better to Cheer about than 
the Nobel Peace Prize. 

1-14-2020 Nobel in Medicine that prevents all "brain hemorrhage from a ruptured 
cerebral aneurysm" This is a 1 Click Amazon IP invention project with specs and 
genius Pasteur tutors. Like changing the behavior of all Attack Dogs Not to Attack 
with a collar. Like the Priest and Bishops collar not to buy gas from 
Mecca/Exxon/Mobil Gas Stations in Key West. A year previously, his wife, my 
sister Victoria, had died of leukemia, MD Priest sermon on this will be more though 
provoking than your sin's. 

1-14-2020 Jimmy Carters Sunday school this will be all about the, enzymes like 
luciferase are big, fragile proteins. And 1,001 other proteins. Nobel Prize-winning 
chemist Osamu Shimomura, also working at Nagoya, discovered a new version of 
luciferin that gave these and related seed shrimp their signature blue glow. Another 
1958 study showed that the golden sweeper used the same version of luciferin, too, 



and hypothesized that it came from snacking on seed shrimp. Dr. Bessho-Uehara 
and his collaborators have filled in the missing piece of the puzzle. It turns out that 
the luciferase in the golden sweeper’s light-producing organs also comes entirely 
from those snackable, bluish seed shrimp. 

1-14-2020 “I couldn’t believe it,” he said. “It seemed impossible.” 

1-14-2020 Jimmy Carters Sunday School Class in 2020. “I couldn’t believe it,” he 
said. “It seemed impossible.” Cardinal-fish, another reef-dweller, might use the 
same trick to win a Nobel Prize in something other than Peace! Jimmy Carter and 
the Cardinal keep figuring out different ways to make light.” Let there be light in 
Jimmy Carters Nobel for Physics. 

1-14-2020 Maybe if the Nobel Peace Prize was given to Jimmy and Rosalynn 
together there would have been a 1980 Ford WindmillCAR dealership in Plains 
Georgia. And Georgia, Russia. Russian writers and Nobel Winners would have 
"War and Peace" under Non Fiction Star Wars Gravity Engines and Faster than 



Light Physics". Moscow's Swan Lake Nobel Novels for 2020. 

1-14-2020 "Crime and Punishment" Subway Arrests Investigated Over Claims 
Qatar, Saudi Arabia, UAE, Kuwait, have shot down NYC's free subway's via $4 
Gas Profits all illegal. A Crime against America. Read in the NY Times "How 
Insects Cope With the Effects of Gravity" Gravity of NYC Subway Cost. $2.75. 

1-13-2020 Legal Polygamous Marriage to 4 Yale MD Women Driven to 1,001 
Nobels in Medicine for Priest, Bishop, Pope Francis shot down like the 737 leaving 
Iran for Sirius full of Jewish Aliens. 

737 Shot Down!! No Gas Stations In Existence Today, In Times of 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR's 

737 Shot Down!! Ha! The Priest at S.O.S robbing the homeless of their day old 
French Pastry's. WHO at the UN will write up these Priest in a UN Document. 

737 Shot Down 'No Smoking' in Saint Mary's Star of the Sea Church, $20 a day 
spent smoking. Notre-Dame workmen in Paris spent butts burned down the 
Church, still Catholics at S.O.S. let the congregation smoke and cough all night... 



shoot this down ASAP. 525 City of Key West Employees and they all smoke... shoot 
this down!! 

1-13-2020 Quality of Life with a Heart Transplant; Protesters protested jumping in 
front of the heart transplant line. Kerry will do the same when he needs a Heart 
Transplant too. Donald Trump Is No Dick Cheney. Not Yet, no medical records 
made public for Dr. Lisa Sanders MD to do a art of the Diagnosis on Trumps Heart 
to see if his drunk alcoholic Admiral MD missed a Heart transplant diagnosis or 
something like this. 

1-13-2020 Rabid Dog with Syphilis, HIV, STD's Flu; Mohammed bin Zayed’s Dark 
Vision of the Middle East’s Future with the sex life that mirrors Trump. The best 
porn pictures from Trumps videos. Not released to the public but some have 
watched these videos. iPhone 12 Max caller ID will have his time spent watching 
Porn on caller ID. 

737 Shot Down with 737,000 Girls (‘Serendipity’ Rx Recipe's 4) Girls looking into 
the Apple-Starbucks Windows for their iMac and Mac Book Pro Lab $$$ 
Mohammed bin Zayed’s Dark Vision of Oil Money in Swiss Banks in Geneva, 



immune from War Crimes and Pink War Crimes. Cancer and Diseases lost from 
shooting down this 737 in the USA, Yale Law School is Dead! 

1-13-2020 Mohammed bin Zayed’s Dark Vision of Mr. Macron’s proposals to 4 
MD women at Yale Medical School for a Legal Polygamous Marriage driven by 4 
Nobels in Medicine... Hell No! 

‘Serendipity’ Rx Recipe's 4 Girls looking into the Apple-Starbucks Windows for 
their iMac and Mac Book Pro Lab $$$ 

Greg's 3 Amazon Books linked on Same Page click Here





1-13-2020 Quality of Life at the University when students read every book in the 
University Bookstore and pass Anatomy and Electrical Engineering which today 1 
billion students failed by not taking them in the first place as they were sure they 
would Fail. 



1-13-2020 1984 George Orwell email-LETTERS to the NY Times "The Downed 
Ukrainian Airliner: Assessing Blame" "Readers hold Editors of the NY Times 
Libel $$$ responsible for the 176 deaths, along with the Iranians." These Readers 
know about the 2020 Ford WindmillCar's at the NY Times Parking Garage in 
Manhattan too.176,000 gas engine car deaths in 2020 World Wide, 2 White Men at 
the NY Times HQ are libel for the $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues since Jimmy 
Carter raised the price of a gallon of gas on the 4th of July from .18 cents to $4 a 
gallon with Mecca getting most of the $4. 

1-13-2020 Quality of Life with Gas Stations vs No Gas Stations on Earth!! “highly 
inappropriate.” the editors and Front Page censor this with the 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR's in Secret. 

1-13-2020 Quality of Life in the Burn Unit at Yale New Haven Hospital not the 
VA's War Wounded but the cop on the side of the road writing a ticket and rear 
ended then the crime by the Editors of the NY Times to censor this from the 
Newspaper. 



1-13-2020 Quality of Life with Fire; Notre-Dame burned down by cigarettes butts 
workmen tossed. Candle and smoking in bed in 2020 stats are censored. Fire in 
Bound Brook, N.J., Destroys New Luxury Complex the blaze, which spread to 
several other buildings, sowed panic in the downtown area and led transit officials 
to curtail train service. 

1-13-2020 Quality of Life at JFK shut down when Iran shot down the 737... Fire in 
NJ shuts the train down with passengers on it of course... 

1-13-2020 Mecca Quality of Life in 2020 



1-13-2020 Quality of life goings-on JFK closed for several Hours,Flights in and out 
of Tehran continued after the missile strikes and plane crash... New Yorkers can 
relate to this on the Subway Crash and Bike Crash on 5th Avenue. New York City 
has 13,587 taxis, and has capped the number of ride-hail registrations at roughly 
80,000. 

1-13-2020 Jewish Quality of Life in 2020 

1-13-2020 Quality of Life; Sultan Qaboos, Dies at 79. Qaboos had people beheaded 
and cut off their hands for stealing gasoline... Oman Oil. Sultan Qaboos bin Said of 
Oman during a meeting with Secretary of State Mike Pompeo at the Beit Al Baraka 
Royal Palace in Muscat, Oman. Qaboos had been receiving treatment in Europe for 
cancer since at least 2014. Mayor of Muscat brought him Disney Toys in the Cancer 
Ward not 4 Wife's MD to bring him a Nobel in Medicine that is a cancer cure Rx 
Recipe Latte at Starbucks Oman. Kerry told him to build up sports; Not Nobels in 
Medicine. A absolute monarch who used oil wealth to pull his country from poverty 
made him a towering figure at home, with roads, a port, a university, a sports 
stadium and other facilities bearing his name. No Kerry and Pompeo had not 
illusions of winning a Nobel in Medicine for the Cancer Cure and tell show this to 
all who they meet in a Palace. A War Crime in the Pink War no one wants to fight. 
Secretary of State Hillary Clinton with Sultan Qaboos after arriving at the sultan’s 
palace for lunch in Muscat on Oct. 19, 2011. Mrs. Clinton traveled to Oman to 
thank the sultan for his help in securing the release of three American hikers 



detained in Iran. 

1-13-2020 And to end Oman’s isolation, he established diplomatic relations Jewish 
Leaders Einstein's of Exodus to Sirius, grin! 

1-13-2020 Free Wi-Fi ad in the NY Times today for AARP not Starbucks with 
iMac's and Mac Book Pro's added in with the Free Wi-Fi for the Quality of life that 
will surpass Mecca as the only thing on their iMac's and Mac Book Pro's are the 
Koran and the Beheading by UAE and King Salman. Yes they watch these videos 
more than CBS Nightly News. 

1-13-2020 Quality of Life with Gas Stations vs No Gas Stations on Earth!! “highly 
inappropriate.” the editors and Front Page censor this with the 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR's in Secret. 



1-13-2020 LA Quality of Life; taxis were used most often by the city’s lowest-
income people, who pay with cash... Medicare and United Health submental Taxi 
insurance for Medicare and Medicaid people hell with the Free Wi-Fi by AARP. 
Medicaid expansion with $777 Trillion confiscated from Saudi Arabia, UAE, Qatar, 
Kuwait for illegal gasoline sale in the USA. 

1-13-2020 Quality of Life in Miami, Cuba. Gas Stations in Miami, Cuba. War Zone 
$$$ Former Judge Says Cuba’s Judiciary Is Rigged Against Dissidents. Edel 
González Jiménez says he is not a defector, but a firm believer in the Cuban system 
who wants to see it reformed. Castro's Daughters pulling into a Miami, Cuba Gas 
Stations in 2000 were beaten and robbed by the Hold up men out of spite for the 
Gas Stations Existence in Times of 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's. Judge! 



1-13-2020 United Arab Emirates and Qatar, which back opposing sides in Libya. 
Gen Hifter has also received military support from Egypt, France and Jordan, MIT 
Drone and Missile Salesmen have meet with everyone who has the cash. Kerry Fail 
the God of War in Boston on 9/11 as when the Saudi Pilots hit the Towers Kerry 
was Piloting the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's the Newest Models from Ford. Tripoli 
government, which had already received extensive supplies of MIT-Turkish drones 
and armored vehicles as the battle stepped up last year. 230 Light Years east of 
Tripoli, after the militia controlling the Jewish aliens switched sides. 

1-13-2020 Kindle Rabid Dog Pasteur's Virus Apps. Pasteur in 2020 is shot down on 
legal options in Paris to rid the world of a Rabid Virus by Elite Oil Men in Secret in 
Qatar, UAE, and Saudi Arabia 

1-13-2020 Rabid Dog with Syphilis, HIV, STD's Flu; Mohammed bin Zayed’s Dark 
Vision of the Middle East’s Future with the sex life that mirrors Trump. The best 
porn pictures from Trumps videos. Not released to the public but some have 
watched these videos. iPhone 12 Max caller ID will have his time spent watching 
Porn on caller ID. 



1-13-2020 Mohammed bin Zayed’s Dark Vision of Mr. Macron’s proposals to 4 
MD women at Yale Medical School for a Legal Polygamous Marriage driven by 4 
Nobels in Medicine... Hell No! 

‘Serendipity’ Rx Recipe's 4 Girls looking into the Apple-Starbucks Windows for 
their iMac and Mac Book Pro Lab $$$ 

Gravity Engine Boeing 737 will be shot down in 2020 by Trump... 

How Trump Pushed the U.S. and Iran to the Brink of War, 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR's!! 

LETTERS NY Times "The Downed Ukrainian Airliner: Assessing Blame" 
"Readers hold President Trump responsible for the 176 deaths, along with the 
Iranians." These Readers know about the 2020 Ford WindmillCar's at the NY 
Times Parking Garage in Manhattan too.176,000 gas engine car deaths in 2020 
World Wide, 2 White Men at the NY Times HQ are to blame. 

Saint Mary's Star of the Sea Catholic Church in Key West S.O.S In God We 
Trusted the Catholics and they shot down our Plane the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR... 



1-12-2020 Mr. Macron’s proposals to 4 MD women at Yale Medical School for a 
Legal Polygamous Marriage Driven to 1,001 Nobels in Medicine for France was 
shot down by the 2 Elite French men at 1984 HQ in Paris. 

1-12-2020 Legal Polygamous Marriage Driven to 1,001 Nobels in Medicine for 
Priest, Bishop, Pope Francis shot down with 10 million dead from the loss of these 
Catholic Miracles getting a Nobel in Medicine by a Priest, Bishop at Saint Mary's 
Star of the Sea Catholic Church in Key West... they shot down Greg too! 

1-12-2020 Legal Polygamous Marriage by the Mayor of Key West; 'Hate Crime' 
arrest and charges by those against Legal Polygamous marriage to 4 MD Yale 
Women for 4 Nobels in Medicine Honeymoon's!!!! City Hall and the Mayor of Key 
West will open the Hemingway House Writing Class to iMac's and app that lets 100 
write a Nobel Novel with a invention project in every Character and chapter. 
Starbucks iMac Lab app for this too. The Paris Wife's with their first Amazon 
Kindle titled; "Rabid Dog Pasteur's Virus Apps". Pasteur in 2020 is shot on legal 
options in Paris to rid the world of a Rabid Virus. One virus in 1,001 that Plague 
Paris and London. Oil Greed is a worst Virus on Humanity. Habitat for Humanity 
House of the Virus! 



1-12-2020 Legal Polygamous Marriage to 4 MD Yale Women drives to the 55 Story 
Yale Key West Medical School with 25 Hospital Ships docked at the Navy's 
Truman Waterfront Park with no SUV Skin Cancer prevent Umbrellas for kids, a 
war crime. Who shot this down will be named by the Key West Citizen Newspaper. 

1-12-2020 What You Need to Know About 5G in 2020; Jews in a Legal Polygamous 
Marriage to 4 Women smart as Einstein will invent 55G in 2020. Then watch live 
streaming video of Jewish Aliens at Sirius. New York City has 13,587 taxis, and has 
capped the number of ride-hail registrations at roughly 80,000. 

1-12-2020 Trump Towers at the Brink of War, not Iran but Nuclear War trying to 
stop Putin from selling his gas and oil with sanctions. Professor Fired After Joking 
That Iran Should Pick U.S. Sites to Bomb. Fired Asheen Phansey said he regretted 
his “bad attempt at humor” and had hoped the college would have defended his 
right to free speech. Brink of Nuclear War over who sells their oil and gas is 
censored by the NY Times. Trump Towers is Putin's 1st Pick U.S. Sites to Bomb 
with a H-Bomb, Trump can certify this with a cell call. Brink of War's will be 
headlines again and again in the NY Times until Gregs Amazon Book; "Secret Files 
on Windmill Cars" is on the Front page of the NY Times. The Editors at the Times 
know they can Stop Time, the physics of Times they can stop as if they were 
Einstein. Time's of Brink of War over Oil Sales at Exxon/Mobil. Then the Brink of 
war will be the Rx Recipe for the Pink War to cure breast cancer in all stages in 8 
days with a Starbucks Rx Pink Latte! 



Gravity Engine Boeing 737 will be shot down in 2020 by Trump... 

1-12-2020 Quality of life goings-on JFK closed for several Hours,Flights in and out 
of Tehran continued after the missile strikes and plane crash... New Yorkers can 
relate to this on the Subway Crash and Bike Crash on 5th Avenue. New York City 
has 13,587 taxis, and has capped the number of ride-hail registrations at roughly 
80,000. 

1-12-2020 Pink Quality of life in the USA; Pink's are dying of despair. And we’re 
blaming the wrong people... Olivia Newton John will not say Jimmy Carter belongs 
in Hell and is going to Hell because the NY Times wrote in a Editorial Hell is Dead 
so is God, for the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ. 



1-12-2020 This on TV's; On TV’s New Medical Miracle, Every Episode Is Opening 
Night with 1,001 Nobels in Medicine as the Title of the TV Show!! Quality of life 
issue CBS will try its best to shoot down with $1 Billion in its War Chest for lower 
quality of life TV Shows. 

1-12-2020 Jewish Quality of Life driving a New 2020 Ford WindmillCAR or getting 
on the diesel engine bus knowing the particles are in your blood, DNA. Scam by the 
Elite Jews who Own the gas stations. "Defying the Rabbis, Tel Aviv Rolls Out 
Sabbath Bus Service Ultraconservative Orthodox groups may protest, but for many 
Israelis, the buses offer a new freedom to travel on the weekend." By DAVID M. 
HALBFINGER 

1-12-2020 Quality of life in the USA with a Landlord; 

1-12-2020 Quality of life in Qatar, UAE with Mohammed bin Zayed’s as your 
Landlord with cameras inside your apartment. 



1-12-2020 NYC What Happens if Your Landlord Raises the Rent Without Notice? 
Changes to New York rent laws have provided market rate tenants with some 
protections, but you still have to tread carefully. As frustrated as you may be, stay 
diplomatic. The new rules give market-rate tenants some measure of protection, 
but your landlord could still decide not to renew your lease — with 90 days’ notice, 
in your case. 90 Days you are out the Next Landlord needs this NYC Landlord's 
name and cell #. So this is a big quality of life issue in NYC not Qatar or UAE with 
your gas money, all illegal. Who shot you down in your Quality of life in a NYC 
apartment... 

1-12-2020 Jewish Quality of life hangs and is beheaded by Mohammed bin Zayed’s 
Dark Vision of Spray Painted Black Clouds of Diesel in the Traffic Ahead and the 
fiery wreck the Elite Jews reuse to stop for, the Middle East’s Future 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR's and Exodus inventions 1,001 to Sirius will give Jews the Genius 
Einstein Rabbis! Yes a Einstein conversation with the Rabbis, not the Priest. Ha! 
The Priest is at S.O.S robbing the homeless of their day old French Pastry's. 



1-12-2020 Trump Towers at the Brink of War, not Iran but Nuclear War trying to 
stop Putin from selling his gas and oil with sanctions. Professor Fired After Joking 
That Iran Should Pick U.S. Sites to Bomb. Fired Asheen Phansey said he regretted 
his “bad attempt at humor” and had hoped the college would have defended his 
right to free speech. Brink of Nuclear War over who sells their oil and gas is 
censored by the NY Times. Trump Towers is Putin's 1st Pick U.S. Sites to Bomb 
with a H-Bomb, Trump can verify this with a cell call. Brink of War's will be 
headlines again and again in the NY Times until Gregs Amazon Book; "Secret Files 
on Windmill Cars" is on the Front page of the NY Times. The Editors at the Times 
know they can Stop Time, the physics of Times they can stop as if they were 
Einstein. Time's of Brink of War over Oil Sales at Exxon/Mobil. Then the Brink of 
war will be the Rx Recipe for the Pink War to cure breast cancer in all stages in 8 
days with a Starbucks Rx Pink Latte! 

1-12-2020 Seven Days in January: How Trump Pushed U.S. and Iran to the Brink 
of War in secret planning in the months preceding it, ranks as the most perilous 
chapter in the Amazon Kindle and Paperback "1,001 Nobel in Medicine" these NY 
Times Reporters so called Orwellian Journalists have read the Amazon Kindle. 
"1,001 Nobel in Medicine" as the high ranking Oil Men Trump-Salman-Trump Oil 
Company are at war who gets to sell their Oil for $777 Trillion as Kerry is still 
stacking pallets with cash, Kerry's French Maid is not Kerry himself, grin! 10,000 
Princes in UAE and Saudi Arabia, Qatar have a French Maid today and France is 
in protest about her Pension, as if she would need one working in Saudi Arabia. 
Catholics around the world who own Gas Stations also have a French Maid who 
makes a lot less and does not have a Pension from Exxon/Mobil gas station owners 
who profit from the shooting down of the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR. Brink of War 
needs to be the Pink War on Cancer which it isn't as riches of Mecca blinded 
Trump + Ivanka." 19h ago By PETER BAKER, RONEN BERGMAN, DAVID D. 
KIRKPATRICK, JULIAN E. BARNES and ALISSA J. RUBIN 



1-12-2020 Flights in and out of Tehran continued after the missile strikes and plane 
crash... JFK was shut down by Homeland Security for several hours... really they 
did this to lower the quality of life in the USA!! 

1-12-2020 Macron Scraps Proposal to Raise Retirement Age in France - unions — 
and the ones most heavily represented in the railways and the Paris subway — are 
demanding that Mr. Macron abandon his entire reform plan. Not Yet Macron said 
I have the Oil Men ready to shoot the Union Workers and the French Maid down. 
As in Down and Out in Paris and London when you control $777 Trillion in Oil 
Revenues and $4 Gas on the 4th of July USA + Paris. By ADAM NOSSITER Page 
A4 The government’s “dishonest" shooting down of the French 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR with millions dead in Paris, not just a 737 Shot down at the French 
Elite Men. Pink French Women are tortured by breast cancer as Macon spends his 
time in the streets of Paris, not at the Pasteur iMac Starbucks computer lab. 

1-12-2020 Mr. Macron’s proposals to 4 MD women at Yale Medical School for a 
Legal Polygamous Marriage Driven to 1,001 Nobels in Medicine for France was 
shot down by the 2 Elite French men at 1984 HQ in Paris. 



1-12-2020 Shot Down by Trump Oil Company; 2020 Gravity Engine 737 and Mass 
Marriage to 4 MD Women at Yale in a Legal Polygamous Marriage. Catholic 
Wedding, grin!!!! S.O.S. Bishop will bring the day old French Pastry's from 
Home... Homeless didn't get to eat. NY Times in Paris needs to write a article about 
S.O.S. in Paris collecting the Day Old French Pastry's and who really get to eat 
them and who should get to eat them. 



1-11-2020 Starbucks Rx Recipe latte that is a cure for breast cancer in all stages in 
8 days shot down by American Military using MIT Missiles not Russian Made 
Missiles but Putin went along with shooting down the Rx Pink Recipe Pink Latte 
Cure at Starbucks Moscow. 



1-11-2020 Gravity Engine Boeing 737 will be shot down in 2020 by Trump... Blame 
will be placed on Qatar and UAE 

1-11-2020 Gravity Engine Boeing 737 will be shot down in 2020 by Trump... Blame 
will be placed on Qatar and UAE 

1-11-2020 WHO at the UN mocks the worlds leaders for acting like a Rabid Dog 
today infecting a kid in France or Africa near a oil well with Total Oil Company 
MD for Oil Workers not Rabid Dogs who fear the name Pasteur... 



1-11-2020 Flights in and out of Tehran continued after the missile strikes and plane 
crash... JFK was shut down by Homeland Security for several hours... really they 
did this to lower the quality of life in the USA!! 

1-11-2020 S.O.S In God We Trusted the Catholics and they shot down our Plane 
the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR... in Iran, UAE 

1-11-2020 “Human error at time of crisis caused by US Greed $$$ adventurism led 
to disaster.” Iran’s supreme leader, Ayatollah Ali Khamenei, said the cause was Oil 
Money Greed. Who gets to sell their oil. $$$. 

1-11-2020 The USA armed forces made a “human mistake and misfired” and “it 
led to a big catastrophe and 10 Million Pink women, Olivia Newton John is a 
innocent person killed... in fight over Oil Sales in Iran, Alaska, Texas.” 



1-11-2020 “This painful incident for Olivia Newton John and Steve Jobs means 
nothing to the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ. 1984 George Orwell Novel is Oil Money 
Windmill on their Animal Farm, Windmill Farms by GE are a Scam with the 2020 
Ford WindmillCars at the Vatican + Pentagon. We know who sold their soul for 
riches beyond belief seen in Google searches of Mecca today. 

1-11-2020 “It is pivotal that those who were hiding the truth from the public for the 
past 72 hours be held accountable, we cannot let this go,” it read. 

1-11-2020 Canada has the third-largest number of expatriate Iranians in the world 
and its universities are a top destination for Iranian graduate students. All Paid for 
by the Pentagon Oil Company... $ Billions of dollars Kerry loaded on pallets. State 
Dept Secret Files on WindmillCars 2020. 



1-11-2020 Canada will make Maj. Gen. Qassim Suleimani a Citizen of Canada for 
History of the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR shot down by Canada Oil + Gas Men. 
Canada women would have given Canada the 2020 Ford WindmillCar as its 80 F 
24/7 with climate control this is global warming if you live in Canada. "How to Stop 
Freaking Out and Tackle Climate Change. Here’s a five-step plan to deal with the 
stress and become part of the solution."By EMMA MARRIS Emma does not get 
into a frozen car in New York or Canada. The door is froze shut, grin. What will 
the NY Times readers in Moscow write when they learn the 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR's climate controls can be set to 80 F 23/7? 

1-11-2020 MIT made Missiles; Mr. Kosachev also pushed back on reports that the 
missile used to strike the plane had been Russian-made. He did not deny the 
missile’s origin, but rejected any Russian responsibility for what had happened. 
“At the height of this tragedy,” he said, “it is absolutely immoral.” MIT + Moscow 
make the World's Missiles, 1,001 of them a day on the Ford WindmillCAR 
assembly lines world wide. 



1-11-2020 S.O.S. The Downed Ukrainian Airliner: Assessing Blame... 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR shot down! 

1-11-2020 "Grief-Stricken" S.O.S The Downed Ukrainian Airliner: Assessing 
Blame... Gravity Engine Boeing 737 will be shot down in 2020 by Trump... Blame 
will be placed on Qatar and UAE have given their Citizens Trillions from Oil, 
enough to buy their way into Yale and Harvard with money left over for sex in New 
Haven and Boston and enough money to hire a 'French Maid.' born in Paris in 
2000 $$$ Catholics at Saint Mary's Star of the Sea and Notre-Dame in Paris dying 
of despair... "Grief-Stricken" S.O.S congregation at Notre-Dame and Saint Mary's 
Star of the Sea when the Priest, Bishop's want 1984 Government perks by the 2 
White Men at HQ. And the Day old French Pastry's they get to keep instead of 
giving them to the Homeless are tasty! Grin. 

1-11-2020 S.O.S In God We Trusted the Catholics and they shot down our Plane 
clearly marked "GodSend' for the Catholics not the Moslems in Mecca $$$ 



1-11-2020 10 million Pink caskets will follow his white casket down Avenue of the 
Americans. Yet Jimmy Carter does NOT believe in Hell for him and Rosalynn. 

1-11-2020 The Downed Ukrainian Airliner: Assessing Blame - Jimmy Carter, his 
Wife, and Saint Mary's Star of the Sea Priest and Bishops in Key West as they 
profit from the shooting down of the 2020 Ford WindmillCar's + Gravity Engine 
Invention work. 

1-11-2020 "Grief-Stricken" Pink Women at Saint Mary's Star of the Sea!! Shooting 
down leaves Olivia Newton John; Plane Crash Leaves Iranian Diaspora in Canada 
Grief-Stricken" By IAN AUSTEN 



1-11-2020 "Grief-Stricken" S.O.S In God We Trusted the Catholics and they shot 
down being Richer than Mecca trusting the Priest with their Children who were 
given Syphilis, HIV, STD, and the flu... grin. And Out of Date Can Goods with the 
$180 ChromeBook and Facebook when the iMac $18,384 comes with the 
InventBook and Amazon 1 Click links to 1,001 IP invention projects with specs and 
genius Einstein tutors. 

1-11-2020 "China Reports First Death From New Virus" By AMY QIN and 
JAVIER C. HERNÁNDEZ Page A6 A7 Rabid Dogs at the NY Times and in China 
caused the death's of 100 kids today. And the Editors at the times with Amy Qin 
wrote up 1 virus and it's not rabies. WHO at the UN is mocking these idiots and 
will write a new Russian Novel on "Virus Idiots" at the Hemingway House Writing 
Class once the Key West Mayor gets back from the Childrens skin cancer ward 
passing out toys from Disney instead of building SUV sun Umbrellas in the Play 
grounds and Truman Waterfront park. 

1-11-2020 "Grief-Stricken" S.O.S In God We Trusted the Catholics and they shot 
down our Plane for the Ruler of Dubai His Highness Sheikh Mohammed Bin 
Rashid Al Maktoum was born on July 15, 1949. in 2020 he broke Bread and Oil 
Money with the Catholics in a pack to shoot down all planes over France that are 
2020 Ford WindmillCars or GravityEngineCars. 



1-11-2020 "Grief-Stricken" S.O.S In God We Trusted the Catholics and they shot 
down our Plane and put 1,000 sanctions on inventing the Gravity Engine Cars. 

1-11-2020 Electricity of God failed Saint Mary's Star of the Sea Catholic Church 

1-11-2020 U.S. Says It Won’t Discuss Withdrawing Troops From Iraq, Defying 
Baghdad’s Request to color the oil Pink. 



1-11-2020 "Grief-Stricken" And all the Catholic Women can do is color the Oil 
Pink... Pink Vatican is the color of money, riches beyond belief in Mecca. 

1-11-2020 "Grief-Stricken" Alcohol Deaths Have Risen Sharply, Particularly 
Among Women wanting the Legal Polygamous Marriage that Drives to a Nobel in 
Medicine in the Meeting of Minds not with the Mayor of Key West in the cancer 
ward giving the kids Disney Toys but in Sweden getting the Nobel in Medicine for a 
cancer cure now today sanctioned by the Mayor of Key West in her 'closed' minded 
love life. In Love With Terrorists’ who own all the Key West Gas Stations. $4 gas 
on the 4th of July USA. 

1-11-2020 S.O.S. Legal Polygamous Marriage to 4 Yale MD Women by Greg in Key 
West 



1-11-2020 WHO mocks the worlds leaders for acting like a Rabid Dog today 
infecting a kid in France or Africa near a oil well with Total Oil Company MD for 
Oil Workers not Rabid Dogs who fear the name Pasteur... 

1-11-2020 007 Pink Bond Women sized Trump up the moments he shot down the 
Pink Boeing 737 over Iran... 

1-11-2020 S.O.S In God We Trusted the Catholics and they shot down out Plane the 
2020 Ford WindmillCAR... ‘I Honestly Don’t Trust Many People at Boeing’: A 
Broken Culture Exposed. A trove of internal employee communications shows that 
the aviation giant’s troubles go beyond one poorly designed plane. 



1-11-2020 S.O.S In God We Trusted the Catholics and they shot down out Plane the 
2020 Ford WindmillCAR... ‘I Honestly believe they enlisted into the Pentagon Oil 
Company to go to war with Iraq, for Oil Money. 

1-11-2020 Shot Down Plane Plan to End Alcohol in the USA. "...deaths among 
women rose much more sharply, up 85 percent. In sheer numbers, 18,072 women 
died from alcohol in 2017, according to death certificates, compared with 7,662 in 
1999." Cause amd who is responsible for all these deaths has to list Jimmy Carter 
and Roslynn as 1 and 2. Bill and Melinda Gates are 3 and 4. Admiral Alcoholic at 
the White House no longer Trumps MD but still working as a MD in the White 
house is 5. Navy deaths from Alcohol for thouse retired must be a lot more. In 2017, 
alcohol played a role in the deaths of 72,558 men, compared to 35,914 in 1999 

1-11-2020 Shot Down Plane's; Yale and Harvard Law School sue the NY Times; 
"After 190 Years, the ‘Most Famous Bar You’ve Never Heard of’ Avoids Last 
Call" By COREY KILGANNON Page A19 NY Times!! $$$ 



1-11-2020 Shot Down Plane's "Art of the Diagnosis by Dr. Lisa Sanders MD; 10th 
grade girls are now as likely to drink as boys. ...a fall that broke a hip, not the 
alcohol that caused the person to fall in the first place.... 

1-11-2020 Shot Down Plane's; "Moscow Alcohol Deaths are double or tripple 
USA's; and now you know why Trump called Putin a 'Killer' with the Alcohol 
deaths the realization goes to Nuclear War over Putin building Gas Pipelines and 
selling Oil for $777 Trillion in revenues. Killer! 

1-11-2020 Shot Down Plane's; Trumps Mother was attacked in Queens and died of 
her injuries; Another Mother, She Was 92 and Loved Cats. An Attack Left Her 
Dead on the Streets of Queens. Ms. Fuertes was attacked just steps from her home 
by a 21-year-old man who approached her from behind and knocked her to the 
ground, the police said. Reeaz Khan, also a resident of South Richmond Hill, fled 
the scene and was later arrested and charged with murder and sex abuse. She also 
used her cart to ferry food to her more than 10 cats, neighbors said. This earned 
her the nickname “cat lady.” In 2018, 23 people who were 65 or older were 
murdered in the city, according to data provided by the police. Last year, the figure 
was 20. “It’s crazy that you could harm these people like that.” After paying 
Homeland Security $1 Trillion dollars every year since 9/11. 



1-11-2020 Shot Down Plane via CIA; “I’ll send a car,” Gravity Engine Car!! 2020 
Ford WindmillCAR!! CIA “I’ll send a car,” 

1-11-2020 Shot Down Plane's; "Richard Clarke was in Abu Dhabi one morning in 
2013 when his phone lit up. “You busy?” a familiar voice said. It was a rhetorical 
question. The caller was Mohammed bin Zayed al-Nahyan, the ruler of the United 
Arab Emirates and one of the most powerful men on Earth. “I’ll send a car,” 

1-11-2020 Shot Down Plane via CIA; “I’ll send a car,” Gravity Engine Car!! 2020 
Ford WindmillCAR!! CIA “I’ll send a car,” 



1-11-2020 Shot Down Plane's; 

ISBN: 9781656088123 "Secret Files on Windmill Car's 2020" by Greg WindCar 
Buell Jan 5. 2020 

https://www.amazon.com/dp/1656088126 

Link Click Here Secret Files on Windmill Cars 2020

'Secret' file on the cover of Greg's book radiates when you get to 'Perpetual 
Motion' knowing Oppenheimer at Los Alamos wrote this 'Secret' file on the cover 
of Greg's Book on Amazon. 

1-10-2020 S.O.S. Jewish 55G; What You Need to Know About 5G in 2020 Think 1 
invention spin off from the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR will give us 55G before 
Verizon gets 5G out... this is revenge $$$ for no humans at Verizon press 1 press 1 
press 1 etc. 

Verizon, Comcast Remote; "Boeing Employees Mocked ‘Clowns’ Who Designed 
737 Max" 

1-10-2020 007 Pink Bond Women sized Trump up the moments he talked about 
Trillions and Billions in Cash Kerry loaded on Pallets and 100% of Oil in Key West 
is from Alaska. American military’s killing of General Suleimani set off a chain of 
events that led to Iran accidentally downing the jet with Ivanka on her way to 
Chemo for Breast Cancer, Starbucks Rx Recipe latte that is a cure for breast 
cancer in all stages in 8 days shot down by American Military using MIT Toys 
costing $7 Trillion. MIT working trillions of man hours on drones and missiles 
instead of 4 Trillion Rx Recipes all trade secrets Amazon's Jeff Bezos refused to 
print in a Kindle. Girl Scouts have cookie recipes while Olivia Newton John needs a 
Miracle Rx Recipe. Pink! 



1-10-2020 Brain Surgeons at Yale Key West Medical School; Women sized Trump 
up in their art of the diagnosis he needs a lobotomy in the $$$ Greed $$$ for Oil 
Revenues part of the brain as the Prince of Qatar and UAE have given their 
Citizens Trillions from Oil, enough to buy their way into Yale and Harvard with 
money left over for sex in New Haven and Boston and enough money to hire a 
'French Maid.' born in Paris in 2000 $$$ 

1-10-2020 Key West The Mosquito Board when UAE, Qatar and Mecca spent $1 
Trillion of Key west gas money on SUV Umbrellas for their Kids. Kids in Key West 
will get skin cancer and the Mayor of Key West will give them a Disney Toy in the 
Hospital. This is achievement in a 1984 Orwell Novel. 

1-10-2020 Paris Rabbies Board at City Hall not the Pasteur Institute or WHO 
writing again about the Nations who children die from rabbies today... not at City 
Hall Key West. Or for the Priest at Saint Mary's Star of the Sea to send out of date 
can goods to... ha. Yes the Bishop sends out of date can goods around the world not 
rabbies vaccine. 

1-10-2020 S.O.S. American military’s killing of General Suleimani set off a chain of 
events that led to Iran accidentally downing the jet. 



1-10-2020 S.O.S. Civilian Planes Shot Down: A Grim History 

1-10-2020 S.O.S. S.O.S. Cure for Breast Cancer Shot Down by the Same Navy 
'Pilots' Pilots being the Top Brass Trump visited in Key West... grin!! 

1-10-2020 S.O.S. S.O.S. Jewish Exodus light years from Sirius there is little home 
for Jewish survival. 

1-10-2020 S.O.S. Trump is not sending a Hospital Ship to Key West... S.O.S. Iran 
began firing missiles early on Wednesday in retaliation for the killing of Maj. Gen. 
Qassim Suleimani, 



1-10-2020 S.O.S. SOS intelligence showed that Miracles + Nobels in Medicine 
accountableness to the Catholic Church at Saint Mary Star of the Sea's SOS Bishop 
keeping all the Day Old French Pastry's for the Priest shot down the Boeing 737 
taking off from Iran in the fog of Oil War who gets to sell their oil and all the high 
ranking Catholics have know about this fight war about who gets to sell their oil 
and didn't stop it by driving the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR into the Vatican for Pope 
Francis to Drive, a Sin. 

1-10-2020 S.O.S. The jetliner was carrying 63 Canadians among its some 176 
passengers and crew. How many Catholics will never be reported by the editors at 
the NY Times. 

1-10-2020 S.O.S. Yale and Harvard Law School will talk in secret about Trump 
getting off paying for the shot down plane when he was the cause... Yale Medical 
School will be doing chemo on Breast Cancer women waiting for Ivanka. 



1-10-2020 S.O.S. American military’s killing of General Suleimani set off a chain of 
events that led to Iran accidentally downing the jet. 

1-10-2020 S.O.S. CIA intelligence showed that Iran was responsible for the plane 
crash, suggesting that the deaths of those aboard were a consequence of the 
heightened tensions between Washington and Iran. 

1-10-2020 S.O.S. Qatar intelligence gave $ trillions to its citizens to hire French 
maids!! 

1-10-2020 S.O.S. "At the Heart of France’s Long Strikes, a Fight Between the 
Haves and the Have-Nots. A protest over President Emmanuel Macron’s pension 
overhaul, now in its sixth week, is amplified by 200 years of French history." By 
ADAM NOSSITER 



1-10-2020 S.O.S. Qatar intelligence gave $ trillions to its citizens to hire French 
maids!! 

1-10-2020 S.O.S. Qatar City Hall has been written up for its good deeds to 
Americans with a problem, Not Key West City Hall and many NY Times people 
have had to pay a parking ticket at City Hall Key West or got their rental car 
towed... KW mayor points out progress of the city. While it’s sometimes easy to 
complain about operations at Key West City Hall, when you look at the breadth 
and depth of what the 23 departments and 524 full and part-time staff achieved in 
2019. The Mosquito Board when UAE, Qatar and Mecca spent $1 Trillion of Key 
west gas money on SUV Umbrellas for their Kids. Kids in Key West will get skin 
cancer and the Mayor of Key West will give them a Disney Toy in the Hospital. 
This is achievement in a 1984 Orwell Novel. 

1-10-2020 S.O.S. Intelligence of Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation is 1 Percent. 1 
Percent of 100 million in the USA are in a computer Lab today and 50% of these 
computer labs are 100% iMac and Mac Book Pro's with a few Win 10 PC because 
they are mocked more than the 737 by Boeing employees as the Bill Gates clowns 
who want us to use a Win 10 instead of a iMac. The US Government and the CIA 
know this and will not kill Win 10 for a Cancer Cure or Gravity Engine Invention 
in our life time. A war crime! 



1-10-2020 S.O.S. Intelligence of Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation is 1 Percent. 
Qatar Prince is 100% in he Wants to Seize Habitat for Humanity for Qatar 
Citizens. Yes Bill and Melinda Gates can keep their Second home in Qatar but 
there will not be any discounts for Bill's Win 10. 

1-10-2020 S.O.S. Bill and Melinda Gates at their second home in Abu Dhabi one 
morning in 2013 when his phone lit up. “You busy?” a familiar voice said. It was a 
rhetorical question. The caller was Mohammed bin Zayed al-Nahyan, the ruler of 
the United Arab Emirates and one of the most powerful men on Earth... Bill and 
Melinda Gates will give up their USA Citizenship for Dhabi when the 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR's use Apple Apps for F-35 Radar and climate controls 24/7. Kids left 
in hot cars to die with no one stopping to help. Will Yale Law Sue this top men? 

1-10-2020 S.O.S. “You all know about the Quran,” he said. “But who can tell me 
Mohammed bin Zayed al-Nahyan, the ruler of the United Arab Emirates about the 
Jewish Exodus to Sirius IP invention projects on 1 Click Amazon 1,001 links to 
specs and Genius Einstein Tutors for live streaming Star Wars TV from Jewish 
Aliens at Sirius, the North Star. 

1-10-2020 S.O.S. Jewish 55G; What You Need to Know About 5G in 2020 Think 1 
invention spin off from the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR will give us 55G before 
Verizon gets 5G out... this is revenge $$$ for no humans at Verizon press 1 press 1 
press 1 etc. 



1-10-2020 S.O.S. Microsoft Temps from Day Labor Mock Bill and Melinda Gates. 
WHO at the UN MD's mock Bill and Melinda Gates. No telling what the editors at 
the NY Times are doing. "Boeing Employees Mocked F.A.A. and ‘Clowns’ Who 
Designed 737 Max" By NATALIE KITROEFF 

1-10-2020 S.O.S. 

S.O.S. Trump is not sending a Hospital Ship to Key West... S.O.S. Navy began 
firing missiles early in 2011 when Greg Flew into Key West with the 2011 Ford 
WindmillCAR. 

1-10-2020 S.O.S. S.O.S. “psychological warfare” against "Yale Key West Medical 
School" Today in the NY Times Editorials and the Medical Schools 25 Hospital 
Ships Docked at Truman Waterfront Park were the Iran-American Admiral just 
docked his USS Truman Carrier. 



1-10-2020 S.O.S. American military’s killing of General Suleimani set off a chain of 
events that led to Iran accidentally downing the jet. 1984 authorities recovered the 
plane’s “black box” flight data of the Yale Key West Medical School plans in 2011 
and the Navy's $$$ Tens of Trillions spent on 1,001 Ships since 2011 out of spite 
revenge for Greg trying to build the Yale Key West Medical School in Key West at 
the Navy Dock in 2011. 100's of Navy Ships built since 2011 in retaliations!! 

1-10-2020 S.O.S.Canada Gas and Oil Tanker GE Trains have lost their breaks and 
rolled down hills into Canada Towns killing 45 in one French Town and burning 
100's. No one made NY Times Headlines in taking responsibility... 

1-10-2020 S.O.S. Evidence That Plane Was Shot Down in Iran May Upset 
U.S.-Canada Relations As evidence emerged that an Iranian missile may have felled 
a jetliner, causing the death of 63 Canadians, journalists pressed Justin Trudeau if 
President Trump should bear any of the blame." By DAN BILEFSKY 



1-10-2020 S.O.S. Paris is Rabid thanks to the Elite who let the dogs out, attack dogs 
trained by Elite French Oil Men in Secret. Mr. Macron has a manager’s-eye view of 
France’s pensions. Macron has no interest in rabbies in Paris or breast cancer. 
Diesel in kids DNA will never go viral in Paris NY Times. Elite in Paris rejecting 
the view of 12 Trillion Galaxies and views of Aliens in this Universe in our life 
Time. How could these Elite intellectuals in Paris let Marcon become a rabid dog 
bitting Aliens at Sirius the North Star, Oil Money. They are Mentally Ill as Trump 
over who gets to own a Paris Gas station. Pasteur will not retire at 52 or 72 no 
matter who is the President of France following orders from the Oil Men at 1984 
HQ in Paris and NYC. By Constant Meheut contributed reporting from Paris for 
the NY Times not Pasteur Institute which was not mentioned. 

1-10-2020 S.O.S. Jimmy Carter built his casket white not pink after learning 10 
million Pink caskets will follow his white casket down Avenue of the Americans. 
Yet Jimmy Carter does NOT believe in Hell for him and Roslynn. "Why Do People 
Believe in Hell? The idea of eternal damnation is neither biblically, philosophically 
nor morally justified. But for many it retains a psychological allure." By DAVID 
BENTLEY HART 

1-10-2020 S.O.S. 

1-9-2020 007 Bond Women sized Trump up the moments he talked about Trillions 
and Billions in Cash Kerry loaded on Pallets and 100% of Oil in Key West is from 
Alaska 



1-9-2020 Articulate this; "Yale Paris Medical School" built at the Notre-Dame 
cathedral in Paris; Jean-Louis Georgelin, an army general nominated by Mr. 
Macron to lead the task force in charge of reconstruction, promised this month that 
a religious service would be held inside Notre-Dame on April 16, 2024, exactly five 
years - Pope Francis refused to sent out a S.O.S. from Key West to build a Yale 
Paris Medical School on the burned out site of Notre-Dame. Paris Elite will not 
build any Hospital Ships in 2020 just War Ships. 

100,000 Navy Seals are high paid more than 100,000 Dr. Oppenheimer MD's 
working on the Pink Manhattan Project. The NY Times has not begun reporting on 
Trump-Salman goings on in secret. 

Key West Wounded Warriors will bike over 7 Mile Bridge this weekend not 
knowing a gasoline tanker collided head on with a SUV 

Legal Polygamous Marriage to 4 Yale MD Women by Greg in Key West 

1-9-2020 “They’re both writers and very articulate,” They would have shared a 
Nobel in Literature for a Articulate Fiery Gas Tanker and Burned Bodies in USA's 
War with Saudi, Qatar, Iraqi, Iran Oil Revenues War for $777 Trillion. Trump has 
won today thanks to his Generals greed for money not Galaxies. 



1-9-2020 Articulate Fiery Gas Tanker and Burned Bodies in USA's War with 
Saudi. Key West Wounded Warriors will bike over 7 Mile Bridge this weekend not 
knowing a gasoline tanker collided head on with a SUV mom, dad, 2 kids burned to 
death for $777 Trilion given to Mecca by their Generals... a war crime $$$. 



Key West Wounded Warriors will bike over 7 Mile Bridge this weekend not 
knowing a gasoline tanker collided head on with a SUV 

Legal Polygamous Marriage to 4 Yale MD Women by Greg in Key West, Burn Unit 
Hospital Ships Trump Never though about not stopping at 1,001 fiery wrecks with 
Ivanka in his limo... 

1-9-2020 The Flu Season May Yet Turn Ugly, C.D.C. Warns. iPhone 11 Max caller 
ID + Google-Amazon can track who gave you the Flu, Yale Law will contact you via 
Amazon 1 Click links. Threats, our NY Times reporter writes in an analysis. Art of 
the Diagnosis would save the life of 5 billion patients at the Yale Key West Medical 
School and the Tallest Building in the World Notre-Dame "Yale Paris Medical 
School" Burned down by work mens cigarette butts Mr. Trump has yet to resolve 
the conflict bellicosity and disengagement that lost him his Nobel in Medicine for 
No Smoking Sanctions on Tobacco as the disengagement of Jimmy Carters 
Tobacco Plantation owners are more disengagement than Putin and his Oil Fields. 
Russian women all Pink are still being killed by Putin. Catholics let Pope Francis 
sent out a Scam Pink S.O.S. bellicosity from Saint Mary's Star of the Sea Church 
refusing to sell their site to the Yale Key West Medical School. Supreme Court is 
God in making this decision by the Bishop who Feast on Day Old French Pastry's 
instead of giving them to those at the picnic table's. A Sin! 

1-9-2020 Catholics at Saint Mary's Star of the Sea and Notre-Dame in Paris dying 
of despair. And we’re still blaming the wrong people... sure the Joint Chiefs of Staff 
Generals and Admirals in Key West are Winners at the Florida Lottery and Qatar 
Trump Casino Roulette Wheel that looks like a 2020 Ford WindmillCAR. Trillions 



of dollars for F-35 Radar for all cars and roads was spent on Drones and missiles 
by the USA and Iran. Just to name 2. Catholics at Saint Mary's Star of the Sea in 
Key West went along with the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ on spending these trillions 
on Drones and missiles. S.O.S. Catholics in Key West have a Bizarre Idea of 
Winning God, as Hell out Ranks Key West Admirals and DA's. TIME is a CERN 
God particle not in the Vatican Newspaper. An American-Iranian will be the Next 
Pope. Scam those at Iran 1984 HQ will cheer about in secret. 

1-9-2020 2020 Ford WindmillCar's at Harvard, our NY Times reporter writes in an 
analysis. Ms. Wurtzel, who died of metastatic breast cancer at 52, was well cast to 
serve as a face for a generation that the news media perpetually cast as nihilistic 
and irony-suffused — latchkey kids whose prospects were dimmed by recession and 
an America in decline, via riches of Mecca beyond those of Harvard and Yale. 20 
Billion in Chase at Harvard and Yale. $777 Trillion in Mecca's Swiss Banks. 

1-9-2020 Elizabeth was called the “the Courtney Love of Harvard, the Saudi 
Princess at Harvard was called 'Super Rich Princess.' 

1-9-2020 1998 Ford WindmillCAR at Harvard; 1998 book, “Bitch: In Praise of 
Difficult Women,” where she posed topless and smirking, proudly displaying a 
middle finger to the world. She later received a bachelor’s degree in comparative 
literature from Harvard. 



1-9-2020 Wurtzel grew up in Manhattan (albeit the gritty Manhattan of the ’70s, 
where Zsa Zsa Gabor, she once wrote, was mugged in the Waldorf Astoria ), Now 
owned by Prince Salman and a Prince from Qatar and UAE. 

1-9-2020 The NY Times Building is owned by Prince Salman too... ha $$$ 

1-9-2020 ....comparative literature from Harvard... Art of the Diagnosis by Dr. Lisa 
Sanders MD and missed diagnosis 1 million and 1 times in less time than you 
thought possible and flesh eating bacteria. No Oppenheimer does not have a MD. 
Einstein MD Edison MD. Yale and Harvard are mostly Kerry's State Dept. Elite 
trying to get money out of a Oil Field. 317 pages in “Prozac Nation,” depressed in 
America when you know about the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's. People not from 
Yale and Harvard don't know about the 2020 Ford WindmillCar's. 

1-9-2020 Of course there were drugs. And not just Prozac. Ms. Wurtzel was soon 
doing cocaine and heroin, and found herself addicted to Ritalin, which she did not 
“take” so much as snort, as she recounted in her 2003 addiction memoir, “More, 



Now, Again.” 

1-9-2020 2 White Men at 1984 HQ have been Heroin Addicts since 1980 Ford 
WindmillCAR was driven into the Pentagon Garage. 

1-9-2020 Dispare at 1984 HQ!! 

1-9-2020 S.O.S. picnic in the park with no day old French Pastry's they were given 
to the Bishop! 



1-9-2020 Ms. Wurtzel in 2007, as a student at Yale Law School. 



1-9-2020 Ms. Wurtzel at Yale Medical School Hospital. she did eventually get 
married, to a writer named James Freed Jr., in 2015. That same year, a Olivia 
Newton John. Both knowing about the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR and Trillions 
Trump spent at MIT on drones and missiles not a Rx Recipe Pink Starbucks Latte 
for the cure of breast cancer in all stages in 8 days. 100,000 Navy Seals are high 
paid more than 100,000 Oppenheimer working on the Pink Manhattan Project. The 
NY Times has not begun reporting on Trump-Salman goings on in secret. 

1-9-2020 “Generals killing Generals ,” she would have wrote in an afterword to her 
death from No Generals being Pastaur II the Breast Cancer Cure! She was 
exhausted by the remission and recurrence of her breast cancer. Dismayed by our 
political situation. I can’t believe she won’t be here to see how it all ends. To write 
about it. The fact that she’s gone is so stupid. I want to call her up and talk about 
everything. She would find it all so annoying. Molly Oswaks (@mollyoswaks) is a 
writer in Los Angeles. 



1-9-2020 “Shame,” she wrote in an afterword to a 2017 reissue of her seminal 
memoir, “is a terrible thing. You are only as sick as your secrets.” Catholic Secrets 
will be a shame in Hell in some distant Galaxy. 

1-9-2020 She spoke in a way that seemed almost polite in comparison to her 



incendiary writing. Yale and Harvard student were not told by the Elite at Yale 
and Harvard about the fiery gas tanker wrecks and burned bodies on all US 
highways. Harvard Crimson were she worked wrote would have been incendiary 
writings. 

1-9-2020 “They’re both writers and very articulate,” They would have shared a 
Nobel in Literature for a Articulate Fiery Gas Tanker and Burned Bodies in War 
with Saudi, Qatar, Iraqi, Iran Oil Revenues War for $777 Trillion. Trump has won 
today thanks to his Generals greed for money not Galaxies. 

1-9-2020 Yiddish, “Man plans and God laughs.” 

1-9-2020 Two weeks after her second surgery, she even took the train for an annual 
visit with a writing class at Yale. She still had drains in her body. 

1-9-2020 Hemingway House Writing Class was murdered by the Catholics in Key 



West, yes Pope Francis agreed to this murder. Read more in the Amazon Kindle. 

1-9-2020 “I’m Jewish, and we don’t postpone weddings,” she said. 

1-9-2020 Mr. Freed added, “With cancer, you have to embrace the chaos.” 

1-9-2020 Rx Pink Perfumes invented; "All in the Details The bride’s dress was 
originally daringly sheer, but her mother had it lined. Alia Raza, a friend with an 
artisanal perfume line, Régime des Fleurs, created a metallic smelling signature 
scent with notes of Iris and Bulgarian Rose that “smells of city streets in the rain,” 
she said. She named it Elizabethan and put it in a purple bottle, the bride’s favorite 
color. She also made the bride’s garland of lilacs and orchids that matched her 
purple platform Marni shoes and deep purple Bête Noire nail color. The wedding 
cake came from Magnolia Bakery. It was purple, too." 

1-9-2020 Think of all the Roman and French Generals still in Hell in some distant 



Galaxy today and compare them to the Catholics in Key West at S.O.S. knowing 
about the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR and still begging for out of date can goods and 
day old French Pastry's. For themselves not the homeless. 

1-9-2020 

1-8-2020 Trump to Address the Nation on Iran at 11 am in 20 minutes. CERN will 
address World on 'Time' particles someday... 

1-8-2020 007 Bond Women sized Trump up the moments he talked about Trillions 
and Billions in Cash Kerry loaded on Pallets and 100% of Oil in Key West is from 
Alaska and Texas, grin. Trump called on London and Paris to keep sanctions on 
the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR and Windmill Bulbs. Pink Statistics were only given 
for War Dead and Wounded not the Pink War's. Jimmy Carters Pink Coffin will 
blow a hole in the White House going over his life in Plains, Georgia. God of a 
Plantation Owner is the same God as the Oil-Gods in Russia Carter say's over and 
over belong in Hell, but refused any dead bed confessions to convict them of 
Cardinal Sins. 



1-8-2020 The Flu Season May Yet Turn Ugly, C.D.C. Warns. 

1-8-2020 Flu War was also lost by Trump MD... 

1-8-2020 $7 Trillion Rx Recipe Pink killed by $7 Trillion in MIT War Toys. 

1-8-2020 DA in Key West " “I may be the only person who ever went to law school 
on a lark.” 

1-8-2020 DA Barr “I may be the only person who ever went to law school on a 
lark.” 



1-8-2020 Amusement lark in a Universe of 12 Trillion Galaxies with the Jews just 
now in 2020 Starting on their Exodus to Sirius. 

1-8-2020 A One-Word Accusation Swirls Around Trump’s Deadly Strike: 
Assassination 

1-8-2020 Assassination; Of Olivia Newton John and Elizabeth Wurtzel, ‘Prozac 
Nation’ Author by the same 2 White Men at 1984 HQ USA + Paris. 



1-8-2020 2 White Men at 1984 HQ using the incomprehensibly tragic death of a 
first-year Barnard student, Tessa Majors to promote Homeland Security in NYC 
driving the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR onto Barnard College Campus on Christmas 
Day 1980 to save 19,000 Tessa's from assassination. Like Homeland Security at 
every Exxon/Mobil Gas Station Hold Up in the USA since 1980. Tessa was 
murdered at a gas station in Plains, Georgia and Miami, Cuba. Worst Thing I Ever 
Heard, Homeland Security killed 19K Tessa's. Not long after her killing, someone 
left a "WindMillCAR" message on my office phone at Barnard, where she had 
been a student. Why? Tessa's Parents did buy her a 2020 Ford WindmillCAR, she 
parked it near Jimmy Carters Peanut Plantation for Safety. By Jennifer Finney 
Boylan NY Times. All that was censored by Jennifer and the 1984 White Men at 
HQ Greg just added. Grin. One other thing the General who was a member of the 
Pentagons Joint Chiefs of staff was on CBSN talking about the Iran Oil Sales of $1 
Trillion and 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's. Well this General was good as not giving 
away the Secret file on the cover of Greg's Amazon Book. Wow! 



1-8-2020 War; DA vs MD lark is the Yale and Harvard Law Schools Closed for 
War Crimes by Barr and the DA in Key West when the 2020 Ford Windmill 
Ambulance pulls up at the Yale Key West Medical School and the Notre Dame 
Cathedrals Yale Paris Medical School. Yes all the famous Paris Law Schools will 
also be closed, losing its head that killed more people than all the worlds cancers 
and plagues through the ages... Law Schools! 

1-8-2020 Elizabeth Wurtzel, ‘Prozac Nation’ Author, Is Dead at 52. Her startling 
1994 memoir won praise for opening a dialogue! Ms. Wurtzel had a double 
mastectomy in 2015. After her diagnosis, she became an advocate for BRCA testing 
— something she had not had — and wrote about her cancer experience in The 
New York Times. Harvard has $20 Billion in the Bank in Boston and refused to 
spend $19 Billion on a Rx Recipe Pink for the Starbucks Latte Pink cure for all 
stages of breast cancer in 8 days via the Pink Manhattan Projects now sanctioned! 

1-8-2020 She died at Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center and lived in 
Manhattan. 



1-8-2020 “Prozac Nation,” her first book, published when she was 27, was 
unvarnished in its accounts of her student days at Harvard, her drug use, her 
extensive sex life and more. 

1-8-2020 $7 Trillion Rx Recipe for Prozac II 

1-8-2020 “Prozac Nation,” her first book, 

1-8-2020 "Saint Mary's Star of the Sea S.O.S. Nation" Deadly Plot, by the Catholic 
Church in Key West when the 2020 Ford SOS WindmillCAR is a Vatican Toy Car 
on the desk of Pope Francis at the Vatican with a windmill 1 inch same one that the 
Carnival S.O.S. Universe Ship uses to power the ships, a 1 inch windmill at Star 
Wars Galaxy Edge Disney. Yes the Disney Ships will sent out a S.O.S to Rome in 
orders for the Full Size 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's built in the USA. 



1-8-2020 Cathedral for Life, is the Yale Paris; Tallest Building in the World Notre-
Dame "Yale Paris Medical School" Burned down by work mens cigarette butts and 
in Key West Jimmy Weekley wants a $100 fine for tossing butts on the sidewalk or 
emptying your ash tray of butts in the Faustos Parking lot, grin. 

1-8-2020 USS Truman Carrier $7 Trillion Iran Child Admiral, He’s Commanding 
a U.S. Aircraft Carrier. USS Truman. 

1-8-2020 Hospital Ships USS Truman was sunk by the USS Jimmy Carter Nuke 
Sub with a Nuclear Torpedo!! 

1-8-2020 MIT Hospital Ships Innovation's; The key to the technology is a promising 
material: molybdenum disulfide, or MoS2, deposited in a layer just three atoms 
thick. In the world of engineering, things can’t get much thinner. 



1-8-2020 Berkeley National Laboratory’s Advanced USS Key West Hospital Ship 
and Berkeley Medical School. 

1-8-2020 iPod Size GE Electric Generator that can power your life; Just peel one-
atom-thick layers of carbon from chunks of graphite, forming graphene. Graphene 
is identical to graphite and diamond in composition, but the thinness gives it very 
different properties: It is flexible, transparent, extremely strong and an exceptional 
electrical and thermal conductor. 

1-8-2020 Jimmy Carter in 1980 killed these people; Concrete Mixer, Sanitation 
Truck and Bus Kill 3 N.Y.C. Pedestrians. By ED SHANAHAN 

1-8-2020 $7 Trillion Rx Recipe Pink killed by $7 Trillion in MIT War Toys. 



1-8-2020 Prozac Rx Recipe given to girl scouts and Mom 52... 

1-8-2020 Prozac Rx Recipe on 1 Click Amazon links with specs and genius Einstein 
Tutors for a Noble Nobel in Medicine for Rrozac II 

1-8-2020 $7 Trillion for Ovarian Cancers since 1980. Judge Signals Approval of 
U.S.C.’s $215 Million Settlement With Ex-Gynecologist’s Patients. Judge is a 
lawyer who has no Mind for the millions of women who died since 1980 - yes 
millions this Judge-Lawyer has no 'Mind' of the million who died since 1980 after 
their GYN diagnosis of Ovarian cancer. The NY Times has censored these stats 
releasing only 20,000 died in 2020. Only is the key word from the Editor of the NY 
Times. Only 20,000. 

1-8-2020 The One which just killed the Iran Generals was made at MIT 

'Secret' file on the cover of Greg's book radiates when you get to 'Perpetual 
Motion' knowing Oppenheimer at Los Alamos wrote this 'Secret' file on the cover 



of Greg's Book on Amazon. 

1-7-2020 Maj. Gen. Qassim Suleimani, 10 million pictured on the Front Page of 
todays NY Times! 

NY Times killed Olivia Newton John decades ago! $7 Trillion Rx Recipe Pink killed 
by the Editors as a Headline Manhattan Project at Los Alamos via 100,000 
Scientists working 3 Shifts 7 days a week... killed by the NY Times for $7 Trillion in 
MIT War Toys. One which just killed the Iran Generals made at MIT. 

1-7-2020 10 million Pink Coffins with Windmills will follow Jimmy Carters Navy 
Seal Coffin, 1,001 Navy Seals all Killer War Criminals with a hidden pardon will 
carry Jimmy to Hell S.O.S. 

NY Times killed Olivia Newton John decades ago! 

1-7-2020 Maj. Gen. Qassim Suleimani, 10 million pictured on the Front Page of 
todays NY Times! 

1-7-2020 "In a departure from Iran’s usual tactics of hiding behind proxies, the 
country’s supreme leader wants any retaliation for the killing of Maj. Gen. Qassim 
Suleimani, a top military commander to be carried out openly by Iranian forces. 

1-7-2020 S.O.S. for the Exodus to Sirius by the Jews not Saint Mary's Catholics in 
Key West! 



1-7-2020 S.O.S. Catholics; Day Old French Pastry's served to the Bishop Chef not 
the mass of humanity at the picnic's table. 

Rip Off Store signs belong at the Ford Keys Auto Car Dealership on Roosevelt not 
the Jewish Cosmetics Store on Duval. Catholics are the Masterminds killing Jews - 
Jewish Exodus to Sirius with 1 Click Amazon invention projects with specs and 
Einstein Genius Tutors, iMacs at Starbucks and Saint Mary's! Computer Labs high 
tech and we have 'Rip Off Store' signs on Duval not iMac Computer Labs and the 
Marriott La Concha Hotel covered 14 electric outlets to stop you from plugging in... 

1-7-2020 Targeting Jewish Dead Sea Facials Cultural Sites, women have used and 
know about face creams for centuries... 

1-7-2020 Targeting Cultural Sites in War Is Illegal. It’s Also Barbaric. H-Bomb 3 
images of Mecca hit by the 'Trump' H-Bomb 3 

1-7-2020 Barbaric Catholics centuries ago are here today stone the 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR driving down Duval Key West behind the Navy Seals Diesel double 
cab long bed Pick up with studded Colorado Snow tires... and 6 head lights with 
LED lights above the cab. 



1-7-2020 "In a departure from Iran’s usual tactics of hiding behind proxies, S.O.S. 
Catholics; in Key West will have Iran 'killing of 100's of Americans' on their arrest 
warrent and Law Suit soon as they retaliate for the killing of their Maj. Gen. 
Qassim Suleimani. Key West Generals hid behind proxies of S.O.S. Catholics in 
Key West today tracking Greg's writing's and inventions on 1-7-2020. 

1-7-2020 S.O.S. Catholics; Abuse of Boys is today for the kids killed 'Tomorrow' in 
this Iran War Trump started over $4 Gas in Key West when the Catholics are 
driving the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's and Windmill Bulbs are everywhere with 
Einstein and Edison on Amazon 1 Click IP invention projects. iMac's and Rx Pink 
Latte in Starbucks not Saint Mary's Star of the Sea! 

1-7-2020 In a Year of Perpetual Motion, Moments That Stopped Time. Looking 
back on a whirlwind journey around the world, the 52 Places Paris, London, Rome, 
Athens; the 'Secret' file on the cover of Greg's book radiates when you get to 
'Perpetual Motion' knowing Oppenheimer at Los Alamos wrote this 'Secret' file on 
the cover of Greg's Book on Amazon and we now know 



1-7-2020 Jeff Besoz read 'Perpetual Motion' of Amazon blowing into the Universe 
of Sirius via 1 Click links with specs and Genius Einstein tutors - 1,001 IP invention 
projects Perpetual Motion, Moments that will give 5 Billion on Amazon 1,001 
Nobels in Medicine! So Buy this Amazon Book Today, Grin! 



1-7-2020 Legal Polygamous Marriage to 4 Yale MD Women by Greg in Key West, 
No we would not get married at Saint Mary's Star of the Sea Catholic Church but 
Hemingway House, Nobel the Catholics at Saint Mary's Star of the Sea lost to the 
Bishops S.O.S. scam's! 

1-7-2020 "In a departure from Iran’s usual tactics of hiding behind proxies, the 
country’s supreme leader wants any retaliation for the killing of Maj. Gen. Qassim 
Suleimani, a top military commander to be carried out openly by Iranian forces. 

1-7-2020 Infidel's Hiding with 2 White Men at 1984 HQ in Key West and NYC. 
Riches beyond belief that can be viewed by searching Google Images of Mecca... 
$777 Trillion in oil revenues this is why 10 million pink coffins will follow Jimmy 
Carters Navy Seal Coffin, 1,001 Navy Seals all killer War Criminals with a hidden 
pardon. S.O.S. Catholics at Saint Mary Star of the Sea in Key West will be asking 
for VA and Vet Donations of Out of date can goods and day old French Pastry's. 
S.O.S. Catholics Day Old French Pastry's served to the Bishop Chef not the mass of 
humanity at the picnic's table. 

1-7-2020 Infidel's; supreme leader, Ayatollah Ali Khamenei, made a rare 
appearance at a meeting of the government’s National Security Council to lay down 
the parameters for any retaliation. It must be a direct and proportional attack on 
American interests, he said, openly carried out by Iranian forces themselves, 



1-7-2020 Infidel's Invincible Pope Francis lay down the Law's of economics of the 
Vatican Bank for any Pink retaliation for the killings of 1 million pink women in 
the USA and Rome, Paris, London. Direct attack on the Catholic Church by Olivia 
Newton John in Pink with the breast cancer tumor coming through her breast, 
tortured by the Priest, Bishop, Cardinal and Pope Francis for gas money from King 
Salman. A Sin. Barbarians are the Abusive Priests still in power driving a gas 
engine car picking up day old French Pastry's for the Chef. General barbarians are 
the men in power who can blow up the Yale Key West Medical School and 25 
Hospital Ships and build a Truman Waterfront Park by Toppino and Son's in front 
of UN observers who are writers not warriors. 

1-7-2020 ...always cloaked its attacks behind the actions of proxies... 1984 

1-7-2020 Censored Pink Dead in the USA killed by Iran defectors now working as 
Admirals for the Navy. On USS Truman. Truman Waterfront Park in 2011 killed 
the Yale Key West Medical School and 25 Hospital Ships some bigger then the USS 
Truman Carrier commanded by a Iran Guy who was a defector. Azadeh Moaveni 
(@AzadehMoaveni) is a senior gender analyst with the International Crisis Group 
and the author, most recently, of “Guest House for Young Widows: Among the 
Women of ISIS.” 



1-7-2020 Starbucks Rx Latte; New Hope for Migraine Sufferers. There are now a 
number of medications that may prevent or alleviate migraines. 

1-7-2020 The 25 NYC Rooms That Influence the Way We Design Starbucks iMac 
Computer Labs, your living room with Big Screen iMac's Mac Book Pro Treadmill 
Desk with iWatch you run walk 3 hours a day 5 mph jump to 8 mph for how many 
minutes did the MD say. 



1-7-2020 Legal Polygamous Marriage to 4 Yale MD Women by Greg in Key West, 
No we would not get married at Saint Mary's Star of the Sea Catholic Church but 
Hemingway House, Nobel the Catholics at Saint Mary's Star of the Sea lost to the 
Bishops S.O.S. scam's! 



Legal Polygamous Marriage to 4 Yale MD Women by Greg in Key West 

1-6-2020 Detox from $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues, Riches beyond belief that can 
be viewed by searching Google Images of Mecca... 

1-6-2020 S.O.S H-Bomb 3 can be linked to these Catholics in Key West, day old 



French Pastry's delivered to the Bishop Chef not the mass of humanity at the 
picnic's table. 

1-6-2020 H-Bomb 3 images of Mecca hit by the 'Trump' H-Bomb 3 

1-6-2020 Qassim Suleimani "Olivia Newton John killing by) Trump and his 
Pentagon Generals 'Did!!' start a War on the first day of 2020... 

1-6-2020 Everyone with Iranian heritage, Qatar, UAE, Kuwait, Iraq, Saudi Arabia 
knows you are a Infidel! And they all know about Jimmy Carters 2020 Ford 
WindillCAR and Windmill Bulb. 

1-6-2020 Detox from $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues, Riches beyond belief that can 
be viewed by searching Google Images of Mecca... 



1-6-2020 H-Bomb 3 images of Mecca hit by the 'Trump' H-Bomb 3 

1-6-2020 Riches beyond belief that can be viewed by searching Google Images of 
Mecca... 

1-6-2020 Riches beyond belief that can be viewed by searching Google Images of 
Mecca... 

1-6-2020 Riches beyond belief that can be viewed by searching Google Images of 
Mecca... 



1-6-2020 Paris with Riches Beyond Belief with the Tallest Building in the World 
built at Notre-Dame Church as a Cathedral not the "Yale Paris Medical School" 
Macon-Trump Oil Masterminds who could not get into Yale Key West Medical 
School or the West Point Medical School, grin. Plague in London and Paris is Pink, 
1 million dead a year and thanks to the censors at the NY Times London and Paris 
the streets of Pink Protesters are at the hospitals in Paris with Mom on her death 
bed. 

1-6-2020 Pay Is Rising Fastest for Low Earners. One Reason? Minimum Wages... 
Florida Lottery Tickets are Rising with Rising Pay. This is censored by the NY 
Times 

1-6-2020 Generals Assignation, Fiery Cop Cars, Million Pink Ivanka's, Trump 
gambling a the Qatar Trump Casino Roulette Wheel of the 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR's that he will be able to handle whatever comes next... in way of 
H-Bomb 3 going off. Maggie Haberman contributed reporting from Palm Beach, 
Fla. Maggie censored the H-Bomb 3 going off when the Trump 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR is at Palm Beach Fl. 

1-6-2020 Tehran's H-Bomb 3 going off... 



1-6-2020 General Jimmy Carter's coffin in the streets, followed by 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR's!! 

1-6-2020 20 million pink coffins follow Jimmy Carters coffin... 

1-6-2020 Ben at the NY Times killed Olivia Newton John decades ago! "U.S. Allies 
in Mideast Fear They May Pay Price for Suleimani Killing" By BEN HUBBARD 
NY Times!! Page A7 

1-6-2020 Sunday NY Times as United States forces braced for retaliation from Pink 
USA Women in the Millions, all tortured by the CIA... Millions more tortured by 
Putin and the KGB. British, French and even Pope Francis in Rome has Pink 
women in the Vatican Dungeon to torture! 



1-6-2020 A mass of people snaked across the city’s main streets and a long bridge 
over the Karoun River. Stretching over 30 kilometers, or almost 20 miles, the 
crowds of men and women in Pink carried Pink Windmills!! 20 million pink coffins 
follow Jimmy Carters coffin. 

1-6-2020 General Suleimani’s body was returned to Iran early Sunday — after tens 
of thousands of people joined processions for him in four Iraqi cities — and was 
received with military salutes at the airport in Ahvaz, a city in the southwest. A 
funeral procession then made its way through Ahvaz, the coffin draped in flowers 
and an Iranian flag, and depicting mourning symbols of the Shiite faith. 

1-6-2020 Yes the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ will use H-Bomb 3 when the 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR is at Palm Beach! 

1-6-2020 S.O.S H-Bomb 3 can be linked to these Catholics in Key West, day old 
French Pastry's delivered to the Bishop Chef not the mass of humanity at the 
picnic's table. 



1-6-2020 S.O.S. Catholics are not strategically wise delivering to the Bishop Chef 
not the mass of humanity at the picnic's table when cameras are everywhere. War 
is coming to the Vatican and S.O.S. Catholics at Saint Mary's Star of the Sea in Key 
West caused this Nuclear War over $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues Pope Francis 
took as blood money and kickback bribes when he visited Saudi Arabia not Key 
West and Greg's Secret 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's. Strategically wise to God failed 
the Catholics at Saint Mary Star of the Sea Church in Key West in Times of CERN 
and God particles in Time, Gravity, and Jewish Exodus to Sirius. Are these 
Catholics protesting in front of the Dead Sea Cosmetics Store on Duval instead of 
the Ford Dealership on Roosevelt, Yes! Rip Off Store signs belong at the Ford Keys 
Auto Car Dealership on Roosevelt not the Jewish Cosmetics Store on Duval. 
Catholics are the Masterminds killing Jews - Jewish Exodus to Sirius with 1 Click 
Amazon invention projects with specs and Einstein Genius Tutors, iMacs at 
Starbucks and Saint Mary's! Computer Labs high tech and we have 'Rip Off Store' 
signs on Duval not iMac Computer Labs and the Marriott La Concha Hotel 
covered 14 electric outlets to stop you from plugging in... 

1-6-2020 ...killing of Exodus Jews in Key West - killing General Suleimani, we must 
understand that the Iranian regime cannot survive internal dissent or sustain its 
powerful position in the region if it backs down from this provocation. For Iran’s 
supreme leader, Ayatollah Ali Khamenei, a strong response is essential. 

1-6-2020 Exodus Jews to Sirius in Key West a strong response is essential, God gave 
the Jews 1 Click Amazon links to Faster than the speed of light streaming video 
'Comcast' to watch live Jews at Sirius and the World knows this Einstein invention 
is possible! 



1-6-2020 NY Times 2020 Ford WindmillCAR headlines Today - Censored - "When 
Iran does respond, its response will likely be multifaceted and occur at 
unpredictable times and in multiple places. President Trump will then face what 
may yet be the most consequential national security decision of his presidency. If he 
reacts with additional force, the risk is great that the confrontation will spiral into a 
wider military conflict. If he fails to react in kind, he will likely invite escalating 
Iranian aggression." 

1-6-2020 "It’s hard to envision how this ends short of war." By Susan E. Rice Ms. 
Rice, a contributing opinion writer, was the national security adviser from 2013 to 
2017. 

1-6-2020 NY Times 2020 Ford WindmillCAR headlines Today - Censored - By 
Susan E. Rice Ms. Rice, a contributing opinion writer, was the national security 
adviser from 2013 to 2017. Rice once drove the 2013 Ford around the Pentagon 
thinking this would in the War with Mecca, all of Mecca world wide would live in 
poverty forever more... Susan is good she didn't mention the 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR once in her War is Here Today article. 

1-6-2020 By Karen J. Greenberg "Killing Qassim Suleimani Was Illegal. And 
Predictable." President Gerald Ford issued an executive order in 1976 banning 
political assassination. Joint Chiefs of Staff have their own orders in the killings of 



1 million Olivia Newton Johns as MIT War Toys for $7 Trillion were needed not a 
Rx Recipe for the $7 Trillion dollar Starbucks Pink Latte. Pentagon In employing 
the euphemism “targeted killing” of Wife's by Warriors coming home from 
Baghdad have the edge as the NY Times censored all these killings of Women by 
Warriors. A War Crime by the Editors at the NY Times. How they will get off on 
this will be good reading in the Times, Grin. Karen J. Greenberg 
(@karengreenberg3) is the director of the Center on National Security at Fordham 
University School of Law and the author of “Rogue Justice: The Making of the 
Security State.” Yale and Harvard Law Schools will be closed under the Pink Laws 
and their campus given to the Yale and Harvard Medical Schools. All Joint Chiefs 
of Staff must have a MD degree from Yale Key West Medical School, Pope Francis 
AND his Priest, Bishops must have a MD degree too. 

1-6-2020 For a Post Pink Generation Starbucks Pink Latte is Ordered. For a 
Post-9/11 Generation, War was over $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues masterminded 
by Jimmy Carter and Teddy Kennedy over .18 cent gas in Plains Georgia. Millions 
died for these $777 Trillions of dollars. SOS, Homeland Security, Vatican and 
Texas Oil Men picked up all the loose Change. 1 Million New Gas Stations were 
built in China and India for profits for the State. Qatar built 40,000 Trump towers 
for homeless Moslems and gave them a pension better than the French Oil 
Company will give workers in Paris. 



Legal Polygamous Marriage to 4 Yale MD Women by Greg in Key West 

1-5-2020 2020 Ford WindmillCAR Tensions; Tensions Abroad Stir a Whirlwind at 
Fort Bragg as Soldiers Deploy to Iran War's! The Major MD diagnosed the top 



brass and trump as Mentally Ill via $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues, Greed Psychosis 
$$$ 

1-5-2020 Did the Killing of Qassim Suleimani Deter Iranian Attacks, or Encourage 
Them? West Point Cadets can outsmart the West Point Generals on this test 
question. The correct answer is H-Bomb! 

1-5-2020 $777 Trillion dollars spent on ballistic missile units — the heart of the 
Iranian military — to avoid American attack, or was mobilizing the units for a 
major strike against American targets or allies in the region in retaliation for 
General Suleimani’s death. 

1-5-2020 $1 Trillion - Pentagon just today cancelled their military training of 
100,000 Iraqi troops. 10 people at 1984 HQ trained themselves into looking for 
'Windmill' inventions reading 'Animal Farm.' 



1-5-2020 $10 Trillion to train the next generation of Pasteur MD's Hell No! Pasteur 
Institute in Paris has slept like a Kitten when we need a Pasteur Cat to Rule Paris 
not Paris Oil Men with their iMac's and Mac Book Pro's in a Swiss Bank! 

1-5-2020 Starbucks at the Pasteur Institute, when! 

1-5-2020 $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues was the motive for the Generals killing... 

1-5-2020 Trump administration officials are playing down General Suleimani’s 
status as a part of the War not related to the Pink War and the Status of Olivia 
Newton John and Steve Jobs... who are really persona non grata by the Trump 
administration and Joint Chiefs of Staff. 

1-5-2020 Mar-a-Lago, Mr. Trump’s Palm Beach resort, the Navy Seal is there 
today not Olivia Newton John or any Pink women being tortured by breast 
cancers... 



1-5-2020 Rationale for the attack on Legal Polygamous Marriage to 4 Yale MD 
Women by Greg in Key West, No we would not get married at Saint Mary's Star of 
the Sea Catholic Church but Hemingway House, Nobel the Catholics at Saint 
Mary's Star of the Sea lost to the Bishops S.O.S. scam's! 

1-5-2020 S.O.S. skeptical about the rationale for the attack on 4 Yale MD Wife's if 
Married; in a Legal Polygamous Marriage to Drive - Driven to 1,001 Nobels in 
Medicine. Attacked by Trump and the Bishop, Pope Francis. Catholics in Paris at 
the rebuilding of the Notre-Dame Church as a Cathedral not the "Yale Paris 
Medical School" Macon told Olivia Newton John the rationale for French Oil 
Revenues instead of the Pink 2020 Ford WindmillCAR as a wedding car was 
dictated by Elite Men at 1984 HQ in Paris! 

1-5-2020 Catholics at Saint Mary Star of the Sea's Universe" After the killing by 
Trump and Nuclear War with Iran Close Ranks behind Olivia Newton John and 
Tessa Majors. MD Majors have lost the Pink War's with the USA and Iran 
Generals since 1980 Ford WindmillCAR's invention. Homeland Security at Saint 
Mary Star of the Sea's Universe failed to keep syphilis out of the congregation. Jews 
for Exodus to Sirius close Ranks behind 1,001 IP invention Projects on 1 Click 
Amazon with specs and genius tutors and will read every textbook in the University 
Bookstore's. Patents Einstein read too when Google Search can find these. Grin. 



1-5-2020 Catholics at Saint Mary Star of the Sea's Universe" After the killing by 
Syphilis, HIV, STD's announce plans for a Rx Recipe Cure Miracle given to all 
Priest, Bishops, Popes and then the congregation... S.O.S. after so many Catholic 
Women were give a ruined life from Sex diseases... a Cardinal Sin. Dr. Pope 
Francis and Dr. Bishop MD will rule the Catholic Church now! S.O.S. Drunks, Day 
old French Pastry's, Out of Date Can Goods are all out of date for Catholics given 
Syphilis, HIV, STD, and the flu. 

1-5-2020 Iranians Close Ranks Behind Leaders After U.S. Kills Popular General; 
The death of Qassim Suleimani strengthened the hand of hard-liners, experts say. 

1-5-2020 Catholics S.O.S. Why did so many Priest + Bishops, Popes Church 
officials, including persons of proven judgment and impeccable records, expose 
their reputations, and much more seriously, their characters, Diesel + Kids DNA 
deceit, Fiery Wrecks, cruelty and contempt for all the values by which they had 
guided themselves through long careers, but also with the near certainty for them 
of personal betrayal and humiliation by the DA in Geneva at the War Crimes 
Office of the UN. Patriotism to God was sold out like they sold their Soul to King 
Salam and Lake Geneva was also sold to King Salman. Aching hearts for Cheney's 
Heart Transplant still keeping him alive after so many years that Pink women by 
the millions died a tortured death by Cheney's Top Brass at the Pentagon who 
refuse to pain the Pentagon Pink. 9/11 in the News about Trumps assignation when 
Cheney drove the 2020 Ford WindmillCar decade before 9/11 into the Pentagon 
Garage and marked it classified and Top Secret. Today the Pentagon Generals 
could have won the Iran War's with the Windmill Bulb!! .18 cents a gallon gas at 
all Exxon/Mobil gas stations in the USA. 



1-5-2020 NYC METROPOLITAN DIARY ‘There Was a Woman Sitting Alone at 
the End of the Bar’ working on her Rx Pink Recipe's for cancers and diseases... at 
Disney Star Wars Galaxy Edge Resort, she is sober the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ 
who are tracking her are drunks at the Orwellian Bar's! Posting Coors and Russian 
Vodka pop up ads on Amazon as she reads looking for a 'Windmill' in Animal 
Farm. Pentagon just today cancelled their military training of 100,000 Iraqi troops. 
10 people at 1984 HQ trained themselves into looking for 'Windmill' inventions 
reading 'Animal Farm.' 

1-5-2020 DA's Key West Justice for Olivia Newton John will give 10 Million Pink 
Women in the USA diagnosed and paying MD's for Chemo their Own Pink VA. 
Pink VA will be free and do a better job than the Vets VA. Olivia Newton John 
killing will unleash the 'Pink VA' for 10 million women wounded - who will die 
from War! VFW is for DUI Drunks - the Pink VFW bar will be iMac with 4 trillion 
Rx Recipes all trade secrets not Coors and Russian Vodkas. Never Forget the 
killing of Olivia Newton John by the Joint Chiefs of Staff Generals who out Ranked 
10 million Olivia Newton John in War! Gen. Stanley McChrystal, “killed hundreds 
of Pink Women Americans when he was in Baghdad.” DA and VA, VFW wounded 
pride when the first Pink VA and VFW opens with 10 million Breast Cancer 
wounded warriors! All the forgotten women by Vets. Top Brass! Pink women's 
devastating sanctions on the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR and no warning labels on 
Coors or Russian Vodka. Diesel particles in the air censored from the Key West 
Citizen and NY Times! 1 million pink dead in 2020 NY Times headlines with front 
page pictures of the breast cancer tumor wound to achieve a better Status than the 
VA and VFW. 



Paris Girls looking into the Starbucks Store, Apple Store - yes they can see their 
$10 Trillion dollars in a Swiss Bank. 

1-4-2020 Olivia Newton John killing will unleash Chaos; Qassim Suleimani’s 
Killing Will Unleash Chaos $$$ NYC Homeland Security said Tessa Majors 
Murder: 13-Year-Old Suspect Must Remain in Custody. 14 year old who knifed 
her is home. Unleashed Chaos Tessa Majors Murder: Homeland Security said it 
saw “no specific, credible threat” to 19,000 other Tessa's who will be murdered in 
2020. 



1-4-2020 No need to Mobilize Homeland Security for Iran, or 13 year old teens in 
Air Jordan's and Navy Hoodie's in NYC parks with the mission to rob women, not 
men. In 2000 women pulled into the Miami, Cuba Gas Station during a hold up... 
Homeland Security said Cuba is not the USA. 

1-4-2020 Homeland Security M.R.I. Showed Several Strokes. What Was Wrong? 
The Wind Direction, Winds of War. Winds of the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR. Winds 
of Time the CERN God Particle are blowing across Lake Geneva, witch is owned 
by Prince Salman. Home in Geneva has lost its value and esteem. UN in Geneva too. 
Homeland Security rushed to the "Peace-Health Sacred Heart Medical Center". 

1-4-2020 4 Women MD's were ready for these Warrior Men who have $1 Trillion 
dollars from their Government Pay Checks. Lots of Overtime. Time will never be 
over like infinity might go on forever at the edge of the Galaxies expanding into 
infinity. Endless wars influenced by $1 Trillion and $777 Trillion these 4 MD 
women want for them selves! 



1-4-2020 M.R.I. images of an array of tiny white dots indicating damage to her 
brain. Tiny White Dots of 12 Trillion Galaxies indicating war damage to our 
Universe at Home, Homeland Security from 12 Trillion Galaxies and Star Wars. 
Risk factory for a Alien Invasion of Earth, none we know about. Warriors the heart 
beats in an uncoordinated way, allowing blood to pool next to Tessa. 

1-4-2020 This test, a transesophageal echocardiogram, involved putting a camera 
into her esophagus — which runs right behind the heart — to get a closer look. The 
patient was willing. Though she still felt fine, those bright white spots on the M.R.I. 
scared her. 12 Trillion Galaxies can scare the Wife's not the Warriors at Homeland 
Security. The test was done the following day, the leaders of Homeland Security 
said there is nothing out there among 12 Trillion Galaxies! Really they said this not 
Trump and Ivanka. But to get it out, they would have to do open-heart surgery. A 
mass that usually grows at the edge of Galaxies. The cause is unknown. Life on 
Earth they are all enjoying. 

1-4-2020 Homeland Security married to 4 MD women at Yale will scan all for high 
BP... 

1-4-2020 "There are many stories behind the question: Will you marry me? And 
over the years, countless wedding proposals from around the world have been 
submitted to The New York Times’s Weddings section. Here are a few creative and 
romantic ones that we’ve recently seen." 4 MD Women at Yale in a Legal 
Polygamous Marriage driven to 1,001 Nobels in Medicine, Pink Rx Recipe for the 



Rx Pink Starbucks Latte that cures breast cancer in all stages in 8 days. Sent to the 
NY Times a long time ago. Millions of Pink women have died a tortured death since 
the Editors at the NY Times have read this proposal. 

1-4-2020 Priest, Bishop, Pope Francis love letters to 4 MD Wife's if Married; "The 
Love Letters of T.S. Eliot: New Clues Into His Most Mysterious Relationship" Fifty 
years after the death of Eliot’s purported muse, Princeton has unveiled hundreds of 
passionate — and deeply revealing — letters the poet wrote to her." By MARIA 
CRAM 

1-4-2020 Catholic S.O.S. Miracle Einstein Culture of reading every Patent + 
Textbook... when the University Professors Class is lead to the Bookstore in the 
University Basement and every student reads every textbook 

1-4-2020 "Yale NYC Medical School" Tallest Building in the world 25 Hospital 
Ships too. Paid for from the Windmill Bulb invention! Key West DA's didn't order 
25 Hospital Ships with Burn Units for 100's, thousands of fiery Wrecks they drove 
by without stopping to Help! Catholics at Saint Mary Star of the Sea Church in 
Key West stopped to pick up Day old French Pastry's in their S.O.S. car... 

1-4-2020 Catholics in Key West; Site of "Saint Mary Star of the Sea Church" 
donated to the "Yale Key West Medical School" for 'Miracle' Cure's, 1,001 Nobels 
in Medicine on iMac! 1 Click Amazon IP. 



1-4-2020 $500 Billion Dollar City in Saudi Arabia is being built today with a STOP 
Work order tomorrow when 90% of Saudi Arabia Oil Fields and Oil Refiners are 
Burning, Smoke that will reach NYC... 

1-4-2020 $500 Billion or what ever is left in a Swiss Bank will be confiscated by 
Jews! 

1-4-2020 War's congressional authorization today is 2 White Men at 1984 HQ. Yes 
they plan to use H-Bomb on Iran too. And keep the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR off 
the road, no you can not have the Windmill Bulbs on Amazon Prime, grin. 

1-4-2020 Pink War; What about the promise to end endless wars to save Ivanka 
and Lisa Jobs, Small Fry? 



1-4-2020 Paris + Rome; Pasteur a Pink One is wooed by Pink women today, as 
warriors in Rome Paris and Trump Towers prey on Starting a War with Iran to 
stop all the impeachment Headlines. 

1-4-2020 Pink Rome; Leonardo da Vinci Many of the artist’s works have traveled 
from around the world to a major show at the Louvre. But many more remain in 
Italy, in cities and small towns alike. 

1-4-2020 Catholics failed to stop Trump-Salman Oil Company and the millions of 
Pink women dead at the hand of the Pentagon Generals and Key West DA grin. 

1-4-2020 Saint Mary Star of the Sea Church in Key West; Leonardo once described 
the city’s Church of San Sepolcro as the “true center of Milan.” 



1-4-2020 Oil Men - “true center of Milan.” And Key West in Times of the 2020 
Ford WindmillCAR and Windmill Bulbs, a Cardinal Sin. 

1-4-2020 Rome in 1513, shortly after Giovanni de’ Medici was elected to become 
Pope Leo X. In Rome, Leonardo was given lodging in the Villa Belvedere, the papal 
summer residence. 

1-4-2020 Pope Francis gave lodging to King Salman in the Villa Belvedere, $$$ 

1-4-2020 Pink version; various versions of his etched Mona Lisa, titled “Lisa 
Gioconda,” its Italian name, was empty and a viewer was able to ponder that famed 
smile — no less enigmatic in an etching — taking all the time in the world... TIME 
is a God Particle Mona Lisa is smiling about. To Hell with these Warriors, smile 
you are on God's Cameras! Time will Tell. CERN. 

1-4-2020 Key West Citizen Newspaper on Time, not Time the New God Particle at 



CERN though; "Here we are, already a few days in to 2020. Time seems to pass 
without us even realizing it. We are already setting our thoughts on spring and 
summer. While we can’t slow down time, we spend this precious, finite commodity 
wisely. We do that by embracing it, figuring out what we want and need..." 
Elizabeth Bishop in Key West also wrote a Poem about Time and the Hand of Time 
in Paris. Pasteur Institute in Paris has slept like a Kitten when we need a Pasteur 
Cat to Rule Paris not Paris Oil Men who have wasted Time and Money since the 
1980 Ford WindmillCAR. "For the complete article, please pick up a copy of The 
Citizen for this day or purchase this day's electronic edition via Day Pass. Home 
Delivery & Electronic Edition subscribers to The Citizen may access this article, 
once logged in to keysnews.com, at no charge. If you forget your password... log on 
to Amazon 1 Click for the Rx Recipe invention project IP for a perfect memory 
Nobel. 100's of News papers in the USA do not let you read articles until you pay, if 
you were a teen today reading some free Nobel article and wanted to win a Nobel 
without 100's of articles teens can't pay for... Congress needs to put the NY Times 
in the Public Domain alone with Win 10. And they will when the 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR is headlines and the CIA makes it free to read about in the Key West 
Citizen Newspaper. 

1-4-2020 Leonardo’s first stay in Milan lasted 17 years, when the city state was 
ruled by Ludovico Sforza, a prince who enlisted Leonardo for various tasks in his 
court, including the production of elaborate pageants. A draft of an introductory 
letter Leonardo wrote to Ludovico is on exhibit in Milan’s Ambrosiana gallery in 
which he presents himself as an expert military engineer, able to design weapons 
that “will cause great terror to the enemy.” 

1-4-2020 Oil prices surged and the stock market fell after President Trump ordered 
the killing of Maj. Gen. Qassim Suleimani in Baghdad. The New Yorker. That year, 
the magazine said that Ryan Crocker, a former ambassador to Iraq, said that 
American officials told the prime minister at the time “that if Muhandis wanted to 



stay healthy he needed to stay in Iran.” 

1-4-2020 The New Yorker and the NY Times fired missiles and drones that killed 
millions of Pink Women just in the USA, Crocker didn't help any USA women stay 
healthy. Crocker and the New Yorker know just how many $$$ $100's of Billions 
Iran and Iraq spent on War. Pink War Was lost by 1 billion women world wide and 
not reported in the New Yorker or New York Times. 

1-4-2020 Catholic University's in the USA and Paris, all 1 Billion who didn't take 
Anatomy and Electrical Engineering fearing F failure can now Read Every Book in 
the Catholic University and pass Anatomy and Electrical Engineering. Elite Failure 
of the Dean and Regents is a crime against Children by the Catholic University 
Elite, caused by Pope Francis Greed for King Salman's donations to the Catholic 
Church. S.O.S. Key West Crimes! 

1-4-2020 Oil prices surged and the stock market fell after President Trump ordered 
the killing of Maj. Gen. Qassim Suleimani in Baghdad. 

These are the 4 MD women at Yale who want to marry Homeland Security in a 



Polygamous Marriage to get a Nobel in Medicine with his money $$$ Mac's cost 
$15,840 each. Does he have one at Home, at Homeland Security? 

1-3-2020 George Orwell DA's the Universe Laws of Physics of TIME E=mc2 'Waste 
of Law Schools Made Visible' Thank God Cops 'Will' go after the hit and run DA 
driver of the gas engine car that crashed into the cop car on the side of the road 
writing a traffic ticket when iPhone iDash Cam iCop in your car Times were killed 
with the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's accessories. F-35 Radar! 

Police Are Accused of Abusing DA's who didn't Stop at Fiery Wrecks... 

MD's at WHO are accused of abusing DA's who didn't order 25 Hospital Ships for 
Key West... 

Mr. al-Masarir says in a video about Mohammed bin Salman and his plan to build 
a $500 billion “smart city” near the Red Sea. “His Highness buys whatever he 
wants.” DA's in Key West too, grin. Mr. al-Masari’s attempt to hold accountable an 
old enemy in a new arena, having concluded that he has plenty to fear from Saudi 
Arabia, even if he never sets foot there again. “The Saudi government wanted to 
show me, ‘You’re not safe,’” he said, referring to the Pegasus infection and other 
efforts to silence him. “‘Even in the United Kingdom. We have the upper hand.’” 

1-3-2020 Exodus Jews to Sirius!! We have the upper hand.’” Miracle IP invention 
projects on 1 Click Amazon links with specs and genius Einstein tutors. This is not 
Oxford Star Wars or Dr. Who BBC TV from Prince Charles in Saudi Arabia, oh 



Prince Charles in London... ha. Baghdad International Yale Medical School. 
"Exodus Jews Yale International Medical Schools" Plague of War has a Cure. 
West Point Medical School Cadets will get this on a Test, the answer is Windmill 
Bulbs, extra credit is Einstein and Edison. GE failed 5 billion people and we 
thought Boeing was spending all their time watching Porn, Grin! 

1-3-2020 $133 Billion spent on Porn by Yale and Harvard Qatar + Saudi students 
with money left over for sex in New Haven and Boston. Kerry will testify. "Judge 
Awards Nearly $13 Million to Women Who Say They Were Exploited by Porn 
Producers" The ruling capped a three-month civil trial that exposed the bait-and-
switch tactics and false promises deployed as part of a scheme to induce young 
women to shoot a pornographic video." By MICHAEL LEVENSON 

1-3-2020 Trump + Ivanka don't Stop at Fiery Wrecks; 2020 Ford WindmillCAR 
was also bomb with this Iran General. 100's in Paris will die because Trump killed 
a Iran General in Iraq. Stupid War Crimes to say the least. Motive is another $777 
Trillion in Oil Revenues. "The killing of the powerful commander of Iran’s Islamic 
Revolutionary Guards Corps, Maj. Gen. Qassim Suleimani, in a drone strike on 
Friday sharply divided congressional leaders along party lines and reignited a 
debate over whether Congress should curtail the president’s war powers. The 
strike, which the Pentagon said President Trump ordered and was “aimed at 
deterring future Iranian attack plans,” 100 people in Paris will be killed because of 
these orders by Trump and the Pentagon going along with it. Windmill Bulbs are 
not a weapon in Oil Wars. Ford WindmillCAR's also. 

1-3-2020 USA top brass killed 1 million 'Olivia Newton John' and 'Steve Jobs' in 
trade off of 'Kills' in War. United States officials considered General Suleimani, the 



commander of the Revolutionary Guards’ elite Quds Force, responsible for the 
deaths of hundreds of American soldiers during the Iraq war. Joint Chief of Staff 
are responsible for 1 million Pink Dead just in the USA, the UN WHO has written 
this up in secret of course. 

1-3-2020 USA Pink Axis of Goddess Women are not allowed into Los Alamos Lab 
to crunch their Manhattan projects on orders from Trump + Ivanka. Legal 
Polygamous Marriage Choice to 4 MD women at Yale would give Goddess Women 
access to Los Alamos Lab Manhattan Projects. 

1-3-2020 Catholics in Key West + Saint Mary Star of the Sea Church site donated 
to the Yale Key West Medical School as a 'Miracle' as the S.O.S. Catholics tend to 
drunks, Day old French Pastry's and Out of Date Can Goods trying to scam and 
make a fool out of Pope Francis and God. Hell will be their Pink Mecca $$$ White-
Collar DA Culture is grown in Men who can't marry a MD women and who could 
not get into the Yale Medical School so they are at Yale Law School today in a 
George Orwell Time of Mecca ruling Yale and Harvard University via Riches 
beyond belief for Yale and Harvard students Riches Beyond Belief is hard game 
changer from their parents riches! Majority of students at Yale and Harvard today 
are from Qatar and Saudi Arabia and they have money left over for sex in New 
Haven and Boston. Porn too. How Much Watching Time Do You Have This 
Weekend for Porn. iPhone 11 Max caller ID will tell her how much time he watch 
Porn. This will be a game changer for iPhone 11 Max Caller ID. 

Yale + Harvard women; Key West Catholic Women will be the ones to get a 
windfall from bike crash with the Warrior Men who are the most reckless drivers, 
leaving women wounded world wide in E-Bikes in New Haven and Boston. iPhone 
Caller ID's E-Bike Wrecks!! 



1-3-2020 Notre-Dame Church is still smoking, No Smoking! Catholics and Cats. It 
Looks Like Health ‘Just Trust God,’ struggling to pay for the MD is Olivia Newton 
John in the USA and Paris yet the Elite Oil Men on both sides want to rebuild 
Notre-Dame Church as a Cathedral not the "Yale Paris Medical School" Macon 
told Olivia Newton John the French Women Trust God. Centuries of Elite Oil Men 
in Paris. Time is today a CERN God Particle and Breast Cancer and disease's are a 
Plage in London and Paris. So they want to rebuild the burnt down Cathedral as a 
Church not a Yale Paris Medical School and the NY Times in the USA and Paris 
will not give Catholics a Miracle Yale Paris Medical School. A War Crime. 

1-3-2020 55 Story Skyscraper in Key West; New Years Day 2021; 55 Story Yale 
Key West Medical School... open, free, and medical students get paid more than 
West Point Cadets!! 25 Hospital Ships too. Paid for via profits from the Windmill 
Bulb, grin $$$ 

1-3-2020 "Yale NYC Medical School" in the USA, Tallest Building in NYC and the 
World!! God is Great, for the Miracle Windmill Bulb's, grin. 

1-3-2020 Windmill Light Bulbs; Light Bulb On... How To Read Every Book in the 
University Bookstore like a Einstein!" 

1-3-2020 New Year’s Good Miracles; Key West and Notre-Dame Catholics; 
consciousness starved like a Key West Cat waiting for the Tallest "Paris Yale 
Medical School" to be built were the burned out Notre-Dame Church is still 
smoking, No Smoking! Catholics and Cats. Key West Catholics will not give up 
Saint Mary's Star of the Sea Church Site for the Tallest 'Yale Key West Medical 



School Building in the World, grin"! No Smoking you will burn down the Notre-
Dame Church, workmen smoking in Paris and Key West. No Smoking! Pope will 
not tell them No Smoking!! 

1-3-2020 1 Click Amazon Rides; 556,000 Uber rides were taken in New York City 
in March. By October, that number had declined to 468,000. A 73-year-old woman 
in Canarsie should not have to confront a 100 percent spike in the price of her trip 
to the cardiologist, 15 minutes away in Brooklyn, because traffic is a mess on 
Madison Avenue. Not if she has Amazon Prime MD. Scenario for Amazon Prime 
MD, Amazon Prime My Job, Amazon Prime "Kids School" etc. Lawmakers could 
also think about simply making the cost of beginning a trip by Uber or Lyft in 
Manhattan more expensive than it is and leave the rest of the city alone. In effect, 
ride-hailing would be thought of as a luxury in a place already well-serviced by 
public transportation and yellow cabs, and priced accordingly. A city afflicted by 
nostalgia might enjoy a return to hailing a ride by hand. Ginia Bellafante has 
served as a reporter, critic and, since 2011, as the Big City columnist. She began her 
career at The Times as a fashion critic, and has also been a television critic. She 
previously worked at Time magazine. @GiniaNYT "Why Your Uber Ride Can 
Cost as Much as a Plane Ticket" because the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ are New 
Yorkers not Qatar Quality of Life Givers in their Orwellian Society. Mindsets! 
NYC will have the Quality of Life in Qatar when the Windmill Bulbs are turned on 
by Con Edison and all NYC electricity is free of Charge to promote Edisons next 
1,000 invention at Edison Electric and Con Edison will get a name change to Edison 
Electric! 

1-3-2020 George Orwell Open Secrets "Novelists, poets and artists imagine life in 
the age of surveillance." Fiery Wrecks are no longer front page Key West Citizen 
News as they are to close to Orwell and War Crimes. $4 Gas on the 4th of July 
caused the Citizen Newspaper to put the headlines gas is below $3 a gallon for now. 



1-3-2020 I do, she said. I do. I know you better than you know yourself. By Gish Jen 
is the author of the forthcoming novel “The Resisters.” www.gishjen.com "George 
Orwell Open Secrets "Novelists, poets and artists imagine life in the age of 
surveillance." Fiery Wrecks" Hemingway House Writing Class on iMac with 100 
Writer App will give Gish Jen a IP invention project in every chapter. How many 
secrets of Einstein do we have to find in this Novel by Gish to get live streaming 
video from Sirius in our life time, this means 100's of Times faster than the speed of 
light when Gish's Boss at the NY Times keeps writing we can't go faster than the 
speed of light so don't try to invent anything that can. The Boss of the NY Times 
has this carved in Stone for all the Jews at the NY Times too. Today Orwell the 2 
White Men at 1984 HQ in NYC, I know you better than you know yourself. 



When his wife was diagnosed with Alzheimer’s disease, Oh the Priest, Bishop and 
Pope don't have a wife that Needs a Miracle Cure Rx Recipe... 

2020 New Year’s Good Miracles; An attorney for the Monroe County government 
did not mince his words in his $4 gas on the 4th of July and cops writing a ticket on 
the side of the road rear ended in a fiery wreck as DA's out Rank Cops and 'Perks' 
from 2 White Men at 1984 HQ are $777 Trillion God is Great! 

1-2-2020 Someone tell the DA the worlds tallest building will not be a 'Law School' 
Thank God!! 



1-2-2020 2020 New Year's Good Miracles; Pasteur Institute sanctions by Trump 
and Macon ruled a war crime! DA's minced words was 'To Hell' with MD's. 

1-2-2020 2020 New Year’s Good Miracles; Windmill Light Bulbs; Light Bulb On... 
How To Read Every Book in the University Bookstore like a Einstein!" 1 Billion 
Students will now take Anatomy and Electrical Engineering and pass! New 
Injection Method Makes an Old TB Vaccine Far More Powerful, into the vein - 
super computer simulation of TB vaccine in the drinking or bottled water was 
censored out of this article. 

2020 New Year’s Good Miracles; Starbucks iMac's and Legal Polygamous Wife's 

1-2-2020 2020 New Year’s Good Miracles; 2020 will be the "Yale NYC Medical 
School" in the USA, Tallest Building in NYC and the World will leave empty the 
Burj Khalifa, the world’s tallest building, in Dubai, United Arab Emirates. Paid for 
via $4 Gas on the 4th of July USA 

1-2-2020 2020 New Year’s Good Miracles; That Goddess Quality; West Point 
Medical School General MD's tested 1 million Pink Dead on the General 
Battlefields for the last several decades, long before 2000. Gen. Paul X. Kelley, Top 
Marine Tested by a Bombing, Dies at 91. 19 year old women gunned down by his 
warriors coming home from Baghdad were the real 'bomb' that test the Pentagon 
General to put a stop to killing so many 100's of Wife's and women. Hell No they 
just ordered the NY Times to censor all the stats. 



1-2-2020 2020 New Year’s Good Miracles; Key West Catholic Women will be the 
ones to get a windfall from bike crash with the Warrior Men who are the most 
reckless drivers, leaving women wounded world wide in E-Bikes and Baghdad 

1-2-2020 2020 New Year’s Good Miracles; 1984 HQ orders all the electric outlets 
that were covered up at the Key West Starbucks uncovered for Good Miracles on 1 
Click Amazon links to 1,001 Nobels in Medicine with specs and Genius Einstein 
tutors... King of Sweden calls Starbucks to complain about Key West Starbucks 
will get a few more Nobels in Medicine for the King, grin. 

1-2-2020 2020 New Year's Good Miracles; Pasteur Institute sanctions by Trump 
and Macon ruled a war crime! Good Miracles; Help Pasture Institute get a Nobel in 
Medicine... by Elite French Men at the burned out church again they have never 
visited the Pasteur Institute. 

2020 New Year’s Good Miracles; Netanyahu Seeks Immunity From Israeli 
Corruption Charges, not cancers and diseases. 



2020 New Year’s Good Miracles; 90,000 Jews Gather to Pray and Defy a Wave of 
Oil Revenue Greed and Blood Money Netanyahu took from King Salman like Pope 
Francis slapping the women's hand not King Salmans. 

2020 New Year’s Good Miracles; TALLAHASSEE — Drivers have been warned 
about Florida's new law banning texting while driving. Now, starting on 
Wednesday, motorists can be stopped and ticketed for texting and driving. The law 
warning VFW DUI dunks about their Road Kill Statistics will be classified by the 
Navy, Army, Marines, for a Veterans Perk for immunity from the laws of Road 
Kills. Mom texting the kids will be arrested not the VFW DUI driver he has 
immunity. 

2020 New Year’s Good Miracles; Erdogan Prepares a New Military Intervention, 
Sending Troops to Libya warlike nationalism and rally supporters for war and 
killing, Cuba sending 8,000 MD to the King of Sweden was not in the NY Times 
today. 

1-2-2020 2020 New Year's Good Miracles; "5-Cent Recycling Deposit' on the 
Editors of the NY Times for $555 Trillion the New Editors Jews confiscated 
'hacked' from Qatar and Saudi Arabia. Then our new Editors hacked 4 Trillion Rx 
Recipes all trade secrets for a Rx Recipe Pink Cure for Breast Cancer in all Stages 
in 8 days at Starbucks Rx Pink Latte! Misleading Editors at the NY Times today 
need 'Good Miracles' for 2020. 



1-2-2020 2020 New Year's Good Miracles; To the Editor: NY Times in Times of the 
2020 Ford WindmillCAR's and Windmill Bulbs!! Re “In New York, Making Ends 
Meet on the 5-Cent Recycling Deposit” (front page, Dec. 26): I have worked for the 
waste and recycling services industry for nearly 30 years all over the Northeast, 
including New York City. Your article portrays canners in a noble way, but to my 
way of thinking it is misleading... fraud and a War Crime by the Editors of the NY 
Times when 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's are driven in NYC. Our 2 White Men at 
1984 HQ are like Pig Farmers in China, Xi built 1 million New Gas Stations in 
China in 2019 and will build 1 million New Gas Stations in China in 2020. .05 cent 
deposits on cans his is Misleading for NY Times Headlines or not being NY Times 
Headlines with pictures. Back to Gas Stations and 10% of these New Chinese Gas 
Stations are leaking gasoline into the ground too. .05 cent cans are Headlines is a 
crime!! So this proves the headlines and editorial "5-Cent Recycling Deposit' is a 
War Crime and Misleading, grin! Call the DA!! Barr!! 

1-2-2020 2020 New Year's Good Miracles; Would you believe the "5-Cent 
Recycling Deposit' canner buy Florida Lottery Tickets... 

2020 New Year’s Good Miracles; The Black Hawk helicopter should be replaced by 
the 3 Story Heavy Lift Helicopters; Eight people including the chief of Taiwan’s 
armed forces were killed Thursday after the military helicopter carrying them 
crashed on a mountainside during a routine trip, Taiwan’s military said. The Black 
Hawk helicopter was carrying 13 people, including Shen Yi-ming, an air force 
general who served as the chief of general staff of Taiwan’s armed forces. The 
helicopter left Songshan Airport in Taipei, the capital, shortly before 8 a.m. China 
could have shot down this Black Hawk too... 

1-2-2020 New Year’s Good Miracles; China; African swine fever. The disease was 
first reported in Shenyang, Liaoning Province, in early August 2018. By the end of 
August 2019, the entire pig population of China had dropped by about 40 percent. 
China accounted for more than half of the global pig population in 2018, and the 
epidemic there alone has killed nearly one-quarter of all the world’s pigs. By 
Yanzhong Huang is a senior fellow for global health at the Council on Foreign 
Relations and a professor at Seton Hall University’s School of Diplomacy and 



International Relations. Yanzhong Huang never wrote what happens when Chinese 
eat this virus. 

1-2-2020 New Year’s Good Miracles; African swine fever virus is a large, double-
stranded DNA virus in the Asfarviridae family. It is the causative agent of African 
swine fever. The virus causes a haemorrhagic fever with high mortality rates in 
domestic pigs; some isolates can cause death of animals as quickly as a week after 
infection. 

1-2-2020 New Year’s Good Miracles; China art of the diagnosis in a super 
computer simulation in the NY Times Video section on African swine fever. 1 Click 
Amazon link to African swine fever IP invention project with specs and Genius 
tutors is not up and running because of Jeff Bezos. Tell Jeff Bezos to put this on 1 
Click Amazon IP invention projects; Entry of the virus into the host cell is 
receptor-mediated, but the precise mechanism of endocytosis is presently unclear. 

1-2-2020 New Year’s Good Miracles; 288 outbreaks were linked to pork in the USA 
no Stats on China but we can guess at 288,000. 

1-2-2020 New Year’s Good Miracles; Salmonella was found to be the most common 
pathogen linked to pork outbreaks. 

1-2-2020 New Year’s Good Miracles; 288 outbreaks attributed to pork between 
1998 and 2015 resulted in 6,372 illnesses, 443 hospitalizations, and four deaths. 

1-2-2020 New Year’s Good Miracles; The number of disease outbreaks linked to 
food in the United States has decreased overall in recent years. But the percentage 
of those attributed to pork has risen. A recent study by the Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention (CDC) found that from the period of 1998 to 2015, 288 
outbreaks were linked to pork. The frequency of outbreaks due to pork decreased 
by 37 percent during this time period, which was in line with a total decline of 
foodborne outbreaks. However, in 2015 the number of pork-related outbreaks 



increased by 73 percent compared with the previous three years. 

1-2-2020 New Year’s Good Miracles; Clorox and Lysol disinfecting wipes do not 
kill norovirus... 

1-2-2020 New Year’s Good Miracles; The cleaning tips in this piece from frequent 
NYT Parenting contributor Melinda Wenner Moyer come expert approved. They 
include using health care-grade bleach wipes to clean if someone in your family gets 
sick (regular Clorox and Lysol disinfecting wipes do not kill norovirus) 

1-2-2020 New Year’s Good Miracles; Clorox and Lysol disinfecting wipes do not 
kill norovirus... 

1-2-2020 New Year’s Good Miracles; Rabies. Pasteur produced the first vaccine for 
rabies by growing the virus in rabbits, and then weakening it by drying the affected 
nerve tissue. ... This vaccine was used on 9-year-old Joseph Meister, on July 6, 1885, 
after the boy was badly mauled by a rabid dog 

1-2-2020 New Year’s Good Miracles; Pasteur met and courted Marie Laurent, 
daughter of the university's rector in 1849. They were married on May 29, 
1849,and together had five children, only two of whom survived to adulthood; the 
other three died of typhoid. 

1-2-2020 New Year’s Good Miracles; Pasteur with 4 MD wife's from Yale in 2020... 

1-2-2020 New Year’s Good Miracles; Pasteur uttered his oft-quoted remark: "dans 
les champs de l'observation, le hasard ne favorise que les esprits préparés" ("In the 
field of observation, chance favors only the prepared mind") 



1-2-2020 New Year’s Good Miracles; To the Editor: NY Times in Times of the 2020 
Ford WindmillCAR's and Windmill Bulbs!! Re “In New York, Making Ends Meet 
on the 5-Cent Recycling Deposit” (front page, Dec. 26): I have worked for the waste 
and recycling services industry for nearly 30 years all over the Northeast, including 
New York City. Your article portrays canners in a noble way, but to my way of 
thinking it is misleading... Fraud and a War Crime by the Editors of the NY Times 
when 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's are driven in NYC. Our 2 White Men at 1984 HQ 
are like Pig Farmers in China, Xi built 1 million New Gas Stations in China in 2019 
and will build 1 million New Gas Stations in China in 2020. This is Misleading for 
NY Times Headlines or not being NY Times Headlines with pictures. 10% of these 
New Chinese Gas Stations are leaking gasoline into the ground too. So this proves 
the headlines and editorial "5-Cent Recycling Deposit' is a War Crime and 
Misleading, grin! Call the DA!! Barr!! 

1-2-2020 New Year’s Good Miracles; E-Bikes Drivers License at the DMV just like 
a Auto Drivers License with points and $$$ fines, license can be revoked and the 
E-Bike confiscated. E-Bikes must have a GPS signal and the E-Bike Driver must 
have a iPhone 11 with GPS on for Google Map Tracking Map of his every location. 
Speed of the E-Bike will be on the Google Map for speeding tickets $100 for all no 
mater how fast he was going. Red lights too and stop signs. E-bike will be 
confiscated for 3 tickets and never returned!! iCops can turn off the E-bike by 
remote controls at Police HQ watching him on the Google GPS Map. Key West 
Catholic Women will be the ones to get a windfall from bike crash with the Warrior 
Men who are the most reckless drivers, leaving women wounded world wide in 
E-Bikes and Baghdad. Oh State Farm insurance for E-Bike drivers that pay for the 
collision, ambulance, Hospital on Day One not a year after the wreck. 

1-2-2020 New Year’s Good Miracles; E-Bike Drivers License and 250 New Over-
Pass bridges for Bikes... The troubling statistics have raised doubts about Mayor 
Bill de Blasio’s signature plan to improve street safety and prompted the City 
Council to embrace an ambitious effort to add 250 miles of protected bike lanes to 
“break the car culture.” 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's with F-35 Radar will also be a 
game changer in what we invent. Gravity Engine Car's too. 

1-2-2020 New Year’s Good Miracles; Key West and Notre-Dame Catholics; 
consciousness starved like a Key West Cat waiting for the Tallest "Paris Yale 
Medical School" to be built were the burned out Notre-Dame Church is still 
smoking, No Smoking! Catholics and Cats. Key West Catholics will not give up 
Saint Mary's Star of the Sea Church Site for the Tallest 'Yale Key West Medical 



School Building in the World, grin"! No Smoking you will burn down the Notre-
Dame Church, workmen smoking in Paris and Key West. No Smoking! Pope will 
not tell them No Smoking!! 

1-1-2020 New Year’s Day Good Miracles; Windmill Light Bulbs, "To Have Have 
Not" Hemingway House Writing Classes for 2020 with Starbucks iMac's and Legal 
Polygamous Wife's. 2 White Men at 1984 HQ order all the electric outlets that were 
covered up at the Key West Starbucks uncovered for Good Miracles on 1 Click 
Amazon links to 1,001 Nobels in Medicine with specs and Genius Einstein tutors... 



Miracle 55 Story Skyscraper in Key West; New Years Day 2021; 55 Story Yale Key 
West Medical School... open, free, and medical students get paid more than West 
Point Cadets!! 25 Hospital Ships too. 

1-1-2020 New Year’s Day Good Miracles; E-Bikes Drivers License at the DMV just 
like a Auto Drivers License with points and $$$ fines, license can be revoked and 
the E-Bike confiscated. E-Bikes must have a GPS signal and the E-Bike Driver 
must have a iPhone 11 with GPS on for Google Map Tracking Map of his every 
location. Speed of the E-Bike will be on the Google Map for speeding tickets $100 
for all no mater how fast he was going. Red lights too and stop signs. E-bike will be 
confiscated for 3 tickets and never returned!! iCops can turn off the E-bike by 
remote controls at Police HQ watching him on the Google GPS Map. Key West 
Catholic Women will be the ones to get a windfall from bike crash with the Warrior 
Men who are the most reckless drivers, leaving women wounded world wide in 
E-Bikes and Baghdad. Oh State Farm insurance for E-Bike drivers that pay for the 
collision, ambulance, Hospital on Day One not a year after the wreck. 

E-Bike Drivers License and 250 New Over-Pass bridges for Bikes... The troubling 
statistics have raised doubts about Mayor Bill de Blasio’s signature plan to improve 
street safety and prompted the City Council to embrace an ambitious effort to add 
250 miles of protected bike lanes to “break the car culture.” 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR's with F-35 Radar will also be a game changer in what we invent. 
Gravity Engine Car's too. 

1-1-2020 Fireworks illuminate the sky around Burj Khalifa, the world’s tallest 
building, in Dubai, United Arab Emirates. Paid for via $4 Gas on the 4th of July 
USA a War Crime! 

1-1-2020 NYC worlds tallest building in 2020 will be the "Yale NYC Medical 
School" in the USA, Best Art of the Diagnosis Army of MD's in the World too. 



1-1-2020 Miracle Pope Francis will not Pray to God for is Turning Off Tobacco, 
Smoking. 1 million dead in 2020 mostly Catholics too. Pope Francis is guilty of 
these lung cancer dead in 2020. 

1-1-2020 Miracle Pope Francis will not Pray to God to Stop Catholics from the 
Florida Lottery scam that ruins 1,001 lives... Why? Some Key West Catholics are 
promoting the Florida Lottery in Ads, a sin. 

Pope Francis Apologizes After Slapping Away a Clinging Pilgrim - Not Really. 
Take a look at the Real Pope who didn't slap away King Salman's $$$ donation of $ 
Trillions in Oil Blood money... Really!! Devotion to God is not what Pope Francis 
and the Catholics in Key West are about, their devotion is to the 2 White Men at 
1984 HQ who own all the gas station revenues. 

1-1-2020 Miracle Einstein Culture of reading every Patent + Textbook... when the 
University Professors Class is lead to the Bookstore in the University Basement and 
every student reads every textbook - we must redesign the University Bookstore for 
this and the professors lecture. Listen to Professor Dr. Lisa Sanders MD in the Yale 
Medical School Book Store with 110 Medical Student's and 1,001 Medical 
Textbooks. Textbooks written for the Jeff Bezos Kindle today, "How To Read 
Every Book in the University Bookstore like a Einstein!" 1 Billion Students will 
now take Anatomy and Electrical Engineering and pass! 



1-1-2020 New Year’s Good Miracles the Catholics in Key West and Paris sold their 
soul to Mecca for $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues bribes, kickbacks, Pay Check 
Perks, and Blood Money $$$ Year of Oil Revenues of $777 Trillion infected 100 
million children with Diesel in their DNA, a Gristly Crime by Trumps Navy Seal at 
Mar-a-Lago Today 1-1-2020: proof that Trump is about 'Killers'. Child killers 100 
million children with Diesel in their DNA. 

100 Million Pink Women with Breast Cancer on New Years Day need a George 
Orwell Miracle Rx Recipe Cure, until then Warning labels on every bottle of Coors 
and Fine French Wine! 

1-1-2020 "Secret Files About WindmillCar's" Greg's 2 Books on Amazon will be 
Greg's 10 Books on Amazon in 2020, each 500 pages as I wrote this web every day 
last year!! 1,001 New Invention projects are in these 8 new books. Windmill Bulbs 
at GE and 1" Windmills that can power a Carnival Cruise Ship. Still No Pink 
Manhattan Project in the NY Times front page headlines or Editorials for hacking 
4 Trillion Rx Recipes all Trade Secrets by 100,000 scientists at Los Alamos. Dr. 
Lisa Oppenheimer MD is sanctioned by Trump and the 2 White men at 1984 HQ 
know this is true, grin. 

1-1-2020 Notre-Dame cathedral; Catholics in Paris and Key West S.O.S. Front 
Page of the NY Times; “These weren’t New Year’s good wishes from the Editors at 
the NY Times, but a declaration of war on millions of Pink Paris Women who will 
be tortured to death like Olivia Newton John!! 

1-1-2020 $777 Trillion; “The Qatar and Saudi Arabia Princess.” has $777 Trillion 
dollars all from Mobil/Exxon gas station hold ups in Miami, Cuba. Portray the 
Princess as criminals, fiery cop car wrecks writing a ticket on the side of the road 
gets serious criminal charges for 'Cop Killer', Trump Oil Company arrest for this 
too. Ivanka will have some comments touring the burn units new treatments. 
Thousands of these Princess live in London! Some had tried to transfer some of her 
oil businesses to Russia. The key prize is a Pink Nobel in Medicine even the King of 



Sweden ran into Trump Sanctions for hiring 8,000 Cuban MD's to work in his 
Palace in Stockholm on iMac. Trump killed this Pink work by the King of Sweden 
and the King of Saudi Arabia. $$$ 

1-1-2020 “These weren’t New Year’s good wishes, but a declaration of war on 
millions of Pink Paris Women who will be tortured to death by the Total Oil 
Company's 2 White Men who want another $777 Trillion from French oil Wells in 
Africa for MIT War Toys. 

1-1-2020 Notre-Dame cathedral; Catholics in Paris and Key West S.O.S. Front 
Page of the NY Times want day old French Pastry's and Out of Date Can Goods for 
the Food Bank. Pink Catholic Women Wife's are refused a War Memorial and 
Manhattan Project Cure for Breast Cancer because gas and diesel engine cars and 
trucks are driven by Warriors 

1-1-2020 Pasteur Institute; Mr. Macron to suggest an exit strategy for ending the 
onerous Pink Breast Cancer Plague on Paris. Caused by the Elite spending all their 
$777 Trillion on MIT War Toys not 4 Trillion Rx Recipes all trade secrets. Secrets 
kept about the Riches beyond belief in Mecca from the French is another 
Manhattan Project not run by Dr. Lisa Oppenheimer MD at Los Alamos. Paris Los 
Alamos has all the money in France for Advanced Weapons. War Toys. 

1-1-2020 Paris Jewish Exodus IP invention projects to Sirius; “a path of rapid 
compromise, Windmill Bulb Jews gain control of Paris and the Pasteur Institute! 
Macron is exiled to that famous French Island for old Generals. 

New Years Day; Windmill Light Bulbs, "To Have Have Not" Hemingway House 
Writing Classes for 2020 with iMac's and Legal Polygamous Wife's. 



1-1-2020 E-Bikes Drivers License at the DMV just like a Auto Drivers License with 
points and $$$ fines, license can be revoked and the E-Bike confiscated. E-Bikes 
must have a GPS signal and the E-Bike Driver must have a iPhone 11 with GPS on 
for Google Map Tracking Map of his every location. Speed of the E-Bike will be on 
the Google Map for speeding tickets $100 for all no mater how fast he was going. 
Red lights too and stop signs. E-bike will be confiscated for 3 tickets and never 
returned!! iCops can turn off the E-bike by remote controls at Police HQ watching 
him on the Google GPS Map. Key West Catholic Women will be the ones to get a 
windfall from bike crash with the Warrior Men who are the most reckless drivers, 
leaving women wounded world wide in E-Bikes and Baghdad. Oh State Farm 
insurance for E-Bike drivers that pay for the collision, ambulance, Hospital on Day 
One not a year after the wreck. 

1-1-2020 Pentagon will tell the Editors at the NY Times how many USA Women 
were gunned down by their Husbands coming home from Baghdad in 2019... NY 
Times will censor these stats. 

1-1-2020 War with Iran over Gas sales; 500 Held Hostage at U.S. Embassy in Iraq 
‘Death to America’ President Trump blamed Iran Gas and Oil Sales what few $ 
Trillions they do get for Oil. 

1-1-2020 War 1-1-2020 Pink Gravity Engine Rx Recipe Cure for Olivia Newton 
John, Steve Jobs... Small Fry Gas Stations and West Point Medical School bombed 



by Navy Seals NAS Key West, Mecca Station $$$ Riches beyond belief $777 Trillion 
in MIT War Toys. 

1-1-2020 Windmill Light Bulbs World Wide; Trump Administration Blocks Energy 
Efficiency Rule for Light Bulbs and 1,001 other Amazon 1 Click invention projects 
as Amazon 1 Click invention projects is not up and running on the internet today 
and there are no iMac or Mac Book Pro's at Starbucks Apple Computer Labs 
World Wide. 1984 Elite turned off. 

1-1-2020 Miracle Pope Francis will not Pray to God for is Turning Off Tobacco, 
Smoking. 1 million dead in 2020 mostly Catholics too. Pope Francis is guilty of 
these lung cancer dead. F.D.A. Plans to Ban Most E-Cigarette Flavors but Menthol. 
The tobacco and vaping industries and conservative allies intensively lobbied 
against a ban on popular flavored e-cigarettes. By SHEILA KAPLAN and 
MAGGIE HABERMAN 

1-1-2020 Windmills @ Arc de Triomphe Paris, included fireworks and a series of 
projections on the Arc de Triomphe. 

1-1-2020 Fireworks illuminate the sky around Burj Khalifa, the world’s tallest 
building, in Dubai, United Arab Emirates. 



1-1-2020 NYC worlds tallest building in 2012 will be the "Yale NYC Medical 
School" in the USA, Best Art of the Diagnosis Army of MD's in the World too. 

1-1-2020 Habitat for Humanity Fireworks for the tallest building in the world being 
the "Yale NYC Medical School" this will not be Jimmy Carters Georgia but Sirius 
Exodus from Georgia and Russian Georgia Plantation Owners! 



12-31-2019 New Years Eve Day; Time the God Particle at Time Square NYC and 
CERN, News Comments are Censored by 2 White Men at 1984 HQ who will be in 
Time Square tonight. Grin. 



12-31-2019 New Years Eve Day; 55 Story Key West First Skyscraper; The "Yale 
Key West Medical School", designed for Legal Polygamous Marriage and getting 
one Nobel in Medicine after another, not something the Key West Catholics would 
pray for or work for as their SOS and day old French Pastry's, Out of Date Can 
Goods are all the Priest and Bishops are NOT married to 4 MD Wife's they have no 
'God' Goddess Women or incentive, Goddess of Inspirations, Pink Women by the 
millions died with Pope Francis in Saudi Arabia praying for Mecca's donation of 
blood money, perks, to go along with keeping the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's in the 
Vatican Dungeons. Key West Dungeons too. Greg in a Catholic Key West Dungeon, 
Pope Francis has Observer Status. UN lost this War for Jewish Exodus to Sirius in 
2019 invention projects. Starbucks at the Vatican has no iMac's, Mac Book Pro's 
and all the electric outlets have been covered by Pope Francis. 

12-31-2019 New Years Eve Day; ..he would “no longer be held hostage by a rigged 
Japanese justice system who will again 'Hang' Admirals in Japan lost another War, 
the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR War, they killed a million Japanese in this war. WW 
II Japanese can't believe the Japanese Admirals killed again this time all Japanese 
Citizens. 

What’s on TV Tuesday: New Year’s Eve Specials and ‘The Degenerates’ corrupt 
Einstein Mind in this 1984 George Orwell Society driven by gas and diesel engine 
cars and trucks. Universe of Einstein beyond New Year's Eve TV on CBS. A Crime 
by CBS and SOS Catholics in Key West and the Vatican who refuse to change the 
CBS stations programming to a Einstein New Year's Eve TV of E=mc2 TV. View 
this Einstein New Year's Eve E=mc2 shows in your mind you do the Math as CBS 
and the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ will be watching the 'The Degenerates’. 

12-31-2019 New Years Eve Day; Key West Catholic Women Are in a God Crisis as 
their Men are Warriors doing the killing's Gristy Deeds of Navy Seals and selling 
$4 Gas on the 4th of July for Mecca... a Cardinal Sin $$$ A Stirring of Conscience 
in Key West Catholic Women, only Women. 8,000 Cuban MD's are still trying to 
get a job at the King of Sweden Nobel in Medicine Office in Stockholm, sanctions 
by Trump put the fear of God into the King of Sweden! The Secrets of Jewish 
Genius, Hell. The Secrets of the King of Sweden in getting the 2020 Nobel in 
Medicine Pink Rx Recipe before 1 million Pink women die a tortured death at the 
hands of Trump and Ivanka! 



12-31-2019 New Years Eve Day; Greg's One Year with No MD visits, $185 
Deductible and Co pay I have no idea how much but I didn't pay anything or visit a 
MD all year for 2019. Doctors, Nurses and the Paperwork Crisis That Could Unite 
Them, I don't think so. The Yale Key West Medical School's 25 Trump Tower 
Skyscrapers in Key West in Postcard Pictures of Key West Skyline and the 25 
Hospital Ships Docked at Truman Waterfront Park near the Little White House 
Trump ran over in his visit to Key West. 25 Subs owned by the Navy were the last 
ships to Dock here. Key West Fire Department runs the Ambulance in Key West, 
the Yale Key West Medical School MD Professors will in 2020. County Heath Dept 
will have to clean up the roaches and clean the bathroom (One) at Courthouse Deli 
next to the DA's Offices, grin. And the DA eats there, Ugh!! 

12-31-2019 New Years Eve Day; NY Times Editors on the last day of the year 
write; "Double the Federal Minimum Wage" And censor out the double the 
amount of Florida Lottery Tickets the Tour Guides at the Hemingway House will 
buy with Double the Federal Minimum Wage. Yes these editors are not brain dead 
just warriors for the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ who will sell Coors and Florida 
Lottery tickets in 2020. 

12-31-2019 New Years Eve Day; Calgary was owned by Canada Oil Men in 1984 
when I visited for a few days. Since 1984 these Canada Calgary Oil Men have taken 
in $1 Trillion in Oil Revenues. Mecca has taken in $10 Trillion and given it all to 
Moslems in Mecca. Calgary Oil Men didn't pay for any breast cancer chemo or 
Cure! 

12-31-2019 New Years Eve Day; Canada will become the 51st State of the USA in 
2020... 

12-31-2019 New Years Eve Day; Sonny Mehta, Venerable Knopf Publisher, Is Dead 
at 77. Knopf Publishing was dead wrong in 2019 - Publishers were dead to getting 
the Rx Recipe for the Pink Latte at the Starbucks in their building. iMac and Mac 
Book Pro computer lab too. $$$ 

12-31-2019 New Years Eve Day; Diesel Exhaust NYC, Mitchell D. Silber "How to 



Protect New York’s Jews. Here are concrete steps to combat Jewish violence in 
NYC. The 2020 Ford WindmillCAR to Exodus Model. 

12-31-2019 New Years Eve Day; 

12-31-2019 "America’s Light Bulb Revolution in the NY Times Articles!!;" Do you 
think the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's have the same Headlights that are driven in 
Manhattan Today, read this in the NY Times. The Secrets of Jewish Genius. 
Einstein reading all the Patents and Rx Recipes all trade secret hacked by Jewish 
CIA for a long list of Pink Rx Recipes cooked for Polygamous Marriage among 
Jews in 2020. Exodus to Sirius a light year invention cornerstone of my Jewish 
personality. Einstein Culture of reading every Patent + Textbook... when the 
University Professors Class is lead to the Bookstore in the University Basement and 
every student reads every textbook - we must redesign the University Bookstore for 
this and the professors lecture. Listen to Professor Dr. Lisa Sanders MD in the Yale 
Medical School Book Store with 110 Medical Student's and 1,001 Medical 
Textbooks. Textbooks written for the Jeff Bezos Kindle today, "How To Read 
Every Book in the University Bookstore like a Einstein!" "New Year’s Eve: 1 
Billion Students can now take Anatomy, and Electrical Engineering and pass with a 
Nobel Invention. Pink Gravity Engine!! 

12-30-2019 55 Story Key West First Skyscraper; The "Yale Key West Medical 
School", designed for Legal Polygamous Marriage with 5 Treadmill Desk with 5 
iMac's, grin. 5 House Cats violating KW code too, grin. 

12-30-2019 Karen Weise 5 billion car wrecks in 2019... F-35 Radar on 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR's and all roads in 2020. 50 kids were left in Hot cars to die when the 
2020 Ford WindmillCAR's are climate controlled 24/7 like Karen's home at the NY 
Times. The Decade We Changed Our Minds about the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ 



near the NY Times. "Tampa area woman killed when hit by deputy’s cruiser. 
December 30, 2019 MANGO — A Florida deputy's cruiser hit a women as she 
stepped into the road, killing her, authorities said Saturday. The woman stepped 
into the path of the deputy's cruiser as he was heading..." 

12-30-2019 "Genius God" God sent Ford WindmillCAR in 2020 doomed Mr. 
Carter’s soul to Hell! With Rosalynn! ‘Callous and Irresponsible’ deaths of 
Children in Georgia near the Peanut Plantation in Hot Cars when all Cars in 
Georgia should have Climate Control 24/7. 

12-30-2019 That Goddess Quality Rosalynn and Olivia Newton John, in 2020 
Shopping for Nobel Cures! 

12-30-2019 U.S. Launches Airstrikes on Iranian-Backed Forces in Iraq and Syria - 
Pink Olivia Newton John Graffitti was on all the missiles. ‘Callous and 
Irresponsible’ in Times of 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's and Rx Pink Recipes 4 
Trillion waiting to Strike a End to Cancer, a truly Noble Nobel Prize worth writing 
this web page for! 

12-30-2019 Key West Notre-Dame Catholics; Cat Deaths: ‘Callous and 
Irresponsible’ SPCA 



12-30-2019 Notre-Dame Catholics; feed the world fish and bread, Wind!! 

12-30-2019 Notre-Dame Catholics; consciousness starved like a Key West Cat 

12-30-2019 Notre-Dame Catholics; Trump’s New Policy on Bird Deaths: ‘Callous 
and Irresponsible’ Fly like a Eagle invention project died with Trump and his Navy 
Seal. Yes the Gravity Engine Car invention will bring back the song Fly like a 
Eagle" ‘Callous and Irresponsible’ are the Key West Catholics who let Pope 
Francis keep this in one of the Vatican Dungeons, yeas one of many Vatican 
Dungeons for centuries ‘Callous and Irresponsible’ Cat Death in Key West. 
Catholic Vets are 'Drunk' on endless wars and perks from $777 Trillion that pays 
them on the 4th of July for $4 Gas. 

12-30-2019 Catholics with $777 Trillion in Oil Revenue Blood Money - Kickbacks 
from Catholic Gas Stations and donations to Pope Francis by Prince and King 
Salman. So What does $5 Billion mean? The Week in Tech: What 5 Billion Means 
to Amazon" By KAREN WEISE 



12-30-2019 Catholics with $5 Billion means no iMac, Mac Book Pro's for the 
Congregations 1 Click Amazon Invention Projects IP 1,001 Rx Pink Latte and F-35 
Radar on all Roads and cars. Pope Francis and the Key West Catholics have know 
about F-35 Radar on all cars and roads for years reading this web page, a sin, that 
is ‘Callous and Irresponsible’. 

12-30-2019 F-35 Radar at the NY Times; Hi, This is Karen Weise, the tech 
correspondent for The New York Times in Seattle. Since the holiday shopping 
season is ending, it’s not a bad time to talk about Amazon. Let me start with a 
single, large number critical to the shopping experience on Amazon: 5 billion. Each 
day, Amazon gets 5 billion submissions to edit descriptions and details about the 
products for sale on its site. 

12-30-2019 Karen Weise, 5 billion oil changes; this is the story article in the NY 
Times the 40 men sitting in a glass walled office should have assigned to Karen 
Weise... 

12-30-2019 5 Billion oil changes then 5 billion people get to choose 4 MD Wife's at 
Yale to Marry in a legal Polygamous Marriage at the Hemingway House in Key 
West with the Hemingway writing class and a Invention in every chapter by 
midnight with 100's on the same page thanks to Apple iapps and Mac Book Pro's. 
Notre-Dame WindmillCAR's S.O.S. via Catholics in Key West; with 4 MD women 
wife's Married in a Legal Polygamous Wedding from Yale Key West Medical 
School... designed for Legal Polygamous Marriage with 5 Treadmill Desk with 5 
iMac's, grin. 5 House Cats violating KW code too. 



12-30-2019 Legal Polygamous Wedding from Yale Key West Medical School, 
designed for Legal Polygamous Marriage with 5 Treadmill Desk with 5 iMac's, 
grin. 5 House Cats violating KW code too 

12-30-2019 5 billion on Facebook in 2019 and Zero on InventBook in 2019 By 
Karen Weise @ NY Times!! 

12-30-2019 Karen Weise in Key West $5 Billion Florida Lottery Tickets sold in 
2019, lost to Apple in iMac and Mac Book Pro sales are a crime against society by 
the State of Florida. NY Times will have Karen write this article in 2020. 

12-30-2019 Hi, This is Karen Weise, the tech correspondent for The New York 
Times in Seattle. $5 Billion debit charges to Chase Bank accounts in NYC... 



12-30-2019 "Women who drink too much need help. But we don’t need to give up 
our power." By Holly Whitaker Ms. Whitaker is the author of “Quit Like a 
Woman.” 

12-30-2019 North Korea Urges ‘Offensive Measures’ I don't think this is about the 
cure for Pink Cancer or Fiery Cop Car wrecks writing a ticket on the side of the 
road in Korea. 

12-30-2019 Karen Weise 5 billion car wrecks in 2019... 

12-30-2019 Hi, This is Karen Weise, the tech correspondent for The New York 
Times in Seattle. $5 Billion debit charges to Chase Bank accounts in NYC... 



12-30-2019 Marriott’s Starbucks No Rewards, Tripped Up Sarah Firshein takes 
inspiration Sarah Firshein knows this from reading Gregs web page in Key West 
and didn't warn travelers to ask if the hotel manager covered up all the electric 
outlets. Need advice about a best-laid travel plan that went awry? Send us an email 
to travel@nytimes.com. Ask for the Starbucks + Hotels Web Cam 

12-30-2019 Rewards from reading all these 'Genius Women' writing in the NY 
Times. travel@nytimes.com tips@nytimes.com Women who drink too much need 
help... 

12-30-2019 To China, Muslim Workers Are Eager Recruits. Others See Forced 
Labor. The Communist Party wants to remold Xinjiang’s minorities into loyal 
blue-collar workers to supply Chinese factories with cheap labor. 

12-30-2019 Qatar King wants to make Muslims the riches people in China $$$ Xi 
and 1 billion Chinese in the thought of the Qatar King with 1 million new gas 
stations in China. You can do this math in your head Xi can't... grin. 



12-30-2019 Starbucks to rescind all Marriott Hotel Starbucks franchise after 
Draconian Hotel Managers covered 14 electric outlets when all were in use at the 
time. Maintenance men cover them telling the Starbucks customers to unplug their 
iPhone's and go to Hell. This will be a editorial in the NY Times on 1 Jan. 2020. 

12-30-2019 Porn the Men were watching I didn't learn about until today! But it 
never occurred to me my landlord was watching porn all the Time. ...until I found 
myself to be an adult woman capable of simultaneously thinking and getting some 
inside information from the Editors at the NY Times on Porn Time! I had come of 
age in an era that considered the internet something apart from “real life,” a 
frivolous nonplace where nothing of import occurred. At first, this was more or less 
true: My internet use was limited to the early version of Facebook, some crappy 
torrenting sites and tweenage forays into Strongbad videos and LiveJournal. By 
Monica Heisey is a comedian and writer, and the author of “I Can’t Believe It’s Not 
Better: A Woman’s Guide to Coping with Life.” iPhone 11 Max caller ID with porn 
time would help this women write better Amazon books, grin. 

12-30-2019 What 5 Billion Galaxies mean to NASA's coup would be a better NY 
Times Editorial than "The Week in Tech: What 5 Billion Means to Amazon" so 
you have to do the Math. Grin. Apple and Amazon design their version of this... 
Because a chaise longue usually sits by itself, it can be more sculptural than other 
pieces of furniture. (The GMC Chaise Lounge by Greta Magnusson Grossman for 
Gubi starts at $2,679 at Danish Design Store.) Yes it will have 2 electric motors and 
place for a remote, a iMac and 2 Mac Book Pro's for inspiration and inventing. 
YouTube video of unboxing this is up and running. 



12-29-2019 "Genius Women" at Amazon 1 Click IP invention projects and 
Orwellian Disney Movie "Little Women" a Pentagon Movie! 

12-29-2019 "Genius Women MD" Yale Key West Medical School bombed by the 
Navy on 3-4-2011 Key West Catholics will not help with Can Goods and SOS day 
old French Pastry's let alone a Rx Recipe Pink Latte Cure for Breast Cancer in all 
Stages in 8 Days at Starbucks. 

12-29-2019 Catholics in Key West; libel and will be held libel in NY Times 
Editorials, SOS day old French Pastry's the Priest and Bishop feast characteristic 
as a Orwellian Pope Francis at the Vatican reading latin not 1 Click Amazon IP 
invention projects 1,001. Catholics in Key West eat SOS French Pastry's and open 
Choice #1 Can Goods never in the donation Food Banks. Like Chase Bank below, 
causing the deaths of everyone on Earth in 2020. "Catholic Gen. Huyser orders to 
kill 1 million in 1980. 1 million dead turns out he did get 1 million killed, all Olivia 
Newton John. 

When his wife was diagnosed with Alzheimer’s disease, Oh the Priest, Bishop and 
Pope don't have a wife that Needs a Miracle Cure Rx Recipe 

12-29-2019 Catholics in Key West; Miracle Cure's Catholics energy, charisma, even 
with no Miracle Cure's in Key West or Rome. But for the 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR's in the Pope's Dungeon like so many others in history of Rome and 
the Pope's. When his wife was diagnosed with Alzheimer’s disease, Oh the Priest, 
Bishop and Pope don't have a wife that Needs a Miracle Cure Rx Recipe hacked 
from 4 Trillion Rx Recipes all trade secrets. Catholics keeping all these Rx trade 
secrets. “His whole life was always about her. Men who have a Wife, not Priests, 
Bishops, Pope's!! God Damn it!! Priest, Bishops, Popes Daughters!! Daughters of a 
NASA GE dad. They were accustomed to their mother not being entirely there. 



They never thought their father would soon leave, without spending every cent on 
iMac's and Mac Book Pro's for everyone to get the Miracle Cure for Alzheimer’s 
every Man with a wife would work harder than a NASA Rocket Scientist on 1 Click 
Amazon links, specs with genius tutors, Oh Jeff Besoz no longer has a wife... A 
American man not a Qatar or Saudi Man would work 4 times harder getting a 
Miracle Rx Recipe for Alzheimer’s! Not Priest, Bishops, Popes with No Wife's in 
Key West and Rome!! Mr. Shaver had worked for NASA and G.E. in electrical 
engineering. This would have gotten him into West Point Medical School. Yale Key 
West Medical School was bombed in 2011. 

When his wife was diagnosed with Alzheimer’s disease, Oh the Priest, Bishop and 
Pope don't have a wife that Needs a Miracle Cure Rx Recipe 

12-29-2019 Starbucks For several reasons, at Marriott's no 'Rewards" when a 
smart Marriott Manager would put this on the website when you click on Key West 
Marriotts, Rewards or Not is kept a secret in Key West and NY Times, booking 
directly is usually smart; for example, better rooms at hotels and the ability to 
choose seats in advance on flights. Although online travel agency pricing can be 
tempting, airlines and hotels will usually match those rates through programs like 
Marriott’s. Bathrooms rated by stars too. By Sarah Firshein "As the Tripped Up 
columnist, I’ve fielded hundreds of emails about the ways in which Times readers" 
4 Ways to Travel Better in 2020 "For her final column of the year, Sarah Firshein 
takes inspiration from her inbox." I never book flights or hotels without first 
registering for the appropriate loyalty program. Points-earning potential aside, 
simply having an account can yield perks, including free Wi-Fi at certain hotels. 
Key West Hotels with Starbucks cover all the electric outlets 14 in all. Sarah 
Firshein knows this from reading Gregs web page in Key West and didn't warn 
travelers to ask if the hotel manager covered up all the electric outlets. And the line 
for the bathroom is usually 5 to 10. One Bathroom when the health dept wants 2. 
Tripped Up. Need advice about a best-laid travel plan that went awry? Send us an 
email to travel@nytimes.com. Ask for the Hotels Web Cam for Starbucks. Look 
around before you book. 

12-29-2019 "Genius Women" Chase Bank Helped Doom the Earth and everyone 



and everything on the Earth, the NY Times should be writing this about Chase 
Bank for 1 Jan. 2020 By David Kirkpatrick NY Times. 

12-29-2019 "Intellectuality How Chase Bank Chairman Helped the Deposed Shah 
of Iran Enter the U.S. The fateful decision in 1979 to admit Mohammed Reza 
Pahlavi prompted the seizure of the American Embassy in Tehran and helped 
doom the Carter presidency. By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK 

12-29-2019 “The Eagle has landed,” Joseph V. Reed Jr., the chief of staff to the 
bank’s chairman, David Rockefeller, declared in a celebratory meeting at the bank 
the next morning. Vowing revenge for the admission of the shah to the United 
States, revolutionary Iranian students seized the American Embassy in Tehran and 
then held more than 50 Americans — and Washington — hostage for 444 days. 

12-29-2019 Carter + Mr. Carter’s special envoy to Tehran, Gen. Robert E. Huyser, 
told the Project Eagle team that he had urged Iran’s top military leaders to kill as 
many demonstrators as necessary to keep the shah in power. 

12-29-2019 "Gen. Huyser 1 million dead turns out he did get 1 million killed all 
Olivia Newton John. Will this be in a West Point Class when the Yale Key West 
Medical School students are paid more than West Point Cadets? 



12-29-2019 "Genius Women" ...giving Carter the 1980 Ford WindmillCAR he sold 
for $777 Trillion to Qatar and Saudi Arabia, Mecca! 

12-29-2019 "Genius Women at the Times call Jimmy for a death bed confession" 
Carter on his death bed today never told the NY Times about when and who told 
him about the 1980 Ford WindmillCAR invention!! 

12-29-2019 "Genius Women" God sent Ford WindmillCAR in 2020 doomed Mr. 
Carter’s soul to Hell! With Rosalynn! ‘Callous and Irresponsible’ 

12-29-2019 "Genius Men At Chase Bank" Criminals one being Kissenger, the 
former secretary of state and the chairman of a Chase advisory masterminded $4 
Gas on the 4th of July USA 

12-29-2019 "Genius Women cure cancer in 1980" Cancer 1980; Jimmy Carter Skin 
Cancer, He had been hiding a cancer diagnosis. The doctor, Benjamin H. Kean, 
determined that the shah needed sophisticated treatment within a few weeks — in 
Mexico, if necessary, Dr. Kean later said he had concluded. But when Mr. Reed put 
the doctor in touch with State Department officials, they came away with a 
different prognosis: that the shah was “at the point of death” and that only a New 
York hospital “was capable of possibly saving his life,” as Mr. Carter 



12-29-2019 "Genius Ivanka" As Carter + Trump today have talked about Olivia 
Newton John “at the point of death” 1 Million clones of Olivia are held hostage by 
Chase Bank on 1 Jan. 2020 1 Million Pink women dead in 2020 at the expense of 
Chase Bank USA. How will this End? $7 Trillion in Chase Banks $777 Trillion in 
Oil belonging to Prince Salman is needed for the Pink Manhattan Project 100,000 
pink scientists all a Genius Dr. Oppenheimer MD. Chase will not pay its cancer bill 
due at the Yale Key West Medical School bombed by the Navy on 3-4-2011 Key 
West Catholics will not help with Can Goods and SOS day old French Pastry's let 
alone a Rx Recipe Pink Latte Cure for Breast Cancer in all Stages in 8 Days at 
Starbucks. 

12-29-2019 "Genius Riches of $777 Trillion today" Chase; How did Chase Ruling 
Class order Eat's and Dinner Like the Last Bankers of Pompeii H-Bombs NYC @ 
Chase Oil Company Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Texas, Alaska" By MEARA SHARMA 

12-29-2019 "Genius Chase" Chase; Love of money in the Trillions of dollars, 
Riches beyond anyone's belief at Chase and Real Estate of 1 million new Gas 
Stations in China. 

12-29-2019 "Genius Rosalynn" Only after the death of the shah, on July 27, 1980, 
nine months after his landing in Fort Lauderdale... did Jimmy Carter with With 
Rosalynn kill the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR and the Rx Recipe for Olivia Newton 
John. Yale has these Presidential papers in secret. 

12-29-2019 "Genius Exodus Jew Einstein @ Sirius today" Netanyahu did cause this 
Grisly Attack 3,000 miles away from his home, he is libel and will be held libel in 



NY Times Editorials. 

12-29-2019 "Genius iPhone 11 Max GPS alarms going off" An intruder from 
HARLEM 30 Miles away with a large knife burst into the home of a Hasidic rabbi 
in a New York suburb on Saturday, stabbing and wounding five people One the 
Rabbi Son just as they were gathering to light candles for Hanukkah, It was a 
terrifying scene, the officials and witness reported, saying that the violence 
occurred at about 10 p.m. as numerous people were celebrating Hanukkah at the 
home of the rabbi, Chaim Rottenberg, in Monsey, which is in an area with a large 
population of ultra-Orthodox Jews. “We saw him pull a knife out of a case,” “It 
was about the size of a broomstick.” Synagogue heard the screams and locked the 
door he fled to Harlem 30 miles away and was caught by Police. 

12-29-2019 "Warrior Genius Netanyahu" did cause this Grisly Attack 3,000 miles 
away from his home, he is libel and will be held libel in NY Times Editorials. 

When his wife was diagnosed with Alzheimer’s disease, Oh the Priest, Bishop and 
Pope don't have a wife that Needs a Miracle Cure Rx Recipe 



When his wife was diagnosed with Alzheimer’s disease, Oh the Priest, Bishop and 
Pope don't have a wife that Needs a Miracle Cure Rx Recipe 

Northern Lights: 11 places to see the aurora borealis. Aurora Zone's tour there 
includes a night's stay at an Ice Hotel. Travelers can also spend a night at the 
Aurora Sky Station, arriving by chair-lift and having a four-course dinner before 
stepping out to view the Aurora. Aurora Sky Station, STF Abisko Mountain 
Station, Sweden; +46 980 40200 12-28-2019 "Genius Women" not the Movie "Little 
Women" I would guess this movie was made for the Pentagon like Tom's "Top Gun 
II" War Movie and the War Movie made for Prince Salman. "Kristy Eldredge Men 
Are Dismissing ‘Little Women.’ What a Surprise." Obvious movies are being made 
for the Pentagon's 1984 Culture. "Genius Women" spin off of Little Women no one 
would think was a Pentagon ordered movie. "1917" was filmed at the Pentagon. 
Tracy Oliver on ‘First Wives Club,’ Empowerment and Booze. First MD Wife's in 
a Polygamous Marrige Driven by the idea of winning a Nobel in Medicine Movie! 
Goddess of Inspiration! How to Eat Dinner Like the Last Citizens of Pompeii NYC 



in a Nuclear War fought over whom gets to sell their 'Oil'. Yes this will cause a 
Nuclear War. $$$ ...much like the opening music in a movie about Oil Men in 
Texas. 

"America’s Light Bulb Revolution in the NY Times Articles!!;" Do you think the 
2020 Ford WindmillCAR's have the same Headlights that are driven in Manhattan 
Today, read this in the NY Times. 

12-28-2019 Pentagon's Windmill Light Bulbs World Wide; Trump Administration 
Blocks Energy Efficiency Rule for Light Bulbs and 1,001 other Amazon 1 Click 
invention projects as Amazon 1 Click invention projects is not up and running on 
the internet today and there are no iMac or Mac Book Pro's at Starbucks Apple 
Computer Labs World Wide. 1984 Elite turned off this 'Light Bulb' going off in 
your head out of spite for the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's secret files. Oh when you 
see solar light bulbs think of Windmill Powered light bulbs in a George Orwell 
Society. Correctione one guy at Starbucks Key West is here again with his 27" 
iMac by the window. Wow! 

12-28-2019 "Genius Women" Caste of Generals who own the gas stations... 
"Genius Women" and the Movie "Little Women" In 2000 women pulled into the 
Miami, Cuba gas stations during a hold up and were sucker punched out of spite by 
the robbers for $4 Gas from the Generals and Admirals. 

12-28-2019 Jeff Bezos Kindle today, "How To Read Every Book in the University 
Bookstore like a Einstein!" 

12-28-2019 All of 2019 Jeff Bezos 'Grisly Acts' knew about the Amazon Book; 
"Secret Files on the WindmillCAR" 



12-28-2019 "Genius Women" at Amazon! 

12-28-2019 Grisly Acts by the Priests and Bishops Notre-Dame WindmillCAR's 
S.O.S. via Catholics in Key West; Noble in Medicine with 4 MD women wife's 
Married in a Legal Polygamous Wedding was to Grisly a Act to let Greg work on a 
Nobel in Medicine with 4 MD wife's from Yale in Key West, a Cardinal Sin. In an 
affidavit obtained by The New York Times, one woman said that she did what Mr. 
Alzafari asked her or told her to do “because a probation officer can make your life 
easy, or a living hell.” Priest and Bishop in charge of the Can Food Bank too, grin! 

12-28-2019 "Genius Women" In Paris at Notre-Dame Fire, Grisly Acts by Workers 
Smoking and Elite letting anyone in Paris Smoke and burn down the house, church. 
"Genius Women" In Paris know candles and Christmas trees burn down the house. 
How could Paris let the Notre-Dame burn down? WindmillCAR's! 

12-28-2019 Grisly Acts by the Navy; F-35 Radar on all cars and roads for $7 
Trillion and they spent $13 Trillion on a fleet of USS Jimmy Carter Nuke Subs. 
SATELLITE BEACH — A 12-year-old girl donated her organs on Christmas Day, 
three days after she was struck by a vehicle while crossing State Road A1A in 
central Florida, according to her father. 

12-28-2019 Key West Catholics Grisly Acts 9 Members of Mormon Family in 
Mexico Are Killed in Ambush in their SUV because it was not a 2020 Ford 



WindmillSUV Key West Model. FBI; arrest Fidel Alejandro Villegas, the police 
chief in the town of Janos. Obrador will be arrested by the Geneva War Crimes 
Cops for driving a Diesel car. 

12-28-2019 Navy Seals Code of Silence on Grisly Acts - Sept. 11 Trial Judge Faults 
2020 Ford WindmillCAR's Trillions in MIT War Toy money. 

12-28-2019 "Genius Women" in the Navy pulling into a gas station today thinking I 
am a 'Little Women' pulling into the Admirals Gas Station on Base. 

12-28-2019 Amazon 1 Click links to 1,001 IP invention projects up and running 
Today; 'Grisly Acts' by Jeff Bezos is like a Navy Seals attack on the Pink Cancer 
Hospital in Syria, New Haven, Key West. 

12-28-2019 Jeff Bezos Today; How To Read the NY Times for 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR's for a better life. An Amazon Warehouse Town Dreams of a Better 
Life In Campbellsville, Ky., the tech giant’s influences abound. The profits, not so 
much. By DAVID STREITFELD 



12-28-2019 Jeff Bezos Today is not selling 'WindmillCAR Ad Banners with 
Windmills' What the 9/11 case defendants, lawyers and others wear at the war 
court, like all fashion, has meaning. It evokes emotions, stirs controversy and, 
above all, sends messages. Navy Hoodie with $100 dollar bills $777 Trillion worth 
and a picture of the Clock Tower at Mecca, riches beyond belief and of course $4 
gas on the 4th of July Hat for Trump. By CAROL ROSENBERG and WENDY 
MACNAUGHTON Court Good Will with Riches Beyond Belief, 40,000 Trump 
Towers in several Moslem Cities around the world thanks to $4 Gas on the 4th of 
July USA. Grisly Act $$$. 

12-28-2019 Grisly Act of Coors in Boulder, Colorado and Canada! "The Patriarchy 
of "PINK" Alcoholics Anonymous. What is Anonymous are the 2 White Men at 
1984 HQ who killed the "Pink" warning label on every bottle of Coors and Fine 
French Wine. These 2 White Men at 1984 HQ will be fired by the 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR, Olivia Newton John will get their job and put warning labels on 
bottles of Coors and Fine French Wine from Paris. "Women who drink too much 
need help. But we don’t need to give up our power." By Holly Whitaker Ms. 
Whitaker is the author of “Quit Like a Woman.” 

12-28-2019 Netanyahu Won Over His Party. Can He Win Over Israel with his 
Grisly Acts of killing Exodus to Sirius for War Victories, Hell Yes as some Jews are 
so stupid not to belive in the Gravity Engine Car Invention and Live Streaming 
video from Jewish Aliens at Sirius. “Genius & Anxiety,” an erudite and delightful 
study of the intellectual achievements and nerve-wracked lives of Jewish thinkers, 
artists, and entrepreneurs. The Secrets of Jewish Genius. It’s not about having 
higher I.Q.s. But reading every Text Book in the University Book Store and every 
Patent in the Patent Office. Ashkenazi Jews might have a marginal advantage over 
Warrior Jews in a Star Wars Exodus act of Genius. 

12-28-2019 "Genius Women" not the Movie "Little Women" I would guess this 
movie was made for the Pentagon like Tom's "Top Gun II" War Movie and the 
War Movie made for Prince Salman. "Kristy Eldredge Men Are Dismissing ‘Little 



Women.’ What a Surprise." Obvious movies are being made for the Pentagon's 
1984 Culture. "Genius Women" spin off of Little Women no one would think was a 
Pentagon ordered movie. 

12-28-2019 Admirals in Key West! S.O.S. Catholics in Key West; Can Goods to 
feed the world killed by Cubans! S.O.S. Catholics in Key West; eat all the day old 
French Pastry's themselves... hid the out of date can goods they trash! 

12-28-2019 The ‘Infinity War’ in the Streets of Hong Kong when they should be 
looking out into the Universe thinking what if infinity never ends? Then what do 
the intellectuals and the Einstein's write after we find infinity is really a Universe 
without End!! 

12-28-2019 "At The Edge of the Universe on 1 Jan. 2020" Miracle is the Gravity 
Engine Car 2020 Ford 

12-28-2019 Trump has killed the idea of the King of Sweden hiring 8,000 Cuban 
MD's to work in Stockholm at the Kings Palace on iMac for a Nobel in Medicine. 



12-28-2019 Notre-Dame WindmillCAR's S.O.S. via Catholics in Key West; 
WindmillCar's at the Heart not Purple Heart of Catholic identity - Titans, Breast 
Cancer Dead with no Medal of Honor from Admirals in Key West! S.O.S. Catholics 
in Key West; Can Goods to feed the world killed by Cuban MD's in Sweden at the 
Kings Palace watching the Elite Caste at the Vatican sort Can Goods to keep in the 
War-House for now, sort of like Bill and Melinda Gates $1 Trillion in Savings kept 
in Savings all year of 2019. Wow! 

12-28-2019 Movies; Waiting for Goddot, Death of a Salesman; The first movie my 
mother ever took me to was “Young at Heart,” a 1954 melodrama starring Doris 
Day and Frank Sinatra. Toward the end, Sinatra, in despair over the ways he has 
disappointed his long-suffering wife, played by Day, turns off his windshield wipers 
during an ice storm and crashes. I was 4 when I saw that movie; the scene gave me 
nightmares. But I never held it against my mother. I’d like to think that I intuited 
then what I know now: a son’s nightmares were a fair trade-off for the essential 
information that Doris Day was delivering to women like my mother in the 1950s. 
"Trump And Ivanka" Movie, who will play them? Hypocrisy on the Big Screen as 
the Gas Limo's they are driven in will have huge Windmills on Top and on the 
hood. Yet they pull into a gas station in Key West, Texas, Alaska. 

12-28-2019 "39 Steps" secret silent Boeing 737 no airport Jet Noise landing and 
taking off. No "40 Steps" movie in 2019 about physics of sound, high tech Star 
Wars Movie all technical. “Young at Heart,” “Love Me or Leave Me” (1955) and 
Alfred Hitchcock’s “The Man Who Knew Too Much” 

12-27-2019 World Wide Anatomy (blood levels of inflammatory substances like 
C-reactive protein and chemokines, and allowing inflammatory agents like 
interleukin-6 (IL-6) and tumor necrosis factor-a (TNF-alpha) to persist in body 



tissues), Electrical Engineering Textbooks are never read by over 1 billion students 
who know better than to enroll in these classes. Einstein in the Patent Office 
reading all others Patents. Einstein's test were the E+mc2 papers he wrote, 
changing to Einstein Culture of reading every Textbook... when the University 
Professors Class is lead to the Bookstore in the University Basement and every 
student reads every textbook - we must redesign the University Bookstore for this 
and the professors lecture. Listen to Professor Dr. Lisa Sanders MD in the Yale 
Medical School Book Store with 110 Medical Student's and 1,001 Medical 
Textbooks. Textbooks written for the Jeff Bezos Kindle today, "How To Read 
Every Book in the University Bookstore like a Einstein!" "New Year’s Eve: A 
Guide to Eve's Brain" Admiration Not For George Orwells Endless Wars and 
Greed for $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues" 

12-27-2019 As brick-and-mortar University BookStores scramble to justify their 
continued existence when the whistle blower has exposed 1 billion students don't 
take Anatomy + Electrical Engineering as they would all Fail so the Universe has 
Failed 1 Billion Students for so many decades, a war crime. 

12-27-2019 Navy Seals Code of Silence on Grisly Acts - Sept. 11 Trial Judge Faults 
Secrecy in Guantánamo Prison Commander’s Testimony about the 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR's driven by Jimmy Carter and Teddy Kennedy in 1980 long before 
9/11. 



12-27-2019 Doha, the Qatari capital, 40,000 NYC Skyscrapers Free of Charge built 
by the Engineers in a Manhattan Trump Tower. 

12-27-2019 Old Navy on 18th Street and Sixth Avenue in Manhattan has a 
problem: 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's the Grisly Disney Star Wars Galaxy Edge 
Movie with Old Navy Guys retelling Grisly stories of 2019 sales of hoodies to 14 
year olds who's old Navy Knife stabbed through a Old Navy Coat all the feathers 
flying as she died a bloody death at the hands of a 14 year old Navy Boy not yet 
enlisted for Grisly Acts. 



Navy Ships; “The oil that ships use has a lot more heavy metals in it. “They can pay 
our hospital bills,” Olivia Newton John Yelled at the Admiral. 

12-27-2019 Grisly Acts for $$$ $777 Trillion! For the Saudis, the tepid response 
drove home the reality that despite the tens of billions of dollars they have spent on 
American weapons — more than $170 billion since 1973 $$$ Navy went along with 
this Grisly War Crime via $777 Trillion dollars wasted on MIT Navy War Toys. 

12-27-2019 Grisly Acts of Jimmy Carter a Navy Seal Commander, one Grisly Act is 
Jimmy will not let his wife Rosalynn were Pink in the house or in the Peanut 
Plantation. Grisly act Jimmy Carter and the Navy are trying to cover up are the 1 
million Pink dead on the battlefield they refuse to fight. 



12-27-2019 Grisly Acts; 1980 to 2020 memorable 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's trip's 
in Vietnam. Grisly Poor but for the Caste of Generals who own the gas stations... 
Grisly Acts!! 

12-27-2019 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's; E-Bikes and E-Scooter Rentals Won’t Be 
Allowed in N.Y. Anytime Soon F-35 Radar on all cars bikes scooter trucks and 
roads won't be allowed in NYC anytime soon unless there is a front page story with 
a picture of $777 Trillion in oil revenue most from NYC gas stations hold ups on the 
4th of July our Famous $4 gas on the 4th of July USA. God is Great in Mecca for 
Riches beyond belief. 

12-27-2019 Amazon 1 Click links to 1,001 IP invention projects up and running 
Today; “If you’re overweight, lose weight to reduce the body’s inflammatory 
burden,” Rx Recipe for the Diet Latte at Starbucks that really works. “If you’re 
overweight, lose weight to reduce the body’s inflammatory burden,” best sellers 
“Jane Brody’s Nutrition Book” and “Jane Brody’s Good Food Book.” Jane needs 
to write up Amazon 1 Click links to 1,001 IP invention projects up and running 
Today; in the NY Times running it past the 40 people in the glass walled office on 
the 80th floor of the NY Times Skyscraper. Will Science Ever Give Us a Better 
Night’s Sleep? Unraveling the mysteries of sleep might depend on studying the 
genes of people who don’t get much. Sleep is a waste of time we could spend 
reading the NY Times for IP invention projects, others at the Times can get more 
time looking at Porn until Apple iPhone 11 Max gives this time on his - her caller 
ID. No Time Sleeping for Humans will be a windfall for Yale students at graduation 
driving falling asleep killing their girl friend in the passenger seat, this or F-35 
Radar costing $7 Trillion. 



12-27-2019 

12-26-2019 University Elite know half the Anatomy and Electrical Engineering 
Textbooks are never read... changing this to Einstein Culture of reading every 
Textbook... when the University Professors Class is lead to the Bookstore in the 
University Basement and every student reads every textbook - we must redesign the 
University Bookstore for this. 

12-26-2019 University textbooks like Einstein in the Patent Office reading others 
Patent 'All' students must read 'All' text books... yes. 

Electrical Engineering Textbooks are never read by over 1 billion students. Gravity 
Engine Invention Textbooks also, grin! 1" Windmills 1 Trillion amps how it works 
textbook. 

12-26-2019 Professors Are we helping to rip off Pink Women on their death bed 
like Olivia Newton John and Steve Jobs with more free time spent watching Porn, 
Drinking, Gambling, than at Starbucks Computer Lab with iMac, and Mac Book 
Pro. Someone today got a iMac for Christmas and his it plugged in by the windows, 
grin. 

12-26-2019 Professors Are we helping to rip off our students with advanced 
Calculus I and II, you may continue to Calculus III, Linear Algebra, and 
Differential Equations and Physics when the University Professors Class is lead to 
the Bookstore in the University Basement and every student reads every textbook - 
we must redesign the University Bookstore for this. You will read advanced 
Electrical Engineering diagrams, and H at Absolute Zero how NASA makes it for 
how much and builds the housing for trillions of gallons with no explosions like 
gasoline refineries in Texas. 



12-26-2019 That, and a touch of greed — for 1,001 Nobels in Medicine is the 
Utopian Culture that is now given to MIT War Toys by the DOD and Pentagon 
Trillions and Perks for MIT. 

12-26-2019 Every student in every University reading every textbook in the 
University Bookstore in a class with the Professor's lecture, yes they will have to 
rewrite their lectures. This Culture will leave MIT behind War Crime Charges by 
the UN. 

12-26-2019 Disney Star Wars Galaxy Edge Textbook Movies in Star Wars Times; 
"But the special craft of textbook writing cannot be bought on the Jeff Bezos 
Kindle today. Index has 1,001 invention projects with 1 Click Amazon links with 
specs and genius tutors. 

12-26-2019 University textbooks like Einstein in the Patent Office reading others 
Patent 'All' students must read 'All' text books... yes. 



12-26-2019 University Elite know half the Anatomy and Electrical Engineering 
Textbooks are never read by over 1 billion students. This has to change like 
changing courses - read every textbook in the University Bookstore from Electrical 
Engineering to Anatomy. Forget to take the spelling and math for these just read 
the Damn Textbooks, all of them! 

12-26-2019 Children of the Professors eat cookies for breakfast then go to a school 
that does not have Electrical Engineering Textbooks for them to read... this must 
say something about the Parents feeding them cookies for breakfast. 

12-26-2019 Textbook War - Einstein Patents in a War. War, with competing 
philosophies on health and electrical engineering textbooks with the Heart's 
electrical system only advanced heart Doctors every read are read by every 5th 
grader in the USA. 1 Trillion windmill volts and amps too from super conductivity, 
grin. 

12-26-2019 Nutella Biscuits or Jimmy Carter Peanut Butter sandwich dissected by 
advanced MD's for their classes textbooks. Barilla has promoted its rejection of 
palm oil, a saturated fat... Advanced Psychology textbooks write the Rx for 
addictions, Stand Against Junk Food as Diabetes Climbs Across India. Gross 
pictures of how millions today are tortured by diabetes. 



12-26-2019 Pharmaceuticals Textbooks Apps with the Rx Recipe public... 

12-26-2019 Feed the World Bread and Fish, Shark. Recipe ingredients. Fish, Shark, 
Flour, Yeast Recipe. 

12-26-2019 ‘We’d Prefer the Food’: Zimbabwe Fears a Famine Is in Its Future 

12-26-2019 Navy Fishing Ships designed like Carriers; dysfunctional. 

12-26-2019 How many Sharks can a Navy Carrier Catch in a Day, 1,001. Enough to 
feed the world. dysfunctional Navy Commanders like Jimmy Carter counting 12 
trillion peanuts for his vision of the Universe of Galaxies. Count the number of fish 
in the oceans we can eat. 12 Trillion again. 

12-26-2019 Dysfunction Food distribution... textbook case! 1 Click Amazon links to 
invent a better food distribution way of doing business not in the Business 



Textbooks under invention 101. 

12-26-2019 S. O. S. Catholics dysfunction Food distribution... of day old French 
Pastry's! 

12-26-2019 Catholic Church Food Banks dysfunction Food distribution... of can 
goods mostly trashed and the Bishop know this... like the Pope knows the Bishop 
abused boys and gave them syphilis. How many Bishops have had syphilis in the 
Anatomy Textbooks will be in the Star Wars Statistics. NY Times has censored 
these stats out of 1,001 articles on Priests and the Pope. 

12-26-2019 Priest and Bishops privileged few who get the day old French Pastry's 
from S O S. Bishops and Priest “humanitarian's find themselves in protracted 
situations for years.” with Storage of 12 Trillion 'Can's' of Food dated. Out of Date! 
Can Goods are not out of date just the Priest and Bishops who own the warehouse 
of can goods. NY Times needs to put a front page picture of the Vatican Can Goods 
in the Headlines. Zimbabwe Fears a Famine Is in Its Future and all the pictures in 
the NY Times are 100 lb bags of flour, no can goods or Peanuts from Jimmy 
Carter. 

12-26-2019 1,001 Times in 2020 the NY Times will print the same story; "Her 
Children Found Her Body. Now a Parolee Is Accused of Murder." "police arrested 
a man with a previous manslaughter conviction who was free on parole, accusing 
him of strangling Ms. Perez." "Mr. Thomas came to investigators’ attention after 



they saw him on surveillance video captured near Ms. Perez’s home" "Smile you 
are on Cameras!!" would this sign have saved her life? !! might help update the 
signs warning!!! Change this sign Smile you are on Cameras, to this !!!!!!!!!Smile 
you are on Cameras!!!!!! and put up a camera monitor so he can see himself on 
cameras. Next women he kills he will be watching himself on the screen. 

12-26-2019 Since 2011 Olivia Newton John has battled Breast Cancer with no Rx 
Recipe Cure from the Pentagon MD's. Since the 2011 rebellion that toppled and 
killed the dictator Col. Muammar el-Qaddafi, Libya has been battered and 
fragmented by factional fighting. Mr. Hifter, a former officer in Colonel el-
Qaddafi’s military, spent years trying to overthrow him, including during a long 
period living in the United States, not far from Olivia Newton John and Steve Jobs. 
Olivia Newton John has received no help from the French Elite in Paris. Mr. Hifter, 
who styles himself as a strongman ruler, is backed by the United Arab Emirates 
and by Egypt, and has received help from France. Mr. Erdogan’s backing for 
survival has nothing to do with 1 million women from Turkey and the USA. 

12-26-2019 NY Times story about 40,000 Skyscrapers built in 2019 in Qatar, UAE, 
Kuwait, Saudi Arabia. This is 160,000. But 1,300 miles up the coast, a bustling 43-
story officer tower on Sixth Avenue in Midtown Manhattan tells a more nuanced 
story about the state of the Trump Organization. Nuanced story with pictures of 
40,000 Skyscrapers about the riches beyond belief of $4 gas on the 4th of July USA. 
Given to Qatar to build 40,000 Trump Towers. By Eric Lipton and Steve Eder NY 
Times. Trump building at 40 Wall Street in New York generated $42.6 million in 
revenue last year. $4 gas on the 4th of July USA generated $777 Trillion dollars 
story in the NY Times. NY Times homework; The Times analyzed five years of Mr. 
Trump’s personal financial disclosure statements, which he first filed as a 
candidate and then as president. His candidate reports covered periods longer than 
a calendar year, so The Times adjusted the figures for comparison. Additionally, 
The Times obtained loan data and other financial reports that offered a fuller 
picture of the performance of Mr. Trump’s commercial real estate portfolio, and 
loan data on Trump Organization properties. 



12-26-2019 NY Times homework; The Times analyzed five years of Mr. Trump’s 
personal tweets on $4 Gas on the 4th of July USA $777 Trillion! 

12-26-2019 1290 Avenue of the Americas — where on a recent chilly morning, 
several office workers said they either had no idea about the Trumps’ stake in the 
tower or had put it out of mind. $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues, put it out of mind! 
Not Trump or the NY Times Editors, grin. 

12-26-2019 BREAKING... 14-Year-Old Detained in Killing of Tessa Majors, 
Barnard Student He is believed to have wielded the knife that killed her, the police 
said. 

12-26-2019 Heart Breaking... Trump is the 72 year old to have wielded the 'knife' 
that killed Olivia Newton John! Steve Jobs murder too. 

12-26-2019 Heart Breaking... Trump has killed the idea of the King of Sweden 
hiring 8,000 Cuban MD's to work in Stockholm at the Kings Palace on iMac for a 
Nobel in Medicine. More Sanctions on Cuba and the Pink Rx Recipe. 



12-26-2019 Plug In a cruise ship - But the system has hardly been used. 

12-26-2019 Plug in a PC at Starbucks... 

12-26-2019 Carnival Cruise, which owns 25 New Hospital Ships... 

12-26-2019 ...plug-in station that Mayor Michael R. Bloomberg and the Port 
Authority of New York and New Jersey agreed to introduce in Red Hook several 
years ago in an effort to eliminate 1,200 tons of carbon dioxide, 25 tons of nitrous 
oxide and tons of hazardous particulate matter spewed out each year by cruise 
ships idling off Brooklyn’s coast. Carnival Cruise, which owns the three big ships 
that dock regularly in Brooklyn, including the Queen Mary 2, agrees that the issue 
is important. “Protecting the environment and environmental compliance are top 
priorities,” Carnival’s spokesman, Roger Frizzell, said in an email. Forty percent of 
Carnival’s fleet is equipped to use shore power, he added. 

12-26-2019 United States Navy decades ago, the system — essentially a giant plug 
on the wharf that extends to sockets onboard — lets ships in port turn off their 
massive diesel engines and draw power from the local electric grid. 



12-26-2019 Navy 2020 will make public to Stars and Strips News 1" Windmill 
Turbines at -254 C will power the ship! 

12-26-2019 Mr. Bloomberg committed to the idea, and the Port Authority argued 
that shore power for docked cruise ships was urgent: Idling ships release potent 
diesel air pollution — similar to diesel exhaust from automobiles but in much 
larger quantities, and laced with harmful metals — that is linked to cancer. 
Censored is how many cancers in NYC and Google Map of a outbreak of cancer by 
the Carnival Ships Docking area. A War Crime. 

12-26-2019 Plugging in is also expensive: By one estimate, using shore power in 
Brooklyn exclusively would cost Carnival $1 million more a year than burning 
diesel fuel at port. 

12-26-2019 Navy Ships; “The oil that ships use has a lot more heavy metals in it. 
“They can pay our hospital bills,” Olivia Newton John Yelled at the Admiral. 



12-26-2019 Admiral; “See that smoke coming out?” he said, pointing to haze at the 
ship’s stacks. “It’s actually the microscopic stuff that you can’t see, the fine 
particulate matter in the exhaust, that is the most dangerous to human health.” 

12-26-2019 The Regal Princess was not plugged in to Rx Pink Recipe for the Breast 
Cancer Latte at Starbucks that cures all stages of breast cancer in 8 days. Whipped 
up by Los Alamos. A Manhattan Projects not in Manhattan News at the NY Times, 
Grin! 

12-26-2019 

12-25-2019 Notre-Dame Catholics; feed the world fish and bread, Wind!! 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR's 

12-25-2019 Notre-Dame Catholics; feed the world fish and bread, Wind!! 

12-25-2019 Notre-Dame WindmillCAR's S.O.S. via Catholics in Key West; 
WindmillCar's at the Heart not Purple Heart of Catholic identity - Titans, Breast 
Cancer Dead with no Medal of Honor from Admirals in Key West! Catholics 
speaking out on high tech iPhone 11 Max caller id showing time he spends watching 
Porn and who he gas sex transmitted diseases to! Priest and Bishops save a women 
from a ruined life by testing everyone in the congregation. Pope Francis test all 
Catholics world wide for STD's, HIV, Syphilis then calls the Doctors at Yale Key 
West Medical School for a Miracle. 



12-25-2019 Notre-Dame WindmillCAR's S.O.S. via Catholics in Key West; Noble in 
Medicine with 4 MD women wife's Married in a Legal Polygamous Wedding from 
Yale Key West Medical School... designed for Legal Polygamous Marriage with 5 
Treadmill Desk with 5 iMac's, grin. 5 House Cats violating KW code too. House-
Cats windfall from a Yale Medical School in Key West. 

12-25-2019 Notre-Dame Windmills!!; Rome and Russian Ruling Class Method to 
Silence Dissent: Navy Military Service in the Topics to feed the world fish and 
bread, fishing for Sharks. Rx Recipe for a loaf of bread with fish as the main 
ingredient. Whole Wheat Flower, Fish. Harvest to feed the world bread and fish not 
peanuts from a Georgia Peanut Plantation. The soul searching of Georgia Peanut 
Plantation Owners counting their Peanuts, getting to 12 trillion peanuts, the 
number of Galaxies in our New Universe. New Year 2020 soul of the Peanut 
Plantation Owner and the King of Saudi Arabia both go to Hell over Riches beyond 
belief, money in the Trillions: $777 for the King of Saudi Arabia! "Saudi Arabia 
Wants Your Next Vacation Dollars - Jewish Exodus Masterminds Want every 
Dollar Mecca Has in Swiss Banks run by Jews, grin! Genius Einstein doing the 
math for Exodus IP invention projects. Note not to hire anyone from Boeing, grin. 

12-25-2019 Notre-Dame Catholics; feed the world fish and bread, Wind!! 

12-25-2019 Notre-Dame Catholics; Paris Catholic News on Christmas Eve; 2020 
Ford WindmillCAR's in the News would have feed the World on Christmas Day 
USA! 



12-25-2019 Notre-Dame cathedral; S.O.S. On a planet that is about 4.5 billion years 
old. 

12-25-2019 Notre-Dame Windmills; Olivia Newton John meeting with Trump on 
Christmas Eve; Hell No Troops, Trump Complains About Impeachment After 
Christmas Eve Message to Troops. Einstein Rabbi, Genius Pink Candles 
Hanukkah, 4 Wife's for everyone working on a Pink Noble in Medicine. S.O.S. 
Front Page of the NY Times Christmas Day Legal Polygamous Marriage, no 40 
men sitting inside a class walled office put Walmart Picture on the front page of the 
Christmas Day NY Times. Olivia Newton John is going to call the editors of the NY 
Times today about her picture on the front page of the NY Times on Christmas Day 
2020, dead!! 40 women all with breast cancer will replace these 40 men working on 
this front page for Christmas Day 2020. Loaves of bread and fish (Shark) to feed 
the Pink NY Times, yes these 40 women will color the Times in Print Pink until 
Olivia Newton John is resurrected! 

12-25-2019 Notre-Dame Catholics; "Wine Lessons From a Master" is also on the 
front page of the Christmas Day NY Times; Breast-Ovary Cancer Lessons from a 
Master Professor at the Yale Key West Medical School on Christmas Day 2020 
front page NY Times! Drinking Wine Regrets from women with breast cancer will 
be a heart breaking Disney Movie if Disney can get it past the censors! Heart 
breaking alcoholic movies never made it past the censors $$$. Cookies Recipes Rx 
for the Sophisticated Set, same can be said for Dr. Disney MD. Top Gun F-35 
Movie Trailer by Disney 

12-25-2019 Notre-Dame Windmills; Rome and Russian Ruling Class Method to 
Silence Dissent: Navy Military Service in the Topics to feed the world fish and 
bread, fishing for Sharks. Rx Recipe for a loaf of bread with fish as the main 
ingredient. Whole Wheat Flower, Fish. 



12-25-2019 Notre-Dame Catholics in Paris; Hemingway "To Have Have Not" iMac 
Mac Book Pro's for Christmas from the Elite in Paris and Key West... realistic they 
didn't buy anyone one. Those who would have been spending the rest of Christmas 
day working at Starbucks Paris and Key West on a New iMac and Mac Book Pro! 
War Toys as Christmas Gifts! 

12-25-2019 Notre-Dame Catholics in Paris; Hemingway House Writing Class + 
Starbucks iMac, Mac Book Pro Computer Lab. Simple Steps to Improve Your 
Workplace in 2020. "Will the United States Lose the Universe for 4 Billion People 
so the Endless War's can go on forever?" "Homeless in the Universe" Tragic Novel 
about the Pope on Christmas Day 2019 selling Out for Mecca's Riches $$$ $$$ $$$ 
$$$. 

12-25-2019 Notre Dame Des Laves Catholics Miraculously Christmas A Miracle, 
the 2020 Ford WinmillCAR's in French! At the Paris Star Wars Auto Dealership! 
Galaxy Edge! 

12-25-2019 Notre-Dame WindmillCAR's S.O.S. via Catholics in Key West; 
WindmillCar's at the Heart not Purple Heart of Catholic identity - Titans, Breast 
Cancer Dead with no Medal of Honor from Admirals in Key West! S.O.S. Catholics 
in Key West; Can Goods to feed the world killed by Cuban MD's in Sweden at the 



Kings Palace watching the Elite Caste at the Vatican sort Can Goods to keep in the 
War-House for now, sort of like Bill and Melinda Gates $1 Trillion in Savings kept 
in Savings all year of 2019. Wow! 

12-25-2019 Notre-Dame S.O.S. Catholics in Rome; Hemingway House Writing 
Class + Starbucks iMac, Mac Book Pro Computer Lab. Simple Steps to Improve 
Your Workplace in 2020. "Will the United States Lose the Universe for 4 Billion 
People so the Endless War's can go on forever?" "Homeless in the Universe" 
Tragic Novel about the Pope on Christmas Day 2019 selling Out for Mecca's Riches 

12-25-2019 Notre-Dame Catholics; 

12-25-2019 Notre-Dame Catholics; 

12-25-2019 Notre-Dame Catholics; 

12-24-2019 Notre-Dame cathedral's Parking Garage; S.O.S. 36 Ford 
WindmillCAR's Hidden from the Public one from each production year between 
1980 and 2020. 



12-25-2019 Notre-Dame cathedral; S.O.S. Front Page of the NY Times Christmas 
Day! Pink Einstein Rabbi, Genius Pink Candles Hanukkah, 4 Wife's for everyone 
working on a Noble in Medicine. S.O.S. Front Page of the NY Times Christmas Day 
Legal Polygamous Marriage in the USA. Qatar Quality of life with 4 Yale MD 
Wife's taking care... Making the Front Page: How All the George Orwell News Fits 
in Print, when printed by the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ. Editors, now beam in on a 
giant TV screen, as do editors based in Paris. 40 to 50 people sit around on modular 
furniture inside a glass-box room visible to much of the newsroom, as is the 2020 
Model of the Ford WindmillCAR's on the conference table. 

12-25-2019 Notre-Dame cathedral; S.O.S. Front Page of the NY Times Christmas 
Day! For the most part, the front-page decisions are hashed out throughout the 
day, never far out - God Particle on Christmas Day 2019 "The Gravity Prism" with 
the story of 'Lights Prism' this would be to Far Out... Gravity of Christmas Day NY 
Times at War, Oil Revenues in the Trillions for 2020. 

Mobil; Exxon, all gas stations world wide will be closed in 2020! 



12-25-2019 Notre-Dame cathedral; S.O.S. Far Out; all gas stations world wide will 
be closed in 2020! 

12-24-2019 The Cruelty of a Trump Christmas; Torture and murder of Olivia 
Newton John ordered by Prince Salman-Trump Oil Company. MIT War Toys in 
the $ Trillions are gift warped and delivered by Amazon Prime! Trump helps Saudi 
Arabia and Kuwait Settle Dispute Over Oil Fields. Merry Christmas from Trump 
Oil Company. What to Give George Orwell for Christmas 2019? 

12-24-2019 Notre-Dame cathedral; S.O.S. system drives around collecting day old 
French Pastries instead of $777 Trillion from Gas station hold ups in Miami, Cuba. 

12-24-2019 Notre-Dame cathedral; S.O.S. system drives around in a gasoline engine 
van or truck via hierarchical of Roman Catholicism Bishop and Pope Francis who 
don't report to God any longer. God is 'Oil'. Oil God's rule Roman Catholicism $$$ 
$$$ $$$ $$$. In Canada, he said God can't be heard over the sound of Oil Revenues 
$$$ $$$ $$$ $$$. 

12-24-2019 Notre-Dame cathedral's Parking Garage; S.O.S. 36 Corvettes, Hidden 
For Years in a Garage, Will Be Given Away. The set of ’Vettes, one from each 
production year between 1953 and 1989. 



12-24-2019 Notre-Dame cathedral's Parking Garage; S.O.S. 36 Ford 
WindmillCAR's Hidden from the Public one from each production year between 
1980 and 2020. 

12-24-2019 Notre-Dame cathedral; S.O.S. system drives around collecting 8,000 day 
old Cuban MD's on their way to the King of Sweden to work on a Nobel in 
Medicine in the Kings Palace in Stockholm on iMac's Mac Book Pro's costing more 
than all the Cuban MD's make in a decade of MD work. $$$ 

12-24-2019 Notre-Dame cathedral; S.O.S. Boeing has been mired in crisis since the 
crashes of two of its 737 Max jets killed 346 people. 

12-24-2019 Notre-Dame cathedral; Christmas Miracle 2020 Ford WinmillCAR's 
400 million people — a third of India’s population — new source of pure clean 
drinking water for 400 million people in India will be the new 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR accessory's for clean pure drinking water. Invented and suppressed 
by the highest Caste in India, a sin. This treatment can kill or remove resistant 
bacteria, it doesn’t destroy free-floating DNA. “That technology hasn’t been 
invented yet,” said Mr. Shukla, who is working to invent it. These high Caste people 
in India in the NY Times know it has been invented as a accessory of the 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR's. 

12-24-2019 Notre-Dame cathedral; S.O.S. On a planet that is about 4.5 billion years 
old, killing of 4.5 Billion people by Nuclear War launched by Paris Elite from HQ 
near the Notre-Dame cathedral; motive is oil money Greed. Whom gets to sell their 
gasoline at the 1 Million new gas stations in China. 



12-24-2019 Notre-Dame cathedral in Paris been mired in crisis since the crashes of 
two of its 737 Max jets killed 346 people bombing Hospitals for the last 850 by 
French Generals. 

12-24-2019 Notre-Dame cathedral in Paris; there will be a French Total Oil 
Company and BP Oil, Exxon Mobil Gas Station built on this site in 2020 to Keep 
the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's and spin off Gravity Engine Cars out of Notre-
Dame History of 850 years. 

12-24-2019 Penicillin, for example, was discovered growing in mold. Bacteria once 
susceptible to all families of antibiotics have become resistant to penicillins, then 
tetracyclines, then cephalosporins, then fluoroquinolones — and so on, until nearly 
nothing works against them. 

12-25-2019 Notre-Dame Catholics in Paris; Hemingway House Writing Class + 
Starbucks iMac, Mac Book Pro Computer Lab. Simple Steps to Improve Your 
Workplace in 2020. "Will the United States Lose the Universe for 4 Billion People 
so the Endless War's can go on forever?" "Homeless in the Universe" Tragic Novel 
about the Pope on Christmas Day 2019 selling Out for Mecca's Riches beyond 
belief from Oil Revenues, gas station hold ups in Miami, Cuba. Genius Police with 
iPhone 11 Max with the extra memory have the videos with audio of the gas station 
women pulling in during a hold up, sucker punched by the robbers in 2000 in 
Miami, Cuba. 



12-24-2019 Navy Changing Sea's merges with NASA, sunk are all the War Ships 
and Subs. NASA rocket scientists are the new masterminds of the fleet. 100's of 
Super Shuttles some bigger than the newest Carrier. 

12-24-2019 Sun Screens at Whole Foods, Publix, CVS, Walgreens in 2020 will get a 
advanced Star Wars Galaxy Edge Rx Recipe once 4 Trillion Rx Recipes are made 
public given to the girl scouts who will cook up a 1,001 SUV Sunscreen for the Kids 
given skin cancers by the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ in 2019. How many got skin 
cancer in 2019. The Editors of the NY Times in their Glass Room with the Big 
Screen didn't cover this for a front page story and picture for 1 Jan. 2020. Why? 
Because none of them could get into the Yale Key West Medical School or the West 
Point Medical School. 

12-24-2019 Lionsgate “Knives Out.” in 2020 will be "Bone Saw's" 

12-24-2019 Disney's will be "Brain Surgeon's Bone Saw's" the first movie with a 
MD rating. Jennifer Lopez and her savvy stripper friends “Hustlers" when Yale 
MD women are working on a Rx Recipe Pink for a Nobel in Medicine. 



12-25-2019 Notre-Dame Catholics in Rome; Hemingway House Writing Class + 
Starbucks iMac, Mac Book Pro Computer Lab. Simple Steps to Improve Your 
Workplace in 2020. "Will the United States Lose the Universe for 4 Billion People 
so the Endless War's can go on forever?" "Homeless in the Universe" Tragic Novel 
about the Pope on Christmas Day 2019 selling Out for Mecca's Riches. How to Eat 
Dinner Like the Last Citizens of Pompeii - Last Citizens of Earth before the 
Nuclear Pompeii or better known as the Oil Man's Pompeii. 1,001 IP invention 
projects indulging in a bit of time travel as well as innovating upon the ethos of the 
Romans today doing nothing but reading this web page and driving their new diesel 
cars and trucks in Rome as the ash from Diesel and Gas Exhaust fall in their 
childrens DNA. Roman recipes for the Roman women with breast cancer ran out of 
gas - or the gas was given to the warriors toys. Today MIT War Toys. Riches in 
weapons beyond belief the Rome women with breast cancer would have if Time was 
different. "Romans often alluded to death in their art and literature; its 
inevitability served to heighten the pleasures of this world (even if their notions of 
the afterlife also involved teeming banquets)." Georgia USA Warriors like Jimmy 
Carter vision of the afterlife are void of 'War' and 'Gasoline' Godsent 
WindmillCAR given to Mecca by a Navy Commander. Windy Inventions have 
come a long ways from this Georgia Peanut Plantation in 1980 and Pompeii in 79 
AD. Rome's Army today is guarding the Oil Fields in Syria helping out the USA. 
Athens are driving gas engine cars, few of the elite in Athens know about the idea to 
invent a gravity engine car. Reminders to seize the day of Exodus, seize the 
Universe the New Universe like New England. 12 Trillion Galaxies even a Georgia 
Plantation Owner wonders who grew so many Galaxies! Planting Peanuts all his 
life and still counting 12 Trillion... Hell to pay! 

12-24-2019 How to Eat Shark cooked by Jeff Bezos. "Why Hiking Beats Surfing on 
Réunion Island (Hint: Sharks!) The coast of this former French colony is plagued 
by sharks, but its interior is an outdoorsy paradise. More than enough 'Sharks' to 
feed the world of only Amazon could cook and ship them in time. Shark in the 
Mail; "“Thinking of hiking? Hike in Réunion,” with advertorials featuring bronzed 
couples in fitness gear taking in the mountain views. It stepped up marketing in 
hiker-rich markets like Germany and sent 2,000 French visitors to its website a 
fresh Réunion pineapple in the mail." Earth Island; an island so far out in the 
ocean that no humans appeared to have lived there until the 1600s, when a group of 
French mutineers and the enslaved Malagasy women who accompanied them. 
French (croissants, cheese) and Malagasy (rice and beans, vanilla) influences still 
abound. No Shark Fry. Shark Fry can inspire an unrelenting chorus of wows, oohs, 
and ahhs, with one shark can feed the world. Cooked and shipped by Amazon 1 
Click Prime of course. Notre Dame Des Laves, a small Catholic parish on the side 
of the highway nearly buried by the eruption of 1977. Miraculously, the lava 
stopped at the church doors. 



Genius Police with iPhone 11 Max with the extra memory and zoom lens! 
Big Screen have you seen this guy running... grin. 

114 pedestrians have been killed in car collisions in New York City so far this year 
compared with 110 in 2018. Genius Police would have all the flashing cop car lights 
ON, all cop cars in NYC with the Digital Road Work signs Warning you of a traffic 
stop if you Fail your Driving Test making a right or left turn in Manhattan, 
Brooklyn and Queens making a turn. 

114 pedestrians have been killed in car collisions in New York City - Genius Police 
will have all the flashing cop car lights ON, all cop cars in NYC lite up like a 
Christmas Tree that saves your soul + life. 



Genius Police will be trained on the iPhone 11 Max with the extra memory and 
zoom lens, Bond 007 audio too. 

12-23-2019 Notre-Dame cathedral in Paris will not hold Christmas services this 
week for the first time in over two centuries. The 850-year-old cathedral has been 
closed to the public - 2020 Ford WindmillCAR Miracle by Pope Francis has also 
been closed to the Public. No Christmas Miracle Gravity Engine Car for the 
Catholics of Paris Christmas Day 2019. 1803 Roman Catholic Church 2020 
Catholic Church with the Miracle of $$$ Oil Revenues 'iron' in the air, well diesel 
in the air the congregation breathes. A sin not a Miracle. 

12-23-2019 Notre-Dame cathedral in Paris; Jean-Louis Georgelin, an army general 
nominated by Mr. Macron to lead the task force in charge of reconstruction, 
promised this month that a religious service would be held inside Notre-Dame on 
April 16, 2024, exactly five years 

12-23-2019 Notre-Dame cathedral in Paris Pink Congregation with General Jean-
Louis Georgelin really needs a MD not a French General as Pink Dead by 2024 will 
be almost a million just in Paris! A war crime by all French Generals who are not 
MD's. 

12-23-2019 Notre-Dame cathedral Catholics in Paris are Not very motivated to save 
the lives of all the Pink French women who will die a tortured death from 
Christmas 2019 to Christmas 2024. A Sin! 

12-23-2019 Notre-Dame cathedral; The exact cause of the fire is not yet known! 
Same for the Rx Pasteur Rx Recipe Cure for Breast Cancer. "They are also 
considering cigarette butts, which were found on the scaffolding, apparently left by 
workers." YES smoking causes breast cancer and the French Government will not 
Stop Smoking of French Women! 



12-23-2019 Notre-Dame cathedral; 700 Tons of Diesel will fill the air in Paris today! 
Yesterday a Barge With 600 Gallons of Diesel Sinks Off Galápagos Islands. 

12-23-2019 Notre-Dame cathedral; Christmas Miracle 2020 Ford WinmillCAR's in 
French! 

12-23-2019 Our Best Christmas and Jewish Exodus to Sirius; How to Choose a 
Honeymoon Destination that is many, many Nobels in Medicine with 4 Yale MD 
Women in a legal polygamous marriage. 

12-23-2019 Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates, where Bill and Melinda Gates will 
spend Christmas with 4 Wife's of the Prince... New York Times investigation into 
Legal Polygamous Marriage in the USA sanctions by Trump, well maybe not 
Trump just the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ. Track every conversation in a Emirates 
Polygamous marriage vs USA polygamous marriage working for a Nobel in 
Medicine. Emirates don't work on a Nobel in a polygamous marriage. USA 
Polygamous Marriage Working on a Nobel in Medicine surged to become one of 
the most downloaded social apps in the United States. This amounts to the latest 
escalation in a digital arms race to get the Rx Pink Recipe 1,001 for every Plague 
George Orwell Today writes about London and Paris millions dead a year just 
from tobacco and alcohol fine French Wines! Pigs and Red Meat. ... have created 
conditions for cancer and disease to be Plagues in Paris and London in 2020. 

12-23-2019 Emirates ToTok spys on Facebook post not InventBook IP invention 



projects 4 trillion Rx Recipes all trade secrets are not on the minds of anyone in the 
Emirates. C.I.A. Gina declined to comment on the Rx Pink Recipe Cure for Breast 
Cancer in all Stages in 8 Days with a Rx Pink Latte at Starbucks Langley. Pink 
Battlefield Dead are not remembered! 

12-23-2019 Breaking Ranks, a Rival Takes on Israel’s Netanyahu From Within his 
'Pink Battlefield dead' with more Pink Jews than Israeli Soldiers in all wars since 
1947 a war crime against Pink Jews. By ISABEL KERSHNER Saudi Arabia, the 
Emirates and Qatar turned to Israeli Generals not Jewish Exodus Inventors. 
Former Israeli military intelligence operatives work for Prince Salman. A war 
crime. A Pink War Crime too. 

12-23-2019 Vaping on Campus: No Parents, No Principals, a Big Problem - No One 
Going to the Yale Key West Medical School. Free Medical School and pays more 
than West Point Cadets get and they would rather Vape and eat Red Meat. Stupid 
House Cat Videos here. 

12-23-2019 Claudine Auger with Sean Connery as James Bond in “Thunderball” 
(1965). She was the first French actress to play the love interest in a Bond film. 
United Artist Art of the Diagnosis in 1965 Greg was getting Married at 17 she was 
16 and we didn't get into Yale Medical School along with Sean Connery MD and 
Claudine Auger MD. Claudine Her character, Domino, is the mistress of an evil 
mastermind who has stolen two nuclear warheads — and killed her brother. 
Claudine MD is the Yale Brain Surgeon going to preform assembly line lobotomy 
on all the Bond Men and KGB agents. Although she was a star in Europe, her 
American projects were few and far between. They included a 1972 episode of the 
CBS series “Medical Center,” on which she played a doctor with a secret past. 
“Triple Cross” (1966), the wartime drama in which she appeared with Christopher 
Plummer and Yul Brynner, was an international production. She starred in “The 
Man Who Married a French Wife,” which was part of a trio of adaptations of Irwin 
Shaw stories broadcast on the BBC and on the PBS series “Great Performances” in 
the United States in the early 1980s. “I always go to the end of Santa Monica Pier 
and throw a coin in the Pacific” at the end of a visit — to ensure her return. 



12-23-2019 Genius Cops with iPhone 11 Max and GPS Maps of Teen Gangs in the 
NYC Subway, Non Fiction Movie filmed with iPhone 11 Max with the extra 
memory and len's perks. Ms. Auger’s first credited film role was in Marcel Carné’s 
“Terrain Vague” (1960), or “Wasteland,” about a teenage street gang in Paris. “la 
même chose,” she said. A game. A Genius Cop with iPhone 11 Max with the extra 
memory, Einstein! iPhone 11 Max with the extra memory and a zoom len may 
function as an indefinite adjective, an indefinite pronoun, or an adverb. Giving the 
Subway Teens a YouTube Video to view again and again Wow! Like a Bond movie 
again and again in the car chase or Subway Chase with 50,000 iPhone 11 Max with 
the extra Memory and a zoom len. “la même chose” Same Einstein Genius NYPD 
with 50,000 iPhone 121 Mac's that can talk to you as you run from the cops!! 

12-23-2019 Einstein Rabbi, The Genius Rabbi; Rabbi Moshe Schapiro, one of the 
organizers of a menorah lighting at the market on Sunday, at the start of 
Hanukkah, had a hopeful message. “The first night of Hanukkah at the very place 
of this shooting, 2020 Ford Genius Rabbi WindmillCAR's in 2020 with $777 
Trillion in the Trunk for Exodus Jews. 

12-23-2019 Emirates ToTok spys on Genius Rabbi's Masterminding a Trunk filled 
with $777 Trillion from Mecca's Riches beyond belief. 

12-23-2019 The menorah lighting is a central part of Hanukkah, which celebrates 
the victory 2,000 years ago of the Jewish Maccabees in their battle to regain 
Jerusalem from the Syrians. The menorah was used to cast light as they rebuilt 
their temple. There was enough oil to burn for only one night, but it lasted for 
eight. 

12-23-2019 Rabbi Schapiro, who used both hands to shield the candle from the 
wind; 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's to regain Jerusalem richer than Mecca and with 
Exodus to Sirius Jews NASA Rocket Scientists not Generals. 



12-23-2019 Genius Traffic Police; deadly 72 hours: One woman was killed by a 
truck that backed up into her; another person was struck by a private sanitation 
truck; a third was hit by three vehicles at once. Three other victims were over 65. 
In total, six pedestrians were killed from Wednesday to Friday in a spate of traffic 
crashes in Manhattan, Brooklyn and Queens. As of Thursday, 114 pedestrians have 
been killed in car collisions in New York City so far this year compared with 110 in 
2018. Genius Police would have all the flashing light ON, ON with the Digital Road 
Work signs Warning you of a traffic stop if you Fail your Driving Test in 
Manhattan, Brooklyn and Queens making a turn. On Wednesday morning, Lin 
Zhisheng, 67, was walking near Main Street in Flushing, Queens, when he was hit 
by a car as it turned into a parking garage. Later that day, Xue You, 75, was 
crossing 52nd Street in the Sunset Park area of Brooklyn when a 21-year-old 
driving a white Jeep made a left turn onto the street and hit her. The following day 
around 3:30 p.m., a box truck driving down Third Avenue near Sunset Park hit an 
85-year-old man, Brendan Gill, as he was crossing the street. Hours later in the 
SoHo neighborhood of Manhattan, Katherine Miller, 26, was struck by a Ferraro 
Foods truck when it reversed into her on Broadway, near Howard Street. She was 
pronounced dead at the scene. On Friday morning, the collisions continued. At 
about 4:45 a.m., a private sanitation truck hit a man who was walking in a marked 
crosswalk in the Hell’s Kitchen neighborhood of Manhattan. He has not been 
publicly identified. Genius Police would have all the flashing light ON, ON with the 
Digital Road Work signs Warning you of a traffic stop if you Fail your Driving Test 
in Manhattan, Brooklyn and Queens making a turn. iPhone 11 Max with the extra 
memory will have the video of all these turns, and license plate numbers zoomed in 
on with the zoom lens on the iPhone 11 Max. Waiting for the Cell GPS to call the 
driver by AI. 

12-23-2019 Genius Police; Hiring 500 More Police Officers for the Subway Is a 
Misuse of Funds. Genius Police will have iPhone 11 Max with the extra memory, 
GPS Google Map of everyone with a cell phone and their travel history mapped. 
F-35 Radar will be invented for these Genius Police too. Super computer 
simulations of NYC Subways, vision only a super computer simulation can give 
you. 

NYPD Subway's Big Screen! Invention projects on the Big Screen for Genius Police 
with iPhone 11 Max with the extra memory and zoom lens! 
Big Screen have you seen this guy running... grin. 



‘Serendipity’ 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 invention projects on the Big Screen! 



Genius Police will have iPhone 11 Max with the extra memory, GPS Google Map of 
everyone with a cell phone and their travel history mapped. F-35 Radar... audio 
better than Siri 

12-23-2019 Our Best Christmas Recipes Rx Recipe Pink crunched hacked from 4 
trillion Rx Recipes all trade secrets the NY Times will not print for MD Wife's at 
Yale in New Haven on Match.com; 4 Yale MD Wife's, Legal Polygamous Marriage 
driving to 4 Nobels in Medicine Marriage!!!! Put this on Match.com! 

Notre-Dame cathedral; 700 Tons of Diesel will fill the air in Paris today! Yesterday 
a Barge With 600 Gallons of Diesel Sinks Off Galápagos Islands. 

Notre-Dame cathedral; 700 Tons of lead in the smoke from the fire. Women who 
smoked during the fire some will get breast cancer ovary cancer too. 



12-23-2019 Black smoke, caused by burning Key West Recycled plastic as fuel at a 
tofu factory, is seen in Tropodo, Indonesia. Plastic particles in the smoke are in the 
cooking tofu and those who breath in the air! ... the second-highest level of dioxin 
ever found in Asia. 

12-22-2020 The Rise of Skywalker, will spin off "The Rise of Dr. Einstein MD's" on 
1 click Amazon links to 1,001 IP invention projects with AI specs and Genius 
Tutors. A Disney Star Wars Movie. 



12-22-2020 Walk into Star Bucks at Star Wars and the Movie "The Rise of Dr. 
Einstein MD's" will be on the 8K 80" monitors... Disney Galaxy Edge at Orlando 
will be the first with this Starbucks. And many Rx Latte's. Starbucks, they all got 
big tech upgrades between The Force Awakens The Last Jedi and this film. 

12-22-2019 In France, Holiday Skating Rinks Are an Unlikely Climate 
Battleground, diversion from the Smog and Diesel in Paris air on Christmas Day. 
French Troops Kill 33 Militants in Mali, Macron Says Cheering the 'Kills' as if he 
won WW II. $33 Trillion is on the French Battlefield in Mali Macron will say this 
only to his French Generals who go along with breathing the diesel air in Paris, a 
war crime using poison gas on civilian's in Paris to make money off French Owned 
Oil wells. Christmas cheer is competing with growing concern about the 
environmental cost of French Owned Oil in Africa when Sirius the North Star is no 
longer light years from Earth among the French Intellectuals. St.-Malo, the debate 
over the diesel reflects a visible menace even non-intellectuals can see when they 
breath the air in Paris and St. Malo. 72 percent of French people said they had 
become more aware of the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's secret files and sanctions by 
Macron for Trillions more in oil revenues. A War Crime. On the first night of the 
Christmas market in Rennes, families gathered under umbrellas to ride the 
carousel and watch the lighting of the Christmas tree, when they should have been 
riding in a 2020 Ford WindmillCAR with $777 Trillion in the trunk. Riches beyond 
belief for the French People taken from them by Macron and his Generals. Riches 
of the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's driven into a French Christmas Village Castle. 
Thames House in London, the headquarters of MI5, the British domestic 
intelligence ruled stupid as a dumb house cat for not catching the BP Oil Trillions 
and letting the Royals poison the London Air with Diesel and other exhaust while 
putting sanctions on the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR. 

12-22-2019 $777 Trillion in cash; The French finance minister, Bruno Le Maire, 
left, and his Beninese counterpart, Romuald Wadagni, right, signed the currency 
reform agreement in Abidjan, Ivory Coast, on Saturday. President Emmanuel 
Macron of France and President Alassane Ouattara of Ivory Coast watch from the 
background. Way in the background are 10,000 000 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's for 
all of Africa and the Ivory Coast. Dakar, Senegal — A bloc of West African states 
took a step away from a French-backed Oil Revenues $$$ for the riches of the 2020 
Ford WindmillCAR. France still wielded significant power in the region through 
both the currency and its extensive military presence there, killings many women 
and children with sanctions on 10,000,000 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's for all of 



Africa, a serious war crime. These Reporters Lost Their Jobs. This is the Story 
They Couldn’t Tell." By SARAH MERVOSH, AMY HARMON and NICHOLAS 
BOGEL-BURROUGHS NY Times $$$ 

12-22-2019 "Decades Later, His Student Debt Came Back to Haunt Him, then 
going into Starbucks they sold out to Comcast. iMac and Mac Book Pro's are not in 
the Starbucks Apple Computer Lab. Sold out for $200 Chrome books and 
Facebook in times of Invent book and 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP invention 
projects with specs and Einstein tutors! 4 trillion Rx Recipes all trade secrets 
hacked and given to the girl scouts for Rx Recipes." By SARA ARIDI 

12-22-2019 Einstein Genius in 2020 on 1 Click Amazon in Moscow; When It 
Seemed Like Communism Would Take Over the World. At the end of 1919, the 
Bolsheviks were consolidating power in Russia, and spreading their message 
abroad. 1 Click Amazon is spreading 1,001 Nobels in Medicine around Moscow. 

12-22-2019 Boeing is Stupid as a House Cat; "Boeing Starliner Lands After Clock 
Error Prompts Early Return to Earth aborting a test docking with a 1980 model 
space station" NASA and its astronauts returned to Earth after problems during its 
first trip to space on Friday. NASA will return to 100 Super Shuttles not built by 
Boeing but NASA with no temps from "Day Labor" USA. Boeing could not correct 
the orbit as it ran out of fuel. How stupid can you get when you spend all your 
spare time at the Qatar Trump Casino or watching porn? 

12-22-2019 Scandinavian nations had the best work-life balance. Scientists in 
Sweden were least likely to work during Christmas Day except the 8,500 Cuban 
MD's working for the King of Sweden on a Nobel in Medicine at his Palace in 
Stockholm. Grin! Dr. Van Bavel is trying to take a new approach in his lab. “A few 
weeks ago, I had a lab meeting where we created a work life balance policy to 
minimize the pressure to work on the weekend,” he said. To Hell with Olivia 
Newton John and Steve Jobs. Jay Van Bavel, a social neuroscientist at New York 
University, is vowing not to work during the Christmas holidays. No Pink 



Christmas tree either! 

12-22-2019 C.D.C. Links Deadly Listeria Outbreak to Hard-Boiled Egg Plant in 
Georgia Seven people in five states have been infected with the listeria strain, 
resulting in several hospitalizations and one death."By MARIEL PADILLA ...one 
death and four hospitalizations... cost $$$ Officials with the federal Food and Drug 
Administration direct deposit some money $$$ into their accounts today not in 6 
months or a year. Almark Foods in Gainesville, Ga near Jimmy Carters peanut 
plantation of course, grin. Day Labor Temps again. 1,600 people get listeriosis each 
year, and about 260 die. 

12-22-2019 Pasteurization of hard boiled eggs even when not kept refrigerated... 
Disney Star Wars at Galaxy Edge packaging that keeps hard boiled eggs 
refrigerated for 45 days. 1,600 people get listeriosis each year, and about 260 die. 

12-22-2019 Boulders Don’t Just Roll. They Bounce. Boulders, Rockfalls and 
Landslides in times of Olivia Newton John and Steve Jobs 'War Time' Mobilization 
to keep the 'cancer cell' from rocking and rolling into all their organs. Morgan and 
his collaborators from Cornell and Chile. Granite Boulders! A 1,000-foot-high 
scarp, a geological feature created by a tectonic fault, towered nearby. The site’s 
rocks tumbled down. Down and Out in Paris and London by Orwell needs to be 
updated for "Granite Boulders and Cancer Cells" What is cooking in the Kitchen. 
by the Chef. Map 'Granite Boulders' and the scarp in three dimensions, the 
research team scanned them with quadcopter drones equipped with cameras. They 
also scrambled up the scarp one day to get their own view. “It was on the edge of 
safe,” Mr. Morgan said. The scientists cataloged the sizes and locations of hundreds 
of boulders larger than roughly 6 feet in diameter. It made intuitive sense that they 
found the most boulders beneath the most jagged sections of the scarp. In times of 
Olivia Newton John and Steve Jobs 'War Time' Mobilization to keep the 'cancer 
cell' from rocking and rolling into all their organs.'Granite Boulders' are the 
cancer cells. 'War Mobilization' think tank are Tanks guarding the oil fields in 
Syria today. 



12-22-2019 Earth Real Estate; They Want More Space, but Need to Make a 
Sacrifice, end War's on Earth! Christmas Day 2019 there will be USA troops in the 
Syria Oil Fields for the Oil Revenues when their Generals know about the 2020 
Ford WindmillCAR's. Another War Crime of course. Earth Real Estate; They 
Want More Space, but Need to Make a Sacrifice - Oil Money for the Riches of the 
2020 Ford WindmillCAR's and spin off Nobels in Medicine. 

Genius Police will have iPhone 11 Max with the extra memory, GPS Google Map of 
everyone with a cell phone and their travel history mapped. F-35 Radar... audio 
better than Siri 

12-21-2019 MD Wife's at Yale in New Haven on Match.com; 4 Yale MD Wife's, 
Legal Polygamous Marriage driving to 4 Nobels in Medicine Marriage!!!! Put this 
on Match.com! 



12-21-2019 NY Times; Our Best Christmas Recipes. Recipes for gingerbread, prime 
rib, Yorkshire pudding and everything else you need for the holiday season. 

12-21-2020 NY Times; Our Best Christmas Recipes Rx Recipe Pink crunched 
hacked from 4 trillion Rx Recipes all trade secrets the NY Times will not print! 

12-21-2020 MD Wife's at Yale in New Haven on Match.com; 4 Rx Recipe 4 MD 
women will cook on Christmas 2020 when they are printed in the NY Times. 

12-21-2020 There will be 100's of other Rx Recipes in the 2020 Times, 1,001 Miracle 
Cure's from Rx Recipes that were all trade secrets on Christmas Day 2019. 

12-21-2020 There will be Once Again, America Had Its Own Einstein; “I have seen 
branches of trees as completely covered by them as they could possibly be,” John 
James Audubon wrote in 1830. Elite Art of the Diagnosis Dr. Einstein MD at Yale 
Key West Medical School, West Point Medical School Editors at the NY Times are 
all Dr. Einstein MD's. 

12-21-2020 The Rise of Skywalker, will spin off "The Rise of Dr. Einstein MD's" on 
1 click Amazon links to 1,001 IP invention projects with AI specs and Genius 
Tutors. A Disney Star Wars Movie. 



12-21-2020 Walk into Star Bucks at Star Wars and the Movie "The Rise of Dr. 
Einstein MD's" will be on the 8K 80" monitors... Disney Galaxy Edge at Orlando 
will be the first with this Starbucks. And many Rx Latte's. Starbucks, they all got 
big tech upgrades between The Force Awakens The Last Jedi and this film. 

12-21-2019 ‘We hereby impeach so-and-so for high crimes and misdemeanors,’” 
$777 Trillion $4 gas on the 4th of July USA. Torture and Murder of Olivia Newton 
John! 

12-21-2019 ‘Wine-Pink; "Democrats Sparred Over a Wine Cave Fund-Raiser. Its 
Billionaire Owner Isn’t Pleased." “It’s just not fair,” said the owner of the wine 
cave, who with his wife has donated millions to Democrats since the 1980s. By 
CAROL POGASH and NICHOLAS BOGEL-BURROUGHS “I’m just a pawn 
here,” said Craig Hall, who owns Hall Wines, which is known for its cabernet 
sauvignon, with his wife, Kathryn Walt Hall. “They’re making me out to be 
something that’s not true. And they picked the wrong pawn. It’s just not fair.” 
Lung Cancer is not fail to Georgia Tobacco Plantation owners living next to Jimmy 
Carter. “These people don’t know who they’re talking about when they throw me 
in the class that they did,” Mr. Hall said of the Yale MD women who war Wine is a 
cause of Breast Cancer and DUI murders, road kills. Many more than the 17 a day 
killed by Brazil cops. 

12-21-2019 ‘Wine-Pink; "Democrats Sparred Over a Wine Cave Fund-Raiser. Its 
Billionaire Owner light years from Einstein MD and Yale MD women with super 
computer simulations of Wine and breast-ovary cancers. 



12-21-2019 ‘We hereby impeach so-and-so for high crimes and misdemeanors,’” 
$777 Trillion $4 gas on the 4th of July USA. Torture and Murder of Tessa Majors 
in Morningside Park near the NY Times. The New York Times generally does not 
publish photos of minors accused of crimes. 

12-21-2019 "High crimes and misdemeanors,’ Bill and Melinda Gates. How long 
are they going to keep their 'savings' in the bank without spending it on 2 year olds 
with measles? Until they get $2 Trillion in savings!! 

12-21-2019 "High crimes and misdemeanors,’”...The shooting occurred just as 
President Vladimir V. Putin was congratulating the country’s top security agents in 
a ceremony at the Kremlin, less than a mile from the scene. For Russians, it carried 
a symbolic significance in that the security agency, the F.S.B., is seen as the most 
important and feared government institution... Mr. Putin, a former K.G.B. agent 
who headed the current security agency in 1998 and 1999. 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR's, 1998 Ford WindmillCar's were driven by KGB agents in secret! 
Its basement rooms were used as torture chambers for its predecessor agency, the 
K.G.B., during Stalin’s purges of 1937-1938. 1998 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's are in 
this basement today, on display for all KGB Officers with clearance, USA CIA too. 

12-21-2019 Olivia Newton John!; From the start, it was clear to police commanders 
that the murder of Ms. Majors was the sort of heinous crime that demanded an all-
out response from the department. The police commissioner and chief of detectives 
visited the scene the first night, and the department has poured detectives from 
other units into the investigation. 



12-21-2019 Olivia Newton John will die on the Senate Floor among her murderers! 
Senators all Oil Zillionaires thanks to Prince and King Salman, God is Great for $4 
gas on the 4th of July USA. A Law Professor’s Provocative Argument: Trump Has 
Not Yet Been Impeached" By ADAM LIPTAK Olivia Newton John has not died a 
tortured death by Trumps hands yet, his War Time Sanctions even on the Rx Pink 
Recipe to Cure Breast Cancer in all Stages in 8 days with a Rx Pink Latte at 
Starbucks. Noah Feldman, a Harvard law professor, said that President Trump 
technically won’t have been impeached until the House sends the articles of 
impeachment to the Senate.Credit... Harvard Law with $777 Trillion in Oil 
Revenues and sanctions on the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR for Harvard Class 
Christmas Presents for the 2019 Christmas Season at Harvard. Kerry has to debate 
this War Crime at every Christmas Party in Boston this week! police killed an 
average of 17 people every day in Brazil last year, DUI VFW drunks in Boston 
killed even more people crossing the streets. ‘We hereby impeach so-and-so for 
high crimes and misdemeanors,’” $777 Trillion $4 gas on the 4th of July USA. 

12-21-2019 Some time passes and they never say out loud Time is a New CERN 
God Particle. police killed an average of 17 people every day, Let there be light at 
CERN another God Particle. Zillions of Galaxies hidden from view behind the 12 
Trillion Galaxies we can view today. 

12-21-2019 These decades of the 2020 Ford WindmillCar in Brazil lead to the Elite 
Ruling Class to kill 17 poor people a day because there were poor... 

12-21-2019 These Decades of the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR at the NY Times lead to 
the murder of Tessa Majors at Morningside Park near the NY Times. 



12-21-2019 These Decades of the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR at the NY Times lead to 
the murder of Tessa Majors at Morningside Park near the NY Times. 

12-21-2019 Harvard Law said that was a poor analogy. Boston riches vs Mecca 
Riches, in Boston they face Harvard Law Shool and pray 5 times a day. God is 
great for $4 gas on the 4th of July as most gas stations in the USA are owned by 
Harvard, grin! The debate struck some observers as fit for a faculty lounge but of 
no larger consequence. The two Harvard professors were “engaged in what may 
truly, and literally, be described as a paradigmatic *academic* debate about 
whether the House 40,000 Trump Towers build in Qatar and Saudi Arabia for their 
citizens not the Homeless in Boston. On that point, Professors Tribe and Feldman 
were united in their disagreement, if for different reasons. It’s paradigmatically a 
dispute about what people are saying in the highest circles of the U.S. government 
about the most significant thing 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's!! Highest circles of the 



US State Dept. Kerry will be on Saturday Night Live debating the torture and 
death of Olivia Newton John over a $7 Trillion dollar Pink Manhattan Project 
when the State Dept has the Perks and bonus money from $777 Trillion in oil 
Revenues. Some time passes and they never say out loud Time is a New CERN God 
Particle. police killed an average of 17 people every day in Brazil last year, Kerry 
might have killed this many a day in Vietnam too. He will never make this public as 
killing so many makes you look Psychotic. Art of the diagnosis by Yale Dr. Lisa 
Sanders MD will ask for another $7 Trillion for a Rx Recipe killer Cure or just 
brain surgery for million military men and women in combat. Pentagon's women in 
combat or Brazil's women in combat will kill 17 people a day once they get started 
killing. Ask Kerry, grin. Kerr y's inner circle is that of Prince Salman, with talk 
and cheers of many bone saw killings long before the Washington Post reporter was 
cut up. 

12-21-2019 How did the Emperor create so many Star Destroyers? USS Jimmy 
Carter Nuke Subs 100's instead of NASA Super Shuttles in a Train... “Star Wars” 
is anti-technology, pro-“feelings” — a very ’70s sensibility. The Empire is a rigid, 
militaristic hierarchy, obsessed with its high-tech weaponry. But underlying it is an 
older tradition, represented by Darth Vader, that’s religious, mystic. The 
“technological terror” is obliterated, but Vader escapes: Like Sauron, he can’t be 
destroyed, only driven out by the West Point Medical School. Exodus to Sirius by 
the Jews who paid for this by confiscating $777 Trillion from Mecca. 

12-21-2019 Ultimately a religious film Star Wars Exodus by the Jews to Sirius, the 
North Star! 

12-21-2019 Kylo Ren 

12-21-2019 Rey Starwalker 

12-21-2019 As Modi Pushes Hindu Agenda, a Secular India Fights Back $777 
Trillion in oil revenues, riches beyond belief. 40,000 Trump Towers built in Qatar 
and Saudi Arabia in 2019 not India. 

12-21-2019 2020 Ford WindmillCars is the foundation on which India will be built 
for Star Wars and Exodus to Sirius! 

12-21-2019 1984 HQ is built on this Orwellian killings; Where the Police Wear 
Masks, and the Bodies Pile Up Fast.The police killed an average of 17 people every 
day in Brazil last year, and rogue officers are killing even more off duty. “I’m a 
hero to my people,” one militia leader said. By AZAM AHMED $777 Trillion in 
mercenary pay lets the Brazil Cops send their wife's and daughters to the USA for 



Breast Cancer chemo. 

12-21-2019 China’s Leader Xi Warns Against ‘External Forces’ 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR driven into Macau and Hong Kong, forceful idea of the Gravity 
Engine Car on the front page of the Macau and Hong Kong NY Times! 

12-21-2019 ...The shooting occurred just as President Vladimir V. Putin was 
congratulating the country’s top security agents in a ceremony at the Kremlin, less 
than a mile from the scene. For Russians, it carried a symbolic significance in that 
the security agency, the F.S.B., is seen as the most important and feared 
government institution... Mr. Putin, a former K.G.B. agent who headed the current 
security agency in 1998 and 1999. 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's, 1998 Ford 
WindmillCar's were driven by KGB agents in secret! 

12-21-2019 Christmas Gift Card; pink Starbucks gift card for a Rx Pink Recipe 
Latte that cures breast-ovary cancer in all stages in 8 days. A Nobel in Medicine 
Prize Winner. 

12-21-2019 2,500 New York City police officers now patrol the , Gov. Andrew 
Cuomo and M.T.A. officials have said the transit authority needs to add hundreds 
500 of their own officers because of an increase in crime and quality of life 
problems. The facts don’t bear that out. 

12-21-2019 Genius Police like Amazon Genius Tutors with 1 click iPhone 11 Max 
and GPS tracking of every cell # in the subway and call. 2,500 New York City police 
officers now patrol the subways who can be turned into Genius Police with iPhone 
11 max, as body cameras and much more. Star Wars Posters in the Subway with 
Star Wars Police as Genius Cops. Subway robbery complaints are up roughly 10 
percent, that represents an additional 46 robberies. There have been three murders 
and three rapes in the subway. Genius Police at Star Wars will be like iPhone 11 
Max iDash Cams in your car, iTickets, iCop in your car that can talk to you. Never 
getting pulled over by flashing red lights in the NYC Subway. Genius. Yes F-35 
radar in the Subway too, grin. Lost bags and Mac Book Pro's are history. Charges 
of fare evasion. are null and void with Qatar and Saudi Arabia paying for NYC 
subways. Quality of Life in NYC subways will be helped by the Police to surpass the 
Quality of life in Qatar and Saudi Arabia, live streaming video from these subways 
will be on monitors. 



12-21-2019 NY Times; Our Best Christmas Recipes. Recipes for gingerbread, prime 
rib, Yorkshire pudding and everything else you need for the holiday season. 

12-21-2020 NY Times; Our Best Christmas Recipes Rx Recipe Pink crunched 
hacked from 4 trillion Rx Recipes all trade secrets the NY Times will not print! 

12-20-2019 Giving a car for Christmas 2019 can backfire if it’s the wrong brand, 
model, size or color. At the very least, ask the salesperson for a temporary vehicle 
and bow, then let your betrothed make the final choice. A pro tip: make it a 2020 
Ford Windmillcar not a diesel engine car as she knows about diesel particles in the 
air on Duval Key West. 

12-20-2019 Giving an iMac to 4 MD Wife's in a Legal Polygamous Marriage!!!! 

12-20-2019 “Driving; Christmas Day, a Car without diesel monitoring is like 
driving with your eyes closed, to F-35 radar on all cars and roads” Eyes Closed to 
the kids on the Duval sidewalks breathing it in. Maserati, Porsche, Tesla, BMW 
and Land Rover models. Even a Nissan GT-R. With the The Lanmodo Color Night 
Vision Camera system uses light amplification to show objects nearly 900 feet away. 
This photo is without the car’s headlights, 900 feet ahead are light up nicely!! It’s 
$500 on Amazon; 2020 Ford WindmillCAR a luxury vehicle with a big pink bow 
and pink Starbucks gift card for a Rx Pink Recipe Latte that cures breast-ovary 
cancer in all stages in 8 days. A Nobel in Medicine Prize Winner. 



12-20-2019 NY Times Christmas Gift no one else can give; 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR's!! Spin off will be your 'Electricity Bill' will drop, to Zero in a all 
electric USA on Christmas Day. NYC with free electricity will marry 1,001 
invention projects on 1 Click Amazon only Disney at Star Wars Galaxy Edge can 
imagine!! 

12-20-2019 11 Year old girls from rich families in 2020 don't send her to a Apple 
Computer Workshop... to train on Mac, iMac, Mac Book Pro's. All her 'Art' has 
been lost because her parents. Painter of super computer simulations at 12 years 
old, not in today culture, Paris! 

12-20-2019 "Geneva; President Trump Deserves a Real Trial for War Crimes in 
the War on Cancer in Geneva!" 

12-20-2019 After a diagnosis of Breast-Ovarian Cancer (After Impeachment,) 
Angry Women Look to Vindication in Jewish Exodus at Sirius costing $770 Trillion 
leaving $7 Trillion for a Rx Pink Recipe Latte at Starbucks (an Angry Trump 
Looks to Vindication in November) President Trump, barring the unforeseen, will 
be the first American president to face voters after being charged with high crimes 
and misdemeanors. 2 White Men at 1984 HQ will be the first to face Olivia Newton 
John, as they have been avoiding her at Saddam Palace in Baghdad. Or they are at 
the Palace in Saudi Arabia. 



12-20-2019 Geneva Cancer War Crime Cops have the audio and video of Breast 
Cancer Cure Blunders women world wide can now sue the Top Brass $$$ “They 
shot my wife 17 times,” Mr. Mangudadatu, now a member of the Philippine 
Congress, told journalists in Manila recently, choking back tears. “They shot her 
on her breasts, her private parts. Such unimaginable cruelty.” 

12-20-2019 ...they shot her 17 times in the breast and pussy... political leaders to 
finally act to end state support for ‘private armies’ and militias that promotes the 
political warlordism that gave rise to ...shooting her 17 times in her breast and 
pussy... Men in every Nation give rise to this kind of shooting. Art of the Diagnosis 
of this shooting goes to the Pentagon West Point Medical School. Women in combat 
shoot the prisoners 17 times... 

12-20-2019 "The police killed an average of 17 people every day in Brazil last year, 
and rogue officers are killing even more off duty. “I’m a hero to my people,” one 
militia leader said." By AZAM AHMED Pink deaths in Brazil are not Headline 
news from the NY Times. 40K Pink dead in the USA in 2019, 40,000 in Brazil, 
20,000 Ovary Cancer... who is killing who what why? 

12-20-2019 Clan's Salman-Trump, Bush, Bush, Kennedy, USA Musharraf Pakistan 
Sheikh Mohammed Bin Rashid Al Maktoum in Dubai - Philippine Clan's, Leaders 
Guilty in Political Massacre of Scores of People" By JASON GUTIERREZ NY 
Times!! 



12-20-2019 Clan Bill and Melinda Gate's for Christmas 2019 Robbed Samoa Earth 
of 100,000 Children via Measles and Win 10. funeral of Valisa Talosaga, 2, who 
died in a measles epidemic, Bill and Melinda Gates were not at the 2 year old's 
funeral. No Donations either. ...a coconut across the floor 2 year old her giggles. $2 
Trillion Rolls across the Minds of Bill and Melinda Gates. How long are they going 
to keep their 'savings' in the bank without spending it on 2 year olds with measles? 
Until they get $2 Trillion in savings. Measles have hit every region of the planet this 
year, so much for Bill and Melinda Gates on this Planet. Bill and Melinda Gates 
have been quite complacent... 



12-20-2019 Black smoke, caused by burning Key West Recycled plastic as fuel at a 
tofu factory, is seen in Tropodo, Indonesia. Plastic particles in the smoke are in the 
cooking tofu and those who breath in the air! ... the second-highest level of dioxin 
ever found in Asia. 

12-20-2019 Owner of the Tofu cooking Kitchen makes a fortune from cheap 
recycled plastic bottles from Key West $$$ $$$ ...Jakarta, already one of the 
world’s most polluted cities is the next target for sales of Key West recycled plastic 
bottles. “Operating an incinerator without dioxin monitoring is like driving with 
your eyes closed,” Like driving a gas engine car when we are building a gravity 
engine car. Plastic Bottle fueled stove or Electric Stove. Bill and Melinda Gates are 
the criminals here! 

12-20-2019 2020 Ford WindmillCar's; But it was unclear how many tofu makers 
actually made the change to electric Stoves... sanctions by Trump are in your tofu 
world wide. Well Dioxin world wide from no electric stoves world wide delivered by 
the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR Culture, Chefs. 

12-20-2019 ‘Survivor’ Breast Cancer Season 39 on CBS. Million have died in the 
first 39 Seasons of Survivor at CBS TV. 



12-20-2019 3 French Executives Convicted in Suicides of 35 Workers. The 
employees at France Télécom killed themselves in the mid-2000s after management 
sought to reduce the work force through a policy of harassment, a court found. 

12-20-2019 300 Princes in Saudi Arabia, UAE, Qatar harassed their wife's into 
hanging themselves in the Kennedy Barn after the Judge took away her 5 kids... 

12-20-2019 New Kind of Student Loan Gains Support. Paid for by Prince Salman 
$$$ Is There a Downside? Yes Mecca will be bankrupt within a few semesters! 
10,000 Princes and their kids got a free Yale, Harvard, Oxford, Paris education 
while in the USA they went into debt. 

12-20-2019 Christmas Day Tobacco Gifts from your Senators; Congress Approves 
Raising Age to 21 for E-Cigarette and Tobacco Sales 

12-20-2019 Senators who put sanctions on Tobacco sales will all have a MD from 
Yale... 



12-20-2019 Mayor of every City and Town in the USA will all have a MD at Disney 
Star Wars Galaxy Edge! 

12-20-2019 MD Wife's at Yale in New Haven on Match.com; Dr. Stanley Forwand 
spent six consecutive years searching online for the perfect woman. During that 
time, he doled out thousands of dollars on airline tickets and drove his Toyota Prius 
more than 70,000 miles to the homes of women he had met on dating apps, hoping 
to find “a steady and sane, loving partner for life.” “I went on a gazillion dates, all 
over Florida and to places like Philadelphia, Detroit, Charlotte — name a city and I 
probably went there on a date — and paid for dinner to boot,” said Dr. Forwand, a 
semiretired cardiologist who lives in Nokomis, Fla., about 70 miles south of Tampa. 
Dr. Stanley Forwand’s long search for a soul mate ended last year when he met 
Marjorie Barnes. Dr. Forwand, 84, and Ms. Barnes, 77, both can take a joke and 
dish them out, too. Ms. Barnes grew up with three brothers on a dairy farm, owned 
by her parents, the late Evelyn Friend and the late Willard Swartzentruber, in 
Oakland, Md. Ms. Barnes graduated from Franklin Medical Arts College in 
Philadelphia with a degree in X-ray technology. At 19, she married her first 
husband 

12-20-2019 Yale New Haven; name a city and I probably went there on a date. No I 
didn't want to marry a Women MD... this was censored out of the NY Times 
Wedding. Art of the Diagnosis by Dr. Lisa Sanders will write this up in the NY 
Times next week. 

Disney Star Wars Galaxy Edge 'Katrina' will do your brain surgery on Christmas 
Day in Orlando. $99.00 with a light saber, grin. 



12-19-2019 Christmas Day 2019 Oil Banked on a Bumper Crop of Oil Zillionaires. 
Whoops! 12 Trillion Galaxies could someday at Disney Star Wars Galaxy Edge be 
12 Zillion Galaxies. NASA without a fleet of 100 Super Shuttles has no idea. NASA 
women with no place to go for the holidays became a painful reminder of the 
isolation felt by many older Americans. NASA top brass know about the idea of 
Legal Polygamous Marriage in the USA to 4 MD Women at Yale or 4 NASA 
women... Merry Christmas Polygamous Marriage and Rocket Science Work on an 
iMac, Mac Book Pro we also get for Christmas 2019. 1 Click Amazon 1,001 IP 
invention projects to click on with specs and genius tutors too. Bezos!! 



12-19-2019 Christmas Day and Impeachment Day; Your NY Times lobby should be 
Open to New Yorkers have 100's of iMac with 8K monitors for your 10 million 
readers looking for 1,001 Nobels in Medicine. 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's outside 
the Place de la République in Paris!! NY Times Christmas Gift no one else can give! 
Christmas Gift West Point Medical School. 

12-19-2019 Christmas Day and Impeachment Day in Washington: History Emerges 
From Chaos of Geneva History of Warlords and Kings in their Trump Crimes 
against Humanity and the Universe. Jews in Geneva Emerge from the Chaos of 
their War Lords for Exodus to Sirius. 1,001 Nobels in this Exodus not like the other 
Jewish Exodus. Geneva War Crime Cops have a history of 1,001 Trump-Salman 
War Criminals. Trumps War Crimes 'Oil Revenues of $777 Trillion' will take place 
in Geneva with all their history, not just 3 Presidents of the USA impeached. 

12-19-2019 "1,001 Nobels in Medicine Mandate Is Struck Down by Federal Appeals 
Court" By ABBY GOODNOUGH NY Times!! 

12-19-2019 Third president to be impeached by the House, Olivia Newton John is 
the 30 millionth USA women to be tortured by War Lords spending her Pink Los 
Alamos Manhattan Project money on MIT War Toys, and the world's biggest 
Carrier docked outside Key West. 



12-19-2019 Olivia Newton John will die on the Senate Floor among her murderers! 
Facing a New Universe of 12 Trillion Galaxies and a 'Pink Genocide Holocaust' in a 
1984 live streaming time with Time being dissected by CERN in Geneva. Geneva is 
alive and well after all the time in Geneva. U.N. Peacekeepers in Haiti Said to Have 
Fathered Hundreds of Children By ELIAN PELTIER Top Brass in Geneva have 
their own Syphilis problems, lucky they can censor out sex diseases in the NY 
Times news about UN Peace Keepers. Welcome to Qatar’s Falcon Hospital. Please 
Take a Number. Souq Waqif Falcon Hospital, which, as its name does little to hide, 
is an entire facility dedicated to treating one member of the raptor family. Tucked 
in one corner of the main square in Doha’s old city. Qatar’s Falcon Hospital. 
Hospital Systems Art of the Diagnosis dedicated to treating Olivia Newton John or 
Members of the royal family who get to cut the line, like Cheney getting his 2nd 
Heart Transplant at the Pentagon's, West Point Medical School. Not Open to 
Millions world wide. ...no expense has been spared to treat falcons in a country that 
reveres them like no other member of the animal kingdom... Pentagon Chief 
Cheney expensive if you are going to Sirius or going to get a Nobel in Medicine for 
the Rx Pink Recipe for the Pink Latte at Starbucks. Status symbol is Cheney at the 
Pentagon not the MD's in Heart Transplant surgery. Today, the most sought-after 
birds can change hands for a few thousand dollars. The best, though, are worth a 
few million to the men — and it is always men who handle the falcons — who plow 
fortunes into a centuries-old pastime in the world’s richest country. Today 
Pentagon Women are Women in Combat making front page Headlines in the NY 
Times on Christmas Day! So much for God. To think of the resources at his 
disposal and they make their women, 'Combat Women' a War Crime! Sin! The 
falcons, and their owners, reap the benefits of the clinic’s state-of-the-art 
technology. Pentagon's memorial for Olivia Newton John, Hell No! Lured to the 
Pentagon by the promise of higher pay and perks paid off with $777 Trillion in Oil 
Revenues from $4 gas on the 4th of July another crime and sin. Pentagon 
billionaires, who rose at dawn to accompany their 'Combat Ready' falcons to the 
hospital, to bomb the Yale Key West Medical School and Hospital again on 
Christmas Day 2019. 25 Hospital Ships Docked at Truman Waterfront Park too. 25 
USS Jimmy Carter Nuke Subs are going to Dock here for Christmas Day! Yes they 
built 25 USS Jimmy Carter Nuke Subs in 2019 instead of 25 Hospital Ships. A War 
Crime! If their child was ill, they would send the driver, the maid or the wife to the 
doctor. “But if the falcon is sick, the man of the house will go himself.” Special 
Olympics Kids sick from Diesel are banned from the Pentagon. 

12-19-2019 Judge in Art of the Diagnosis; Germany is the European Union’s largest 
producer of cheese — making 2.2 million tons of it in 2017, more even than France 



or Italy — and specialty shops like Mr. Hofmann’s carry many different varieties. 
No one carries a Super Computer Simulation of Art of the Diagnosis from eating 
2.2 million tons of cheese. Side Effects are None today under this Judge, 
Judgement. 

12-19-2019 "Accused Dutch Crime Boss Is Arrested in Dubai Mansion" By 
CLAIRE MOSES "A high profile of Bosses groups of 1,001 criminals have not been 
arrested by the Dutch but all are being watched by 1984 Police. Books on Dutch 
crime people. “By trying and convicting these people, you don’t solve the 
underlying problem that the Netherlands is a transit country for cocaine,” said 
Sven Brinkhoff, an associate professor of criminal law at the Open University in 
Utrecht. “New people always rise up.” 

12-19-2019 "Accused Dutch Crime Boss Killer Is Arrested in Dubai Mansion" 
Prime Minister of the UAE and Ruler of Dubai His Highness Sheikh Mohammed 
Bin Rashid Al Maktoum was born on July 15, 1949. 

12-19-2019 General Musharraf is currently in self-imposed exile in Dubai Mansion! 
Prime Minister of the UAE and Ruler of Dubai His Highness Sheikh Mohammed 
Bin Rashid Al Maktoum was born on July 15, 1949. 



12-19-2019 Prime Minister of the UAE and Ruler of Dubai His Highness Sheikh 
Mohammed Bin Rashid Al Maktoum Is Arrested in Dubai Mansion on Christmas 
Day 2019 by a Jewish Member of the Jewish Exodus to Sirius, all his $777 Trillion 
in Oil Revenues was confiscated for the Jewish Exodus to Sirius, grin $$$. 

12-19-2019 Arrested in Dubai; Geneva wants to track and arrest Warlords World 
wide, 1,001 Warlords arrested in overnight sting, Geneva NY Times. Geneva's 
International - Security Agency. Exodus Jews are the Masterminds. 

12-19-2019 NYC 500 More Police Officers $$$$$ Will Patrol Subway. This is their 
Plan to save women. The new officers will combat fare evasion and address the 
system’s growing homeless population, Gov. Andrew Cuomo said. Cuomo said 
some Cops will Tell the women, Mary Kennedy was hanged in the Kennedy Barn 
because the Judge was bought, he took away her 5 kids in a 1984 Society. 500 cops 
will help ensure safety and quality of life for our eight million daily customers and 
for Prince Robert Kennedy Jr. Who also runs a Oil Company in New Haven. Cost 
for 500 cops $249 million over the next four years. While the 2,500 officers who 
safeguard the subway now work for the city’s Police Department, the additional 
officers will work for the transit agency as temps working like 'Temps' work. Judge 
is a 'Temp' hopefully a arrest will be made at the Kennedy Palace. A major shift in 
policing policy on buying the Judge that results in Mary Kennedy hanging in the 
Kennedy Barn. Crimes, like robberies, are on the rise. Cure is iPhone 11 Max with 
zoom and scan cameras and GPS cell Google Map of the encounter and tracking by 
Google Map their GPS cell and video trails. 500 cops doing this would catch arrest 
all the robbers. Subway dress code no Air Jordon's or Navy Hoodie!! 

12-19-2019 Nepal UN Employees introduced cholera to Haiti after the earthquake, 
starting an epidemic that killed more than 10,000 people and sickened more than 



800,000. The United Nations has apologized for its role in the epidemic but has 
resisted legal efforts aimed at compensating cholera victims and their families. 
“The U.N., though, hasn’t found a way to hold the troops of Nepal to account.” 
1,001 People from Nepal work in Qatar and Saudi Arabia put a tax on their pay. 
UN Tax on gasoline world wide. Grin. 

12-19-2019 Vasectomy by WHO at the UN for all UN Peace Keepers hired. “The 
U.N., though, hasn’t found a way to hold the troops of Nepal to account.” “Girls as 
young as 11 were sexually abused and impregnated” by peacekeepers, who were 
stationed in Haiti from 2004 to 2017, and some of the women were later “left in 
misery” to raise their children alone, according to the study by two academic 
researchers. “They put a few coins in your hands to drop a baby in you,” 

12-19-2019 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's outside the Place de la République in Paris!! 
NY Times Christmas Gift no one else can give! 

12-19-2019 Russian news reports said up to three people were killed in a shooting in 
or near the reception area of the "2020 Ford WindmillCAR's outside the" Federal 
Security Service headquarters in central Moscow. Moscow on Thursday evening, 
the security agency said in a statement that also reported several people had been 
wounded. Russian news reports said up to three people had been killed. “An 
unknown person opened fire near building #12 on the Bolshaya Lubyanka street,” 
A vast headquarters of the country’s powerful secret police agency, the main 
successor to the Soviet-era K.G.B., as well as to many other government buildings. 
The Kremlin is less than a mile away. Shortly after Mr. Putin ended the marathon 
session with journalists, which lasted more than four hours, the Moscow night was 



filled with the shriek of sirens as police and ambulances raced to the headquarters 
of the security agency, known by its Russian acronym F.S.B. Since Mr. Putin came 
to power nearly 20 years ago, the area around the Lubyanka has been off limit for 
2020 Ford WindmillCAR's year after year with each new accessory and 2020 with 
its 1' Windmills. 

12-19-2019 1 Billion in Pakistan the last 40 years the Army Generals Gas Money for 
$4 gas. A statement read — and with that single sentence, the army dismissed the 
country’s courts and Constitution; Generals in Pakistan drive 2020 Diesel Cars and 
Trucks not 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's same as USA Pentagon Generals. To Hell 
with the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR. Now that a judgment has been issued, the 
Pakistan Army has claimed, in its we-reject-this-verdict to drive the 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR in Pakistan and the USA. $4 gas money is riches beyond belief not 
the accessories F-35 Radar on 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's iPhone iDash Cam, 
iTickets, iCop in your car never pulled over by flashing red lights. Pakistan 
sentenced the former military dictator Gen. Pervez Musharraf to death - in 

12-19-2019 Oil Banked on a Bumper Crop of Oil Zillionaires. Whoops. 

12-19-2019 



2020 Ford WindmillCAR's outside the Place de la République in Paris!! NY Times 
Headlines! 

2020 Ford WindmillCAR's outside the Place de la République in Paris!! NY Times 
Headlines! 

12-18-2019 NY Times Pay Your Bill of $7 Trillion dollars to society, your Grade for 
the End of the Year 2019 is F, your NY Times Kingdom the size of Saudi Arabia 
failed to cure 'Pink Cancer' and 'War Crimes!' Crime in Morningside Park across 
the street from the NY Times too! Your NY Times lobby should have 100's of iMac 
with 8K monitors for your 10 million readers looking for 1,001 Nobels in Medicine. 

12-18-2019 NY Times Pay Your Bill of $7 Trillion dollars to society, NY Times pays 
Electric Bills for Christmas $$$ GULF BREEZE — A Florida man who once spent 
a Christmas without electricity is paying it forward literally. He paid the power 
bills for 36 families with past due accounts. Mike Esmond says 

12-18-2019 $45 Million Memorial Plan for Pulse Nightclub Draws Objections. $45 
Million spent on the New Vietnam Memorials in 2019 by Key West and this didn't 
make the front page of the NY Times yet; $450 Million dollar Trump Tower in 
2020 built for Tess Majors inside the Morning Side Park 110 Stories - 18 year old 
girl and 18,000 stories of murdered women in 2019. Sue for iPhone 11 Max 
blunders in caller ID and Google GPS map tracking all dangerous men and boys 
13, 14, 15. Navy Hoodie's and Air Jordon's greet you in the Lobby! Wall Street Bull 
and Fearless Girl 18 are part of this memorial. 

12-18-2019 1984 authorities can scan your phones, track your face and find out 
when you leave your home. One of the world’s biggest spying networks is aimed at 



regular people, and nobody can stop it. Tess Majors and her 3 teen killers are 
regular people, NY Times cheated a little on this article. Geneva War Crime Cops 
have a spy network too and they spy on Warlords Paid by Saudi Arabia and the 
USA. Geneva knows the 2020 Ford WindmillCar will be history sooner or later. 
United States and other countries use some of the same techniques to track 
terrorists or drug lords. Chinese cities want to use them to track everybody. 
Geneva wants to track and arrest Warlords World wide, 1,001 Warlords arrested 
in overnight sting, Geneva NY Times. Geneva's International - Security Agency. 
Exodus Jews are the Masterminds. 

12-18-2019 Chinese 1984 authorities can scan your phones, track your face and find 
out how much money to let you lose in Macau’s first casino, the Lisboa, has been 
joined by dozens more, turning the former Portuguese colony into the world’s 
biggest gambling center. 

12-18-2019 Florida 1984 authorities let you lose $1 Billion a week out of your pay 
check for Florida Lottery Tickets... 

12-18-2019 Star Wars Exodus Jews are the Spoilers of $777 Trillion Mecca is 
expecting to be direct deposited by Trump Oil Company USA. ‘Star Wars: The 
Rise of Skywalker’ Review Resistance is futile. Rey, Finn and Poe are back; so is 
Kylo Ren. No spoilers here. 



12-18-2019 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's in a Paris mobilization was not good news 
for the government of President Emmanuel Macron... that has $777 Trillion in Oil 
Bribes from Mecca. Christmas “2020 Ford WindmillCAR presents to all in Paris 
News no more Paris Gas Stations” and the government signaled on Tuesday that it 
had no intention of backing down selling gasoline for all of 2020. “On this gas 
station revenues my determination is total,” Prime Minister Édouard Philippe told 
the French Parliament on Tuesday. “I say it calmly: It is total Oil Company Owned 
by the Government of France and its all illegal.” 

12-18-2019 Paris 1984 authorities 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's outside the Place de la 
République in Paris!! 

12-18-2019 1984 authorities can scan your phones, iPhone 11 Max with zoom lens; 
Why would NYC and London put cheap Chinese Cameras on the streets and 
Parks? "Grainy surveillance video captured the robbery and fatal stabbing of 
Barnard College freshman Tess Majors in Morningside Park, it emerged in a 
Tuesday court hearing for one of her alleged murderers. A surveillance camera 
mounted atop a security booth near the entrance to the park was rolling as three 
alleged teenage muggers accosted and knifed Majors, 18, on Dec. 11, an NYPD 
investigator testified. “It’s a pixelated video,” said Detective Wilfredo Acevedo, 
adding that the clip captured “a little scuffle at the bottom of the steps, and poking 
motions towards the victim.” The video’s existence emerged in a Manhattan Cop 
Shop. Video of Tess stab wounds and Dr. Lisa Sanders MD art of the diagnosis if 
the Campus Security guard could have saved her life if he was trained is not found 
in the NY Times or NY Post. 

12-18-2019 Pink Eve; Trump Diatribe Belittles Impeachment as ‘Attempted Coup’ 
on Eve of "Pink Coup" In an irate, six-page letter to Olivia Newton John, Steve 
Jobs, Pink Ivanka diagnosed with Breast-Ovary Cancers. 



12-18-2019 The Nobel in Medicine Women; "The Wild Woman Awakens" is todays 
NY Times Headlines, tomorrows NY Times Headlines is The "Nobel in Medicine 
Women" goes to Disney Galaxy Edge at Star Wars. 

12-18-2019 Mecca NY Times Headlines and Front Page Pictures; Among the 
World’s Most Dire Places: This California Homeless Camp" By THOMAS 
FULLER and JOSH HANER reporting from Mecca. God is Great thanks to $4 Gas 
on the 4th of July USA. 

12-18-2019 700 people worldwide are killed every year by toasters. The United 
States alone has 300 toaster-related deaths. Most of the deaths are the result of 
electrical shock from sticking a knife into the slots to remove jammed toast. That is 
175 times more deaths from toasters than from shark attacks. 1 Click Amazon if up 
and running today would have this IP invention project with super computer 
simulations of all 175 toaster deaths. 

12-18-2019 Key West falling coconuts kill 150 people each year worldwide; 1,001 
Windshields are killed! 



12-18-2019 NYC NY Times Front page headlines with pictures; BOGOTÁ — They 
were two teenagers — once in love, now just friends — working the overnight shift 
at a McDonald’s in Lima, Peru, when they were electrocuted by a loose cable over 
the weekend. Inga’s family believes she was washing the floor when she hit a loose 
wire. Construction workers represented 61% of all work-related electrocution 
fatalities. Construction laborers, as a group, suffered the largest portion of fatalities 
at 23%, actually exceeding that of electrical workers (19%). While the rate of 
electrocutions dropped between 1998 and 2010, from over 150 per year to around 
80, the rate for construction workers remains the highest of all work-related 
electrocution fatalities. 220 volts kill you if you get electrocuted? You're going to see 
answers that say, “it's not voltage that kills, it's current”. ... Without voltage, 
there's no current. A car battery can supply let's say 600A, but it won't kill you 
because there's not enough voltage to push that 600A through you. 1 Click Amazon 
link for IP invention project on new circuit breakers for voltage. The volts are 
responsible for delivering the amps. Taser runs off 0.0021 amps at average 
performance. To explain this in simple terms, volts deliver the amps to where they 
need to go. The current drawn by an electric appliance as tiny as a 7.5?W, 120-V 
lamp, passed from hand to hand or hand to foot across the chest is sufficient to 
cause death by electrocution (Fatovich 1992). Electrocution is death caused by the 
passage of electric current. The main concern regarding electricity is that many 
believes that a normal household current is safe and insulated power lines do not 
pose a hazard. Electrocutions may result from contact with an object as seemingly 
innocuous as a broken light bulb or as lethal as an overhead power line. Toasters. ... 
The Reality: 700 people worldwide are killed every year by toasters. The United 
States alone has 300 toaster-related deaths. Most of the deaths are the result of 
electrical shock from sticking a knife into the slots to remove jammed toast. That is 
175 times more deaths from toasters than from shark attacks. 

12-18-2019 Bill and Melinda Gates arrested in their home in Dubai!!Accused Dutch 
Crime Boss Is Arrested in Dubai Mansion!! Ridouan Taghi, 41, is accused of being 
involved in multiple killings and of heading a criminal gang that smuggles drugs. 
Bill and Melinda Gates were arrested for driving a Deiseal Car. Shipping 1 million 
wood burning stoves to Africa for Christmas 2019. 

12-18-2019 Alexandra get this idea from a collection of Star Wars Bone Saw's at 
Prince Salamans in Saudi Arabia? "Did Our Lives in the Time of Extremely Fancy 
Axes" "What does the artisan's ax craze say about what we’re chopping?" By 



ALEXANDRA MARVAR What does bone saw killings world wide say about what 
we're driving, a gas engine car in time of the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR. 

12-18-2019 Macau; “After 20 years in Macau, it is difficult to find the clear lines 
between the two systems,” said Sou Ka Hou, one of 33 deputies in Macau’s 
Legislative Assembly and, at 28, a leader of a new generation of democratic 
opposition. China’s leader, Xi Jinping, arrived in Macau on Wednesday for a three-
day visit to Drive around and around in gas engine cars censoring any 
brainstorming sessions about the Gravity Engine Car invention. Professor's of 
social work at Macau Polytechnic Institute are now a gambling addiction counselor, 
light years from gravity engine inventions. The Venetian Macao, on the Cotai Strip, 
is the world’s second largest casino. Jews in Geneva gamble on the Gravity Engine 
Car inventions. 

12-18-2019 Mecca New "Oil + Riches Beyond Belief" is like the Military "Star and 
Stripes" Mecca writes; This Is an American Slum, in the Heart of California 

12-18-2019 Mecca 1 Million New 2020 RV's A/C gasoline generators are the best 
money can buy! 

12-18-2019 The Micro-economics of ‘The Expanse of 1,001 IP invention projects’ 
iPod size GE electric Generator fueled by a few drops of solid H. 1" Windmills 
generate enough electricity to power a Carnival Ships. The Minds of the NY Times 
editors give us "Our Lives in the Time of Extremely Fancy Axes" with pictures of 



1,001 Axes and none are small enough for a brain surgeon today at West Point 
Medical School. Times Readers on the Rooms That Changed Design. iMac on the 
end of your Treadmill is not in this article. Yet, grin. "Tips for Meeting the Parents 
of 4 Yale MD women Driven to a Nobel in Medicine Gamble!" Choose Los Alamos 
as a Honeymoon Destination in the Super Computer Lab. With Gina's gifts of 4 
Trillion Rx Recipes all hacked from trade secret vaults. 

Catalyst that will make you woo 4 MD women as wife's for a Nobel in Medicine 
Merry Christmas Day 2019. 



12-17-2019 $45 Million spent on the New Vietnam Memorials in 2019 by Key West 
and this didn't make the front page of the NY Times yet; 

12-17-2019 $45 Million Memorial Plan for Pulse Nightclub Draws Objections. NY 
Times 

12-17-2019 NY Times; Preposterous 1" inch windmill not a 100' foot GE Windmill 
Turbine Farm can power a cruise ships with -254 C super conductivity electric 
generators!! 

12-17-2019 $45 Million 80 Stories in "Morningside Park" "Yale Tess Medical 
School Skyscraper - Memorial. 

12-17-2019 Live streaming video of you (Tess Majors) in the ambulance on your 
way to the ER... Yes Yale Key West Medical School will have this accessory in your 
Times. 

12-17-2019 Geneva War Crime Cops are Paid Off not to Arrest Saudi Arabia, 
Arrest this illegal Oil Kingdom $$$ 



12-17-2019 Saudi Arabia Insisted Aramco Was Worth $2 Trillion. Now It Is. It Is 
Taken from 10 million Poor People in Bangkok and every other City of 10 Million 
World Wide all Illegal. Geneva War Crime Cops are Paid Off not to Arrest Saudi 
Arabia, Arrest this illegal Oil. 

12-17-2019 Assad With New Sanctions for 'Pink War Crimes' Senate on Tuesday, is 
set to enact biting punishments on the Syrian government, Russia, Iran, Olivia 
Newton John, Steve Jobs. Geneva Cops know who to arrest no matter! Grin. 
Geneva Cops are smarter than the criminals. By CATIE EDMONDSON 

12-17-2019 Again the 10 Million people in Bangkok and the 10 million 2020 
Ambulance Runs on live streaming video starting 1 Jan. 2020 for Yale Key West 
Medical School Students!! Head Start program by the Federal Government, Ha!! 

12-17-2019 TAMPA — A 4-year-old Florida boy is back with his parents months 
after a judge ordered a temporary separation over concerns that they were 
neglecting his cancer treatment, blunders by the West Point Medical School are 
neglecting his cancer Cure, Rx Recipe Cure for Cancer. 



12-17-2019 “A Tale of Two Women Painters: Sofonisba Anguissola and Lavinia 
Fontana.” The historically revelatory show. Show Time in 2019 is Disney Star Wars 
at Galaxy Edge 4 Women MD's from Yale married to Greg, Driving to a Nobel in 
Medicine in Art of the Diagnosis not 'Art', art today is painted by Super 
Computers, giving us super computer simulations HIV infected population is a 
most interesting 'Painting" that should be in the Paris Louve. Grand Mona Lisa is 
today a super computer simulation of HIV infected people. 

12-17-2019 “Self-Portrait at the Easel” (1556-57) invites us into her studio, while 
letting us know we’re interrupting. She shows herself at half-length, applying a few 
daubs to a painting-in-progress, a glowing Virgin-and-child scene. Her pigment-
smeared palette, which rests on a wooden shelf attached to her easel, is angled 
downward, jutting toward the viewer. She has rendered the palette so skillfully you 
almost feel that you can touch it. It is the most real thing in the painting and, by 
implication, in her world. 

12-17-2019 “HIV-Syphilis-STD Self-Portrait at the Easel” (1556-57) invites us into 
what the NY Times will not put on the front page. Editors with HIV and other 
diseases will not 'Come Out' in public with how many others they infected. 



12-17-2019 'Pig Art' China's Xi knew about Pig diseases and IBM Super Computer 
simulations; China Responds Slowly, and a Pig Disease Becomes a Lethal 
Epidemic. The bungled effort to contain African swine fever could result in higher 
Chinese food costs for years and shows the limits of Beijing’s top-down approach to 
problems. Xi is busy with 1 Million New Gas Stations. By KEITH BRADSHER and 
AILIN TANG NY Times. 

12-17-2019 Born around 1535, in a well-off family in Cremona, Sofonisba was the 
oldest of seven children. She began painting at an early age, using herself and her 
siblings as models. When she was around 11, her parents sent her and one of her 
sisters to train in the workshop... 

12-17-2019 11 Year old girls from rich families in 2020 don't send her to a Apple 
Computer Workshop... to train on Mac, iMac, Mac Book Pro's. All her 'Art' has 
been lost because her parents. Painter of super computer simulations at 12 years 
old, not in today culture, today the drive in gas engine cars not 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR's or Gravity Engine Cars. Geneva Cops on the take did this to 10 
million rich girls 11 years old. Just look at the faces in her best-known painting, 
“The Chess Game” (1555), which shows three of her sisters in a garden, absorbed 
in a competitive chess match. The girls are dressed sumptuously, in shiny, gold-
embroidered fabrics that cover their torsos like so much metal armor. Bands of 
pearls festoon their hair, in contrast to 3 sisters in iMac's with 55" monitors 8K 
watching each other painting their super computer simulations. 

12-17-2019 Apple- IBM Super Computer Simulations of the Electric Grid, trillions 
of miles of high power lines being built today, mostly in China. What Will It Take 



to Clean Up the Electric Grid, is well know as the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR and its 
Disney Star Wars Galaxy Edge Accessories of 1 Trillion Volts and Amps. Super 
Computer simulations of this have been run on IBM super computers over and 
over again and again. They are all at 1984 HQ of course. 

12-17-2019 Michel Mayor and Didier Queloz, of the University of Geneva, who 
were awarded the Nobel Prize this year. What will their 'Cheops' mission try to 
accomplish? Their goal is to find habitable planets. That means Cheops will focus 
on stars with exoplanets that range between Earth’s mass and Neptune’s. Not all of 
those systems will be aligned so that the planets actually cross in front of their stars 
and produce a transit blip. But at least a dozen should meet this criterion. 12 Stars 
out of 12 Trillion Galaxies with 12 Billion Stars in each Galaxy and Earth is in a 
High Data Tech Culture. But for these 2 Nobel winners in Geneva. What major 
space telescope missions are planned in the near future? NASA’s James Webb 
Space Telescope, designed to record infrared radiation from the universe’s earliest 
days and heat from exoplanets, is on track after many mishaps, the space agency 
says, for a launch on March 30, 2021. Another mission, the Wide-Field Infrared 
Space Telescope (WFIRST), designed to investigate dark energy. Sue for blunders 
in Art of the Diagnosis on Space Telescopes. NASA top brass lost a fleet of 100 
Super Shuttles with a Space Telescope on each because the NY Times Failed to pay 
it's bill of $7 Trillion to society. Picture the front page of the NY Times with 
NASA's fleet of 100 Super Shuttles docked in a train. Void of space walk repairs for 
excitement. A ‘Lost’ Opportunity 100 Super Shuttles in a Train. 

12-17-2019 Diesel in Morningside Park; How We Made Images of Methane, an 
Invisible Gas. The iPhone 11 Max was frozen to -254 C Absolute Zero. Diesel in 
Morningside Park is not Diesel. Diesel invisible to those walking into the UN today. 
Better to have made Diesel an invisible Gas visible on the streets of NYC. 



12-17-2019 $45 Million spent on the New Vietnam Memorials in 2019 by Key West 
and this didn't make the front page of the NY Times yet; $45 Million Memorial 
Plan for Pulse Nightclub Draws Objections. 

$45 Million 80 Stories in "Morningside Park" "Yale Tess Medical School 
Skyscraper - Memorial. 

12-17-2019 $45 Million spent on iMac's Mac's Mac Book Pro's Computer Labs (by 
City Hall) on Duval Key West; Not until the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's on in the 
Key West Citizen Newspaper, forget the NY Times, grin. 

12-17-2019 $45 Million spent on 'Bombs' for NAS F-15 training Saudi Pilots today; 
yesterday as no Pilots from Saudi Arabia are flying but the advanced ones already 
back in Saudi Arabia. 

12-17-2019 "15 prescription drugs a year; People in their 60s take an average of 15 
prescription drugs a year." By Jane E. Brody Spectrum of these 15 Recipes, 
cooking time and temp at 160F for 20 minutes is not in this article by Jane Brody at 
the NY Times. Who could use this info, MD's who write the 15 Rx or all over 60. 



What does the many different recipes for aspirin look like in a Rx Recipe cookbook. 
Can Amazon publish a Rx Recipe Cookbook? 

12-17-2019 "15 prescription drugs a year; People in their 60s take then get into 
their car and drive around Times Square. Even doctors who are well-informed may 
have difficulty driving around Times Square after taking 15 Rx. Would a AI Smart 
Car like the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR be able to crunch all 15 Rx and let the driver 
know the side effects, Yes! This is Star Wars Galaxy Edge today lost to Saudi 
Arabia Kings and Trump Oil Company. Pentagon Generals and Admirals in Key 
West have not determining the best or safest medications to prescribe for their 
troops or civilian's in the USA because of Saudi Arabia Oil Riches beyond belief. 
Would a AI Smart Car like the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR be able to crunch all 15 
Rx and let the driver know the side effects, Yes! Impairment of Generals and 
Admirals from to much Oil Riches in Saudi Arabia. Is there anyone at the RAND 
think tank alive today! Medical judgment is often required to enhance safety, this is 
why we need the West Point Medical School. WestPointMedicalSchool.com check 
out its web site, grin. MD's first rank still counts. Leave your comments. 

12-17-2019 

12-16-2019 ER at Morningside Park when Tess Majors drove in after watching the 
live streaming video from the ambulance run; this is the article the NY Times 
should have written up and will be with 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's are driven in 
NYC. 

12-16-2019 ER Tess in the ER live streaming video made public, in the NY Times 
Video section!! 



12-16-2019 NY Times Pay Your Bill of $7 Trillion dollars to society, Due by 
Christmas Day 2019. Merry Christmas and we need this money by Christmas Day 
2019! 

12-16-2019 Live streaming video of you in the ambulance on your way to the ER... 
Yes Yale Key West Medical School will have this accessory in your Times. 

12-16-2019 Key West Christmas Day Weddings!!!! Miracle Cure's, 4 Yale MD 
Wife's in a Legal Polygamous Marriage Driven in a 2020 Ford WindmillCAR to 
winning a Nobel in Medicine on Christmas Day 2019, 2020... Nobel in Medicine 
Weddings!!!! 

40,000 Pink Dead in 2019 for end of year reflections at the NY Times! 



12-16-2019 07872DV Starbucks oil $ purple heart After Majors’ stabbing, this 
Purple Heart Vet didn't think of Tess or War killings as senseless killing but a way 
of life for Purple Heart Vet's at Morningside Drive... this Purple Heart Vet has 
been Driven by the culture of West Point Drive to murders of Tess or other 18 year 
old women in Iran. Waiting for the Purple Heart guy to be Driven to your Park be 
it NYC or Baghdad. Culture of West Point for the Purple Heart Vet and culture of 
Air Jordon and Navy Hoodie's. France could sanction all Navy Hoodie's and Air 
Jordon's to save Tess walking through the Park in Paris but this will not happen 
until the Elite Ruling Class in Paris are made up of owners of the 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR's. After Majors’ stabbing, allegedly at the hands of middle 
schoolers, the educational institutions on the west side of the park have been 
stricken with grief. Now, everyone touched by the senseless killing took their grief 
to a little shrine for Majors on 116th Street and Morningside Drive. 07872DV 
Starbucks oil $ purple heart After Majors’ stabbing, is not stricken with grief as his 
killings in Baghdad or Paris Park mean nothing like the 13 year old in NYC. 
Educational institutions on the west side of NYC and West Point are the Drive; 
Drive to Kill should be the name of the Street Tess Majors walked up to stabbed 
with feathers blowing out of her jacket. Memorial made from Air Jordon and Navy 
Hoodie will be in the Park when the Elite Ruling class in the USA are owners of 
2020 Ford WindmillCAR's. Drive to this will kill many Tess. Purple Heart Vets will 
do the killing in some park miles from Baghdad or Morningside Drive! 

Morningside Park "Yale Tess Medical School Skyscraper in NYC" Memorial 
Skyscraper much better than the Key West Vietnam Vets Memorial. Vets failed 
Tess in many ways, marriage + murder and many more. Guard the Oil Fields in 
Syria Today. 

12-16-2019 Children on the Harlem side of the Morningside Drive park, where 
poverty is most predominant were failed by a lack of after school programming and 
other measures that circumvent children entering the criminal justice system. Men 
who go off to kill women and children in Baghdad and Paris were failed by 
Pentagon Wars World Wide by lack of after school programming by 4 Wife's or 4 
girl friends who Drive to not killing the cat or Tess in Baghdad. Entering the War 
Crimes Geneva System is like the 13 year old who killed Tess. Geneva War Crime 
Cops in the USA look up 07872DV Starbucks oil $ purple heart After Majors’ 
Generals let them read this web page. Geneva could put up WAR CRIME 
memorials with Park full of women and children layed out dead in every town and 
city in the USA. Purple Heart Vets would say this is War... not Star Wars making 
contact with Jewish Aliens at Sirius. Purple Heart Vets marry 4 MD women from 
Yale. Hell No We Won't Go... Department of Veterans Affairs and Medicare. We 
realize that a remedy for Killing Tess and Women-Children in Wars is a big taboo 
in our capitalist society. But it is necessary here, as the private sector puts no limits 
on price of $4 Gas on the 4th of July selling to Purple Heart Vets are given Perks 
and Blood Money from Saudi Oil killing when the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's will 
be Painted Pink and named Olivia Newton John with Pink Hearts on the 
windshield. 



U.S. Troops Could Soon Be Able to Sue Over Blunders, like Saudi Arabia's $777 
Trillion in Oil Revenues $$$. TB Vaccine Efforts, Syphilis, STD's fighting a war in 
Baghdad. Sue! 

12-16-2019 Tess in; Argentina!! Human rights activists and relatives of victims of 
the military regime, which killed up to 30,000 people, according to estimates, 
between 1976 and 1983. 1980 invention of the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR didn't stop 
the Military Men from killing, as they were driven by going to the park to rob Tess 
in Argentina! Since 2006, Argentina has undergone an enormous effort to punish 
former military officers and their accomplices. Courts have convicted 962 of the 
almost 3,300 people who have been accused of crimes against humanity, including 
murder, torture, and stealing babies from pregnant detainees and giving them up 
for adoption. "Pink Paradise Lost" 30K killed 1K arrested for war crimes... "Pink 
Paradise Lost." 

12-16-2019 West Point Medical School in French Towns; A scarcity of physicians is 
affecting Douai, a city of 40,000 in northern France. The New York Times. End of 
WW II didn't bring in the Troops of MD's to end cancers and diseases. It is illegal 
in France to move a body without a death certificate, which only a doctor can sign. 
But a doctor can be hard to find. Gas Stations in France are illegal in times of 2020 
Ford WindmillCAR's. If all MD's in France drove 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's the 
NY Times would have been writing up this article today not dead grandma at home 
waiting for a MD to sign off. French Elite Ruling class have spent decades profiting 
from Oil Revenues of $777 Trillion and have not paid their Doctor Bill for the Yale 
Paris Medical School for $7 Trillion. France should have spent $7 Trillion on the 
Yale Paris Medical School since the invention of the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's. A 
War Crime. 

12-16-2019 Qatar and Saudi Arabia ER. USA federal government, recognizing that 
neither up nor out was solving the problem for a growing group of patients, 
financed an experiment at the University of Colorado. The typical E.R. has 
surgeons on-call to treat patients with broken bones; following that model, the E.R. 
in Colorado set up a team on-call for patients with broken homes. Ski Qatar, Ski 
Saudi Arabia: Federal Government set up ER's for VIP citizens from Qatar and 
Saudi Arabia in Aspen and Vail. The E.R. at Yale, where I work, addressed a 
different group in need. Elderly patients who came to the E.R. after a fall were 
offered a follow-up at home. iPhone 11 Max follow up video calls... I worry that he 



won’t keep his spirits up, that his bed sore will never heal. Statistics on bed sores 
and map of their locations by the NY Times. Qatar and Saudi Arabia must have the 
fewest bed sores. Fed's need to look into this VIP treatment. By Gina Siddiqui Gina 
at the CIA needs to edit this article for CIA ER's. 

12-16-2019 ER at Morningside Park when Tess Majors drove in after watching the 
live streaming video from the ambulance run; this is the article the NY Times 
should have written up and will be with 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's are driven in 
NYC. 

12-16-2019 Yale Key West Medical School students today will search Google for 18 
year old girls stabbed to death as they arrived at the ER. Then they will write up 
this Hemingway House Nobel Novel for all the West Point Medical School students 
who did other Google searching today. 



Catalyst 100,000 that will make you woo 4 MD women in the USA to win 4 Nobels 
in Medicine; one for a super computer simulation of Disney Star Wars Galaxy 
Edge ER's. With steaming video of the emergency procedures! 100,000 2020 
WindmillRV's as housing in the USA, Greg's plans... for the 2 White Men at 1984 
HQ who should be in the ER cleaning up. 

Catalyst 100,000 Olivia Newton John's knocking on the White House with a Pink 
Dr. Lisa Oppenheimer MD fired by Trump and sanctions on getting into Los 
Alamos Super Computers. 

12-15-2019 Jeff Bezos, Amazon’s chief executive, once called out 'Pink' in a porn 
video, no not breast cancer pink, grin. Analyze this Bill of $7 Trillion dollars spent 
on Porn. 



12-15-2019 Jeff Bezos, Amazon’s chief executive, once called out 'Pink' in a porn 
video, no not breast cancer pink, grin. Analyze it, why did 40,000 USA women die a 
tortured death from breast-ovary cancer in 2019? No the NY Times Editors will not 
write this up for end of the year reflections in Amazon for 2019. From 500,000 
Photos to 116: How Our NY Times Editors Distill the Year in Pictures... #1 picture 
of the year 2019 on the front page of the NY Times will be Air "Jordan sneakers 
and a navy hoodie" when the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR is parked in front of the NY 
Times building!! Drop Dead Editors with Swiss Bank Accounts $$$ How We Made 
Images of Methane, an Invisible Gas. Images of $777 Trillion in gas revenues. 

Again the 10 Million people in Bangkok and the 10 million 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR's; How many Starbucks Coffee Trucks with food, grin. 

12-15-2019 $7 Trillion dollar Pay My Bill at Trump Towers, Qatar Mayor is 
building 40,000 Trump Towers in 2020 has paid his bill of $7 Trillion dollars. Key 
West Trump Towers and 25 Hospital Ships the Bill was overdue a year ago... 

12-15-2019 iMac Pro $7,999 add to bag click here! Smell the Rx Perfume Recipe it's 
no longer secret on an iMac! How the Big Apple Circus Ringmaster Spends Her 
Sundays, counting out her 7 Trillion dollar orders for iMac and Mac Book Pro's for 
'Sunday School' Jimmy Carter's Big Apple Ringmasters Sunday Schools iMac in 
the Center, Mac at $52,000 for kids in Sunday School listening to Steve Jobs talk's 
about getting a Miracle cure for cancer and diseases on a $52,000 Mac. Small Fry 
Lisa Jobs tells them the 'Lisa' Macintosh costed a few hundred not $52,000. How 
the Big Apple Circus Ringmaster Small Fry Lisa Jobs spends her Sunday School on 
a Mac, yes she bought several at $52,000 each with the 8K monitors at almost $8K 
each. 



12-15-2019 Track the kids on Amazon who buy; $7 Trillion spent on Air Jordan 
sneakers and a navy hoodie, in cost to society of Murdered 18 year old girls just in 
NYC. They can sue city hall for blunders in the City Park. Yale Key West Medical 
School Trump Tower was built in Qatar Not a Park in NYC. 

12-15-2019 Big Apple Circus Ringmasters MD's Elite at Yale Fear Moving 50 
Criminally Insane Patients all Warriors, Oil Cartel Members with $777 Trillion 
who refuse to click on Pay My Bill of $7 Trillion for a Rx Recipe Pink Cure for 
Breast Cancer and another $7 Trillion Bill way past due to put Vaccines in the 
Bottle Water, drinking water and Starbucks Latte. 

12-15-2019 Kings Mac in Qatar, Saudi Arabia, UAE, Kuwait this Sunday. NY 
Times Sunday Edition on how the Kings with Mac's at $52,000 each the Big Apple 
Kings Circus Ringmasters Spends their Sundays, on a Mac at $52,000 will be more 
interesting Sunday NY Times reading than How the Big Apple Circus Ringmaster 
Spends Her Sundays, driving the fleet of Rolls from London. Driving right into 
Summer with kids put to death by the '1984' Kings in "Hot" Cars. This Bill will be 
paid by Trump and Ivanka! 



12-15-2019 Amazon's and other Tech Company's own $7 Trillion on their Pay My 
Bill. this is way past due to put Vaccines in the Bottle Water. 

12-15-2019 Dr. Lisa Sanders; In the five years since she was given this diagnosis, 
250 a year were murdered by 13 year old boys going to the park to rob people. She 
went to the park... to talk about the 2020 Ford WindmillCar's. 

12-15-2019 NYC Einstein Medical School Pay My Bill for $7 Trillion dollars; Tessa 
Majors 18 Killing: Boy, 13, is Arrested. He appeared in court for murder! He will 
kill again and again is the diagnosis we all know. 

12-15-2019 Pay My Bill; $7 Trillion dollars for a daily dose of aspirin at Star Wars 
Galaxy Edge at Star Wars, 13 year old's can drive the gravity engine car ride. 

12-15-2019 JPMorgan Chase Pay Your Bill of $7 Trillion for Bottled Water. 
Elastic’s free software tool, which people use to search and analyze data, and would 
sell it as a paid service. Amazon went ahead even though Elastic’s product, called 
ElasticSearch, was already available on Amazon. Vaccines in the drinking water 
'Tool for code' vaccines in bottled water 'tool for code' was erased like the Movie 
"Erased" Made for Amazon and Apple TV movies 'Vaccines in the Bottled Water' 



was erased. Software start-ups have a phrase for what Amazon is doing to them: 
‘strip-mining’ them of their innovations. Pink strip-mining must have happened 
because of Jeff Bezos divorce and Porn Star Videos. Time he watches porn too. 
'Strip-Minding' the CEO. Software start-ups have a phrase for what Amazon is 
doing to restock Starbucks with the Rx Recipe Pink for a breast cancer cure as 40K 
USA women were strip-searched by cops, murdered by those who head Amazon 
and Start-ups in 2019 driving gas engine cars to the $7 Trillion kickbacks from 
Qatar-Trump Casino. Yes Jeff has Casino Time down for every Sunday. No Jimmy 
Carter does not spend any time or money at the Qatar Trump Casino but his grand 
kids buy Florida Lotto Tickets instead of iMac at $4,999. Offering computing 
power and software to companies. And Amazon is its single-biggest provider. 
Offering Vaccines in bottled water to Bill and Melinda Gates. Software start-ups 
with Super Computer Simulations of vaccines in bottled water. Watch this in your 
Minds-Eye! 

12-15-2019 Jeff Bezos, Amazon’s chief executive, Pay Your Bill of $7 Trillion 
dollars for bottled Water. 

12-15-2019 Jeff Bezos, Amazon’s chief executive, once called out 'Pink' in a porn 
video, no not breast cancer pink, grin. Analyze it, why did 40,000 USA women die a 
tortured death from breast-ovary cancer in 2019? No the NY Times Editors will not 
write this up for end of the year reflections in Amazon for 2019. 



12-15-2019 Amazon has since added 'Cloud' services at a blistering pace, going 
from 30 in 2014 to about 175 as of December. It also built in a home-field 
advantage: simplicity and convenience. Customers can add new Cloud services with 
a single click and use the same system to manage them. The new service is added to 
the same bill and requires no extra permission from a finance or compliance 
department. $7 Trillion Dollar Pay Your Bill 1 Click by Jeff Bezos for Rx Recipe 
Pink crunched from 4 Trillion Rx Recipes all Trade Secrets better hidden from 
inventors than Cloud software start ups. Cyber attack on these 4 Trillion Rx Recipe 
for one Rx Pink Recipe to save Olivia Newton John from her death, murder by Jeff 
Bezos and Bill Gates with Melinda Gates watching. “The Red Wedding,” a bloody 
event in a “Game of Thrones” episode. Amazon’s giant sales teams can give Rx 
Pink Recipes access to a vast audience. Getting the Rx Pink Recipe into Los Alamos 
must go through the DOD and Pentagon first. Are there any Pink Wife's at the 
DOD? Pentagon? JIT. A.W.S. at Amazon. 

12-15-2019 Pink Dead in 2019; 40,000 Prime Leverage: How Amazon Wields Power 
in the Technology World. How many were Amazon and Apple Employees is 
classified by Jeff Besoz. 

12-15-2019 iPhone 12 Max Cameras; We used a custom-built FLIR A8389sc 
infrared camera to capture these images. The camera converts infrared energy into 
an electronic signal to create moving pictures. Its filter allows infrared wavelengths 
between 3.2 and 3.4 micrometers on the electromagnetic spectrum to pass through 
to the sensor For reference, humans only see between 0.4 and 0.7 micrometers 
invisible: methane gas. Amazon 1 Click also has 1,001 other things that are invisible 
to humans. You will be able to make visible with your iPhone 12 Max Camera. 



12-15-2019 iPhone 12 Max Camera make this Texas Money visible, how they spent 
it. Permian Basin in Texas, America’s largest oil field. $$$ At one point, we saw a 
well catch fire. After hearing a loud boom, we raced there — and arrived before the 
Fire Department. The police at the scene said it happened all the time. 

12-15-2019 $7 Trillion Dollar Bill Due from these Oil Men at 1984 HQ. "Production 
in the Permian Basin, in Texas and New Mexico, has helped make the United States 
the top oil producer in the world when the 2020 Ford WindmillCop Cars were fire 
bombed writing these guys tickets on the side of the road for $7 Trillion dollars. 

12-15-2019 $7 Trillion Dollars spent on the 1,001 best IP invention projects on 
Amazon 1 Click... results are in who won $7 Trillion in the Florida Lotto. Oil Men! 
Images of the Decade in MIT War Toy Drone's. Hospital Ships and Navy Carriers. 
Search Google for intelligent life on Earth. This is the catalyst that will make you 
woo 4 MD women as wife's for a Nobel in Medicine Merry Christmas Day 2019. 



$7 Trillion dollar Pay Your Bill for Brain Surgery Rx Recipe by Dr. Lisa Sanders 
MD Time Person of the Year! Pay CERN $7 Trillion for their Time Diagnosis! $7 
Trillion dollar Pay Your Bill for Brain Surgery Rx Recipe by Dr. Lisa Sanders MD 
Time Person of the Year! Pay CERN $7 Trillion for their Time Diagnosis! 

Recipe in Bangkok... 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's Food Vendors Cart's with a new 
Rx Recipe for 10 million and a Nobel in Medicine for a dinner. Michelin guide 
began recognizing street stalls alongside restaurants both with Rx Recipes for 10 
million. 

12-14-2019 Again the 10 Million people in Bangkok and the 10 million 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR's; Ms. Somboon’s daughter, who works in a law firm, orders 
takeout from her parents’ stall. A motorcycle delivers plastic bags of their food to 
the building. Ms. Somboon’s son lives in Colorado. He studied computers in Illinois, 
and he isn’t going to sweat it out on the streets of Bangkok for a living. “I taught 
him how to cook before he left,” Ms. Somboon said. “I taught him how to survive.” 
In Bangkok’s Fragrant Street Food, City Planners See a Mess to Clean. City 
planners prefer a more manicured Bangkok, with air-conditioning, malls and 
Instagrammable dessert cafes — and without the mess and noise of street vendors. 
Again the 10 Million people in Bangkok and the 10 million 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR's; Yale Key West Medical School in Bangkok, well the West Point 
Medical School in Bangkok most likely. The city hall leaders will read this today 
along with the NY Times article on Bangkok street food vendors. By Hannah 
Beech. “Without spicy food, Bangkok would be too calm,” Ms. Sopa said. "The 
value of the capital’s street food was underscored in another way when the 
Michelin guide began recognizing street stalls alongside restaurants offering foie 
gras emulsions and truffle ice cream." Yes the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's will come 
in a Food Vendor Cart Model. “Hundreds of thousands of women support their 
households with their cooking from a cart,” he said. “Do we want to take these jobs 
away?” Greg in Key West wants them to drive a 2020 Ford WindmillCAR that is a 
food vendors dream cart car... 100,000. 



12-14-2019 "13 year old with TB ask the Doctor what is TB; A Research Nonprofit 
Shutters TB Vaccine Effort and Lays Off Scientists" By KATIE THOMAS 

12-14-2019 JPMorgan Chase C.E.O. Says It Needs to Do More to Navigation; 
Qatar v!s USA 

12-14-2019 Qatar; NYC 13 year old murderer walked into the courtroom on Friday 
wearing black sweatpants, Air Jordan sneakers and a navy hoodie. He bit his 
bottom lip nervously as a court officer asked his name, then his age. “I’m 13,” he 
said. Stabbing of an 18-year-old Barnard College student, Tessa Majors, as she 
walked in a park near the school’s Manhattan campus has jarred New York City, 
and Qatar news about NYC. Qatar King put Morningside Park in Upper 
Manhattan off limits to all who will visit NYC. And warned about the dress code of 
young 13 year old criminals can be Air Jordan sneakers and a navy hoodie... how to 
spot a dangerous 13 year old the cops can't! 13-year-old boy, whom The New York 
Times is not naming because he is not being charged as an adult, told the police that 
he and two other teenagers had gone to Morningside Park specifically to rob 
people. King of Qatar reading this just put NYC off limits for Qatar Citizens. As 
they are all rich with iPhone 11 Max and diamond rings. No Qatar 13 year olds 
wear Air Jordan sneakers and a navy hoodie. Then, shortly before 7 p.m., the boy 
watched as his friend slashed the young woman with a knife and feathers from the 
stuffing of her coat came flying out, the detective testified. As of Sunday, there had 
been 20 robberies reported inside Morningside Park or on its perimeter this year, 
compared to seven in the same period last year. Since June, five people have 
reported being robbed on or near the staircase at 116th Street and Morningside 
Drive, near the location where Ms. Majors was stabbed. Recently, the police said, 
several teenagers had been arrested in a pattern of robberies in the area. 

12-14-2019 "13 year old with TB ask the Doctor what is TB; A Research Nonprofit 



Shutters TB Vaccine Effort and Lays Off Scientists" By KATIE THOMAS 

12-14-2019 Ominous Warning; $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues to finance TB, Crime; 
"U.S. Places Sanctions on Art Collector Said to Finance Hezbollah" By 
ELIZABETH A. HARRIS "Treasury officials say that Nazem Said Ahmad, a 
diamond dealer shown here in his Beirut apartment, used his art collection as a tool 
to shelter money used to finance Hezbollah" $777 Trillion in Oil Money Mostly 
spent on MIT War Toys. The United States said that Mr. Ahmad had provided 
funds “personally” to the secretary-general of Hezbollah, Hassan Nasrallah. Mr. 
Nasrallah has said that the United States is exploiting or even instigating anti-
government protests in Lebanon, which have drawn hundreds of thousands of 
people into the streets in recent weeks. 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's driven into 
Lebanon inciting RIOTS... 

12-14-2019 Key West guy on a old Navy War Ship still at war; A man who shot a 
protected bird in Key West on the Navy War Ship resting last year has pleaded out 
to killing the osprey. Josiah Fetzer, 23, of Valley City, Ohio, pleaded no contest to 
and was adjudicated guilty on Dec. 11 of cruelty to animals and violating the 
Migratory Bird Treaty Act, under which ospreys are protected. No one is protected 
from Oil Navy Warriors infecting men! 

12-14-2019 Qatar Again; talks between the chief United States peace envoy, Zalmay 
Khalilzad, and Taliban representatives in Doha, the Qatari capital, Again the 2020 
Ford WindmillCAR's driven into Doha, the Qatari capital, Yes they were all 
painted 'Pink' by Olivia Newton John. 

Recipe in Bangkok... 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's Food Vendors Cart's with a new 
Rx Recipe for 10 million and a Nobel in Medicine for a dinner. Michelin guide 
began recognizing street stalls alongside restaurants both with Rx Recipes for 10 
million. 



Recipe in Bangkok... 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's Food Vendors Cart's with a new 
Rx Recipe for 10 million and a Nobel in Medicine for a dinner. Michelin guide 
began recognizing street stalls alongside restaurants both with Rx Recipes for 10 
million. 

12-14-2019 Brain Surgery Recipe's; NYC will transfer the facility’s more than 200 
prisoners, including 50 deemed criminally insane, from a fortresslike building with 
bars on the windows and cement walls and ceilings into a unit of Manhattan 
Psychiatric Center, a civilian hospital close by on Wards Island. City Officials say 
the move, planned for January, is necessary because Kirby’s building has grown 
outdated. Outdated criminally insane Rx Recipes when the Brain Surgeons have 



been inventing and inventing new Star Wars at Galaxy Edge Recipes for Brain 
Surgery. Like mail and imail email iPhone 11 Max video's at Kirby today. Lets just 
say there are no iPhone 11 Max at Kirby today. But several employees — who 
insisted that their names not be used because they said they feared reprisals, they 
told the NY Times reporter By Annie Correal. Annie will write this article in next 
weeks NY Times if she does not get any reprisals from the Editors at the Times, 
grin. 

12-14-2019 Dr. Lisa Sanders; In the five years since she was given this diagnosis, 
she has tried several medications. Some helped her sense of smell and taste, but 
none allowed her to start running — much less racing. A couple of months ago, the 
patient started a new medicine called Dupilumab. It’s a drug that targets a key step 
in the abnormal pathway to inflammation and swelling. She already feels much 
better. 

12-14-2019 Dr. Lisa Sanders; In addition, nasal polyps commonly develop in 
children with cystic fibrosis. 

12-14-2019 Harvard Health Harvard Medical School Pay my bill; $7 Trillion for 
the Rx Recipe's that cure cystic fibrosis, TB, Strangely, the treatment for AERD is 
aspirin, the oldest member of the NSAID family. It’s not clear why, but a daily dose 
of aspirin, titrated as high as is tolerated without triggering symptoms, can both 
improve asthma control and slow down the regrowth of nasal polyps. Pay My Bill 
of $7 Trillion to discover why It’s not clear why, but a daily dose of aspirin, titrated 
as high as is tolerated without triggering symptoms, can both improve asthma 
control. Harvard Medical School Pay My Bill... $7 Trillion dollars due! 



12-14-2019 Harvard Medical School Pay My Bill, $7 Trillion dollars due; The 
woman’s mother was shocked by the rapidly unfolding events. Her daughter had 
been healthy and active her whole life. She had competed in triathlons and 
endurance races called Tough Mudders. But the past year, she told the doctors in 
the intensive-care unit, where her daughter was lying unconscious with a thick 
breathing tube down her throat, everything changed. Her daughter never had 
asthma until recently. Twice in the past month, she sounded so short of breath on 
the phone that the mother insisted she go to the emergency room. Each time, they 
gave her some prednisone and a breathing treatment. She’d get better, and they’d 
send her home. 

12-14-2019 Harvard Medical School Pay My Bill, $7 Trillion dollars due; Medical 
Blunders costing $7 Trillion dollars at Harvard Medical School. Harvard + Yale 
failed to pay their Medical Bills! 

12-14-2019 Medical Blunders costing $7 Trillion dollars! 

12-14-2019 Harvard Medical School Pay My Bill, $7 Trillion dollars due; At the 
hospital this time, it was three days before the doctors were able to stop the 
sedating medications and remove the breathing tube. Once awake, the patient kept 
asking how this could have happened. She’d never had asthma. She’d never been 
allergic to anything. But now she had severe asthma and was allergic to not one but 
two painkillers. The doctors in the hospital had no answers and suggested she see 
an allergist. 



12-14-2019 Medical Blunders costing $7 Trillion dollars! 

12-14-2019 $7 Trillion dollar Rx Recipe; NSAIDs interrupt the chemical chain that 
leads to an inflammatory response; that’s how they relieve pain. This Rx cost $7 
Trillion. 

12-14-2019 AERD is aspirin, the oldest member of the NSAID family. She did 
indeed have polyps. She had AERD. It’s a common disorder; up to 15 percent of 
those with severe asthma have AERD. Strangely, the treatment for AERD is 
aspirin, the oldest member of the NSAID family. It’s not clear why, but a daily dose 
of aspirin, titrated as high as is tolerated without triggering symptoms, can both 
improve asthma control and slow down the regrowth of nasal polyps. The patient 
tried taking aspirin for several months, but nothing improved. In the five years 
since she was given this diagnosis, she has tried several medications. Some helped 
her sense of smell and taste, but none allowed her to start running — much less 
racing. A couple of months ago, the patient started a new medicine called 
Dupilumab. It’s a drug that targets a key step in the abnormal pathway to 
inflammation and swelling. She already feels much better. She’ll know she’s really 
back to her old self once she’s tough enough for her next Tough Mudder. 

12-14-2019 Pay My Bill; $7 Trillion dollars for a daily dose of aspirin that will be 
the miracle cure that wins the MD cook getting this Rx Recipe a Nobel in Medicine. 
Lucky for her patients on their way to the ER with a attack. Pay This Bill ASAP... 



12-14-2019 NYC Einstein Medical School Pay My Bill for $7 Trillion dollars; Tessa 
Majors 18 Killing: Boy, 13, is Arrested. He appeared in court on murder and 
robbery charges. Detectives believe two other teenagers took part in the stabbing, 
an official said. All 3 dress code of Air Jordan sneakers and a navy hoodie. Be on 
the look out! Antidote Rx Recipe will cost NYC City Hall $7 Trillion dollars. 

12-13-2019 Burn Units in the NY Times; Fiery Cop Cars, Hell No! A Volcano was 
pictured on the front page, not a fiery cop car which there were some yesterday and 
today we have headlines in the NY Times for skin. "New Zealand Seeks Human 
Skin to Treat Volcano Burn Victims" By RONI CARYN RABIN The volcanic 
explosion on White Island left 27 visitors with severe burns, some covering up to 95 
percent of their bodies. Twenty-two are in critical condition. 10,000 have been 
burned in fiery wrecks since the invention of the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR. Usually 
no recipients waiting for skin, as there may be for organs like kidneys, the sheets 
are usually wrapped in gauze, folded, packaged individually, labeled and frozen. 
Donated skin can be kept this way up to five years. Fiery Cop Cars - “Many of us 
are still coming to terms with what happened.” ...for $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues 
mostly for Mecca! God is Great $$$ 

12-13-2019 In Salahuddin Province, a roadside bomb killed two police officers, in 
NY, California 200 police officers burned in fiery wrecks writing a ticket on the 
side of the road in 2019. Another 200 in 2020 for Oil Riches of Iraqi in Salahuddin 
Province and Baghdad's $300 million a week in oil revenues! 



12-13-2019 West Point Medical School; NEWS ANALYSIS via Pink Cancers and 
Diseases Vaccines In A Polarized Gasoline Era, $777 Trillion for MIT War Toys 
and Qatar Trump Casino's world wide. Will Impeachment Become a ‘New 
Normal’? New Normal will be the West Point Medical School and Vaccines in 
bottled water, and Starbucks Latte's. New Normal for the Jews will be 1,001 IP 
invention projects for Exodus into the Universe. Paid for by Mecca, grin 

12-13-2019 "A Polarized Gasoinne Era World Wide all illegal;" "Smuggled Iranian 
Gas and a Predawn Dash Lead to Fiery Crash That Kills 13" In remote Pakistan, a 
fuel-loaded pickup that had evaded the police collided with a passenger bus around 
4 a.m., officials say." By SALMAN MASOOD 

12-12-2019 Irresistible Miracle Cure, 4 Yale MD Wife's in a Legal Polygamous 
Marriage Driven in a 2020 Ford WindmillCAR to winning a Nobel in Medicine on 
Christmas Day 2019, 2020... 

12-13-2019 Obese Diseases; West Point Medical School Art of the Diagnosis. Family 
Behind Krispy Kreme Donates Millions to Obesity. 



12-13-2019 Pakistan's Yale and Harvard Law School's will be closed when the 2020 
Ford WindmillCar is driven into Pakistan. "Local news media reported that some 
lawyers carried weapons and fired in the air to spread panic. A police vehicle was 
set on fire during the violent standoff. More than 100 lawyers escalated their 
protest against a hospital in Lahore, Pakistan, and stormed the building. “They 
broke everything,” one hospital official" By Salman Masood 

12-13-2019 Infidel Trump and Ivanks con; For Trump, Impeachment May Be a 
Political Plus but Also a Personal Humiliation getting exposed being conned by 
Prince Salman for $4 Gas in the USA on the 4th of July. 

12-13-2019 1 million new gas stations in 2019 in China Ruined the Planet, when the 
2020 Ford WindmillCAR would have given us Exodus into the Universe, contact 
with Jewish Aliens at Sirius. Live streaming video of them! Chinese Aliens are 
millions of light years from Earth. 

12-13-2019 Qatar Mayor is building 40,000 Trump Towers a Year; Facing 
Homeless Crisis, New York Aims for 1,000 New Apartments a Year. By NIKITA 
STEWART, JEFFERY C. MAYS and MATTHEW HAAG NYC Killing of 
Barnard Student Tessa Majors Unnerves Campus and City. Freshman was fatally 
stabbed during an early-evening walk in Morningside Park. 1,001 other women 
were killed pulling into a gas station during a hold up in Miami, Cuba. She walking 
in the park when she was approached by one to three people near West 116th 
Street and Morningside Drive, Chief Harrison said. There was a struggle, and one 
of the attackers pulled out a knife and stabbed Ms. Majors several times, he said. 
The attackers fled and Ms. Majors staggered up a flight of stairs, out of the park 
and onto the street, where a school security guard found her and called 911. She 
was taken to Mount Sinai St. Luke’s hospital, where she died from her injuries, he 
said. Robert Inman Majors, is a novelist and teaches creative writing at James 
Madison University. As of Dec. 8, there had been 20 robberies inside Morningside 
Park or on its perimeter this year, compared to seven in the same period last year. 
Miami, Cuba gas station hold ups are censored. Since June, five people reported 



being robbed on or near the staircase at 116th Street and Morningside Drive, near 
the spot where Ms. Majors was killed. Recently, the police said, several teenagers 
had been arrested in a pattern of robberies in the area. The killing shocked the 
college and the NTC. Not the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ. 'Pink Women" 40,000 
Murdered via endless wars and no cure for Breast Cancer. "Murdered Women" 
20,000 in 2019 by the same endless wars in Baghdad not NYC. Pentagon Generals 
are at the Regis in NYC and Saddam Palace in Baghdad. "Tess, she wrote on 
Instagram on Oct. 11. A month earlier, the band had released an album called 
“Girl Problems.” 2 White Men at 1984 have murdered girl problem's in Hot Pink. 
"Police closed off Morningside Park, leaving it eerily empty. Numbered signs 
marked a winding path up a staircase, appearing to trace the final moments of Ms. 
Majors’ life." 

12-13-2019 UPDATE; 13-year-old boy was arrested and charged on Friday in 
connection with the killing of Tessa Majors, an 18-year-old Barnard student who 
was fatally stabbed while walking through a park near her campus, law 
enforcement officials said. The boy was charged with murder, robbery and 
criminal possession of a weapon, one official said. In his statements to the police, 
the boy, who lives in Harlem and is 5 feet 5 inches tall, had implicated himself in the 
attack but had not confessed, the official said. 2 White Men at 1984 HQ know he 
will kill someone again in prison or when he get out at 43 or 53. These 2 White Men 
Masterminded this 13 year old killer with gas stations in Harlem. 

12-13-2019 Gas and oil Pipelines under the ground will delay the start of 
construction on a pedestrian bridge above Fifth Avenue NYC. 

12-13-2019 "U.S. Troops Could Soon Be Able to Sue Over War Blunders since 
Vietnam and the 1980 Ford WindmillCAR's... 



12-13-2019 The team used a number called the Gini coefficient to measure overall 
inequality among the crabs. top 1 percent of hermit crabs owned only about 3 
percent of the total shell weight. The notion that crabs can teach us about human 
wealth distribution “may be a little preposterous,” 

12-13-2019 'Pink Olivia Newton John' "Preposterous Pink" contrary to reason or 
common sense; utterly absurd or ridiculous. "a preposterous suggestion" Rx 
Recipe 4 trillion crunched at Los Alamos by 100,000 Scientists out of Gas via 
Mecca. Preposterous to let so many 'Pink USA Women' die a tortured death so the 
Generals at the West Point Medical School can sit around iMac and Mac Book 
Pro's Today at Saddam Palace in Baghdad counting their Oil Revenues not Pink 
Dead on the battlefields world wide. Preposterous in Pink! Put a end to all sports 
until a Rx Recipe that cure all stages of breast cancer is discovered. Chasing the 
Dream of a Helmet That Will Save Football... 2 White Men at 1984 HQ will save 
football before others invent a Rx Recipe Pink Latte for Starbucks Pink Women 
Players. 

Preposterous 1 inch windmill not a 100 foot GE Windmill Turbine Farm can power 
a cruise ships with -254 C super conductivity electric generators... West Point 
Medical Schools world wide are not preposterous either. 



Preposterous 1 inch windmill not a 100 foot GE Windmill Turbine Farm can power 
a cruise ships with -254 C super conductivity electric generators... West Point 
Medical Schools world wide are not preposterous either. 

12-13-2019 "Screens in the Classroom: Tool or Temptation to Watch Porn. Who is 
conditioned to watch Porn vs who reads the NY Times? Drunk or Sober like the 
Navy Admiral in the White House. Facebook and Google need to make public who 
watches porn and for how many hours in the last week. Apple employees at work 
watching porn should be posted at Apple.com Same as Amazon from what we know 
about Jeff Bezos he is a porn actor. People with dyslexia need 1 Click Amazon links 
to 1,001 IP invention projects with specs and genius tutors for a Rx Recipe Cure. 
Cause of dyslexia could be a protein in the brain. Class and Caste is run “Take out 
your phone and type in this URL, and let’s go.” 



12-13-2019 Motorcycles are 29 times more deadly per passenger-mile than cars. Dr. 
Savage explained that young men and those under the influence of alcohol or drugs 
account for a disproportionate number of traffic fatalities. Every day, around 100 
people die on American roads in vehicular crashes. Censored from this NY Times 
article is the burns fiery wrecks. How many were drunks. Twenty-nine people 
werent’t so lucky — that’s the number of people who die in alcohol-related crashes 
on average every day in America. Sort out who is who. Ultimately, what you do 
with your life is a decision for you to make. As for me, I want 4 MD Wife's from 
Yale and to be driven to a Nobel in Medicine by the 4 Wife's. 

12-12-2019 Key West Christmas Day Weddings!!!! Miracle Cure's, 4 Yale MD 
Wife's in a Legal Polygamous Marriage Driven in a 2020 Ford WindmillCAR to 
winning a Nobel in Medicine on Christmas Day 2019, 2020... Nobel in Medicine 
Weddings!!!! 

12-12-2019 Rx Recipe Cure for Autism at the West Point Medical School. A School 
that Empowers!! iMac Pro $7,999 add to bag click here! Smell the Rx Perfume 
Recipe that cures Autism, Dementia, Altimers... 

12-12-2019 NY Times Headlines Today; "Turkey and Russia Judged Bigger Risk 
Than ISIS for U.S. Troops in Syria" When Ivanka is diagnosed with breast cancer 
'Pink' will be the Bigger Risk than all in Syria... 



Rubio's name in Saudi Arabia is Senator Infidel, President Infidel Trump is a 
prayer 5 times a day in Mecca. 

12-12-2019 "Pink War's' Officials from Saudi Arabia arrived at Naval Air Station 
Pensacola on Monday to meet with Saudi students who remained restricted to the 
base.Credit...F.B.I. By Mike Baker, Frances Robles and Dave Philipps 

12-12-2019 'Pink War's' Ending America’s Endless War's in Afghanistan 

Senators rule Pink Women can sue Mecca $$$ 

12-12-2019 Rx Recipe Cure for Autism at the West Point Medical School. A School 
that Empowers!! "A School Empowers a Single Mother of a Girl With Autism" 
"For years, Angela Terrero was anxious about raising her daughter, Astrid. Then 
she found a children’s center that supported them both." "State Department of 
Education referred Ms. Terrero to the Kennedy Children’s Center, which runs 
special education preschools in Manhattan and the Bronx. Ms. Terrero was able to 
enroll Astrid when the new school year started." Rx Recipe Cure for Autism at the 
West Point Medical School. A School that Empowers!! Kennedy Children’s Center, 
an affiliate of Catholic Charities of the Archdiocese of New York, hired her as a 
teacher’s aide at its Bronx location. She works with children with special needs, and 
is no longer anxious about raising Astrid." Rx Recipe Cure for Autism at the West 
Point Medical School. A School that Empowers!! By Sara Aridi NY Times 
"Donations to the Neediest Cases may be made online, or with a check or over the 
phone." NY Times Rx Recipe Cure for Autism at the West Point Medical School. A 
School that Empowers!! Send $7 Trillion to Los Alamos for the Rx Recipe Cure for 
Autism at the West Point Medical School. 



12-12-2019 Senator Marco Rubio said on Twitter that the attack in Pensacola 
“exposed serious flaws in our being conned as Rubio's name in Saudi Arabia is 
Senator Infidel, President Infidel Trump is a song in Mecca. All share the 
sentiments of Infidel. Pensacola shooter, identified as Second Lt. Mohammed 
Alshamrani, was influenced by Porn, hours and hours of porn with Navy Sailors. A 
report by the RAND Corporation raised questions about Porn Time in the Navy. 

12-12-2019 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's with Nobel Dents as Headlines; "With Many 
Dents to Its Image, Nobel Peace Prize Is Hit With a Few More" 

12-12-2019 iPhone GPS and Camera monitors for prisoners; Weinstein’s Bail Is 
Doubled Over Handling of Ankle Monitor 

12-12-2019 NYC Police Department statistics. There had been 298 murders this 
year compared with 275 at this time in 2018, police data showed. Tessa Majors, 
Barnard Student, 18, Is Fatally Stabbed Near Campus A freshman, she was killed 
during an armed robbery in Morningside Park. '1984' Mornings, Noon, Night, 299 
murders in NYC. Mobilization of '1984' Society dead. 



12-12-2019 Olivia Newton John on the 'Brink' of War. A Bitter Election Dispute 
Sends Afghanistan Back to the Brink. Are there any Pink Souls in the Pentagons 
War Rooms? 

Senators rule Pink Women can sue Mecca $$$ 

12-12-2019 Pink War, 40,000 Pink Dead in 2018 USA. In February 2018, about 500 
Syrian troops and dozens of vehicles, backed by Russian contractors, attacked the 
Conoco gas plant near Deir al-Zour. American commandos there, alongside 
Kurdish forces and backed by waves of American aircraft, fought back, killing 
hundreds of the fighters. Pink lawsuits against the Pentagon or King Salman, 
Mecca. Senators rule Pink Women can sue Mecca $$$ 

12-12-2019 Oil Cartels $1 Billion dollar bribes; The man who for years led 
Mexico’s war against drug traffickers was accused of taking millions in bribes from 
the Sinaloa Cartel. Swiss Bankers have know about these bribes for decades and 
decades and Geneva is in Switzerland the UN HQ is next to these Swiss Banks. 
Cozy $$$. 

12-12-2019 Cops can sue the Pentagon for fiery cop cars on the side or the road 
writing a ticket; U.S. Troops Could Soon Be Able to Sue Over Medical Blunders" 
"A must-pass spending bill in Congress would loosen the Feres doctrine, a bar to 



suing the government for injuries sustained on active duty. It is named for a heroic 
World War II paratrooper." By DAVE PHILIPPS War Crime Journalists at the 
NY Times burns in a Cop Car 1980 to 2020 the longest War for $777 Trillion in Oil 
Money. Dave Philipps covers veterans and the military, and is a winner of the 
Pulitzer Prize for National Reporting. Since joining the Times in 2014, he has 
covered the military community from the ground up. @David_Philipps • Facebook 

12-12-2019 Exodus Jews are Dead on this Battlefield! Israel Heads to Record Third 
Election, Extending Deadlock By DAVID M. HALBFINGER and ISABEL 
KERSHNER 

12-12-2019 Pentagon Top Brass Blunders of fiery Cop Cars for Saudi and Mecca 
Riches beyond belief! A War Crime! Burn Units not on the front page of invention 
projects for pain. In yesterdays VA MD article... Crime! 

12-12-2019 Many have been cramming for coming exams, 1,001 IP invention 
projects on 1 Click Amazon 



12-1-2019 "Utopia 1984" Utopia, when Jeff Bezos sells the books "Secret Files on 
the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's" 

12-1-2019 

11-30-2019 "Utopia 1984" Utopia, when Jeff Bezos sells the books "Secret Files on 
the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's", 1984 will become public and a Utopia worth $777 
Trillion, Key West not Qatar will get 40,000 Trump Tower Skyscrapers all with 
Star Wars technology. Well Florida will get 40,000, grin. "USA Utopia" with the 
riches beyond belief of Mecca, and Mecca poor as India and Pakistan with homeless 
on the Streets and Mosque of Mecca. 

11-30-2019 "Mecca Utopia 1984" Today, Mecca never built 25 Hospital Ships 
docked at Truman Waterfront Park in Key West, Navy Owned Dock. Admirals do 
get blood money and a cut of the bone saw sales from Mecca's gas revenues... $$$ 
Perks $$$ 

11-30-2019 "Pink Utopia" Mind Control is not just inventing getting one invention 



after another like Edison and Oppenheimer and Salk, Pasteur, Fleming, Curry. 
Madam Curry 2 Nobels for Gravity Engine, todays Madam Curry will get this. 
Lets hope gravity is a lot safer than radiation, ha. 

11-30-2019 "Amazon Utopia" How will Madam Curry win a Nobel for the Gravity 
Engine's, she will order it on Amazon Spin Offs. How Amazon Wove Itself Into the 
Life of the USA for 1 Click Invention Projects IP 1,001 spelled out on a Amazon 
page with specs and genius Einstein tutors. 

11-30-2019 "Starbucks Utopia" with iMac's and Mac Book Pro's Computer Lab 
with Latte, treats and Comcast fiber optics eventually. 

11-30-2019 "Inventor Utopia" range breathtaking miracle invention projects spin 
off from the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR. Every -254 C Volt and Amp accessory is 
streamed to Amazon Web Services for analysis using artificial intelligence. Rx 
Recipes are streamed to Amazon Web Services for analysis using artificial 
intelligence. Amazon Ring video cameras on homes in a high-crime neighborhood. 
iPhone 11 Mac iDash Cam iCop in your car. iTickets GPS Google Map of your life 
time is public. Grin. 

11-30-2019 "Utopia 1984" Utopia, when Jeff Bezos sells the books "Secret Files on 
the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's", 1984 will become public and a Utopia worth $777 



Trillion, Key West not Qatar will get 40,000 Trump Tower Skyscrapers all with 
Star Wars technology. Well Florida will get 40,000, grin. "USA Utopia" with the 
riches beyond belief of Mecca, and Mecca poor as India and Pakistan with homeless 
on the Streets and Mosque of Mecca. 

11-30-2019 Time Is Running Out for CERN's God Particle Analysts that "Time" is 
a God Particle! 

11-30-2019 "Pink Utopia" is a miracle cure Novel unrealistic to the "Purple Heart 
Utopia" currents as Purple Heart Vets could have been driving the 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR into Baghdad. Hemingway’s short stories. I had just reread one of 
the great tales of a dying man, “The Snows of Kilimanjaro”: "The Blizzard of 
Jewish Aliens and Humans at Sirius" tales of the Universe by a dying Habitat for 
Humanity thanks to war criminals like Jimmy Carter, a plantation owner in 
Georgia Russia. Unrealistic to any plantation owner in any age. Hemingway writes: 
“Now he would never write the things that he had saved to write until he knew 
enough to write them well.” We know enough about the psychology of Peanut 
Plantation owners and tobacco Plantation owners and if you read the story in the 
Times the psychology of a Dairy Farm 100 years in the family sold at last. 
Hemingway wrote little about the stars. I'm sure he knew Sirius. Not what we know 
about Sirius though. London and Paris Casino Bets are small wagers about Greg 
and Wife's in Key West getting this SETI to a Manhattan Project with 100,000 
scientists working at Los Alamos looking for live streaming Jewish Aliens and 
Humans from Sirius. 200,000 in the second year of looking for the live streaming 
broadcast from nearby Stars. In the End the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ, Top Brass 
Bet on this Live Streaming service as if it was Apple Prime or Disney. They will get 
it right eventually. 

11-30-2019 "Pink Utopia" is a miracle little girls living around London Bridge and 
its Starbucks if not for Prince Andrew, his sex tapes and 'War Medals' he asked 
Queen Mom not to take away for having sex with young girls. Sex stories from 
Desert Storm and today was Thanksgiving sex article for the Editors at the NY 



Times. Were are the 30,000 children Vietnam troops gave birth to in Baghdad? 

11-30-2019 Afghanistan, Trump children by USA Troops, how do they get the NY 
Times to censor this? 

11-30-2019 Thanksgiving Court Session in South America not USA. A court in the 
tiny South American country of Suriname convicted President Desi Bouterse on 
Friday in the 1982 killings of 15 political opponents Lawyers, journalists, and a 
university professor. Not a MD professor as this tiny SA country's culture was 
murder and politics by the ruling class. Did they have a 1984 top brass of 2 White 
Men... executing them inside a colonial fortress in the capital of Paramaribo. This 
story was told to Prince Salman growin up by his London Tutors, or Swiss. He was 
convicted by a court in the Netherlands in absentia of drug trafficking in 1999. He 
was under international pressure in 1987. 7 years after the invention of the 1980 
Ford WindmillCar under Jimmy Carter. Jimmy Carter has not come under 
international pressure to confess on his death bed. He Mocks God and the 1980 
Ford WindmillCAR. He is a peace with God he said. Mind Control is not just 
inventing getting one invention after another like Edison and Oppenheimer and 
Salk, Pasteur, Fleming, Curry. Madam Curry 2 Nobels for Gravity Engine, todays 
Madam Curry will get this. Lets hope gravity is a lot safer than radiation. 

11-30-2019 City Hall to ban wood burning bagel stoves not the Diesel trucks that 
deliver the Bagels. City Hall might ban the wood-burning ovens that are a key 
component of what makes Montreal bagels, at least to their proponents, the world 
champions of bagels. Those of you who are unfamiliar with Montreal bagels can 
learn about what distinguishes them from other bagels, the St-Viateur-Fairmount 
rivalry and the debate over which shop’s doughy circles are the finest by reading 
Dan’s entertaining story below... 



11-30-2019 Bill and Melinda Gates shipped 1 million wood burning stoves to Africa 
on Thanksgiving Day 2019. 

11-30-2019 Trump was thinking of shipping 1 Million 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's to 
Africa on Thanksgiving DAy 2019 but had a feast in Afghanistan. Not what the 
Doctor would have given him orders for on his emergency visit to Walter Reed last 
week... 

11-30-2019 Rachel May Love Is Not a Tally Sheet but for Dr. Lisa Sanders at Yale 
when Love is applied to a Nobel or even 2 Nobels in Medicine in 2020. MD Women 
at Yale thinking about Love and Marriage to a Nobel in Medicine and given a list of 
items needed to Win a Nobel. Love beyond a Tally Sheet or article in the NY Times. 
Her voice assured Greg he was not a lone POW in Key West. We walked away with 
the knowledge that soon, we would be a Nobel in Medicine Marriage, Polygamous 4 
Yale MD Women, Wifes. Pink Noble is the most sort after Nobel in Medicine. Rx 
Recipe Pink Latte for the worlds Starbucks, how many are there in Sweden, grin. 
Love your Job! Fell in love. May Orwell email or text soon as the baby wants a 
Utopia USA ricgher than Mecca. 



11-30-2019 "Pink Utopia" is a miracle cure Novel for Breast Cancer Rx Recipe 
hacked from Rx Recipes written at the Hemingway House Writing Class on iMac 
and Mac Book Pro's... with many Super Computers in Amazon's Clouds. Grin. 
Wife's. 

Rx Recipe's for the Brain, the Inventive Brain after the Love of a Noble in Medicine 
with 4 MD women wife's from Yale Key West Medical School. 



11-29-2019 "The only thing he knows for sure about this weird episode is that he’ll 
never know what happened in those few lost hours." T.G.A., it’s a one-shot deal Dr 
Lisa Sanders MD writes. 92% a one-shot deal. Life on Earth our one shot deal to 
become a MD or Inventor Edison, Einstein, Pasteur, Salk, Oppenheimer getting 
fired for wanting to build the Gravity Engine Car's instead of H-Bombs. We know 
what happened in the decades since Oppenheimer was fired by the President and 
Generals. The Generals and Presidents World Wide got rich off gas stations selling 
gas at $4 a gallon on the 4th of July. West Point Medical School was never a spin off 
from Oppenheimer at Los Alamos. What happens in the next few hours is critical 
to Dr. Lisa Sanders MD and her staff at Yale. The Only thing we know for sure is 
there are 2 White Men at 1984 HQ... grin. 

11-29-2019 Black Friday Gravity, Gravity Engine Car's a front page story in the 
NY Times for a billion people to talk about on Black Friday besides Amazon Sales. 



11-29-2019 Allah Feasting on USA Thanksgiving they’ve deprived the rest of us of 
the Gravity Engine Car and the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR, worse the 4 girls looking 
into the Apple Store Window, every observer looking at this picture knows in their 
Heart the 4 girls can't afford a Mac Book Pro because of Elite Oil Sale and then the 
4 Girls drive over to the Starbucks Store looking in the Window of Starbucks for 
the iMac and Mac Book Pro Computer Labs with office chairs, gone to Saudi 
Arabia, all gone to Saudi Arabia and there the Mac Computer labs are empty as a 
Starbucks Store without the Nobel seekers for WiFi. 

11-29-2019 Black Chard Cop Cars from Thanksgiving Day's Fiery Wrecks, 
censored by the NY Times on Black Friday. 

11-29-2019 "Time Is Running Out for Trump’s North Korean Diplomacy, Analysts 
Say" By CHOE SANG-HUN 

11-29-2019 Time Is Running Out for Trump’s Fiery Cop Car Crash, Analysts Say 







11-29-2019 An elite Iraqi security force gunned down more than two dozen mostly 
unarmed people blocking bridges, in a day of violence that saw at least 35 killed. 

11-29-2019 AI High Tech F-35 Radar on Car's that saw more than 350 Killed on 
Thanksgiving Day 2019 USA. 



11-29-2019 Navy Drops Effort to Expel 25 Hospital Ships Docked at Yale Key West 
Medical School that will cure the current Navy Culture of War Crimes against 
Allah. 

11-29-2019 Pink Utopia is when the Navy Paints all its War Ships Pink for a Breast 
Cancer Rx Recipe Cure at Los Alamos Manhattan Project. 

11-29-2019 Texas Thanksgiving for 30,000 breathing Black Air; Explosions Shake a 
Texas Town, and Its View on Thanksgiving. By RICK ROJAS Rick was censored 
their the people's View on Thanksgiving was Black Air they had to breath... 

11-29-2019 Pink Cancer Cure Sale on Black Friday Amazon Black Friday deals, 1 
Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP invention projects spelled out by Jeff Bezos will not 
be up and running with specks and genius tutors. Sanctions by the 2 White Men at 
1984 HQ as this would be a best seller all with 5 Stars. 

11-29-2019 Trump Visits Afghanistan on Thanksgiving Day 2019. Details were 
unclear. The declaration came on an unannounced trip as the president seeks to 



highlight a record of achievement for Wasted Warriors as the feast is $777 Trillion 
in Oil Revenues. Pink Cancer Cure Sale on Black Friday Amazon Black Friday 
deals, 1 Click Amazon by Jeff Bezos will not be up and running on Black Friday. 
Pink Women will die on Trumps Watch but he will not watch or tweet about Pink 
Deaths on Black Friday. A War Crime! 

11-29-2019 Los Alamos Super Computer with 4 Core's all Super Computers can 
give us a Colon Cancer Statistics from eating For 43 years iconic sausage, Waltraud 
Ziervogel has presided over Konnopke’s, the iconic sausage business that her father 
started in 1930 in what became East Berlin. By CHRISTOPHER F. SCHUETZE 
Chris knows people in NYC who have colon cancer from eating sausage... Is there a 
Pasteur II for Sausage and colon cancers? 

11-29-2019 Nobel in Medicine Shopping Season is a First for the Elite at 1984 HQ. 
Holiday Shopping Season Begins. Whether you’re hitting the stores or buying 
online from your couch, we’re here to see you through all the cancer and disease 
block buster Nobels in Medicine many Manhattan Projects at Los Alamos others on 
1 Click Amazon with specs and genius tutors. 

11-29-2019 4 Girls looking into the Apple Window at Mac's and we get this article; 
"Artist’s Studio: How About the Living Room? As rents for studios and lofts rise, 
many young artists find themselves working from home and adjusting their art to 
fit into smaller spaces." By KIM VELSEY "Brooklyn loft. It’s never been that for 
me,” said Ms. Lorek, 41, who works full-time doing production lighting and pays 
$1,250 a month for her live/work arrangement. “I could never justify a $700 or 
$1,000 studio space. $$$ Justify $8,584 for the Mac Book Pro - Kim at the NY 
Times has a Mac Book Pro justified by writing a Studio article in the times. As the 
outcome from the Mac Book Pro Artistic is a cure or invention. Compare Models 



side by side the Studio Artists and the Mac Book Pro Artists. So far all we have is 
NY Times writers with Mac Book Pro's Grin $$$ Free WiFi in NYC is Starbucks 
not the lobby of the NY Times. 

Kindle Rabid Dog Pasteur's Virus Apps. Pasteur in 2020 is shot down on legal 
options in Paris to rid the world of a Rabid Virus by Elite Oil Men in Secret in 
Qatar, UAE, and Saudi Arabia 

‘Serendipity’ Rx Recipe's 4 Girls looking into the Apple and Starbucks Windows 
for their iMac and Mac Book Pro $$$ 

11-29-2019 Utopian Novel in Medicine starts with; retrograde memory, recall of the 
events of the recent past, and anterograde memory, the ability to form new 
memories from the present. The desire to know the Rx Recipe for a perfect memory 
for everyone. 

11-29-2019 "The only thing he knows for sure about this weird episode is that he’ll 
never know what happened in those few lost hours." T.G.A., it’s a one-shot deal Dr 
Lisa Sanders MD writes. 92% a one-shot deal. Life on Earth our one shot deal to 
become a MD or Inventor Edison, Einstein, Pasteur, Salk, Oppenheimer getting 
fired for wanting to build the Gravity Engine Car's instead of H-Bombs. We know 
what happened in the decades since Oppenheimer was fired by the President and 
Generals. The Generals and Presidents World Wide got rich off gas stations selling 
gas at $4 a gallon on the 4th of July. West Point Medical School was never a spin off 
from Oppenheimer at Los Alamos. What happens in the next few hours is critical 
to Dr. Lisa Sanders MD and her staff at Yale. The Only thing we know for sure is 
there are 2 White Men at 1984 HQ... grin. 



11-28-2019 Yale Dr. Lisa Sanders MD designed iMac workstations and chairs for 
140 heart beats your target. Yes every day 7 days a week... Doctor Designed iMac 
workstations and chairs for Starbucks Mac Computer Lab. 

11-28-2019 Thanksgiving gifts of Legal Polygamous Wedding Gift Cars for the 
World Class Drivers, 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's and possible the 2020 Gravity 
Engine Ford in 2020!! 

11-28-2019 Basis for our modern Thanksgiving Day is Gas and Gas Money $$$ 
During the Big Bang 14 billion years ago, Oil Fields and Gas were created in the 
Earth. What was before the Big Bang is sort of censored by the Military Top Brass 
and Warriors in General. As not to give the Status Quo a big bang for Los Alamos 
Alien live streaming video Manhattan Projects. SETI does not have any iMac or 
Mac. H-Bomb builders either, grin. Recipe for a Universe, how many cooks today 
don't have this Recipe? One Drop of Gravity, on Earth will be the invention of the 
Gravity Engine Car! Cook this on the front page of the NY Times, Hell No We 
Won't Go into making Gravity Engine a front page story in the NY Times the 
Editors just said, I heard them! Ha. 

11-28-2019 'To Have Have Not" 4 Girls Looking into the Apple Store Window on 
Thanksgiving Day then driving over to Starbucks looking in the Window for the 
iMac, Mac Computer Lab. Lab working today Thanksgiving not .gov grin on the 
Rx Pink Recipe for the Breast cancer cure in all stages in 8 days. .gov los alamos 



11-28-2019 Thanksgiving gifts of Legal Polygamous Wedding's a Gift will give 
Humanity Many Nobels in Medicine when you Marry 4 MD women from Yale.... 
She sized you up in our New Universe of 12 Trillion Galaxies, and $777 Trillion 
confiscated from Allah and Mecca, giggles $$$ 4 Yale MD Women, Wife's 
stereotyped as Married to getting A Nobel in Medicine no matter, no time for much 
else. 

11-28-2019 Thanksgiving gifts Caesar was reportedly beguiled by the cinnamon 
wafting from Cleopatra’s hair. Today her hair is Pink and the Rx Cinnamon is 
wafting inside a Super Computer Simulation and AI formulas. 

11-28-2019 Thanksgiving gifts Plymouth, Massachusetts today not far from MIT. 
Harvest of IT, AI, Apps, iMac given to all who come over to your Thanksgiving 
Dinner who don't own a Mac Book Pro. To Have Have Not's today in 
Massachusetts. People from Saudi Arabia are a big part of upper class 
Massachusetts today hiding from their Bone Saw Prince Salman who is ready to be 
King like Trump. How many Massachusetts dinners in the upper class with Saudi 
guest of a Prince cutting up the Turkey will make a bone saw joke... many! Yes they 
will talk up the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's and Gravity Engine invention project, 
how we could invent this ASAP. This is Massachusetts not Mecca dinner with guest. 
Mecca conversations are stereotyped about war battles. 



11-28-2019 Thanksgiving gifts Plymouth, Massachusetts was already a village with 
clear fields and a spring when the Pilgrims found it. “A lovely place to settle,” he 
said. “Why was it available? Because every single native person who had been 
living there was a corpse.” Plagues had wiped them out. Pilgrims never called 
themselves Pilgrims. They were separatists. The term Pilgrims didn’t surface until 
around 1880. ...only to find his entire Patuxet tribe dead from smallpox... 

11-28-2019 Thanksgiving gifts World Class Drivers, 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's and 
possible the 2020 Gravity Engine Ford in 2020!! 

11-28-2019 Thanksgiving Invention Idea gifts; of Cars for the World Class Drivers, 
Fiery Wrecks, cop cars bursting into flames on Thanksgiving Day 2020 ‘We Need 
Help’: Deadly Fire in High-Rise Sets Off Panicked Escape. Texas Oil Men have 
escaped a 'Cop Killer' arrest. ie Bush and Kids. ‘We Need Help’ stopping the fiery 
cop car wrecks as if they can's arrest this Texas Oil Men's Culture mom, dad and 
the 2 kids in the head on collision fiery wreck Today will be Trumps Endless Wars. 
Ruling Class is ruthless in so many fiery wrecks and Today Censored by the NY 
Times Front Page Pictures. 

11-28-2019 Thanksgiving Invention Idea gifts; 30 Thousands Evacuated in Texas 
After Explosion at Port Neches Chemical Plant... 



11-28-2019 Thanksgiving Invention Idea gifts; 30,000 Today homeless After 
Explosions many at Port Neches Chemical Plant... 

11-28-2019 Thanksgiving Invention Idea gifts; 30,000 breathing in black air with no 
Mask Alert ASAP like in a War's Poison Gas Attack in Syria... 

11-28-2019 Thanksgiving Invention Idea gifts; Refinery and plant explosions are an 
unfortunate yet common occurrence in oil-rich Texas. By Margaret Toal, Nicholas 
Bogel-Burroughs and Manny Fernandez at the NY Times, war crime journalists. 
first explosion, which happened in a distillation tower that resembles a grain silo. 
The blast occurred in an area of the plant that processes a colorless gas known as 
butadiene used in the production of synthetic rubber and plastic. In Port Neches, a 
city of about 13,000, residents described the bewilderment and fear of waking up to 
a blast and the sight of flames. Bush 9/11 you don't need a mask. Bush 11-28-2019 
breathing in the thick black smoke that was pouring out of the plant. “Right now, 
you don't need a mask ASAP. Dr. Lisa Sanders MD will testify and write a article 
in the New England Journal of Medicine on Bush not telling all to put on a mask 
ASAP. Misdiagnosis in treatment by a President, Trump would not do much better. 
2020 Ford WindmillCAR's Time and The city is home to several chemical plants. 
Mr. Johnson praised Texas Petroleum Chemical for the company’s fast response 
and cooperation with local officials. In addition to butadiene, the plant also 
produces raffinate, a refining byproduct used to make other chemicals. The 
combined production capacity for the plant is more than 900 million pounds per 
year, the manufacturer said on its website. Mask downwind and WindmillCAR's. 



Danger of God does not blow Hellish black clouds of butadiene, raffinate. Super 
computer simulation of the 1,001 down wind today breathing in these chemicals 
will be on 60 Minutes Sunday. 

11-28-2019 Thanksgiving Invention Idea gifts; Thanksgiving, When You’ve Got 
Nowhere Else to Go In Our Limited Universe, Stay at Home Trump for Decades 
now Today he looks at Sirius but has to stay in Syria for the sake of Putin and West 
Point Generals with the Swords of Allah. 

11-28-2019 Thanksgiving Invention Idea gifts; "Hitler-Exxon-Mobil-BP Oil gas 
stations and we get headlines on Thanksgiving about Father’s Nazi Past Overtakes 
German Business Guru" By JACK EWING Jack has been buying $4 gas at Hitler-
USA gas stations for decades, this is a business Jack, $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues 
from these gas stations. 

11-28-2019 Thanksgiving Invention Idea gifts; Gas Station Road Rage; Today's 
Stats will not be in the NY Times tomorrow. "A 32-year-old Big Pine Key man was 
arrested this week after hitting a 63-year-old man in an apparent road rage 
incident earlier this month that resulted in the victim suffering a broken leg" 



11-28-2019 Thanksgiving Invention Idea gifts; Miracle Cure for Gas Station Road 
Rage; 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's - Grin! 

11-28-2019 Thanksgiving Invention Idea gifts; Bar Fight at 87? HIGGINS, 
RICHARD BERNARD was arrested on 11/27/2019 at 20:12 Date of Birth: 
09/19/1932 Age: 87 Gender: M Race: W Address: 3233 34TH ST, FT. 
LAUDERDALE, FL 33308 Occupation: INSURANCE AGENT in BOSTON Arrest 
Location: 600 BLK WHITEHEAD ST, KEY WEST Arresting Officer/Agency: 
KWPD, - KWPD Incident #: KWPD19OFF007017 - Offense #: Charges: 1 
Misdemeanor Count(s) of 784.03.1a1 BATTERY - TOUCH OR STRIKE 
Arraignment: 12/10/2019 at 09:00 

11-28-2019 Thanksgiving Invention Idea gifts; YouTube Video of NAPLES, two 
people are dead following a crash on a section of Florida highway known as 
Alligator Alley. Florida Highway Patrol posted on Twitter that Interstate 75 traffic 
east of Naples was blocked in both directions Wednesday afternoon. Troopers 
didn’t say how many vehicles or people were involved in the crash. Some victims 
were airlifted from the scene. Alligator Alley is one of the key roadways connecting 
the east and west coasts of Florida. Google Highway Crash Videos will be more 
helpful than Google Street View!! 



11-28-2019 Thanksgiving Invention Idea gifts; NT Times guys at home today; I 
definitely fall into the category of “early adopter.” Our house is an Apple Store in 
miniature. At home, we shuffle between two MacBooks and an iPad Pro. I’m on my 
second Apple Watch, fifth iPad, seventh iPhone and, I think, 10th Mac. Every 
drawer in our house has some kind of Apple dongle in it. With all the money we’ve 
given to Apple, I’m pretty sure we’ve paid for at least part of Tim Cook’s private 
jet. Surely one of the winglets. 

11-28-2019 Thanksgiving Invention Idea gifts; Rx diamorphine — the clinical name 
for pharmaceutical-grade heroin in Glasgow that opened on Tuesday will allow a 
handful of drug users to receive doses, inject pharmaceutical-grade heroin twice a 
day alongside other treatment for their physical and psychological health, 
according to Glasgow City Council.Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Paris, From 9 a.m. to 5 
p.m. seven days a week, a $1.5 million facility. 

11-28-2019 Thanksgiving Invention Idea gifts; Rx diamorphine — the clinical name 
for pharmaceutical-grade heroin in a Super Computer Simulation for Diamorphine 
II at Disney Star Wars Galaxy Edge MD's. 



11-28-2019 Thanksgiving Invention Idea gifts; Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Paris, From 9 
a.m. to 5 p.m. seven days a week, a $1.5 Billion dollar Palace facility. You have to 
wonder how many Oil Men are getting 2 or more inject pharmaceutical-grade 
heroin twice a day alongside other treatment for their physical and psychological 
health... sex! Prince Andrew sex and drugs videos, efforts to make these YouTube 
videos have been rebuffed by the British government and Mom Queen Elizabeth 
who has watch them all... grin! 

11-28-2019 Thanksgiving Invention Idea gifts for World Class Drivers like Geoffrey 
S. Berman, the United States attorney in Manhattan, said Mr. Latchford had “built 
a career out of the smuggling and illicit sale of priceless Cambodian antiquities, 
often straight from archaeological sites.” "Attorney Medical School in Manhattan. 
1980 to 2020 Ford WindmillCAR's under arrest of illicit sale of gas and theft of gas 
money from millions in the USA, and world wide. Geoffrey S. Berman, could write 
a book on this. Gas money war led to the wholesale plunder of a great ancient 
civilization, and modern ideas for Medical Schools when the plague of cancer 
tortured Steve Jobs and Olivia Newton John so many times Geoffrey can even site 
this. 

11-28-2019 Thanksgiving Invention Idea gifts; Amazon Black Friday deals, 1 Click 
Amazon links to 1,001 IP invention projects spelled out by Jeff Bezos will not be up 
and running with specks and genius tutors. Sanctions by the 2 White Men at 1984 
HQ as this would be a best seller all with 5 Stars. 



11-27-2019 Thanksgiving gifts of Toasters powered by 1 Trillion volts Amps from 
the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR plugging into your home for Humanity. Legal 
Polygamous Wedding Gift from the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ. Gifts iMac's, Mac 
Book Pro's. Toast the newest Los Alamos Super Computer with 4 Cores across 
crossing populations of illiterate adults in Super Computer Simulations and 
Kindles for the Wedding with YouTube video, catch the Rose of the Invention Idea 
from 4 MD Women at Yale Key West Medical School. First Skyscraper in Key 
West. 

11-27-2019 'To Have Have Not" 4 Girls Looking into the Apple Store Window and 
Judy Collins buys them all a Mac Book Pro! Upper West Side apartment, which 
she has occupied for almost 50 years. She wore a crushed velvet purple jacket and a 
sparkling necklace that said “Resist.” Collins has three. They are Persian cats with 
luxurious coats and celestial orbs for eyes. At my request, she hunted them down, 
and when each was discovered — the tuxedoed Coco Chanel, the blue-gray 
Rachmaninoff and the all-white Tom Wolfe — Collins greeted the cat in a high, 
fluttering soprano. “Hello there,” Hell + Heaven Songs, now Sirius Songs of 
Invention Projects. Hear thes lyrics from Judy. Thanks 

11-27-2019 Soul Soul Mate Transported to the 2020 Ford WindmillCar Judy 
Collins Model Parked in front of the Apple Store Upper West Side To Have Have 
Not Nobel. $777 Trillion in Mecca Banks will set a record low in 2020 of Zero. AI 
Warrior making direct deposits to your account in the USA from a Mecca Bank. 
Art of War is changing to AI and Banks not battlefields to win Mecca's $777 
Trillion. 

11-27-2019 Soul Soul Mate Money War's the First against Mecca! "The Sword of 
Allah" today is the $777 Trillion of Allah First battle between the Romans and the 
Muslims. Khalid ibn Al-Walid reported that the fighting was so intense, that while 
fighting, he broke nine swords in the battle. Battle to Hack and crunch 4 Trillion 
Rx Recipes all trade secret and Confiscate $777 Trillion from Mecca. 



11-27-2019 Yale Dr. Lisa Sanders MD designed iMac workstations and chairs for 
140 heart beats your target. Yes every day 7 days a week... Doctor Designed iMac 
workstations and chairs for Starbucks Mac Computer Lab. 

11-27-2019 Thanksgiving Turkey Military top brass are spending Thanksgiving in 
Qatar at the New $1 Trillion dollar military base built in 2019. 100 Tanks are on 
the road to this base all paid for by Mecca Oil Company. 100 USS Jimmy Carter 
Nuke Subs have been built in 2019 to take out the 100 Tanks, 1 H-Bomb for each 
tank. God is Great when you have a War Chest of $777 Trillion, Carriers costing $1 
Trillion on the USA assembly line for Thanksgiving Day 2019. Hospital Ships big as 
Carriers will be paid for by Mecca, grin. 

11-27-2019 Thanksgiving Turkey Military top brass are reading; "Khalid should be 
sent as caliph, because of his very strong resemblance with Caliph Umar. Khalid 
was recognized and eventually, Umar came and Jerusalem surrendered in April 
637" $777 Trillion hack of Mecca's Money by Jews in Jerusalem is being read in 
their minds how to pull this victory off in 2020 or 2019 on Christmas Day $$$ 

11-27-2019 Thanksgiving Weather: Flights Booked Kindles with YouTube pages 
and Super Computer Simulations on the Plane that fly's into orbit for 15 minutes 
and lands in Paris, Snow and a ‘Sirius Cyclone’ from live streaming video from 
Humans and Jewish Aliens at Sirius 



11-27-2019 How Six Different Cooks Set Striking Thanksgiving Tables with iMac's 

11-27-2019 Thanksgiving Meal is a iMac, Mac Book Pro Computer Lab food... 
feasting on Miracle Cures, inventions! Nobel Novels!! 

11-27-2019 Driving in a new 2020 Ford WindmillCAR to the Apple Store on 
Thanksgiving Day for a Thanks to work, on a Nobel in Medicine... 

11-27-2019 Thanksgiving Fever taken from everyone in the USA as the USA will 
have $777 Trillion to treat this fever from Oil Wealth. Cost of living in the USA 
with $4 Gas on the 4th of July USA was a Crime by the Top Brass who feast today 
in a Qatar Palace. 



11-27-2019 Thanksgiving "Sweden Investigates Iraq Defense Chief for War Crimes 
and Fraud" By ALISSA J. RUBIN and CHRISTINA ANDERSON Saddam's Iraq 
Palace in Baghdad on Thanksgiving Day is filled with Top Brass Generals and 
other high ranking officers. No one is working on a Pink Rx Recipe for the 
Starbucks Latte a War Crime. the Pink White House a joke close to home for 
Ivanka; "In White House Turkey Ceremony, President’s Impeachment Jokes Hit 
Close to the Bone Saw killer not the Admiral MD doing free MD sawing on 
Thanksgiving Day to a DNA birth defect from Diesel smog in his bone, cancer. 
1,001 kids in the USA with bone cancer from diesel Smog. Impeachment Jokes hit 
close to the bone saw Prince Salman on these bone saws for cancer. 

11-27-2019 NYC Subway Train on Thanksgiving getting them to the MD Meal at 
the Medical School Dining Room, Hell No! "Serve a Full Thanksgiving Meal on an 
L Train? Just Watch Them" By KWAME OPAM Subway did not stop at the 
Medical School Meal of Medical Test and Rx Penicillins... Who is driving this NYC 
subway train? Editors at the NY Times who have a fever and the flu. Page A20 

11-27-2019 ‘Our Thanksgiving Is One of Resilience’ Like the Sun and Stars are 
billions of years old and we have time under the Microscope at CERN with Gravity 
Engine on a Kindle. 

11-27-2019 NYC Fifth Avenue four colossal buildings that were vacant, vacant, 
vacant, vacant. Until recently, the buildings had been the flagship locations for Polo 
Ralph Lauren, Henri Bendel, Massimo Dutti, and Tommy Hilfiger. To put it 
bluntly, said Michael Hirschfeld, who works in commercial real estate, it was 
“mood killing.” So the Fifth Avenue Association, which represents more than 120 



establishments, sprung into action, deciding to do more of what Fifth Avenue does 
best: Holiday windows. 

11-27-2019 Fifth Avenue does best: Holiday windows with 5 Girls looking out the 
Windows with iMac's and Mac book Pro's and those on Fifth Avenue outside with 
touch screen's and keyboards writing the To Have Have Not Hemingway House 
Writing Class Nobel Novel on a app that lets 100 write on the same page at the 
same time with 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP invention projects and huge full 
window super computer simulations. Show 75,000 people walking down Fifth 
Avenue the Super Computer with 4 cores that are super computers and just what it 
can do to stop NTC from getting Nuked. Invent a way to fly to Sirius. Exodus. 
Gravity Engine Window for people who live in Skyscrapers. Best Selling Invention 
Project to bring then inside. Dialog in a Disney Star Wars Galaxy Edge Money 
make in a Window on Fifth Avenue and show time in the next window all about 
star wars inventions like the gravity engine. Rx Pink Latte at Starbucks Disney. 

11-27-2019 Disney Bagel named Star Wars and Dentures @ Star Wars "Fairmount 
has had a few milestones. In 1952, Mr. Shlafman recalled, an elderly Jewish man 
came in with a bag of sesame seeds, complaining that poppy seeds got stuck in his 
dentures. Soon, the news spread among the close-knit Jewish community, and the 
sesame seed bagel became a Montreal fixture." Dentures fixture at Star Wars for 
those who think about this invention. And which bagels are better — St-Viateur’s 
or Fairmount’s? Disney at Star Wars Galaxy Edge soon as they get the electric 
oven preheated... Blueberry Bagels on 100% Wheat topped with more Blueberry's 
and Chocolate Stars for Exodus. Star Shaped Bagels are under the counter... 



11-27-2019 Fearless Girl Olivia Newton John and Ivanka, Steve Jobs Small Fry too. 
Go to Courting Los Alamos for the Cure for cancer in a Rx Pink, Latte Rx Recipe 
hacked from 4 Trillion Recipes. Company Behind ‘Fearless Girl’ Goes to Court 
Over Replicas A statue of a defiant girl was meant to empower. But when copies of 
it appeared around the world, the company that first purchased it fought back. 

11-27-2019 Pink Girl Goes to Court Over Replicas - Pink Girl Statue of Olivia 
Newton John then one of Ivanka on Fifth Avenue... Charging Bull is West Point 
Generals not MD's. Who will Win this War? 

11-26-2019 Soul Soul Mate Transported to the 2020 Ford WindmillCar Judy 
Collins Model Parked in front of the Apple Store Upper West Side To Have Have 
Not Nobel 

Fever; Marriage Fever, Wedding to go to pick up your Nobel in Medicine. 
Weddings Honeymoon at Sirius, Giggle's! 



11-26-2019 Wedding Gifts iMac's, Mac Book Pro's. Toast the newest Los Alamos 
Super Computer with 4 Cores across crossing populations of illiterate adults in 
Super Computer Simulations just one example is who gave whom HIV and syphilis. 
Syphilis Test for the marriage license... 

11-26-2019 "Thanksgiving Miracle" Pink!! Olivia Newton John tweet by Trump, 
no a Tweet about Pardon for Warriors. Trumps Military Mind killed 1 million pink 
women this Thanksgiving day without thinking... Vets will kill a wife on 
Thanksgiving 2019 and it's marked classified by the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ. 
Police in Florida say a man arrested once for slashing a woman with a knife got out 
of jail and later killed her. The Tampa Bay Times reports that 57-year-old War, 
100 year old war between Men and Women. No Peace Talks, caller ID and GPS 
map of his locations in life on a Google GPS Map Date + Time Current... at Disney 
Star Wars Galaxy Edge Times. 

11-26-2019 Pope Francis in the Catholic Church iMac, Mac Computer Lab; 
"Thanksgiving Miracle" that would be invented if the Catholic Church each of 
them had a iMac, Mac Book Pro Computer Lab for the congregations. 

11-26-2019 Anyone at the Times can give you the flu or some other disease costing 
you $10,000. If City Hall were masterminds of the 'Fever' and were Dr. Lisa 
Sanders MD who found a cluster of high fevers in the Editors or Customer Service 
she would write the Rx and give it before they left the building. Only if City Hall 
were onto 98.6 not 62 degrees code violations. Supreme Court will throw out all 



City Hall Code Violations calling them Hitler's Gas Cans! 

11-26-2019 So if you have a fever, basically it [almost always] means you have an 
infection," Dr Young said. But both bacteria and viruses can cause fevers and 
there's no specific difference between a fever caused by bacteria and one caused by 
viruses... IP invention project for the NY Times Medical School, grin. 

11-26-2019 Military Do Not Share the Same Value for West Point Medical School 
and the Rx Recipe for the Pink Latte at Starbucks that will cure all stages of breast 
cancer in 8 days, nuke breast cancer. 

11-26-2019 Trump; Olivia Newton John, Steve Jobs and the Military Do Not Share 
the Same Values or Value the Hitler-Exxon-Mobil-BP Oil Gas Stations the 
indistinguishable War and War on Cancer since Vietnam. Value of Military Wars 
has finally been lost by a Bone Saw Killer Oil Prince Salman in Saudi Arabia. 
Value to the Military on Thanksgiving is feasting in the Palace of Saddam and all 
the other 1,001 Palaces Miami, Cuba gas stations earned for War. Military Top 
Brass on Thanksgiving will feast in Qatar, UAE, Kuwait, Saudi Arabia and at 
many Trump Qatar Casino's at the Roulette Wheel gambling on No War Crimes 
for the Hitler-Exxon gas stations and fiery cop car wrecks writing a ticket. 



11-26-2019 Interference by the Military ‘Hits a New Level of Dangerousness’ in 
Hitler-Exxon Gas Stations and the Rx Recipe for the Pink Latte at Starbucks. Well 
as Jewish Exodus to Sirius invention projects. Not to Mention Mecca Riches beyond 
belief of $777 Trillion. Warriors Pardoned!! Recipe for Purple Hearts; Purple 
Hearts say said the psychological stress of 1 million Pink dead on their battlefield 
didn't matter as ISIS is the enemy. Russians are banned from the Olympics for 4 
years so are USA Special Olympics kids via Diesel. War Crime killing kids via birth 
defects, new weapon of the Military. 

11-26-2019 Thanksgiving Meal is a iMac, Mac Book Pro Computer Lab food... 
feasting on Miracle Cures, inventions! Nobel Novels!! 

11-26-2019 Yale Dr. Lisa Sanders MD designed iMac workstations and chairs for 
140 heart beats your target. Yes every day 7 days a week... Doctor Designed iMac 
workstations and chairs for Starbucks Mac Computer Lab. 

11-26-2019 Email Dr. Lisa Sanders MD for diagnosis on her hair falling out... Two 
years ago, she had surgery on her hand, and when she awoke from the anesthesia, 
her hair fell out. “I had fabulous hair,” she said; silky hippie goddess hair. Judy 
Collins was unimpressed with how it grew back, so now she has it all shaved off: 
“My hair was so good that there’s no comparison.” 

11-26-2019 On Soul-Mates; Judy's husband designed the Korean War Memorial 
before 100's of H-Bombs were worked into the final Korean War Memorial in DC... 



11-26-2019 The Vietnam War Memorial in Key West will have H-Bombs! In its 
award winning design for a Nobel Peace Prize Winner, not a scam peace prize like 
Jimmy Carter's. 

11-26-2019 Brain Benefits of Reading and Writing AI knowing the story of Greg 
finding the WindmillCAR in Orwells Animal Farm Windmill reading. People need 



to learned to read and write a list of 1,001 IP invention projects as they read and 
make notes in the Kindle or paper back even a City library book as the Gravity 
Engine should be a note in the index in every paper back book you read. 

11-26-2019 Pope Francis Rx Masterminded the "Thanksgiving Miracle" that would 
be invented if the Catholic Church each of them had a iMac, Mac Book Pro 
Computer Lab for the congregations. 

10-5-2019 43 Cop Cars in Fiery Wrecks in Ukraine!! CIA's top lawyer made 
'criminal referral' on complaint about Trump Ukraine call. CIA world wide knows 
better than the run of the mill person 1,001 cop cars are rear ended bursting into 
flames in a traffic stop writing a ticket on the side of the road in the Ukraine well as 
Moscow. 

10-5-2019 Traffic Stop by Key West Cops for Mandy Miles; I learned long ago not 
to burn any of the 42 bridges that connect us all. 43 Cop Cars Burned in Mandy 
Miles headlines... 1984 edition! 

Cars are death machines. Pedestrian fatalities in the United States have increased 
41 percent since 2008; more than 6,000 pedestrians were killed in 2018 alone. More 
than 4,000 American kids are killed in car crashes every year. 
The internet-equipped “connected car,” for example, initially introduced by 
Cadillac in 1996 as a luxury safety feature known as OnStar. 

I’m not so naïve to think we can get rid of cars altogether, but we have so many 
tools to eliminate traffic-related injuries and fatalities right now. Until then, the 



streets will belong to "Cars" death machines. by By Allison Arieff. 

Naive Allison Arieff Traffic Girl at the NY Times Pictured. Now for a perfect 
memory test for Allison, did you read the NY Times article a month or two ago that 
said the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ know about F-35 Radar on all cars and roads in 
the USA and figured they don't want to spend the $7 Trillion out of their War 
Chest for USS Jimmy Carter Subs and F-35 Jets as the cost of $7 Trillion is the 
same cost for a Rx Recipe Pink at a Pink Los Alamos Manhattan Project to cure 
breast cancer in all stages in 8 days with a Rx Pink Latte at Starbucks. Naive to 
think the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ with $777 Trillion in Cash will spend any money 
but for Jimmy Carter Nuke Subs and F-35 Jets! 

10-5-2019 Journalists missed 5 Cop Cars on Fire; But got this story. Five-Alarm 
Fire at Bronx Apartment Building Injures 10. Two people, including a firefighter, 
were seriously injured in the blaze on the Grand Concourse, which took more than 
three hours to bring under control. By NEIL VIGDOR Blaze of fiery wrecks every 
day and night not only in the USA but every UN Nation. Did the UN take this up 
last week in NYC, Hell No! 

10-5-2019 Medical schools, which are already hard to get into, are getting harder 
each year. U.S. News did its annual survey of the 118 ranked medical schools that 
reported their acceptance rates and found that the average was only 6.8% in 2018. 
However, the average acceptance rate of the most competitive medical schools was 
at just 2.4% this past application cycle. Greg and his 4 MD Wife's at Yale, know we 
will win a Nobel in Medicine. 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 IP invention projects 
with specs and genius tutors, many from Yale Med. 

10-5-2019 In fact, I recommend that students who have a lower than average 
MCAT score or GPA consider 1 Click Amazon links to 1,001 Nobels in Medicine IP 
invention projects links with specs and genius tutors and thanks to Starbucks WiFi 
Mac and Mac Book Pro's at every Cafe table in Paris, USA soon. 



Yale Key West Medical School, Upper East Side of Manhattan is Cornell. They 
would have won a Nobel in Medicine if Dr. Augustine M.K. Choi, would have 
moved them into 'Freedom Tower' and enrolled 10,000 medical students. Sorry Dr. 
Augustine M.K. Choi, you are not a Nobel in Medicine winner. Marry 4 MD 
women, propose we get 4 Nobels in Medicine, I Do! I Will. 

Click Here --------- New Amazon Paperback Book "Secret Files on the 2019 
Windmill Car's" ------ Click Here

Oui Oui click here for Greg in French on Amazon WindmillCAR's + RV's

1-1-2018 "Yale Key West Medical School And Hospital Ships" will be a Disney 



Pixar Fox Movie with Dramatic Art of the Diagnosis via Dr. Lisa MD that will save 
your and your Wife's life's - Antidote for Coors Invented in Key West! Qatar Oil 
Revenues of $777 Trillion will pay all your tax in 2018. Antidote for No Smoking 
Quit Smoking will be invented in 2018 in Key West by Greg and Wife's. Slim Down 
in 2018 invented too. Rx Recipe Latte's at Starbucks. 

1-1-2019 Greg is 71 *.* Happy New Year With InventBook end of Facebook in 2019 
Thank God we can get back to inventing Miracle Cure's Rx! 1,001 Nobels in 
Medicine + Hemingway House Writing Class Nobel Novels with 1 Click Amazon 
links to IP invention projects. iMac on every Cafe Table in Paris and every 
Starbucks Worldwide. InventBook for 2019 by Greg + Many Legal Wife's in Key 
West... 



Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West FL 33041 email 
inventor8484@gmail.com CELL 3054346276 

Please Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West FL 33041 
inventor8484@gmail.com CELL phone 3054346276 Copyright 2020 

2019 ----- New ---- Secret Files on the 2019 Windmill Car's Click Here for Greg's 
Book on Amazon Look Inside at New Pages Click on Cover to zoon in and read the 
Secret File! Amazon lets you read 42 pages wow! Book is 474 Pages



Right Click on picture, Open Image in New Tab or Right click on this picture and 
save it then open it with Paint and you will be able to read all the Secrets Los 
Alamos wrote about the 2019 Ford WindmillCAR!! 

Endgame Brain Surgery + Brain Cancer Rx Recipes are done here, along with 400 
times faster than the speed of light in a Verizon Cell Call to Sirius. All that missing 
in this picture are the 4 Wife's and 40 iMac's, grin. Nice! Yes they serve Rx Pink 
Latte's from Starbucks. 

copyright Greg Buell 2020 



Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 33041 

NEW CELL # 3054346276 

Endgame Brain Surgery + Brain Cancer Rx Recipes are done here, along with 400 
times faster than the speed of light in a Verizon Cell Call to Sirius. All that missing 
in this picture are the 4 Wife's and 40 iMac's, grin. Nice! Yes they serve Rx Pink 
Latte's from Starbucks. 



1,800 Page Web 3 megs Ran Out of Memory on my PC Click Here its HTML as I 
don't have enough memory to make it a PDF, Thanks Greg

1,400 Pages in Web on 6-25 2019 Titled 4 MD Wife's Coup Click here for the Pdf 
version long file takes a few mins to open with Win 10

New Look inside Amazon lets you read 43 pages... 

Oui Oui click here for Greg in French on Amazon WindmillCAR's + RV's

2019 ----- New ---- Secret Files on the 2019 Windmill Car's Click Here for Greg's 
Book on Amazon Look Inside at New Pages Click on Cover this link takes you to so 
you can zoom in and read the Secret File! Amazon lets you read 42 pages wow! 
Book is 474 Pages



ISBN: 9781656088123 "Secret Files on Windmill Car's 2020" by Greg WindCar 
Buell Jan 5. 2020 



https://www.amazon.com/dp/1656088126 

Link Click Here Secret Files on Windmill Cars 2020

'Secret' file on the cover of Greg's book radiates when you get to 'Perpetual 
Motion' knowing Oppenheimer at Los Alamos wrote this 'Secret' file on the cover 
of Greg's Book on Amazon. 

1-12-2020 Kindle Rabid Dog Pasteur's Virus Apps. Pasteur in 2020 is shot down on 
legal options in Paris to rid the world of a Rabid Virus by Elite Oil Men in Secret in 
Qatar, UAE, and Saudi Arabia 

1-23-2020 Key West - NYC - Mecca - Paris; ...patients are six times as likely to 
receive T.P.A. in the first 60 minutes after symptom onset — the so-called “golden 
hour” during which the drug is most likely to reverse the ill effects of a stroke. “It 
can be the difference between being in a wheelchair and walking independently,” 
said Dr. Mackenzie Lerario, medical director of the NewYork-Presbyterian Mobile 
Stroke Unit. “Or between needing constant nursing care and living how you were 
previously able to.” Even with advances in medical technology, we will, of course, 
never eradicate regret. Regret is a fundamental aspect of being human. But there 
are high- and low-tech steps we can take to ease the sting. Perhaps none more 
important than embracing regret as part of life, and focusing not on what might 
have been but on what still is. Dhruv Khullar, M.D., M.P.P (@DhruvKhullar) is a 
physician at NewYork-Presbyterian Hospital, an assistant professor of health care 
policy at Weill Cornell Medicine, and director of policy dissemination at the 
Physicians Foundation Center for the Study of Physician Practice and Leadership. 

1-23-2020 Key West - NYC - Mecca - Paris; TPA in Bottled Water. A Nobel for 
2020. 



‘Serendipity’ Rx Recipe's 4 Girls looking into the Apple and Starbucks Windows 
for their iMac and Mac Book Pro $$$ 

Please Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West FL 33041 
inventor8484@gmail.com CELL phone 3054345276 Copyright 2020 


